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Abstract
Regular monitoring of an organization in the context of process maturity allows it to reach its goals and identify opportunities
and threats, which, as a result, may have a positive impact on its continuous improvement. There is a lot of research regarding
process maturity in the subject literature, but is it possible to talk about process maturity in organizational networks at all?
This study aims to identify the key dimensions of process maturity in technology clusters and, consequently, to develop the
concept of a measurement tool in the entities mentioned. The result of this research is a developed research concept focusing
on the synergy of two research approaches a) the CMMI model and b) a model identifying the process effectiveness of the
network. The future implementation of the research will make it possible to verify the level of process maturity of the network
on the example of a technology cluster, thus making a significant contribution to the development of science.
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Introduction
The functioning of an organization is subject to various types of analysis. Indicators of business activity inform managers
about the level of achievement of the assumed objectives, the situation of the company in the markets, or the state of various
resources accumulation, including primarily financial. The level of process maturity is information for the organization about
how the ordering of processes in the organization can respond to changes in its environment. In deductive terms: in this way,
the organization gains flexibility [Shukla, Sushil, 2020, pp. 71-89]; Sushil, 2013, pp. 1-15, Sushil, 2012, pp. 75-76], is able
to quantify its development potential [Bratnicki, 2001, p.8], as a result of identifying the maturity of each level in the
organization [Business Process Maturity Model…, 2008], as well as enables the organization to effectively and efficiently
allocate/relocate resources [Grossman, 2018, pp. 45-51]. The topic of process maturity itself has already been studied by
many researchers [Kalinowski, 2018].
Nevertheless, what may seem interesting is an attempt to determine to what extent the models used in the description of
individual entities can be implemented on the ground of inter-organizational networks. Is it at all possible to talk about the
process maturity of an inter-organizational network? As well as how to examine the process maturity of inter-organizational
networks? Thus, the basic idea of this paper is an attempt to identify the main research assumptions of inter-organizational
network process maturity, including defining the scope and characterizing the subject of future research. Thus, the main
objective of this paper is formulated as the identification of critical dimensions of process maturity in technology clusters
and, consequently, the development of the concept of a tool for measuring this category in the mentioned research entities.
The article consists of six parts. The first is an introduction to the issues. The second one is an attempt to define interorganizational networks. The third part describes a potential research subject, which is the NUTRIBIOMED cluster,
functioning in Lower Silesia. The fourth part focuses on the description of process maturity, models of this category in terms
of both individual and networked entities. The fifth part presents a research concept of the process maturity of the inter________________
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organizational network, taking into account the research assumptions adopted in the article. It also focuses on identifying
research questions that will form the basis for future empirical studies. The sixth part of the paper concludes by discussing
the risks and benefits of the planned empirical research.

Inter-organizational networks
The advantages of networks over the other forms of activity coordination, i.e., the market and hierarchy, were identified by
many authors [Thorelli, 1986; Powell, 1990, pp. 295-336; Thompson, 2003]. Consequently, it was assumed that they
constitute an entirely new form of coordination, so it is all the more worthwhile to know the mechanisms accompanying it,
especially in the context of solutions dedicated to individual entities – i.e., process maturity. It seems, therefore, that network
structures can currently be regarded as one of the best suited to the hard-to-predict conditions of economic activity
[STRATEGOR, 1995; Håkansson H., Snehota, 1995; Gulati, 1998], and therefore contemporary managers, as W. Czakon
claims, face the decision – not “whether” to participate in networks, but “how” to participate in them [Czakon, 2012, p. 173].
In doing so, the topic of inter-organizational networks is usually considered in the context of a broader analytical perspective,
often as part of an overview of modern organizational forms, rather than as a separate object of research. Another issue
remains the fact that the topic of “networks” is considered predominantly in the perspective of interpersonal relations (social
networks), for which a wide range of different research methods have been developed (SNA – social network analysis).
There is still a significant lack of such tools in the case of inter-organizational network research.
The problem of precise definition of inter-organizational networks seems to be a real and highly up-to-date one, with which
researchers in this field have been grappling for a long time. Doubts most often concern the precise determination of the
boundaries between the traditionally perceived organization and its environment, consequently characterizing the relevant
network structures. The matter may be complicated by the relatively short period of the proper development of the concept,
the widespread use of the term “network”, as well as the possibility of interpreting it both as an “attribute” and as an
independent entity (e.g., holding, strategic alliance, outsourcing arrangement) [Niemczyk, 2006, pp. 26-27]. Therefore, the
article presents selected definitions of an inter-organizational network, necessary from the analyzed issue perspective.
A relatively clear definition of a network was proposed by W. Czakon, defining it as „a set of actors connected by a set of
ties” [Czakon, 2012, p. 15], further suggesting the consideration of 3 distinct meanings of the economic network, in terms of
K.G. Provan and S.E. Human, specifically as [Human, Provan, 2000, in: Czakon, 2012, p. 15]: the research subject, the form
of organization and the method of coordination. K. Möller and S. Svahn propose a noteworthy definition, based on a
distinction between the terms “network of organizations” – a term treated more generally and referring to any group of
organizations or actors connected by relations, and “network organization” - in contrast to a simple network characterized
by: density, multiplicity, and mutuality of relationships as well as a common value system defining the roles and
responsibilities of the participants. They define strategic business networks as intentional structures that companies seek to
deliberately design for specific purposes [Möller, Svahn 2003, pp. 204–205]. Moreover, the authors use the term “nets”
instead of “networks” (which, in their view, should be reserved for the macro scale - in this case only in an extensive context)
– referring, according to them, to intentional connections of limited groups of actors.
Therefore, inter-organizational networks will be understood in this study as a system, i.e., a set of elements (nodes) and
relations between them (ties), which is open in nature, i.e., it enters into relations with its environment, in which the number
of nodes is not a closed number (new elements may appear in the network), and between them, interdependence relations
occur, whose optimal form is formed by: exchange [Bar, Leiponen, 2014, pp. 1-23], (engagement) [Ihm, 2015, p. 501-503;
Cross et al., 2012, pp. 202-211] and (reciprocity) [Kirman et al., 2007, pp. 2085-2107; Pesämaa et al., 2013, pp. 81–92]. A
combination of these 3 key attributes was proposed by W. Czakon, who formulated the following definition of ties in network
systems [Czakon, 2005, p. 13]: „network ties are those interactions between enterprises in which information, material or
energy is exchanged, and the parties to the exchange are involved, and this attitude is reciprocal”. This synthetic term
succinctly characterizes the essence of the links between organizations. At the same time, the intensity of individual attributes
will directly translate into the value brought by a node to a particular network system.

Cluster as a research subject in the area: process maturity versus inter-organizational networks
An interesting subject of research in the area of process maturity of inter-organizational networks is the technology cluster.
The following reasons indicate this: a) a limited number of publications combining the issues of process maturity and the
form of inter-organizational networks that is the cluster b) the nature of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster, the specifics of which
include production companies, companies from the food, biotechnology and biomedical sector, supported by business and
universities1, and c) availability of the NUTRIBIOMED technology cluster, operating in Lower Silesia.

1

The NUTRIBIOMED cluster website, http://www.nutribiomed.pl/o-klastrze/partnerzy/, access: 29.10.2021.
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In conclusion, clusters are created to rationalize knowledge management activities and information flow, leading to increased
innovation, competitiveness, and competitive advantage [Kupczyk, 2014]. In addition, clusters providing more significant
opportunities to take advantage of international opportunities, and access to necessary resources, are reasons for creating this
type of action arrangement [Bengtsson, Kock, 2014, p. 182; Kupczyk, Stor, 2017]. NUTRIBIOMED cluster is a relatively
young network system operating at the Wroclaw Technology Park since 2007. Functioning in the area of high technologies
of food processing and biotechnological processes, among others in the field of dietary supplements and nutraceuticals, has
become a tool for the growth of innovativeness and entrepreneurship of the Lower Silesia region. The categories of entities
participating in the cluster are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Members of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster
L.p.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Entity category

Number of
entities

Business characteristics

FOOD
BIOTECHNOLOGY

24
37

BIOMEDICINE

14

BUSINESS

8

UNIVERSITIES

13

Manufacturers, food distributors, R&D centres;
Manufacturers and suppliers of innovative solutions;
Manufacturers and suppliers of compounds used in
pharmaceuticals and medicine;
Entities supporting cluster operation in legal and business
areas;
Academic centres performing research and teaching
activities;

96
Source: Own elaboration based on The NUTRIBIOMED cluster website.

Cluster members interact within 5 categories. Activity in associated interdisciplinary teams from different industries, but
also cooperation with academic centers, as a result, leads to the stimulation of competitiveness and development of
entrepreneurship. The following parts of the study present research possibilities on the process maturity of interorganizational networks in the NUTRIBIOMED technology cluster.

Process maturity in inter-organizational networks
The concept of process maturity is derived from the process orientation of the company (BPO) (Figure1). BPO refers
comprehensively to process management, taking into account mainly the horizontal structure, which, according to the authors
of this article, clearly favors the creation of inter-organizational networks. In the context of performance, it is the results of
processes rather than individual employees that are crucial.

Business Process Orientation
Business Process Management
Process
structure
Management

Business Process
Deployment

Process
culture

Optimization

Business
Process
Manageme
nt Maturity

Modeling

Figure 1: Relation between Business Process, Business Process Management, Business Process Orientation
Source: Own elaboration based on: Seguel, Eshuis, Grefen, 2010, pp. 85–94.

Through such deductive inferences, it can be seen that organizations aiming for the highest possible level of process maturity
are, in fact seeking for process management and/ or process orientation [Kalinowski, 2018]. In management theories,
maturity refers to the stages that an organization must reach to achieve its goal [van Looy, de Backer, Poels, 2011, pp. 11191137]. Process maturity is no different. From the beginning, process maturity itself has been defined as the degree to which
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processes are identified, managed, measured, controlled, and effective [Humphrey, 1988]. On the other hand, M. Hammer
describes maturity as a kind of assurance that business processes “are capable of delivering higher performance over time”
both in the context of individual processes and the organization as a whole [Hammer, 2007].
Further analyzing the literature on the subject, the concept of process maturity is precisely described by M. Rosemann, T.
De Briun, and T. Hueffner based on two distinctions: coverage and proficiency. According to the researchers, such a
perspective facilitates the benchmarking of effectiveness and efficiency of the analyzed processes [Rosemann, de Bruin,
Hueffner, 2004, pp. 1-7]. The increasing popularity of maturity models in different areas, and ways of functioning of an
organization is visible in the academic environment and practice [Gardiner, Weber, Curtis, 2008, p. 496].
In the subject literature, it is possible to find a definition of a process maturity model referring as a tool that allows assessing
the application of BPM best practices and/ or targeting their implementation [van Looy, de Backer, Poels, 2011, pp. 11191137]. Whereas, according to G.A Gracia-Mireles, M.A Moraga, and G. Gracia, a maturity model is a set of structured
elements that contain descriptions of the appropriate effectiveness and efficiency of processes at different stages of a
company's development, but also specifying the stages for process maturity and the ways to pass them [Gardiner, Weber,
Curtis, 2008, p. 496]. Critical literature studies reveal a significant number of models for assessing and implementing process
management best practices. Table 2 synthetically describes selected process maturity models used in companies.

Table 2: Review of the most popular BPM models
Model
Capability Maturity
Model Integration –
CMMI:
o for development;
o for acquisition;
o for services.

Business
Process
Management Model –
BPMM-OMG

Process
and
Enterprise Maturity
Model – PEMM

ISO 9004:2009

Features

Maturity levels

The most commonly used model for
managing software development.
Within the model there are process
areas (common and characteristic for
particular types of activity). Within
the areas lists of objectives (general
and specific) and practices (activities
supporting the achievement of
objectives) are identified.
The model is based on CMMI. For
each level, key areas are identified.
Specific and organizational goals are
defined for the areas. These are
supported by specific practices and
activities.
Maturity is influenced by 5 dimensions
and 4 levels. For each dimension there
are sub-descriptions of the criteria for
the individual levels. Each level is an
extension of the next.

The standard provides guidelines for
the continuous improvement of
organizations.
However,
this
effectiveness depends on smoothly
functioning processes, the maturity of
which is determined using a 5-degree
scale.

Author/authors

Year

Level 0 - incomplete
Level 1 - initial
Level 2 - managed
Level 3 - defined
Level 4 - quantitatively
management
Level 5 - optimizing

Software
Engineering
Institute

2010

Level 1 - initial
Level 2 - managed
Level 3 - standardized
Level 4 - anticipated
Level 5 - innovative

Object
Management
Group (OMG)

2009

5 dimensions:
- process design;
- process performers;
- process owner;
- process infrastructure;
- process parameters.
with 4 levels for each
dimension.
Level 1 - no systematic
approach;
Level 2 - functions are
organized with the basic
quality management system
(QMS) implemented;
Level 3 - structured process
approach ensuring the
effectiveness and efficiency of
the QMS;
Level 4 - effective and
efficient operation of the
quality management system
with positively interacting
processes;
Level 5 - functioning
processes support innovation
and benchmarking.

M. Hammer

2000-2006

International
Organization for
Standarisation

2009

Source: Own elaboration based on: [Kalinowski, 2013, p. 1147; Kalinowski, 2018; Olszewska, 2018, pp. 272-282; Szewczyk, 2018; White,
2021].
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Process maturity models are also used in assessing the inter-organizational networks' performance. H. Kandjani and P.Bernus
proposed a maturity model based on the CMM model, which considers the extended axiomatics of capability and strategy
assessment for collaborative networks [Kandjani, Bernus, 2011, pp. 421-427; Han, Fang, 2012, pp. 44-47]. The CMMI model
described in the table is derived from the CMM model and is positively evaluated by specialists in the area of quality
improvement of design development processes [Han, Fang, 2012, pp. 44-47]. The purpose of building their 6 level model
was to guarantee the success probability of inter-organizational networks and virtual organizations and as a roadmap for
engineering staff. Another model used to measure maturity in inter-organizational networks is the Enterprise Collaboration
Maturity Model (ECMM), inspired by the CMMI model. The model popularized by SEI (Software Engineering) contains 4
levels, including implementation, management, standardization, innovation. The ECMM model focuses not only on
measuring an organization’s business processes but also on collaboration, interoperability, strategies, and business models
[Alonso, Arrieta, 2010].

Organization and features of the research procedure
According to the information presented in the introduction, the main objective of this article is to identify the key dimensions
of process maturity in technology clusters and, consequently, to develop a conceptual framework for measuring this category
in the entities in question. In turn, based on the information presented in the previous parts of the article, the following
research assumptions were formulated as a conceptual framework for the identification of process maturity characteristics
and a tool for their measurement in technology clusters:
1. research assumption no 1. – the level of process maturity of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster (inter-organizational network)
is conditioned by the effectiveness of process features of the network, the inherent qualities of which are: exchange,
involvement, and mutuality occurring between network nodes;
2. research assumption no. 2 – the process effectiveness of an inter-organizational network depends on the level of
resource exchange in the network – in material and non-material terms;
3. research assumption no 3. – the process effectiveness of an inter-organizational network depends on the level of
involvement of the nodes in the network;
4. research assumption no 4. – the process effectiveness of an inter-organizational network depends on the level of
reciprocity between parties in the network.
The authors of this study concluded that the Capability Maturity Model Integration – CMMI will be the most adequate to
measure the process maturity of organizations forming the NUTRIBIOMED cluster. Therefore, based on the formulated
research assumptions, the undertaken research problem can be clearly defined in the form of several main research questions:

• What are the magnitudes of the network's process characteristics (in terms of exchange, engagement and reciprocity)
as indicated by the defined levels of process maturity of the network in terms of the Capability Maturity Model
Integration – CMMI?
• What is the level of process maturity in the NUTRIBIOMED cluster (as an example of a technology cluster)?
The development of an appropriate methodology of process maturity research on the example of the Nutribiomed cluster,
and consequently its testing and verification in the said cluster, will allow for more extensive research, and thus obtain an
answer to the following question:

• What is the level of process maturity in technology clusters in Poland?
Nevertheless, obtaining a question for this answer is a long and complicated process. It is not currently assumed to conduct
research on such a large scale without testing the measurement tools under the conditions of one separate research entity (the
NUTRIBIOMED cluster).
The assumed research sample will be a total of 96 organizations belonging to the NUTRIBIOMED cluster, which can be
grouped into 5 main categories based on the type of dominant activity (food – 24 entities, biotechnology – 37, biomedicine
– 14, business – 8, higher education – 13). The diversity of these entities, which are de facto nodes of an extensive interorganizational network, will translate into an extension of the scope of analysis and planned research.
The initial selection of the indicated 96 entities, based on the assumptions of the CMMI tool, will allow them to be assigned
to specific levels of organizational process maturity (from zero – no symptoms of process maturity, to the fifth level – the
highest maturity). The assessment will be qualitative and carried out by the authors of this study based on a simplified
interview form constructed following the main guidelines of the CMMI 2.0 tool. There will be an assessment of 4 main
Category Areas (Doing, Managing, Enabling, Improving) along with the Capability Areas assigned to them [Balla et al.,
2020]. Since the CMMI tool is aimed at determining the maturity level of individual organizations.
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In detail, the research areas will be: CMMI V2 Capability Areas are Doing (Ensuring Quality, Engineering & Developing
Products, Delivering and Managing Services, Selecting & Managing Suppliers), Managing (Planning and Managing Work,
Managing Business Resilience, Managing the Workforce), Enabling (Supporting Implementation, Managing Safety,
Managing Security) and Improving (Sustaining Habit and Persistence, Improving Performance) [ITG, Consulting Services].
The authors assume that the process maturity level (PML) of individual 5 subnets of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster
(distinguished on the type of activity) will be established by determining the PML of the overwhelming majority of its
members. Determining these PMLs at the subnetwork level of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster will allow further comparative
analyzes. It is assumed that 5 case studies will be carried out, with each case selected from a different subnetwork of the
NUTRIBIOMED cluster. Thanks to this, it will be possible to perform benchmarking of individual NUTRIBIOMED subnets
based on the conceptual evaluation scheme guidelines presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Conceptual scheme for measuring process maturity in technology clusters
Component of
network process
efficiency
exchange

engagement

reciprocity

No sign of exchange
between nodes in the
network
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

No sign of engagement
between nodes in the network
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

No signs of reciprocity
between the nodes in the
network
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n

Assumed level
of process maturity
Level 0 – incomplete

Level 1 – initial

Level 2 – manager

Level 3 – defined

Level 4 – quantitively
managed

evaluation of parameter 1
evaluation of parameter 1
evaluation of parameter 1
………………………….
………………………….
………………………….
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter n
evaluation of parameter n
Source: own elaboration based on: [Capability Maturity Model Integration – CMMI; Czakon, 2005, p. 13].
Level 5 – optimizing

The process maturity of networks is rather narrowly described in the literature on the subject [Kalinowski, 2018]. Therefore,
the conclusion is to study and describe it in the context of process features defining inter-organizational networks. This is
because such an analogy will allow for identifying distinctive features through measures that have already been subjected to
empirical analysis and have therefore been effectively verified.

Summary
S.L. Manring and S.B. Moore simply explain the primary difference between a traditional organization and a network-based
structure. Considering a classical organization, all its units are enclosed within a certain frame ("inside the box"), providing
specific conditions for close cooperation but simultaneously constituting a difficult "barrier" to contact with the outside
world, as well as a real impediment for outsiders trying to get inside such a structure [Manring, Moore, 2006, p. 892]. The
construction and maintenance of the organization's "walls" and the necessity of constantly bypassing them in the event of
the need to contact the environment "in search" of specific resources generate in effect specific costs that are automatically
reduced in network structures - especially those supported by modern technologies (modern telecommunications solutions,
the global Internet, etc.). The necessary resources can often be obtained within a trusted partner system without constantly
breaking down the barriers characteristic of the classic organization-market system. It also turns out that an additional benefit
of functioning in network systems are the possibilities connected with the process maturity of network systems.
The main objective of this article was to identify critical dimensions of process maturity in technology clusters and,
consequently, to develop a concept of a tool for measuring this category in the research entities mentioned above. The
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considered technology cluster is an example of a centralized network whose nodes work closely together. Guided by the
availability of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster, its nature (technology cluster), and diversity (5 sectors of the economy), it was
selected as a model example for the research tool exemplification, the essence of which is presented in this article. The
research concept was focused on the synergy of two research approaches: a) the CMMI model, which aims to identify the
maturity level of nodes in the network, and b) a model examining the process efficiency of the network, using 3 categories,
namely exchange, engagement, and reciprocity. The combination of these two selected modes results in identifying a
measurement tool for the maturity level in the network, with the assumption that the process maturity level of the network is
the sum of the maturity of individual nodes of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster. Determination of the above-mentioned PMLs at
the level of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster sub-networks will allow conducting further comparative analyses.
Significant limitations of the conducted considerations are:
a) the use of selected models for describing process maturity and process efficiency of the network,
b) high probability of negative verification of the hypothesis on the network maturity level as a sum of maturity of nodes
involved in the network.
Nevertheless, these limitations are verifiable only after conducting empirical research, which is planned to be carried out in
the months of XI-XII.2021. The positive effect of the research concept adopted in this way will make it possible to establish
an important methodological benchmark for other networks operating, both in Poland and worldwide.
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to analyse the competitive situation of the Slovak food industry. Based on methodology, The share
of export of the agri food commodities in the global market, the share of export of the agri food commodities on the total
export and the revealed comparative advantage index RCA were calculated. The food industry was defined on the basis of
data of Ministry of Agriculture and Regional Development of the Slovak republic. Data published in the Statistical Office of
the Slovak Republic database was used for the calculations. Research indicates that according the derived indicator RCA
Slovak republic has gained during the searched period comparative disadvantage in all searched years by agri food
commodities in general. By chosen group of commodities also the comparative advantage has been detected.

Keywords: Globalization. Competitiveness. Food industry. Slovak Republic
JEL Classification: Q02, Q13
Introduction
Processes of globalization and integration in world economy continually reinforce competitive movies on global market. For
succesfull development of foreign trade is necessity of comparative advantages were achieved by fooodstuff commodities.
Great share on balance of foreign trade has trade with agrarian comodities (Konduliaková 2010).
The Slovak food processing industry is one of the most dynamically developing industries. The food processing industry in
the Slovak Republic is at present entirely in the private sector after difficult transformation processes. A thorough
restructuring of this industry took place in recent years, while its main objectives were as follows:
•
to decrease excess capacities which had no perspectives for withstanding a competitive or international market,
•
to modernise the production process, mainly in order to achieve higher productivity of labour and to improve
hygiene of foodstuff production,
•
to increase the competitiveness of the food processing industry (MPSR 2021).
High level of competitiveness should ensure company's ability to maintain and expand the share in the market and balanced
long-term development. It should be noticed that Slovak food industry is competitive against other EU countries due to the
cost of agricultural products and relatively low cost of processing. As a result this allows achieving price-cost competitive
advantages (Wierzejski-Gornowicz 2008).
It is worth noticing that the EU policy in the field of food industry and agriculture is directly regulated by Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Common Agricultural Policy is one of the most important pillars of European integration,
determining the position of food sector and rural areas in Europe. One of its most important achievements is the creation of
common European market for agriculture and food products. Among the most influential instruments that shape the food
and agriculture sector are: direct payments, production quotas, subsidising the production, export and domestic use, tariffs
and food quality standards. The above-mentioned instruments also influence Slovak food processing industry, e.g.,
strengthening the position and share in the market through increasing production, introducing innovativeness of products,
extending range of products and implementation of new technologies (Szwacka-Mokrzycka 2010).
________________
Cite this Article as: Mariana DUBRAVSKÁ and Ivana KRAVČÁKOVÁ VOZÁROVÁ “ Competitiveness of The Slovak
Food Industry” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The EU food and drink industry is facing a decrease in competitiveness. In response, the European Commission leads policy
measures through a High-Level Forum, works to combat unfair trade practices, monitors European food prices and funds
competitiveness studies (European Comission 2021).
Similar themes are explored by the authors: Vollraith (1991), Porter (1990), Latruffe (2010) etc.

Literature Review
According to Porter competitiveness can be understood through its sources. One of the sources of competitiveness is a
competitive advantage, which is an alternative term to the comparative advantage. While comparative advantage refers to
quantitative understanding of production factors and goods, competitive advantage, applies to the quality of production
factors and goods. The core of the theory of competitiveness consists of besides the already mentioned aspects also the
intensity of specialization, the development in the area of intrafirm trade of transnational corporations, but also development
of joint ventures, employment, legal environment and the service area (Vokorokosová 2004). According to Podolák (2007),
was on the ground of OECD undertaken definition of national competitiveness as: „Competitiveness is, in substance, such
level, by which country in conditions of free and strong competition can produce goods and afford sevices, satisfying
preferencies on international markets along with ability of country to ensure and expand real income its citizens in long –
run period.“ The concept of competitiveness includes, for example, the overall business environment of the country, physical
and knowledge infrastructure, as well as labor market indicators and the regulation of financial markets and products and
services (Walters, Blake, 1992).
European Commission (2009) defined competition as „a sustained rise in the standards of living of a nation or region and as
low a level of involuntary unemployment as possible“. Competitiveness is widely accepted for its importance in terms of
economic performance and growth, yet, it is often not well understood. The current literature provides many definitions and
measures of competitiveness; however, such a multidimensional concept as competitiveness is results in its ambiguous use
and misinterpretations. The dimensions of competitiveness depend on the level of analysis, i.e. economy, industry and firm
(Porter 2002).
The food industry is very much competitive around the world and is in the phase of constant changes for meeting the demands
of customers and also reacting to the developments in the areas of technology. As the population of world increases, the food
industry is faced with numerous challenges and competition for providing and maintaining the production, quality and
packaging of foods (Researchomatic 2012).
Food industry is one of the most important sectors in the Slovak economy with revenue of about 219 mil € in the year 2020.
Competitiveness of food industry companies stays under the influence of many factors, both from the near and far
environment. Essential factors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Low costs of food production and distribution,
High level of integration of production and capital,
High quality of products,
Constant development of technology,
Efficient system of organisation and management of the company (Mroczek - Urban 2007).

Methods and Methodology
The aim of this paper is to analyze the competitive situation of the Slovak food industry. Competitiveness of the food industry
is defined as the sustained ability to achieve profitable gains and maintain market share in domestic and export markets in
which the industry is active. The selected indicators to quantify the competitiveness of an industry are trade related indicators
(market shares on the world market and trade specialisation) and economic performance indicators (annual growth rates of
real turnover, labour productivity and shares in total manufacturing). These indicators recognise the competition on world
market as well as competition for means of production on the domestic market (Wijnands - S. van Berkum – Verhoog 2015).
Therefore, we will focus on the trade measures of competitiveness, particularly on the revealed comparative advantage and
its derived indicator RCA.
The last modified index measures the revealed comparative advantage and it takes the following form (Vaňová – Veselovský
2006):
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(1)
where:
Xij – export of country i in the commodity group j,
Mij – import of country i in the commodity group j,
Xit – total export of country i,
Mit – total import of country i,
If the RCA is greater than 0, then the country has a comparative advantage, if it is less than 0, then it reaches comparative
disadvantage and if the results are equal to 0, then we cannot talk about comparative advantage or disadvantage. The external
trade data used for calculation of the RCA indices comes from the Statistical office of the Slovak republic. By an
identification of the key success factors, SWOT analysis have been elaborated.

Survey Results
Based on the analysis of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Slovak Republic, food industry has
aggregated a profit of 219,07 mil. €. The growth of the profit has been aggregated through the searched period. Companies
with 20 and more employees have produced most of the food production. A majority of companies (72 %) in the food industry
have been profitable. They generated profit of 273 mil €.
Table 1: Basic economic indicators of the Slovak food industry (mil €)
Indicator
Revenues
Expenses
Profit/Loss

2015
4255,1
4148,8
104,5

2016
4258,3
4085,9
172,3

2017

2018

4637,29
4533,14
104,15

4780,38
4640,19
140,19

2019
4902,70
4683,63
219,07

Index
2019/2018
108,6
108,4
114,4

Average
2014-2018
4512,16
4396,14
116,01

Source: Research Institute of Agriculture and Food Economics 2020

Slovak food industry has suffered a decline fo a years. We can identify a positive trend during the searched period. Slovak
food industry keeps its profitability during the whole period. Even though there was a decline in the years 2017, the constatnt
growth can be identified in the following period (see Table1).
Table 2: Import and export (agri food commodities and total in thousands €) and RCA (rounded)
Indicator
Agri food commodities
import
Agri food commodities
export
Total slovak import
Total slovak export
RCA

2015
3324,3

2016
3582,9

2017
3662,3

2018
3872,7

2019
4095,6

2020
4086,0

2460,5

2511,9

2478,0

2488,9

2614,6

2764,7

64447,0
67607,0
-0,36

66187,6
69554,6
-0,40

70778,2
73851,9
-0,43

76835,0
79144,5
-0,17

79275,0
80337,7
-0,46

72599,7
75916,2
-0,43

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak republic, own processing

Export of the slovak agri food commodities has grown continuously during the searched period. Simultaneously, the import
of agri food commodities from the other countries has grown, too. According to the RCA values, we can identify that by agri
food commodities Slovak republic has gained during the searched period comparative disadvantage in all searched years.
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Figure 1: Import (mil €), export (mil €) and RCA
Source: own processing according to Statistical Office of the Slovak republic

Among the commodites that have achieved the highest level of the export value belong Cereals. By import, the highest level
of import have achieved products from Meat. Therefore, we have focused on the competitivenes of these groups of
commodities.
Table 3: Commodities from the group Meat – Import/Export (thousand €), RCA (rounded)
Indicator

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Export

114957,9 110614,0

82072,2

131407,8

144652,7

92802,3

Import

363029,9 424842,2

484159,7

541925,1

591624,3

544099,8

RCA

-1,20

-1,83

-1,47

-1,43

-1,83

-1,39

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak republic, own processing

By the group Meat and its commodities, decline of the export and growth of an import has been detected during the searched
period in the years 2015-2020. During the whole period, the commodties from this group have gained comparative
disadvantage (see Table 3).
Table 4: Commodities from the group Cereals – Import/Export (thousand €), RCA (rounded)
Indicator

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Export

340757,8

350291,7

340750,2

279407,5

286589,5

405271,4

Import

97780,4

76675,4

85021,3

97062,9

109204,8

92769,3

RCA

1,20

1,47

1,35

1,03

0,95

1,43

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak republic, own processing

On the other hand, the commodities from the group Cerelas have gained during all searched period comparative advantage.
By this group of commodities, the growth of export (except for the year 2018) has been detected. Import of the commodities
from this group grew till 2019, than in the year 2020 has declined.
The results of our research correspond to the state described in the following analysis.
SWOT: Strenghts - Weaknesses – Opportunities – Threats
The Slovak food industry is strong in raw material base, entry of foreign capital and the presence of multinational
corporations, sufficient workforce, growth in the added value of the sector, opennes to the world market and tradition of
quality food production. However it showed it weaks in partial absence of chosen raw materials, growth of asset wear,
insufficient financial resources, insufficient R&D expenditure, high cost of revenues, low utilization of production capacities,
high dependence on retail chains, low competitivenes of slovak products on the domestic and foreign markets, low share of
Slovak products on the Slovak market and lack of funds to promote domestic production. Stimulating the growth of added
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value in key food industries and increasing corporate R&D spending seem to be opportunities how to strenghten position of
the Slovak food industry. Other opportunities are development of new special innovated products (e.g. bioproducts),
development of regional brands, profit from economies of scale, increasing exports of high value added products and sales
promotion from yard. On the other hand, slovak food industry is threaten by cessation of production in small and medium
sized companies due to insolvency, insufficient connection of education with enterprises, departure of skilled workers to the
other better paid sectors and by weak purchasing power of the population.

Conclusion
The food industry has suffered a considerable decline in the past 27 years. In addition, the agrarian sector has lost its market
power. Slovakia is planning to increase the number of domestic products. The increase and improvement of food production
is required to achieve these ambitious goals (European Regional Development Fund 2021). Slovak food industry seems to be
proved as a sector with lower competitiveness considering RCA indicator and position described by the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. There are seven challenges and trends that food industry all over the world can expect: upholding
safety standards, keeping sustainability on the front burner, dealing with cconstant shutdowns, foot fraud, plant-based marches
on, artisan products to grow from strenght to strength and digital acceleration (Minchin 2021). Slovak food industry would
face these challenges and it must respond in an adequate manner that will manage to improve competitive ability of the Slovak
food industry.
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Abstract
The food industry is a very important sector in the industrial portfolio and economy of Slovakia and represents a strategic
industry that ensures the food sovereignty of country. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected every sector of the economy.
The shock caused by the pandemic is an important test of the resilience of the economics of the Slovak Republic and its food
industry not excluding. The goal of this paper is to identify the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the food industry in the
Slovak Republic. The pandemic situation caused a decrease in employment in all mnitored period. In the case revenues, there
was a decrease in sales especially in the last months of 2020 compared to the same period of 2019. This decrease continued
during the first quarter of 2021. However, it was still not as significant as in other industries, what is mainly due to the
essential nature of the production. It is too early to predict whether measures taken, proposals and solutions will allow Slovak
food industry to recover most of the consequences of the pandemic, or whether the consequences will be so drastic that they
will continue to hamper the economy in the next years.

Keywords: Food Industry. COVID-19 Pandemic. Production. Prices. Employment. Slovak Republic.
JEL Classification: L66; O12
Introduction
The food industry is closely connected with agriculture and its outputs (plant and animal products). In this context, we
sometimes merge the two industries into the name of the agri-food industry. Food industry provides a logistics chain for the
takeover, storage and processing of agricultural products. The food industry ensures the production of hygienically safe food
products. Subsequently, it participates in the supply of food to the population, which is most often carried out by storage in
wholesale logistics centers and then in the form of retail sales. Food production represents an assortment of approximately
eight thousand types of products of various weight and quality assortment (Tóthová, Tóth 2019).
The food industry is a very important sector in the industrial portfolio and economy of Slovakia, which is directly related to
primary agricultural production, generates in addition to basic food production also services, provides jobs, has a significant
impact on regional development and provides nutrition. It is necessary to perceive the food industry as a strategic industry
that ensures the food sovereignty of Slovakia. The food industry has a long tradition in Slovakia that is based on historically
high-quality production, guaranteed by strict legislation and is one of the key production sectors (MPRV SR 2014).
According to Mura (2011), market conditions for agri-food products have changed dynamically over the past two decades.
The market was mostly affected by the transformation of ownership relations in the corporate base, later by the penetration
of foreign investors into individual branches of the food industry. The formation of the business environment was
significantly influenced by Slovakia's accession to the European Union, with the need to adapt to the new conditions of the
unified market. Business entities have adapted to the competitive environment, changed internal management, increased the
economic efficiency of production and product quality, and introduced innovations. Especially for food industry departments,
it was important to modernize technological equipment so that companies meet the demanding quality and hygiene standards
required by European standards. These aspects had to be reflected in the adaptation of marketing management of specific
companies.
_________________
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The following subsectors of the food industry are represented in the conditions of the Slovak Republic (MPRV SR 2014):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dairy industry,
meat industry,
confectionery and bakery industry,
malting and brewing industry,
production of soft drinks,
sugar industry,
poultry industry,
canning industry,
distilling industry,
wine industry,
oil and fat industry.

Food concerns every single inhabitant of the Slovak Republic and is an essential part of our daily lives. Food is not only a
necessity for the survival of humanity, but it is also a unifying aspect of society, whether dining together within the family,
the team at work. It is therefore no surprise that within the European Union, in order to ensure safe food for 500 million
consumers, the food sector is the largest processing sector. Its share in the manufacturing sector is higher (15.2%) than the
automotive industry (14.1%) or the manufacture of machinery and equipment (9%) (PKS 2019). Food businesses employ
4.82 million people in the European Union, generate a turnover of at least € 1,205 and € 266 in value added, making this
sector the largest industry in the European Union. The EU also remains a major global exporter of food and beverages, with
a positive trade balance of € 67.1 billion in 2020. The largest food producers are France, Germany, Italy and Spain, while in
more than half of the EU member states, the food industry is the largest employer in the manufacturing sector (EIT Food
2021).
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected every sector of the economy. The shock caused by the pandemic is an important test
of the resilience of the economies in Central and Eastern Europe. Businesses as well as policy makers need to respond
effectively to a rapidly changing economic environment. This impact was also reflected in the agri-food industry, despite its
stable growth and relative resilience. Although this shock required a comprehensive response to support those affected it
also accelerated certain trends that were already evolving within the agri-food industry (EIT Food, 2021). The disruption
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is unique and cannot be compared to other crises in recent years, including the major
economic crisis that lasted from 2007 to 2009. The high degree of uncertainty requires extensive scenario analysis. However,
there is a consensus that the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic occur in the economy on both the demand and supply
sides. The most affected parts of the value chain of the agri-food industry in Slovakia were food processing, transport and
the gastronomic canal (especially restaurants) (Plutzer 2021).
Several authors have analyzed the impact of the covid 19 pandemic on the food industry, e. g. Telukdarie et al. (2020);
Barman et al. (2021); Genkin and Mikheev (2020). According to Telukdarie et al. (2021), the globe has been subjected to an
unprecedented health challenge in the form of COVID-19, indiscriminately impacting the global economy global supply
chains, and nations. The resolution of this unprecedented challenge does not seem to be in the short-term horizon but rather
something the globe has to live with. Barman et al. (2021) analyzed the impact of COVID-19 in food supply chain.
Considering a food supply chain, the business activities and supply of various food products have been suspended due to
restriction of demand, closing the food production facilities, financial restrictions.
The consequences of the shocks associated with the COVID-19 pandemic for the agri-food industry are threefold. The most
direct are the real shocks, which involve changes in supply and demand barriers. The second type of shock is financial shock.
Due to the impulses in the financial sector, the agri-food industry will face greater difficulties in obtaining the necessary
investments and capital, and at the same time will be exposed to limited international capital flows. The third type of shock
concerns behavioral changes on the part of consumers, who may change their consumer patterns according to their degree
of risk aversion, as well as on the part of companies due to growing uncertainty about future production and potential
legislative changes (EIT Food 2021).

Methods and Methodology
The goal of this paper is to identify the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the food industry in the Slovak Republic.
Material used for the elaboration is represented by secondary sources of Statistical Office of Slovak Republic and from
various publicly available reports, statements and studies that deal with the development of the Slovak food industry. The
methodology of article processing is based on the level of this paper. It is included the specifics of the food industry, the
impact of the pandemic on the food industry in terms of changes in production and revenues of food companies selling their
own products and services, changes in food commodity prices and changes in employment in this sector.
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Result and Discussion
A pandemic is not a new event encountered in the history of humanity because mankind has faced various pandemics in
history. The common point of pandemics is their serious negative effects on the global economy. Considering the food supply
chain, one of the most important sectors of the economy, it has been seen that COVID-19 has an impact on the whole process
from the field to the consumer. In the light of recent challenges in food supply chain, there is now considerable concern about
food production, processing, distribution, and demand. COVID-19 resulted in the movement restrictions of workers, changes
in demand of consumers, closure of food production facilities, restricted food trade policies, and financial pressures in food
supply chain (Aday, Aday 2020).
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected all sectors of the economy and the crisis it has caused is a global test of immunity for
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. Despite sustainable development and a stable situation, the agri-food industry
has also suffered, although not to the same extent as other sectors. Food and beverage production has been the most stable
segment of the industry in the region since the beginning of the pandemic. The weighted average GDP output in July was
101% compared to the same month of the previous year (EIT Food 2021). Agriculture suffered mainly from labor shortages,
with other factors playing a less important role. Demand for food was particularly high during the first months of the
pandemic, when many households increased their purchases of regular goods in order to pre-supply themselves, but also
because they spent more time at home (Plutzer 2021).
In 2019, the industrial production in the manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco products, expressed by the
industrial production index, increased year-on-year. Of the main food products monitored, the production of vegetable
products (4.8%), wheat flour (3.6%), butter (2.2%), cheese production (1.4%) and malt (1%) increased. In kind, production
of wine (36%), fruit products (31.1%), bread and fresh pastries (8.5%), drinking milk (6.0%), pasta (4.2%), table eggs
decreased (3.3%), meat products (2.2%) and slaughtered poultry products (0.4%) (MPRV SR 2020). In 2020, it is possible
to see a more significant decline in the entire production of the food industry compared to 2019. The situation was better in
2021, but it still did not reach the value from the period before the pandemic (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Production compared to the same period last year - adjusted for the effect of the number of working days
(Source: Own processing by ŠÚ SR 2021b)

Revenues from own products and services in the production of food and beverages with the number of employees 20 and
more in 2019 increased by 7% year-on-year to 3,408 mil. €. In terms of the share in total revenues of own products and sales
of services in 2019, the highest share was achieved by the department of processing and canning of meat and meat products
(20.4%). This was followed by the production of dairy products (18.0%), the production of beverages (16.4%), the production
of bread and flour products (15.2%), the production of other food products (13.1%), the production of mill products, starch
and starch products (6.2%); processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs, including the production of
vegetable and animal oils and fats (5.2%), processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables (3.3%) and production and
preparation of animal feed (2.0%) (MPRV SR 2020). From the point of view of last months, a decrease in sales can be seen
especially in the last months of 2020 compared to the same period of 2019. This decrease continued during the first quarter
of 2021 (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Revenues for own services and goods
(Source: Own processing by ŠÚ SR 2021b)

In 2019, prices of agricultural inputs increased by 2.2% year-on-year. The agricultural input price index was mainly
influenced by a significant year-on-year increase in the prices of fertilizers and soil improvers (9.6%). Energy prices remained
almost stable with a slight year-on-year increase (0.3%), which was influenced by an increase in electricity prices (7.5%)
and, conversely, a year-on-year decrease in petrol (5.0%) and diesel (2.2%) prices. Producer prices of food, beverages and
tobacco increased by 2.7% year-on-year in 2019, which was mainly due to year-on-year growth in food prices (3.3%), of
which mainly production of mill products, starch and starch products, which were 6, 5% higher than in 2018. Year-on-year,
prices of almost all subgroups increased, except for dairy production prices, which recorded a slight year-on-year decrease
(0.5%). Consumer prices of food and non-alcoholic beverages increased by 4.0% compared to 2018. Year-on-year growth
was recorded mainly in ware potatoes (42.1%). Higher prices were found for most foods monitored by the Statistical Office
of the Slovak Republic. Prices of apples (19.6%), fresh hen eggs (8.7%) and fresh butter (2.6%) fell in particular (MPRV SR
2020). Figure 3 confirmed the rise in food prices, with the most significant growth being seen in the second quarter of 2021.
Year-on-year growth in food prices accelerated to 2.8%, the highest level in the last year. In the first five months of this year,
food was cheaper than a year ago, and in June its growth rate was halved. Selected food items also moved inflation monthon-month; compared to June 2020, prices of bread and cereals in 2021, as well as milk, cheese and eggs, increased. The rise
in inflation was also helped by the continuing rise in prices of construction materials, reflected in the growth of imputed rents
and, as in previous months, the steady rise in fuel prices (ŠÚ SR 2021a).
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Figure 3: Price indices of domestic industrial producers (december 2015=100)
(Source: Own processing by ŠÚ SR 2021b)
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In food production, in 2019 the number of persons employed increased by 11.6% (by 5.9 thousand persons) to 56.7 thousand
persons. The average monthly wage in food production increased year-on-year (8.7%) to € 1,040. The amount of the average
wage represented 95.2% of the employee's wage in the Slovak economy, which meant a year-on-year increase of 0.7%
(MPRV SR 2020). In 2020 (Figure 4), it is possible to see a decline in employment compared to 2019. In 2021, this trend
manifested itself in an even more significant intensity.
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Figure 4: Employment indices compared to the average month of 2015 (december 2015=100)
(Source: Own processing by ŠÚ SR 2021b)

The overview of the national experiences during the first months of the COVID-19 pandemic described above shows that,
globally, the EU agri-food chain has proved to be highly resilient. With the financial and regulatory support from the EU
and MS alike, the EU agri-food sector has somehow managed to mitigate the negative impact of the current sanitary crisis
far better than other sectors of the EU economy, owing also to the essential nature of the goods that it produces. The main
lesson to be learnt from the pandemic is that the future of the EU agri-food chain and the fulfilment of its primary objectives,
which are food security and food safety, require a more preventive approach to tackle both known and emerging external
threats. From this perspective, while acknowledging the difficulty to identify all possible scenarios that may disrupt the
functioning of the EU agri-food chain, the development of appropriate risk-management solutions or plans by policy-makers
and business operators alike is certainly the way forward (Montanari et al. 2020).

Conclusion
Data from the European food and beverage industry show that the food industry has great potential to create added value for
the national economy as well as employment. The Slovak Republic is far from using the potential that food production brings.
If we are talking about the renewal of the Slovak Republic and the right setting for the future, the support of food production
is essential not only in terms of fulfilling basic European strategies but also in terms of ensuring the development of regions
and stabilizing employment (Poturnay 2021). The COVID-19 pandemic is a sanitary crisis of unprecedented proportions in
our contemporary societies. As many countries have been gradually easing off emergency measures and restrictions adopted
at the onset and throughout the pandemic, the exact impact of the crisis on the different economic sectors remains to be
determined. In this context, the agri-food sector, which encompasses farmers, manufacturers, processors, retailers and masscaterers, has generally continued to operate during the crisis, albeit not without difficulties, in order to guarantee an
appropriate level of food security for all consumers (Montanari et al. 2020). It is too early to predict whether GDP growth
will allow Slovakia to recover most of the consequences of the pandemic, or whether the consequences will be so drastic
that they will continue to hamper the economy in the next years. It is also worth recalling the extremely high level of forecast
uncertainty due to the constantly evolving pandemic situation (EIT Food 2021).
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Abstract
The goal of the research introduced in the article is the identification of the role social capital plays in the process of
partnership creation within interorganizational networks.
In some societies social capital is at its very low levels. There are many studies explaining the reasons behind it, focusing
mainly on formal/measurable factors. There are not many publications that overlook the institutional aspects of partnerships,
and focus rather on its relational context. This article is about the process of shaping relational partnership and the role social
capital plays in this process, in the context of interorganizational networks. The Authors claim that high level of social capital
has a positive impact on shaping partherships in such networks. In order to prove that thesis, the Authors conducted empirical
research, which results are introduced in this article.
The article consist of three parts: (1) definition of the idea of partnership in the context of interorganizational networks; (2)
definitions and concepts of social capital; (3) research results on the role social capital plays in shaping partnerships within
interorganizational networks. The article is based on empirical research – it containts results of research conducted in October
and November 2020, among sixty respondents, from 19 clusters in Poland. The research tool was CATI, the statistical
analysis has been run by the Authors of this article with Excel tool.
The results of the research showed that: (1) respondents understand partnership rather as relation with other organizations in
a cluster than any kind of institutionalized form of cooperation; (2) the relational factors (such as: knowledge sharing,
cooperation with engaged people, readiness to provide support and exchange of informal information) are more important
to respondents than profit factors; (3) coordinators (leaders) are crucial for partnerships to work; (4) organizations become
more aware of the benefits of cooperation; (5) in situation of unsuccessful projects, partners are first trying to minimize their
individual financial losses.

Keywords: Partnership, Social capital, Interorganizational network
Introduction
The article is about the role social capital plays in the process of building partnerships within interorganizational networks.
The Authors based their assumptions and findings on the research project financed by the Dean of the Management Faculty
at the Wroclaw Unversity of Economics and Business, Poland. The project resulted in creation of a “tool-box” for the
management of interorganizational networks, with a special focus on partnerships, as one of the key elements in the
management of such networks.
The goal of the research introduced in the article is the identification of the role social capital plays in the process of
partnership creation within interorganizational networks. The Authors claim that high level of social capital has a positive
effect on the creation of partnerships in interorganizational networks, as it also has on other forms of cooperation. In the
literature, social capital is very often seen as a factor that has a strong positive impact on cooperation in general (Coleman,
1994; Putnam, 1995; Bourdieu, 1986; Fukuyama, 2003; Młodzińska-Granek, 2020).
________________
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In some societies social capital is at its very low levels. There are many studies explaining the reasons behind it, focusing
mainly on formal/measurable factors. There are not many publications that overlook the institutional aspects of partnerships,
and focus rather on its relational context. This article is about the process of shaping relational partnership and the role social
capital plays in this process, in the context of interorganizational networks. The Authors claim that high level of social capital
has a positive impact on shaping partherships in such networks. In order to prove that thesis, the Authors conducted empirical
research, which results are introduced in this article.

The idea of partnership in the context of interorganizational networks - definitions
In the light of bibliometrical analysis of the literature (WEB of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar and other), the Authors
concluded that in most cases what is being introduced are case studies, in which researchers analysing partnerships between
organizations mostly concentrate on institutional aspects of these partnerships.
The Authors have also noticed that there are not many studies that describe partnerships in terms of relations. That is why
the article defines partnership in the context of interorganizational networks from a perspective of relations, undertaking and
behaviours. The studies, in which partnership is being described in terms of relations, are usually publications from the field
of sociology, political science and psychology, and there are not many from the field of management and quality.
In context of this article, partnership might be defined as a platform of mutual cooperation among partners involved, which
is being developed in order to solve identified problems, or to initiate actions that will lead to socio-economic development
and to revive a given community (e.g. local community) (Jokiel, et al, 2021).
The main characteristic of partnership is the fact that a given undertaking cause reciprocal benefits, which could not be
achieved if acting individually. Above all, the Authors assume that all participants of this relation are equal, even though
there is no equality of structures in a given partnership. Partnership requires mutual acceptance and effort within variety of
acting styles, dissimilarities in the scope of decision making, as well as pace of work.
The cooperation rules in partnership allow the participants to meet the obligatons they assumed and participate in the
decision-making process, which is important from the point of view of local and regional community (Górniak, 2010/2011).
In the sociological terms partnership is a modern model of relations between partners, and includes: joint actions,
cooperation, equality of rights and obligations, respecting autonomy and differences, tolerance (Lew-Starowicz, 1999).
In the field of management, partnerships might be understood as building of relations among different subjects that own
diverse resources and skills that allow for additional benefits resulting from the synergy effect. The idenfitied synergy effect
creates a given value of the relationship (Suszyński, 1992).
The analyzed definitions that characterize partnership relations within enterprises (Bembenek, 2009, Karwowski 2006,
Głuszek, 2004, Martinez-Lucio i Stuart, 2002) might be implemented to the partnership relations that are being estabished
within interorganizational networks.
The subject that co-create interorganizational networks, while focusing on shaping partnership relations, should be oriented
towards creation of a very specific system of partnership, a chain of reciprocal connections, bindings which guarantee
autonomy, equal rughts and benefits for each partner. To summarize, the partnership relations should result from a voluntary
engagement and become an example of relatively durable, long-lasting relations, created by subjects in relations with other
subjects, on the basis of information exchange, open communication and reciprocal trust (Jokiel et al, 2021).
Trust allows to create climate based on openess, which in turn promotes sharing of risk and benefits, on rules without
asymmetry and hierarchy (Karwowski, 2006).
The effectivenes of relations with partners is being measured with: durability of relationship and communication (Głuszek,
2004).
In the context of such definitions, the Authors of the article have decided that partnership is a specific type of cooperation,
characterized by: common goal, voluntariness, sharing of risk, benefits and responsibilities, working together and equality
of partnership participants (Jokiel et al, 2021).
Such an approach to partnership definition is consistent with the understanding of the role social capital plays in shaping
partnerships withing interorganizational networks.
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Social capital – concepts and definitions
In the literature, there are different concepts of social capital. In the article, the Authors concentrate on the concepts that
entail the role of individuals and their behaviors. The reason of such an approach results from the Authors’ assumption that
partnerships created within interorganizational networks are relational partnerships. According to such differentiation there
are: (1) individualistic concepts of social capital and (2) collective concepts of social capital.
The general individualistic definition of social capital describes it as resources of individuals that use them in their actions
and that are implicit in social relations (Lin, 2001). Broad network of social relations provides growth of individual capital
resources through access to resources of other people that are interrelated.
Another approach to social capital – collective concept – explains that for a group to succeed, there must exist a great network
of positive, intensive relations among members of the group. These relations are described as moral relations, and are
characterized by: reciprocal trust, loyalty, mutuality and solidarity. Independently from private goals and aspirations of group
members, these communities have their own collective goals and aspirations (i.e. Bourdieu, 1986; Sztompka, 2012; Putnam,
1995; Coleman, 1994; Młodzińska-Granek, 2020).
The term of social capital has been mostly recognized in sociology, but also in theories of economics and management.
However, there are many discrepancies in defining social capital.
Pierre Bourdieu defined it from the perspective of an individual, emphasizing the meaning of culture. He indicated that
capital in general could present itself in three fundamental forms: (1) economic capital, (2) cultural capital (possible to
institutionalize in the forms of educational qualifications), and (3) social capital, made up of social connections. Social
capital is the aggregate of the actual and potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more
or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition – or in other words, to membership in a group
– which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectively-owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them
to credit, in the various senses of the word. These relationships may exist only in the practical state, in material and/or
symbolic exchanges which help to maintain them (Bourdieu, 1986). Concluding, according to Bourdieu, the volume of the
social capital possessed by a given agent depends on the size of the network of connections he can effectively mobilize
(Bourdieu, 1986).
Another author of social capital definition, James Coleman, argued that social capital is a common good, the essence of civil
society, where people are able to cooperate to achieve their shared goals. However, he saw social capital as an attribute of
small groups, where strong relations are much easier to build. According to his approach, it is individual preferences and
activities that lead to the creation of social capital (Coleman, 1994).
The successor to James Coleman’s approach was Robert Putnam, who was interested in researching big communities in the
scope of social capital, trying to prove that relations on the level of vast structures have an impact on the economies. The
most important characteristic of social capital according to Putnam are trust and common values (Putnam, 1995).
Another author, Mark Granoveter, distinguished weak and social ties (Granoveter, 1973), where the weak, bridging ties
allow members of one network to use resources of another network, which in turn brings novelty and broadens range of new
qualities and possibilities.
Francis Fukuyama indicated that social capital is simply a set of informal values and ethical norms common to the members
of a given group and enabling successful cooperation between them (Fukuyama, 2003). As Putnam, Fukuyama also
emphasized the meaning of trust in building social capital. He also claimed that strong social capital could only be an attribute
of stable societies, with sustainable political and legal systems (Sierocińska, 2011).
Social capital might be defined as outcome of collaboration and reciprocal impact on a social group, as well as outcome of
creation of diverse networks. This impact shapes attitudes of individuals and might be observed in relations with other
members of a group. If members cooperate, achieving benefits from such cooperation, there is atmosphere of trust, which
leads to further better collaboration (lower transaction costs) (Sierocińska, 2011).
In general concept of social capital consists of three basic elements: (1) will and ability to cooperate, (2) network of social
contacts and social institutions, within which social bonds are created, (3) social norms among people: norm of reciprocity
and norm of trust (Młodzińska-Granek, 2020).
There are also different ways of operationalization of social capital, and one of the indicators that are being used to measure
it is the concept of trust, which is also very often treated as a synonym of social capital. From the economic point of view
trust is especially meaningful in the conditions of uncertainty and incomplete information in transaction processes. If
individuals can build relationships in a spirit of trust, trying to improve their quality of life, it is more likely that the level of
social capital will be higher and that the society will grow more effectively (Młodzińska-Granek, 2020).
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The key aspect of social capital as capital in economic terms is that social capital generates economic benefits for societies,
organizations and individuals. One of the most important gains is decrease of transaction costs, effective management of
corporate freehold, and increasing innovativeness. Substantial contribution of research on social capital are social factors
incorporated in the economy. This contribution inspires to research the meaning of social factors, like informal institutions,
trust, cooperation, social networks in the economy (Łopaciuk-Gonczaryk, 2009). These factors – especially trust – are also
important elements of relations in general, and as the Authors of the article indicate, relations are crucial for partnership
creation within interorganizational networks. That may prove that there is a correlation between social capital and creation
of partnerships within organizational networks. These networks might only become stronger if the level of social capital is
high, as only then can relational partnerships be created.

The role of social capital – identification and evaluation – research results
In general, social capital is interrelated with the ability to create partnerships. In case of the research on which this article is
based, it is crucial to underline that the Authors define partnerships in terms of relations. Hence, one of the most important
factors that have been taken into account was trust, which is very often used as a synonym of social capital: If individuals
can build relationships in a spirit of trust, trying to improve their quality of life, it is more likely that the level of social capital
will be higher and that the society will grow more effectively (Młodzińska-Granek, 2020).

Research Methodology
Using the random selection method, the Authors have idenfitied 19 clusters in Poland, as the ones fulfilling selected criteria,
that is: complex, closely related organizations, from different sectors, functioning within a newly created subject – cluster,
in frames of interorganizational networks in Poland. The response rate was at the level of 60 questionnaires gathered from
organizations of the clusters: enterprises (43 organizations), business support institutions (2 organizations), business
associations (2 organizations) and others – foundation, academia and business, educational company, hospital (1 of each).
The questionnaire consisted of two parts: (1) general demographics – with 3 questions included; (2) main part – with 10
extensive questions. The Authors aimed at achieving answers to one of the main questions: what is the role of social capital
in shaping partnerships within interorganizational networks?

Research Results
The main goal of the research introduced in the article was the identification of the role social capital plays in the process of
partnership creation within interorganizational networks. The authors have mainly focused on the respondents’ opinions on
what a partnership actually is, and how they understand its role – partnership is based on cooperation, and as the Authors
indicated the ability to cooperate is a very important element of social capital.
As defined in the article, the authors see partnership as a relation, that is why it was crucial to take a closer look on how these
relations are being build, and how they function within interorganizational networks (here: clusters). Hence, the construction
of the questionnaire was based on the questions concentrating on identification of the components of partnership, and the
role it plays in shaping interorganizational networks.
In figure 1, the authors introduce characteristics of partnership, in the opinion of respondents.
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interpersonal
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companies in cluster

30%
cooperation with other
organizations in cluster
based on equality rules

Figure 1: Definition of partnership, according to the respondents
Source: Authors’ study

When asked about definition of partnerships, the most respondents have indicated that partnership is a long-lasting,
permanent cooperation with other companies in clusters (30% of responses). Other respondents understand partnership as:
cooperation with other organizations in cluster – on the basis of equality rules (30%); relation with the coordinator of cluster’s
activities (25%).
According to the respondents, partnership is barely a formal declaration of cooperation (such as intentional letters,
agreements or other sorts of formal contracts). The distribution of responses might indicate that respondents understand
partnership rather as relation with other organizations in a cluster than any kind of institutionalized form of cooperation.
Such understanding of partnership entails the issue of trust, which is one of the fundamental elements of any relation – and
this correlation might further lead to an assumption that trust/social capital plays an important role in shaping partnerships
in interorganizational networks.
The second question of the questionnaire raised the issue of values that clusters provide, in the context of cooperation. The
results are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The most important values provided by clusters, in the context of cooperation:
Source: Authors‘ study.

A – cooperation with engaged people from other organizations in cluster
B – knowledge exchange
C – an opportunity to gain external financial resources (e.g. in the EU programs)
D – using concessions and privilages offered to the cluster members by the public institutions
E – protection of interests of local companies
F – readiness to provide support among employees of the organizations associated in cluster
G – an opportunity to gain formal partners for consortiums (when applying for grants, etc.)
H – an opportunity to gain external resources (rent, lease, loan, etc.)
I – creating goods and services together
J – better/faster information flow, especially informal news
The results show that the relational factors are more important to respondents than profit factors – more respondents indicated
that the biggest values of the clusters are: knowledge sharing, cooperation with engaged people or readiness to provide
support and exchange of informal information, rather than opportunities to gain external financial resources, concessions
and privilages, or gaining partners for grants. Again, cooperation based on trust (exchange of informal information) is more
valuable than any other benefits of partnerships created in clusters. To deepen knowledge on whether relational factors are
the engines of cooperation, the Authors focused on the procedures of how the leaders of clusters are being chosen. The
responses have been introduced in Figure 3.
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There are two leaders:
formal leader and a real
leader (informal)

3%

Leader is chosen (or rather
imposed) by one of the
organizations of cluster (e.g.
local government unit)

33%

49%

8%

Leader is a person who does
not represent any partner
(external employee)
The role of a leader changes
as project change within
cluster

7%

Figure 3: Procedures of choosing cluster’s leader
Source: Authors‘ study.

The responses illustrate another angle of relational partnership – no real equality of partners might become an issue when it
comes to leadership. This is also worth analyzing, as it contradicts any rules of partnership, where all partners should be
equal. It does not mean that there should be no leader, quite the opposite – coordinators (leaders) are crucial for partnerships
to work. The question remains what it says about the level of social capital in case of leaders that are imposed, or employed
by external entities that are not members of that partnership.
The role of a leader naturally very often provides more authority, and that is why becoming a leader seems to be an attractive
way to achieve the goals for only selected members of a partnership, especially when discussing benefits of being in a cluster.
Hence, the Authors also raised the question of how the benefits of cooperation in cluster are being accounted for – as this
also builds foundations for trust, which is that crucial in case of partnership relations. The results are introduced in Figure 4.
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Every member of cluster
accounts for the benefits of
cooperation by her/himself
20%

5%

48%

There are mechanism of
compensation (fair
distribution of gained
benefits, synergy effects
among cluster’s members)
The benefits of cooperation
are estimated together
(synergy effect)

25%
There are mechanisms of
estimation and shares of the
synergy effects among
cooperationg organizations –
members of cluster

2%

Figure 4: How the benefits of being in cluster are accounted for
Source: Authors‘ study.

From the results above one might observe that many respondents estimate their benefits on their own – in most of the cases
(48% of responses). This shows again (like in case of leadership) that even though relations play an important role in
partnerships created within clusters (in interorganizational networks), the level of trust is still an issue. Perhaps this is caused
by characteristics of the research sample – the research had been conducted among clusters in Poland, where the general
level of social capital throughout decades now has been on a very low level (CBOS, 2020). Comforting is the number of
responses illustrating that still quite many partners (25% of responses) estimate the benefits of cooperation together with
other partners of cluster. Perhaps this is due to the fact that more and more organizations are becoming aware that it is more
beneficial to share responsibilities and risks within partnerships, in order to achieve common goal – which in many cases
would not be possible to achieve when acting individually.
To deepen the knowledge on whether the above described assumptions are true, the Authors asked a question how partners
behave in case of projects that fail (generate financial loss) – are relations built within partners a priority, or is it rather about
operational and financial benefits? The results are presented in Figure 5.
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Partners decide on arbitration of a coordinating
3.3
organ

41.7

55.0

Partners end cooperation as soon as possible with
6.7
participants of unsuccessful project

38.3

55.0

Partners try to execute compensations (e.g.
8.3
contracted penalites, takeover, securing partner’s…

36.7

55.0

Yes

No
Partners shift responsibility to partners/blame for
8.3
failure
Partners are trying to minimize losses, especially
their own financial loss

45.0

36.7

The responsibility for failure is shared equally among
all the partners

46.7

10.0

28.3 0.0
0

53.3

I don’t know/it’s
hard to tell/
refused to
answer

71.7
50

100

150

Figure 5: Behaviours of partners in case of unsuccessful projects of cluster.
Source: Authors‘ study.

Clearly, in situation of unsuccessful projects, partners are first trying to minimize their individual financial losses, which
seems rather reasonable and is consistent with the goals that any business is trying to achieve (profits, minimizing risks,
minimizing lossess) – 36.67% of responses.
What is also very striking is the fact, that partners clearly avoid the situation of conflict. Such behaviour (illustrated by the
responses) might prove how important relations are in shaping partnerships in interorganizational networks – even in case
of unseccessful projects partners rather prefer to look for solutions together, than to avoid responsibility or blame other
partners for their failure. Such attitude requires reciprocal trust.

Conclusion
Social capital is interrelated with the ability to create partnerships. The Authors have been trying to identify what role social
capital plays in shaping partnerships that function within interorganizational networks. In order to do so, the Authors have
defined partnerships in terms of relations – where partnership is a platform of mutual cooperation to solve identified problems
or to initiate actions that will be beneficial to all members of partnership.
The results of the research showed that relations in partnerships created in clusters (interorganizational networks) play a
crucial role – these relations seem to be more important than other factors (such as operational or even financial benefits).
These partnerships fit perfectly to definition of cooperation – its members work together in order to diminish risks, share
responsibilities, to be able to achieve goals they would have not achieved when acting individually. Some of the results
indicate that there is still room for improvement: the level of trust is still not at its optimal level, and this does not allow
partners to work more effectively together (especially when choosing the leaders). Nevertheless, the relational benefits are
of a great value – partners appreciate relational benefits more than profits, and the principle of parity is more important than
any formal ties. This might prove that the effectiveness of interorganizational networks depends on the quality of
partnerships. The Authors have proven that it is rather indisputable that social capital plays a great role in shaping successful
partnerships, which in turn cause more effective, and more durable connections within networks.
Nevertheless, there is a great space for further research to be run that could further explain, why relations play such an
important role in partnerships, and how to overcome the issue of low level of trust in some societies
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Abstract
The aim of the considerations presented in the article is to identify the role played by social enterprises in the processes of
creating social values, as well as social and professional inclusion of people with disabilities in Poland and Ukraine. There
are few publications that explain these aspects in relation to individual countries. The article concerns the process of shaping
social enterprises in Poland and Ukraine and the role played in this process by law, organizational solutions, relations between
enterprise members and supporting the prevention of social exclusion by including people with disabilities. The authors
claim that the high level of awareness and knowledge of various organizational, legal, etc. solutions have a positive impact
on the shaping and development of this type of enterprise. To prove this thesis, the authors conducted research on the
literature on the subject, including the studies of Borzaga, which deals with similar analyzes in relation to Italy, unpublished
materials, empirical research, the results of which are presented in this article. The article consists of three parts: (1)
theoretical framework; (2) the aim of research; (3) presentation of basic materials of the research. The article is based
primarily on an analysis of the literature on the subject and, to a small extent, on empirical research - it contains, in a
descriptive form, the results of research conducted in 2016-2019 and additional content resulting from the research carried
out as part of the project ‘Shaping intersectoral partnerships in the area of counteracting social exclusion of people disabled’
financed by the "INTEREKON Research Excellence Program" Mini-Grant No. RN.COBN.RID.714.2020.10MG. The
research results showed that: (1) society and the respondents understand the need to create social enterprises; (2) relational
factors (such as: sharing knowledge, cooperation with people involved, readiness to provide support and exchange informal
information) are, according to the agreed analyzes, very important; (3) people who set up social enterprises become more
aware of the benefits of collaborating in their creation; (4) social enterprises are more "visible" in Poland than in Ukraine,
their role for the environment and stakeholders in Poland is much greater than in Ukraine.

Keywords: Social Enterprises, Social Entrepreneurship, Social Economy
Introduction
Social enterprises are increasingly considered to be efficient mechanisms of reconciling the ability to pursue the social
matters with the effectiveness in creating the economic and social value. They are defined as symptoms of rising social
awareness of citizens which begin in deeply diverse states in terms of social welfare, economic development, and
democratization levels.
A social enterprise is considered one of the pillars of the social economy, as well as the symptom of activities undertaken by
the civil society, despite that, its business is quite different from the non-profit organization activities (such organizations do
not take an economic risk, but on the other hand the constant budget maximization requires undertaking a kind of economic
risk, doesn't it?).
Over the past decade, social enterprises have started to play a key role in delivering and managing the social services, as well
as have an impact on the European labor market, both in the EU countries and post-soviet states like Ukraine.
Social enterprises in Poland take various organizational forms:
- cooperatives
- collectives
- mutual organizations
_________________
Cite this Article as: Maja JOKIEL and Grzegorz JOKIEL “ Social Enterprises in Poland and Ukraine - Difficulties and
Perspectives” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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- credit unions
- associations and foundations
- private limited companies (LLC).
The most represented social enterprises in Poland are social cooperatives and foundations organized as for-profit entities.
The main goal of social enterprises is to create job opportunities for those who struggle with finding the job the most:
disabled, homeless, addicts, older, ex-prisoners, unqualified people living in the high unemployment environments.
Thanks to the financial perspective of EU funds (2016-2020), an opportunity to activate new ventures of this type has
occurred in Poland.
When it comes to Ukraine, terms like "social entrepreneurship", "social enterprise", or "social economy enterprise" are not
legally ratified. Officially, there are no social enterprises and social entrepreneurship in Ukraine. However, various legal and
regulatory sources include some entries which allows for starting a business which can be classified as the social one
according to the international standards [Pоманська (Romanska), 2008].
The main goal of social enterprises in Ukraine is to achieve positive financial and social returns through investments
[Hаумова (Naumowa), 2014]. An interest in social entrepreneurship in Ukraine appeared at the beginning of 21st century,
however, entrepreneurs still do not fully understand its potential and the capability to solve social problems.
Social enterprises began to be recognized (defined) as the social and economic phenomenon just in the 70s of the 20th
centuries. Despite this fact, those initiatives are based on a long European tradition of cooperatives, charities, and non-profit
organizations.
Social enterprises have their roots in social movements based on the self-organization and self-help of local communities.
The result of these movements was the formation of charitable organizations associated with the churches or workers' mutual
organizations, as well as the associations and self-help groups. Their functioning are based on the direct involvement of
producers and users/beneficiaries in the production of goods and providing the services [Evers 1998]. In this context, the
cooperative movement managed to combine the principles of economic security, social freedom, and political influence
[Pankoke, 2004].
In the past, consumer and agricultural cooperatives, mutual organizations, saving and credit unions were established in many
cities, both in Western and Eastern Europe. Organizations from different countries vary in terms of specialization - Germany,
Sweden and the United Kingdom were known for housing cooperatives, while France and Italy, which were less
industrialized, were the place of workers' production cooperatives in particular [Ciriec, 1999].
At the end of the 19th century, entities created by self-help groups played an important role and were considered as economic
and social institutions. Their existence has also been noticed in Central and Eastern Europe. Interesting examples of such
initiatives relied on self-sufficiency could be found in the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Poland, which did not exist
as a state until 1918, and despite this fact, social groups have consolidated to form the basis of social enterprises [Borzaga
2008].
The origins of the first social enterprises were also spontaneous workers' resistance to difficult living conditions caused by
the changes triggered by the industrial revolution [Monzon, Campos 1997]. And so, behind the idea of forming the mutual
organizations were employees and trade unions of various professional groups. The reason of their formation was to
guarantee a joint insurance and assistance. By promoting the interest of their members, cooperatives contributed to improve
the quality of life of large and underserved social groups. It is worth to notice that cooperatives were initially not only
economic institutions, but also social institutions restoring the solidarity and collective self-help. An example could be the
"Association for bread" (German: Brotverein) founded by F. W. Raiffeisen in the turn of 1846 and 1847. Also, he formed
associations supporting farmers, as well as charity associations.
F. W. Raiffeisen also initiated an idea of cooperative banks as an antidote to the reluctance of "bourgeois" banks to finance
agriculture and farmers, and likewise, F. Stefczyk, a teacher and social activist, formed "Stefczyk Unions" in Galicia. They
played a crucial role in the formation - after World War I - of the Polish services sector and small business. Not only the
economic reasons were the main purpose of operations of those organizations. The fundamental thought behind was "All for
one, one for all", which reflected the equal status of all members. All above examples, as well as those not listed due to
editorial limitations, show that the main purpose of business activities and a distinctive feature of social initiatives' culture
was to share a common social ideal, not to mention solidarity, equality, and justice [Todev, 1993].
In Ukraine, the cooperative movement (known as social entrepreneurship nowadays) began in the Western Ukraine with the
company Prosvita in 1868. Representatives of this company, by organizing a network of reading rooms, have created the
first stores and savings partnerships at the same time [Rodchenko, Prus 2017]. Social entrepreneurship in Ukraine as a type
of entrepreneurial activity has its roots in the activities of Ukrainian patrons. The most well-known examples are the activities
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of Tereshchenko's brothers1 and their Sugar refinery factories' association, as well as the initiatives of Andriej Szeptycki2,
the Kiev metropolitan bishop [Івасів, (Iwasiw), 2015]
Initially, A.Tereshchenko in his hometown of Gluchow founded a home for orphans and children from low-income families
in 1872. When the majority of family members moved to Kiev in mid-70s of the 19th century, their financial and moral
support helped to function many associations and philanthropic institutions. Examples of such initiatives were: shelters for
working class children, Rubezh colony of the Agricultural Colony Society and Craft Shelters, Mariinsky Children's Asylum,
and custody of the Empress Maria's Institute of Deaf-Mute.
A rapid development of health care centers in the last quarter of the 19th and at the beginning of 20th centuries was largely
fueled by public and private charitable organizations. In 1879, Tereshchenko's brothers, Nikola, and Fedor, founded a free
hospital in St. Hlukh. Eufrozyna. Thanks to Nikola Tereshchenko and the members of his family, a hospital for workers was
opened in 1894. Philanthropists from the Tereshchenko family also generously supported other Kiev philanthropic
organizations and institutions, like the Emergency Medical Services Society, the Contagious Disease Society, and others. As
part of their sugar factories' operations at the beginning of 20th century, free medical institutions were run and 80% of their
financial return was donated to charities.
The Ukrainian cooperative movement and entrepreneurial activities have also developed thanks to the active role of Greek
Catholic Church and Metropolitan A.Szeptycki in particular who promoted an idea of cooperativeness which initiated the
creation of cooperatives. The clergy took an active part in cooperative organizations in Galicia.3 For instance, 625 priests
were hired in cooperative institutions in Galicia in 1925. Moreover, 502 of them were members of supervisory boards, and
124 were members of cooperative councils [Гелей (Gelej), 2003].
A. Szeptycki, as a social entrepreneur, founded a cooperative high school, technical middle schools for orphans and talented
children. He developed a national banking system of Galicia, invested funds to build factories in the western region of the
country and granted employees and peasants with shareholder rights. He initiated the foundation of the Land Society to buy
a large area of land in order to divide it among poor peasants. He was the initiator of many innovative projects: he lobbied
in the Austrian parliament and the Galician Sejm (parliament) for social and economic acts of which the beneficiaries were
landless peasants. The results of this activities were aimed at various educational and social programs for youths, disabled
people, low-income families, as well as development of spatial and social infrastructure which helped poor peasants and
workers to feel like full members of the community.
According to J.McClurg [The Institute for Social Entrepreneurs, 2008], the precursors of social entrepreneurship are:
monasteries (a place for help for socially sensitive groups), parish schools, hospitals, educational institutions, nursing homes,
and missionaries. Their activities had a social effect yet were mostly unsystematic, and only partially fulfilled the needs and
interests of the community.
In the mid-20th century, as a result of welfare state development (tackling poverty, supporting the most vulnerable groups,
taking up redistributive functions, as well as providing social and health services) the role of “self-proclaimed” social groups
and their self-help organizations has declined. Poverty has become ever smaller due to expansion of welfare states, union
movements, and more and more competitive markets in many economy sectors. The basic social responsibility of the state
assumed to reduce inequalities and tackle the most difficult social matters affecting the society in the post-industrial era and
further development of the society. In addition, the redistribution of services has been ensured through the public institutions
offering free of charge or low-cost social services. Therefore, the first steps were taken to create social services programs
based on various social allowances. This system could be funded thanks to forming and implementing a proper tax policy.
On one hand, the development of welfare states in conjunction with the expansion of markets and trade unions has
strengthened the presence of politics in social life of the national community, but on the other hand, has weakened the impact
of mutual organizations, cooperatives, voluntary agencies which were involved in creating the social services and promoting
various activities in favour of communities [Evers, 2004].
“Friendly societies” of the working class, which have provided their members with the earliest form of social protection,
have collapsed [Walzer, 1988]. Private charity organizations and volunteer organizations, those involved in providing
services in particular, have dissolved or been integrated into state-controlled social welfare systems. Then, the role of
associations and the active membership in mutual organizations have started to decline [Evers, 2004]. After World War II,
the conditions and legal regulations in Central and Eastern European countries were extremely unfavorable for those
organizations which relied on the ideas of autonomy, solidarity, participation, and mutuality. Only cooperatives could operate
in the reality of communism and centrally planned economy, while foundations have unfortunately been integrated into the
public infrastructure and actually have ceased to exist [Borzarga, 2008].
Observations carried out in various countries confirm that the social enterprises are the structural trend, which development
is spontaneous regardless of the existence of favorable or unfavorable exogenous conditions of their formation and
functioning. The result is a global dimension of this grassroots movement of citizens, as well as the inhomogeneous
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development trends distinctive for social enterprises which rest on the mutual influences of various forces. The relationship
between social enterprises and public policy is delicate in particular.
Support policies contribute to the elimination of weaknesses and enhancing strength of social enterprises, thus ensuring the
formation of new social enterprises and increasing their positive impact on the local communities.
Spontaneous, bottom-up, and dynamic inspiring citizen groups to self-organization could be threatened by wrong support
policies that prevent the social expansion from balancing and forming the social enterprises. When their potential is not fully
maximized, initiatives of social enterprises are doomed to remain sparse initiatives. This is still the case for a significant
number of countries both in EU and non-EU - not to mention Central and Eastern Europe countries, and those not belonging
to the European Union in particular.
Roles played by the social enterprises in Central and Eastern Europe are still underestimated. Reasons are different: starting
from insufficient development in relation to demand for public services, a lack of entrepreneurial spirit of the society, limited
access to resources, inadequate legal framework, and inconsistent legal environment, which cause the absence of legal
regulations and the frameworks which do not take into account a social involvement and the level of unfavorable treatment
from the social enterprises side. Unsteady political systems where the social enterprises cannot form and implement medium
and long-term strategies, as well as social entrepreneurs' lack of skills contribute to the chronic financial instability of most
of the social enterprises. Summing up, the roles played by organizations other than those owned by investors or public
institutions within social systems and post-communist economies are widely unrealized. Social enterprises are still
considered the "filling the gaps" organizations, and not the entities working for wellbeing and the economy in a long term
[Les at al., 2007].

Theoretical Framework
Once again, social enterprises have developed on a transition from modern industrial societies to post-modern and postindustrial societies.
Because the production infrastructure of national economies has changed, and the nature of social needs has changed as well.
New values and identities have begun to be noticed, and the role of the state as the owner of a dominant infrastructure of
social welfare systems has significantly weakened [Jessop, 1994; Giddens, 1998; Gilbert, 2004]. As a result, the lines
between, on the one hand, the state and on the other society and economy have vanished, as well as the increase of specialized
and fluid social relations resulted in the formation of a conducive environment favorable for the creation of increasingly
more complex social service programs based on the networks consisting of a mix of public, private, and the third sector. This
phenomenon is known as cross-sector partnership [Evers, 1995].
Social enterprises have begun to play more important role within those emerging networks. The enterprises, which were
formed outside of the traditional systems, and often in opposition to inflexible public institutions, are able to offer greater
efficiency and flexibility in providing social services.
In recent years, a concept of social enterprise has developed and noticed many amazing breakthroughs/discoveries from both
sides of the Atlantic, in EU and the United States in particular. Moreover, the idea attracts more countries such as the former
Soviet Union states, East Asia, and Latin America [Defourny, 2008].
In Europe, the term "social enterprise" was used for the first time in Italy in 1980s to define innovative and private initiatives
set by volunteers. They were formed to provide social services or to run business activities with aim to facilitate the
integration of people at social exclusion risk.
Initially, those initiatives were formed within the non-commercial legal frameworks (associations, foundations, or
cooperatives), which sometimes were modified to let them combine the business activities with social purposes. As a result,
in some countries like France and Belgium, most of those organizations were established as associations, while in other
countries, like Italy, as cooperatives forming the social cooperatives. In Poland, social enterprises can take the form of all
mentioned legal frameworks, but the most numerous forms are social cooperatives (533 entities), non-for-profit limited
liability companies (252), foundations (241), church legal entities (2); disabled and the blind cooperatives (1); associations'
unions (2)4. There are 1133 social enterprises in Poland in total.
In Ukraine, social enterprises take the form of: sole proprietorship (37 entities, 25%), private companies (23, 15%), and
public organizations (20, 13%). Social entrepreneurs also register their activities as: public associations (19, 12%), limited
liability companies (18, 12%), agricultural cooperatives (15, 10%), charities (8, 5%), NGOs (4, 3%), and farms (2, 1%). In
total, 146 social enterprises operated in Ukraine in 2016.5
Therefore, the term "social enterprise" in Europe is used to define an "other way" of doing business, as well as providing
social services which embraces more entrepreneurial element of the non-profit sector.
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Although, the emergence and functioning of the social enterprises is often seen as the social phenomenon which facilitates
the formation of greater social cohesion among citizens, and thus the decreasing atomization and alienation among them
through supporting the social ties, this conceptualization of social integration is problematic because it minimizes a real and
relevant structural inequalities and differences between marginalized users of services and other citizens. As institutions
primarily responsible for services, the social enterprises offer two basic mechanisms to increase the users' rights. The first
one, related to their function of forming and producing social goods, means the ability to support a personal autonomy of
recipients and their individual competences by reducing crucial information (such as lack of knowledge about services and
opportunities), institutional (creating support structures, for instance), and social barriers. In the context of growing social
services markets, buyers who purchase those services from other entities (which organize, manage, and provide them),
enhance the position of recipients as active consumers which is important to overcome the paternalism which often
accompanies the social services.
The second mechanism of increasing the recipients' rights concern the role of social media as a form of mobilization of social
enterprises. This dimension rests upon the perception of specific recipients as a collective citizen group living in the
unfavorable professional and social conditions, and enables social enterprises to gain abilities and social, formal, and legal
consent to overcome the key barriers in cultural and psychological matters and to strive for the social integration (these
barriers are stigmatization, alienation, and lack of self-esteem). Those two dimensions initiate and form the conceptual basis
of social enterprises' ability to effectively act in the field of tackling the social exclusion, and thus act as a peculiar force of
ongoing changes within the emerging social welfare networks.
To sum up, the term "social enterprise" in Europe is used to describe the "other way" of doing business, as well as of providing
social services, which includes the more entrepreneurial element of the non-profit sector and the innovative ingredient of
cooperative movement. A special feature of the European concept of social enterprise is the establishment of an institutional
structure designed to achieve the social goal in a stable and steady way by producing social goods and services. This approach
is considered extremely revolutionary because it undermines the traditional basis of conventional economic theory including
the joint concept of companies as organizations strictly promoting the interests of owners [Noya, 2007].
The most comprehensive definition of a social enterprises was formulated by EMES, an international research network
[Borzaga at al., 2001; Defourny at al., 2008]. This definition is widely recognized by researchers and inspired the authors of
many legal acts which regulate the creation and functioning of social enterprises. The definition was initially formulated in
two dimensions (economic and social ones). After an intense scientific debate and the introduction of new regulations
regarding the social enterprises, the definition can be deployed in three axes: economic, social and ownership-governance.
The economic dimensions take the typical enterprise characteristics for granted. Therefore, the social enterprises must be
involved in stable and steady production of goods or services. Their activity rests upon - at least partially - the usage of costly
production factors (e.g., the employees' salaries) and taking a significant economic risk.
The social dimension assumes that the social enterprises aim at the realization of social goals which is serving the community
or specific group by producing social goods and services. Bearing in mind a specific context of the "deserved goods" concept,
which depends on the society's opinion, the typology of provided services can vary significantly. According to the variety of
unsatisfied needs, which can appear on the local level in different countries, a set of services can include the social, health,
educational, cultural, and public services (e.g. water, gas, electricity).
The ownership-governance dimension assumes that the social enterprises are characterized by the implementation of decision
processes not based on the capital ownership, as well as by ensuring that all interested parties are involved in the decisionmaking process. Within this dimension, the organization shares profits only within the limited range, and avoids the profit
maximization. Participatory and integration management are promoted, aimed at enhancing the company’s social orientation
and promoting a fair distribution of profits. Mentioned criterias are set to enable the effective identification of new needs
coming from the community level, and to build a trust between stakeholders.
This definition does not refer to a specific national legal system, nor to particular legal forms. It considers the social enterprise
as a private and autonomous entity which runs production activities in accordance with the entrepreneurship criterias. Unlike
the traditional companies, social enterprises aim at achieving a clearly defined social goal which assumes the production of
goods and services that generate direct benefits for the entire community or the specific groups in need. This definition
excludes the profit maximization as a goal pursued by the investors. This means searching for a balance between fair salaries
and the interest of recipients instead.
Social enterprises can differ from other types of companies and organizations. They differ from public companies in the
sense that they are managed by private entities in accordance with the entrepreneurship logic. They differ from conventional
for-profit companies because they are characterized by goals, ownership resources, limitations, and management principles
which exclude the maximization of financial benefits for the owners. They also differ from traditional cooperatives that are
non-investor companies which main purpose is to promote the interests of their owners. Nevertheless, the social enterprises
are close to cooperatives in terms of capital ownership, democratic governance, and common origin. This explains why social
enterprises often choose those cooperation forms.
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The aim of the Research and Research Methodology
The purpose of the research is to conduct a comparative analysis and form a declaration and postulate layer of functioning
and existence of social enterprises in Poland and Ukraine.
Studies on Polish, Ukrainian and English-languages source literature have been used to achieve the mentioned above research
objective. In addition, interviews and observations were carried out in Polish social enterprises from Lower Silesia (30, most
of them were social cooperatives) and in 6 social enterprises running in Ukraine in the region of city of Ternopil and in the
city itself. The research was conducted from 2016 to 2019. In addition, descriptive material was used from TIDI telephone
interviews conducted in October and November 2020, where representatives of cross-sector partnerships were asked
additional questions about the analyzed phenomenon. The research was carried out as part of the project ‘Shaping
intersectoral partnerships in the area of counteracting social exclusion of people disabled’ financed by the "INTEREKON
Research Excellence Program" Mini-Grant No.RN.COBN.RID.714.2020.10MG.

Presentation of basic materials of the research
Poland
The concept of social entrepreneurship and social enterprises are very difficult and controversial terms. Most of the study
participants tried to define them in various aspects by identifying them as social cooperatives primarily. The most often form
of characteristics was identifying social enterprises as average aid organizations taking the form of social cooperatives,
vocational training centres6 [Herbs, 2008], social integration hubs7, and occupational therapy workshops8 [Pacut, 2010].
Respondents were aware of various forms of social enterprises and their crucial role within public, private and the third
sectors, thus becoming one the most important institutional forms of linkage between civil society and market economy. All
respondents have effectively indicated that the basis of forming their entity was a possibility to combine commercial activities
with the implementation of social tasks, through social and professional integration of people at risk of social exclusion in
particular.
Another issue raised during the research concerned the legal conditions. The process of forming the law regulating the
functioning of social enterprises has been under discussions for years in Poland. The analysis of various legal solutions
indicates that the status of social enterprises has not been normalized so far. According to J.Hauser and H. Izdebski, founding
and doing a business is obviously feasible, but constricted and constrained by many legal regulations [Hauser at al., 2008].
The state (by law) implements the policy on the social economy entities in four fields: programming and public policies,
institutional-regulatory, financial, and service, and defines the capability to form, run, transform, or liquidate the social
enterprises [Mizejewski, 2006]. The truth is that the Polish law does not set the limits to foundations or associations regarding
the social entrepreneurship status. If those entities conduct business activities, they can be social entrepreneurs under two
conditions: firstly, as an entrepreneur, they must act for the common good [Journal of Laws 1991 No. 46, item 203, as
amended]; secondly, they cannot freely allocate their profits which must be intended for the social purpose the enterprise
was founded for [Journal of Laws 2001 No. 79, item 855, as amended].
A similar case applies to entities with the status of public benefit organization both associations and foundations, as well as
entities operating under different legal forms, which must meet identical conditions [Journal of Laws 2003 No. 96, item 873,
as amended]. Those entities can run business activities aimed at achieving their statutory purposes, which are socially useful
purposes. This means in practice that they can do a business like any other entity under general principles, but this activity
must be auxiliary to the statutory activity [Grzybowska, 2010]. The most important legal acts regulating the functioning of
social enterprises in Poland are:
- Act on Employment of January 13, 2003 [Journal of Laws 2016, item 1828];
- Act on Employment Promotion and Labor Market Institutions of April 20, 2004 [Journal of Laws 2015, item 149, as
amended];
- Act on Public Benefit Activities and Volunteering of April 24, 2003 [Journal of Laws 2016, item 239];
- Act on Social Cooperatives of April 27, 2006 [Journal of Laws 2016, item 1828].
Representatives of surveyed organizations indicated the legislative difficulties posing significant barriers in proper
functioning of social enterprises. They most of all emphasized the number of regulations which are mutually exclusive, and
lack of a single and clearly defined legal solution organizing the definitional disorder in the field of identification of this
phenomenon. Another analyzed field were the funding sources of social enterprises. Respondents pointed out that the basic
funding source should be a business activity, meaning the sales of products and services. Other funding sources are: public
procurements, i.e. commissioning social enterprises to carry out the public tasks based on the Public Procurement Law;
grants within the operational programs financed from the EU funds (awarded after the contest); income from 1% personal
income tax deduction (applies to entities with the public benefit organization status) [Schimanek, 2015]. The main funding
source are also the funds coming from the public funds especially the European ones. They come from, among others, the
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European Social Fund within the IW EQUAL, the "Supporting the development of social cooperatives" by the Ministry of
Labor and Social Policy, the Operational Program Human Capital, and the funds from the Strategic Plan 2016-2020.
[Schimanek, 2015]
Despite the large choice of obtaining funds from the external sources, social entrepreneurs feel insecure in regard to capability
of ensuring the permanent financial liquidity. Unfortunately, most of the financial resources comes from various grant funds
being withdrawn from the public funds. The next round of EU funding will end in 2020, and the new strategy does not
assume the same funding level for social entrepreneurship. The transition from grant system to loan system is projected
which forces the respondents and social entrepreneurs to change the way of thinking and their philosophy.

Ukraine
Ukraine is a state that was strongly affected by the social and economic transition. Regaining the independence enabled the
creation of social economy structures. Unfortunately, the development of social enterprises is extremely difficulty as the
social, economic, and political situation, not to mention the armed conflict in eastern Ukraine, do not favor the formation
and organization of this type of activities.
The social economy in Ukraine is still a little recognized phenomenon. Existing companies mainly conduct profit-oriented
business activities. Any social activity or association must be officially registered, and signing any agreements is forbidden
without the formal registration which is time consuming and can be easily blocked if the authorities have a negative attitude
towards the initiative. This could be a significant impediment which impacts a possibility of establishing partnerships
between various entities which is necessary for the development of social entrepreneurship [Galek at al., 2013].
The development process of forms and methods of cooperation and adaptation of existing legislation in the field of social
enterprises is "hatching out" in Ukraine, so that it meets the European standards. Following forms of cooperation between
state authorities and social bodies can be listed: civil consultations, participation in joint bodies (social councils), common
working groups (with the representatives of executive, legislative and local authorities). On the national and local level,
institutions of the civil society can benefit from the access to public information (public inquiries), the participation in socalled public hearings, conducting the civil expertise, participating in the implementation of state policy through the social
projects contests (so-called social procurements). The process of gradual taking over some of the social functions from the
overburdened state by the social sector is noticeable. Nevertheless, their potential is underused and still requires the
stimulation.
The issue of doing business by NGOs in Ukraine is also not obvious. Civic organizations can run business activities only by
establishing a separate entity or by founding a new company which functioning on the open market is regulated by the
separate law acts. Charitable organizations also can directly conduct business activities aimed at achieving their statutory
purposes, under the condition that the costs of maintaining the organization (administrative and management costs) do not
exceed 20% of their total budget, and the generated profit is allocated to the statutory purposes of the organization [Galek at
al., 2013].
The taxation of NGOs is also one of the significant problems in Ukraine. The economy of Ukraine is generally highly
monopolized hence the tax legislation conditions are more directed towards supporting the big business which has the ability
to pay a significant amount of taxes and partially provides the financial aid to implement important projects of national and
regional importance [Chukhray, 2013]. None of the existing organizations are automatically granted with the "non-profit"
status, and one must apply to the State Fiscal Service. In case of refusal, it is obligated to pay taxes on equal terms as any
other market enterprise. Although, the grants and subsidies for organizations are formally exempt from taxation, in practice
the foreign funds transferred to Ukrainian NGO can be a subject to a 50% tax.
In order to enable the development of Ukrainian social economy, it is necessary to introduce new solutions easing the
functioning of the NGOs, the international cooperation, and, most of all, running a business. Until now, new solutions
promoting the disabled people employment have been introduced only, which in practice is closely related to the basic
function of social economy: disabled people organizations are exempt from income tax if at least 50% of their employees
are disabled and their salaries account for at least 25% of the company's budget [Galek at al., 2013].
The representatives of social enterprises operating in Ukraine were reluctant to comment on the essence of functioning of
such initiatives. This could be caused by the inaccurately defined legal norms regulating these activities in Ukraine. Most
regulations cause a situation where the decisions are at the discretion of the authorities, which lead to unstable situation and
the lack of stability in functioning of such companies. However, the respondents emphasized that despite mentioned
difficulties, is is worth to undertake activities in these fields, which gives a hope for a thriving development of the social
economy sector in future.
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Conclusion
To sum up, social enterprise is an undeniable and important element of the structure ensuring the functioning of democracy
and a complement to coordinate the social interests by involving citizens - both in Poland and Ukraine - in the public affairs.
Poland and Ukraine began the process of systemic transformation almost at the same time in the 1990s. Currently, however,
as a result of unfavorable events that took place in Ukraine, the country is at completely different level of social
entrepreneurship capabilities. Whereas in Poland, the social economy has been creating a new space for such initiatives for
several years. The initiatives have a multifaceted character and horizontally cross such fields in life as economy, social
policy, education, or ecology. While in Ukraine, the sector is still at the beginning of its path struggling with a lack of
appropriate support from the state authorities both in financial terms and the numerous difficulties in adapting to binding
acts, as well as to social, economic and political reality. Ukrainian social entrepreneurship undoubtedly needs a support in
terms of legalities and the education on effective actions. Therefore, the postulate is fully legitimate that the representatives
of the Polish social economy sector should conduct educational programs and support the Ukrainian social entrepreneurship
as part of the interregional partnerships.
The author is undoubtedly aware of the inability of the sufficient and satisfying exploration of the analyzed field, however,
it is some kind of beginning and incentive to further explore the necessary and interesting area of social activity.
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Tereshchenko - Ukrainian entrepreneurs, landowners, and patrons from 19th and the beginning of 20th centuries. The
family comes from the city of Głuchow (now Sumy region). The famous head of the family was Artem Jakowlewicz and his
sons Nikola and Fedor. The family was known for their charity activities and spent about 5 million rubles confirming the
motto of their coat of arms: “Aspiring for the common good”.
2
Andrej Szeptycki, head of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, is one of the most outstanding of Ukraine, not only in
national terms, but also religious ones. Metropolitan was also a successful and talented social entrepreneur who achieved
excellent business.
3
Territory embracing today’s area of Western Ukraine and South-Eastern Republic of Poland
4
As at 12.31.2019 r., Source: Database Social Enterprises
5
Unpublished: Competitive work on the theme: "Social entrepreneurship as an innovative tool for social welfare" under the
code "social entrepreneurship" in the specialty "Finance, banking and insurance", Ukraine, state for 2016
6
Vocational training centres - are the organizationally and financially isolated units formed by county, borough, association
or other social organization, which the statutory purpose is an occupational and social rehabilitation of disabled people
7
Social integration hubs - operate on the basis of Act on Social Employment of June 13,2 003. Their purpose is to provide
services for social and occupational reintegration of long-term unemployed, homeless, disabled, alcohol and drugs addicts,
mentally ill, ex-prisoners, and refugees
8
Occupational therapy workshops - an organization or facility which purpose is to run activities related to social and
occupational rehabilitation of disabled people. The legal acts which regulate its functioning are the Act on Rehabilitation and
the regulation on the occupational therapy works released by Ministry of Economy, Labour and Social Policy
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Abstract
Startup clusters are one of the potential spaces for the development of modern startups. To become attractive, they should
ensure the best possible quality consisting of many different factors, about which the first decisions can be made at the
stage of creating the cluster. Therefore, the processes of creating startup clusters have been discussed in this article. The
essence of startup clusters functioning was presented, and the processes of their formation were described. They have been
characterized: the bottom-up and top-down approaches of the startup clusters formation. The authors also provided
examples of factors influencing the clustering process. Then, using two case studies, they described the processes of
creating startup clusters operating in Poland. Based on the conducted analyzes, further research proposals on this topic
were proposed.

Keywords: startup, cluster, startup cluster, cluster formation process
Introduction
Many factors distinguish startups from traditional enterprises. Startups are more focused on sharing knowledge,
implementing and developing innovative solutions, taking risks, flexibility, and global cooperation. However, they are not
significant players when they start to function on the market and do not have developed business relationships yet (Oukes,
Raesfeld & Groen, 2017). Startup managers choose whether to act independently (internal growth) or rely on cooperation
with the environment and in the network (external growth) (Kubiński, Ropuszyńska-Surma, 2017). The possibility of
operating in the network seems to be of particular interest from the contemporary trends in the organizational management
perspective. For startups, networks provide a space to develop faster than under market conditions and achieve better
results. It is possible with the use of various types of economic rents characteristic for the network (Niemczyk, Trzaska,
2018). They provide them with various development-enhancing benefits (Baum, Calabrese, Silverman, 2000). One of the
types of such space for startups are clusters. Nowadays, in the context of the space for creating and developing startups, the
concept of "cluster" has been redefined and related to traditional processes and mechanisms described, for example, by
Porter's assumptions (M. E. Porter, 1990). Along with the economic opportunity’s development, it is necessary to
emphasize the new dimension of this concept considering startups functioning within it - in the form of a startup cluster.
Due to the growing importance in the development of technology and innovation of startups and clusters (Jasińska,
Jasiński, 2019) in which they operate, often in very variable and dynamic conditions, additionally shaped by the factors of
Industry 4.0 (Trzaska, Sulich, Organa, Niemczyk, Jasiński, 2021), the authors focused their considerations on startup
clusters. The aim of the article is to characterize the essence of startup clusters, the processes of their formation (top-down
and bottom-up approaches) and to describe chosen case studies to verify the assumptions about the process of startup
clusters creation. As a result of these considerations, possibilities for further research have been proposed.

The essence of startup clusters
When describing the processes of startup clusters formation, it is first necessary to refer to the essence of their functioning.
Many studies on this topic refer to research conducted on specific clusters and characterize the phenomena within them.
________________
Cite this Article as: Klaudia MIGASIEWICZ and Michał ORGANA “Processes of Startup Clusters Formation – Analysis
of Chosen Case Studies” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The first example is the work of B. Feld, who lists four main factors that underlie the activities of the startup cluster in
Boulder. Among these factors, he mentioned: startup community led by entrepreneurs, long-term commitment of leaders to
the community, the connection within the community of all those who want to participate in it, a continuous activity
involving the entire entrepreneurial part (Feld, 2012, p. 25). In the factors considered by the author, the main emphasis was
placed on the human aspect - relating to the community and leaders operating within the cluster and supplemented with the
entrepreneurial part's involvement.
Another approach to describing startup clusters assumes that it is: "a group of early-stage companies sharing
complementary markets and selected for optimal collaboration, revenue potential and efficiency". The benefits of its
functioning include the use of crucial talents, industry relations, specialist knowledge, operational support, and strong
product relations, which positively affect the development of startups.
When analyzing the essence of startup clusters, it is worth considering essential factors for the functioning of startups
within them. Startups play a crucial role in supporting the development of the cluster itself, engaging in the creation of
development plans, setting directions for cooperation, deciding on projects and cooperation established at the cluster level.
Clusters of this type provide startups with many various benefits conducive to their development. They facilitate access to
business environment institutions that operate within networks or cooperate with them, which contributes to the possibility
of gaining access to the infrastructure needed for development, human capital, support programs, mentors, etc. Establishing
cooperation with other startups within the network, in line with the coopetition effect, allows for exchanging knowledge or
conducting joint projects. The factors mentioned above include the characteristics of the startup cluster actors and the
relationships established between them.
This characteristic can be supplemented with three conditions for the development of the cluster community by analyzing
it through the prism of the innovation ecosystem (Smith, 2006; Mercan, Göktaş, 2011; Bandera, Thomas, 2018; Guo,
2009). The first condition is reciprocity, understood as a "giving and receiving" orientation. Actors should be aware that
these processes do not coincide and do not occur all at once. The second condition is respect for norms and values. This
condition is the basis for building trust when establishing relationships focused on long-term cooperation between entities
(Zema, Sulich, 2019). The third condition is the priority of horizontal relations over vertical ones. It refers to establishing
cooperation based on dialogue and partnership and the departure from relying on commands and control in relations
between organizations (Skowron, 2018).
Interesting research on startup clusters was presented by S. Casper. Based on the analysis of the career history of 900
managers from biotechnology companies in San Diego, California, he checked how the local biotechnology cluster was
created and became a sustainable one. The research was conducted with the use of social network analysis tools. As part of
them, the links between managers' careers were checked. Social ties resulted from the merger of managers related to the
unsuccessful takeover of Hybritech, who began to create new companies in this region. Thanks to the access to technology
derived from Californian universities, this place has transformed into one of the most developed biotechnology clusters in
the world. The functioning of the network facilitated professional mobility in the region, reduced the risk for talented staff,
and contributed to the support of innovative strategies implemented in unstable industries (Casper, 2007).

Processes of the startup clusters formation
Considerations on the functioning of the space in which startups operate relate largely to their formation processes. The
authors describe two types of startup clusters formation processes in this article: bottom-up and top-down approaches.
On the one hand, the processes of creating startup clusters may be purposeful. It is a situation in which an economic entity
decides to establish and develop a cluster (Fromhold-Eisebith, Eisebith, 2005; Jungwirth, Müller, E, 2014; Ingstrup, 2014).
P. Kubiński and E. Ropuszyńska-Surma, among the examples of possible activities within the network management
function for business support institutions, mention: shaping (e.g., creating institutions supervising the functioning of a
cluster, obtaining financing for startups), activating (e.g., organizing competitions for startups or cyclical conferences),
mobilizing (awarding prizes for startups, organizing meetings integrating the environment), synthesizing (e.g., creating
interactive communicators, surveying startups' opinions in the context of cooperation with incubators) (Kubiński,
Ropuszyńska-Surma, 2017). It all forms the top-down approach.
The second possibility for creating startup clusters is a bottom-up process (Fromhold-Eisebith, Eisebith, 2005; Jungwirth,
Müller 2014; Ingstrup, 2014). J. Staszewska lists the following stages in the process of cluster formation: formation of a
group of leaders with an idea for the development of projects, introductory interviews, a leading group formation, first
workshop and selection of action plans, improvement of plans, second workshop and confirmation of issues and action
plans, striving for self-sufficiency (Staszewska, 2009, p. 33).
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There are processes of focusing on a geographically defined space among startups due to the possibility of establishing
contacts with other organizations. Each entrepreneur, when launching a new organization, must decide where it will be
located. Location is one of the main factors influencing the success of high-tech companies. Companies from a given area
have a positive impact on the community's economic development in which they operate and generate new jobs. Such
economic cross-pollination favors the development of technology clusters. The Jones Lang LaSalle: High-Tech Office
Outlook report considers factors positively influencing the development of the high technology industry, which are taken
into account when making strategic decisions in these organizations operating in 26 cities in the USA. The factors
indicated include an increase in the number of jobs in the sector, the concentration of technologically advanced services,
the share of VC funds in the USA, availability of qualified staff, innovations expressed in the number of patents granted
(High-technology Industry Report, 2011).
M. S. Dahl and O. Sorenson emphasized that entrepreneurs have a tendency to locate their businesses where they come
from. On the one hand, it may indicate their reluctance to bear the costs of the location change, uncertainty about the
unknown space, and the willingness to stay in the vicinity of their closest persons. However, on the other hand, it may
constitute a rational decision to use the capital of social relations and knowledge of local conditions. They described in
their work how these decisions are shaped among startup founders in Denmark. They perform better in terms of, for
example, survival or profits (Dahl & Sorenson, 2012).
P. Adler and the research team examined the processes of geographical concentration of high-tech startups on two scales.
The first one is at the macrogeographic level, and the processes within it take place in urban and metropolitan areas, while
the concentrations of startups taking place on a microgeographic scale take place in regions, cities, and individual districts.
These scales are separate but related, which also influences entrepreneurial activity and can strengthen innovation
processes. The authors also investigated how these mechanisms shape venture capital investments in high-tech startups
(Adler, Florida, King & Mellander, 2019).
Among the phenomena shaping contemporary decisions about the location of small and medium-sized enterprises, H.
Godlewska-Majkowska emphasizes the importance of entrepreneurship development and structural changes in medium
and large enterprises operating in a given space. Among such phenomena shaping this decision, she also lists: "the effect of
induced entrepreneurship in new production and service spaces, created in places with a higher infrastructural standard,
stimulating entrepreneurship in economic privileged zones, outsourcing and offshoring of other enterprises in the
development phase, strategic renewal of enterprises in the declining phase, the effect of the break-up of enterprises in
decline ”. In addition, the author emphasizes that as a result of the imitation effect, the location of these enterprises is
currently subject to internationalization. A positive influence on these phenomena occurrence is the fact that small and
medium-sized enterprises are established as global from the beginning of their activity. They operate in the conditions of
virtualization - teams and the environment, empty companies are created, and they share knowledge. However, their
possibilities in this area are still available on a smaller scale than in the case of global companies (Godlewska-Majkowska,
2016).
R. Golman and S. Klepper believe that spinoffs naturally generate the clustering process because they tend to locate
themselves close to their parent companies, similar to the process of locating companies close to their founders' place of
residence or work. If the company from which the spinoff comes has achieved success, locating the spinoff nearby gives an
excellent preparation for it to succeed. The authors also emphasize that there may be situations in which the cluster will be
an artifact of the spinoffs process and not their basis. They indicated 11 patterns of cluster growth and spinoff entry
(stylized facts based on studies of the Automobile, Tire, Semiconductor, Disk Drive, and Biotherapeutics Industry
Clusters) (Golman, Klepper, 2016):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“More innovative industries have more often become highly clustered.
Clusters typically were characterized by an early successful firm and then grew subsequently through the entry.
A greater percentage of entrants in the clusters than elsewhere were spinoffs.
Spinoffs accounted for a disproportionate share of the leaders in the clusters relative to their share of entrants overall.
Clusters prospered after spinoffs entered, even while in some cases, the flagship firm that seeded the region
subsequently declined.
6. Spinoffs performed better than other entrants.
7. Larger firms spawned spinoffs at a higher rate.
8. Spinoffs from larger firms were superior performers.
9. Spinoffs that entered at a larger size tended to perform better.
10. Spinoffs in clusters outperformed spinoffs elsewhere.
11. Spinoffs initially produced similar types of products as their parents”.
T. Brenner and A. Mühlig, on the other hand, mention conditions, initiating events, or the emergence of other development
impulses among the factors favoring the formation of clusters. They emphasized the increase in the other factors'
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importance within this process - apart from location factors - the increase in the importance of activities carried out by
venture capital funds or the level of research carried out in a given region. In addition, among these factors, they also
indicated the level of interaction between organizations related to each other, variables related to human capital (T.
Brenner, A. Mühlig). Therefore, it is worth paying particular attention to the scope of activities of all business environment
institutions and government institutions (Mazur, Barmuta, Demin, Tikhomirov, Bykovskiy, 2016; Madaleno, Nathan,
Overman, Waights, 2018). Often, decisions related to running their business or support programs in a specific area may
contribute to the concentration of entrepreneurs among them, which will naturally contribute to the initiation of the
clustering process.
The location should be mentioned among the recommended factors that should be taken into account when creating the
highest possible quality of a startup cluster. The creators should pay great attention to the material aspects of this space and
plan how to develop the cluster infrastructure and how to finance its activities. Financing is also critical from the
perspective of financing startups in the cluster. One should also mention the need to plan activities attracting foreign
organizations to clusters among the recommended activities at the level of clusters and government units. An additional
essential aspect is planning activities to measure the status and number of startups operating in startup clusters and people
who work in them.
Based on the literature sources analysis and the authors' experience, to indicate crucial factors affecting the cluster
formation processes, it is necessary to find answers to the following questions:
1. How was the startup cluster created? Was it a bottom-up or a top-down process? Who initiated it, and how did it
proceed?
2. What factors had the most significant impact on the given cluster creation?
3. Why was the cluster established in a specific place? What factors influenced the choice of this place?
4. How long has it been operating, how many members does it have, in what sector does it operate, and in what
development stage?
5. What types of organizations operate in a startup cluster? Which of them participated in its creation, which were
created as part of its operation, and which joined it from the outside?
6. What factors influence the fact that entities are created within the cluster, or other entities want to join it?
7. What are the cluster development plans in the short term (up to 1-2 years) and within the long term?
8. What determines the success of this cluster, what factors are currently decisive for its development?
The questions indicated above formed the basis for two separate case studies' realization. The first case study was
deliberately chosen to present the top-down cluster formation process, while the second one is an example of the bottomup approach.

Case study I – the NUTRIBIOMED cluster
The aim of the case study I is to present the assumptions of the NUTRIBIOMED startup cluster functioning. In detail, it
describes the process of cluster formation - by whom it was initiated, what type of processes were conducted, factors that
influenced its formation and development, characteristics of entities included in the cluster, and development goals. The
NUTRIBIOMED cluster operates in Wrocław, province: Lower Silesia, country: Poland. It operates in the food,
biotechnology, and biomedical industry. Its activity is focused on offering dietary supplements, nutraceuticals, and
biomedical preparations and using native, natural raw materials and modern technology for their production. The
assumption related to the launch of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster was to build a network that would allow Poland to achieve
a strong competitive position within the industry. The information presented in the description of the NUTRIBIOMED
cluster was largely obtained from the official website at: http://www.nutribiomed.pl/ (accessed on 5th of November, 2021)
as well as interviews with several representatives of the cluster units.
The NUTRIBIOMED Cluster was established on November 13, 2007, by Wrocław Technology Park S.A. (WPT S.A.). Its
concept was initiated by Prof. Tadeusz Trziszka from the Wrocław University of Environmental and Life Sciences, while
many experts and the management board of WPT S.A. participated in the work on his plan. In the initial phase of the
cluster's operation, cooperation was established with many institutions representing scientific and business institutions.
Consortium agreements were signed between 20 entities, including the Wrocław University of Environmental and Life
Sciences, the Wroclaw Medical University, and the University of Wrocław (the current names of the university are given).
Establishing the NUTRIBIOMED cluster was a top-down process in which the scientific and business community
representatives were involved. On the other hand, the cluster was created by a business environment unit - a technology
park, which had an established position on the market and was active in creating an environment conducive to the
development of startups in the region. Wrocław Technology Park is currently the cluster coordinator.
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Therefore, several factors had a significant impact on the formation of this cluster. The first is location. It was an important
factor due to the location of the Wrocław Technology Park, which undertook the creation of the cluster. Many academic
centers in the region have been involved in its functioning from the very beginning. Wrocław is a city where the startup
environment and cooperation between business, scientific, governmental units, and startups were already developing when
the NUTRIBIOMED cluster was established. The proximity of important European business centers - such as Berlin or
Prague is also essential. Wrocław is a city with a developed infrastructure and is very well connected with other cities
(especially highways, airports, and railways). The Wrocław University of Environmental and Life Sciences functioning,
from which the author of the concept originated, is also of key importance. Another factor is the appropriate infrastructure
provision for cluster members by the Wrocław Technology Park (the coordinator located in Wrocław). All this takes place
thanks to the location of the cluster inside WPT S.A., directly in Wrocław.
The cluster embraces members representing various types of activities - scientific, business, related to the main activities of
the cluster. It is a startup cluster - it includes highly innovative technological spin-off companies. These companies conduct
their activities based on their own know-how. The current members of the cluster can be divided into five categories: food,
biotechnology, biomedicine, business, universities. Examples of each category's representatives and the total number of
members in a given class are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1: Main characteristics of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster
Cluster members by category
• Food – 24 members, e.g., Bakalland, Bart Sp.z
o.o. Sp. K., Oleofarm Sp.zo.o., Makarony Polskie
S.A., Tarczyński S.A.
• Biotechnologia – 37 members, e.g. Advantic Sp.
z o.o., Grupa Azoty Zakłady Azotowe
Kędzierzyn S.A., Sovigo Sp.z o.o., Torf
Corporation Sp. zoo.
• Biomedicine – 14 members, e.g., Herbapol
Wrocław S.A., PPF HASCO-LEK S.A., USP
Zdrowie
• Business – 8 members, e.g., Wrocław

Technology Park, BSO Law & Taxes, Food
Law Center
• Universities – 13 members, e.g., the
Wrocław University of Environmental and
Life Sciences, Wrocław University of
Economics and Business, the University of
Wrocław, Wrocław University of Science
and Technology

The main goals of the cluster
• creating a stable and recognizable brand of

the NUTRIBIOMED Cluster
•

strengthening the position in the food,
biomedical, and pharmaceutical industries

•

development and implementation of new
technologies through cooperation and
implementation of new implementation and
investment projects
integration and facilitation of
communication of all cluster entities, as
well as the transfer of knowledge from
academic centers
supporting and applying for co-financing of
research and development projects and
implementation projects of the cluster,
taking into account EU funds, government,
and local government

•

•

Source: own elaboration based on the NUTRIBIOMED cluster website, http://www.nutribiomed.pl/, access on 5th of November, 2021.

The cluster's goals show that the network is focused on the new technologies creation and development, which is why
startups' functioning within it is essential and is part of the main activity. The cluster in its offer includes many forms of
support for startups in terms of their innovative activities. First, startups can use the experimental facility. Thanks to the
devices it is equipped with, enterprises can launch a pilot production of innovative nutraceuticals, dietary supplements and
biomedical preparations. Examples of technologies that have been already developed are Phospholipid technology using
chemical extraction or Phospholipid technology with the use of supercritical extraction.
The cluster also offers the utilization of microbiological laboratory services, the activity of which is directed primarily to
the food and cosmetics industries. The laboratory specializes in providing research services and performing
microbiological analyzes of raw materials, products, and formulations at every stage of their development and production.
Based on the analysis of source materials and interviews with several representatives of the cluster units, the authors
identified the following factors that determine the success of the NUTRIBIOMED cluster:
• location – the startup environment in the region is constantly developing, which also favors the development of
business environment units, new startups creation, and various forms of support for them (e.g., the possibility of
obtaining funding). This is conducive to the cluster's continuous development and the addition of new enterprises and
units to the considered structure. Thanks to this, the cluster itself is constantly getting better in terms of quality.
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• innovative industry – the cluster operates within the economic sector, which will continue to develop and gain
importance. The current market trends show that many innovations are created in the food, biotechnology, and
biomedical industry, and there is also a lot of space for further cooperation. The modern facilities of the
NUTRIBIOMED cluster allow for conducting research within its framework and creating innovative solutions by
cluster members.
• open communication – ensuring the possibility of exchanging knowledge and information between organizations
operating within the network, informing about current activities, opportunities to participate in projects, and various
cooperation forms.
• technology transfer between scientific and business units – which is possible thanks to the infrastructure provided by
the cluster, for example, an experimental plant.
• innovative support offer and infrastructure – organizations belonging to the cluster can use the infrastructure within
its framework.
• human capital – many experts in the Wrocław Technology Park offer consultancy and specialist training related to the
cluster operation. This allows for expanding the group of specialists in a given field, which may contribute to even
faster development of this cluster and the whole sector.

The above case study describes the top-down process of creating the NUTRIBIOMED startup cluster and the factors that
favored its establishment and development. The cluster's activity is essential in creating innovations in the food,
biotechnology, and biomedical industry. Together with creating innovations, connecting new entities to the network, and
developing projects and infrastructure, the cluster will gain importance. It is also possible to redefine the cluster's
objectives.

Case study II – the Startup Founders
The purpose of case study II is to present the assumptions for the functioning of a startup cluster named Startup Founders.
The authors focused mainly on describing the process of its formation - by whom it was initiated, what kind of process it
was, factors that influenced its formation and development, the characteristics of entities included in the cluster, and its
development goals. The information presented in this case study obtained from the official website of Startup Founders at:
https://www.startupfounders.pl/ (accessed on 5th of November, 2021) as well as the extensive interview with one of the
initiators and founders of the cluster.
The Startup Founders Cluster operates in Wrocław, province: Lower Silesia, country: Poland. It was established over four
years ago. Currently, it brings together over 30 startup founders and entrepreneurs. It operates as an association and is in
the maturity phase.
The process of creating this cluster was bottom-up. Several startup founders initiated the cluster from Wrocław, who
decided to launch it because the activities of other networks, associations, and organizations functioning at that time did
not fully meet their needs. In addition, the interlocutor (one of the cluster creators) had the opportunity to go to Silicon
Valley, where he observed a great value in networking in the business world. The level at which it takes place there was an
inspiration to take steps to create such a community locally. Another factor that impacted taking steps to create a cluster is
the conclusion that the environment around us contains a certain level of knowledge and experience. Taking action to
create a space for their exchange allows deriving value from it. Therefore, the primary assumption was to create an
ecosystem that would bring initiators and other entrepreneurs who would join them closer to achieving the benefits that
Silicon Valley gives startups. The transaction costs of acquiring knowledge and the possibility of establishing cooperation
by startups participating in the cluster - creating and implementing new, joint projects, joint investments at an early stage,
continuous expansion of the scope of cooperation between network members also played a significant role in starting this
process.
Another important factor related to establishing the network and the willingness to add new members to it is that the
relationships found within the cluster allow for seeking people to cooperate within its framework. One can rely on
references in this context and trust the opinions of other members of the network. An additional mechanism facilitating this
process includes technological solutions and social media, which allow checking the credibility of people willing to
cooperate. Relationships and trust in the recommendations of other members are also crucial since, in the case of startup
ventures, often people who have the same concept or are willing to cooperate haven't outlined their idea earlier. The startup
cluster creates a space for their joint implementation.
It can be summarized that, especially when the network is in the initial stage of its operation and therefore is not yet
structured and credible on the market, it becomes crucial to have members who create content and share knowledge with
others. If they are trustworthy and people in the community confirm it, more startup founders start working with them.
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The initial meetings of the association members took place in the apartment of the interlocutor (one of the cluster creators).
Such a form at the beginning of cooperation between cluster members responded to our society's approach to risk (a sense
of threat resulting from sharing one's ideas, initial reluctance to share one's knowledge with others). Organizing meetings
in a private space provided a sense of security among the members and contributed to establishing informal relations
between them. An important factor was a demonstration that the cluster initiator himself is open to other members and
involved in building this community. After more than a year, the association organized the first major event at one of
Wrocław's universities.
One of the products developed as part of the association's operation is a specific problem-solving method. When they
encounter business problems on their path, cluster members invite other members to a meeting and intensively discuss
them commonly. Thanks to this, they gain the opportunity to develop a solution for their business case. The association's
offer, posted on its website, also includes information about closed expert circles in which its members can participate.
They aim to debate, exchange know-how, and verify hypotheses. They are a response to the problems faced by
entrepreneurs in particular cities.
Another related factor that may encourage joining this network is that the association has addressed the problem of pricing
services (related to, for example, providing business consultancy) under conditions of uncertainty. Startups look for help in
solving problems that arise at the time of creating or a development stage. On the one hand, they are very often unaware of
the support value provided to them. On the other hand, they may not be aware of who to turn to for such support. As the
cluster initiator claims: "You are on the brink of chaos, you see something emerging, you see it as a threat or potential, and
you know that someone could help you with this, but you have absolutely no idea about the model of cooperation, let alone
a specific final price." Therefore: "the value assessment of a particular service is not possible in knowledge-based areas
where there is a lot of uncertainty." The cluster allows its members to participate in meetings where it is possible to discuss
their problems, where entrepreneurs share their knowledge and experience as part of networking. They also have a sense of
a common purpose. What favors such activities is also the relationship between members, which is based on sympathy.
Consequently, it is conducive to building long-term ties between cluster members.
The association was naturally established in Wrocław because its initiators came from this city. They also run their own
business in Wrocław. Most of the members also come from this region. However, in the initial phase of the cluster, the
initiators also met startups from other, largest cities in Poland - Poznań, Warsaw, and Kraków. After a round inviting
people to join the network, there was a stage in which members already in a larger group decided on the form of activity
(association) and the necessity to pay contributions by members and the amount of this fee.
Only startups belong to the cluster. No institution or business environment unit is operating there. In turn, the cluster often
undertakes cooperation with such units under a cooperation agreement. The entry criteria for subsequent members are:
being a startup and value. In this case, value is understood through the prism of obtaining value by the startup and the
association due to the cooperation undertaken. Individual interviews on this topic are conducted with each of the potential
candidates. As part of the functioning within the association, new startups were created - as ideas for new ventures between
its participants. The cluster also establishes cooperation with startups that come from institutions cooperating with it.
Cluster plans are related to creating cooperation between participants within the cluster or cluster participants and persons
and institutions cooperating with it. The goal is to maintain consistency in joint actions to gain mutual benefit and create a
startup ecosystem. The Startup Founders cluster is focused on accepting new members into its framework. A solid
concentration on networking makes the offer focused on physical meetings between members, which strongly embeds the
operation of the cluster in Wrocław among the local community. The cluster is focused on conducting mentoring activities
and constantly aspires to the development of young talents. Another aspect is the organization of a significant event
focused on networking for the startup community.
The factors that determine the success of the considered cluster include ambition and talent. Young entrepreneurs look for
relationships with people among such communities who can inspire them to act, have the potential to create new ventures,
or are willing to cooperate in them as part of new initiatives. The cluster initiator claims: "If I were to do the same things
without this relationship, it would be slower, more difficult, non-priority, more expensive, with less commitment, and these
are often the key criteria for cooperation to make sense, especially in these areas of high uncertainty".

Further Research Ideas
This article describes the top-down and bottom-up processes of the startup clusters formation, followed by the examples
presented in two case studies. Based on the literature analysis, the authors indicated the factors that occur during these
processes. The authors are aware that the list is incomplete and may be supplemented with new factors because each
cluster, due to its individual character, may consider specific conditions. However, according to the authors' opinions, it is
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possible to propose models including the selected, key factors that should be considered during the top-down and bottomup processes of startup clusters formation. The model approach can:
•
•
•
•

contribute to accelerating the process of clustering, and facilitate it;
creating high-quality clusters;
examining the factors present in the model before cluster formation;
facilitate the benchmarking of clusters.

This article is preparation for such model development. It describes the theoretical basis and chosen case studies related to
the topic, being in fact overall descriptions of startup clusters creation approaches (top-down and bottom-up). According to
the authors, the preparation of the model requires the following subsequent steps.
• in-depth literature research;
• identifying and describing the key factors in the processes of startup clusters creation;
• a research tool preparation dedicated for existing startup clusters to collect information on the processes of these
clusters creating,
• analysis of the conducted research,
• building appropriate models based on the obtained results,
• application of the formulated model;
• performing necessary corrections;
• proposing the final version of the model.

Conclusions
The activity of startup clusters is one of the modern solutions that can be offered to managers as a space for creating and
developing innovative ideas. Therefore, according to the authors, it is extremely interesting to recognize the essence of this
network type functioning and the processes of their formation.
The article aimed to characterize the essence of startup clusters, the processes of their formation (top-down and bottomup), and to describe chosen case studies to verify the assumptions about the process of startup clusters creating. As a result
of these considerations, possible ideas for further research were proposed. In the first part of the article, the authors
presented startup clusters characteristics as a network for the functioning of startups that favors the development of their
innovative ventures. Subsequently, top-down and bottom-up processes of creating startup clusters were characterized and
the listed factors that influence this process. It should be emphasized that, based on the literature review conducted for the
purpose of this article, location is one of the key factors in the process of creating startup clusters. Additionally, it
influences the level of other factors.
The process of top-down formation of a startup cluster has been described, following the example of NUTRIBIOMED
(focused on creating innovative solutions in the food, biotechnology, and biomedical industry). In this case, the cluster was
created in a top-down process by the Wrocław Technology Park, which is the cluster coordinator. The factors determining
the cluster's success, its members, and the sector in which it operates were characterized. The authors also described the
process of bottom-up cluster creation by several startup founders who wanted to improve the processes of building value
through networking in the business environment in Wrocław.
The authors believe that the importance of startup clusters in creating innovative ventures will continue to grow. For this
reason, it is important to, on the one hand, constantly improve the quality of the existing clusters and, on the other hand, to
take care of the processes of creating new clusters. This can positively affect their activities, creating spaces characterized
by a high level and a greater chance of achieving their goals and objectives from the very beginning of their existence and
facilitating such actions by cluster initiators. Based on analyzes of described case studies, the authors proposed further
research concepts aimed at building a model for the process of creating startup clusters.
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Abstract
The problem of Time Series data requires a special approach for data analysis, and pre-processing. Based on dataset
exploration, it should be chosen Machine Learning Models which could resolve Time Series Forecasting problem. After
analyzing different approaches and algorithms, it was decided to use Long Short-Term Memory models with different
parameters that have the Recurrent Neural Network architecture with purpose to train and test dataset and to compare test
results and predictions. Received testing results satisfy expectation and can be applied for resolving Time Series prediction
problems.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Time Series Data Modelling, Time Series Forecasting Problem, Long Short-Term
Memory

Introduction
Every day created and collected a lot of data, and nobody knows exactly how much. According to Branka Vuleta work
(2021), the relevant data stats agree that there should be around 175 zettabytes of data by 2025. One of the biggest parts is
Time Series data, which is collected from economical, medicine, social spheres of life etc., which should be analysed, preprocessed, and could help to create forecast for the future. Therefore, demand on new approaches, solutions how to create
the most precise forecast in a short term will increase.
One of the definitions of time series is that it is a set of observations xt each one being recorded at a specific time t.
For prediction Time Series Data (2021) can be used following approaches: Statistical forecasting and Machine Learning
forecasting. Machine Learning Techniques presents that for statistical forecasting the most famous and mainly used
ARIMA or SARIMA models. For Machine Learning forecasting is used Neural Networks, specifically Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs 2021), and Facebook's Prophet Library (2021).
Machine Learning predictive models for Time Series Data have following characteristics by number of used features:
- Univariate Time Series Models - is a sequence of measurements of the same variable collected over time. The ordering is
very important for the Time Series data because there is dependency and changing the order could change the meaning of
the data. Univariate Time Series Models was used in our research.
- Multivariate Time Series Models involve a large number of unknown parameters, a problem which is greatly exacerbated
when nonlinearities are introduced. In practice, however, because of the relatively small number of time-series
observations available to economic forecasters, it is unclear how best to implement nonlinear multivariate models and there
are currently no definite conclusions in this area and will be develop in a future.

Related Work
Machine learning comes to the rescue of scientists wherever there is large amounts of data and large variability in
parameter values. Machine learning can adapt the prepared models to - often very rapidly changing environmental
conditions - and present surprisingly accurate results.
_________________
Cite this Article as: Natalia ROMANIUK and Anna ZATWARNICKA “ Machine Learning Predictive Model For Time
Series Data and Time Series Forecasting Problem” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Among the many methods and approaches of machine learning, the mechanisms and approaches related to time series data
processing deserve special attention.
Abu Al-Haija (2021) proposes an inclusive time-series predictive model which is using two modelling techniques: multilayer feedforward neural networks (FFNN) based delta learning rule model and non-linear auto-regression neural network
(NARX) based external input model. Results are interesting and proposed by author models could be used for any
stationary time-series in several areas of study. Due to the specificity of data, the need for their earlier processing and
preparation, a lot of research is carried out and many tools have been developed to support this interesting issue as shown
in Rimar proposal (2020)
Hoffmann with research team indicate the Python library named Deeptime as suitable for estimating dynamic models
based on time-series data, containing conventional linear learning methods, such as Markov state models (2021). Tavenard,
Faouzi and their lab provides toolkit for time series data named Tslearn which is interesting and promises a wide range of
applications (2020).
Time series data models are often used in medical science, especially in morbidity studies. During the covid-19 pandemic,
many studies focus on how best to use time series data to model the course of the pandemic, as presented in Kang research
(2021). The use of time series data models in financial sciences, economics and stock market research is extremely popular
in recent years. In research provided by Romaniuk (2021) presented data processing and comparison of product sales
models for different model parameters.

Machine Learning Models
Choosing an appropriate model for forecasting Time Series Data is not an easy task for many years, a lot depends on
datasets, parameters, period of observations and requirements for predictions. All statistical techniques are based on the
assumption that existing patterns will continue into the future. As presented in statistical approach (2021), this assumption
is more likely to be correct over the short term than it is over the long term, and for this reason these techniques provide us
with reasonably accurate forecasts for the future but do quite poorly further into the future (unless the data patterns are
extraordinarily stable).
Great number of data are collected every day, and classical (statistical) techniques are not enough for receiving results in a
relatively short time. Using Neural Networks for Time Series Data prediction becomes more popular every year.
In our research is used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is an evolution of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
developed to overcome the vanishing gradient problem in the standard RNN by improving the gradient flow within the
network. This is achieved using a LSTM (2021) unit in place of the hidden layer. LSTM unit is composed of:
- a cell state which brings information along the entire sequence and represents the memory of the network,
- a forget gate decides what is relevant to keep from previous time steps,
- an input gate decides what information is relevant to add from the current time step,
- an output gate decides the value of the output at the current time step.
The cell state transfers the relevant information during processing, so that also the information from the previous time steps
arrives at each time step, reducing the effects of short-term memory. During training over all the time steps, the gates learn
which information is important to keep or to forget, and add them to the cell state, or remove them from it.
In this way LSTM (2021) allows the recovery of data transferred in memory, solving the vanishing gradient problem.

Programming environment and tools
For Time Series forecasting is used Anaconda Individual Edition (2021). It is the toolkit that equips users to work with
thousands of open-source packages and libraries. Anaconda Individual Edition is the world’s most popular Python
distribution platform with over 25 million users worldwide. After installation of Anaconda, a new environment could be
created in two different ways: by Anaconda Navigator (desktop graphical user interface) or conda. Conda (2021) works on
command line interface such as Anaconda Prompt on Windows.
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The next very important tool is Jupyter Notebook (2021), which can run Anaconda Prompt. The Jupyter Notebook is an
open-source web application that allows to create and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and
narrative text. The Jupyter Notebook is used as development environment for data cleaning and transformation, numerical
simulation, statistical modelling, data visualization, machine learning, and much more.
Open-source programming language Python 3 (2021) is very popular for Machine Learning prediction. Anaconda
Individual Edition contains Python 3 and a lot of Python libraries, and packages by default, so using Anaconda should not
be installed separately. Pandas (2021) is a fast, powerful, flexible and easy to use open source data analysis and
manipulation tool, built on top of the Python programming language. NumPy (2021) is a Python library that provides a
multidimensional array object, various derived objects (such as masked arrays and matrices), and an assortment of routines
for fast operations on arrays, including mathematical, logical, shape manipulation, sorting, selecting, discrete Fourier
transforms, basic linear algebra, basic statistical operations, random simulation and much more. Matplotlib (2021) is a
comprehensive library for creating static, animated, and interactive visualizations in Python. In our work it is used for
visualizing data, which is very important for Time Series Data. Statsmodels (2021) is a Python module that provides
classes and functions for the estimation of many different statistical models, as well as for conducting statistical tests, and
statistical data exploration. Scikit-learn (2021) is open source, simple and efficient tools for predictive data analysis, built
on NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib.
In our research is used for data pre-processing to scale features before training models. Keras (2021) is a deep learning API
written in Python, running on top of the machine learning platform TensorFlow. It was developed with a focus on enabling
fast experimentation. Being able to go from idea to result as fast as possible is key to doing good research.

Data Exploration
Dataset for analysis and forecast is downloaded from the publicly available SuperStore Time Series Dataset from
Kaggle.com. Kaggle (2021) is the well-known repository of public datasets, a portal which is widely used by Data
Scientists and Machine Learning specialists. Many companies proposed their datasets and tasks for executing, which helps
participants to develop their data science skills and analytical thinking.
SuperStore Time Series Dataset contains 4 years sales data with 20 different features, which are collected everyday
records, beginning from January 2014 till December 2017. Dataset contains different types of variables, but for providing
sales forecasting with Machine Learning models dataset is pre-processed into Univariate Time Series Dataset. As the result
is used following 2 columns (features): ‘Order Date’ and ‘Sales’ for sales prediction 12 months in the future.
Before forecasting, the dataset should be analyzed, and data should be prepared. Therefore, import libraries and packages
are needed.

Data Preparation
After importing libraries we need to load the dataset, which will be called df. As the used dataset is in .csv file format and
was saved at the same folder as source code file, additional commands and manipulations are not needed, just pd.read.csv
and name of dataset’s file with extension. For the fast data exploration the function df.head() is used, which returns the first
5 rows by default and all 21 columns at the dataset as the Fig. 1.
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Fig 1. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.head()
But for more detailed exploration are used other functions, such as df.info() Fig. 2., which returns information about a
DataFrame including the index dtype and columns, non-null values and memory usage.

Fig 2. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.info()
After running df.info() has the following results: quantity and name of columns: 21, number of rows: 8000, dataset has no
missing data according information from Fig. 2., also gets very useful information about the type of data in the dataset by
columns. From Fig. 1 can be concluded that the ‘Order Date’ column, which is needed for analysis has unordered daily
records, but for LSTM models was decided to make 12 months prediction in the future. Before start of pre-processing data,
dates at the ‘Order Date’ column should be ordered with pandas.DataFrame.sort_values() function.
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Fig 3. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.sort_values()
After ordering dates at the ‘Order Date’ column Fig. 3., all columns which are not needed for future prediction could be
removed with pandas.DataFrame.drop() function Listing 3.6. As the result is received dataset with 2 columns ‘Order Date’
and ‘Sales’ as expected. From the Fig. 1. is known that data at the ‘Order Date’ column has object data type, but for Time
Series prediction problem ‘Order Date’ should be set as the index, but before setting into index, object data type of ‘Order
Date’ column should be changed into datetime with function pandas.to_datetime() and check with
pandas.DataFrame.info() function as at the Fig. 4.

Fig 4. Dataset exploration: pandas.to_datetime()
After changing the data type of the ‘Order Date’ column into datetime, ‘Order Date’ can be set into an index with the help
of pandas.DataFrame.set_index() function as at the Fig. 5.
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Fig 5. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.set_index()
Next step is to use the pandas.DataFrame.resample() function which is used for frequency conversion and resampling of
time series. The object must have a datetime-like index (DatetimeIndex, PeriodIndex, or TimedeltaIndex), or the caller
must pass the label of a datetime-like series/index to the on/level keyword parameter. Parameter ‘MS’ converts and sum up
daily records into monthly on the Fig. 6. As the result is received dataset with sales data ordered in ascending order by
‘Order Date’ from January 2014 till December 2017.

Fig 6. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.resample()
From the Fig. 10. ‘Sales’ column has four decimals places, which can influence on training results of the models, so better
to round values at least to two decimals places as is done at the Fig. 7.
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Fig 7. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.round()
After data manipulation, the next step is the plot creation. From the generated plot at Fig. 8., the sales are increasing and
decreasing at the same months of three years (from 2014 to 2016), the fourth year (2017) has some other data. Even from
the plot can be concluded that forecast of model will not be accurate, because model will train on data of 36 months (from
2014 to 2016) which are differ from 12 months (2017).

Fig 8. Dataset exploration: pandas.DataFrame.plot()

Time Series Decomposition
Decomposition is mainly used for Time Series analysis. It helps to structure thinking about time series tasks. Time series
decomposition (2021) is a technique that splits a time series into several components, each representing an underlying
pattern category, trend, seasonality, and noise:
- Seasonality describes the periodic signal in your time series.
- Trend describes whether the time series is decreasing, constant, or increasing over time.
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- Noise describes what remains behind the separation of seasonality and trend from the time series. In other words, it’s the
variability in the data that cannot be explained by the model.
As
described
in
Seasonal
Decompose
function
(2021),
statsmodels
library
has
statsmodels.tsa.seasonal.seasonal_decompose() function which returns an object with seasonal, trend, and resid attributes
and is imported from statsmodels library Figure 9.

Fig 9. Time Series Decomposition: seasonal_decompose()
In seasonal_decompose the model should be set as Additive or Multiplicative. A rule of thumb for selecting the right
model is to see in the plot at Fig. 8, if the trend and seasonal variation are relatively constant over time, in other words,
linear. If yes, then the Additive model should be selected. Otherwise, if the trend and seasonal variation increase or
decrease over time then the Multiplicative model should be used.
From the Fig. 8. cannot make the conclusion that trend and seasonal variation are constant, therefore the Multiplicative
model is used as the parameter to seasonal_secompose() function as is done at Fig. 10.

Fig 10. Time Series Decomposition: results
Frequently, when looking at time series data it’s difficult to manually extract the trend or identify the seasonality.
Fortunately, time series data can be automatically decomposed and helps to have a clearer view of the components as it’s
easier to analyse the trend after removing the seasonality from data and vice versa, as presented in Time Series
Decomposition (2021).

Split Dataset
The way of splitting dataset for Time Series Forecasting will be another as for instance for dataset for classification
problem or regression. Typically, the dataset for classification prediction is divided mostly randomly by 80% as training
subset and 20% as test subset. The dataset for Time Series Forecasting also should be divided by training, and test subsets,
but the test subset will be the most recent end of the Time Series dataset, therefore splitting depends on time, as pointed at
the Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11: Split Time Series dataset
The model will be fitted on the train data, validate forecasting results on the test data, and predict the future sales in 12
months ahead. The size of the test subset for Time Series Forecasting depends on how long the sample is and how far
ahead the purpose is to forecast. As all dataset has 48 months which can be counted with the len() function that returns the
number of items of an object. It was decided to split into 36 months (from January 2014 to December as training subset
and 12 as testing subset and splitted with pandas.DataFrame.iloc method Fig. 12.

Fig 12. Split Time Series dataset

Scaling Dataset
Scaling is transforming data into a specific format. Before training model data should be scaled with
sklearn.preprocessing.MinMaxScaler (2021). This estimator scales and translates each feature individually such that it is in
the given range on the training set, e.g. between zero and one.

Fig 13. Scaling dataset
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Time Series Generator
The library Keras provides the TimeseriesGenerator (2021) that can be used to automatically transform a univariate or
multivariate time series dataset into a supervised learning problem. There are two parts to using the TimeseriesGenerator:
defining it and using it to train models. TimeseriesGenerator should be imported from keras.preprocessing.sequence and
defined parameters length and batch_size. Length means the number of lag observations to use in the input portion of each
sample (in our work: 12 inputs, means 12 months), batch_size means the number of samples to return on each iteration (in
our work: 1 input, means 1 feature).

Fig 14. Time Series Generator
In our research is used 12 n_input parameters and 1 n_features, as the result the length of the generator is 24 (can be
checked with calculation scaled_train minus n_input should be the same as the result of running len(generator) (Fig. 14),
and this is means that data will be trained on 12 months. Another parameter n_features means how many columns dataset
has, in our work is used one column ‘Sales’, therefore n_features is equal 1. After data preprocessing, splitting, scaling
dataset, generator creation, the next step should be choosing Machine Learning Model for training, testing, and forecasting
time series data.

Time Series Models peculiarities and implementation
The problem conducted in our research is to develop predictive models for Time Series Data with using Machine Learning
algorithms. It was decided to use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm which has Recurrent Neural Network
architecture and to create 3 models with different parameters, which are trained on a train subset, analysed and made
predictions on the test subset. Created forecasts into unknown future cannot be evaluated, because it is created for the
future and can be compared when data will be collected in a future, this is the main difference between Time Series data
prediction with another type of Machine Learning problems.
All models are executed with four main steps, which are following:
- Create,
- Training,
- Testing,
- Forecast.
Before creating three LSTM Models for forecasting, Sequential models should be imported from keras.models, as well as
Dense and LSTM layers from keras.layers as at the Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15: Keras: import models and layers
A Sequential model is appropriate for a plain stack of layers where each layer has exactly one input tensor and one output
tensor [Sequential model 2021]. Dense implements the operation: output = activation(dot(input, kernel) + bias) where
activation is the element-wise activation function passed as the activation argument, kernel is a weights matrix created by
the layer, and bias is a bias vector created by the layer (only applicable if use_bias is True). These are all attributes of
Dense [Dense layer 2021].
LSTM layer executes the operation: internal units, activation function, and input shape, example could be seen on next
figures for particular models.

LSTM Model 1
In our research Model 1 is used Sequential model with added LSTM layer with 150 internal units with relu activation
function, n_input = 12, and n_features = 1. Also is add a Dense layer with 1 unit, and compile with adam optimizer and
mse is used as loss function as at the Fig. 16. There is no requirements or recommendations how many internal units
should be, or which activation function to use, everything depends on available data, and task which should be resolved
after creating model. More part of parameters are chosen depends on first model results, like experiment.

Fig. 16: Creation of LSTM Model 1

Training the Model
The next step is the training of Machine Learning model, it is used keras.fit_generator() function with 50 epochs, as it is
presented on Fig. 17. One epoch is a single entire run through the training data, therefore the more epochs are used the
longer it will train. The same as for model parameters there is no any requirements how many epochs should be. In our
work is started experiment with 50 epochs.
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Fig 17. Training LSTM Model 1
After running 50 epochs, is needed to analyze the loss with help of keras.history.history.keys() and plot the history of the
loss.

Fig 18. Plot the history of the loss
At the Fig. 18. is seen that loss is decreasing per epoch, which number is pointed on x-axis, this is good tendency, and
means that with every epoch the loss is decreasing, but 50 epochs are not enough for training model, and curve could
continue to decrease, more epochs will be executed at the next model.

Testing the Model 1
The next step is to test created model on test subset. Current model uses 12 history steps and predict the next step, it means
that last 12 months of training subset predict first month of the test subset, and it should work like a circle. Test subset has
12 months (from January 2017 to December 2017), for creation prediction for all 12 months need to be used for loop 12
times (equals to test subset months). Before training model using dataset was scaled, therefore predicted data are also
scaled and should be return into initial format with using inverse_transform() function.
After rescaling predicted values can be compared with test subset data which have the same period of time (from January
2017 to December 2017) and added as ‘Predictions’ column. For better understanding of results is created plot with ‘Sales’
and ‘Predictions’ as at the Fig. 19. where real sales values in blue and predicted values in orange colours.
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Fig 19. Plot of test subset and predictions
From the plot above can be made the conclusion that predicted curve repeats behaviour of real values, but bigger part of
the sales values prediction differs from the historical sales. For some months the difference is not very critical, for example
in January 2017 was sold on 29873.90 and predicted 26036.14, or in October 2017 real sales were 61443.21 and predicted
60662.98. But in February 2017 was sold on 16258.34, but predicted 33692.22, that is very big difference, therefore at the
next model it will be tried to improve predicted results.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives
In general, the performance of Neural Networks models is very difficult to interpret with metrics, because some
information hidden, that cannot be directly seen, that is make some difficulties to improve models, therefore choosing
appropriate parameters are always like experiment. There are no rules how to create model with better results, without
trying different parameters.
Creation models for Time Series data is one of the biggest challenges then for other Machine Learning problems. Time
Series dataset has time order which could not be changed, is trained, and tested on available data period, but forecast for
the unknown future, which could have new circumstances and it could influence on the future, but models were trained and
tested without it.
In conducted research Time Series dataset of sales which was analysed. Dataset was collected during 48 months. Data was
explored and pre-processed with Python libraries and packages and prepared for training and testing models. LSTM Model
received interesting results, which can be extended and compared with models with other parameters.
Time Series data problem is very perspective for research in the future, earlier was just statistical approach for analysing,
later appeared Machine Learning approaches, and it still develops, and improves.
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Abstract
Due to the periodic bankruptcy coming approximately every 5-10 years, the banks lost the trust of their customers. This trust
shifted towards a community where the public property information appears on the computers of the members. Blockchain
technology supports the IT part of the solution. The popularity of the blockchain-based cryptocurrency systems competes
with the banks. For handling cryptocurrencies, we developed an AI assistant: eXpie. To build it, we used the MS Azure
toolset. eXpie and its blockchain cloud arbitrages between the resources of Monero blockchain and Modex cloud.

Keywords: ai, blockchain, cloud, cryptocurrency
Intoduction
The goals of the AI-Blockchain Security Knowledge Center of Óbuda University involve shedding light on the practical usecases of "emerging technologies." We, in the Center, consider those technologies "emerging" that at least one corporate uses
in at least one of their applications, and they evaluate this application as a business advantage on the market.

●
●
●
●
●

According to our definition, emerging technologies are, e.g.:
blockchain database
Merkle transaction handling
practical artificial intelligence
multi-cloud environment
cryptocurrencies

Our new AI definition
The "eXpie" application of the Knowledge Center is such a practical artificial intelligence that stores its data in a blockchain
database, handles its transactions in a Merkle-tree structure, and arbitrages between the resources of multiple clouds[12, 13,
14]. We call an application "artificial intelligence" if it solves such problems that are beyond the capability of its
developers[10]. In this sense, applications of artificial intelligence are, for example:
●
●
●
●

Microsoft Cortana
Apple Siri
Amazon Alexa
IBM Watson

We call these AI applications "digital assistants" as they operate in the digital world, and they mostly perform assistance
tasks.

Threat: AI assistant transformed into zombie agent
AI assistants attract hackers because they access personal data, and AI applications are able to manipulate their human
users[3]. According to our experience, the following three types of cyberattacks are the most common threats against digital
assistants:
_________________
Cite this Article as: Bence TURECZKI and Katalin SZENES “ A Blockchain-AI Synergy for supporting Emerging
Technologies” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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●
●
●

Sabotage assistance
Knowledge base leaking
Social engineering against human users

When hackers perform these attacks, they usually target the computer that hosts the application. A popular method for
sabotage is DoS (Denial of Service) or DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) when the attackers stress the network interfaces
of the target computer[8]. Another method is to install malware on the target. Malicious actors often combine these methods
in their attacks[9]. As a defense against these criminal acts, we propose to take the following goals into consideration:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

confidentiality
integrity
availability
functionality
effectivity
efficiency
order
provenance
reliability
compliance.

These goals can serve as criteria of the excellent operation of the corporate[11].
If the attackers install a spyware program onto the computer hosting the AI application, the program threatens the
confidentiality of the AI knowledge base. If the malicious program can delete or modify data, it endangers order, integrity,
or availability. Missing or malicious data negatively affect functionality and reliability. Unfunctional, unreliable applications
quickly lose the trust of human users [1, 2, 3]. Other attacks do not corrupt but exploit this trust [7]. Without provenance,
hackers will use carefully forged data to manipulate the answers of the digital assistants, and through these answers, cheat
the human end-users. Criminals can use social engineering or reverse social engineering to get sensitive data from human
users or manipulate these users into acts that support the cyberattacks. In these attacks, the AI application is not a digital
assistant of its owner anymore, but a zombie agent of the hackers - as Fig. 1. shows.

Fig. 1: How is the zombie agent born?

User interface based on Merkle trees
When our AI assistant, eXpie, communicates with the human end-user, it stores every answer in a cryptocurrency transaction
based on the Monero blockchain. We put all transactions into the leaves of a Merkle tree data structure. Every inner node of
the tree contains the hash codes of those nodes where its edges connect. The root node contains such a hash code that uses,
directly or indirectly, the content of all nodes in the tree. Fig. 2. shows a possible layout of our Merkle tree. If a malicious
actor modifies (or deletes) any transaction, we can detect the change simply by checking the root. So, we do not have to
process the whole tree. We save time and - if we use cloud resources - money. Merkle tree also contributes to finding the
place of the modification because we can identify the modified transaction if we process only those paths that consist of
nodes whose hash codes changed compared to a previous version of the tree. Many attackers avoid such sophistication. Thus,
they do not attack Merkle-protected digital assistants, or if they do, we can cost-efficiently mitigate their attacks.
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Fig. 2: Merkle tree

Blockchain against zombie agents
The previous chapter discussed the advantages of storing the AI answers in Merkle trees. However, we might lose these
advantages if the malicious actor installs malware onto our computers. The malware is able to tamper or delete previous
Merkle trees and hinder the detection or mitigation of the attacks.
Thus, eXpie uses blockchain technology to make its Merkle trees tamper-proof[4, 5, 6]. Fig. 3. shows how we put the Merkle
trees organized by timestamp into the blocks of a blockchain[6]. In a blockchain, we organize the blocks in time order, and
every block contains a hash code generated from the previous one. This way, every block references the previous making a
chain of blocks. So, the attackers can modify Merkle trees under the radar if they also modify the hash codes in the blocks.
(It is important not to mix the hash codes in the blockchain blocks with the hash codes of the Merkle nodes.) The more blocks
the blockchain has, the more computationally expensive it is for the attackers to pull through their acts without detection.
And if we detect the attack, we can efficiently find & fix the corrupted transactions thanks to the Merkle data structure.

Fig. 3: Blockchain-embedded Merkle trees
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How to add blocks to the blockchain?
In the previous chapter, we described some advantages of blockchain against cybercriminals. In that chapter, computational
expense appeared as a factor that frightens attackers. We have to note computation expense is an obstacle for us as well. That
is why we choose a public blockchain for eXpie.
In a public blockchain, the computational expense spreads thin among all the users. The more users there are, the less
expensive it is for one user to store data in the blockchain. As we described in the former chapters, eXpie uses the Monero
public blockchain. An advantage of this blockchain compared to other public blockchains is the fact that we have to pay only
for the data upload transactions. We do not have to pay anything when we download our data from the blockchain. The
storage is available anywhere, to anyone, on any platform. The blockchain stores the data of eXpie, in an encrypted form,
virtually forever. The question arises: Who sustains the blockchain if not us?
Miners operate the Monero blockchain who receive cryptocurrency (XMR) for every data upload transaction. The miners
add our data into the blocks, and they add the blocks to the blockchain. To perform their work, miners have to store the whole
blockchain. If criminals want to transform our AI assistant into a zombie agent, they have to crack a significant percentage
(51%) of miner computers around the world. To succeed, attackers also have to spend considerable computational resources
to overwrite the relevant blocks. Then cracking our Merkle trees require even more computational expenses.
As far as we know, no one has ever succeeded in cracking the Monero blockchain. And without cracking the blockchain, no
one could turn our eXpie into a zombie yet.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to examine the effectiveness of management of absolute return funds in Poland in the period
before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysis used 23 absolute return funds operating in Poland in 2017-2021.
The ability to generate alpha was used to assess the effectiveness of the management of the funds. As measures of
effectiveness, risk-adjusted measures were used, such as: Jensen’s alpha, modified Jensen’s alpha and appraisal ratio.
Absolute return funds, as alternative funds, should enable obtaining above-average rates of return regardless of the market
situation. The obtained results indicate that absolute return funds in Poland during the COVID-19 pandemic obtained
positive alpha values; however, fund managers were not able to generate higher rates of return than from market portfolios.
An ineffective investment policy and legal changes on the Polish investment fund market resulted in a significant reduction
in the value of assets under management of absolute return funds and a decrease in net cash flow in 2017-2019. On the
other hand, the instability in the financial markets caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 resulted in an increased
interest in investments in the absolute return funds market, which resulted in an increase in the value of assets and sales in
2020-2021.

Keywords: efficiency, COVID-19 pandemic, absolute return funds, management efficiency, Jensen's alpha.
Introduction
The period of the COVID-19 pandemic was marked by significant turmoil in the financial markets. One of the main effects
of the pandemic are economic problems manifested in the disruption of the supply chain, disruptions in the operation of
entire industries and services, or a reduction in consumption demand. These phenomena may have long-term effects in
lowering the level of economic development, increasing unemployment and changing the liquidity situation of financial
instruments. The latter may translate into high volatility and the scale of reductions in performance of financial
instruments, a decline in the value of certain currencies and uncertainty on financial markets. Institutions around the world
began to ease their monetary policy. Interest rates have hit record lows in many countries, and stimulus packages and tax
breaks have helped to combat the effects of the pandemic. These actions, on the one hand, helped to mitigate the effects of
the pandemic, but on the other, contributed to a significant increase in buy-back orders in March, although the situation
improved in May. The lowering of interest rates on bank deposits contributed to the calming of the situation. In the second
half of the year, the net asset value of the sub-funds and the value of the assets per unit started to increase.
Increased investment risk and uncertainty as to the state of the economy and the duration of the global pandemic have
attracted investors' attention to alternative assets. The main feature of alternative funds is their negative correlation with the
markets of traditional financial assets, and thus obtaining higher rates of return in periods of economic downturn. One of
the groups of alternative funds are absolute return funds. These funds constitute a relatively new group of investment
funds, as they gained popularity only after the crisis on the financial markets of 2007-2009. (Klement, 2015). According to
the definition used by IZFA (Chamber of Fund and Asset Management), the absolute return fund meets all three of the
following conditions (IZFA, 2021):
1) has no benchmark,
2) conducts an investment policy aimed at obtaining positive rates of return regardless of the current market situation,
uses financial leverage and uses to a large extent short selling or short positions in derivative instruments,
3) the management fee depends on the fund's performance.
The above conditions are consistent with the definitions of absolute return funds appearing in the world literature. Clifford
et al. point out that the primary purpose of these funds is low volatility and regular returns that are not correlated with
traditional markets (Clifford et al. 2013). Gedrich and Zimmerman define an absolute return fund as an alternative
________________
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investment fund that focuses on achieving positive returns regardless of the market condition. The purpose of these funds
is to outperform risk-free assets and mapping patterns and not to follow traditional long-only benchmarks (Gedrich and
Zimmerman 2011).
Research on the effectiveness of absolute return funds is widely discussed in the literature on the subject. However, this
research focuses primarily on comparing the absolute performance of hedge funds. Research on mutual absolute return
funds is undertaken less frequently. There is no legal possibility for the existence of hedge funds in Poland, so their role is
partially played by absolute return funds, which by some researchers, including Perez, are called quasi-hedge.
In the international literature, the analysis of the absolute return funds was carried out by Clifford et al., who took into
account 56 funds on the American market in the period 2000-2010. The results of the research indicated that absolute
return funds do not allow generating a positive alpha, and the funds themselves achieve worse results than market-neutral
hedge funds (Clifford et al. 2013). Similar conclusions were also obtained by other researchers (Agarwal et al. 2009; Chen
et al. 2012; Huang and Wang 2013) who found that mutual funds that use hedge fund investment strategies obtain better
results than other mutual funds groups, as they allow for generating a higher alpha. However, the alpha obtained is
generally lower than that of traditional hedge funds. Klement analyzed 1140 liquid absolute-return funds from 18 different
countries in 1994-2014. They stated that these funds had negative absolute returns. It was also noted that these funds,
although they do not invest directly in equities, are characterized by indirect exposure to equity markets. Therefore, it is
likely that these funds will achieve lower or negative rates of return in periods of downturn in the stock markets (Klement,
2015). Analyzes on the European market were carried out, among others, by Solórzano-Taborga et al, who analyzed 115
Spanish absolute return funds in 2010-2015. The Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, Jensen's alpha and the modified Sharpe ratio
were used as measures of the effectiveness of evaluation. A significant relationship was found between the effectiveness
measured by the modified Sharpe ratios and the existence of persistence of rates of return in annual periods. However, the
obtained results did not allow to confirm the relationship between the effectiveness of funds and the persistence of rates of
return (Solórzano-Taborga et al. 2018). The effectiveness of absolute return funds in Poland was assessed by Perez on a
sample of 25 funds in 2010-2014. Their short-term and long-term investment performance was compared based on the
Sharpe ratio, Sortino ratio and Jensen 's measures. Both in the short and long term, absolute return funds achieved higher
rates of return than equity funds. As the reason, the author pointed out that absolute return funds are younger and smaller
than traditional funds, which means a greater possibility of growth and obtaining above-average rates of return (Perez
2014). Michnik used a different methodology for examining the absolute return funds. On the basis of 12 absolute return
funds operating in Poland in 2011-2018, she examined the persistence of rates of return and the occurrence of gamma
convergence. The conclusions stated that the rates of return for the analyzed funds were not consistent. However, the
obtained results indicated the presence of gamma convergence (Michnik, 2020).
Absolute return strategies by definition focus on achieving positive rates of return regardless of traditional financial assets
as reflected in stock indices such as the S&P500 Index or the Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index. Absolute return
funds are characterized by less restrictions in the selection of investment strategies than other mutual funds, which makes
them similar to hedge funds, and thus it is justified to study, for example, alpha obtained by them.
The aim of the article is to assess and compare the effectiveness of the absolute return funds in Poland and to determine
whether these funds were able to generate positive alpha in the period before and after the global COVID-19 pandemic.

Materials and Methods
The study used 23 absolute return funds operating in Poland in 2017-2021. The basis for including funds in the study was
the unchanged investment policy, functioning for at least a year and operating in the formula of an open-end fund. Based
on the daily valuation of fund units, the absolute rate of return in the period from 30/06/2017 until 30/06/2021 logarithmic
rates of return were calculated in monthly and annual periods. In total, 997 daily logarithmic rates of return were achieved,
of which in 2017 - 127, 2018 - 247, 2019 - 248, 2020 - 252 and 123 in 2021 for each fund included in the study. Data on
absolute return fund valuations and market indices were obtained from the data published on the financial website stooq.pl.
Jensen's alpha, modified Jensen's alpha and appraisal ratio were used as a measure of fund management effectiveness.
Annual values of these measures were determined as well as for the entire period from 2017 to 2021 included in the study.
Jensen's alpha is an indicator derived from the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and measures the excess return on a
portfolio compared to the return that can be obtained from a CAPM based portfolio. Jensen's alpha is given by a formula
(Jean-Luc Prigent, 2007):
ℎ = = −
+ (
− )
where: - rate of return on the portfolio of absolute return fund;
return on the market portfolio.
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The profitability of 52-week treasury instruments was adopted as the risk-free rate. Due to the fact that the purpose of the
absolute return funds is to obtain the highest possible positive rates of return regardless of the market situation, it is
desirable to generate a positive alpha value. A positive alpha means that the fund manager was able to "beat the market",
i.e. to obtain a higher rate of return than the portfolio meeting the assumptions of the CAPM model. On the other hand, a
negative alpha means that the fund manager conducts an ineffective investment policy because they obtained a lower rate
of return than that one resulting from the CAPM model. The higher the alpha value, the higher the fund's efficiency and the
more effective the active management policy.
Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross in 1992 proposed to use the appraisal ratio, which they defined as alpha scaled by
residual standard deviation (Baker, Filbeck, 2014):
=
where: -unsystematic portfolio risk or residual standard deviation.
The higher the value of the ratio, the higher the efficiency of portfolio management. This ratio determines the value of the
excess rate of return obtained by the fund manager per active risk unit. An alternative measure for appraisal ratio is the
modified Jensen alpha proposed by Smith and Tito in 1969 (Smith and Tito, 1969):
ℎ

=

where: - systematic risk of the fund's portfolio.
In contrast to the appraisal ratio, modified Jensen alpha specifies the excess rate of return per unit of systematic risk,
measured by the beta ratio. The interpretation of the ratio is similar to the previous ones, i.e. the higher its value, the higher
the assessment of the fund management effectiveness.

Results
In 2020, over 120 funds and sub-funds were closed on the Polish investment fund market, whether as a result of a change
in the investment strategy, takeover by another fund or liquidation. Closed-end investment funds (FIZ) dominated in the
group of these funds (67%). One of the reasons for closing closed-end funds was the tightening of regulations on the
burden of corporate income tax aimed at tax optimization. Another reason was the poor performance of the absolute return
funds compared to traditional financial assets, which in the vast majority operate as closed funds. An additional limitation
in the development of the closed-end funds market in Poland was the publication of the position of the Polish Financial
Supervision Authority in March 2018, according to which Investment Fund Company (TFI) should not disclose most of the
information on non-public closed-end funds, as well as the dematerialisation of closed-end fund certificates, effective from
July 2019. Due to these and other factors, the absolute return funds market in Poland was characterized by high volatility in
the dynamics of changes in both the value of net assets under management and net cash flow over the last 10 years. The
values of the net assets and net cash flows are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The value of net assets and the value of net cash flows of absolute return funds in 2011-2021 (PLN
million).
Source: own study based on annual and monthly IZFA reports.

In 2016, the absolute return fund segment was one of the most popular on the Polish investment fund market. As a result of
the turmoil on the stock exchanges that had to be dealt with in 2016, the alternative strategies offered under absolute return
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funds enjoyed great popularity among customers. When looking for an alternative to the stock and bond market, clients
chose concepts whose goal is to earn in all market conditions. Over the course of 2016, the value of funds accumulated in
the absolute return funds increased by PLN 2.7 billion (21.5%) to almost PLN 15.0 billion, which was the result of both a
high sales balance and solid results generated by most funds. This increase was due to the acquisition of PLN 2.2 billion in
new funds. It was the second best result on the entire Polish investment fund market. A higher inflow of new capital was
recorded only by private equity funds. In 2017, the situation stabilized and the assets of the absolute return funds increased
by 0.4%. Absolute return funds experienced marked declines in asset values in 2018. The assets of these funds decreased
by 43%, and the market share fell from 4.3% to 2.7%. The outflow is partly due to the fact that the losses generated by
some absolute return funds were too high for the risk profile expected by clients. Assets accumulated in absolute rate of
return funds decreased in 2019 by PLN 2.4 billion, i.e. by over a quarter to PLN 6.5 billion at the end of December, and
their market share fell to just 2%. The absolute rate of return funds ended 2019 with a negative sales balance (PLN -2.5
billion). In 2020, a further decline in the value of assets was observed (by PLN 0.4 billion) to PLN 6.1 billion at the end of
the year. The market share of the absolute rate of return funds remained slightly above 2%. The absolute return fund
segment ended 2020 with a negative sales balance and amounted to PLN -0.2 billion. The absolute rate of return on the
fund market rebounded at the beginning of 2021. The month-over-month dynamics of assets in January 2021 amounted to
5.8%, which corresponds to an additional PLN 357 million. In June, on the other hand, both foreign (DAX, S & P500,
CAC40, Nasdaq) and domestic stock indices gained. The WIG index achieved a value exceeding the peak from 14 years
ago, i.e. from the bull market in July 2007. The positive sentiment of investors was also noticeable in the increase in assets
held in the portfolios of absolute return funds, the month-over-month dynamics of which amounted to 3.8%. Despite the
decreasing number of absolute return funds in Poland (103 at the end of June 2021 and 132 at the end of December 2019),
the market still has a long-term development perspective. This is indicated by the increasing value of assets and sales in
recent months, despite the still relatively high uncertainty as to the state of the global economy in the near future in the
time of the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to the definition, due to their alternative nature, absolute return funds should be characterized by low or
negative correlation coefficients in relation to traditional financial instruments. The values of the correlation coefficients of
the rates of return of absolute return funds with the most important stock indices, both on the Polish and global market, are
summarized in Table 1. The highest values of the correlation coefficient of rates of return were obtained in 2020, when
global markets struggled with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. These values ranged from 0.2906 for the Barclays
Capital Aggregate Bond Index to 0.9205 for the S&P500.
Table 1: The correlation coefficient between the rates of return of stock exchange indices of traditional investment
assets and the average rate of return of the absolute return funds in 2017-2021.

WIG

WIG20

S&P500

Barclays Capital
Aggregate Bond
Index

FTSE100

MSCI
World
Index

2021

0,5101

0,4281

0,0538

-0,1228

0,2051

-0,4524

2020

0,8103

0,7591

0,9205

0,2906

0,6830

0,8640

2019

0,4359

0,2834

0,7065

0,1859

0,5171

0,6141

2018

0,6726

0,6089

0,6213

0,0428

0,4855

0,6448

2017

0,2041

0,2680

0,3422

0,2786

0,6502

0,4832

2017-2021

0,6910

0,6159

0,7848

0,2076

0,6172

0,2192

Source: own study.

The values of the correlation coefficients of rates of return indicate that in the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic,
absolute return fund managers simulated investment strategies imitating equity indices. This shows that it is difficult to
provide fund participants with one of the basic features of alternative funds, i.e. a low correlation with traditional financial
instruments. However, it is worth noting that only in 2020 the S&P500 index gained 16.26% and the MSCI World Index
over 13.62%. On the other hand, Polish stock indices recorded significantly worse results (WIG -1.40%, WIG20 -7.73%).
Additionally, absolute return funds in Poland gained 4.71% on average in the same period. This means that despite the high
correlation with traditional asset indices, fund managers were able to generate higher rates of return than the largest Polish
stock indices. These results are also supported by the alpha-based performance measures. The lowest correlation values
were recorded in 2017 and they ranged from 0.2041 for WIG to 0.6502 for FTSE100. In 2017-2021, absolute return funds
showed by far the weakest correlation of rates of return in relation to American debt instruments represented by the
Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index. Correlation values ranged from -0.1228 in 2021 to 0.2906 in 2020. Interestingly,
absolute return funds in Poland showed the strongest correlation with the American S&P500 stock index. The average
value of the correlation in 2017-2021 was 0.7848.
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The effectiveness results of the absolute return funds in Poland are summarized in Table 2. In 2017 and in the years 20192021, all measures of effectiveness included in the study (Jensen’s alpha, modified Jensen’s alpha and appraisal ratio) were
positive, which indicates the implementation of an effective investment policy by fund managers.
Table 2: Average values of the Jensen’s alpha, modified Jensen’s alpha and appraisal ratio for the absolute return
funds in 2017-2021.
Jensen alpha
Modified Jensen alpha
Apprasial ratio
0,0231
0,0551
1,0662
2021
0,0771
6,4035
2,7591
2020
0,0581
2,5179
2,0843
2019
-0,0996
0,7574
-1,1649
2018
0,0724
0,1631
1,4023
2017
Source: own study.

Positive values of Jensen’s alpha indicate effective management of the fund's assets in relation to the performance of the
benchmark portfolio. On the other hand, negative values of the indicator were obtained only in 2018 (-0.0996). This means
that this year the average absolute return fund was ineffective and did not meet investors' expectations. However, it is
worth noting that in 2018 most stock indices also generated negative rates of return (WIG -9.5%; WIG20 -7.5%; S & P500
-6.24%; FTSE100 -12.82%). The appraisal ratio was negative as well (-1.1649). The average absolute return fund obtained
the highest efficiency in 2020. The value of Jensen alpha this year was 0.0771. In 2017 and in the years 2019-2021, the
value of the indicator, although positive, was characterized by quite significant fluctuations. In turn, the modified Jensen's
alpha generated positive values in the entire analyzed period. The average absolute return fund was characterized by the
highest management efficiency in 2020 and obtained the value of 6.4035. High efficiency was also reflected in high sales
results. In turn, the least favorable ratio of the excess rate of return per systematic risk unit was obtained in 2021 (0.0551),
but it was still above zero. On the other hand, the best ratio of the excess rate of return to unsystematic risk was 2.7591 in
2020. The results obtained indicate that absolute return funds coped well with the financial turmoil caused by the COVID19 pandemic. Table 3 summarizes the results of performance measures in the period before and after the outbreak of a
global pandemic, i.e. in the period 03.2019-03.2020 and 03.2020-03.2021.
Table 3: Average values of the Jensen's alpha, modified Jensen's alpha and the appraisal ratio for the absolute
return funds in the period 03.2019-03.2021

2020.03-2021.03
2019.03-2020.03

Jensen alpha

Modified Jensen alpha

Apprasial ratio

0,0656
0,0220

1,0582
0,0460

0,9946
0,8257

Source: own study

Immediately a year before the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the average absolute return fund showed lower
management efficiency in terms of each indicator than in the following year. It should be emphasized that in the period
from 03.2019-03.2020 and 03.2020-03.2021 absolute return fund managers were able to generate positive alpha values.
The good performance of absolute return funds and the instability in the financial markets caused by the pandemic resulted
in an increased interest in investments in the absolute return funds market, which resulted in an increase in the value of
assets and sales in 2020-2021. The strategies used by the fund managers allowed them to generate an excess rate of return
in the form of the Jensen's alpha in the period 03.2020-03.2021 at the level of 0.0656. In turn, the relation of alpha per unit
of systematic risk in this period was 1.0582, and 0.9946 per unit of unsystematic risk.

Conclusions
The legal changes introduced in recent years and high fluctuations in the efficiency of the absolute return funds resulted in
an outflow of capital and the liquidation of many funds. However, the prospects for the development of the Polish absolute
return funds market should be assessed positively, especially in the context of 2020-2021. Thanks to the use of effective
investment strategies by fund managers, it was possible to generate a positive alpha during the turmoil in financial markets
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Therefore, the funds fulfilled their basic role, i.e. obtaining an excess rate of return
regardless of the financial condition on the market. Only in 2018, the average absolute return fund achieved a negative
alpha level. The last two years were characterized by a systematic increase in sales of absolute return funds participation
units, which bodes positively for the development of the entire market in the coming years as well. Comparison of the
correlation coefficients of the absolute return funds' return rates with the indices of traditional financial assets indicate that
the investment strategies used by fund managers are similar to the market portfolios created on the basis of equity indices.
The conducted analysis is part of the research on the effectiveness of alternative investment fund management. The
formulated conclusions can be used by the current and potential participants of absolute return funds. In turn, fund
managers can use the results of the study to better diversify and optimize the investment portfolio. The research can also be
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supplemented with other measures of fund effectiveness and a comparison of the funds' results in the regional scope, e.g. in
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
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Abstract
The article aims to evaluate the effectiveness of equity funds in Poland in the years 2018-2020 and to examine the
relationship between fund performance and their size. A hypothesis, based on previous researches, was made that there is
no clear correlation between the size of funds and their effectiveness. The study included 38 universal equity funds
investing on domestic market. Annual research periods were used, and the funds were divided into five groups. The
criterion for allocating investment funds to a given group was their size expressed as the net asset value. Popular riskadjusted measures such as Sharpe's ratio, Treynor's ratio, Jensen's alpha, M2 were calculated to measure the effectiveness
of funds. The conducted investigation does not allow for an unequivocal statement of the existence of such a relationship.
Funds perform both higher and below the benchmark, regardless of their AUM. The study did not allow demonstrating the
greater effectiveness of smaller funds, as the results gathered by researchers in other countries would suggest.

Keywords: equity funds, fund size, performance, risk-adjusted measures.
Introduction
Investment funds have been operating on the Polish financial market since 1992. Since then, the investment fund market
has been dynamically developing. In this article, special attention is paid to equity funds. Equity funds invest mainly in
shares and other securities, e.g. rights to shares, depositary receipts, and the use of derivative instruments by them is
allowed. It is generally assumed that in an equity fund 85% of the assets that make up the investment portfolio are invested
in shares (Zamojska 2012). Furthermore, equities have outperformed other traditional assets as the largest share of mutual
funds’ portfolios in Poland beginning in the 1990s. The decision to choose an investment fund is determined mostly by
historic performances. The fund's clients expect similar results also in the future. This study attempts to answer the
question: is the performance of investment funds also influenced by their size? Funds that manage to achieve relatively
higher rates of return are gaining popularity, and thus record an inflow of assets under management. The problem is
whether, while increasing the value of assets, funds are still able to achieve satisfactory results for investors.
The issue of the relationship between fund performance and their size is widely discussed in the world literature, but results
have been inconsistent. Research carried out by Ciccotello and Grant shows that funds in the small category achieve better
results than larger funds (Ciccotello and Grant, 1996). A similar statement made Otten and Bams analyzed 506 funds from
six European countries and concluded that European investment funds, although smaller in relation to American ones,
allow for better results than large American funds (Otten and Bams, 2002). Furthermore Busse et al. found higher
efficiency, based on Morningstar and CRSP merged database, in the case of smaller funds despite lower (in percentage)
transaction costs of large funds (Busse et al., 2013). The research of Tangjitprom, based on equity funds in Thailand in
2006-2012, indicates that smaller funds perform better as the value of AUM increases. However, the larger they become,
performance is deteriorated by the size due to diseconomies of scale (Tangjitprom, 2014). A similar statement can be found
in the analysis of Gao et al. They concluded that small funds outperform large funds and small funds maintain good
performance over time (Gao et. al, 2020). Different conclusions can be observed in investigation on the domestic markets
in Europe. Dahlquista et al. analyzed 124 equity funds investing in financial instruments of the Swedish market. It is worth
emphasizing that these were aggressive growth funds and long-term growth funds. Researchers fund no correlation
between the size of equity funds and their performance(Dahlquist et al., 2000). Swedish funds were also analyzed by
Johansson and Jacobsson who included 91 funds in the study over the period 2006-2011(Johansson and Jacobsson 2012).
The funds were allocated to five groups, the criterion of which was the net asset value. The smallest funds were considered
those whose net assets value did not exceed SEK 200 million, and the limit value for the group of the largest funds
exceeded SEK 5 billion. The size of the fund was found to have little effect on its performance.
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Empirical investigations on size-performance relationship of equity funds in Poland have remained scarce despite the
increasing importance of these funds to the global mutual fund industry. In the Polish literature on the subject, it is worth to
mention the research carried out by Dawidowicz, which covered 34 equity funds over the period 1997-2007. The funds
were divided into 9 annual periods and the funds were ranked according to their net asset value and effectiveness. The
results of the analysis boiled down to the statement that there is no clear relationship between the size of the funds and their
results. Effective funds were observed both in the group of the smallest and the largest funds (Dawidowicz, 2011). A
different statement made Filip who used sample of 82 domestic equity funds in the period 2000-2015. The obtained results
show that fund size can translate into the generated return on investment (Filip, 2019).
The size of investment funds reflects the accumulated assets under management. The AUM is influenced by many factors,
including intensification of advertising campaigns in the media or past results. The purpose of this research was to
investigate size-performance relationship of domestic open-end equity funds in Poland over period 2018-2020.

Materials and Methods
The data consist of daily, monthly and yearly returns and asset size at the end of each year from 31.12.2018 to 31.12.2020.
The daily prices of participation units were obtained from the stooq.pl and asset size from IZFA (The Chamber of Fund
and Asset Management). For the sake of consistency and continuity of quotations of the participation units' valuations,
open-end funds denominating participation units were taken into account. Therefore, the study ultimately included 38
domestic equity funds. Funds that have been liquidated or merged to avoid distorting the results have been omitted from
the analysis. Also, foreign funds and those which changed their investment policy in the research period were not taken
into account. Eligible funds are open-ended funds (FIOs) and some of them are specialist open-ended funds (SFIOs). The
portfolio which included WIG (Warsaw Stock Exchange Index) was adopted as the market portfolio.
This study looks at simple returns to estimate performance, and also examines the relationship between asset size and four
risk-adjusted measures commonly used in the financial literature: the Sharpe ratio, the Treynor ratio, the Jensen alpha and
M2. Their short description is presented below.
One of the most popular measures for assessing the effectiveness of investment funds is the Sharpe ratio, which can be
written as (von Wendland and Schwerdt, 2009):
ℎ
where: ℎ - value of the Sharpe ratio for the equity fund p;
- value of the rate of return of the equity fund p;
free rate value;
- standard deviation of the equity fund return rate p.

- risk-

The Sharpe ratio is equal to the excess rate of return per unit of the fund's total risk. The higher the value of the ratio, the
higher the premium for the total risk taken. This measure has gained popularity due to the simplicity of determination and
the possibility of direct interpretation. An alternative measure of the effectiveness of equity funds is the Treynor ratio,
which can be written as (Haslem, 2009):

where:

- value of the Treynor ratio for the equity fund p;

- the beta ratio of the equity fund.

The Treynor ratio takes into account only part of the total risk, namely systematic risk, which is measured by the beta ratio.
From the point of view of assessing the effectiveness of the management of a given portfolio, it is advantageous to obtain
the highest possible values of the ratio. The higher the value of the Treynor ratio, the higher the premium for the given
equity fund in relation to the incurred systematic risk.
The effectiveness assessment index of investment funds, which allows to measure the rate of return achieved by the
manager of a given fund based on the total risk of the market portfolio, is the Modigliani-Modigliani measure given by the
following formula (Christopherson et al., 2009):
∗
where:
- Modigliani-Modigliani measure value for equity fund p;
benchmark portfolio.
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If the value of the rate of return on the risk-adjusted portfolio is greater than the rate of return on the market portfolio, the
examined equity fund is considered effective. Similarly, when the rate of return of this portfolio is lower than the rate of
return generated by the benchmark, the fund is considered ineffective.
Another measure used to evaluate the effectiveness of equity funds is the Jensen's alpha, which can be determined from the
following equation (Lückoff, 2011):

where: - value of Jensen’s alpha for equity fund p;
random component.

- market portfolio rate of return;

- expected value of the

This measure makes it possible to determine the management efficiency of a given equity fund. Positive values of Jensen's
alpha will mean that the fund manager is able to achieve above-average investment performance. On the other hand,
negative values will mean obtaining investment results below the average, and thus the fund is ineffective.
When using various measures for assessing the effectiveness of equity funds, it should be remembered that their structure
is often similar, which results in a high correlation between them (Muralidhar, 2000). However, the use of multiple
measures is conducive to a more comprehensive assessment of the quality of fund management.
These equity funds were divided into six groups, corresponding to the following ranges of the value of assets managed by
the funds:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group 1 - PLN 5 million - PLN 50 million (the smallest funds),
Group 2 - PLN 50 million-PLN 100 million (small funds),
Group 3 - PLN 100 million - PLN 300 million (medium-low funds),
Group 4 – PLN 300 million – 500 million (medium-high funds)
Group 5 - PLN 500 million - PLN 800 million (large funds),
Group 6 - over PLN 800 million (the largest funds).

The number of classes was determined in accordance with the statistical classification of data, using the formula for the
number of classes: k = √n. AUM ranges in groups were adopted after an earlier analysis of foreign and domestic studies
(Dahlquist et. al, 2000; Dawidowicz, 2011).

Results
Equity funds remain the largest component of the investment fund industry globally, accounting for 42.6% (EUR 23.5
trillions ) of all mutual fund assets by the end of 2020 (EFAMA, 2021). Despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
financial markets in March 2020, the total value of assets of European funds UCITS and AIF increased by 5.7% in the
2020 up to EUR 18.8 trillion. Only the first quarter brought a slump and a decrease in assets by over 11%, but already in
the second quarter it was possible to make up for losses. In Poland, this percentage is lower, as fund clients primarily
choose less risky investments in debt funds. Equity funds rank fourth (after debt funds, private equity funds, and mixed
funds) in the structure of the Polish investment fund market. Moreover, equity funds at the end of 2020 accounted for 9.5%
of the entire investment fund market. Chart1 presents the market structure of investment types in Poland at the end of 2020.
0.80%

0.70%

1.90%

0.80%

2.20%
9.50%

12.50%

31.80%
39.80%

absolute return
equity
PE
debt
mixed
real estate
commodity
securities
PPK

Chart 1: Market structure of investment funds types in Poland at the end of 2020.
Source: own study based on IZFA reports.

Although equity funds enjoy great interest on international markets, Polish clients more often choose less risky investment
options. Therefore, it should not be surprising that the equity funds achieved negative balance of sales in 2020 (PLN -0.5
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billion). In the segment of equity funds, we could observe an advantage of withdrawals in the case of domestic equity
funds (in total it reached 0.8 billion PLN), while in the case of foreign equity funds acquisitions prevailed (by PLN 0.3
billion). However, in terms of the total value of managed funds, equity funds increased their share in the Polish investment
fund market by nearly 1 percentage point compared to the previous year. Chart 2 presents a breakdown of the equity funds
AUM over period 2009-2020 in Poland.
35
30
25
AUM (bln PLN)
20
15

Chart 2: Assets under management of equity funds in Poland in 2011-2020.
Source: own study based on IZFA reports.

After a slight decrease in the value of the funds' assets in 2011, the funds consistently increase their value. At the end of
2013, the funds' AUM rose by nearly 32% compared to the funds' assets at the end of the previous year. The peak value of
AUM was recorded at the end of 2017 when there were over PLN 33 billion in the equity funds' portfolios. From then on,
equity funds had to deal with a significant capital outflow (-24.2% over the next year). There were two key reasons for this
outflow. On the one hand, the financial results of smaller companies were weak, which resulted in a sell-off of their shares
and a decrease in the value of funds' assets. On the other hand market turbulence triggered the withdrawal of funds from a
few companies that invested in less liquid companies, and thus a clear sell-off on the stock exchange. The year 2020
brought a lot of volatility in the financial markets, and after the declines in the first half of the year, there were noticeable
increases in the world's major stock exchanges at the end of the year. This situation was best used by the managers of small
and medium equity funds companies. These funds achieved the highest results among equity funds in 2020, gaining an
average of 21%.
Table 1 presents the number of funds in each of groups according to AUM. The obtained results show that in period 20182020 the equity funds changed the affiliation to a given group only in a few cases. This demonstrates a relatively stable net
asset value.
Table 1: Breakdown of equity funds into groups according to their asset value in 2018-2020.
AUM [in PLN mln]

2018

2019

2020
16

Group 1

<50

10

13

Group 2

50-100

10

8

5

Group 3

100-300

9

8

8

Group 4

300-500

2

3

3

Group 5

500-800

4

5

3

Group 6
Source: own study.

over 800

3

1

3

The most numerous group are smalles funds with AUMs below PLN 50 million. On the other hand, the least funds were
allocated to the largest funds (AUM PLN over 800 mln) - in this group there were three funds at the end of 2020. Table 2
present the assessment of the fund efficiency according to risk-adjusted measures: the Sharpe ratio, the Treynor ratio, the
Jensen alpha and M2 for individual groups of funds. There is no clear correlation between the size of AUM and the
performance of the funds. Effective and ineffective funds were in different groups. The results regarding the effectiveness
assessment are summarized in Table 2. Performance evaluations according to risk-adjusted measures indicate a high
correlation of results, which is expected given their design.
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The worst investment results were achieved by equity funds in 2018. At that time, the highest number of ineffective funds
was recorded in every group of asset size. Equity funds achieved much better results in 2019. It was a period of gains in
capital markets around the world. Despite still unstable geopolitical situation (trade conflict between China and the US,
duties imposed by the US on selected goods from Europe). However, a positive impulse was given by interest rate cuts and
asset purchases by central banks. As a result, the S&P500 index increased by 28.9%, DAX by 25.5%, and FTSE by 26.4%.
The worst among the funds were those investing in Polish stocks, although they closed the year with a positive result. The
Warsaw Stock Exchange lagged behind the developed equity markets and emerging markets also from our region. The
broad market index WIG increased only by 0.3%, and the WIG20 lost 5.6%. Only a few companies have produced solid
rates of return, especially those with smaller capitalization. SWIG80 index, grouping companies with smaller capitalization
gained 13.9%. The Polish market had to face the uncertainty related to the OFE reform, and the troubles of companies
from the financial sector and state-owned companies, as well as an outflow of capital from the stock exchange.
Table 2: Performance evaluations of equity funds based on risk-adjusted measures in 2018-2020.

2018

2019

2020

Sp>Sm
Sp<Sm
Tp>Tm
Tp<Tm
M2p >0
M2p <0
αp>0
αp<0
Sp>Sm
Sp<Sm
Tp>Tm
Tp<Tm
M2p >0
M2p <0
αp>0
αp<0
Sp>Sm
Sp<Sm
Tp>Tm
Tp<Tm
M2p >0
M2p <0
αp>0
αp<0

Group 1
1
9
2
9
1
9
2
9
10
3
9
4
10
3
11
2
12
4
11
5
8
8
9
7

Group 2
2
8
1
9
2
8
1
9
7
1
6
2
8
0
8
0
4
1
5
0
3
2
4
1

Group 3
2
7
3
6
2
7
2
7
6
2
6
2
7
1
6
2
4
4
3
5
4
4
4
4

Group 4
0
2
1
1
0
2
0
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
3
0
2
1
3
0
2
1
2
1

Group 5
1
3
0
3
1
3
1
3
3
2
4
1
2
3
3
2
2
1
2
1
3
0
2
1

Group 6
1
2
0
3
0
3
1
3
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
0
2
1
3
0
3
0

Source: own study.

Furthermore, the streak of equity funds continued in 2020. Despite the turmoil in the world economy, the vast majority of
equity fund managers generated positive rates of return. Again, effective funds prevailed in each group of funds divided by
the size of assets. Due to the specific scope of the study, including the global COVID-19 pandemic, it should be
emphasized that most equity funds operated in circumstances of uncertainty and thus high volatility of performance was
observed during 2020. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic created panic in the capital markets, which contributed to
massive withdrawals of money from funds in March and April 2020. The situation improved at the end of April, and from
May to December throughout this period of inflows outweighed the outflows from funds. Despite these problems, most
equity fund managers were able to generate excess returns.
The obtained results are consistent with the previous analyzes of the relationship between size-performance on the Polish
capital market. The conducted investigation does not allow for an unequivocal statement of the existence of such a
relationship. Funds perform both higher and below the benchmark, regardless of their AUM. The study did not allow
demonstrate the greater effectiveness of smaller funds, as the results gathered by researchers in other countries would
suggest.
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Conclusions
The effectiveness of mutual funds is influenced by many factors. This article focuses on one of them, i.e. the size of the
fund expressed by the AUM. The conducted research allows for the conclusion that the increase in the value of the funds'
net assets is not necessarily related to high historical rates of return. Both small and large funds are able to obtain rates of
return higher than the market. For the majority of funds included in the analysis, the assessment of their effectiveness was
negative. However, it should be remembered that the research sample concerned equity funds in the period of unstable
situation on financial markets. Moreover, it can be stated that despite the weaker investment performance, there was no
sudden outflow of capital from the funds - which is indicated by the fact that the funds belong to a given group of funds,
which is not subject to significant changes.
The research results presented in the article are in line with the scientific trend concerning the assessment of the
effectiveness of investment funds. Expanding them with the results based on other measures of effectiveness assessment,
may be used to develop a comprehensive ranking of funds - thus enabling further research on the identification of factors
determining their effectiveness within groups of funds.
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Abstract
The purpose of the article was to answer the research questions: How important is the ICT factor for e-health sustainability
system described in literature? How to build the sustainable e-health system concerning the theoretical studies and practical
Polish healthcare experience? The aim is achieved due to research method based on critical literature review. The study was
presented, the methodology is based on the critical review of literature from last 5 years. The article presents the role of
information and communication technologies (ICT) such as artificial intelligence and knowledge management methods for
sustainable healthcare system. The example of Polish e-health system development was described. First part of the article
describes the idea of sustainable development and characterizes technologies supporting sustainable development. The
technologies were described on the basis of development trends in sustainability. In the second part, knowledge management
methods and their role in sustainable development support were characterized. The chapter showed the concept of e-health
system development in Poland. Third part describes the research methods and discusses the results of critical literature
review for concept of sustainable e-health system development.

Keywords: Sustainable development, ICT, knowledge management, healthcare system, e-health
Introduction
Sustainable development is one of the challenges to reach in the 21st century. With help of IT technologies and knowledge
management methods, enterprises are ready to transform their economy, waste management and other business processes
and provide it in more sustainable way for the benefit of themselves and other market participants. Especially these particular
needs are visible in the healthcare system hit by ongoing COVID-19 outbreak.
The market of services related to a healthy lifestyle is developing rapidly, which is favored by digital technologies
(applications and mobile devices). New businesses are emerging as a result of the convergence between wireless
technologies and devices used in healthcare and between healthcare and social care.
On the one hand, patient empowerment and digital skills in e-health are essential for its successful implementation. On the
other hand, e-health makes it easier for patients to heal and for healthy people to use preventive measures. However, a
significant barrier is the lack of awareness of the opportunities and challenges that e-health presents for users (citizens,
patients, medical workers and social workers).
According to the definition of the European Commission, e-health is the use of modern information and
telecommunications technologies in order to meet the needs of citizens, patients, health care workers, healthcare providers,
as well as the legislative and legislative authorities (Dymyt, 2020). However, according to the definition of the World Health
Organization, the sustainable e-health system is a term used to describe the combined use of information technology and
electronic communication in the health sector or the use in the health sector of digital data transmitted, stored and
downloaded electronically for clinical, educational and administrative purposes, both locally and remotely. Additionally
mobile health (m-health) is a developing e-health segment that includes medical and public health practices supported by
mobile devices. These are in particular: the use of mobile telecommunications devices for health, health support services,
information services and mobile health applications. M-health is a rapidly growing field: approximately 100,000 m-health
applications are now available on multiple platforms in the global marketplace. M-health has the potential to play a role in
transforming healthcare towards increasing its quality and efficiency. M-health helps to empower patients: they can manage
their health more actively, live more independently thanks to remote monitoring solutions. M-health can also support
healthcare professionals in treating patients more effectively through mobile applications that tie the patient to a healthy
________________
Cite this Article as: Anna SOŁTYSIK-PIORUNKIEWICZ and Patryk MORAWIEC “ICT Technologies as Knowledge
Management Factor in Sustainable e-health System Development – the Polish Example” Proceedings of the 38th
International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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lifestyle. However, researches shows only 2% of health apps are used in United States hospitals due to lack of end-user
engagement and poor development not concentrated on patient’s needs (Wali, Keshavjee and Demers, 2018).
The article has divided into some chapters. The theoretical background is showing the sustainable development in e-health
with characteristics of some aspect of knowledge management in e-health in Poland, and the analyses shows the overview
of sustainability of Polish e-health systems development. The research was focused on research questions: How important
is the ICT factor for e-health sustainability system described in literature? Is it possible to build a sustainable e-health system
concerning the Polish healthcare experience? The research results were briefly summarized and discussed at the end of the
article.

Theoretical background
Sustainable development in e-health
Sustainability and sustainable development are terms meaning respectively:
‐

a process for creating sustainable, successful environments that promote wellbeing, by understanding what people
need from the places where they live and work (Colnar, Dimovski and Bogataj, 2019).

‐

development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs (What is sustainability?, no date).

The meaning of sustainability is ambiguous and not defined precisely, it can differ between branches, visions and
approaches. Many people equate sustainability with ecology, nature preservation and resources management. United
Nations established the Millennium Development Goals to achieve by the year 2015, which were not met fully but helped
to improve quality of life for millions of people around the world. Nowadays, a Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) –
more ambitious and affecting more areas of life UN project is underway. One of SDGs to achieve in 2030 is to “ensure
healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages” (Dawa, Narayan and Narain, 2021; United Nations, no date).
A conclusion follows from above definitions:
‐

sustainability is related with well-being and meeting the particular needs,

‐

sustainability is related with further generation care,

‐

sustainability is related with local environment.

Sustainable development in literature is mostly described in four or five dimensions (Ziemba, 2020):
‐

ecological sustainability,

‐

economic sustainability,

‐

cultural sustainability

‐

social sustainability,

‐

technological sustainability – sometimes it’s mentioned as one of the sustainability dimensions (Fuchs, 2006), in
other researches it is considered as enabler of mentioned above (Ziemba, 2020, 2021).

Health and well-being according to literature are considered as examples of social sustainability (Ziemba, 2021), however
efficient and responsible use of resources (economic sustainability) by hospitals and institutions is also an important factor.
According to Yeboah, to develop sustainable healthcare system all sociocultural, political, economic and environmental
factors are required like also efficient planning, smart use of resources and partnership between healthcare system
stakeholders (Yeboah, 2016).
The healthcare performance concept has evolved since 1980’s from simple budgetary control through multidimensional
performance, society perspective, up to sustainability, resilience and building societal value (Vainieri et al., 2020).
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In the healthcare sector, sustainability and use of telehealth is more visible in poor, rural countries, e.g. Rwanda, where the
number of qualified healthcare personnel per 1000 people is very low (about 0,064) (Wakanda Is Real: Digital Health In
Africa, 2018; Telemedicine in Rwanda: The Future of Health, 2019). According to Babyl company – largest AI-based
healthcare system provider, registered application users are over 2 million (Babyl – Rwanda’s Digital Healthcare Provider,
no date).
In Poland it has been observed a gradual digitization of healthcare system along with its centralization. Central registers are
created and developed for the needs of many different aspects of healthcare system functioning e.g. patient registration,
drug safety monitoring, medical professionals education, etc. There exists researches in Poland confirming the positive
impact of the use of technology in increasing the effectiveness of therapy i.e. the use of SMS messages as a reminder and
for educational purposes has positive impact on patient therapeutic adherence, knowledge about disease and change in
harmful health habits (Wizner et al., 2009).
The research potential of the use of e-health technologies such as mobile applications, wearables, telemedicine and patient
information portals remains high. The challenges to develop e-health systems are mostly related with concerns about data
safety, privacy like also the quality and usefulness of data (Wali, Keshavjee and Demers, 2018; Dymyt, 2020).

ICT as the knowledge management factor in healthcare system
In healthcare system, knowledge and information flow are key elements in smooth and efficient functioning. Knowledge
management methods and practices are currently used in healthcare. The development of information systems for the
management of health knowledge concerns systems for managing knowledge about the patient, health knowledge,
knowledge about health care units, knowledge about drugs, etc. Health information systems and services based on ICT
technologies, including SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), web solutions, websites, information portals, ubiquitous
computer systems, including mobile network technologies (RFID, QR) (Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz, 2014) are successfully
used by the information society. On the one hand, the emphasis is primarily on the development of HIS (Health Information
System), EHR (Electronic Health Record), EMR (Electronic Medical Record), CPOE (Computerized Physician Order
Entry), ETP (Electronic Transfer of Prescriptions), PHR (Personal Health Record), and on the other hand, platforms are
developed to ensure the distribution of medical knowledge contributing to the improvement of the quality of life in the area
of health in terms of self-diagnosis, self-treatment, fitness of the elderly and others.

The sustainability in Polish e-health system – an overview
Polish examples of patient knowledge management systems include eWUŚ, ZIP, e-prescription, EKUZ, OSOZ, while
among the systems dedicated to self-treatment or self-diagnosis, there is a large number of information portals and websites
that allow for knowledge management, e.g. the implementation of diffusion processes knowledge about health among
patients of the same disease entity, as well as discussion forums, thematic blogs and others.
This section presents research results of analysis on the current use of digital technologies supporting sustainable
development in Polish healthcare system. Since the second half of 2010’s, healthcare system in Poland is undergoing a
digital transformation. Table 1 presents some of technologies that are currently mandatory to use, a short description about
them and dates of their implementation.
Table 1: Digital technologies currently used in Polish healthcare system
Technology/system
name

Description

Electronic insurance
card

Electronic card system used to
proof eligibility to insurance and
registration in clinic.
Electronic
beneficiary
verification system.
Electronic sick-leaves system.
Electronic prescription system.
Part of P1 system.

eWUŚ
eZLA
e-prescription

1

Implemented only in Silesian Voivodeship
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Implementation date
(Ustawa z dnia 28 kwietnia
2011
r.
o
systemie
informacji w ochronie
zdrowia, 2021)
20011

01.01.2013
01.12.2018
08.01.2020
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P1

P4

Electronic
platform
for
gathering, analysis and sharing
digital resources about medical
events (System P1, no date).
Integrated healthcare statistics
and drug safety monitoring
system.

31.12.2019

31.12.2019

First examples of healthcare digitalization process in Poland was already observed at the beginning of the 21st century,
where insurance verification process was automated with use of digital card developed by Silesian Regional Health
Insurance Fund, and after transformation and centralization of regional insurance funds, cards were issued by Silesian
Department of National Health Fund. The plan to extend the use of card to other country regions failed
(SołtysikPiorunkiewicz, 2014). With the development of electronic beneficiary verification system (pl. eWUŚ), electronic
cards began to loose their importance and were definitely withdrawn in 2021 (Chruścińska-Dragan, 2021).
Beneficiary verification system was implemented in 2013 and just like the electronic card, it confirms the patient’s rights to
use healthcare services financed from public funds (e-WUŚ, no date).
Electronic platform for sick-leaves (pl. eZLA) is a system coordinated by Social Insurance Institution (ZUS) as a part of
PUE ZUS platform (Platform of Electronic Services). Doctors since 1st January 2016 are available to issue electronic
medical certificate via PUE platform, the certificate is automatically transferred to employer by Płatnik system and to patient
(employee) after creating profile on PUE platform (Zakład Ubezpieczeń Społecznych, no date). Since 1st December 2018
it’s mandatory and only electronic leaves are acceptable (Strona główna - ZUS, no date).
Electronic prescription system (pl. e-recepta) is obligatory since 8th January 2020, before this date, it exists in parallel with
paper prescriptions. According to researches, doctors do not believe that e-prescriptions are more efficient or that make their
work easier (Wrzosek, Zimmermann and Balwicki, 2020). Although it provides patient access to prescription via electronic
patient portal, improves therapeutic adherence due to better readiness than paper prescription and makes fraud more difficult.
P1 project is an electronic platform of public services which includes several applications and services including
eprescription, internet patient account, medical data gathering system, pharmacy systems (System P1, no date).
P4 system is a project including statistical system in healthcare, monitoring the education of healthcare professionals,
integrated medicines trade monitoring system, emergency monitoring system and healthcare resources evidence system
(Systemy informatyczne w ochronie zdrowia w ramach Projektu P4, no date).
The implementation of these systems were beneficial for sustainable development due to among other reasons:
‐

Elimination of paper document workflow and associated with it errors and inaccuracies.

‐

Enabling patients to access the medical services via web.

‐

Better control of administration processes in healthcare, better fraud detection and possibilities to monitor public
health more effectively due to obligatory data.

Material and Methods
The research methodology is based on critical literature review in selected journals with management in healthcare or
technologies in healthcare profile. Methodology schema is presented in Fig 1.
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Fig 1. Research methodology
The research study was conducted based on research questions concerning the information and communication technology
usage as a knowledge management factor for building the concept of sustainable e-health system. The research study was
divided into some research steps. During the study design the following research questions were asked: How important is
the artificial intelligence factor for e-health sustainability system described in literature? Is it possible to build a sustainable
e-health system concerning the Polish healthcare experience?
The source collection was based on available journals datasets. Selected journals are presented as follows:
1. General – related with sustainability/sustainable development:
‐ Sustainability by MDPI AG (ISSN: 2071-1050).
‐ World Journal of Entrepreneurship, Management and Sustainable Development by Emerald Publishing
(ISSN: 2042-5961).
2. Related with management in healthcare:
‐ Healthcare by MDPI AG (ISSN: 2227-9032).
‐ International Journal of Healthcare Management by Taylor & Francis Group (ISSN: 2047-9719).
‐ Journal of Health Management by SAGE Publishing (ISSN: 0973-0729).
‐ Journal of Healthcare Management by American College of Healthcare Executives (ISSN: 1944-7396).
In addition of journals research, a Scopus database was also searched with the same query. Research findings are presented
in Table 2.
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Table 2: Research findings
Journal/database
Sustainability
World Journal of
Entrepreneurship,
Management and
Sustainable
Development
Healthcare
International
Journal of
Healthcare
Management
Journal of Health
Management
Journal of
Healthcare
Management
Scopus

Papers found
78
2

Papers accepted
15
1

Papers rejected
63
1

2
250

1
64

1
186

85

28

57

24

7

17

45

29

16

Two articles found in Scopus database were duplicated from Sustainability journal search and one article was duplicated in
International Journal of Healthcare Management.

Fig 2. Paper acceptance by journal/ database

Acceptance criteria were based on title and abstract, only papers related with sustainability/ sustainable development and
healthcare were accepted to further review. Articles that describe the use of ICTs were preferred. Papers related only with
medical topics or only with sustainability, environment were rejected. The largest number of results was found in
International Journal of Healthcare Management (250 papers found, 64 related to the topic).

Results and Discussion
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of developing trends in e-health, successfully used in many countries. With poor access to
healthcare professionals, technology development supported by governmental financing and society education, i.e. Rwanda,
it can provide to achieving one of sustainable development goals.
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In Poland, digital transformation of healthcare system started at the beginning of the 21st century and speed up in second
half of 2010’s. Currently still ongoing process focuses on patients access to digital services and centralization of medical
events datasets in national repositories.
Javed et al. proposes a concept of integrated social entrepreneurship with ICT technologies to achieve sustainable social
order such as sanitation, access to water and healthcare (Javed et al., 2021). In their concept electronic social enterprise
consists of such factors as social value creation, ICT and ICT-based innovations and environmental complexity. Adoption
of ICTs leads organization to develop in sustainable way and helps to achieve competitive advantage (Javed et al., 2021).
According to Auener et al., ongoing COVID-19 pandemics creates possibilities to reform healthcare system in more
sustainable way e.g. better coordination in hospitalization and purchasing, limitation of low-value care overtreatment,
reducing bureaucracy in healthcare (Auener et al., 2020). Bokolo notes positive impact of telemedicine adoption in
healthcare due to limited contact of ill patients with healthy ones and minimizing the risk of infection (Bokolo, 2021) which
is especially suitable for pandemics but also can be used during seasonal influenza. The mentioned article also points to the
possibility to integrate telemedicine systems with national emergency systems (Bokolo, 2021) which can be also used e.g.
in elderly patients care. However we should be aware that telemedicine is not always possible solution and it’s not without
drawbacks.
Wollesen et al. proposes a multidimensional approach for promoting health in German companies to reduce musculoskeletal
diseases which are the most common causes for sick-leaves in European companies (Wollesen et al., 2016). Although the
article does not mention the ICT use, it points goal-orientation and individualization of the program, which offers the
opportunity for use e.g. mobile technologies related with AI to better suit every individual need and apply this approach to
larger scale.
According to Gottielb et al. healthcare system should be based on patient care strategies (social risk informed care, social
risk targeted care) and community health strategies (financial resources, partnership) to reduce social barriers to highquality
care access (Gottlieb et al., 2019). Botti & Monda presented an example of e-health system use in con-text of sustainable
value co-creation (Botti and Monda, 2020), Faggini et al. provide similar research about using digital platforms to achieve
sustainability in healthcare by creating patterns leading to achieve enduring improvement of health outcomes (Faggini et
al., 2018).
Based on the literature on the subject and the analysis of previous implementations of knowledge management systems
using ICT technologies, the sustainable e-health systems needs to take into account the concept of building a holistic
knowledge management system: Internet database systems (Web-based system), mobile applications, early warning
systems, intelligent decision support systems, BI systems and artificial intelligence systems.

Conclusions
Based on literature, the information and communication technologies like AI will most strongly develop towards supporting
sustainable development. Artificial Intelligence related with medical robotics has currently received high attention (Yoon
and Lee, 2019). Use of AI in healthcare can provide more patient-centered and tailored health services for each individual.
It also can lead to cost reduction and waste management in healthcare facilities. The limitation of the research project is the
selective selection of journals and the review nature of literature research
Further authors work will concentrate in development and ICT use in healthcare system in Poland with comparison to other
countries and also the barriers of ICT implementation in healthcare system.
The purpose of the article was to present the diversity of modern information and communication technology tools
(interactive communication channels, software agent-oriented technologies, etc.) in knowledge management in an
organization in e-health. The aim of the article was to present the assessing ICT tools in the sustainable knowledge
management systems describing the literature published during last five years. The article begins with theoretical
considerations on sustainability in e-health systems and then we discussed the development and evolution of ICT
technologies and their application to knowledge management in the context of sustainability of e-health in Poland. The
article focused on the knowledge management system in the context of sustainable e-health.
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Abstract
In 2020, four United States key federal agencies, from the Department of Homeland Security to the agency that oversees
America's nuclear weapons arsenal to tech and security companies, including Microsoft, were breached. Weeks after the
United States government announced that multiple federal agencies had been targeted, the full scope and consequences of
the suspected Russian hack remained unknown. Investigators struggled to determine what information the hackers may
have stolen and what they could do with it. The struggle implied a lack of the scientific framework upon which
governments can swiftly identify the possible scope and consequences of the data breaches in the government facilities.
Hence, while previous studies may have developed some form of a data breach or cyber harm taxonomies, this study seeks
to train a machine learning algorithm that will use existing taxonomy of the prevalence, incidence, and consequences of
data breaches on the United States government facilities sector to predict futureconsequences of similar attacks. The study
used available data to capture the prevalence, incidence, and implications of the data breaches on the government facilities
sector then used thesame to train an algorithm (LSVM) that can provide insight to possible consequences, response, and
spread of new attacks. The scope and data used for the study are limited to data breaches that occurred in the United States
government facilities between the years 2000 and 2021. The outcome of this is a machine learning tool that suggests and
detects probable consequences of each type of data breach. The tool will be useful for researchers and practitioners alike
to consider the full range of consequences that might result from different types of data breaches when developing response
tactics. The tool is available on Streamlit:
https://share.streamlit.io/bryanemejor/data_breach_thesis/main/Stream_Bryan.py

Keywords: data, data breach, government-industry, hacking, phishing, Ransomware
Introduction
On October 19, 1995, six months after the Oklahoma City bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, President
Clinton issued Executive Order 12977, creating the Interagency Security Committee (ISC) to address continuing
government-wide security for federal facilities. Twenty-five years after, the attacks on U.S. government facilities have
transcended physical attacks to digital thefts or data breaches.i A data breach is an incident where information is stolen or
taken from a system without the knowledge or authorization of the system's owner. These stolen data often involve sensitive,
proprietary, or confidential information such as credit card numbers, customer data, trade secrets, or national security matters.
Data breaches on U.S. government facilities often involve brute-force efforts to crack passwords or "spearphishing" messages
to trick unwitting email recipients into giving up their credentials. But recent Russian operation was a different breed.ii From
March 2020 until the last quarter of 2020, foreign government-backed hackers accessed internal government documents of
diverse organizations worldwide, including several U.S. government agencies and major corporations. At least six U.S.
government departments, including energy, commerce, treasury, and States, were reported to have been breached.iii The
National Nuclear Security Administration's networks were also breached.iv Key federal agencies, from the Department of
Homeland Security to the agency that oversees America's nuclear weapons arsenal, were also targeted, as were powerful
tech and security companies, including Microsoft.

________________
Cite this Article as: Ada PETER and Bryan EMEJOR “Algorithm-based Taxonomy of Data Breaches: Defining the Impacts
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Figure 1: The annual number of data breaches and exposed records in the United
States from 2005 to 2020 (in millions)v
Weeks after the U.S. government announced that multiple federal agencies had been targeted, the full scope and
consequences of the suspected Russian hack remained unknown. Investigators struggled to determine what information the
hackers may have stolen and what they could do with it. This may mean a lack of the scientific framework or foundation
upon which governments can swiftly identify the possible scope and consequences of the data breaches in the government
facilities sector.
Hence, while previous studies may have developed some form of a data breach or cyber harm taxonomies, this study aims
to provide a predictive taxonomy that will aid or give the government insights into the consequences, response, and spread
of new attacks, specifically in the United States. The study used available data to capture the prevalence, incidence, and
implications of the data breaches on the government facilities sector then used the same to train an algorithm that can provide
insight to possible consequences, response, and spread of new attacks. An algorithmic taxonomy is necessary to predict and
understand the emerging risks of future data breaches in the government facilities sector. When developing response tactics,
the tool is helpful for researchers and practitioners alike to consider the possible full range of outcomes that might result
from different types of data breaches.
According to the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)vi, the government facilities sector includes many
buildings in the United States and overseas owned or leased by federal, state, local, and tribal governments. Many
government facilities are open to the public for business activities, commercial transactions, or recreational activities.
These facilities include general-use office buildings and special-use military installations, embassies, courthouses, national
laboratories, and structures that may house critical equipment, systems, networks, and functions. In addition to physical
facilities, the sector includes cyber elements that protect sector assets (e.g., access control systems and closed-circuit
television systems) and individuals who perform essential functions or possess tactical, operational, or strategic knowledge.
The scope and data used for the study are limited to data breaches that occurred in U.S. government facilities between the
years 2000 and 2021. The U.S. Government facilities are viable for this research because of access to credible information
and the history of cyberspace infiltration. The United States is ranked number one overall in cyber power, followed by Russia
and China. According to a Harvard University benchmark report called the National Cyber Power Index, a nation is
considered a cyber power if it pursues national objectives using cyber means(Voo et al. 2020). Some of the national objectives
pursued by cyber means may include

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveillance and Monitoring Domestic Groups;
Strengthening and Enhancing National Cyber Defences;
Controlling and Manipulating the Information Environment;
Foreign Intelligence Collection for National Security;
Commercial Gain or Enhancing Domestic Industry Growth;
Destroying or Disabling an Adversary's Infrastructure and Capabilities; and,
Defining International Cyber Norms and Technical Standards.

Voo J, Hemani I, Jones S, Desombre W, Cassidy D, (2020)
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These objectives also suggest the implications of data breaches on government facilities.

Method
Sample Size
The study used all reported data breaches in the United States that were available on news sites, data collection sites and
Statista, cyber security data breaches, a database created by the MIT Sloan School of management, Congressional Research
Services

Inclusion Criteria
A review protocol was developed and reviewed by experts in the field of cyber security. The protocol outlines the possible
inclusion criteria for potential studies.

1. Primary report on the prevalence, incidence, and consequences of data breaches on U.S. government
facilities published between 2001 – August 2021.

2. The geographic focus was the United States. Here's a little background on why the focus was on the United
States. The review focused on primary reports on data breaches by the United States; secondary research
reports were only included if the original primary research and writings were inaccessible and government
figures were provided in secondary research.

Exclusion Criteria
The study has excluded reports covering the prevalence, magnitude, and consequences of data breaches in any country other
than the United States. It also excluded studies examining data breaches outside the government facilities sector. The
Facilities sector comprises a wide range of structures owned or rented by governmental, state, municipal, and tribal
administrations in the United States and worldwide. Many government institutions are available to the public for commerce,
business, or pleasure. In contrast, some information, materials, procedures, and not publicly available equipment are
susceptible. These include general-use office buildings and military facilities, embassies, courthouses, national labs, and
structures capable of essential housing devices, systems, networks, and activities. In addition to the physical facilities, the
sector comprises cyber aspects that help safeguard industry assets (access management systems and CCS systems) and people
with critical functions or tactical, operational, or strategic expertise.
We used the available data to

1.
2.
3.
4.

quantify the prevalence, incidence, and emerging risks associated with different types of data breaches
determine the magnitude and consequence of data breaches in general and specific types on United States
government facilities
analyze the implications of each direct and indirect result of data breaches on United States Government
facilities
develop a predictive taxonomy of data breaches on the United States government facilities
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Figure 5: Diagrammatic representation of taxonomy of data breaches
Source: Authors

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
A data extraction tool was utilised to extract bibliographical details and descriptive data about each report
included in the review. Extracted information includes:
- Date of Breach
- State of Breach

-

Method of Breach

- Cause of Breach

-

Affected Industry

- Number of records affected

-

Impact

- Response

Date of Breach: translates to the date the breach occurs. Most times, data breaches are reported within the same time frame
or when it is discovered. However, in other situations, it can take months to uncover, meaning that most data breaches are
carried out in the space of time – days, months or years
State of Breach: This is a compilation of the conditions that housed these facilities experiencing data breaches. This study
gives an overdraft of the states affected by data breaches.
Affected Industry: These are the industries that experienced a form of data breach over the sample years. This study explored
the various sectors and organizations that were affected.
Method of Breach: The technique of breach is simply how the breach took place. This is the process employed in the
intrusion of unauthorized access to data? There are various methods that one can experience a data breach, and this category
tells them all.
Cause of Breach: answers the question "why" did it happen? The method of breach gives answers to the "how" while this
category offers answers to why
The number of records affected is the number or range of the affected records involved in these breaches. These numbers
ranged from hundreds to millions depending on the size of the violation.
Impact: This is the result of the breaches on the various facilities analyzed, detailing the harm felt due to the infringement
of data
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Response: It simply tells us how the data breaches were handled or the measures put in place to ensure such never happens
again or to rectify whatever damage had already been done.
R.Q. 1. The prevalence and incidence of different reported data breaches in the sector
Hacking:
Various ways lead to data breaches by hacking. Hacking attacks are typically driven by planned, emotional, calculated, and
terrorist motivations. Possible attackers are identified by educating staff to spot the indicators of a potential threat to insiders.
These indicators are not restricted to hours of work, anxious behavior, and warning signals which may translate to
unauthorized access to equipment
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The chart above shows that these are the top 15 states hit by hacking, with Georgia (G.A.) leading by a wide margin. The
state of Georgia experienced over 300,000,000 records lost or stolen from hackers who gained access to data. The chart
above represents the top 15 states affected by the hacking, ranging from Georgia to New Jersey (N.J.), in its hundreds of
millions. Spanning 2000 – 2021 in years, government facilities affected by hacking saw records stolen or accessed in millions
by hackers, affecting different government facilities.
These records possessed personal information of customers, staff members, patients, students, etc. The state of Georgia saw
approximately triple the number of records affected in Virginia, well over 100,000,000 million records, and this is not too
far from Indiana, which is well over the 50,000,000 marks in data exposure. As observed, there is almost a sense of stability
across the remaining states, maintaining nearly the exact figures in records affected. The States of New York, Washington,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Minnesota, California, and Florida (F.L.) maintain almost a flatline of records affected, while
Texas (TX) to New Jersey take the minimal blow of attacks.
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Phishing:
This is a situation where employees receive supposed genuine emails but come from attackers seeking to exploit an
employee's trust in another company. An instance is seen in cases where attackers utilize a UPS email address which
consumers tend to click on in a bid to track their packages
According to the table above, three states were affected by the case of phishing, with Maryland (M.D.) taking a loss of over
100,000 records of people. Texas follows closely, with New York taking the short end. Phishing is a straightforward and
"personal" kind of attack because of its unusual subtle infiltration method. As explained above, it involves Emails and
personal information which need to be accessed illegally. Affected phishing victims are usually customers of these
government facilities, students, and sometimes members of the organization. The state of Maryland experienced over
100,000 records affected via phishing, that is, over a hundred thousand personal information and access to people's
confidentiality. However, Texas edges towards the 60,000 marks in record exposure, which leaves the government facilities
in New York at the minimal number, with the least experience of phishing in the United States.
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Malware
Malware attacks depend heavily on third-party applications to allow access to databases, servers, and available software of
organizations or individuals. A malware attack is a co-dependency kind of attack because it involves a malicious third-party
app that infiltrates firewalls and security measures, granting access to records. This can lead to the installation of viruses or
data decoding algorithms that can translate into security problems. When it comes to malware attacks, it goes as far as
affecting servers and databases of facilities, causing a complete overrun or dismemberment.
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Malware
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The chart above shows the top 15 states in the United States of America affected by malware over the prepositioned period.
New York bears the most of malware attacks, with over 500,000,000 records accessed illegally, which ended up being stolen
or lost. Arkansas, Pennsylvania, California, Missouri, and Texas follow closely with a range of 100,000,000 to almost
200,000,000.
The chart flow in this data exposes the security flaw in New York's facilities regarding cybersecurity and data management
on servers. The wide margin in collecting this data, with over 500,000,000 million records accessed through third-party
applications, should give a proper conclusion on the extent to which malware attacks are prevalent in the state.

Unauthorized Access
Unauthorized access in this data analysis translates to the misconduct of access to data or illegal access to information, either
within an organization or by a foreign body. Unauthorized access to records can be gotten through misplaced passwords,
fault in servers, software malfunction, or any unintentional vice that leads to a data breach in a facility, as long as it gives the
user access to records unofficially.
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The chart above shows that Texas has over 3.5 million records deep in unauthorized access to data among the top 15 states
most hit by unauthorized access to information. Maryland, which follows, is shy by a few hundreds of thousands, snagging
almost one million records lost. In the same vein of 500,000 and above records accessed, T.N., KY, Georgia, PR, California,
and New York suffer records loss of over half a million.
Unauthorized data access leans heavily towards "random access," meaning it may not be as intentional as hacking or
malware. However, it still accounts for the numerous record access shown in the chart, thereby exposing the vulnerability of
the security of the United States government facilities.

Paper Data:
Paper data in this analysis is simply a paper trail that leads to a data breach in government facilities, unintentionally or
otherwise. This data breach method deals with hard copy information or record, which could lead to a breach of data. In this
analysis, the paper method of breach translates from information on paper, typed or written, containing sensitive documents
to passwords written on paper or classified information in hard copy, misplaced, or illegally taken.
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According to the chart, Texas leads the states affected by data breaches infused by paper data. Paper data could be lost trails
of information, lost hard copy records, etc. Paper data breach sees Texas losing over 100,000 records of people, including
personal information, SSN, and licenses. The triple gap in illegally accessed records held by Texas compared to Maine shows
that Texas has a lapse in hard copy security, which could lead to a breach of data.

Physical Attack:
The disgruntled or bribed employees who steal information, implant harmful hardware, smuggle devices with sensitive data
or provide an unauthorized person physical access is a typical kind of data breach threat. In this case, data is taken from a
building directly in its hard copy form. Another example might be an attacker who has access to the facility and a gadget to
steal data.
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According to the chart above, physical data breach sees Pennsylvania leading more than ten states in damages, losing over
60,000,000 records of individuals to a data breach. The idea surrounding physical attack is on how it consists of different
instances of violation that goes from physically taking data out of a facility to misplacing hard copy drives or storage units
that contain personal records of people. Pennsylvania, Michigan, Washington, Virginia, and Texas are the top five states
most affected by this method of attack, with numbers running into millions: 40 million, approximately 30 million, and 20
million, respectively.

Ransomware:
This is malicious software that prevents a system or data access until a ransom is paid. Instead of the integrity or
confidentiality of such information, this sort of assault targets accesses to information. But the penetration of a ransomware
system or device might, unfortunately, lead to other security problems. For this reason, data protection and the
implementation of a redundancy strategy must minimize ransomware assaults.
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The chart above shows that Pennsylvania (P.A.) suffers the most ransomware attack, losing about 500,000,000 records to
data breaches. A wide margin display can be seen in the gap difference between Pennsylvania and the other eight states
affected by ransomware. Pennsylvania is also the leading state in physical attack, with accessed records running into 60
million and above. With a history of 500 million accessed files, there is a clear-cut gap in just how much the facilities in the
state can handle ransomware attacks, which has a lot of settlements. The other States, which consist of Texas, California,
Florida, New York, etc., barely make it to the 10 million record mark but still experience cases of ransomware in their
facilities.
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SQL Injection:
The SQL injection occurs by sending a SQL query to a database from client to server via input data. This can lead to illegal
modification, deletion, or even to the administrator's orders.

SQL Injection
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The chart above shows that New York (N.Y.) experienced the most data breach by SQL Injection compared to other states.
With a total of about 2.5 million records affected by the breach, this margin, in contrast to other states, shows that there
should be a focus on New York and data accessibility. The data shows that nine states have been victims of SQL Injection
over the years, but from the look of states like Texas, Florida, and Illinois, the numbers are below the 500 thousand marks.
So, the focus is drawn to the state of New York in security flaws due to the high number of records accessed.

Unknown:
When it comes to data collection and accessibility, availability of all crucial detail is not always possible. This chart displays
the number of breaches in the top 15 states caused by not being recorded or unknown.
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The number of unknown encounters of a data breach is relatively high in New York, among other states. Edging towards
two million affected records, New York City again topped the chart of unknown data breaches. Georgia, California, Florida,
etc., are other states in this category. Still, the number of unknown data breaches is negligible, leaving New York the most
vulnerable to anonymous attacks.
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Top 10 Data Breached States
This is a presentation of the analysis drawn from data collected regarding the top 10 states affected by data breaches and the
most prevalent data breach in each state. The United States of America has a total of 52 states, and data collected spanned
every state. Due to the mass number of states, this research centers on the top 10 states with the highest number of data
breaches. This is done by adding the sum of all data breaches in each state and picking the top 10 in the hierarchy from the
highest number downwards.
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As observed in the chart above, the state of Pennsylvania has an outstanding 500 million records illegally accessed and
breached by ransomware over the sample years carried out in this research. The effect of ransomware infiltration usually
ends up in the payment of ransom or settlement fee. Given the number of records breached, the facilities in the state of
Pennsylvania must have been experiencing a lot of security flaw hazards. This is followed by malware, another third-party
app with 100 million data breached; the margin shows where the focus of these facilities in the state should be. Third-party
apps are a significant issue, which could mean a database flaw in the facilities in the state.
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New York:

New York
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New York has a record of over 500 million illegally accessed records by a malware attack, almost reaching the 600 million
marks, giving a nearly 95% gap difference compared to other methods of breaches. Ransomware follows with a very minute
number of attacks, barely in the hundreds of thousands. This chart analysis sheds light on the effect of third-party applications
in New York, giving insight into facility flaws in the state if over 500 million records can be exposed and accessed by
database infiltration of malware, posing virus risks, and data duplication.

Georgia
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Georgia experienced a data breach of over 300 million records spanning the sample years of research caused by hacking. As
seen in the chart above, hacking is the most prevalent method of breaches in the state, compared to other forms of violation
that barely made it to hundreds of thousands.
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Arkansas
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According to the chart, Arkansas suffered about 150 million records of data breached through malware attacks alone. This
shows that the malware attacks are the most prevalent in the facilities located in the state, leaving the other methods of attacks
at low numbers or not present at all in the State.

Virginia
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The chart above shows another case of hacking being a prevalent cause of data breaches in facilities. The state of Georgia
has over 100 million instances of data breached records, approximately 110 million in total from government facilities in the
state. Hacking is a very intentional method of a breach. Such a high record of a breach in a State means that security measures
and firewalls have an increased vulnerability rate, portraying weakness and flaws. The physical attack comes in second,
breaking past 20 million in illegally accessed records on the chart. These two methods are the leading causes of data breaches
in government facilities in Virginia.
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California
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California experienced a high rate of malware attacks more than any other method of breach, spanning as high as 100 million
breaches in records due to third-party malware applications. As shown in the chart, malware attacks, hacking, and
ransomware attacks are the most prevalent methods of attack on California facilities, compared to other methods affecting
other states in the U.S.
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Indiana has a high record of slightly over 80 million records lost to the data breach. The records lost were gotten by hacking
into the database of the facilities in this state; this is another state that has earned the major blow from hackers who have
infiltrated personal files and records. Other methods of a data breach can slightly be seen
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Missouri
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Missouri suffers from a prevalent case of malware attacks, as seen by the high record of 50 million records of data breaches
over the years. This is an extensive comparison to hacking which follows but is not so close in number. Compared to other
data breach methods, which barely break the marks, the issue of third-party malware applications.
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As shown in the chart above, the physical breach method takes the lead with a 25 million breach of records accessed or
stolen, followed closely by malware that surpassed 20 million records in several personal data stolen. The chart barely gets
to the 5 million mark because of hacking, unauthorized access, and ransomware. Understanding the concept of physical
attack, it is worrisome for facilities in Texas to have such several record theft in their facilities.
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Michigan
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Michigan has 45 million records breached due to physical attacks, setting a high record compared to hacking which follows
but barely breaks into 5 million records.

Research Question Two: What is the magnitude and consequence of data breaches in general and
specific types of Government facilities?
The magnitude of a data breach is determined by just how many records were accessed, stolen, or lost, affecting individual
people and the facility as a whole. A collection of data breach incidence across the 52 states of the United States of America
shows loss of data running into the hundreds of millions, affecting: customers, patients in health facilities, students, business
owners, and staff members of organisations.
To further bolster this point, this research measures the number of records breached by the different data breach methods.
Using a combination of a total of all the violations carried out in each state, a heat map is drawn to show just how many
records were affected spanning the years 200 – 2021:
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As seen in the figure, the cumulative data analysis carried out by this research is emphasized in the heat map, displaying in
numerous figures the states with the most hit facilities, determined by the total of attacks from the different methods of a
breach. An analysis of the top ten states most hit by a data breach in the United States provides an insight on the general
magnitude in total.
Pennsylvania takes the overall spot with a record of 675 million records illegally accessed due to data breaches. The facilities
involved in these breaches in Pennsylvania face a high level of server infiltration due to the large number of data accessed
unlawfully over time.
New York comes close with a record of data breaches summing up to 582 million in affected records of individual people
across the state. The prevalence of the data breaches on New York facilities are in the hundreds of millions but not close to
that of the leading state, Pennsylvania.
Georgia has a record of 315 million records accessed by a data breach over time, putting the state among the top 5 most
breached. Facilities in the State of Georgia are victims of server security flaws and database infiltration.
Arkansas faces high-security issues and database infiltration with 151 million personal information records, SSNs, and
confidential information breached.
The state of Virginia summed up at 140 million exposed records, making it to the top 5 most breached states in the United
States of America
California is not left out in this feat as the number of individual ad facility records reaches the hundreds of millions, clocking
out at 116 million affected records in total in the state.
Indiana summed up a total of 84 million breached records across the state, almost edging to the hundreds of millions in data
breaches.
The state of Missouri has a total of 58 million records in total, taking the lead in the bottom three states with the most
prevalent data breach attacks
Texas makes it to the top ten most affected states, with 56 million records breached over time. The government facilities in
the state of Texas have experienced a high level of the data breach
The state of Michigan takes the bottom row of the top ten states most affected by these breaches, clocking out at 50 million
records breached in its facilities
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Consequences
When it comes to the damage caused by these breaches on government facilities, the consequences differ per method of
attack. Every technique of breach took a toll on the facilities, industries, and states involved. Facilities affected by these data
breaches had individuals affected as well. Still, the organizational repercussion is usually intensive as sometimes it may leave
the facility financially crippled in the long run. An analysis of the consequences recorded of the cumulated data shows the
diversion in effect, which may or may not determine the impact experienced by these facilities.
Data breaches by hacking and SQL Injection put facilities at a high-security risk because of the high level of infiltration
hacking determines. Loss of personal records, individual SSNs, licenses, and financial records was lost, and the facilities lost
trust from customers and even employees. This is reputational damage for the organization. Retribution is sometimes at an
all-time high because the loss of customer trust and exposure of confidential records and information may lead to the pulling
down of servers.
Third-party applications are a very intentional breach method because they both involve installing foreign software to carry
out the deed. Malware and ransomware attacks are very prevalent, as proven in the data collected and analyzed. Due to the
nature of ransomware attacks, personal records were put on sale at forums, leaving customer data vulnerable on the web.
The financial consequence of ransomware is worrisome to industries, and malware gives an opening for viruses and password
duplicating functions to enable theft of credentials and provide illegal access to databases.
The consequences of these data breaches did not cause loss of lives. Still, lives were affected, and confidentiality was not
recognized even as breaches involving phishing, paper data, and the physical attack caused a stir in organizations. With the
analyzed data, one can see that the magnitude of these breaches is in the hundreds of millions, causing rippling effects of
consequences on the states in general.
Facilities involved can utilize this exposure and narrow security focus to software, database, and network preventive
measures

The implications of each type of data breach for U.S. Government facilities?
Data Breach Damage Sub-Types.
These are the subtypes that specifically tell us what each kind of damage entails, that qualifies the number of facilities under
these categories:

Physical or Digital;
- Prosecution: Legal proceeding launched against an organization
- Reduced Performance: The organization has had its ability to function lowered
- Damaged or Unavailable: The company has been damaged to the point it no longer functions.
Psychological;
- Negative changes in perception – An adverse change in how people regard an organization
- Confusion – Disarray experienced by the organization
- Low satisfaction – Lack of contentment experienced by the organization's stakeholders
Reputational;
- Public perception damaged – An unfavorable shift in public opinion
- Reduced goodwill for business — unfavorable changes to an organization's established reputation
- Damaged customer relationship — unfavorable changes in the company's connection
with its consumers
- Damaged supplier relationship – unfavorable alteration to the organization's connection with its suppliers
- Reduced business prospects — a negative shift in organization expansion and growth opportunities
- Unable to hire desirable workers — difficulty attracting and recruiting suitable staff to their jobs.
- Loss of key staff – Key employees within the organization, have either been let go, reassigned, or have resigned
- Loss or suspension of accreditation or certifications – The organization has had its accreditation or certifications removed
temporarily or permanently
Social and Societal;
- Negative changes in public perception – An adverse change in how society generally regards the organization
- Disruption in daily life activities – Daily life activities and services in a society not functioning as expected
- Negative impact on the nation – An adverse impact on how a nation (including its services, etc.) functions
- Drop-in internal organization morale – A reduction in how employees within the organization perceive that organization
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Economic;
- Disrupted sales: The company has decreased their overtime sales
- Reduced clients: The organization's number of consumers has decreased
- Reduced profits — the organization's profits have fallen
- Reduced growth – the organization's growth has fallen
- Reduced investment — foreign investment in the firm has fallen
- Fall in inventory – the organization's stock price has decreased
- Finance theft – The organization's money has been taken
- Financial or capital losses – Finance or capital declined
- Regulatory penalties — charges charged by the organization's regulatory body
- Scam victims – The organization or its stakeholders have been conned.
The predictive taxonomy of data breaches on the United States government facilities can be found on Streamlit. The tool is
available for test cases on Streamlit. Streamlit1 is a web development framework that works with Python. A new visualization
tool that allows engineers to build and share highly interactive web applications in minutes. The code is also available on
Github at https://github.com/Ada-Peter/Data-Breach-Incident
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Abstract
The probability of State-sponsored Russian and Chinese cyber breaches of U.S. critical infrastructures is nearly 100 percent.
The obvious question for the United States and government security professionals then becomes not whether to act, but how
to get China and Russia to confess to the crime. Under what circumstances will Russia and China remain silent if the
prisoner's dilemma suggests that their dominant strategy after an attack is to defect (confess)? Why are these nations not
conceding or considering owning up to any attacks on U.S. critical infrastructures? The paper uses the prisoner's dilemma
to characterize and explore when and why Russia and China will confess in a simulated scenario of cooperation against the
United States in cyberspace. Specifically, a coordinated attack against the U.S. energy infrastructures, including power
generating plants, transmission lines, and distribution transformers.
Introduction
The probability of State-sponsored Russian and Chinese cyber breaches of U.S. critical infrastructures is nearly 100 percent1.
Thus, the obvious question for the United States and government security professionals becomes not whether to act, but how
to get China and Russia to confess to the crime. Under what circumstances will Russia and China remain silent if the
prisoner's dilemma suggests that their dominant strategy after an attack is to defect (confess)? Why are these nations not
conceding or considering owning up to any attacks on U.S. critical infrastructures?
Beginning with the simple 2 X 2 prisoner's dilemma, and the iterated versions of the game, the paper uses the prisoner's
dilemma to characterize and explore when and why Russia and China will confess in a simulated scenario of cooperationn
against the United States in cyberspace. Specifically, a coordinated attack against the U.S. energy infrastructures, including
power generating plants, transmission lines, and distribution transformers.
In the one-time game, we assume that the condition occurs only once. In the iterated version , the United States gives both
Russia and China a finite number of rounds to confess or stay silent about their cyber cooperation against the U.S. In the
end, the payoffs to each country are obtained by adding their payoffs for each and listing these at the end of each path
through the extensive tree form. From the SPNE, we see deduce the likely actions of both nations.
In the evolutionary version, members of a population, in this case, Russia and China's diverse strategies play one another
repeatedly in P.D., and those strategies that earn higher payoffs for each country "reproduce" more rapidly (used more often)
than strategies that get lower payoffs (discarded and less used). In such a scenario where Russia and China are in a dilemma

1

The White House (2018). The Cost of Malicious Cyber Activities to the U.S. Economy https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2018/03/TheCost-of-Malicious-Cyber-Activity-to-the-U.S.-Economy.pdf
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to confess or stay silent, the paper used Axelrod payoff numbers (T=5, R= 3, P=1, S=0) to show what strategy each country
is likely to use more or discard.
a. The single-game between Russia and China in a zero-day cyberattack against the United States Energy
market.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the U.S. power grid comprises over 7,300 power plants, nearly
160,000 miles of high-voltage power lines, and millions of miles of lowvoltage power lines and distribution transformers,
connecting 145 million customers throughout the country (EIA, 2016).2 In the wake of 2021, Russia and China had spent
earlier months researching the U.S. electricity markets, control systems, and networks. They identify a zeroday vulnerability.
A zero-day vulnerability is a vulnerability of cyber dependent critical infrastructure that is unknown to those interested in
mitigating the vulnerability (including the vendor of the target software). Until the vulnerability is mitigated, an opponent,
in this case, Russia and China, can exploit these vulnerabilities to disrupt or destroy the operations of U.S. electricity markets,
control, and networks.

An exploit directed at a zero-day is called a zero-day attack. Russia and China exploit these vulnerabilities as planned. The
implications produce desirable and undesirable payoffs for both accomplices. Scaling a scenario created by the Cambridge
Centre for Risk Studies University of Cambridge Judge Business School3, the combined attack can trigger a widespread
blackout plunging all 45 states, including Washington DC, into darkness and leaving 300 million people without power. It
shut down factories and commercial activity, responsible for 96% of the country's economic production. Companies,
hospitals, and public facilities with backup generators can continue operation, but all other actions requiring power in the
country are shut down. These include phone systems, internet, television and radio, street lights, traffic signals, and many
other facilities. Images of a dark United States make front pages worldwide, accompanied by
photographs of citizens stuck underground for hours on stranded subway cars and in elevators in the summer heat.

For these severe crimes and national security threats, the United States plans to name and shame both nations or threaten a
more significant retaliation. Still, the U.S. has enough evidence to justify and warrant a commensurate or higher retaliation.
China and Russia know that the United States is well capable of these retaliations, and the consequences may be more deadly
than what has happened to the United States. The United States' cyberattack capability exceeds the measure of resilience the
critical infrastructures in China and Russia can afford. It is a potential cyberwar brewing. But the United States needs a
confession to exonerate itself from future accusations of falsely attacking Russia and China. Before and after the incident,
Russia and China stopped engaging in any form of communication since both countries know that the U.S. will monitor all

EIA (2016). Electricity explained: How electricity is delivered to consumers https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/delivery-toconsumers.php
Lloyd’s Emerging Risk Report – (2015). Business Blackout: the insurance implications of a cyber attack on the U.S. power grid.
http://empgridservices.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Business-Blackout-July-2015.pdf
2
3
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intelligence gateways to collect and sieve for any possible evidence that either or both countries committed the hideous
crime against the United States. As a one-time P.D. scenario, no room exists for a credible treat between China and Russia
since this is the only opportunity to work together in cyberspace against the U.S. But both China and Russia care much more
about their national security and citizens' well-being than about the other's national security and citizens.

To try to get a confession, the United States enters a diplomatic conversation with each nation. To
Russia, the U.S. says, admit, and prove that China played a pivotal role, and you will go free (Temptation Payoff). But China
will have to face a more devasting attack on its critical infrastructures, with a gravity that none of the targeted infrastructures
will recover. China has to plan to build a whole new set of infrastructures that may take years to complete (Sucker Payoff).
Stay silent, and China gives us any insight and proof that you played the vital role; China goes free
(Temptation Payoff), then get ready for the devasting attack of your critical infrastructures (Sucker
Payoff). Same to China, admit and prove that Russia was the prime instigator and actor, and you will go free (Temptation
Payoff). But Russia will have to face a more devasting attack on its critical infrastructures, with a gravity that none of the
targeted infrastructures will recover. Russia has to plan to build a whole new set of infrastructures (Sucker Payoff). Stay
silent, and Russia gives us any insight and proof that you played a vital role; Russia goes free (Temptation Payoff). Then
China gets ready for the devasting attack of your critical infrastructures (Sucker Payoff).

Both Russia and China know that the United States lacks sufficient evidence to launch a vindictive attack that promises the
threatened devastation's gravity. So, if they both stay silent, the United States may stop at naming, shaming, and perhaps
launching attacks with a smaller impact on the nation's polity, economy, and global reputation (Reward Payoff). If they both
betray each other, then Russia and China will both face attacks such that the Critical infrastructures will be recoverable after
180 days of an intensive recovery plan, assuming that U.S. capacity can only do so much at a time (Punishment Payoff).
China and Russia can do one of two things, staying silent or betray. Staying silent would be cooperating, and betraying will
be defecting. If they remain silent, they each face the global naming, shaming, and frustrating cyberattacks with a smaller
impact on the nation's polity, economy, and international reputation. If China betrays and Russia stays silent, then China
goes free, and Russia will have to face a more devasting attack on its critical infrastructures, with a gravity that none of the
targeted infrastructures will recover. Russia has to plan to build a whole new set of infrastructures and vice versa. If they
both betray, both countries will face attacks such that the Critical infrastructures will be recoverable after 180 days of
executing an intensive recovery plan (See Table 2).
Table 1. One-time Critical Infrastructure Protection P.D. between Russia and China

China

Cooperate

Defect

Cooperate

R.R.

S.T.

Defect

TS

PP

Russia

China and Russia should cooperate, which is the best option for the duo since it promises the least negative impact in
retaliation. But from Russia's perspective, if Russia thinks that China is going to stay silent about Russia's involvement, then
Russia may attempt to betray so that Russians suffer the least number of consequences, naming and shaming, which is better
than an attack that requires 180 days of intensive recovery plan. Suppose Russia thinks China is weak and selfish and will
betray Russia; in that case, Russia should definitely betray. Both will get 180days of an intensive recovery plan, which is
better than being the fool, and rebuilding new sets of infrastructures may require years to complete. China is in the same
situation. China should betray if Russia stays silent as well as betray if Russia betrays.
Both Russia and China may have preferred to cooperate. However, they prefer to minimize their maximum punishment from
an individual standpoint since each has no control over what the other will do. So, China and Russia are likely to defect to
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reduce the consequences that the respective nations and their citizens will face. But the minimax option or choice does not
only hurt national security and citizens but hurts the duo.
Table 2. Russia and China's B.R., dominant strategy, and N.E.

China

Cooperate

Russia

Cooperate

R

R

T
Defect

Defect

ST

PP
S

Each country's best response, Nash equilibrium (N.E.), and dominant strategy. Based on each country's best response, each
country's dominant strategy and N.E. = (D, D), i.e., it is the only outcome from which each player could only do worse
unilaterally changing its move.

From the above table, cooperation (staying silent) is dominated, inaccessible, and unstable, though it is the Pareto optimal
option. Even though individually they are worse off than if they both cooperated, that is what makes it such a dilemma
because China and Russia may be hurting themselves when counterintuitively each is only thinking about itself. Individual
rationality trumps both the common good and the individual good that both countries desire. Hence in a one-time prisoner's
dilemma scenario, both Russia and China's dominant strategy is to defect by betraying one another, as long as the reward
for defecting (even when your opponent defects) is greater than the reward for cooperating when your opponent defects T>R>P>S. The game indicates that both nations' best strategy would still be always to defect (confess).

If this is the case, why are these nations not conceding or considering owning up to any attacks on U.S. critical
infrastructures? The game theory suggests that to get a confession, T>R>P>S. Hnece if the cost of staying silent is less than
the cost of confessing, if the existing punishment is not sufficiently punishing, and no credible threats are emanating from
the United States, then both nations may allude to their crimes. What maybe missing in reality is the absence of credible
threats from the United States.
Finite Repeated P.D.
In the iterated version, the United States gives both Russia and China a finite number of rounds to confess or stay silent
about their cyber collusion against the U.S. The payoffs to each country are obtained by adding their payoffs for each and
listing these at the end of each path through the extensive tree form. The SPNE still suggests that the two nations are still
likely to defect (confess) in the face of a credible threat from the United States. Even though both can threaten each other
with punishments in the future, if a U.S. reward for confessing supersedes the payoff for cooperating, both are still likely to
defect and betray one another. (See Tables 3 and 4). The nodes in square shape represent Russia, and the nodes in the circle
represent China.
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Table 3 Extensive tree representing China and Russia's Payoff after a-two Round Game

2R, 2R = 6,6
R+S, R+T = 3,8
R+T, R+S = 8,3
R+P, R+P = 4,4
S+R, T+R = 3,8
2S, 2T = 0,10
S+T, T+S = 5,5
S+P, T+P = 1,6
T+R, S+R = 8,5
T+S, S+T = 5,5
2T, 2S = 10, 0
T+P, S+P = 6,1
P+R, P+R = 4,4
P+S, P+T = 1,6
P+T, P+S = 6,1
2P, 2P = 2,2

The two-round repeated P.D. game above, shows both nations are naturally better off giving cooperation (staying silent) a
chance, but the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium suggests that both countries are still likely to betray each other with 2P,
2P as payoffs.
However, unlike the one-off game, defection at this point has consequences. The country strategy that defects in one round
can be "punished" by defections in subsequent rounds, and the country strategy that cooperates can be rewarded by
cooperation. For example, if Russia starts off cooperating (staying silent) and always cooperates unless China defects
(confesses), then in subsequent atrocities against the United, Russia switches to defecting and continues to defect no matter
what. This is called the Grim Trigger. If China started off cooperating (staying silent) with Russia, which operates a Grim
trigger strategy and continues to cooperate (always cooperate), both would get a higher score than ever to defect (confess)
because defecting has consequences.
This means that offered several more opportunities for future cooperation, and threats that supersedes the reward from the
U.S., to defect (confess) will no longer be the best strategy anymore for both Russia and China. What then is?
Following Robert Axelrod's 1980 tournament outcomes, Tit for Tat is the best strategy for both nations to coopt and sustain
cooperation. One of the reasons is that it cooperates from the first round and after that copies what the other person did the
last round. For instance, if Russia and China cooperated (stayed silent about their mischief) with each other against the
United States on 150 different issues at different times, they will each get 450. If they both defected, they would both get
150. If one cooperated and the other defected the whole time, one will get 0 and the other 750, the highest and the lowest
possible score. If they went back and forth like in a Tit for Tat, they each get 375. So, if China keeps defecting or even if it
tries to go back to cooperating, it would have gained less than it would have if it had just continued cooperating with Russia's
Tit for Tat. And if Tit for Tat did not punish, Russia will be worse off. Both nations are likely to adopt a tit for Tat to keep
the silence going. The strength of the strategy lies in its ability to reciprocates quickly. Speeding up retaliation instigates and
speeds up the evolution of cooperation. However, Tit for Tat will only drive the development of cooperation between Russia
and China to stay silent if the costs for defecting are too high for Russia and China; the payoffs even, and the punishment,
when inflicted on each other (from each other, not the United States), sufficiently punishing.

Tit for Tat strategy assures the opponent of cooperation initially, which Axelrod calls "been nice' because it is never the first
to defect. So, the 100% chance of cooperating at the beginning is established. But this creates a temptation to defect, which
is risky, especially when dealing with a grim trigger. A grim trigger is never the first to defect, but once the other defects, it
never cooperates again no matter what, which reduces the payoff for the players. This Grim trigger punishment hurts both
parties: The United States gets to destroy the critical infrastructure of the one who kept silent. Simultaneously, the other
confessed, and there are no more future opportunities for China and Russia to cooperate. Tit for Tat forgives, giving room
to collaborate again on emerging and attractive options to both nations. Another reason is that Tit for Tat is retaliating and
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punishing and a better strategy in situations where there are future opportunities to punish or reward. It prevents some losses
and can disincentivize an opponent from defecting, thereby stimulating cooperation.
But for nations like Russia and China, who strive to beat the U.S. and then themselves, Tit for Tat never beats an opponent.
It can either tie or lose, especially in the last round where the parties cannot retaliate. Tit for Tat also runs into a problem
when it meets other strategies that try to capitalize on the defection.

Conclusions.
The analyses show that chances of confessing are high in the simple 2 X 2 prisoner's dilemma and the iterated version of the
game. But under what circumstances have Russia and China opted to remain silent to date if their dominant strategies in a
zero-day vulnerability attack are to defect (confess)? The P.D. hints that if both nations adopt strategies such as the Tit for
Tat and the Grim Trigger, both countries will cooperate and remain silent forever. If a U.S. threat is below the payoff
threshold of cooperating with each other, or if a U.S. reward for confessing is lesser than the payoff for cooperating, both
are still likely to remain silent forever. (See Tables 3 and 4).
However, if any of the two countries prefer the U.S. reward, discounts future benefits of cooperating with the opponent,
such a nation is likely to defect (confess) after some time. (See table 4).
Table 4 IPD between Russia and China
3

3

3

5

1

0

5

5

1

TOTAL
(26)

Russia

C

C

C

D

D

C

D

D

D

China

C

C

C

C

D

D

C

C

D

3

3

3

0

1

5

0

0

1

(16)

What this means is that if Russia and China conspire to attack the United States, according to the P.D. analysis, staying silent
or denying the act may not be for a long time, especially if the United States presents a credible threat or if Russia and China
see little value in future cooperation with each other. Russia and China are more likely to point accusing fingers at the other
to avert the consequences of a U.S. retaliation.
In reality, however, Russia and China understand the value of working together to displace the United States (economy,
politics, world order). Such interest presents potentials that may continue to drive cooperation between Russia and China
today, in allegiance to future opportunities. These scenarios suggest that in the face of a faceless team attack on U.S. critical
infrastructure, the United States needs to do more to get a confession from the parties involved.

Future studies may explore the following scenarios:
If China and Russia switch between strategies for keeping silent or confessing on different issues and at other times, which
of these strategies will survive after 100,000 generations?
If China and Russia successfully colluded and stayed silent, the U.S. ended only with naming and shaming with minimal
hacks here and there. Other smaller nations saw and learned from Russia and China. Now they are poised to join the gang
and enjoy the benefits for a minimal cost of conspiring to attack the United States. They promise one another not to let the
cat out of the bag, stay silent (All "C'). When the threats to confess or be destroyed come from the U.S., which if the
following strategies can invade the all "C' population: All D, and Grim Trigger, Pavlov and Tit for Tat, can a Tit for Tat
invade the group from being an all "C' to a Tit for Tat?
Also, in the aftermath of Russia's and China's disruption of the U.S. energy sector, the United States then decides to build
and boost these infrastructures with tools that can detect invaders and respond accordingly. How should the U.S. configure
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such tools to respond? Will an all 'D' strategy inbuilt in the mechanism survive the invasion of a Tit for tat tool, CI, and
Grim Trigger? Which configurations are likely going to decrease the lifespan of an all 'D' strategy, causing it to fail and
disrupt the functions of the critical infrastructure? Or will an all 'D' strategy survive these invaders to keep the critical
infrastructure operative? We build finite automata representations of these strategies use the replicator dynamic to estimate
which strategies will grow over several generations of attacks.
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Abstract
The article shows the size of the budget gap that arises in the household after the death of one of its members, who was the
breadwinner of the family. One of the elements of this gap is lost by the family income of the deceased. The second is the
compensation for the lost personal contribution. And the third is increased needs related to trauma treatment and the cost of
a funeral. Each of the listed components is embedded in the scientific literature, and then it is shown how to estimate its
multiplicity. The final part of the article includes an indication of the sources of financing damage with doing for its
components. The last competition is that it is necessary to create insurance that would support the deceased's family in the
area of lost personal contribution (unpaid work for the household).
The aim of this paper is to present a possible methodology for capital valuation, corresponding to the impact of the death of
one member of the household on the financial situation of the family. Knowledge of the current value of such capital
(annuity) is important for insurance knowledge.

Keywords: Personal Finance, Insurance, Personal Injury, Increased Needs
Introduction
The article broadly understands damage related to the death of a household member. It is indicated that the loss does not
only concern the lost income but also the lost work for the household. In addition, there is a need to deal with trauma after
death. Thus, new needs arise, which are caused by death. Thus, the sum that will cover the economic effects of death
should be equal to the value of the present capital, which will allow:
- compensation for the lost income of the deceased,
- buying services previously performed by the deceased, i.e., replacing the personal contribution of the deceased in
the household,
- coverage of household expenses after the member's death (e.g., cost of a funeral, trauma treatment, or
psychological consultations).
The calculation has to restore the financial situation and the quality of life that the injured persons had before the accident
and take into account the realities of the economic and social environment. The calculation has a few assumptions
(discussed in the section concerning the methodology). Annuities are paid for many years, and they should cover the
financial damage that affected the relatives of the deceased after his death.
The most common source of financing the consequences of the death of a family member is liability insurance, in
particular - liability insurance for motor vehicle owners or liability insurance for medical errors. However, this article will
indicate the possibility of constructing a life insurance sum based on these three components - lost income, lost own work,
and increased needs related to trauma treatment.
Due to the high degree of instability that occurs in the household after the host dies, it is important to manage this risk.
Hence the author's idea to construct an insurance product that would mitigate the effects of such a situation. The first
element of creating such insurance is the analysis and evaluation of the consequences of the death of the breadwinner.
That's what this paper is for. The next step should be to decide on insurance support. Would it be money paid as an annuity
or could it be insurance of the type of assistance. For how long does the family need support, that is, how long does it take
to adapt to the new situation. Finally, of course, the legal possibility of introducing such insurance should be examined.

Loss of Income
With the death of the person who provided financial resources to the household, there is a loss of income by his relatives.
With regard to loss of monetary income, many methods are used for compensation purposes. Great Britain is an example
________________
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of a system based on actuarial life tables. Ther were published the first edition of The Ogden Tables - Actuarial Tables
with explanatory notes for use in Personal Injury and Fatal Accident Cases (1984) designed to provide support for the
evaluation of lump-sum compensation for loss related to personal injury. The tables have since been updated, modified,
and improved in response to problems voiced by economists and to resolve issues related to their use in practice. It must be
emphasized that, despite the frequent modifications, the tables are still fairly limited and imperfect. Polemic criticisms of
this method are voiced by many researchers, e.g., Luckett & Craner (1994), Haberman & Bloomfield (1990), Ritchie
(1994). The most recent edition can be accessed by title: Actuarial Tables. With explanatory notes for use in Personal
Injury and Fatal Accident Cases, the Eighth edition updated May 2021 (Latimer-Sayer 2021). In the United States, lost
income is calculated – in principle – from gross wages, and the majority of States insist on discounting the values of lost
income, services, and future cost of medical care to the current values. A complete evaluation of the US system can be
found in Ward (2009), while examples of economic analyses for individual US states are presented in Tinari (2016),
Kucsma & Tinari (2010), Anderson & Roberts (1989), Lane & Glennon (1985), Gilbert (1994, 1997), Thornton (1997),
Rodgers, Brookshire & Thornton (1996).
Therefore, the natural consequence is the loss of this income. It is, therefore, necessary to determine the size of this loss.
The most common way to compensate lost income is to grant a term-annuity (for children) or an all-life annuity (for
spouse).
Before determining the amount of lost income, the net income of the deceased person must be reduced by the part of
income that he himself consumed (self-maintenance cost). In insurance theory, it is assumed that self-consumption or selfmaintenance costs amount to about 30% of the own net income (according to Eurostat). In Polish social law, this level is
between 5 and 15%.
It is possible to adopt a model to calculate the present value of the pension for the two main categories of compensation –
with payment in the amount
) and child (
with payment in the amount
).
spouse (
Payments for spouses and children are equal and amount to:
(1)
where:

number of children.

The present value of the living spouse's annuity can thus be determined as follows. This is a whole life annuity.
However, the model takes into account the fact that, after retirement, the deceased person would transfer the income to the
household at a lower rate. So in the calculation assumes that a person after retirement age has income according to the
country's replacement rate (Eurostat data).
(2)

where:
– the present value of the annuity
– the amount of one payment for a living spouse
– lost years of work activity of the victim
x – the age of the victim at the time of death
– the age of the living spouse at the time of the accident
- probability of survival by the living spouse to the next payment of annuity
– maximum of a lifetime
– replacement ratio in the country
i – inflation rate
; r - discount rate
The present value of the living child annuity can thus be determined as follows. This is a term life annuity.
(3)

where:
– the present value of the living child annuity
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– the amount of one payment for a living child
– the age to that the child should receive benefits from parents
- probability of survival by the child to the next payment of annuity.
So the present value of capital needed to cover the total (for all members of the household) loss of income (assuming
the spouse and children come from one household) can be expressed as:
(4)

Loss of Personal Contribution
In addition to losing the income of a deceased family member, the family also loses its non-pecuniary contribution to the
household. Some of these things are measurable and can be replaced by buying them on the market; some of them are
neither measurable nor indistinguishable.
Examples of measurable and potentially substitutable things (suggestions for replacing them are given in parentheses):
- housework (employment housekeeper)
- childcare (employment nanny)
- bring children to school or other activities (hire taxis)
- doing homework with children (buying tutoring)
- psychological support of children in conversations (meetings with a psychologist)
- free work according to occupation, e.g., car mechanic for free repaired family car, a doctor he treated for free (buy
outside service, but the only part about human work, that is about 40% of the price of the service is a loss because
the material would buy anyway).
- affiliation to a social security or medical insurance package as a work benefit (buying such health insurance)
- learning certain child activities that he himself knows how to: swimming, skiing, playing instruments (buying a
course).
The costs associated with the worsening of living conditions also include the costs that can occur in the household as a
result of the death of a relative, such as depression medications or psychological treatment and counseling. And it should
also be recognized for the financial consequences of personal injury. It’s an additional financial burden for the household.
Such calculations are similar to macroscale accounts, namely those related to the appraisal of home production and satellite
accounts or the determination of the social costs of road accidents. Harvey and Mukhopadhyay (1996) seem to have been
the first to use the methodology of counting output episodes from time-use surveys to estimate and value household
production outputs. Household production is an important resource. Our purposes require a broader perspective on the
immaterial part of household resources- one that offers proper recognition of the individual effort of members expressed
through labor and service for the benefit of the household also referred to as a personal contribution. In general, literary
sources associate human capital with the ability to generate revenue (Goldsmith 1983, Baek & DeVaney 2005).
The utility of measurable indices of household production output has been explored for many decades now, both in
domestic and international studies, but solely in the context of national accounts. It is emphasized that personal effort from
household members presents an important contribution to the national GDP (Varjonen et al. 1999).
As observed by Kuznets (1995) and Clark (1958), GDP values are greatly understated if formal calculations fail to
recognize income in kind generated for the benefit of households by HH members. The significance of reliable estimation
of all the elements of production and the need for including them in formal social and economic analyses have been
stressed, among others, by J. E. Stiglitz (2009). A report places emphasis on the observation that, regardless of the volatile
character of the present economic conditions and social patterns, many tedious tasks that may safely be delegated to thirdparty market providers are still performed by members of households. Only that it is for macroeconomic purposes (satellite
account) and for including household work in the calculation of gross domestic product. Such calculations are not included
in the financial management of households.
Time budgets can be used to estimate the level of such damage. These studies indicate how much time individual people
spend (individually) on various activities (the main categories are: physiological needs, professional work, study, classes
and housework, voluntary work in and outside organizations - volunteering, social life and entertainment, participation in
sports and recreation, personal passions, the use of mass media, commuting and other unmeasurable activities). The report
shows the differences in the involvement of women and men. It is also important whether a multi-person household is a
marriage without children or with children. The age of the youngest child (from 0 to 6 and from 7 to 17) also influences the
involvement in housework.
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Below are three examples showing these differences based on the average values for European citizens (minutes per
year)—simulations up to 100 years old adult household members.
Table 1. Minutes per year allocated to the household for the scenario: marriage - female: 25, male: 30, with one
newborn child

Source: own work based on Eurostat data
Table 2. Minutes per year allocated to the household for the scenario: marriage - female: 30 years old, male: 35
years old, with two children: an older child is five years old, and the younger one is a newborn child

Source: own work based on Eurostat data
Table 3. Minutes per year allocated to the household for the scenario: marriage - female: 20 years old, male: 25
years old, plan to have one child in 5 years

Source: own work based on Eurostat data
In this calculation, it's possible to use a rising term annuity with annual payments at the beginning of the period.
(5)

(6)
where:
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K – the number of categories of services that household purchases to replace a personal contribution to a deceased person.
The list of lost activities includes: taking care of children, preparing meals, cleaning, taking care of clothes and shopping,
gardening, minor repairs, talking to children, doing homework with children, taking children to school.
– the amount of capital needed to buy the service (number i) in the first year (in the following years, the capital will
increase by inflation). This capital is determined as the product of the rate for an hour of service and the time spent on this
activity by the deceased (per year). Substitute services may be provided by: domestic helpers, cooks, babysitters, drivers
(taxi drivers), etc.
- the number of years the household will buy the service (number i)
– Present value of capital needed to purchase the service (number i)
; r – discount rate
; i – inflation rate
There are also non-measurable aspects, which should be taken into consideration while measuring the impact of personal
injury. In order to set the proper level of compensation also suffering and pain should be counted in. The base will be the
risk of getting life situations worse and decreasing quality of life.
It should be emphasized that there are also many non-measurable aspects that should be taken into account in measuring
the effects of death in the family. These are examples of:
- broken family relationships
- lowered self-confidence of orphaned kids and other psychological results of being part of a broken family
- losing social position
- lack of time for self-development
- lack of time for rest
- change of residence.
As it was said before, it's not possible to valuation these damages. The amount of the compensation is therefore granted in
accordance with the case-law of the courts in the country.

Increased Needs
In this part, it is necessary to estimate the cost of the funeral and the costs of treating the psychological consequences of a
traumatic event such as a death in the family, i.e., the costs of therapy and medicines for the surviving family members.
Funeral costs include both the cost of the coffin/urn as well as the cost of the burial service or religious ceremony. In
addition, consideration should be given to taking into account the cost of the admission for family and relatives (wake).
The second part of this category is much more difficult to quantify. It is because the needs of the deceased's family in the
field of psychological assistance should be taken into account. The first step is to answer how much time the family needs
to regain emotional stability. Psychological research shows that mourning usually lasts a year, as long as it is a good
process. However, actuarial research shows that the period is approx. 3 years. For example, Dębicka & Halpeirn (2020)
indicate that after 3 years, the probability of death of a widow/widower returns to the statistical value. For the first three
years, this is higher than the life table values. The second difficulty is establishing a treatment plan. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross
(1970) identified five linear stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. She noted that everyone
experiences at least two of the five stages of grief. Psychologist J. W. Worden (2017) also created a stage-based model for
coping with the death of a loved one. He divided the bereavement process into four tasks: to accept the reality of the loss,
to work through the pain of grief, to adjust to life without the deceased, to maintain a connection to the deceased while
moving on with life. So you can see that this is a process. It can be assumed that each year the need for psychological
support will be lower. In Poland, the National Health Fund estimates the hour of psychological consultation at PLN 90
(approx. EUR 20). You can also consult a review of bereavement therapy offers offered by private practices. In Poland, it
is about PLN 380 (approx. EUR 84) per month of therapy for the family. Therefore, it can be assumed that in the first year,
such therapy is needed for six months, and then for each family member, additional capital for individual consultations
should be provided.
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Possibility to use the valuation method for insurance purposes
It’s possible to point out several sources of coverage for this loss. They may be:
- social security system,
- funds from the perpetrator (employer, driver, medical offender, or other guilty),
- the insurance policy of the perpetrator (part of this insurance is obligatory. It is worth mentioning here about the
adequacy of guarantee sums from such insurance (see Jędrzychowska et al. 2015, Jędrzychowska, Poprawska 2016),
- own financial resources and loans from family members and friends,
- the means of associations and collections of money.
Each of these sources of funding has limitations. It should be mentioned that social security gives a survivor's pension for
the members of the deceased's family, but it is only a part of lost income and only for members of the formal family (non
for partnership). It is also not always possible to count on payment by the perpetrator of the damage; not every death is
caused by third parties.
Therefore, it is worth emphasizing an important source of financing, which is private insurance (e.g., accident insurance,
life insurance). It is important that the sum of life insurance is determined on the basis of the value of the loss that will
result from the death of the insured. The author of the article is currently surveying insurance agents. This study is to check
whether households are guided by the estimation of these three components of loss in order to determine the appropriate
sum of life insurance.
However, it should be emphasized that such full coverage of the damage resulting from the death of the breadwinner will
be a product with a high premium. A household may not be able to allocate that much to the purchase of such life
insurance. Therefore, you can look at which of the damage components is quite well-financed from other sources and
purchase insurance for the part that does not have this support. The first component (lost income) is quite well supported
by the social system. In this aspect, it is possible to receive a survivor's pension (especially if there are orphaned children).
The amount of such a pension depends on the number of people in the household, and its amount is a piece of the
deceased's income. Of course, as mentioned, the partner may have a problem with receiving such a benefit, but the children
(provided that paternity was recognized) receive such benefits in most European countries (more about social security on
MASD website -).
The third aspect (funeral costs and trauma treatment costs) is co-financed by the social system too. In many countries, you
get a lump sum of the so-called funeral allowance. This benefit covers at least some of the funeral expenses.
The second part (treatment) can be backed up by a public health service from which you can get this help. Therefore, there
is the question of the second component. Is it possible to get any support to compensate for lost household work performed
by the deceased person? Pilot projects of institutions related to social assistance appear in Poland. Employees of these
institutions come and help organize the normal functioning of the family for some time. However, these are only pilot
projects. Therefore, it should be considered that this component requires strong private support. Perhaps insurance
companies would consider additional insurance (a bonus to the basic life policy) and provide either capital or a service
(assistance type insurance). In actuarial calculations, the method cited (based on satellite accounts) and the experience of
civil law lawyers dealing with the determination of the value of the loss for the purpose of liability insurance compensation
(e.g., Tinari 2016) would certainly be helpful to estimate this bonus insurance. Considering the appropriate model of such
insurance is the author of the article's further research plan.
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Abstract
The article is an attempt to show the usefulness of the part of the academic community, which are the students, in the
development of a territorial unit. Students of "Tourism and recreation" at the University of Szczecin assessed the territorial
sub-products of Szczecin, pointing to their market potential, the factors that constitute a development difficulty or barrier,
as well as the marketing activities which could be helpful in solving problems. The respondents' opinions clearly show that
they see development potential in each of the analysed territorial sub-products of Szczecin. As a homogeneous group, they
acted as experts whose knowledge and ideas may be of interest to city planners, people and organizations which care about
the development of Szczecin as an academic centre. Academic development is one of the city-forming factors, and one of
the priorities in Szczecin's development strategy until 2025.
Data from the respondent surveys was collected for 5 years. A literature review, foresight research, expert
interviews, as well as discussion, were also used. Research has shown that the development of a knowledge-based
economy is important for raising the standard of living in the city, and last year students have this knowledge that
can be useful.

Keywords: Territorial Marketing, Academic Community, Tourism And Recreation, Szczecin, Market Potential
Introduction
In accordance with the assumption that the academic community is one of the city-forming factors, all people who actively
or passively participate in the life of the university were recognized as such (Żyławski 2010). The analysis shows, on the
one hand, the possibilities of the cooperation between local government units and the academic community, and on the
other hand, the market potential of a territorial unit as seen through the eyes of the students.
The study was conducted on the example of Szczecin. It was attended by students of "Tourism and Recreation" at the
University of Szczecin. The result of the survey of future staff for tourism is an indicator which can be used in the practice
of managing a territorial unit and planning promotional activities, with particular emphasis on the tourism sector,
especially since the subject is a city well known to the respondents – the city in which they study, and in many cases, also
the city they come from or where they live. The respondents' assessment reflects the opinion of this part of the academic
community they represent on the socio-economic development of Szczecin in the years 2015-2019.

Purpose and Methods
Market potential is defined in various ways, i.a. as the limit to which the market demand tends when, in a given marketing
environment, branch outlays on marketing tend to infinity (Kotler 1999). It is also called the upper limit of the market
demand (Frąckiewicz 2004). Paweł Waniowski introduces the element of estimating the sales level to the definition
(Waniowski 2003), and Krzysztof Cybulski goes a step further, dividing it into the current and the future ones. The current
market potential is understood as the maximum level of sales of a given product at a given moment and in a given market
(Cybulski 2004). For the purposes of this article, a definition of market potential has also been adopted, which refers to the
future: the level of sales of a given product, which on the one hand is possible to achieve in the future on a given product
and geographic market, and on the other hand – one that is the expected one.
The aim of the study is to present the market potential of Szczecin, which is noticed by the future staff for tourism, and –
conversely – to show the potential of the academic community as a factor in city formation and development.
Szczecin is a city with poviat rights, the capital and, at the same time, the largest city of the West Pomeranian Voivodeship
in north-western Poland. It is the seventh in largest population (401907 – year 2019) (Urząd Statystyczny w Szczecinie
2020) and third in terms of area (301 km², of which almost 24% is occupied by land under water) city in the country (CSO
________________
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2013). With 21 universities, including 4 public ones, and over 60,000 students, the city is the largest academic centre in the
voivodeship (Szczecin_dla Ciebie 2011; Urząd Miasta Szczecin 2021) and an important academic centre in Poland
(Szczecin_dla Ciebie 2011). However, it is still far from the leader position, i.e. Warsaw. In the Top26 Academic Ranking,
the city was also overtaken by the ones chasing the leader: Kraków, Poznan and Wroclaw, and Szczecin itself was included
in the "chase group" along with Bialystok, Gdansk, Katowice, Lublin, Lodz and Rzeszow (Dębkowska, KłosiewiczGórecka, Szymańska, Ważniewski, Zybertowicz 2019).
The preparation of the text layer of the article was preceded by a literature review conducted from August to October 2021,
which covered the following items (Kavaratzis, Ashworth 2008; Warnaby, Medway 2013; Boisen, Terlouw, Groote,
Couwenberg 2017; Carter, Sturm, Manalo 2020; Tovma, Shurenov, Bimendiyeva, Kozhamkulova, Akhmetova 2020;
Betlej, Kačerauskas 2021; Czernek-Marszałek 2021; Ivars-Baidal, Celdrán-Bernabeu, Femenia-Serra, Perles-Ribes, GinerSánchez 2021; Wassler, Wang, Hung 2021). Sources from such databases as Web of Science, CAB abstracts, Elsevier, and
Google Scholar were analysed.
The work used an expert study with the use of a questionnaire, which was conducted every year in the years 2015-2019. It
consisted in evaluating the product offer of Szczecin on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest, and 5 the highest mark.
The relevance of the products can be tested in different ways, and each of them has their advantages and disadvantages.
The chosen method of analysing the results of the surveys of the users of the sub-products, which include the respondents,
provides the relatively highest objectivity. Of course, this method is not without drawbacks, among which there are
difficulties in precisely defining the subject of the study. The selection of the respondents from the group of consecutive
full-time and part-time studies of the same field of study allowed, however, to minimize the risk associated with the
potential contradictions in the perception of the significance of the same sub-products by members of different social
groups. Certainly, the advantage of such a selection is also the study of the side showing the demand for the sub-products
in question.
The respondents were final year students of the second-degree studies in "Tourism and Recreation" at the University of
Szczecin. A dozen or so years ago, the university noticed the potential of the developing tourism industry, creating the
"Tourism and recreation" course. Educating future staff for tourism is a mission which the University of Szczecin
approaches extremely meticulously. The first graduates of the first-cycle studies left the university in 2006. In the
following years, the offer also included 2-year master's studies, and the study program has evolved several times in order to
adapt it to the changing needs of the market. Due to these changes, graduates have knowledge both on historical and
current affairs – both general and specialist knowledge. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of tourism, the studies –
although currently conducted at the Faculty of Economics, Finance and Management of the University of Szczecin, at the
Institute of Spatial Economy and Socio-Economic Geography – include subjects in the discipline of socio-economic
geography and spatial management, but also in Earth and environmental sciences. Students and graduates know the basics
of law, human physiology and management related to the tourism industry. As part of the classes, they also gain
knowledge in the field of management and marketing, incl. in the field of territorial marketing. They are aware of the
conditions, possibilities and ways of using marketing activities in the practice of managing territorial units, and they are
able to create such marketing plans for them that increase their attractiveness.
Owing to the aforementioned knowledge and skills, the above-mentioned students were selected as a group of experts in
the study of Szczecin's market potential on the basis of the evaluation of its territorial sub-products. The expert method,
also known as the Delphi method, is used in foresight studies (UNDP 2014; Hilbert, Miles, Othmer 2009; NISTEP), which
are used to show priorities or directions of development. The Delphi method assumes that the opinion of experts is as
important as their knowledge because it is also based on their experience. The survey process was each time closed with a
discussion, which allowed for the development of opinions expressed in the form of scores. The quality of the research
ensures that opinions are separate (Progress and Business Foundation), all of which were exhibited individually.
The study also uses the product positioning tool used in territorial marketing – the space spectrum. The respondents, i.e.
the recipients of Szczecin's territorial sub-products, were divided into the internal market (residents of Szczecin) and the
external market (people from out of town). The external market dominated the internal one in the proportion of 60% to
40%, as shown in Figure 1. This reflects the declared descent among candidates for studies at the University of Szczecin
(in the 2012 own study conducted among candidates for studies at the then Faculty of Geosciences, then educating, among
others, in the field of "Tourism and recreation", as many as 77% of candidates for studies lived outside Szczecin at the time
of application). Based on the average rating of all of the respondents, and then separately from Szczecin residents and
people from out of town, the appropriate values were marked in the coordinate system, which allowed to create a profile of
the product space of Szczecin.
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respondents from outside of
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Fig. 1. The recipients of Szczecin's sub-products on the example of the respondents
The results of the research confirmed the hypothesis according to which the market potential of a city means an
opportunity to sell/consume its territorial sub-products. Moreover, it was confirmed that students of the last year of the
studies can be perceived as experts in their field, and the potential of their knowledge may be a significant factor in the
development of the academic and socio-economic community of Szczecin. It was also possible to demonstrate differences
in opinions between the internal and external market of Szczecin's sub-product recipients, which, however, were not as
clear as it could have been suspected. Comparing the opinions of the respondents, who are also the experts, with the
knowledge about the general situation of Szczecin from the years studied, confirms the correctness of the adopted research
method.

Results
Among the numerous perceptions of territorial marketing, a definition was adopted for the purposes of this article, which
focuses on its functional aspect. In this sense, it is a process in which local activities are directed at the effective, social and
economic functioning of the territory, in accordance with the wider, set goals. In social terms, it consists in responding to
the needs of the recipients. (Florek, Glińska, Kowalewska 2009). It is the benefits package offered by the territorial unit
that creates the territorial product. Its definitions focus on what it brings to the buyers: they are specific sets of utilities. In
terms of territorial marketing, a product is rarely created from scratch, especially when it comes to the entire territorial unit.
Typically, the product is largely shaped and inherited from past generations. Due to its diversity, the term territorial megaproduct is used (Florek 2003), which consists of many different products that shape its final character. Thus, there is no
one universal territorial product, but several basic types of it, which are called territorial sub-products (Florek 2007). A
territorial product is understood as "the cumulative socio-economic utility of a place (area) offered to internal and external
customers to meet their current and developmental consumption and investment needs, including material and spiritual
needs" (Szromnik 2005).
The respondents, i.e. the recipients of the territorial mega-product of Szczecin, assessed the following 9 territorial subproducts of the city (Szromnik 1997):
- trade fair and exhibition – built on the basis of the fair infrastructure and conference rooms, but also an intangible factor,
such as the tradition of organizing symposia, conferences, meetings or fairs;
- public – i.e. public services, such as communication, media supply, uniformed services, medical or public administration;
- social – built by the social welfare system, but also by permanent and seasonal jobs;
- investment – it consists of machines, devices, premises, technological lines, entire facilities, plots, agricultural land and
the human factor – the workforce;
- residential – including flats, houses and plots of land with various forms of ownership: private, cooperative and
communal;
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- tourist – both tourist establishments such as travel agencies, hotels or gastronomy, as well as the values of the natural and
anthropogenic environment and intangible elements: atmosphere and traditions;
- recreation and sports – sports events, tournaments, rallies and services enabling sports and recreation;
- commercial and service – represented by the amount, structure and level of commercial services;
- educational and cultural – everything that makes up culture and education: cinemas, theatres, schools of all levels,
including the tradition and atmosphere that builds the academic nature of Szczecin.
The above elements can be considered as "hard" factors on the basis of which the base of specific sub-products is shaped.
Nowadays, as in the case of competences, soft competences are decisive more and more often with a competitive
advantage (Tovma, Shurenov, Bimendiyeva, Kozhamkulova, Akhmetova 2020), so in the case of a territorial megaproduct, intangible assets that increase the attractiveness of individual sub-products turn out to be extremely important –
and at the same time difficult to measure. It can be the people themselves with their culture, religion, customs or
qualifications, it can be the image of the place, the atmosphere of entrepreneurship, cultural identity, historical heritage,
languages, or a communication system. Taking into account not only the knowledge, but also the opinions that take into
account the assessments of the respondents, made it possible to determine a functional profile which reflects the level of
the development of Szczecin's product offer. The mean for the 2015-2019 period is presented in Figure 2.
5

4

3

2

1

Fig. 2. The functional profile of Szczecin – the mean from the years 2015-2019
The respondents' assessment indicates a relatively even development of Szczecin's territorial sub-products. In the forefront
there are the commercial and service sub-products, as well as the educational and cultural sub-products. The high position
of the first one is mainly due to the large number of facilities, this including numerous shopping malls located in many
locations, including the city centre. Wide access to commercial and service points is also a response to the border location
of Szczecin. The students also appreciated the availability and diversity of the educational and cultural offer they use on a
daily basis. A large number of educational institutions, as well as the construction of new, and the modernization of the
existing cultural facilities, contributed to the high score for this sub-product. Including Szczecin in the so-called student
cities refers to its cultural diversity, which is visible primarily in the academic community. The EU's Erasmus+
international student exchange program available at universities, as well as international schools, which are largely used by
the children of NATO soldiers stationed in Szczecin, as well as the location of international corporations in the city, are the
main elements of cultural diversity highlighted by the respondents.
The relatively high assessment of the housing market was due to, inter alia, its great diversity and high availability of
accommodation offered for rent to students, but also constantly emerging new housing estates. There is probably no district
without any construction or modernization investments. The respondents noticed an insufficient number of housing
investments in the city centre, where there are still many undeveloped plots. There are drawbacks, such as the expansion of
the peripheral estates, the spreading of cities into rural areas, as well as the fact that the development industry is
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responsible for any investments in the centre, whereas there is the lack of proper involvement of cooperative entities and
social housing associations.
The public sub-product is also above the average. The quality of public services can be achieved through the appropriate
selection of staff and control of their involvement in the performance of duties. However, the development of
communication requires not only appropriate planning, but above all, high financial outlays.
In terms of investment, the city is appreciated for its location near the border with Germany, and its potential is also built
by the port. Special Economic Zones, land in industrial parks, and the Science and Technology Park may become a kind of
an incubator for new entities from innovative industries.
The respondents considered the social and trade fair and exhibition sub-products as the worst ones. The fear for jobs at the
end of the long-term education period is understandable, because while the demand for employees is accompanied by
investments, and the unemployment level has been falling in recent years, there is still a shortage of offers for highly
qualified employees, specialists and managers. The low rating of the fair and exhibition sub-product was probably due to
the condition of the infrastructure of the Szczecin International Fair at that time, which did not meet the modern standards.
In the opinion of the respondents, it is not possible to develop this product without building modern, dedicated facilities.
Due to their interests and education, the respondents see great development potential in the recreational, sports and tourist
sub-products. The first one, created on the basis of an extended offer of events, but also recreational infrastructure and
natural values providing excellent conditions for active recreation, both indoors and outdoors. In the context of tourism, in
recent years, new accommodation and catering facilities are constantly being built in line with current national and
European trends. In the common opinion, Szczecin gastronomy does not reach the level known from other cities in Poland,
which may be influenced, among others, by an insufficient number of pedestrian zones. The development of the tourist
sub-product is favoured by the display of cultural heritage and the creation of facilities that have won numerous European
awards for their architectural and, importantly, city-forming values. The Mieczysław Karłowicz Philharmonic and the
Przełomy Dialogue Centre, as we are talking about them, helped to create the image of Szczecin as a modern city, shaping
public space pursuant to the highest standards.
Despite the socio-economic changes that took place in Szczecin in the years 2015-2019, the overall assessment of
respondents remained at a similar level, as shown in Figure 3. It shows a relatively uniform distribution of all 9 subproducts that make up Szczecin's territorial mega-product. This allows the city to be classified as a multifunctional one,
with no clear development profile.
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Fig. 3. The functional profile of Szczecin in the years 2015-2019
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Discussion
Szczecin is an important junction on the east-west route from Russia and Finland along the Baltic Sea coast to Western
Europe and on the trans-European north-south transport corridor, leading from southern Scandinavia through the Oder
route, the Czech Republic and Austria to the ports of the Mediterranean Sea (Komisja Doraźna ds. Rozwoju Gospodarki
Morskiej w Subregionie Dolnej Odry i Zalewu Szczecińskiego 2012). Such an attractive geographic location, while
ensuring an appropriate level of communication accessibility, should be used for the purposes of further socio-economic
development within individual sub-products. However, these are not the only conditions for the development of its
potential. The future demand for Szczecin's territorial sub-products will be defined by the marketing effort of all of the
suppliers and by the ability to react and adapt to the changing conditions of the economic, demographic, legal, and political
macro-environment, and therefore to the factors that are beyond the control of the local government of a given territory
(Cybulski, ‘Ocena…’).
The goal of marketing activities is not only the promotion of the region and the sale/consumption of its territorial subproducts. Their effect is to ensure profits both in economic and social terms (Gold., Ward 1994). In order to achieve
strategic success, the marketing activities of the people dealing with territorial marketing should take into account the
factors that make a given area a place valued for living, work, leisure, and investment (Gold., Ward 1994), but also for
studying. This is why the opinion of students, taking into account not only the quantity, but also the quality of the services
they use in Szczecin, can be perceived as important both from the point of view of recruitment to the university and
academic development in the city, as well as for the people involved in planning the marketing activities for a territorial
unit. Of course, the image of a place is not a constant value and may differ from person to person (Kotler, Haider, Rein
1993), but nevertheless, students can be considered a homogeneous enough group of recipients to which one may send a
unified message.
The assessment of the development of Szczecin's 9 territorial sub-products was not too bad in the opinion of the
respondents. However, Szczecin is one of the most disliked cities in the country in the opinion of its own inhabitants. It
took the infamous 2nd place in the ranking of Wirtualna Polska (WP Turystyka 2014). Therefore, it can be concluded that,
despite the critical assessment, the respondents also show that they notice the development potential in the individual
sectors of the economy. The correctness of their opinion seems to be confirmed by the result of the second edition of the
Arcadis Polish Sustainable Cities Ranking (Wójtowicz 2021). The three most important areas analysed are the economy,
society and the environment, allowing for the total respect of the needs of the inhabitants, their own ones, and the common
ones. The list includes the 50 largest cities with poviat status in Poland in terms of population. In most of them, the
relationship between social and economic issues was noticed, i.e. it turned out that a well-developed economy favours
meeting social needs. Usually, however, the environment suffers. While Szczecin in the general classification was exactly
in the middle of the stake, on the 25th position, maintaining a balance between the three areas mentioned above can be
considered an undoubted success. Apart from Szczecin, this was possible only in the case of Torun and Konin. This may
be just a message that is worth publicizing, among others among candidates for studies and the students themselves, so that
they appreciate the potential of the city and want to stay there not only for studies, but also after their graduation. The
knowledge and skills of this part of the academic community are a value sought on the labour market, which may
contribute to the further development of Szczecin.
Should Szczecin, therefore, focus on its academic nature? Would the development of the academic community contribute
to the socio-economic development of the city itself? A developed base and a wide educational offer of secondary and
academic education is one of the six strengths in the SWOT analysis of the city of Szczecin (Szczecin_dla Ciebie 2011). In
Szczecin's development strategy, academic development was considered to be an element creating the image of the city by
2025. All this shows that the authorities of Szczecin are aware of the importance of the development of a knowledge-based
economy for the expected high standard of living in the city (Dębkowska, Kłosiewicz-Górecka, Szymańska, Ważniewski,
Zybertowicz 2019) and the next step should be to implement this plan.
The article is an element of research activities concerning the market potential and the image of Szczecin.
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Abstract
The issue of accessibility of green infrastructure in city areas is the subject of numerous interdisciplinary studies. They
combine methods using spatial analysis, sociological research and strong economic and spatial planning threads. The article
presents an overview of the concept and results of accessibility research. The list of research trends presented shows a great
variety of approaches as well as discrepancies in results and assessments, which depend to such a large extent on the adopted
assumptions, and in particular simplifications in the research methodology. The analyzed studies take into account various
approaches to defining the extents of the concept of urban greenery, various geometric methods for defining greenery
accessibility zones, the issue of time as a variable in accessibility analyzes and the analysis of the impact of accessibility on
the economic indicators of urban space and their impact on the mental and physical health of residents.

Keywords: urban green areas, accessibility, quality of life
Introduction
Greenery system in cities can fulfil a variety of functions impacting quality of life. These can range from numerous ecological
functions, tourism and recreational purposes, aesthetic values, way of preserving public health, to structural and
compositional components of urban projects. Indicators designed to describe the presence, quantity or availability of green
urban areas may be more or less appropriate for analysing particular roles of green urban areas. The subject of accessibility
to green areas is an important element of urban studies. Scientists from many disciplines analyse the role of greenery
availability in the context of the functioning and development of a city, community, quality of life, economy, physical and
mental health. New, significant contexts of research on the role and availability of natural elements of the city structure
provided experiences related to the functioning of communities in the conditions of pandemic constraints. Its role is also
noticed by numerous non-governmental institutions, directing their projects and activities to improving contact of the
beneficiaries with nature and improvement of the quality of the existing green infrastructure. This can be seen, among others,
in social campaigns aimed at revitalizing neglected urban green areas, such as urban wastelands or neglected interiors of
downtown quarters. For years, this topic has also been the subject of interest of international organizations such as WHO or
the bodies of the European Union, which set new living standards based on the fight against social inequalities. (Biernacka,
Kronenberg, 2018). According to the World Health Organization, for people in an urban environment to have optimal living
conditions, the distance to the nearest green area should be 300 meters (5 minutes walk) (WHO 2017). Moreover, this objects
should ultimately have an area of at least 50 m2 and the share of green areas per inhabitant should be in the range of 8 to 15
m2 per capita (WHO 2010). However, according to the European Environment Agency, accessibility should be measured in
the form of a walking distance of no more than 900 - 1000 m (Biernacka, 2020). In Poland, the issues related to green areas
in cities are regulated by the Construction Law and guidelines from the 1960s, according to which the target share of green
areas per capita of a territorial unit should be between 8 and 12 m2 . The actual planning rules and preferred greenery share
indicators can be found in planning documents (master plans) at the local level. Each unit develops its own plans, but few of
them take into account the important role of greenery. For comparison, in Great Britain the overriding principle of spatial
planning policy regulated at the central level is the statutory distance from the place of residence to green areas not exceeding
300m, which corresponds to approx. 5 minutes of walking (Barbosa et al. 2007)
In the era of the coronavirus pandemic, it is impossible not to mention access to greenery as one of the basic goods during
isolation. Social inequality is taking its greatest toll right now . Scientific research shows that the share of greenery in the
immediate vicinity and its availability is an important element of life in all social classes, regardless of the level of family
income. (Tyrväinen, 2000, Tyrväinen et al. 2007) People from wealthy families, having their own means of transport, living
near biologically rich areas, owning a house with a garden, or even recreational and allotment gardens, despite the restrictions
did not change their standard of living. For them, the possibility of communing with nature, or simply being freely outdoors,
has not changed significantly. It is worth noting that this is a percentage of only 30% of urban residents in the post-Soviet
_________________
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countries. (Csomós et al. 2020) Completely different is the situation of people living in compact districts with a low share of
greenery, far away from large parks and squares, which without their own means of transport have been isolated by numerous
restrictions not only from the sources of virus transmission, but also from greenery (the influence of which on health and
well-being is so essential).

Green infrastructure in the life of urban communities
Urban green areas include those areas that are biologically active and have public functions, such as recreational, health,
protective or aesthetic (Chojecka, 2014). The places legally referred to as green areas include: "parks, lawns, promenades,
boulevards, botanical, zoological, playgrounds and historic gardens and cemeteries, as well as greenery accompanying
streets, squares, historic fortifications, buildings, landfills, airports and railway facilities and industrial” (The Nature
Conservation Act 2004). In line with such assumptions, green areas do not include areas covered with spontaneous
vegetation: wastelands, post-exploitation-, transport-, post-industrial-, and various forms of marginal areas. This definition
also does not take into account green areas dispersed within the buildings, which do not fulfil all formal functions of green
areas, but are of significant importance to the inhabitants. Thus, a broader concept is the term "city's natural system", which
includes areas of biocenotic importance and takes into account the ecological functions or ecosystem services provided by
the green area rather than its formal status (Cook, 2002).
Each meter of green space is extremely valuable in the structure of the city especially for multifunctional aspects. Greenery
positively affects the air quality, humidity, air movement and temperature, water infiltration, noise suppression (CzekielŚwitalska, 2010; Czerwaniec, Lewińska, 2000; Koprowska et al. 2018). The close proximity of green areas has a positive
impact, noticeable in the well-being of residents and control over emotions. (Kaplan, Kaplan, 1989, Korpela, Hartig, 1996)
Greenery reduces stress factors, and also makes people relaxed (Trzaskowska, Adamiec, 2017) In addition, it increases the
sense of security by isolating sidewalks from residential windows, pedestrians from the road, or road lanes directly between
each other (Czekiel-Świtalska, 2010) Large green areas encourage movement and social meetings, thus improving the health
and condition of residents. They also allow for the realization of the objectives of education through direct contact with the
flora and fauna, (Klopotowski, 2016) What applies to functions but aesthetic, beyond the obvious visual advantage, the green
plays an important role in complementing the composition of urban landscape urban (Czekiel-Świtalska, 2013). Another
important area of the functions of green areas in the city are full sets of biocenotic functions and ecosystem services
(Biernacka, Kronenberg, 2019).

Aspects of research on the accessibility of green areas
Accessibility, depending on the context of the research, can be understood in many ways. In general terms, it can be
understood as the shortest distance to be covered to the nearest green area (Euclidean distance, network distance) (Hansen,
1959) and the surface of the green areas (m2) attributable to the per capita administrative unit or the percentage of green areas
in the buffer specified distance from the place of residence. (Biernacka, 2020). Physical accessibility is also defined, i.e. the
real possibility of using a given area, taking into account its ownership structure (Kłopotowski, 2017), opening hours,
admission fees, physical barriers (in the form of busy roads, fences, rivers), psychological barriers (such as the lack of
security, cultural and racial tensions, low aesthetics) (Lee, Maheswaran, 2011; Kronenberg et al., 2020) , and its usefulness
and attractiveness. (Biernacka, 2020; Panduro, Veie, 2013) Access barriers and attractiveness are two particularly important
aspects of the analysis of accessibility to green areas. In accessibility studies, one can observe an increasingly advanced,
multi-criteria approach to the subject of research. In the works carried out with simple methods using geoprocessing methods,
the examined accessibility indicators presented promising, indicating good accessibility of residents to green areas, but after
delving into details, it could be noticed that many of these areas are not suitable for use in terms of environmental perception,
due to low attractiveness or the accompanying numerous obstacles (Van Herzele, Wiedemann, 2003). Attractiveness is,
unfortunately, a very subjective indicator, as each social group has different expectations. These expectations change every
time we go deeper into the group structure. Other usefulness is expected by a disabled person, an elderly person, a family
with small children, a teenager, a young adult, a cyclist or a runner. Therefore, research on this aspect of accessibility of
green areas rather focuses on the analysis of precisely selected social groups and attempts to objectify the results (Justin
Wood, 2005; Kabisch et al. , 2016).

Accessibility analysis overview
An important factor influencing the results of accessibility analyses is the selection of the analysed objects. The most
frequently selected objects for analysis are arranged green areas: prairies, squares, lawns. Often analysis subjected only
bigger parks, but taken area can vary: for example greater than 0.5 hectare (Korwel, Lejkowska, 2017), 1 hectare (Loaf;
2015), 2 hectares (Połom et al., 2017) , or even 5 hectares (Borowska-Stefańska, Wojtczak, 2019) . These facilities are
selected due to the wide spectrum of their functions, aesthetic attractiveness, well-established position in the city structure
and the awareness of its inhabitants. Objects of this type, however, sometimes exceed simple, geographical criteria of
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accessibility, because they are often selected outside the criteria of location, but rather due to psycho-social conditions (e.g.
sentiment, popularity, habit, personal preferences).
The desire to refine the research and better assess the actual accessibility often leads to a comprehensive redefinition of the
green area. Despite the fact that the official list of areas classified as biologically active is quite long, in fact it does not
include all components of the city's natural system, it is often observed in research that the list of greenery forms is extended
to areas covered with spontaneous vegetation, taking into account marginal habitats, wastelands, etc. access to which, in case
of lack of arranged green facilities also fulfils a number of functions of established green areas. It happens that the scope of
the research area is defined in a completely different way, e.g. by means of remote sensing and the NDVI vegetation index.
(Będkowski, Bielecki, 2017) Thanks to this, the scattered forms of greenery surrounding us can include areas that have not
been taken into account so far, but due to the amount of biomass, they constitute a valuable, biologically active space,
fulfilling a number of functions - also social (Kupiec, Dusza-Zwolińska 2020) . At the same time, it should be remembered
that public green space can provide social benefits by promoting community integration in a way that private gardens or
greened wastelands cannot; (Barbosa et al. , 2007).
Another criterions taken into account in the accessibility studies are various forms of distance from the green area. Euclidean
distance and network distance is one of the least complicated and, at the same time, the most frequently used methods of
analysing accessibility to green areas. However, it has numerous imperfections. (Biernacka, 2020) The measurement can be
made by selecting the shortest route from residential buildings to the park, its closest entrance, or from the centroid of these
two areas. The distance can be treated as Euclidean, ie in a straight line, or it can be measured along the available roads by
designating the so-called network distance . (Biernacka, 2020) In both cases, it is a very conventional distance, because for
precise measurement it is impossible to take into account specific algorithms for selecting a route to a green area by a resident.
Park users often take non-standard routes. (Hillier 1996) they follow a road that will allow them to meet an additional need
(e.g. to pass a shop, post office, flower shop, meet a friend, see a favourite landscape or a building). A person who has lived
in a given district for many years will take a different path, and a newcomer or a tourist will take another. It can be seen
especially in the case of older people , who are most influenced by habituation, but also limited motor skills or a sense of
security. (Dawid, 2019)
Apart from accessibility understood as Euclidean distance, the literature on the subject also includes attempts to measure
accessibility in the form of buffers and diagrams. The buffer can be determined from the border or only the centroid of the
area (which in the case of extensive park systems is a significant simplification and generates inaccuracies) of a selected
green area using a simple buffering analysis or using isochrones (Korwel-Lejkowska, Topa, 2017; Borowska-Stefańska,
Wojtczak, 2019; Połom et al., 2017) . In their analyses, the authors designated zones defined by the time of access, but also
access by bicycle, car or specific forms of public transport, thus showing how accessibility to specific green areas in the city
looks like in a very flexible, broad aspect, showing the importance or limitations of the transport system and even taking into
account the impact of traffic and indicating where such areas should be created to improve the situation of residents. A
significantly different approach is the use of the Voronoi algorithm, which divides the city plane into areas homogeneous in
terms of the distance to reach large recreational facilities, determining accessibility zones with a similar set of features
(Bochenek, Jasiński 2015).
Another criterion influencing the results of availability research is access time analysis. If we add a unit of time to the straight
line connecting the buildings with the green area, we can easily grade the accessibility using isochrones, which are most
often defined in the intervals of 0-5 minutes, 5-10 minutes, 10-15 minutes (Borowska-Stefańska, Wojtczak, 2019 ) and 1520 minutes (Korwel-Lejkowska, Topa 2017; Połom et al., 2017) . Walking time over 20 minutes is considered ineffective
because it can fully satisfy a pedestrian's need for a walk (Gajda, 2015). By choosing time as the basic unit of calculation
instead of distance, we can also enrich our analysis with communication accessibility. By means of a network of bus and
tram stops, it is possible to select points from which pedestrians can reach the park in selected time periods. The results of
such analyses are also verified by means of questionnaires in which the beneficiaries of green areas assess whether the area
to which they have access is actually used by them and how often, as well as whether it is attractive to them and what this
attractiveness is about. (Sotoudehnia, Comber, 2011) Sometimes focusing only on the analysis of the attractiveness, barriers
and valuation of park facilities (Dawid, 2019; Biernacka, Kronenberg, 2018; Kłopotowski, 2017) , researchers also compare
accessibility in a historical perspective, taking into account specific development conditions, e.g. in post-Soviet cities
(Kronenberg et al., 2020) , thus showing the direction of the changes to date in space over a period of e.g. 20 years as in (
(Kai Xie, Hao Xu, Jing Wu, 2019) .
An important branch of accessibility research is the analysis of the relationship between greenery and real estate prices and
improving the quality of space. (Astell-Burt et al., 2014) (Panduro, Veie, 2013; Łaszkiewicz et al., 2019; Durecka, 2017;
Trzaskowska, Adamiec, 2017) As well as numerous social analyses in terms of physical and mental health (Lee &
Maheswaran, 2011) analysing who actually uses green areas and how (Barbosa 2007; Lee, Maheswaran, 2011), or measuring
the level of satisfaction of residents with the surrounding parks and forests. (Tyrväinen et al., 2007), as well as proving social
inequalities resulting from the economic situation, place of residence, and low accessibility to green areas (Astell-Burt et al.,
2014, Csomós et al., 2020; Łaszkiewicz et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2020; Kronenberg et al., 2020) .
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Conclusions
Conducting an expansive development policy almost always leads to ecological degradation of urban space, dysfunction of
the natural system and lower living conditions in cities. In the modern world, we are dealing with the impression of a green
deficit in the city more and more often. The current urban spatial policy does not focus on creating new green areas, and
potentially accessible areas that could be transformed into urban parks are rather occupied by residential areas, transport and
services (Anna Hulicka, 2015). On the other hand, the importance and awareness of urban greenery by urban communities
is growing. Numerous pro-ecological initiatives can change a lot, but will not replace a key issue: an effective, accessible
system of urban greenery requires a system of large, multi-functional park arrangements that cannot be replaced by plantings
along roads, green walls and roofs or other small elements of green infrastructure. Such facilities are particularly difficult to
find in intensely built-up suburban areas, where their role can be played by seminary areas around the city, but with its
development, their degradation takes place. That is why accessibility research is so important in considering the quality of
life in the city.
The list of research trends presented in this text shows a great variety of approaches to the subject of accessibility as well as
discrepancies in results and assessments, which depend to such a large extent on the adopted assumptions, and in particular
simplifications in the research methodology. Particularly worth emphasizing are the shortcomings of the "technical"
approach to the subject - simplifying the assessment only to geographic and location factors, without going into the
sociological, economic or psychological aspect. Hence, research based solely on spatial assumptions often shows a
misleadingly positive picture of the problem of accessibility: the analyzes show, for example, that the vast majority of
residential areas are located within the established buffer zones, while in conversations with residents there are a number of
barriers that make it difficult to use green system. The impact of accessibility issues on the economic aspects of the urban
economy (real estate prices, city zoning, investment location) seems to be of particular interest, of increasing importance and
still insufficiently researched.
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Abstract
The current debate in corporate governance is about the fundamental purpose of business, shareholder value maximization
versus meeting stakeholder claims. Proponents of the value maximization principle say that a firm exists to maximize
shareholder value and that managers cannot logically be expected to serve many masters at the same time as suggested by
shareholder theory. Proponents of stakeholder theory, on the other hand, say that a firm exists to satisfy the claims of its all
stakeholders. The theoretical framework of corporate governance process is proposed, where stakeholders’ activities and
interactions with others play the main role. This paper applies the methodology of a multidimensional analysis to develop
framework that defines the components of the key governance processes, particularly those relating to the dynamics between
the board and its critical external and internal stakeholders.

Keywords: Stakeholders, Corporate Governance
Introduction
Over the past decades, considerable attention has been given in the stakeholder literature to the importance of stakeholders,
such as suppliers, employees, and representatives of the public (Donaldson & Preston, 1995; Evan & Freeman, 1993;
Freeman, 1984; Freeman & Evan, 1990; Jones & Goldberg, 1982; Preston & Sapienza, 1990; Selznick, 1992; Worthy &
Neuschel, 1983). Stakeholder representation on corporations' boards is essential to uphold legitimate stakeholder interests
within corporations (Evan & Freeman, 1993; Freeman & Evan, 1990; Jones & Goldberg, 1982; Selznick, 1992). Companies
pay much attention to stakeholder concerns (Evan & Freeman, 1993; Freeman & Evan, 1990; Jones & Goldberg, 1982;
Selznick, 1992) and the potential significance of stakeholder representation. Stakeholder representation promotes procedural
fairness (Freeman & Evan, 1990; Jones & Goldberg, 1982) by providing a means of ensuring that stakeholder considerations
are more directly represented in corporate decision making (Jones & Goldberg, 1982; Selznick, 1992). Moreover, stakeholder
representation is central in legitimating (Evan & Freeman, 1993) and safeguarding the interests of corporate stakeholders
(Freeman & Evan, 1990) in matters of corporate governance. Selznick (1992) and others (French, Nesteruk, & Risser, 1992;
Miles, 1987) indicate the importance of organizations' structural responses to corporate social concerns about stakeholder
issues. As Selznick pointed out, "If moral competence is to be meaningful, it must be built into the social structure of the
enterprise" (1992: 352). Thus, he argues that corporate social concern about stakeholders, if viewed as important and
legitimate, is likely to be institutionalized (Selznick, 1992) within social structures and in particular boards of directors (Evan
& Freeman, 1993; Freeman & Evan, 1990; Jones & Goldberg, 1982).
Stakeholder representation in corporate governance can also occur through the board committee process. Increased oversight
by groups such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and stock exchanges have made boards committee structures an
increasingly visible and important medium for maintaining legitimacy with external bodies (Harrison, 1987). According to
the principles prepared by the G20 / OECD of 2015, corporate governance should provide strategic support for companies
and accountability of the board to the company and its shareholders. Supervisory boards are structured in a variety of ways.
They may consist of a board of executive directors and a supervisory board that is composed only of non-executive directors,
or they may be composed of both executive and non-executive directors. OECD principles recommend that some members
of supervisory boards be independent, and this is the case in most countries.
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Corporate boards might appoint stakeholder directors to key monitoring or oversight board committees, such as the audit,
compensation, executive, and nominating committees (Harrison, 1987). Stakeholder membership on these committees may
be an important way for stakeholder interests to be directly represented in important policy and strategic decisions and for
corporations to enhance their legitimacy by signaling external and internal constituents that their boards have a stakeholder
orientation. A corporate board might also augment its existing committee structure by adding a committee composed
primarily of stakeholders (Evan & Freeman, 1993) or a public policy or corporate responsibility committee (Harrison, 1987).
Such committees are typically given the responsibility of reviewing their firms' compliance with regulations, evaluating
corporate policies and practices, and addressing other areas of social and ethical concern (Cochran & Wartick, 1988).
Managers must devise strategies that will make their organizations competitive in the world economy. That is, they must
provide high returns for their shareholders. On the other hand, some strategies lead to actions that various stakeholders find
offensive. Effective stakeholder management/orientation can help managers resolve these types of ethical dilemmas
(Freeman, 1984; Freeman & Gilbert, 1987; Harrison & St. John, 1996). From this perspective, managing competing
stakeholder aspirations/interests is a primary management function (Ansoff, 1984). In addition, stakeholder theory has
potential as an integrating theme for the business and society discipline (Donaldson & Preston, 1995; Jones, 1995; Wood &
Jones, 1995).

Theoretical Review Corporate Governance
The brief literature review suggests that stakeholder orientation in the corporate governing process may affect effectiveness.
The model presented here examines the links among stakeholder aspirations, learning process, knowledge management, and
organizational effectiveness. Researchers traditionally study corporate governance within the framework of agency theory,
viewing the modern corporation as a nexus of contracts between principals (risk-bearing shareholders) and agents
(managers with specialized expertise). Given the potential separation of ownership and control (Berle & Means, 1932),
various mechanisms are needed to align the interests of principals and agents (Fama, 1980; Fama & Jensen, 1983; Jensen &
Meckling, 1976). Agency theory is the most dominant theoretical framework in corporate governance research. The
separation between ownership (shareholders) and control (management) (Berle and Mean,1932) provides the opportunity
for managers – agents to act in their own self-interest by maximizing their own wealth and power at the expense of the
owners – principals (Fama, 1980; Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Agency costs result when managers pursue their own interests
to the detriment of the interests of shareholders (Fama & Jensen, 1983). From the agency theory perspective, corporate
governance is put in place to monitor managers on behalf of shareholders (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976). The
corporate governance system serves as fiduciaries of shareholders by monitoring management to ensure that the interests of
shareholders are pursued (Johnson et al., 1996; Zahra & Pearce, 1989). From the resource dependence theory perspective, a
firm is an open system, dependent on external organizations and environmental contingencies (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978),
where corporate governance's role is to manage external dependency (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978), reduce environmental
uncertainty (Pfeffer, 1972), reduce transition costs associated with environmental interdependency (Williamson, 1984) by
linking the organization with its external environment and serving as resource providers. A general tenet of the resource
dependence theory is that corporate governance reflects the environment of the firm (Hillman et al., 2000; Pfeffer, 1972),
and corporate directors are chosen to maximize the provision of important resources to the firm. In contrast to agency
theorists, resource dependence theorists argue that boards are vehicles for coopting important external organizations. The
institutional theorists assert the importance of normative frameworks and rules in guiding, constraining, and empowering
behavior. They regard firms as consisting of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and activities that give meaning
to social behavior (Scott, 1995). Cultures, structures, and routines operating at multiple levels of jurisdiction become the
carriers through which institutions impact firms (Scott, 1995). Institutional theorists argue that the corporate governance
system will be determined largely by prevailing institutionalized norms in the organizational field and society. Another
theoretical perspective on corporate governance is a sociological perspective that builds on resource dependence theory —
specifically, the influence of social networks on board formation and composition. Fundamental to this perspective is the
notion that a firm's actions are embedded in social networks, where embeddedness refers to the extent that actions are
informed, influenced, and enabled by the network of accumulated stable and preferential social relations (Granovetter, 1985).
The stakeholder theory of the corporate governance system adopts a pluralistic approach to organizations. Stakeholders
include employees, customers, suppliers, stockholders, banks, environmentalists, government, and other groups who can
support or hurt the corporation. The stakeholder theory of governing boards is based on the notion that there are many groups
in society besides owners and employees to which the company is accountable. The objectives of a company should only be
achieved by balancing the often-conflicting interests of these different groups. By incorporating the participation of
stakeholders in the governing boards, corporations are likely to respond to the interests of society. In the stakeholder
approach, the board is expected to negotiate and compromise with stakeholders in the interest of the corporation. It recognizes
that this involves setting the overall direction, and it supports the coordinating role of the governing board. Wang and
Dewhirst (1992) consider that stakeholder theory can best explain how members of governing boards think about the interests
of corporate constituencies and thus how organizations are managed. The view is shared by Brenner and Cochran (1991),
who consider that the theory can explain how organizations operate and help predict organizational behavior. As such, the
theory is used to account for the functions of the corporation by identifying moral and philosophical guidelines for the
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management. Stakeholder theory has been used to describe the nature of the firm (Brenner and Cochran, 1991), the way
managers think about managing (Brenner and Molander, 1977), how board members think about the interests of corporate
constituencies (Wang and Dewhirst, 1992), and how corporations are managed (Halal, 1990). From an instrumental
perspective, Kotter and Heskett (1992) observe that the theory is used to identify the connection between stakeholder
management and the achievement of corporate social responsibility. Marcus (1993) is concerned with some moral and
philosophical aspects of management. Sternberg (1997) comments that the theory is fundamentally incapable of providing
better corporate governance, business performance, or business conduct. She admits that it may be a valuable key to corporate
social responsibility. The idea of the stakeholder approach to corporate governance suggests that managers must formulate
and implement processes that satisfy the groups that have a stake in the business. The central task in this process is to manage
and integrate the relationships and interests of shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, communities, and other groups
in a way that ensures the long-term success of the firm. A stakeholder approach emphasizes active management of the
business environment, relationships, and the promotion of shared interests. The relation among stakeholders is used ensure
that strategic decisions are made effectively (...) can also be thought as a means corporations use to establish effective
relationships between parties whose interest may be in conflict (...) reflects and reinforces company values" (Hoskinsson,
Hitt & Ireland, 2003: 342). Therefore, corporate governance is a process, which influences strategic decision-making, used
to reconcile different stakes and aspirations among several groups of stakeholders to improve organizational performance. It
is similar to the definition proposed by Kooiman (2003:4). These definitions stand in some contrast to other definitions of
corporate governance, where organizational ownership and control are separated.

The link between stakeholders and knowledge management, organizational learning, and
effectiveness in model dimensions
Freeman (1984) establishes a useful framework in stakeholder theory research. He defines stakeholders as "any group or
individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization's objectives" (1984: 46). Groups typically
cited as stakeholders include (but are not limited to) customers, suppliers, employees, local communities, governments, and
shareholders. Freeman's definition suggests a two-way relationship between the management and the company's
stakeholders. Each element of this relationship represents the foundation for a model of stakeholder management. First, if
stakeholders can affect the company's objectives, it means that the company's decisions, and hence its performance, may be
affected by stakeholders. It suggests the possibility of an instrumental role of stakeholders and the company's effort to manage
the stakeholders in order to maximize its profits. Second, if stakeholders are affected by the firm's objectives, it means that
the firm's decisions affect the well-being of its stakeholders, which in turn suggests the possibility of a normative company's
obligation to stakeholders. Managers may feel they have a fundamental moral obligation to stakeholders that grounds their
managerial approach. The first element of the firm-stakeholder relationship (how the firm is affected by stakeholder actions)
implies that firms have a stake in the behavior of their stakeholders. Further, if prudent management of a company's operating
environment, including relationships with their stakeholders, is a part of good management in general, then good stakeholder
management has a clear instrumental value for the company. A fundamental assumption is that the ultimate objective of a
company is financial success. For managers, stakeholders are part of an environment that must be managed in order to assure
financial success for the company and revenues for its shareholders. Attention to stakeholder concerns may help a company
avoid decisions that might prompt stakeholders to undercut or thwart its objectives. This possibility arises because
stakeholders control resources that can facilitate or enhance the implementation of corporate decisions (Pfeffer & Salancik,
1978); in short, good stakeholders' management is a means to an end. In practice however, the company's goal may be
perceived as the interests of only one stakeholder group, its shareholders. Donaldson and Preston (1995) and Quinn and
Jones (1995), claim that the company's interest in stakeholder relationships is instrumental and contingent on the value of
those relationships to company financial success.
The firm's relationships with its stakeholders enter its strategic calculus, and the types of relationships that produce the best
prospective outcomes for the firm are pursued. Thus, our first overall proposition states the strategic stakeholder management
model: Managers will attend to stakeholders' interests to the extent that those stakeholders can affect effectiveness. Mitchell,
Agle, and Wood (1997) developed a theoretical model that advances the idea that stakeholders become salient to managers
to the extent that those managers perceive the stakeholders as possessing three attributes power, legitimacy, and urgency. In
"Who Matters to CEOs? An Investigation of Stakeholder Attributes and Salience, Corporate Performance, and CEO Values,"
Bradley Agle, Ronald Mitchell, and Jeffrey Sonnenfeld test the model. Using primary data collected from CEOs combined
with social and financial performance data, they discover that the three stakeholder attributes do indeed significantly increase
stakeholder salience. Another critical issue in stakeholder theory is whether managers can successfully balance the competing
demands of various stakeholder groups.
Donaldson and Preston (1995) agrue that stakeholder interests have intrinsic worth, that are based on moral principles and
although they are not related to the instrumental value to a company, they are fundamental to the corporate strategy, and
therefore cannot be ignored. Mitchell et al. (1997) suggested that on one hand the definition of stakeholder should be
narrowed based on the legitimacy of a claim on a company, and on the other hand, stakeholders’ power to influence
company’s behavior should be considered to make the definition broad enough. Therefore, legitimacy and power when
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combined constitute authority (Weber, 1947). The attribute of urgency is the degree to which a stakeholder's claim calls for
immediate attention. The inclusion of urgency adds a catalytic/dynamic component to the process whereby stakeholders
attain salience in the minds of managers (Mitchell & Agle, 1997; Mitchell et al., 1997: 864).
For the purpose of the framework the following is assumed based on Mitchell et al. (1997) (1) stakeholder power exists
where one social actor, A, can get another social actor, B, to do something that B would not have otherwise done (Dahl,
1957; Pfeffer, 1981; Weber, 1947), (2) stakeholder legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of
an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and
definitions (Suchman, 1995; Weber, 1947), and (3) stakeholder urgency is a multidimensional notion that includes both
criticality and temporality, with a stakeholder claim considered to be urgent both when it is important and when delay in
paying attention to it is unacceptable (Mitchell & Agle, 1997; Mitchell et al., 1997). Freeman (1984) observed that managers'
priority perceptions may attach to stakeholder groups as well as to specific stakeholder claims. And, in addition to arguing
that stakeholder attributes function as variables, not as steady states, and can change for any group or stakeholder-manager
relationship, Mitchell et al. (1997: 868) argued that the existence (or the degree present) of each attribute as a matter of
managerial perceptions is a reality constructed over time rather than an objective reality. Clarkson (1995) claims that
performance matters because it can be measured and evaluated whether a corporation and its management are motivated by
enlightened self-interest, common sense, or high standards of ethical behavior. However, Selznick (1996) argues that the
only conventional measurement of corporate success is the satisfaction and creation of wealth for one stakeholder group the shareholders, although it has been demonstrated that the pursuit of this single measure is self-defeating (Clarkson, 1988).
A significant relationship has been found between profitability measures, such as return on equity and corporate social
performance (CSP) measures such as employee relations, product innovation/safety, environmental stewardship, and
community relations (Waddock & Graves, 1997a). Thus, those variables are considered as indicators in the framework.
According to the problems mentioned above, a fundamental problem in many collaborations relates to the transfer of
knowledge. Knowledge transfer is costly. Hayek (1945) treats knowledge as so idiosyncratic that most specialized knowledge
may not be transferable or is only transferable at a prohibitive cost. Knowledge transfer costs arise because of cognitive
limitations. For instance, Simon (1945) argues that human minds are limited in the rate at which knowledge can be
assimilated, in the amount of knowledge that can be accumulated, and in the amount of knowledge that can be applied. In
collaboration, knowledge sets from the various partners must be transferred among each other in order to collaboratively
choose trials; else, different knowledge sets held by the different actors are likely to either diminish the likelihood of finding
a valuable solution or lead to conflict in trial selection. This would slow and possibly halt progress towards finding a solution.
As a problem increases in complexity, so does the number of distinct specialized knowledge sets and, because of cognitive
limitations, the number of actors involved in transferring and receiving knowledge. Moreover, the greater the number of
knowledge sets to be transferred, the more costly such transfer is because cognitive limitations of human ability to accumulate
and apply knowledge are increasingly likely to be reached, rendering transfer less effective and less complete and thereby
further increasing transfer costs. But in terms of the levels of analysis, it is suggested that (Kogut and Zander, 1992; Nonaka
and Takcuchi, 1995) learning occurs, and that knowledge exists at the individual, group, organizational, and interorganizational or network levels. This fourth level of analysis has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers
interested in the role of learning in alliances, joint ventures, strategic groups, and inter-firm relationships in general (Doz,
1996; Inkpen and Crossan, 1995; Lyles and Salk, 1996). However, other scholars associate learning and knowledge with
only the individual level or with a specific subset of these four levels. The debate in the literature mostly focuses on the
organizational level because of concerns about anthropomorphism. Simon (1991: 176) states that "all learning takes place
inside individual human heads; an organization learns in only two ways: (a) by the learning of its members; or (b) by ingesting
new members who have knowledge the organization didn't previously have." While Hedberg (1981: 6) argues that "although
organizational learning occurs through individuals, it would be a mistake to conclude that organizational learning is nothing
but the cumulative result of their members' learning... Members come and go, and leadership changes, but organizations'
memories preserve certain behaviors, mental maps, norms and values over time."
Researchers have opposite views about the impact of learning and knowledge on firm performance. Some scholars establish
a positive link between these constructs. In their pioneer work, Cangelosi and Dill (1965) mention that improved performance
is learning. Fiol and Lyles (1985: 803) propose that irrespective of the underlying interpretations of organizational learning,
"in all instances the assumption that learning will improve future performance exists." The perspective of the knowledgebased view further stresses a positive link between knowledge and performance. It is expected that a particular sub-category
of knowledge, which is valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable (Barney, 1991), would lead to a competitive
advantage. However, Argyris and Schon (1996), March and Olsen (1975) do not see a direct relationship between learning,
knowledge, and performance. For example, Levitt and March (1988: 335) state that "learning does not always lead to
intelligent behavior," and Huber (1991: 89) adds that "learning does not always increase the learner's effectiveness or even
potential effectiveness (…) Entities can incorrectly learn, and they can correctly learn that which is incorrect."
Complementary to this view is Leonard's (1992) description of how core rigidities are deeply embedded knowledge sets that
hinder innovation. Arthur's (1989) law of increasing returns also supports the equivocal link between knowledge and
performance. While having a good base of knowledge means that a company can leverage it and increase its advantage over
competitors, having a poor base of knowledge means that the company that is losing advantage can only lose further
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advantage. Finally, Crossan et al. (1995) conclude that good performance is not a sign of learning, and that learning may
negatively impact performance in the short term.
There are diverse views on the impact of learning and knowledge on company performance. While the organizational
learning literature presents an equivocal link between the learning process and performance, the knowledge literature
suggests that knowledge — if recognized as a source of competitive advantage - explains differences in performance. Some
empirical efforts have found support for the direct impact of learning, knowledge, and human and social capital on
performance (e.g., Appleyard, 1996; Bontis et al., 2002; Decarolis and Deeds, 1999; Hitt et al., 2001; Yeoh and Roth, 1999).
It is important to note that the conclusion of these studies is not that "the more learning, the better" or "the more knowledge,
the better," but that learning that is effective and that knowledge that is relevant may have positive effects on performance.
In the framework it is emphasized that when studying learning and knowledge as antecedents of firm outcomes, it is critical
that contextual variables, and in particular strategic variables, are included. The effectiveness of learning can only be assessed
based on its utility in guiding behavior relative to the organization's relevant domain (Crossan, 1991).

Measures dependent and independent variables
The link between the dimensions in the theoretical framework can be described as follows. It is assumed that the way in
which a firm handles the various aspects of stakeholder aspirations will affect its organization's effectiveness. In relation to
the framework presented below, the consideration concerning the corporate governance process begins when corporate
executives identify customer requirements and then consider the requirements and potential contributions of employees,
suppliers, and other key stakeholders. The organization chooses a set of strategies and ethical behavior that reflect and support
its network of stakeholder relationships and the implicit and explicit contracts it has with its stakeholders (Freeman and Evan,
1990). The research examined the relations between the independent variables: formulation of organizational power
configuration and formulation of logical basis of existence model, as well as dependent variables: effectiveness and the
moderating variables: organizational learning and knowledge management (see Figure 1).

Fig 1. Corporate governing a processual view - conceptual framework
Independent variable: formulation of organizational power configuration, formulation of logical basis of existence model
(Block, 1989; Cohen and March, 1974; Greiner and Schein, 1988; Kanter, 1989; Katz and Kahn, 1979; Martin, 1977;
Mintzberg, 1983).
Possessing the power in an organization creates opportunities for achieving goals and allows free choice of strategy. A proper
selection of tools creating power increases the influence of stakeholders. Such circumstances increase the chances of the
success of activities undertaken by stakeholders. Therefore, it is easier to interpret and form a proper strategy for these
activities. The understanding of these factors allows to establish the hierarchy of all factors, which create the company power,
and therefore, it should result in creating appropriate ways of thinking and recognizing the reasons of the
stakeholders’management. Within the model, there is a structure of aspiration factors that stakeholders should accept in order
to create an optimal governance process towards the categories of stakeholders. Another element, which should appropriately
exploit the information assets in the corporate governance process is power, used in the observation of social change. These
factors indicate those stakeholders who are worth additional attention of managers.
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Moderating variable: knowledge management and organizational learning (Argyris, 2000; Arygiris and Schön, 1996;
Nooteboom, 2000) – another dimension that influences the creation of corporate governance process is knowledge. It is not
restricted in any way and cannot be used simultaneously in several processes, therefore seems to be the most effective
medium. In organizational learning – almost every complex behavior is acquired, and stakeholders can incorporate human
behavior into institutional forms or their direct participation in creating added values and intangible assets within an
enterprise. Both knowledge diffusion and informed action are elements of exploitation, the process of resource acquisition,
and coordination. Both depend on the willingness of actors to take risks (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Organizational
learning systems manage the acquisition and interpretation of knowledge, as it is only through diffusion that learning can
alter outcomes based on shared processes. The learning process allows the stakeholders to integrate environmental,
organizational, and individual processes into something that resembles strategic value (Gartner, 1985).
Depending variable: effectiveness. To be effective, a strategy (de Wit and Meyer, 1998) must take account of information
the organization receives from the external environment, including information about stakeholder interests and values. The
strategy identifies which stakeholders are important to a corporation's success and why. Stakeholders may be important
because they contribute to profitability, because corporate management and the board feel a sense of social responsibility to
the stakeholder group, or because the corporation is legally obligated to attend to that stakeholder group.

Discussion
The debate on the significance of stakeholder theory versus shareholder theory is ongoing. Discussion about the nature of
stakeholder approach focuses on how stakeholders redraw the picture of the enterprise. This idea of stakeholders approach
with corporate governance interpretation suggests that managers must formulate and implement processes that reflect the
creation, enhancement, realization, and renewal of value for all stakeholders. This stakeholder approach encourages
managers to develop organizational strategies, identify and invest in all the relations that will ensure long-term success. From
this perspective, it becomes clear that there is a critical role of values and value-based management within the corporate
governance process.
To conclude the empirical results based on the model of the corporate governance process show that elements in this model
should be considered as an integrated approach, which treats the corporation as embedded in a network of interdependent
stakeholder relationships that are evolving. While most business leaders today accept the idea that enterprises have
stakeholders that both affect the enterprise and are affected by it, the dynamism of the relationship and the degree of
interdependence between companies and their stakeholders is less widely understood. The proposed model was used to
diagnose the corporate governance process as an integrated approach. It is useful in a whole range of enterprises: the small
and medium ones, large enterprises, local and multinational. While analyzing the corporate governance process, it should
become obvious that managers need a complex tool to manage stakeholders' groups inside and outside an enterprise. It will
expose the enterprise and its top management to the waves of conflicts inside these groups and between them and the
company. However, the proper balance of these relations, which are included in the presented model of the corporate
governance process, determines the success of the company's strategic management. The business ecosystem consists of
multiple stakeholder relationships. Within that business ecosystem, corporate decision-makers and stakeholders cooperate,
compete, and co-evolve as each develops new capabilities and forces others to grow and change. The findings of this study
suggest that corporate governance does matter and that it is possible to identify the proper relations employed for different
types of stakeholders. Beyond the obvious theoretical implications, both practitioners and consultants may benefit from
utilizing the model proposed in this study as an analytical framework to improve corporate governance.
Today, integrating processes, contexts, and outcomes require simultaneous and repeated measurement of complex variables
located at different levels of analysis. For example, feedback from effectiveness modifies stakeholders' strategies, which, in
turn, alter the likelihood of achieving a new outcome. At least in theory, if stakeholders learn, then outcomes also shape
strategy. The exploration of the different dimensions, variables, and issues of an integrated study of corporate governance
should be put into further consideration. The next step in corporate governance research should be the explanation of the
interactions among stakeholders, strategy, environment, process, context, and effectiveness.
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Abstract
Precision farming creates for farmers the premise of obtaining some rich and huge information about the agricultural crops
according to the natural environment. The new drone technologies may search and observe areas of the vineyard or
orchards where it is necessary the decrease or increase of the level of fertilization, where a problem occurs with a disease, a
pest or with the irrigation system. This smart technology may create a monitoring system for the winegrowing, monitoring
that may be adjusted both to vineyards and orchards of fruit trees. The paper shall emphasize the tendencies and
perspectives of intelligent viticulture obtained with the agricultural drones.

Keywords: precision agriculture, UAV, NDVI, GNDVI
Introduction
The history of cultivating the vines in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic area starts with Vitis vinifera silvestris, wild vines
with origins around the year 7000 B.C. In 1862, Rumania owned almost 100.000 of vine hectares, this area increasing to
150.000 hectares until 1883. Then there was an invasion of phylloxerae, insects that destroyed a considerable part from the
Europe’s vineyards, Romania being also affected. Nevertheless, in 1900 there were 152.000 hectares cultivated with vines.
Viticulture developed in an accelerated rhythm in the interwar period, when Romania had less than 220.000 hectares
cultivated with vines. The trend is maintained until 1972, when 300.000 hectares from the area of the country was
cultivated with vines. After the communist regime had been established in Romania, the wine production was affected as
the leaders of those times decided to eliminate the foreign varieties of vines. After 1990 the cultivated area is diminished,
but at present we may notice a refreshment of the winemaking sector, with new plantations and wines of very good quality.
In Romania, the area cultivated with vines occupies almost 180.000 hectares (Fig. 1), our country being ranked the fifth at
the level of the European Union as wine-growing area and the sixth at the grapes production and wine according to INS
(the National Statistics Institute). In the last years the Romanian wine-growing and wine-making have been revived due to
the reconversion program and the massive investments in this sector. The Romanian wines are appreciated both in the
country and abroad, participating every year at numerous competitions of this type. Both the big and small producers have
the opportunity to evaluate their wines and ulterior to promote them.

__________________
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Intelligent Viticulture Tendencies And Perspectives in The Drone Technology” Proceedings of the 38th International
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Fig.1 Evolution of the wine-growing area 1860- 2020
Source: INS, 2020

Materials and Methods
At the vine, the foliar diagnosis, due to the diseases, is essential for the quality of production, of the grapes, respectively of
the wine. The owners of the vineyard must permanently follow the existence and the quantity of the substances, such as
azote, magnesium or potassium. The classic actual methods are expensive, time consuming and require a chemical
destructive analysis of the leaves. As the vine is considered a live body, it is permanently threatened by pests and diseases
that may destroy the outgrowth, which is why it is proper that even from the first sprin days to follow the plant and study
the leaves carefully. The most common diseases of the vine on the outgrowth are the powdery mildew (fig.2), which
attacks all the green organs from spring until late autumn, downy mildew which first attacks the young leaves, then the
inflorescences and the young clusters, the gray mold which endangers the ripening grapes. When we notice that the vine is
not properly developed, we only have to turn the leaf round, as at the vines attacked, there are easily noticed both the adult
mites and the eggs laid.(Phytosanitary National Authority – Guide for the acknowledgment and combatting of the diseases
and pests at the vines).

Fig.2 The diseases of the vine
Source: A.N.F., 2021
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In this regard, a solution, both from the information point of view and the expanding of the diseases of the vine and then
for applying the treatments and their efficiency, may be found with the help of the UAV agricultural drones, (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) with imagistic systems for detecting the light and multispectral (LiDAR, light detection and ranging)
which could „allow farmers to better administrate the nutrients in their vineyards” by computer assisted drones, that fly
over the wine-growing or vineyards or tree farming systems, in order to make a foliar diagnosis of the leaves, regarding the
diseases, pests, deficiencies of azote, phosphor, potassium. In this regard we suggested the studying of an agricultural
drone - DJI PHANTOM with MULTISPECTRAL camera. The areas cultivated with vines are usually laid on tens or
hundreds of hectares. In Romania, most of the wine-growing occupies hill areas, and seldom areas without unevenness of
the ground. As most of the cultures of plants, vines also require treatments against diseases and pests for a proper
development of plants and for assuring a rich crop. In general, the application of these treatments, pesticide, fungicide,
herbicide or insecticide substances, is made running tens of kilometers among the vines on an uneven field.

Optimizing the
uniformity of
cultures

Managing the
irrigation

Obtaining information
about teh health of
the plants

Fig. 3 Functions of the agricultural drone
Source: Authors, 2021

DJI PHANTOM 4 Multispectral Drona – a high precision drone, with a perfectly integrated multispectral imagistic
system, created for agricultural missions, monitoring of the environment and many others. P4 Multispectral, according to
fig.4, consolidates the process for capturing the data that offer a perspective on the health of the cultures and managing the
vegetation. DJI created this platform with the same high performance standards for which it is known. The drome has a
flying time of maximum 27 minutes and a transmission range of up to 7 km with OcuSync system. The collection of
agricultural images is now even simpler and more efficient as ever, with a stabilized images system built in, which collects
sets of comprehensive data even from the box. The access information collected by 1 RGB camera and a range of
multispectral cameras with 5 cameras that cover blue, green, red, Red Edge strips and even infrared– all at 2 MP with
global shutter, on a gimbal stabilized on 3 axes, fig.5 . An integrated spectral sensor of the sunlight from the upper part of
the drone catches the solar

Fig.4: DJI 4 Phantom Drone with 4 multispectral cameras
Source: DJI.co

irradiation, which maximizes the accuracy and consistence of collecting the data in different times of the day. When they
are combined with post processed data, this information helps us obtaining the most accurate NDVI results. Visualize both
the RGB and NDVI flows. Only the aerial image are not enough for the professionals from the domain of agriculture.
Switch between a preliminary analysis of the normalized differences of the vegetation index (NDVI) and the live RGB
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flow for immediately visualizing where attention is required, therefore the treatment decisions aimed may be taken
fast.You may obtain exact positioning data in real time on the images captured by all the six cameras with TimeSync
system of DJI, offering precise centimetric measurements. The TimeSync system aligns continuously the flight controller,
RGB and NB cameras and RTK module, fixing the positioning data at the center with CMOS ensuring that each picture
uses the most precise metadata according to fig.6. All the cameras go through a rigorous calibration process in which there
are measured the radial and tangential distortions of the lens.

Fig.5 DJI multispectral Camera
Source: DJI.com

The denaturation parameters gathered are memorized in the metadata of each image, allowing the post-processing program
to be adjusted in a unique way for each user. The data collected may be easily imported in DJI Terra or in other software,
including Pix4D Mapper and DroneDeploy, for the analysis and generation of supplementary maps regarding the
vegetation indexes. DJI Terra is an intuitive software and it is easy to use which allows the capturing, analyzing and
visualization of the environment with the help of DJI drones. It allows the execution of the work in the project phase until
the final delivery - fig.7, going through all the four important steps: Planning the mission, Data acquisition, Data
processing and Analysis of the data obtained. It may be used both in domains such as: constructions, infrastructure,
agriculture and topography, and for filming or the efficiency of road safety. In this regard we shall search and analyze the
advantages and disadvantages that a DJI P4 Multispectral drone ,may obtain on an area with vine, terraced hill area.

Data Processing

Data acquisition
Planning the
mission

Soft
DJI
Terra

Analyzing the
data obtained

Fig.7: Stages of DJI Terra Soft
Source: Authors, 2021
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Take off Weight: 1487 g
Diagonal Distance (Propellers Excluded): 350 mm
Max Service Ceiling Above Sea Level: 19685 ft (6000 m)
Max Ascent Speed: 6 m/s (automatic flight); 5 m/s (manual control)
Max Descent Speed: 3 m/s
Max Speed: 31 mph (50 kph) (P-mode); 36 mph (58 kph) (A-mode)
Max Flight Time: Approx. 27 minutes
Operating Temperature: 0° to 40° C (32° to 104° F)
Operating Frequency: - 2.4000 GHz to 2.4835 GHz (Europe, Japan, Korea)

Single-Frequency
HighSensitivity GNSS
GPS + BeiDou + Galileo[2]
(Asia); GPS + GLONASS +
Galileo[2] (other regions)
Multi-Frequency
MultiSystem High-Precision RTK
GNSS
Frequency Used
GPS: L1/L2; GLONASS:
L1/L2; BeiDou: B1/B2;
Galileo[2]: E1/E5
First-Fixed Time: < 50 s
Positioning
Accuracy:
Vertical 1.5 cm + 1 ppm
(RMS); Horizontal 1 cm + 1
ppm (RMS).
1 ppm indicates error with a
1 mm increase over 1 km of
movement.
Velocity Accuracy: 0.03 m/s

Aircraft

GNSS

Camera
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Remote
Controller

Operating Frequency:
- 2.4000 GHz to 2.4835 GHz (Europe, Japan,
Korea)
- 5.725 GHz to 5.850 GHz (Other
countries/regions)[1]
Transmission Power (EIRP):
- 2.4 GHz: < 20 dBm (CE / MIC / KCC)
- 5.8 GHz: < 26 dBm (FCC / SRRC / NCC)
Max Transmission Distance:
- FCC / NCC: 4.3 mi (7 km)
- CE / MIC / KCC / SRRC: 3.1mi (5
km)(Unobstructed, free of interference)
Built-in Battery: 6000 mAh LiPo 2S
Operating Current / Voltage: 1.2 A @ 7.4 V
Mobile Device Holder: Tablets and smartphones
Operating Temperature: 0° to 40° C (32° to 104°
F)

Intelligent
Flight
Battery

Capacity: 5870 mAh
Voltage: 15.2 V
Battery Type: LiPo 4S
Energy: 89.2 Wh
Net Weight: 468 g
Operating Temperature: 10° to 40° C (14° to 104°
F)
Charging Temperature: 5°
to 40° C (41° to 104° F)
Max Charging Power: 160
W

Sensors:
Six 1/2.9” CMOS, including
one RGB sensor for visible
light
imaging
and
five
monochrome
sensors
for
multispectral imaging.
Each Sensor: Effective pixels
2.08 MP (2.12 MP in total)
Filters:
Blue (B): 450 nm ± 16 nm;
Green (G): 560 nm ± 16 nm;
Red (R): 650 nm ± 16 nm; Red
edge (RE): 730 nm ± 16 nm;
Near-infrared (NIR): 840 nm ±
26 nm
Lenses:
FOV (Field of View): 62.7°
Focal Length: 5.74 mm (35 mm
format equivalent: 40 mm),
autofocus set at ∞
Aperture: f/2.2
RGB Sensor ISO Range: 200 –
800
Monochrome Sensor Gain: 1 –
8x
Electronic Global Shutter:
1/100 – 1/20000 s (visible light
imaging); 1/100 – 1/10000 s
(multispectral imaging)
Max Image Size: 1600×1300
(4:3.25)
Photo Format: JPEG (visible
light
imaging)
+
TIFF
(multispectral imaging)
Supported
File
Systems:
FAT32 (£ 32 GB); exFAT (>
32 GB)
Supported SD Cards: microSD
with a minimum write speed of
15 MB/s. Max Capacity: 128
GB. Class 10 or UHS-1 rating
required

Fig.6 Technical characteristics, P4 Multispectral
Source: Authors, 2021

Results and Discussions
Until recently, the satellite images were the most advanced ways of monitoring the agricultural cultures. Though they have
some disadvantages: they are very expensive, they must be ordered in advance, they may be imprecise, and their quality
depends on the weather conditions. Instead, the drones may monitor much faster, frequently and precisely the agricultural
cultures, providing complex data at a reduced price (Ghise,2020). The multispectral images are helpful for the farmers in
precision agriculture, offering invisible information for the human eye in the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Having
access to these data and the data from the Vegetation index obtained, such as GNDVI and NDVI, the farmers may take
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decisions in useful time and information regarding the treatment of the cultures, the reducing o the costs, the saving of the
resources and maximization of the efficiencies. The routine and maintenance inspections of the vines lead to a harmonious
development of the plants, which may intelligently and efficiently develop when P4 Multispectral is used. The filming
made from the drone are analyzed on the computer with the help of a DJI Terra special soft which, based on the color of
the leaf of the vine it may be observed a deficiency of azote, phosphor or potassium (DJI Terra –User Manual v3.1, 2021).
The capacity of the drone to fly according to a well determined and spatial plan, makes that the data collected to be strictly
for the area wanted. The procedure is made by collecting the information regarding the absorption and reflection capacity
of the solar radiation. The multispectral sensor within the camera, captures and gathers RGB images (chromatic red-greenblue model), NIR (near infra-red, light infrared spectrum) and NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index). The NDVI
index represents a graphic indicator that is used for analyzing the measurements performed according to fig.8. Thus, it may
be evaluated if the target observed contains or not green vegetation. The system for collecting the data measures the light
reflected by the plants with the purpose of determining the health condition of the plants and the covering modality of the
soil. Based on these data the estimations may be made for the quantity of biomass, necessary quantity of azote, necessary
quantity of water from the soil, etc. The analysis programs of the images captured may produce maps which include
indexes of the health condition of the plants from a flight.

Fig 8. Presenting the RGB, NIR , NDVI images
Source: Ferma.ro, 2020

1. Status bar of the system
2.Status of drone connection
3.GNSS signal status
4.Status of the system for avoiding the obstacles
5.Status of the signal for the remote control
6. Status of the signal for the HD video connection
7. Level of the drone battery
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8. Reconstructions Settings of the group
9.Settings
10.Information about the drone account
11. The ‚search’ function
12. List of automate mapping
13.Positioning of the drone
14. Maps modalities
15.Modalities of increasing, decreasing
16.Visualizing the map
17. Flight telemetry of the drone
18. Missions library

Fig 9. Start page of DJI Terra program
Source: DJI Terra User Manual

The images captured from the air are not enough for the professionals from the agricultural domain that want to know
more. Switching from the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) analysis on RGB flow in order to immediately
visualize where attention is required, for taking the treatment decisions as fast as possible, according to fig.10. Positioning
data in real time shall be obtained from the images captured by all the six cameras with the TimeSync system of the DJI,
which offers precise centimetric measurements. This system aligns continuously the flight controller, RGB and NB
cameras and RTK module, fixing the positioning data at CMOS center, ensuring that each photo uses the most precise
metadate. All the cameras go through a rigorous calibration system in which there are measured radially and tangentially
all the distortions of the lens. The denaturation parameters are memorized in the metadata of each image, allowing the
post-processing program to adjust customarily for each user.

Fig10. Multispectral images with DJI 4 Phantom drone
Source: gnex.ro, 2020

Conclusions
Through imagistic sensors installed on aerial drones (UAV) the health of the wine-growing farm may be established, thus
helping farmers to monitor with accuracy the level of the nutritive substances. Using the drones offer a more efficient
alternative according to fig.11, reliable on the traditional methods, manuals for detecting the diseases in the vine culture.
This is due to the fact that the labor costs are reduced and the precision of the diagnosis is improved, deforestation
decreases allowing a fast treatment on the site and quarantine, offering in the same time GIS data for informing a national
protocol for the detection and management of the diseases (Caraman, 2021).
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increasing the
annual crop with
almost 10-15%

automate
processing

fast analysis at
the lot level or
area level

the drone system is not
influenced by the existence of
the deck of clouds

spot metering of the
lots and areas from
the lots

Adavantages of
using drones

precision
agricultural map

Fig.11: Advantages of using the drones Source: Authors, 2021
The final purpose is to offer practical instruments for detection that could help farmers to improve the productivity of the
vineyards, the composition and quality of the products (grapes or wine), durability of the environment and profitability of
the business”. In order to determine whether plants have or not the specific nutrients and if they require mor or less water,
the system installed on the drone uses non-visible light (newsbreak.com), different from the visible spectrum (also named
optic spectrum), which represents the domain of the visible electromagnetic spectrum (it may be detected by the human
eye without auxiliary equipment or devices), whose electromagnetic radiations (from this interval of wavelengths) are
called visible light. The drones have been used for tens of years in the private sector, but only in the last period they began
to gain popularity in the agricultural world. Agriculture is one of the most promising industries for drones. The drones are
ready to approach significant challenges and to make more efficient many aspects of the industry. The experts estimate that
the world’s population shall reach 9,7 billion people until 2050, and together with the increase of the population, the
agricultural consumption increases, either. In order to deal with this increase, we have to approach a modern agriculture,
capable to deal with the new requirements and challenges. The benefits are using the industrial drones in the process of
making a modern agriculture, in line with the evolution of the world and increase of population as shown in fig.12 (E.Anca
, 2021):
2. Accuracy and efficiency
The farms are large areas. The
human inspectors are limited
regarding what they could obtain in a
single day. Going on fields and even
their visualizing from a helicopter
offers a limited accuracy. Besides,
they are time consuming and
expensive.
1. The increased productivity and the
reduced costs
One of the main benefits of the drones is
that they may increase productivity in the
agricultural sector. While the world’s
population continues to increase, the
demand for the agricultural products shall
also increase. The drones satisfy the needs
of the agricultural industry which is in
progress. For instance, they offer more
advanced ways for monitoring the
cultures, faster inspections, advanced
accuracy and tactics for measuring, which
help farmers save water and chemicals.

Benefits of the
agricultural drones

3. Reduce pollution, the essential benefit for a

modern agriculture
Pollution is one of the main problems of
humankind and agriculture. The important water
sources are annually polluted due to pesticides
and fertilizers used in agriculture. Though
specialists say that farmers may reduce the
erosion and sedimentation with 20-90% by
applying some managements methods that
control the volume and flow rate of water spill,
maintain the soil in its position and reduce the
transportation of the soil. As for the accurate and
measured application of pesticides, it is
recommended to be sprayed with the help of
drones. Allowing farmers to precisely evaluate
the quantity of pesticides they should apply and
when they should apply, the drones reduce the
agricultural pollution and help making the
environment a safer place.

4. The industrial drones used for obtaining
a modern agriculture increase the
efficiencies
In future farms are expected to represent a
percentage of 80% from the commercial
market of the drones, having a good
reasons for this. The industrial drones help
at increasing the efficiencies and profits.

Fig .12 Benefits of the agricultural drones
Source:Autors, 2021
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Abstract
The development of enterprises is affected by a number of factors, many of which are economic or legal, which entrepreneurs
have to adapt to, having no other option at hand. This group undoubtedly includes environmental and climate challenges. In
the coming years, Polish and the European economies will face a number of challenges resulting from environmental and
climate policies at both the EU and national levels. According to, for example, the European Green Deal document, the EU
is to become climate neutral by 2050. The implementation of solutions in the field of circular economy is one of the elements
for reaching climate neutrality. These challenges relate to a number of areas related to energy efficiency leading to the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, but also to the broadly understood resource management. In the result, the
requirement to develop sustainable products, services and business models will become the norm and it will transform
consumption patterns so that waste will be prevented in the first place. It concerns such issues as: improving the durability
and service life of products, their reusability, increasing energy efficiency and resource efficiency, enabling product
regeneration and high-quality recycling, reducing disposable items and preventing premature aging of products, or the use
of the "product-as-a-service" model and other models in which manufacturers remain responsible for products throughout
their life cycle. Striving to trigger changes in the aforedescribed ranges described important not only from a business point
of view, but also in terms of corporate social responsibility. In the first context, it should be emphasized that the
implementation of changes in companies in line with the described trend does not preclude the achievement of the assumed
development goals. Additionally, it can have a long-term impact on environmental and climate issues.

Keywords: Environmental and Climate Challenges, Strategic Enterprise Development, Circular Economy.
Introduction
Issues related to the need to protect our environment and climate are permeating into the space of public discourse with
increasing intensity. Although only a dozen or even several years ago, such voices calling for changes in attitudes were
treated as calls to act in an undefined future, now they find their materialization in real actions. They relate to virtually every
area of life, because every action directly or indirectly affects the widely understood natural environment. The common
denominator for changes implemented in various areas of human activity (including the functioning of enterprises) is the
pursuit of such a state that would not have negative effects on human life or the natural environment. The essence, therefore,
is to limit the intensity of anthropopressure, by leading to the minimization of consumption of materials and raw materials
used in manufacturing processes and individual consumption, reduction of the amount of waste generated, as well as
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
The linear economy model, which has been widely applied so far, has failed the test. Focused on the use of available materials
without reflecting on their availability for future generations, and without taking into account its impact on the natural
environment (e.g. air quality or progressing climate change) both now and in the future, it often caused irreversible changes.
The linear economy assumes that resources are abundant, available and easy to acquire, and can be removed at low cost. It
can be said that this model does not recognize the issue of resource depletion. In a linear economy, waste is treated as the
last stage of the product life cycle. An alternative is to move towards a circular economy, the idea of which is to take measures
that reduce the consumption of resources (both materials and water or energy). In addition, waste can once again become a
valuable element of a new production process.
Striving to change the paradigm of the economy's functioning system in favour of a closed loop of the circulation of materials
used can bring many benefits both at the initial stages of acquiring materials for production and at the stage of selling products
and waste resulting from it. Far-reaching environmental effects are also not devoid of significance. Such a conviction is
________________
Cite this Article as: Jakub GRABOWSKI “ Eu Environmental and Climate Policies as A Source of Development Challenges
for The Enterprise Sector” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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becoming more and more the axis of the discussion on the issue of environmental impact, although the views in this regard
are, nevertheless, polarized. There are still many voices questioning the legitimacy of taking actions to reduce human pressure
and counteract climate and environmental changes.
For the purposes of the present considerations, the issue of limited resources or the irreversibility of environmental changes
will not be further analyzed. From the point of view of the functioning of enterprises, the issues of awareness in this area,
however important and demanding, should be considered as secondary to the requirements that will be imposed on the
economic system by national and EU policies. This assumption is important as it are the formal requirements that contribute
to the occurrence of changes. In addition to companies that are reliably committed to the implementation of sustainable
development goals, there are also entities on the market that green their activities largely for image-related purposes. The
basic motivation of enterprises to implement specific measures is then the need to adapt to the applicable regulations
(including provisions of law) (Bartniczak et al., 2020).
Evidently, in the above context, it is about taking actions of real significance and effecting real changes. It is not without
reason that the concept of greenwashing has appeared in circulation, which means apparent activities carried out by
enterprises under the banner of ecological activities. This concept was first introduced in the 1980s by Jay Westerveld, an
American ecologist, who used it to describe the practice of hotels of persuading their guests to change their used towels less
frequently. This is accompanied by references to the willingness to implement an environmental strategy, when in fact these
are actions were aimed to reduce the running costs (Orange E., Cohen A. M., 2010). The cited example is therefore a purely
image-targeted action, which additionally has a negative impact, because this type of approach based on sham actions
undermines the credibility of the business, also harming companies that are reliably committed to the implementation of the
sustainable development goals (Olejniczak K., 2021).
The objective of the present article is to analyze the environmental challenges that the economy faces and the ways in which
enterprises can adapt to new circumstances effected by the changing legislation in this area.

Challenges of the EU environmental and climate policy
The "European Green Deal" (EGD) is of crucial importance for the EU from the perspective of environmental and climate
policy planning. It is a comprehensive EU strategy for the protection of the environment and the fight against climate change,
aimed at transforming the EU into a society that lives in a modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy, as well as
protecting, preserving and improving the EU's natural capital, and protecting the health and well-being of citizens from
threats and negative impacts related to the environment.
The 2015 European Commission (EC) Communication "Closing the loop - An EU action plan for the Circular Economy"
highlighted the role of the economy in increasing the EU's competitiveness by: protecting businesses from resource scarcity
and price volatility, new business and innovative opportunities, and more efficient ways for both production and
consumption. These actions were also expected to contribute to energy savings and avoid irreversible damage caused by
consuming resources at levels exceeding the Earth's ability to regenerate them in terms of climate and biodiversity, as well
as air, soil and water pollution. Circular economy begins at the very beginning of the product life cycle, and both its design
and production stages have an impact on the processes of acquiring raw materials, resource use and waste generation
throughout the product life cycle.
In 2020, the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 2020/852 was published on the establishment of a
framework to facilitate sustainable investment, i.e. the so-called EU taxonomy regulation. To qualify as sustainable, an
economic activity must make a significant contribution to at least one of the six environmental objectives defined as:
(i) mitigating climate change;
(ii) adaptation to climate change;
(iii) sustainable use and protection of water and marine resources;
(iv) transition to a circular economy;
(v) pollution prevention and control;
(vi) protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems.
Additionally, the regulation defines the DNSH principle (Do No Significant Harm), which relates to 6 environmental
objectives. According to this regulation, "serious harm" to the six environmental objectives is defined as a situation, where
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the activity leads to significant emissions of greenhouse gases, significant inefficiencies in the use of materials or in the direct
or indirect use of natural resources, or a significant increase in emissions of pollutants into the air, water or land compared
to the pre-activity condition.
The area at the interface between individual aspects related to supporting energy efficiency, resource management or waste
management is called the circular economy. Kulczycka and Pędziwiatr indicate, that there are a number of approaches to
defining circular economy in the scientific literature, and the most frequently quoted definition comes from the publication
of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation: A circular economy is an industrial system that is planned and designed to restore and
regenerate. It replaces the concept of "end of life", is geared towards the use of renewable energy, eliminates the use of toxic
chemicals that impair reuse, and aims to eliminate waste by better design of materials, systems, and products within business
models (Kirchner et al. 2017).
In turn, in the document "Road Map towards the transition to the circular economy" - circular economy is defined as "a
model of economic development in which - while maintaining the condition of efficiency - the following assumptions are met:
(1) the added value of raw materials/resources, materials and products is maximized or (2) the amount of generated waste
is minimized and the resulting waste is managed in accordance with the hierarchy of waste management methods (waste
prevention, preparation for re-use, recycling, other recovery methods, disposal)”.
A continuation of the assumptions implemented so far in the field of circular economy is the Communication from the
Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of
the Regions of 2020 entitled "A new Circular Economy Action Plan For a cleaner and more competitive Europe". This
roadmap sets out a series of interrelated initiatives to establish a robust and coherent product policy framework that will
make sustainable products, services and business models the norm and transform consumption patterns to prevent waste in
the first place. They concern such issues as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improving product durability, reusability, extensions and repairs, addressing hazardous chemicals in products and
increasing their energy and resource efficiency;
increasing the content of recycled materials in products;
enabling product regeneration and high-quality recycling;
reduction of the carbon and environmental footprint;
reducing single-use and preventing premature aging of products;
introduction of a ban on the destruction of unsold durable goods;
incentives for the use of the "product-as-service" model and other models where manufacturers own or are
responsible for the operation of the products throughout their life cycle;
harnessing the potential of digitizing product information, including solutions such as digital passports, labelling
and watermarks.

As far landfilling is concerned, detailed recommendations on reducing it are included in the "Directive (EU) 2018/850 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending Directive 1999/31/EC on the landfill of waste". This
document indicates measures to reduce the amount of landfilled waste, and in particular the waste suitable for recycling or
other recovery processes, such as the introduction of high operational and technical requirements for waste and landfills or
the provision of measures, procedures and guidelines to prevent, throughout the entire life cycle of landfills, the negative
impact of waste disposal on the environment. In turn, the guidelines for the prevention and reduction of food waste are
specified in the "Directive (EU) 2018/851 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending Directive
2008/98/EC on waste". According to the said document the Member States should take measures to promote prevention and
reduction of food waste in line with the "2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development", adopted by the United Nations (UN)
General Assembly on 25 September 2015, and in particular its target of halving per capita global food waste at the retail and
consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains, by 2030. To achieve these targets, EU Member
States should strive to achieve the indicative EU-wide target of reducing food waste by 30% by 2025 and by 50% by 2030.
Furthermore, the Directive (EU) 2018/852 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending
Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste includes requirements for the reuse of packaging and the avoidance
of placing new packaging on the market and increasing the quantity of generated packaging waste. According to the
requirements, in 2025 the recycling rate of packaging waste should reach 65%, and 70% in 2030. It is also assumed that the
recycling rates of packaging waste will be increased, including 50% for plastic waste, 70% for glass and 75% for paper and
cardboard, 70% for ferrous metals, 50% for aluminium and 25% for wood by 2025, and up to 55% for plastic waste, 75%
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for glass and 85% for paper and cardboard, 80% for ferrous metals, 60% for aluminium and 30% for wood by 2030. At the
same time, the possibility of landfilling municipal waste will be significantly reduced - to 10% in 2035.

The initial conditions for planning environmental and climate policy for the Polish economy
Planning activities related to the adjustment of the functioning of the enterprise sector based on the assumptions of
environmental and climate policies at the EU and national level requires the determination of the initial condition. Such
diagnoses, in combination with specific expectations formulated in programming and strategic documents, render it possible
to identify development priorities or the particularly sensitive areas.
Bearing in mind both the environmental objectives of the EU, as formulated in the article 9 of the Regulation (EU) 2020/852
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2020 on the establishment of a framework to facilitate sustainable
investment (including the above-mentioned examples of negative impact in each of the areas), as well as the specificity of
the activities of enterprises determining the possibility of their impact on individual environmental objectives, when
analyzing the areas of potential impact, one should focus on three areas that can be assigned to a varying degree to each of
the companies, regardless of their industry or size:
•
•
•

energy consumption/CO2 emissions (energy efficiency),
waste management,
exploitation of resources.

One of the key aspects of the transformation of the economy in the area of energy consumption is the action to increase
energy efficiency and strive for the highest possible use of energy from renewable sources. In Poland, it proves particularly
difficult due to the fact that the power industry is mainly based on coal (mainly hard coal), which is responsible for the
generation of about 70% of energy (in 2020 the share of hard coal in electricity production decreased to 46%, and that of
lignite to 24%) (Derski, 2021). It is assumed that in 2030 the share of coal and lignite in electricity generation will not exceed
56%. This is to be accompanied by an increase in the use of renewable energy sources in all sectors and technologies (in
2030 the share of renewable energy in the gross final energy consumption will be at least 23%, including advances that come
thanks to the development of photovoltaics), reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 30% by 2030 compared to
1990, as well as an increase in energy efficiency - the target of a 23% reduction in primary energy consumption has been set
for 2030 (Cf. Polityka Energetyczna Polski do 2040 roku).
It is worth paying attention to the observed trend of increasing the level of production and use of energy from renewable
sources in Poland. 25 354 GWh was produced from RES nationwide in 2019, which was a continuation of the upward trend
in the amount of energy from renewable sources observed since 2005. With the sustained decline in the acquisition of primary
energy, it results in a general systematic increase in the share of renewable energy sources in the acquisition of primary
energy from 2.5% in 2005 to 15.5% in 2019 (i.e. an over 6-fold increase).
These are positive symptoms, however, compared to other EU countries, the situation in this respect is far from favourable.
As the report of Statistics Poland, entitled Ochrona Środowiska 2020 indicates, it is so that while the total share of electricity
from renewable sources in 2018 increased for the entire EU only twice, when compared to 2005, the results achieved still
make Poland rank as one of the last. Austria is the undisputed leader in this respect with a share of over 70%, although
countries such as Sweden and Denmark also have a significant share (of over 60%). Undoubtedly, therefore, despite the
positive trends, the development of energy production based on renewable sources in Poland is one of the areas that require
special attention.
The issue of energy efficiency, including the use of renewable energy sources, is related to the issue of greenhouse gas
emissions, which is somewhat secondary to energy issues. Greenhouse gases will remain in the atmosphere for several to
thousands of years. A positive phenomenon observed in Poland is the reduction in 2020 of dust emissions and gaseous
pollutants into the air by particularly burdensome plants. Dust emission decreased by 17% and amounted to approx. 23
thousand tonnes. In turn, the emission of gaseous pollutants amounted to slightly over 186 thousand tonnes (which means a
6% decrease compared to 2019), of which 99% (approx. 185 thousand tonnes) was carbon dioxide. A very high degree of
reduction of the pollutants produced was maintained, both in the case of dust (99.9%) and gaseous substances (70.4%)
(Ochrona środowiska 2020. Wskaźniki zielonej gospodarki w Polsce 2020).
In this context, reference should be made to the legislative package on climate and energy announced by the European
Commission - "Fit for 55". This document sets the EU's climate objectives by 2030, according to which GHG emissions are
to be reduced by 55% compared to 1990. Undoubtedly, therefore, a significant reduction in GHG emissions, to a large extent
CO2, will be of crucial importance in its context. According to the data provided by the National Center for Emissions
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Management in 1990-2018 the GHG emissions were reduced by 13.1%. For comparison, as the Wskaźniki zielonej
gospodarki w Polsce 2020 report states, in the EU countries, these emissions (excluding emissions from international aviation
and maritime transport, as well as from land use, changes in land use and forestry) amounted to 4 226.0 million tonnes of
CO2 equivalent in 2018 and was lower than in 1990 by as much as 25.2%. The reduction was therefore almost twice as high
as in Poland.
One of the important goals leading to this effect is to increase the share of energy from renewable sources to 40% in total
energy consumption by 2030 (instead of the current 32%), from about 20% recorded in 2019. Taking into account that the
assumed share of renewable energy sources in total energy consumption in 2030 is to be 23%, and GHG emissions are to be
reduced by 30%, this is an area that still poses a significant challenge for the Polish economy.
As the Ochrona środowiska 2020 report states, in 2019, almost 127 million tonnes of waste was generated in Poland, of
which 10.1% was municipal waste (12.8 million tonnes). Since 2000, the amount of industrial waste generated was in the
range of 110-130 million tonnes, and generally speaking, it has been gradually decreasing since then. In 2019, the decrease
compared to the previous year was approximately 1%. If we compare the data on the amount of waste generated per year per
capita to the EU average, Poland fares favourably here. The Eurostat data demonstrate that in 2019, as much as 502 kg was
produced per capita in the EU countries (an increase from 489 kg in 2018). In the ranking of the EU countries, Poland ranks
penultimate, with Romania ending the list. Denmark (844), Luxembourg (791), Malta (694), Cyprus (642) and Germany
(609) produce the most.
As for industrial waste is considered, 114,134,000 tonnes of it was generated in 2019. The main source of waste was, as in
the previous years: mining and quarrying (55.8% of the total amount of generated waste), industrial processing (23.8%) and
the production and supply of electricity, gas, steam and hot water (12.3%). Out of the total amount of waste generated in
2019, 49% of waste was subjected to reclaiming. Therefore, it is a higher indicator than in the case of municipal waste,
although despite the introduction of a five-step hierarchy of waste management in Polish law, still a large proportion of waste
from economic activity is landfilled.
Another issue, apart from the amount of waste generated, is its future fate. Out of 12.8 million tonnes of municipal waste
collected in Poland, in 2019, 3.2 million tonnes (25%) were designated for recycling, and 1.2 million tonnes (9%) were used
for biological processing (composting or fermentation). For comparison, in 2019, 30.3% of waste was recycled across the
EU, and 17.3% was recycled through biological treatment, according to Eurostat data. Therefore, compared to the EU
average, we still have a difference of 14% of waste, which in Poland is, for example, landfilled and not used for further
processing. The challenge for Poland is, therefore, the development of recycling processes. The Nordic countries, which
practically stopped landfilling waste, can serve as a model here (Ochrona środowiska 2019).
The main challenge in waste management for the coming years is therefore the transition to a circular economy, the objective
of which is to use waste as a resource through recycling processes, but also to minimize the amount of waste generated. As
indicated in the case of Poland, recycling and composting leads to the processing of approximately 34% of generated waste.
What is now required is the development of waste treatment options in the recycling process, in order to achieve the highest
possible rates of selectively collected waste. What is also important, apart from legal solutions and the development of a
selective collection system, is to involve property owners in the appropriate selection of waste. In Poland, the amount of
waste collected selectively is systematically growing - from just 3% (295 thousand tonnes) in 2005, to as much as 31% (4
million tonnes) in 2019.
In the context of waste management, it is worth emphasizing that Eurostat calculates the EU circularity index, which is also
known as the circular material use rate. It determines the level of materials recovered and returned to the economy, i.e. what
percentage of materials used in the EU economy comes from recycling. Currently, the circularity index is 11.9%. For
comparison - the circularity rate (circular use of materials) for Poland is 9.8%.
The last area of potential impact of enterprises on the environment and climate, i.e. resource exploitation, is in a way related
to waste management. Higher levels of recycling mean that the processes of using natural resources are limited. Exploitation
of natural resources constitutes a significant aspects of resource consumption. To assess the degree of their use, the indicator
entitled Domestic material consumption is applied. It reflects the total amount of raw materials actually used in economic
processes for the needs of the national economy. It is the sum of raw materials sourced from the natural environment on the
territory of the country during the year for their further processing or direct consumption plus the import of raw materials,
less the amount of raw materials exported.
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According to Eurostat data, in 2019 domestic material consumption in Poland, per capita, amounted to 17.5 tons, i.e. a value
higher than the mean value for the 27 European Union member states, where the average 2019 national material consumption
per capita amounted to 13.4 tons. Bulgaria recorded a higher value (19.8 tonnes). So did Ireland (22.3 tonnes), Denmark
(24.9 tonnes), Estonia (27.7 tonnes), Romania (29.9 tonnes), and also the Scandinavian countries. Regardless of this, in the
context of the use of resources, Polish economy has space for improvement in this regard (National Reporting Platform –
SDG). As for the structure of DMC (share of individual raw materials in consumption), the dominant category in Poland
were non-metallic minerals (50.2%), biomass (25.2%), fossil energy resources/energy carriers (19.8%) and metal ores
(5.5%).
As in the case of water, the resource productivity index, calculated as the ratio of GDP (in constant prices) to domestic
material consumption, is used to assess the efficiency of raw materials use. The higher the value of this indicator, the lower
use of raw materials per unit of generated GDP. In the years 2000–2019, the efficiency of resource use gradually increased
from PLN 1.31/kg to PLN 3.16/kg. In the case of comparisons of resource efficiency between countries, conducted for one
year, it is advisable to use an indicator calculated on the basis of GDP according to the purchasing power standard (PPS).
According to Eurostat, in 2019 the resource productivity index in the EU countries was 2.3 PPS/kg. Poland, with the indicator
at the level of 1.2 PPS/kg, ranked 24th among the EU member states.

Possible scope of involvement of enterprises in the implementation of the assumptions of
environmental and climate policies
The answer to the challenges defined within the framework is that enterprises undertake a number of activities that will allow
them to manage their business processes more effectively. The idea that in the case of enterprises materializes in various
aspects is to move towards a circular economy. This area has a universal character, both in terms of energy efficiency and
GHG emission reduction, as well as contributing to the reduction of the amount of waste generated (or for its reuse) and the
optimization of resource consumption through better design of materials, systems or products as part of business models. It
is the area related to the optimization of resource use that is the area in which the Polish economy has a lot to make up for,
taking into account its higher levels of material consumption, as well as its resource productivity, which is lower than the
EU average. Moving towards circular economy is therefore a necessity leading to a reduction in the consumption footprint
and an improvement in the rate of material use in a closed loop. The processes that we may list as parts of circular economy
are very diverse. Generally speaking, it is focused on the use of renewable energy, as well as the rationalization of resource
consumption and the reuse and elimination of waste through better design of materials, systems or products within new or
modified business models.
In line with the assumptions contained in the EU strategy, the European Green Deal, it is recommended to accelerate the
transformational change aimed at reducing the consumption footprint and doubling the rate of closed loop material use. In
this context, it is important to develop innovative design and R&D processes in companies in terms of the closed loop for all
products, allowing for the reduction of material consumption and their reuse before their recycling. What should also be
noted is the support for innovative industrial processes that allow to use waste or by-products from one industry sector in
another one as a raw material (industrial symbiosis).
The aforelisted environmental challenges that enterprises face are connected with introduction of various business models,
such as:
•

•

improvement of energy efficiency - through investments of enterprises aimed at the use of renewable energy
sources, as well as using monitoring for effective management of energy consumption processes. Such a system
allows the user to monitor electricity consumption, but also (depending on the needs) thermal energy, cold and hot
water, gas, compressed air and temperature (Bartniczak et al., 2020). Energy management systems can be used in
various types of buildings, both industrial, residential and public ones. The only differences here are the type of
devices that are monitored, and the scale of potential energy savings.
eco-design - designing in a way that contributes to the broadly understood reduction of demand for raw materials.
Both shapes and functions are designed so as to minimize the demand for various types of raw materials (including
energy and water). Eco-design is a holistic approach to design that also takes into account environmental elements,
thus introducing a new dimension to traditional design. It also takes into account the possibility of, inter alia, repair,
replacement of parts, refilling/replenishing of a given element as well as durability and the possibility of sharing. It
is from eco-design that the process of implementing a circular economy begins. Each element of an item should be
recoverable/repairable and further reused. This can only be achieved by implementing this approach already at the
stages of design and material selection (Cf. Bartniczak et al., 2020);
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•

•
•

•
•

industrial symbiosis - using waste generated by another enterprise in the production process - waste or products of
one enterprise become raw materials for another. This interconnection is sometimes referred to as industrial
symbiosis. It should be noted that the industrial symbiosis can go both ways - a participating company can
simultaneously donate its waste and process waste derived from the production of other companies (Preisner, 2016);
upcycling - it is a process of creative recycling that consists in transforming used products and generated waste into
new materials or products of higher quality and value (combining recycling with designing new products);
change of business models towards the PaaS model (product as a service), in which consumers pay for rental or
use of a product, which prompts companies to care primarily about its quality and performance. Therefore, for the
implementation of these models in enterprises, it is important to support the development of research and
technologies optimizing the consumption of raw materials, water and energy and their implementation in individual
industry sectors. The possibilities of applying the business model leading towards PaaS are very wide, as is the
scope of potential recipients of this type of offer;
extending the life of the product (e.g. by repairing, improving, processing and reselling),
developing or participating in sharing platforms (enabling consumers to share, rent, exchange or lend goods they
rarely use).

Conclusion
According to the conducted analysis, in the coming years the Polish economy will face a number of challenges resulting
from the assumptions of the environmental and climate policy at the EU level. These challenges relate to a number of areas
related to energy efficiency and the development of renewable energy sources leading to the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, but also the broadly understood resource management, including development towards a circular economy.
The aforementioned challenges are aimed at minimizing the distance between Poland and the EU. This distance varies in
different areas. Undoubtedly, one of the crucial aspects that should be taken into account in the coming years are energy
policy measures that will lead the Polish economy towards the requirements related to the share of renewable energy sources
in energy consumption or the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, the key steps to be taken are those aimed to
reduce the energy consumption of the economy, including the development of the capacity to generate energy from renewable
sources in order to increase its share in total consumption. It is also important to act to increase resource efficiency, which is
to lead to a decrease in domestic material consumption and to an improvement in the area of resource productivity.
Striving to trigger changes in the areas described above is important both from a business point of view and in terms of
corporate social responsibility. In the first context, it should be emphasized that the implementation of changes in companies
in line with the circular economy trend does not preclude the achievement of the assumed development goals. On the
contrary, it only changes the way they are achieved, and may even accelerate development processes, although subject to the
condition of implementing well-thought-out business models that will fit in with the new conditions. Undertaking activities
in the field of business modelling in the areas described above is also intended to have a long-term impact on environmental
and climate issues. However, the condition for obtaining such effects is the mass scale of these activities. Here, in turn, the
importance of state policy becomes significant, as it is able to influence the economy in the scope described above through
appropriately planned intervention, e.g. through EU funds.
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Abstract
Information and digital technologies are effective tools for the development of all spheres of society. In modern conditions,
digital transformation is the key to the successful socio-economic development of the region. Digital technologies allow
regional government bodies to effectively solve strategic management tasks and achieve the set goals of socio-economic
development. The purpose of the study is to develop theoretical and methodological provisions for the formation of a
digital system for managing the region's economy, built on the basis of a platform approach that ensures effective
interaction between participants and allows solving strategic management tasks. The study is based on the use of methods
of systemic and structural-functional approaches to the consideration of information resources, as well as general scientific
methods of analysis and synthesis. This article discusses the goals and principles of project management in executive
authorities. The role of a single information resource for planning and monitoring the execution of state programs and
national projects of the Russian Federation in the digital transformation of the regional economic management system is
revealed. On the basis of the study, the author proposes a platform approach as an effective mechanism for managing
economic processes at the regional level. Active processes of digital transformation are changing the architecture of the
regional economic management system. The functioning of the system of strategic management of the region's economy
presupposes the creation of an information and analytical model based on the use of a set of information and digital
technologies.

Keywords: Regional Economy Management, Project Management, Digital Transformation, Digital Technologies,
Platform Approach.

Introduction
The ambitiousness of the national project "Digital Economy" approved by the Government of the Russian Federation and
the announcement at the highest level of the start of public administration reform dictate the requirements for finding a
new model of regional governance and sustainable development based on the integrated implementation of digital
technologies in all spheres of functioning of the economy and society.
In Russia, the strategic planning system, including its territorial level, is currently at the stage of formation and is
undergoing changes and needs significant improvement in view of the rapid development of digital technologies.
Today, in the scientific and journalistic space, one can increasingly find studies (Babkina A., 2021; Kelesh Yu., Bessonova
E., 2021; Afanasyeva L., Tkacheva T., Piyaltsev A., 2020; Lygina N., Izmalkova S., Pyanova N., 2019; Mashkina N.,
Belyaeva E., Obukhova A., Belyaeva O., 2021; Merzlyakova E., Ershova I., Bridskiy E., 2021) devoted to the impact of
digital transformation on the development and management processes of the economic, financial, social and other spheres.
The digital approach to managing the economy and social sphere of the country's regions has gained the greatest popularity
since the declaration of the concept of the Center for Strategic Research "State as a Platform" in 2018.
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The theoretical basis of the article is formed by fundamental developments on the topic under study, which were presented
in the works of modern authors such as Brunet M. (Brunet, 2019), Malinen P., Simula H. (Malinen, Simula, 2005), Boris
I.V., Nemykina T.V. (Boris, Nemykina 2017), Molchanova N.P. (Molchanova, 2017), Izmalkova S.A. (Izmalkova. 2019),
Baklaeva N.M. (Baklaeva, 2017), Ostrovskaya N.V., Barykin S.E., Burova A.Yu. (Ostrovskaya, Barykin, Burova 2020).

Materials and Methods
The study is based on the use of methods of systemic and structural-functional approaches to the consideration of
information resources, as well as general scientific methods of analysis and synthesis.
The study was based on the current legislative framework (the national program "Digital Economy of the Russian
Federation", order of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation dated April 14, 2014 No. 26R-AU
"On Approval of Methodological Recommendations for the Implementation of Project Management in Executive Bodies"
and etc.).
The materials for the study were the scientific works of the authors, presented in monographs and publications of
periodicals, devoted to the formation of the digital economic system of the region, the development of the regional system
of socio-economic development in the context of digitalization.

Results
The main idea of the program for the development of the digital economy of Russia should be a set of measures to
stimulate the creation of digital platforms in all industries and spheres of life, followed by expansion to the economic
contour of the EAEU (http://dpfund.ru/).
The use of the digital platform "Electronic Budget" has a positive effect on increasing the efficiency of the programtargeted project-targeted management of budget resources in accordance with the program and social requirements for
modern state financial and economic systems.
The most significant advantages and features of the SI IS "Electronic Budget" are: strengthening budgetary discipline,
increasing the responsibility of the authorities for decisions made, increasing the efficiency of budgetary resource
management at all levels of the budget system, increasing the openness of the budget for citizens of the country.
At the regional level, work began on the comprehensive automation of the budget process using a single digital platform
"Electronic Budget", which made it possible to combine different levels of budgets and contributed to the formation of an
integrated information environment in the budgetary sphere.
To date, we can note the visible indisputable advantages of the digital platform "Electronic Budget":
1) the digital platform "Electronic Budget", in a single digital space of which financial and budget information is
consolidated and moved, allows users (participants in the budget process, state and regional subjects of control) to get
access to up-to-date information in real time;
2) the digital platform "Electronic Budget" facilitates the transition from a vertical model of budget expenditures
management to a process-oriented horizontally oriented management model.
Digital transformation in modern conditions affects various areas of the financial and economic activities of the state, and
the budgetary sphere is no exception.
The report of the Center for Strategic Research (2018) notes that digital transformation will lead to increased transparency
in the use of budgetary resources, namely, there will be more and more transparent chain of suppliers and final
beneficiaries, available not only to Rosfinmonitoring, and it will become clear how narrow the boundaries are. formal
conflict of interest.
Traditional information systems do not allow solving modern problems in digital content management, aimed, first of all,
at the exchange of information represented by large amounts of data in digital form, and then its analysis and use of the
analysis results to achieve the goals of strategic development of digitalization subjects (Izmalkova, 2019).
We consider it expedient at the regional level in the field of economic management to use a platform approach, which has
already proven its effectiveness in the commercial sector. Platform solutions are currently the dominant player in the
process.
We note the following advantages and capabilities of platforms that make the platform approach to regional governance
attractive:
- ensuring the interaction of a large number of users;
- creation for participants of an open infrastructure of interaction with clearly defined rules;
- a high level of quality and efficiency of interaction with the use of platform services;
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- lower costs of platform users for interaction than with traditional forms of interaction;
- the constant accumulation of large amounts of data on the behavior of participants, which are subsequently used to
optimize the work of the platforms.
The introduction of information technologies into the structure of regional strategizing helps to speed up information
exchange, and the tools used for information technology support of work processes make it possible to increase the
efficiency of public administration and local self-government, build up the potential for continuous monitoring of socioeconomic processes and making operational decisions on their regulation (Dorgushaova, 2015).
An innovative digital blockchain technology can help achieve these goals.
Blockchain is a promising technology that can be used in the field of strategic management of the development of the
region (Prikhodchenko, Panskov, Afanasyeva, 2021).
The participation of the state in the development and implementation of blockchain technology will ultimately help to
reduce the complexity and cost of public administration (Prikhodchenko, 2020).
Important advantages of the potential use of blockchain in the public sphere are security (encryption to confirm
transactions), immutability (the current state of the blockchain depends on previous transactions), transparency (due to
public and distributed storage).
The issues of using the potential of blockchain technology are in the focus of attention of various modern researchers and
practitioners.
According to Daryl Plummer, director of research at Gartner, there is a digital revolution currently taking place, which will
gain momentum in the near future. Despite the imperfection of distributed ledger technologies, a Gartner analyst believes
that blockchain will penetrate various industries within the next 2-3 years.
Gartner predicts that blockchain can be used in any industry where transactions need to be verified.
In the past few years, more and more attention of Russian and foreign researchers and analysts has been attracted by the
possibilities of using blockchain technology in various fields, including in the field of public administration.
So, in early 2017, at a meeting with Deputy Prime Ministers, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, an order was made to the
Ministry of Economic Development and the Ministry of Telecom and Mass Communications to analyze the possibility of
using blockchain technology in the field of public administration and economic management in Russia.
In 2016, a report was prepared on a study by the UK Government Science Office (Ledger Technology: beyondblockchain)
(https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492972/gs-16-1-distributed-ledgertechnology.pdf). This report states that one of the priority tasks of the state is to identify the possibilities of using
distributed ledger technology in public administration and in the provision of public services.
In May 2018, a member of the US Federal Reserve Board Lael Brainard prepared materials (Cryptocurrencies, Digital
Currencies,
and
Distributed
Ledger
Technologies:
What
Are
We
Learning?)
(https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20180515a. htm), in which it is noted that distributed ledger
technology (blockchain) is a mechanism for maintaining and transfer of records, which in the past few years has already
gone beyond the cryptocurrency.

Discussion
It is possible to form a unified strategic planning system in the Russian Federation, constituent entities of the Russian
Federation and municipalities based on the integration of retrospective theoretical developments and practical experience
of strategic planning with the realities of digital transformation.
In modern conditions, the need for the development of a system of state strategic management (planning) of socioeconomic development in the country is growing.
The modern system of strategic planning in the field of economic management of the state and regions is based on the
program-project approach.
In a broad sense, the project-target approach is a professional activity using modern scientific and practical knowledge,
skills, methods and technologies, which is focused on obtaining results through the successful implementation of projects
that include clear requirements for time, scope of work, cost and quality (Boris, Nemykina, 2017).
A project-based approach to managing economic processes implies effective interaction of all stakeholders, guarantees
resource savings and predictability of results.
The project-target approach being implemented at present reinforces the need for innovative development of the regional
economy management system. In modern conditions, the modernization of the regional innovative economic management
system is largely determined by the orientation of the regional management system towards digitalization processes.
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The development of digital transformation processes for managing the regional economy is facilitated by the introduction
of various digital technologies. The digital platform is becoming more and more widespread in the digital space, which can
be considered as a new form of organization of the system of institutions and mechanisms for managing the region's
economy.

Performance-based
approach to
management

Project- based
approach to
management

digital technologies

digital technologies

Innovative system for managing the region's economy

Digital transformation
Source: compiled by the authors

Fig. 1. Innovative system for managing the regional economy in the context of digital transformation

The system of socio-economic development depends on and is interconnected with the budgetary system, since budgetary
resources are the financial basis for the functioning of this system.
As part of the action and development of the electronic government system at the level of the Russian Federation, the
issues of ensuring the possibility of accounting and interconnecting the parameters of strategic planning documents, as well
as the transparency and openness of the relevant information, are extremely relevant. And, first of all, this applies to the
planning and execution of government programs and national projects.
According to the Ministry of Finance of Russia, these opportunities will be provided through the formation of a single
information resource.
The SI IS "Electronic Budget" provides for a subsystem "Management of national projects", the purpose of which is to
monitor the achievement of indicators of national projects, take into account risks, which will allow managers of all levels
to take timely measures to prevent deviations from planned indicators. This subsystem allows you to form a passport of a
regional project, which reflects the goals and indicators, results, financial support, the project plan of activities and the state
programs of the region related to this project. Also, this subsystem allows for continuous monitoring of the implementation
of a regional project (Fig. 2).
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Concluded
Information
Concluded
agreements on agreements on
on budget
the
the provision of
allocations in
implementation interbudgetary
the context
of regional
transfers
of budget
projects
classification

Regional
projects
passports

Action plans
for the
implementat
ion of
regional
projects

Application of unified budget classification codes

Granting those responsible for achieving results with the status of project
participants and the obligation to generate reporting in the SI IS "Electronic
Budget"
Collection of reports on the execution of regional and local budgets, taking
into account the reflection of expenses by budget classification

UNIFIED SYSTEM FOR MONITORING NATIONAL PROJECTS AT THE
REGIONAL LEVEL

Fig. 2. Unified monitoring system of national projects at the regional level based on the digital platform
"Electronic Budget"
Source: compiled by the authors according to the official website of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation

A significant result of the implementation of the GI IS "Electronic Budget" is that the subjects of financial and budgetary
control are provided with access to the full volume of necessary information, which will avoid distortion and discrepancies
in data generated at different levels of management. Also, this system helps to increase the validity of decisions and the
effectiveness of regional management.

Conclusion
The functioning of the system of strategic management of the region's economy presupposes the creation of an information
and analytical model, which contains goals, a set of measures that contribute to the achievement of these goals, and allows
to accumulate reporting data in a timely manner.
Within the framework of this model, for information support of strategic decisions, the importance of using a set of modern
information and digital technologies combined into a digital platform and ensuring the coordination of analytical,
information, expert and forecasting activities of various services of regional government bodies is obvious.
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Abstract
The relevance is due to the need for technological modernization of production facilities, the development of innovative
and competitive products on the world market, and an increase in non-resource non-energy exports. Attraction of
investments is also aimed at obtaining new technologies and R&D results (participation in joint R&D, obtaining rights to
key results of intellectual activity and creating our own results of intellectual activity), gaining access to foreign markets,
creating new high-tech jobs and improving the qualifications of personnel. The result of the implementation of the task of
attracting investment is the creation and modernization of domestic industries, built into the value chain in the world
market and having a scientific and technical groundwork for R&D. Currently, there are a number of theoretical approaches
to the content and organization of work on the preparation of the mechanism for the formation and implementation of
innovation and investment policy, as well as practical experience summarized by various scientists and practitioners. The
effectiveness of the use of innovation and investment potential in Russia as a whole depends on the innovation and
investment potential of meso-economic systems at the meso-level. When assessing the innovation potential at the mesolevel, the level of human development, the assessment of scientific knowledge, the application and implementation of new
knowledge, and the possibility of creating know–how are taken into account. The assessment of the innovation potential of
the meso-level is important for the justification of innovation and investment policy and the development of regional
development programs, taking into account the effective use of innovation and investment resources of the meso-economic
system.

Keywords: Innovation Activities, Investment Activities, Digital Transformation
Introduction
The relationship between innovative development and investment is obvious. Innovation, as the basis for economic growth,
is implemented through investment projects.
Based on the conclusions of foreign and Russian authors, as well as the tasks that are solved by socio-economic systems, it
can be stated that innovation and investment activities have long been underestimated by practitioners. For innovations, the
object of investment should be not only scientific inventions, but also the results of such developments, and any
organizational activity for the use of innovations, for example, in the field of nanotechnology, in the construction of
enterprises in new industries.
The innovation and investment policy of the mesoeconomic system is a system of institutions (organizations and
institutions) that provide, through certain forms, methods and measures, support for innovation and innovative
__________________
Cite this Article as: Irina ERSHOVA, Aleksandr Sotnikov, Elizaveta Ershova and Elena Belyaeva “Assessment of
Innovation and Investment Activities in The Context of Digital Transformation” Proceedings of the 38th International
Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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entrepreneurship. An innovation and investment policy is an organizational, material, financial and credit, information base
for creating conditions conducive to effective accumulation and distribution of funds, the provision of services for the
development of innovation, technological transfer, and the commercialization of scientific and technical products in
conditions of increased risk.
According to famous scientists, “within the framework of the spatial paradigm, the key problem of the state innovation and
investment policy is a reasonable combination of mesoeconomic diversity, the preservation of the integrity of the national
space and its integration into the globalizing world, which stimulates multidirectional attraction for different regions of the
country.

Materials and Methods
Methods of innovation and investment policy are defined as a system of methods and norms by which the state regulates
economic relations.
As the researchers note, “the mechanism for the formation and implementation of innovation and investment policy as a
priority task can be carried out in various ways.
Currently, there are a number of theoretical approaches to the content and organization of work on the preparation of a
mechanism for the formation and implementation of innovation and investment policy, as well as practical experience
summarized by various scientists and practitioners. Consider the existing approaches to the development of a mechanism
for the formation and implementation of innovation and investment policy.
The mechanism for the formation and implementation of innovation and investment policy is a set of economic
instruments and organizational measures that determine the procedure for its development.

Results
Taking into account the research of scientists in the field of state regulation of management of innovation and investment
activities and the formation of the mechanism of innovation and investment policy, the general elements of the mechanism
for the formation and implementation of innovation and investment policy are highlighted:
elements aimed at the implementation of processes related to the preparation of a mechanism for the formation and
implementation of innovation and investment policy, including: approaches and methods for assessing the innovation and
investment position of the mesoeconomic system; approaches to the development of the general mechanism of the
mesoeconomic system;
elements related to project evaluation and risk assessment, which are associated with these innovation and investment
projects;
elements related to the implementation of the strategy, including the main stages of the strategic management cycle of the
mesoeconomic system, associated with the implementation of the mechanism for the formation and implementation of the
innovation and investment policy of the mesoeconomic system. "
The most important element of any policy, including the innovation and investment policy of the mesoeconomic system, is
the mechanisms for its implementation. In the scientific literature there is no unambiguous definition of the organizational
and economic mechanism of the innovation and investment policy of the mesoeconomic system.
In 2007, Leo Hurwicz, Roger Myerson, Erik Maskin received the Nobel Prize in Economics "for fundamental
contributions to the theory of economic mechanisms". In accordance with their views, any interaction between economic
actors is a strategic game, and the mechanism is the form of such a game.
In order to attract large investors, in the process of implementing the IIP MES, the authorities need to focus on individual
activities with investors, take part in national and foreign industry exhibitions, create contacts and provide for investors
ways of direct interaction with executive authorities.
The primary factor influencing the choice of innovation and investment attractiveness by "foreign companies of a
particular region is the volume and prospects for the development of the consumer market, as well as the developed
infrastructure and the availability of qualified specialists and technicians with knowledge of foreign languages."
International organizations “use their own systems of indicators reflecting the level of innovative development of the
national economy. To assess innovative development, indicators are used, including indices and indicators that
characterize, first of all, innovative potential, innovative activity and innovative results. Thanks to these indices,
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“weaknesses” can be found in the country, the elimination of which is a necessary task for successful innovation activity.
These include the index of scientific and technical potential of the World Economic Forum, which includes two
complementary indicators of the country's competitiveness. "
Researching international statistics, Russia ranks 44th out of 189 in terms of indicators: the global competitiveness index
and the business competitiveness index. The first lines of this rating are occupied by the USA, Germany, Switzerland, as
well as Singapore and China (Table 1).
Table 1 - Rating of the global competitiveness of developed countries in 2018
Rating
1
2
3
4
5
43

Country
USA
Singapore
Germany
Switzerland
Japan
Russian Federation

Index
2018
85,7
83,4
82,7
82,5
82,4
65,5

Secondly, the global innovation index developed by the international business school INSEAD (France) and the World
Intellectual Property Organization. The Russian Federation is in the same position in the ranking of the countries of the
world according to the innovation index as of 2019 (table 2).
Table 2 - Ranking of countries in the world according to the index of innovative activity in 2019
Rating

Country

1
2
3
4
5
46

Switzerland
Sweden
Netherlands
USA
United Kingdom
Russian Federation

Index
2019
67,69
63,82
63,36
61,40
60,89
38,76

The Human Development Index is a combined indicator that characterizes human development in countries and regions of
the world. It is the most important index, since the level of human development most of all affects the innovative potential.
In leading countries such as Switzerland, Norway and Australia, the priority is given to the quality of education, which is
directly related to the level of development. It is people who are the driving force and the basis for the successful
development of any state.
After analyzing the country's position in the ratings of global competitiveness, “we can draw conclusions about the
effectiveness of the use of innovative potential, which gives the state great opportunities for development, contributes to
changes, improvements and progress. Indices for measuring the innovative development of a country show its readiness to
create and master innovations. In order to obtain complete and reliable information on the country's innovative potential, it
is necessary to use several indices characterizing quantitative and qualitative indicators.
Table 3 - Ranking according to the human development index in 2019
Rating

Country

1
2
3
4
5
49

Norway
Switzerland
Australia
Ireland
Germany
Russian Federation
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Index
2019
0,953
0,944
0,939
0,938
0,936
0,816
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The information technology market occupies a small share of GDP. It occupies the largest share of GDP in the UK - 4.3%,
and the smallest in Russia - 1.2%, it is also clear that in 2020, compared to 2018, the share of the information technology
market increased everywhere except in Poland - there was a decrease ; and in Russia - remained unchanged. The
information technology market in Russia in 2020 compared to 2018 increased by 1,115 billion rubles, the main increase
occurred in 2018-2020. Statistical analysis showed that the dynamic development of the information technology market is
sustainable. Forecast extrapolation showed that in 2021 the information technology market will bring in 2898 billion
rubles. in year.
The volume of the information technology market in% of GDP in various countries is presented in Table 4.
Table 4 - Volume of the information technology market in various countries in
2018-2020, in% of GDP
Countries / years

2018

2019

2020

United Kingdom
USA
Western Europe
Germany

4,2
3,3
2,6
2,5

4,7
3,3
2,9
2,8

4,3
3,4
2,8
2,7

2020 to
2018 (+/–)
0,1
0,1
0,2
0,2

France
Poland
Russia

2,3
2,5
1,2

2,3
2,5
1,2

2,6
2,4
1,2

0,3
–0,1
0

The strategic goal of “the development of innovative activities and the formation of an innovative economy in the Russian
Federation for the coming years can be called the integrated development of domestic industries and territories to the level
of their competitiveness in the world. Achievement of this goal requires structural modernization of the country's economy,
technical and technological re-equipment of production facilities, the fight against the shadow economy, criminalization
and corruption, the development of new legislation in the field of economic and innovation-investment activities ".

Discussion
Target models for simplifying business procedures have been introduced by the regions of Russia since January 2017,
under the direct control of the federal executive authorities. Target models determine the procedure for reducing the time
required for completing procedures and reducing their number, provide for measures to improve the quality of regional
state control (supervision), support small and medium-sized businesses, improve the quality of regional legislation on the
protection of investors' rights, etc.
Russia ranked 28th in 2020 in the World Bank's Doing Business 2020 report, up 3 positions from last year (Table 5).
Table 5 - Ranking of different countries of doing business according to the World Bank in 2020
Place

Country

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…25
26
27
28

New Zealand
Singapore
Hong Kong, China
Denmark
Korea
USA
Georgia
United Kingdom
Norway
Sweden
Kazakhstan
Iceland
Austria
Russian Federation
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Doing Business
2020 ranking
86,8
86,2
85,3
85,3
84,0
84,0
83,7
83,5
82,6
82,0
79,6
79,0
78,7
78,2
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Russia is located in a number of countries with a good business climate, and the further goals of the state to advance in the
rating are becoming more and more ambitious. In the Doing Business 2020 report, the competition in the top 30 is so
intense that the place is decided from tenths, and sometimes even hundredths of the distance from the front line index.

Conclusion
The efficiency of using the innovation and investment potential in Russia as a whole depends on the innovation and
investment potential of mesoeconomic systems of the meso-level. When assessing the innovative potential at the mesolevel, the level of human development, the assessment of scientific knowledge, the application and implementation of new
knowledge, the possibility of creating know-how are taken into account. Assessment of the innovative potential of the
meso-level is important for substantiating the innovation and investment policy and the development of regional
development programs, taking into account the effective use of innovation and investment resources of the mesoeconomic
system.
International organizations “use their own systems of indicators reflecting the level of innovative development of the
national economy. To assess innovative development, indicators are used, including indices and indicators that
characterize, first of all, innovative potential, innovative activity and innovative results. Thanks to these indices,
“weaknesses” can be found in the country, the elimination of which is a necessary task for successful innovation activity.
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Abstract
Cities are now the basic center of activity of every human being. The development of globalization and urbanization in the
world meant that functioning in the urban community has become a threat not only for residents, but also for the surrounding
environment. The increase in the number of registered vehicles negatively affected the quality of life. The area of engineering
considerations has become the design of urban space based on the principles of sustainable development based on the Smart
City concept. City managers, prioritizing the development of the city and the safety of its users, create management plans
for urbanized urban areas, based on the policy of decarbonisation. Cyberports, compact cities or Smart Cities are no longer
a dream about the future for society. People become residents and users of smart and resource-efficient cities, which face the
challenges of the future and the unlimited and constantly growing needs of their users - residents. The article presents an
analysis and assessment of the use of methods and tools of transport system engineering in the Smart City concept, based on
the example of the analysis of the mobility of selected roads in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship in Poland. Improving the
condition of the urban environment with the use of innovative engineering methods and tools, the transport system is
currently a major challenge due to the deepening problem of mobility or the inability to develop new engineering projects in
an urbanized urban area due to the maximum use of the spatial area of cities. The aim of the study is to indicate how the use
of practical traffic modeling tools and the way of urban engineering development affect the functioning of cities in Poland.
Detailed considerations on technological and engineering architecture in the city management process allows us to observe
the direction of development of future Smart Cities.

Keywords: Smart City, urban mobility system, traffic model.
Introduction
Contemporary urban agglomerations are the subject of research by representatives of many scientific disciplines. The greatest
amount of scientific research devoted to urban issues is observed in the community of sociologists, historians, geographers,
economists and town planners. Although there are differences in the method of research and the areas of reflection on the
functioning of cities, representatives of all fields find a common denominator, which is the thesis describing the city as the
most important center for the functioning of residents and a place of their constant development.
Historical analysis of scientific publications in the field of urban construction allows us to observe that in different epochs
the image of cities, their territorial size, number of inhabitants and dominant functions underwent transformation and
metamorphosis. Ancient polis has undergone many technical and engineering metamorphoses over the years to become an
urbanized urban area of the 21st century.
Until the end of the 18th century, inhabitants of urban agglomerations constituted about 10% of the population of the analyzed
country. Taking into account the current scientific and research reports, it can be observed that the proportions have reversed.
According to the latest research by McKinsey Global Institute from 2020, 600 urbanized urban agglomerations generate
about 65% of global GDP (Dobbs et al. 2011). In the next 10 years, central development centers will change their location,
moving to the southeast of the globe. Currently, the 220 fastest growing cities generate an additional 10% of global GDP
1
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(Collier et al. 2020). It is forecasted that by 2025, around one-third of urbanized urban areas will be outside the list of the
fastest-growing cities, and will be replaced by around 140 new cities from countries with the highest development forecasts,
mostly from China (Bachanek et al. 2020).
Currently, the 23 largest cities in the world, with a population of 10 million or more, generate around 10% of global GDP
(this share is expected to reach 14% by the end of 2025). Cities with an average population size (between 150,000 and 10
million) will generate more than half of the global GDP at the same time. Forecasts indicate that the largest cities will be
inhabited by approximately 310 million inhabitants more than today - which will result in an increase in the demand for
urban transport.
Currently, 1.5 billion people live in cities, which is 22% of the total global population of urbanized urban areas (Peprah et
al. 2019). This aspect is an important problem in terms of reducing the quality of life of city dwellers. Increasing road
congestion, greater environmental pollution and the lack of green urban space is currently the most important element for
improvement among city authorities (Palomo-Navarro et al. 2018).
The aim of the article is to present the road traffic model and to propose a method of urban engineering development as part
of the Smart City concept based on the analysis of the mobility of selected roads in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship in
Poland. In selecting the best decision-maker criterion, a multi-criteria decision selection method was used - the AHP method,
and on the basis of Saaty's scale, the elements of each level were compared in pairs, creating a matrix and a detailed
decomposition of the research problem was made in the form of a hierarchical tree template.

Methods and Materials
The factor in the development of smart cities is the community of people with their unlimited needs, aspirations and the layer
of economic substrate. It is the activity of residents that generates the needs of cargo transportation, transport mobility and
information transmission.
A manifestation of the increasing mobility of modern users of smart urban areas is the increased flow of means of transport,
causing constant pressure on the urban environment, which results in countless threats to the development and optimal
functioning of urbanized urban areas.
Currently, the optimal management of the engineering of smart agglomeration areas is primarily related to the search for an
appropriate and economically participated model of mapping the structure of the city's transport system, between the elements
of the entry to the system and the elements of the exit (Lom et al. 2020). The mapping model becomes the basic research tool
of the entire urban community, which is a strictly defined system of urbanized urban areas. The main goal of the system
examination may be the identification of its structure, determination of the characteristics determining its properties and
determination of the essence of the influence of the determined factors on the determinants of interest to us (e.g. throughput,
reliability, safety) or searching for optimal solutions, e.g. in terms of the optimal technical structure of the system or the
optimal control of the tested set of transport connections.
The structure of the mobility system of urbanized urban areas, based on the Smart City concept, defines the interdependencies
between the elements of the system and its surroundings (Hidayati et al. 2020). When analyzing the subject approach, it is
important to formalize mobility in urban areas in such a way that the examined elements of the structure and the relations
between them are identifiable.
The structure of the mobility system in urbanized urban areas is interpreted by means of a set of components and relations in
the form of a G graph projection, i.e .:

= 〈

,

〉

where:

- is a set of elements constituting the start, end and transition points of the graph's vertices;
- is a set of transport links (movements) between individual elements of the set

;

The aim of the analysis is to improve the road transport system, affecting the quality of life of residents.
In the structure of the mobility system in urbanized areas written in the form of a mathematical graph G there is the set
as:

=

:

= , ,…,

,…,

The coefficients of structure elements are classified by the index w, and W is a specific number of elements of the analyzed
community.
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For the practical analysis of the system element, it was assumed that on the tested set
of mobility system elements,
point P is the beginning of the set, point K is the point of transition of the set and point E is the end point in the set
.
The area of analysis covers West Pomeranian voivodeship, the entry point of which is the parameter P corresponding to the
city of Szczecin, the transition points are as follows: K1 (Koszalin), K2 (Stargard), K3 (Kołobrzeg), K4 (Świnoujście). the
equivalent is parameter E. The classification of cities to individual collections was based on the number of inhabitants and
the problem with the capacity of the most important communication routes.
The West Pomeranian voivodeship was selected to carry out the analysis of the mobility of the roads of the surveyed
population, using 11 road sections with the greatest downtime and capacity problems. Each section has its own parameters,
i.e. length and estimated time to cover the route. The capacity of individual routes is shown in Fig. 1 using a mapping graph
of the structure of the tested system.

Fig. 1 Model of mapping the structure of the system with measurable values for analysis
Source: own elaboration.

The road congress is the biggest problem in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship.
In order to eliminate road congestion, an analysis of the capacity of the transport system was carried out. The analysis included
11 routes (combinations) belonging to the set
, ie E = {K = 1,2,3,4}. The choice of the appropriate combination depends
on the essence of the phenomenon under study and the analysis of the points of the set under study.
Basic variables such as time / h and road / km were taken into account for the mobility analysis and the selection of the most
advantageous route. After determining the limitations of the tested set, the following sections were taken into account:
P1 = 〈 ,
P2 = 〈 , 〉
P3 = 〈 ,
,

〉

,

,
,

,

,

,

,

〉

The mathematical notation of the choice of the most favorable variant is as follows:
C1= (P + K2+E) = (47km/42min + 137km/2h 05min) = 184km/2h 47min
C2 = (P + E) = 187km/ 2h 42min
C3 = (P + K4 + K3 + K1 + E) =
= (136km/2h 26min + 116km/2h 09min + 41,9km/38min + 69,9km/1h 02min) =

363,8km/6h 15min

The structure of the mobility system of urbanized urban areas determines the close interdependencies between the examined
elements of the system and its surroundings, with the lowest km rate. It should be stated that the most optimal in terms of
capacity and transport mobility is the road in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship, Szczecin Stargard Szczecinek. This
road is the most economical route in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship, meeting the highest level of mobility.

Results and Discussion
Transport in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship has a negative impact on the natural environment. It is the second sector with
the highest upward trend in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere, both in initially developing and highly developed cities. The
cause of the pollution is road congestion, which is caused by the lack of capacity of voivodeship roads.
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The priority solution to this problem is the implementation of an appropriate management policy in cities, which would
eliminate or partially reduce the negative impact of urban public transport on the natural environment. In selecting the best
decision-maker criterion, a multi-criteria decision selection method was used - the AHP method.
As part of this method, a detailed decomposition of the research problem was made in the form of a hierarchical tree template,
as shown in Figure 2. The main goal is to eliminate external costs of transport, which are the most common problem within
the Smart City concept.
The main factors are: conversion from conventional to low-emission propulsion, increased use of traffic assistance systems,
re-engineering of road surfaces and increased mobility.
The variants of the decision maker are postulates and real engineering solutions that meet the conditions of the adopted goal
in the hierarchical model.

Fig. 2 Hierarchical tree of the problem of reducing external costs of transport
Source: own elaboration.

The variants presented in Table 1 were defined on the basis of the analysis of foreign literature and observations of phenomena
occurring in the urban environment.
Table 1: Variants of city decision makers
Variants

A1

IMPLEMENTATION OF LOW-EMISSION PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

A2

USING NOMADIC SOLUTIONS IN TRANSPORT

A3

TRAINING OF CITY ENGINEERS

A4

INTEGRATION OF TRANSPORT AND SPATIAL
PLANNING
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Characteristic
activities focus on improving emission
standards for certain types of
installations, fuel combustion sources
and waste incineration or coincineration devices.
means of transport equipped with
geolocation systems, the verification
of which is possible using a nomadic
device, ie a smartphone.
providing a training package on the
design and construction of innovative
engineering structures with the use of
renewable energy transformation.
analysis of modeling the demand for
urban transport, as well as its control
and further development.
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A5

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TOLL COLLECTION
SYSTEM

A6

USE OF ITS SOLUTIONS

creating paid zones, the aim of which
is to encourage residents to change
their preferences for the means of
transport.
intelligent transport systems, the task
of which will be to optimize the
logistics system of cities.

Source: own elaboration.

Based on the Saaty scale, the items of each level were compared in pairs to form a matrix. The result of the analysis was the
selection of the C2 criterion, ie "increase in the use of traffic assistance systems" with the result of 35.1%. The remaining
criteria are similar, ie around 20%. The analysis of the weights is presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Matrix of pairwise comparisons of criteria for criteria C1, C2, C3, C4
Criterion
C1
C2
C3
C4

C1
1
1,71
1,08
0,70

C2
0,58
1
0,71
0,54

C3
0,92
1,40
1
1,04

C4
1,42
1,82
0,95
1

Vector scales [%]
22,8
35,1
22,6
19,5

Source: own elaboration.

Another analysis allows to choose the best option ..A” from all the proposed A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6. The result is presented
in Table 3.
Table 3: Matrix of pairwise comparisons of criteria for variants A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6
Variants

Criterion
C1
C2
C3
C4

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

0.19
0.21
0
0

0.17
0.17
0
0

0.62
0.60
0.40
0.36

0
0
0.24
0.30

0
0
0.20
0.16

0
0
0.14
0.16

Source: own elaboration.

Option A3 "training urban engineers" has the highest priority in the analysis of all criteria. Especially for the criterion
"implementation of low-emission public transport" and "use of nomadic solutions in transport", priority A3 is slightly higher
(approx. 60%) than the other priorities, the result of which is similar to priorities A1 and A2.

Conclusions
Urban ecosystems operate on the basis of cooperation, under which enterprises operating in the area of urbanized urban areas
combine their own individual offers into coherent, dedicated for use by the consumer in one area most territorially accessible.
An important element in the development of intelligent engineering space in cities is the shaping of urban transport
infrastructure in urbanized areas. Contemporary engineers and architects are responsible for the re-engineering of current
technological practices and procedures for innovative construction solutions based on the principles of the Smart City
concept.
The analysis of the transport system on the example of the West Pomeranian Voivodeship shows the development tendencies
of voivodeship cities based on the proposed improvement tools. The mapping model should be treated as the basic research
tool of the entire urban community, which is a strictly defined system of urbanized urban areas.
The main goal of the system study was to identify its structure, to determine the characteristics determining its properties and
to determine the essence of the influence of the determined factors on the determinants sought (e.g. throughput, reliability,
safety) or the search for optimal solutions, e.g. in terms of the optimal technical structure of the system or optimal control
the examined set of transport connections.
Summarizing the above considerations, it can be stated that the engineering of the transport system affects the quality of life
of the inhabitants. The decarbonisation policy directs the development of innovative urban transport solutions, improving the
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urban logistics system and mobility. Multi-criteria decision selection methods and aspects of urban space modeling determine
the development of the Smart City concept and increase city capacity.
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Abstract
Corporate raiding is a pervasive problem and severely threat to economic and social development . The phenomenon of
raiding often examined from the country’s broader problem of endemic corruption. Paper scrutinizes a hypothesis that
implementing of digital technologies to transform public administration organizations and their relationships with business,
NGO, citizens and each other don’t necessary help reduce the level of corporate raiding without severe sanctions and
enhance Ukrainian officials who assist raiders use sophisticated schemes of corruption. This research sheds light on the
causes and factors of interdependence between digital tools and attacks on corporate property as well as ways of
counteraction of raiding in Ukraine using digital tools.

Keywords: corporate raids, corruption, corruption offences, reasons, counteraction, economical security.
Introduction
It is indisputable that the corruption is the abuse of power for private gain. Corruption takes many forms, such as bribery,
trading in influence, abuse of functions, but can also hide behind nepotism, conflicts of interest, or revolving doors
between the public and the private sectors. Its effects are serious and widespread. Corruption constitutes a threat to
security, as an enabler for crime and terrorism. It acts as a drag on economic growth, by creating business uncertainty,
slowing processes, and imposing additional costs. Although the nature and scope of corruption may differ from one EU
State to another, it harms the EU as a whole by lowering investment levels, hampering the fair operation of the Internal
Market (European Commission, 2020).
Most scholars are mostly agree that main reason for officials in developing countries to take part in raiders attack is their
confidence in impunity, which is based on the unprofessional nature of employees of structures that can identify and
punish an oﬀender, or the ability to bribe an investigator and (or) a judge (Derevyanko et all, 2020).
However, corporate raids (or unlawful acquisition of business) are much different from hostile takeover well-known in the
USA, because they rest upon such criminal methods as fraud, blackmail, obstruction of justice, physical violence and
threats. Moreover, corporate raid is not a usual criminal activity, but an activity covered by court rulings, shareholders and
board of directors’ resolutions, lawsuits, bankruptcy procedures and other so-called “legal” means. For officials liability
and sanctions are imminent. Therefore, corporate raids usually use such documents as corporate resolutions and court
orders (to cover threats of physical violence) they are more complicated and could be much more complicated for detection
and investigation than simple extortion schemes.
At the same time, the Ukrainian government adopted several guiding documents and passed legislation which help
implement digital government in the country. Many digital public services have been developed and made available for
citizens and business. Among others, these services cover administrative procedures closely connected with raider attacks:
business registration, property rights registration, criminal records certificates. Currently one of the main challenge on the
way to digital governance lies in the domain of base registries, which are regulated by different laws and decrees.
However, some authors argued that digital government creates new opportunities for bribery, especially in countries with
low level of law enforcement (Sassi, 2017).

Literature Review
An unfriendly takeover of a business has been examined from different perspectives:
–
the legal side of the problem (Woodruff, 2004; Firestone, 2010) and involvement of law enforcement agencies and
judges (Vasylenko, 2017) Yakovlev, Sobolev and Kazun;
–
the negative impact of raiding on the perception of country (Milyavskyi and Korobka, 2016);
–
main stages of a raider attack and the factors enhancing take over a company. (Yastrubetska, 2017).
There has been some studies to investigate the market for corporate control (Kireev, 2007; Radygin, 2010).
Rojansky pointed out, that corporate raiding was mostly phenomena of post-Communist economic and political
modernization and has been more widely available in transition economies (Rojansky, 2014).
Moreover, although research has illuminated political, legal and economic ground a little study to date has examined
technological roots of corporate raids. As recent systematic literature reviews on roots of corporate raiding reveal no
studies that test of using informational technologies and informational asymmetries in raiding attacks in the field. Although
the literature indicates that intensive development of Industry 4.0 should minimize illegal or improper transfer of valuable
assets, there are still many cases in Ukraine with IT company that don´t feel comfortable even in situation where the
government invests in digital services. But in General Prosecutor’s Office Joint Report on Criminal Offences situation was
not so optimistic (table 1). It could be connected with several barriers both manufacturers with no/limited progress in
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Industry 4.0, and those more advanced ones, face to successful adopt Industry 4.0 (Mckinsey, 2016). Some of them is
directly connected with potential disruptions and improper coercive action: cybersecurity, concerns about data ownership,
challenges with integrating data from disparate sources.
For example, the reform of administrative services in the field of state registration of business and real estate carried out in
2015 using IT tools. Such novel changes corporate raids schemes through unlawful interference and manipulation with
electronic state registers. Thus, implementation of e-governance tools is help to reach a new, organized crime level.
Table 1: General Prosecutor’s Office Joint Report on Criminal Offences concerning corporate raids
(Opendatabot, 2021)

Year
Number
of
criminal offences
under art 205 and
206 of the Criminal
Code of Ukraine

2015
290

2016
433

2017
563

2018
500

2019
766

2020
849

2021 (4
month)
322

Most authors have also suggested that the situation in Ukraine concerning corporate raiding in fundamental features differs
that one in other former USSR states (Rojansky, 2014; Viktorov, 2019).
This study is guided by two research questions: what was the impact of digital governance on level of corporate raiding in
Ukraine? How did different forms of digital governance prove to be (in)effective in post-communist country? Paper try to
identify e-governance risks (evolving corruption schemes) in sphere of corporate raiding in Ukraine and to provide
proposals for reliable protection against attacks on corporate property.

From criminal to legal raiding
Meanwhile we can see close cause-effect relations between corruption and corporate raids because namely corruption
offences create favorable conditions for such raids; corruption is a breeding ground for corporate raids. Such
interconnection exists primarily because of high latency of business hostile takeover in former Soviet Union republics as
well as of its extreme profitability: according to various estimates profit may be from 100 to 500 % from invested funds
(Astakhov, 2007, p. 6-7). According to other data provided by think tanks, non-governmental organizations and
investments companies experts there are few dozen specialized corporate raid groups in Ukraine; up to 3000 corporate
raids took place every year, and their effectiveness is more than 90 %; annual volume of business mergers and acquisitions
(not including privatization) exceeds $ 3 billion; average corporate raider profit is near 1000 % (Varnalii, Mazur, 2007, p.
130-131).
It is worth to mention that despite the fact that corporate raids as an illegal method of enrichment, redistribution of
property, enterprises and business takeover emerge in 1920-1930 in the USA, nowadays they are not considered as
unlawful in many developed countries. In modern foreign practice corporate raid means completely legal highly intelligent
business, actions implemented during lawful merger and acquisition of enterprises and business.
There are several definitions of corporate raid in scientific literature, including: special type of hostile takeover in which
assets of the company attacked disintegrate, and business seizes to exist (Astakhov, 2007, p. 6); aggressive attack on the
company with the purpose of complete or partial business (or control) takeover against the will of the main owners; hostile
business takeover with breaching the law; control takeover in the broadest sense by one enterprise over another enterprise
using both legal and illegal methods; assets takeover by business conflicts initiation; hostile takeover of property using
insufficient legal grounds and corrupt application of state power, administrative and law enforcement resources
(Dolinskaya, 2009, p. 41); thoroughly planned systematic activity aimed at other company’s takeover that usually includes
combination of illegal, partially legal (not stipulated by the law, but not forbidden) and legal means against attractive alien
business (Lopashenko, 2007, p. 11); social phenomenon related to criminal encroachments in the field of state economy
and aimed at alien property (including real estate) takeover by illegal change of ownership, application of deception in
legal and court sphere, dangerous forces and means or threats by them, causing damage in a large or extremely large scale
to property owners (Konstantinov, 2008, p. 40-41); takeover of property (securities, production facilities and whole
business an object of property rights) against its owner’s will using illegal money or means (elements of corruption took
place in every known case) as well as purchase of large blocks of shares (acquisition) contrary to the established procedure
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and company management’s will (the first type is using to legal entities of any organizational and legal form; the second –
only to open joint stock companies) (Gabov, Molotnikov, 2009, p. 82).
Together, the present findings confirm Rojansky statement, that raiding is the illegal or improper transfer of valuable
assets, or value generated from those assets, generally by means of improper coercive action, or failure to act, on the part
of corrupt state authorities (Rojansky, 2014).
Both “corporate raiding” and “hostile takeover” are not defined precisely enough to grasp the complexity of the
phenomenon (Viktorov, 2019).
Thus, summarizing different points of view on the definition of corporate raid, it is possible to conclude that this is a type
of organized criminal activity, an aggregate of criminal offences committed with the aim to turn some assets to own or
third persons’ advantage using forged documents, knowingly unjust court decisions, corruption and violence.
It should be emphasized that since using criminal schemes of enterprises, entities, land plots, equipment and real estate
takeover is the main goal of the corporate raid the latter could be classified onto “white” (takeover of one business entity
by another business entity through purchase of shares, securities etc.) and “black” (violent physical takeover of property
objects). Some researchers, besides “white corporate raids” and “black corporate raids”, also identify “grey corporate
raids” which are characterized by using of forged documents, illegal meetings of shareholders and so-called “greenmail”
(actions of minority shareholder against owner of the enterprise aimed at overpriced sale of the own shares).
“White corporate raids” are quite rare in Ukraine; they are more typical for countries with developed economy and high
business culture. Such corporate raids along with bankruptcy procedure eliminate ineffective management, improve
efficiency of business processes, stimulate highly qualified specialists employment etc. Share purchase at relatively high
prices marks the beginning of the raid. Usually it is sufficient for raiders to purchase 10-15 % of shares to initiate
shareholders meeting and put the issue of change the company’s leadership on the agenda. When such actions do not lead
to negotiations, raiders resort to “black” actions.

Long Way to Anti-Raider Law 2.0 in Ukraine
For this study, we analyzed the data collected from official statistics sources and legislative basis. Most popular raider
attacks are based on: re-registration of property through unauthorized interference in the State Register of Property Rights,
and seizure of property through the acquisition of corporate rights. All raider actions use in their scheme a state registrar or
notary.
As was pointed out previously manipulation with electronic state registers help raiders enter information about the new
owner of corporate rights or real estate in state registers on the basis of forged documents, or use the fact that other
documents are missing from the database.
After gaining control of an entrepreneur's assets, raiders usually alienate them through a fictitious person to a "bona fide"
acquirer or a chain of such acquirers.
On 2019 November 2, the Law of Ukraine "On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine Concerning the
Protection of Property Rights" entered into force and sets a number of anti-raider safeguards. In particular, the level of
responsibility for violations in the field of state registration has been increased. State registrar have the possibility check
the civil capacity of individuals and legal entities, as well as to verify a legal representatives to act on property rights and
encumbrances in extra-notarial order.
According to statistics, main actor who carried out 95% of raids in state registers during 2016-2019 was accredited entities
in the field of state registration. Access to the registers of all state registrars who were members of such entities was
revoked (Onishchuk, 2019).
At the same time, registrars have access to state registers through multi-factor authentication. This means that during the
registration process, state registrars will not only use an electronic signature, but will also confirm the transaction on a
mobile phone using the MobileID system. This will reduce the risk of unauthorized access to the registries due to the
hacking of the registrars' computers.
Trying to estimate how this legislative novels impact on raider attacks we unfortunately found that the statistics of raider
seizures in Ukraine were not aggregated. There are several reasons for this.
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The Criminal Code of Ukraine indeed does not stipulate criminal responsibility for corporate raids, but the latter include
such criminal offences as forgery of documents submitted for state registration of legal entity and individual entrepreneurs
(Art. 205-1), counteraction to legitimate business activity (Art. 206), unlawful appropriation of property of the company,
institution, organization (Art. 206-2). Namely these categories of criminal offences are attributed to corporate raids and
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine’s Office of Corporate Raids Counteraction deals with them.
Unfortunately, dynamics in criminal proceedings under articles 205 and 206 (table 1) is not represent whole the picture of
raiding scale. It should be noted that not all pre-trial investigations are conducted under those articles of the Criminal Code.
Due to the lack of uniform approaches, the investigation of raids is often carried out on the basis of crimes under other
articles of the Criminal Code: 187 (robbery), 190 (fraud), 191 (misappropriation, embezzlement or misappropriation of
property through abuse of office), 356 (arbitrariness), 357 (theft of documents), 358 (forgery of documents) and 365-2
(abuse of power by a person providing public services).
Also appealing to law enforcement agencies (General Prosecutor’s offices) with a statement about the commission of a
crime is only one of the tools to protect against raider attacks. The highest priority task of an entrepreneur who is raiding is
to cancel the illegal registration action. In this case, the business applies other possibilities introduced by the Law of
Ukraine on 2019 November 2. Legal entities have several option: send materials to the court or the Board for Complaints
in the field of state registration under the Ministry of Justice.
It also should be noted, that some complaints about raiding were sent to the Business Ombudsman Council (BOC). Our
findings on raiding complaints at least hint that several topics are dominated: an administrative appeal against the actions
of state registrars; procedural abuses of law enforcement and ineffective pre-trial investigation of raids.
Trying to summarize different options and based on statistical data taken from General Prosecutor’s Office Joint Report on
Criminal Offences (picture 1) we see that most of registered criminal offences do not contain signs of corpus delicti, and
less than one third goes to court. Consequently, it is possible to define the main problem – different criminal schemes of
business takeover: fraud, withdrawal of capital by forgery of documents, reissuance of the entire entity to a figurehead or
property acquisition.

Corporate raids in Ukraine in 2014-2020,
2021 (6 months)
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Picture 1: Corporate raids in Ukraine in 2014-2020, 2021 (6 months)
However, appealing to law enforcement agencies with a statement about the commission of a crime is only one of the tools
to protect against raider attacks and strengthening the legal position in administrative procedure. The highest priority task
of an entrepreneur who is raiding is to cancel the illegal registration action.
Thus, a more reasonable indicator of an increase or decrease in the scale of raids is the ratio between registration actions
and registration actions that have been revoked in court and administratively. Conclusion about the dynamics of raiding
can be based on indicators that take into account the number of completed and revoked registration actions, as well as all
the tools of entrepreneurs to protect their private property, and compare such indicators over time. Unfortunately, huge
amount of complaints and absence of official statistical data don’t give us an opportunity to made calculation based on data
from 2016 till 2021. Only in 2020 the Board for Complaints in the field of state registration under the Ministry of Justice
examined 2925 different complaints also dealing with registrational raiders (Ministry of Justice, 2021).
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Analyzing the main provisions of the anti-raider law (2019), we can conclude that after its entry into force, the vast
majority of raider schemes became impossible, and property and business owners will have much more opportunities to
protect themselves from illegal actions by third parties. If we take a look on the World Bank Doing Business index
Ukraine demonstrates impressive improvement of business climate from 152 position in 2012 to 64 in 2020. Some
indicators like “getting electricity” and “resolving insolvency” are stay on the extremely high level and didn’t change
severely across the time. But “Protecting Minority Investors” indicator has improved due to better level of property
protection in anti-raider law.
It should also be noted that some provisions of the anti-raider law complicate registration actions (Indicator “Starting a
Business” fall on several positions from 20 (2017) to 61 (2020)) not only for raiders, but also for law-abiding citizens who
wish to register property acquired by them in a lawful manner.

Discussion
How to counter corporate raids? Proper legal framework is an absolute must for systematic counteraction to corporate
raids. Drafts of laws, including “On amendments to some laws of Ukraine regarding the improvement of the mechanism of
corporate raids counteraction” (No. 3774 dated from July 2nd, 2020), “On amendments to some laws of Ukraine regarding
the improvement of notarial activity regulation” (No. 5644 dated from June 10th, 2021) have been repeatedly registered at
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. It is safe to say that a significant amount of the new format of the corporate raids was the
reason of the abovementioned drafts development. Being adopted, they would allow introducing a number of anticorporate raids measures, actions to protect the property rights of the owners and users of land plots from its unlawful
acquisition and agricultural enterprises takeover insofar as scale of corporate raids on land plots and agricultural enterprises
property during last few years threatens country’s economy and state’s national security. We also consider necessary to
suggest the extension of the list of corruption criminal offences stipulated by the note to Art. 45 of the Criminal Code of
Ukraine and include Art. 206-2 into it due to the fact that commission of this crime by the public official using the official
position is considered a particularly aggravating circumstance of it.
In order to better access the level of raiders attacks, it would be advisable to aggregate statistical data under different
articles of the Criminal Code which can deal with raider attacks. Also for further innovations in starting a business,
Ukraine must pay attention to some measures:
– introducing a system of notification of participants of a legal entity on the implementation of registration actions
in relation to such legal entity;
– developing guidelines for law enforcement officers to investigate the most typical cases of raids;
– ensuring full technical cooperation between the State Register of Property Rights and the Unified State Register of
Court Decisions.

Conclusions
Summarizing the above, it is worth to mention that the problem of digital governance and fighting corruption remains on
the agenda both for scientists and lawmakers and with regard to its relevance requires urgent actions.
Although Ukraine has been investing in digital governance during last several years and improve positions in UN EGovernment Development Index Ranking and the World Bank Doing Business index, the anti-raider strategies in Ukraine
will remain ineffective unless countries ensuring full compatibility between different state registers, introducing a sound
informational system about registration actions and complaints and also strengthening law enforcement agencies.
Moreover, paper reveal that not comprehensive ICT implementation may create new opportunities for raider attacks.
Conclusions on the increase or decrease of raiding in Ukraine cannot be based purely on the number of criminal
proceedings under “raider” articles of the Criminal Code. An entrepreneur tends to use all available legal remedies in
revoking an illegal registration actions. Therefore, the calculation of the dynamics of the spread of raiding in Ukraine and
the effectiveness of e-government should take into account comprehensive statistics on the number of committed and
revoked registration actions using ICT.
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Abstract
The social nature of the workplace presents the potential for conflicting personalities and unfair treatment. Mistreatment in the
form of favouritism, verbal abuse, bullying, physical abuse, sexual harassment among others is rife in Nigerian workplaces.
This study explores the phenomenon of mistreatment as a deviant workplace behaviour, its root causes and practical strategies
that may be employed in preventing it. To enable a robust framework, a systematic review of literature was the primary means
of enquiry. Utilising equity theory and social cognitive theory to explain the perception, practice and proliferation of
mistreatment in organisations, practical preventive measures are deduced. It was found that organisations need to take a
proactive approach to curbing mistreatment by putting in place policies that attract the right personalities, promote appropriate
behaviour and control deviance. A Workplace Mistreatment Prevention Model that can be utilised by organisations is
proposed.

Keywords: Incivility, Interpersonal deviance, Workplace Mistreatment.
Introduction
Interactions between people in a workplace are inevitable if organisational objectives are to be met. More so with the modern
trend of organisations with flatter structures and cross-functional teams, interpersonal interaction between all sorts of people is
rife. With these interactions comes the potential for conflicting personalities and interpersonal mistreatment. Mistreatment may
range from rudeness to abusive behaviour and even violence. When this occurs, it usually has negative effects in the workplace
even beyond the primary targets of mistreatments. These include low morale, toxic work environment, and poor organisational
reputation among others.
In Nigeria, respect is highly valued by the society (Arogundade, Arogundade and Gbabijo, 2016). This culture of respect based
on age and status makes subordinates subservient, while there is also a longstanding tradition of not confronting or challenging
authority (Ayodeji and Mabayoje, 2015). This makes Nigerian employees even more susceptible to mistreatment and perhaps
fuels the widespread occurrence of mistreatment in Nigerian organisations. Yet, very little attention has been given to
workplace mistreatment in scholarly literatures.
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While there will usually be codes of conducts, standards of behaviour and norms guiding interaction in most organisations,
there is always the potential for employees to deviate from these and treat one another unfairly. In truth, workplace
mistreatment embodies deviant behaviour in the workplace. Specifically, as in the typology of deviant work behaviours,
interpersonal deviance (characterised by political deviance and personal aggression) explains the range of behaviours that
constitute mistreatment (Robinson and Bennett, 1995). This adapted model is utilised here to identify and explain the range of
behaviours that constitute workplace mistreatment. By isolating these behaviours, links are then made to their effects on
employees, their emotional responses, and the impact on the organisation. By identifying these relationships it is hoped that
knowledge in this area can be increased, inspiring further research and viable solutions to curb the occurrence of mistreatment
in the workplace.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to proffer practicable countermeasures to identified behaviours of mistreatment in the
workplace. The specific objectives of this study are to identify behaviours that constitute mistreatment in the workplace,
examine the effect of behaviours/mistreatment on targeted individuals and the organisation, examine the factors that contribute
to mistreatment in Nigerian workplaces, and explore countermeasures to curb mistreatment in Nigerian workplaces.

Literature Review
Interpersonal mistreatment in the workplace was an understudied phenomenon until Robinson and Bennett established the
importance of studying such behaviours as gossiping, rudeness, social exclusion, favouritism, physical assault among other
untoward behaviours (Robinson and Bennett, 1995). Since then, there has been a proliferation in research and terminologies
used to represent mistreatment including abusive supervision, incivility, bullying, interpersonal deviance, victimisation among
others (Tepper, and Henle, 2011). For example, bullying is defined as harassing, offending or socially excluding someone or
negatively affecting someone’s work task over a sustained period of time; while harassment in itself has a physical edge to it
(Ayodeji and Mabayoje, 2015)]. Though there are slight semantic differences between these terms, they all capture the notion
of mistreatment discussed here; hence these terms will be used synonymously with mistreatment.
In recent times, researchers have been concerned about behaviours considered as antisocial, perhaps as a result of the
increasing rate of disgruntled employees and their impact on other employees and the organization at large (Cortina and
Magley, 2009). Indeed interpersonal mistreatments such as, bullying, harassment, aggression, violence, and injustice are on the
increase in the workplace (Tarraf, 2012). This occurrence of workplace mistreatment in itself is fuelled by low level of
organisational justice, lack of respect and low social support (Sliter, Jex, and Grubb, 2013). This vicious cycle is a bad omen
for any organisation as it can fuel counterproductive behaviours which may cripple the organisation.
Workplace incivility has been associated with negative outcomes such as greater job stress, cognitive distraction, psychological
distress, lower job satisfaction and creativity (Cortina and Magley, 2009). However, from past literatures, researchers have
focused more on the incidence and outcomes of workplace incivility, and with less concern for its sources (Tarraf, 2012).
Mistreatment in the workplace may be from anyone including customers, co-workers, supervisors, managers and even
executives. However this study focuses on intra-organisational mistreatment – which occurs between employees within the
organisation because of its prevalence and the greater likelihood of control.
In truth workplace mistreatment in an organisation does not arise accidentally. It reflects the organisational culture, policies,
operations and people of the organisation. Attempts have been made by several researchers to explain the factors that
contribute to the occurrence of mistreatment including personalities of actors as well as psychosocial or environmental factors.
While some hold the view that environmental factors are the primary cause of mistreatment (Leymann, 1996), others argue that
personality traits are just as important (Matthiesen and Einarsen, 2007]. However, no one factor is solely responsible for
civility in the workplace; each contributes to what is obtainable. According to Leiter, the causes of workplace mistreatment
include environmental factors and personal characteristics (Leiter, 2013). Environmental factors include management style
(Aquino and Thau, 2009] and organisational policies (Oghojafor, Muo, and Olufayo, 2012); while Personal characteristics
include individual characteristics (Matthiesen and Einarsen, 2007), and demographic factors (Ayodeji and Mabayoje, 2015).
Researchers have reported that workplace mistreatment results in negative consequences for the individual (Rayner and Lewis,
2011), observers (Sheehan and Griffiths, 2011], and the organisation at large (Lewis, Coursol, and Wahl; 2002). While
reactions may differ, emotions such as depression, frustration, hatred and anger are common responses to mistreatment
(Spector et al, 2006). Negative emotions are also identified as precursors to low-intensity variants of workplace violence. This
situation is exacerbated among employees by repressed negative feelings about self, others and the work situation producing a
negative cycle of hatred, anger and vengeance (Pearson and Porath, 2005). With these negative feelings comes the potential for
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negative outcomes for the organisation. Economic losses may accrue due to deviant behaviours such as sabotage and theft by
disgruntled employees. There may be lower productivity due to frictions and breakdown in communication. Also, there are
costs associated with conflict resolution, compensation, as well as hidden cost of time spent in resolving conflicts.

Framework
Mistreatment is a deviance from civil behaviour in the workplace. Deviance itself refers to any voluntary behaviour that
violates organisational standards of behaviour and thereby threatens the well-being of members of the organisation (Bennett
and Robinson, 2000). The typology of deviant workplace behaviour (Robinson and Bennett, 1995) is used here to describe
mistreatments that may occur in the workplace; Equity theory (Adams, 1963) describes the rationale of responses to such
mistreatments; while social cognitive theory explicates the impact of prevalent environmental conditions on behaviour.

Typology of deviant workplace behaviour
This consists of two dimensions - a “Minor vs. Serious” dimension describing the severity of behaviours; and “Interpersonal
vs. Organizational” dimension indicating the target(s) of such behaviours. Based on the identified dimensions, deviant
behaviour is categorized into four types namely: production, property and political deviances; as well as personal aggression.
The focus here is on interpersonal deviance which captures political deviances and graver actions constituting personal
aggression. The former are actions, inactions or conduct that put others at a disadvantage, while the latter refers to hostile
behaviours towards others. Deviances of a political nature in the workplace include rudeness, preferential
treatment/favouritism, gossiping, and slander among others; while forms of personal aggression include: verbal abuse, threats,
endangering co-workers, physical assaults, sexual improprieties and the despicable act of rape (Robinson and Bennett, 1995).
It is important to note the interconnectedness of these undesirable behaviours. Mistreatment often informs employees’
decisions to engage in other negative behaviours including reactive actions against the organisation. Also, political deviances
when unchecked within an organisation may lead to envy and acrimony between employees, emergence of factions, and
unhealthy rivalry. This may translate to bullying, verbal abuse or even violence on the personal aggression spectrum.

Equity theory
In its simplest form, this theory posits that motivation is affected by an individual’s perception of fair treatment in social
exchanges (Adams, 1963). Hence, we can infer that perceptions of inequitable treatment by employees lead to negative
psychological state which may cause them to try to restore feelings of equity. Usually, this leads to engagement in
deviant/counterproductive behaviours such as withdrawal, retaliation, aggression, sabotage and theft (Sliter, Jex, and Grubb,
2013). This theory is especially relevant in the Nigerian workplace where politics is rife. It is not uncommon to witness
favouritism and nepotism in both public and private organisations, affecting appointments, promotions, compensations and
several other aspects of work in Nigeria. These unfair treatments and employee responses to them pose serious threats to
organisations, including deviant behaviours, internal conflicts and violence.

Social Cognitive Theory
Building on the Social Learning Theory, Albert Bandura suggests that behaviour is influenced by the interactions of personal
characteristics, behaviours (of others) and environmental factors (Bandura, 1989). He showed that behaviour and
environmental condition are co-dependent in the sense that behaviour is influenced by the environment, while the environment
itself is structured by behaviours. He argued that an appreciation of this relationship enables individuals respond appropriately
to situations, as well as providing social support and resources to aid development. The significance of this in this study is that
employees are thought to learn in the social context existing in the workplace. Language, mannerisms and behaviours in the
workplace develop based on observations, individual contributions and environmental influences. Consequently, organisations
can identify and reinforce positive behaviours in the workplace, while stamping out negative behaviours like mistreatment.
This requires clarifying values and desired organisation culture and creating positive policies to guide behaviours. Policies may
include recruitment and selection policies to inform personalities coming on board, reward policy to reinforce desired
behaviours; as well as disciplinary policies to control behaviours.
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Practical framework for preventing workplace mistreatment
To mitigate mistreatment in the workplace, it is proposed that the causes (personal and environmental) are tackled with
appropriate strategies that promote equity and fairness within the work environment. Based on the basic assumptions of the
equity theory, mistreatment occurs, escalates and is replicated due to behavioural and cognitive responses to inequity. The
social cognitive theory also explains the proliferation of ideas and behaviours at work due to interaction of personal
characteristics and the work environment. It follows therefore that mistreatment can be controlled by proactively influencing
personal characteristics makeup of employees, as well as the work environment in an organisation. The human resource
functions of Recruitment and Selection, as well Training and Development activities can focus on controlling the personalities
allowed in the organisation. Discipline and Control measures can be directed at influencing workplace behaviours. Lastly
Organisational Justice including procedural and distributive fairness; as well appropriate Organisational Values and Policies
can be channelled into promoting a desirable work environment. A model of how mistreatment in the form of personal
aggression and political deviance can be eliminated using these workable organisational strategies is given in Figure 1.

Recruitment &
Selection

Training and
Development

Personal
Characteristics

Discipline &
Control

Organisational
Justice

Work
Environment

Workplace Behaviour

Personal
Aggression

Organisational
Values & Policies

Political
Deviance

Fig.1: Workplace Mistreatment Prevention Model (Authors)

Preventive strategies
To minimise mistreatment in an organisation and create a less hostile work environment it is necessary to put strategies in place
to combat mistreatment. As shown in Figure 1 above, these strategies affect the personalities in an organisation, the behaviours
and work environment. Formulating an effective strategy begins with recognising that mistreatment is taking place, knowing
what it looks like, and the likely targets of mistreatment in the organisation. Next is putting in place policies to prohibit
mistreatment, protect targets and punish perpetrators. This includes recruitment and selection, reporting and conflict resolution,
as well as disciplinary policies. Communication of the policy is also important, as ignorance should be no excuse. Training
programmes should include the issue of mistreatment and trainees/employees should be made aware of the need for courteous
coexistence in the workplace. These measures are described thus:

Organisation values and policies
A clear organisational culture based on core ethical values ensures employees are aware of the expected organisational
conduct. Policies must be value-based and promote virtues like objectivity, fairness, tolerance, courteousness and cooperation.
Furthermore, these values and culture must be determined, communicated and practiced by the top management through the
ranks to everyone in the organisation. Leaders must be mindful of their conduct and ensure they are models of morality, fair
treatment and good behaviour in the workplace.

Recruitment and selection
The process of selecting new employees is very important in preventing deviant behaviours in the workplace. Through
thorough checks and objective screening applicants with tendencies for bullying behaviours may be detected and eliminated;
avoiding errors in recruitment. Proper background checks, personality questionnaires, situational tests and interviews are some
measures that may be used to detect personality traits of applicants.
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Training and development
Policies will mean little if employees do not understand them. Employees should be made aware of appropriate behaviours in
the workplace. This begins with the conduct of top management, through the ranks to all employees. The language, tone and
mannerisms, including ways of providing constructive criticisms should be apparent and modelled by employees. Furthermore,
managers should be trained on how to identify mistreatment, investigate and report claims, and discipline offenders.

Organisational justice
Perceived procedural injustice is thought to be positively related to reported conflicts in organisations (Liu, Yang, and Nauta,
2013). It is recommended that for organisations to maintain justice, equity must be applied to relationships held between
employees. Organisational politics as is common in Nigeria should be kept to the barest minimum and should not affect work.
Equity of course does not mean equal pay for all, but rather commensurate outcomes (in compensation and other treatments)
for inputs in the workplace. Utilising equity theory can help employers deduce how employees evaluate their input and output;
helping prevent problems associated with perceptions of inequity.

Discipline and control
Robust disciplinary measures must be in place to check deviant behaviours. Where issues of mistreatment have been observed
or reported, they must be investigated thoroughly and appropriate actions taken. Disciplinary actions which may include
queries, suspensions or even dismissal must be commensurate to offences. Objectivity and fairness must be promoted to avoid
fear and frustration. Control measures such as inspections, record-keeping and surveillance may also be employed to ensure
adherence to values and regulations. It is recommended that serious offences such as discriminatory remarks, sexual
misconducts, and violence should be punished to the fullest extent of all applicable laws to discourage its occurrence in the
workplace.

Managerial Implications
Preventing mistreatment at work requires a strategic approach that will ensure the right personalities are present in the
workplace and appropriate behaviour is promoted. The onus therefore falls on managers to be proactive in tackling
mistreatment in the workplace. Formulation of practical strategies and policies appropriate for the organisation should be a
priority. When this is done, managers must take personal responsibility to ensure it is properly communicated to all employees
and compliance is monitored and enforced. Finally, managers must model the desired organisational behaviours in terms of
courteous communication, fairness, and humane treatment of others. By doing this, other employees will realise the importance
of these attitudes and emulate them.

Conclusion
It has been established that behaviours at work are shaped by the interaction of employee personalities and the environment
inherent in the workplace. Workplace mistreatment occurs as a result of innate personal characteristics/traits and experiences of
employees that make them mistreat others, as well as unhealthy work environments that support negative behaviours. Although
personality traits may be influenced through training, a more strategic approach is recruiting and selecting individuals whose
personalities are compliant with the organisation. Also, managers must be proactive in preventing mistreatment by establishing,
communicating and enforcing practical policies that promote fair treatment and appropriate behaviours in the workplace.
Where deviance occurs, management must apply the full extent of the law to discourage such. Serious mistreatments such as
physical abuse, violence and sexual harassment, which are common in Nigerian workplaces, should especially be confronted
with zero-tolerance.
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Resumen
Con base en la teoría del comportamiento planificado, en este estudio se investigó los comportamientos emprendedores de
personas vulnerables que participaron en un programa de educación emprendedora. Los datos se recopilaron mediante la
aplicación de un cuestionario estructurado a los participantes del programa. Según la percepción de los participantes, las
variables que más destacan son la intención emprendedora, la actitud hacia el emprendedor, la integración social y la utilidad
del programa de educación emprendedora. Además de demostrar que el nuevo constructo formulado a partir de conceptos
como familia, migración e integración social da muestra que el afecto en el proceso de aprendizaje, la motivación y el trabajo
colaborativo son factores relevantes para la formación de emprendedores migrantes.

Introducción
Los programas de formación en emprendimiento se han convertido en un instrumento esencial para aumentar la actividad
empresarial en diferentes países (Fayolle, Gailly y Lassas-Clerc, 2006). Investigaciones a la fecha soportan el impacto
positivo que tienen estos programas sobre la creación de nuevos negocios y reconocen la importancia de estos para fomentar
desarrollo socio económico (Douglas, 2013; Fitzsimmons & Douglas, 2011).
Las literaturas en emprendimiento identifican varias formas en las que los programas en educación en emprendimiento
fortalecen la intención emprendedora de los participantes. En general, se reconoce que estos programas benefician a los
participantes en términos de contenido de aprendizaje, inspiración y práctica (Nabi et al. 2017; Ahmed et al 2020). En este
sentido, el programa de emprendimiento DECIDO EMPRENDER se encuentra diseñado de tal forma que permite que los
participantes fortalezcan estas tres dimensiones mediante el uso de estrategias neurodidacticas. Primero, en relación con los
beneficios en el aprendizaje, el programa se compone de diferentes módulos, en los que se explican los conceptos
fundamentales y se asignan actividades de tal manera que los participantes aprenden a cómo realizar cada tarea relacionada
con su emprendimiento (ejemplo de ello, es la elaboración de un modelo de negocios), permitiendo éste, que desarrollen una
mayor autoeficacia para su desempeño. Segundo, durante el programa también se presentan estudio de casos de
emprendedores exitosos y se invitan a algunos, en busca de que los participantes consideren tanto aspectos positivos del
emprendimiento como una carrera de vida, así como obstáculos que podrían encontrar en el camino de convertirse en
emprendedores; desde esta estrategia se fortalece la inspiración de los participantes. Tercero, el programa brinda
oportunidades a los participantes de tener una interacción formal e informal con instructores y compañeros, así mismo el
programa permite la creación de redes de emprendedores, donde se origina un entorno de apoyo para el desarrollo de
emprendimientos. Estas redes de emprendedores permiten que se desarrollen las actitudes de los participantes en convertirse
en emprendedores dado que pueden observar y experimentar lo que es ser un emprendedor, al tiempo que se dan ánimo y
apoyo.
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Adicionalmente, se reconoce que el impacto de los programas de formación en emprendimiento varía en función de los
perfiles de los participantes y su entorno (Lorz 2011; Ahmed et al 2020). En este sentido, el programa Decido Emprender
permite considerar características de los emprendedores, así como sus particularidades y los obstáculos específicos del
entorno como elementos importantes en el proceso de emprender. Por tanto, el programa Decido Emprender es novedoso
dado que no solo abarca el fomento de beneficios en contenido en aprendizaje, inspiración y práctica, sino que, además
fortalece lo humano-afectivo y la formación del Ser a través del desarrollo personal y familiar, permitiendo disminuir el
miedo al fracaso de los participantes en contextos que suelen impedir las acciones emprendedoras. Lo anterior, resulta un
factor clave y diferenciador del programa de formación presentado dado que investigaciones previas sugieren que los
participantes de programas de emprendimiento se inspiran más en técnicas pedagógicas que consideren barreras contextuales
y actividades inspiradoras para saber que es posible convertirse en emprendedor en lugar de imaginar cómo sería ser
emprendedor (Ahmed et al 2020). Lo que implica que una metodología que fomente la contrastación de teoría y realidad
dentro de un programa de formación favorece la comprensión y con ello la posibilidad más real de poner en marcha lo
aprendido.
En consecuencia, el programa Decido Emprender se ha diseñado para tener un alcance amplio. Es decir, no solo se enfoca
en mejorar la intención emprendedora de los participantes, sino que también busca que éstos realicen comportamientos
emprendedores durante el programa. Para esto, en la última etapa del programa, los participantes reciben capital semilla y se
intensifican las asesorías personalizadas que les permiten entender y enfrentar los obstáculos encontrados para llevar a cabo
acciones emprendedoras relacionadas a la oportunidad de negocio desarrollada, logrando de esta forma medir el impacto
directo del programa diseñado sobre la creación de emprendimientos por parte de los participantes.
Teniendo en cuenta los aspectos mencionados anteriormente, en el diseño del programa Decido Emprender, cuyo propósito
es que los migrantes, desarrollen de manera sistemática su plan de negocio y su plan de arranque a través del capital semilla,
se consideró relevante comprender los factores que explican la intención emprendedora. Además de otros factores relevantes
en el proceso de formación como el psicológico, el familiar, la condición de migración y la integración social, dado que estos
factores pueden influir de manera diversa en las elecciones y preferencias de los individuos al momento de emprender.

Contexto Teórico-conceptual
En los últimos tiempos, el mundo se ha caracterizado por una gran compulsión social, se ha venido desarrollando un
fenómeno migratorio a escalas nunca antes desplegadas especialmente en Latinoamérica y El Caribe, como es el caso del
alto tránsito migratorio de venezolanos hacia otros países de la misma región, cuyas estadísticas en el caso de Colombia,
reflejaban al corte del 30 de Enero 2021 una cifra de 160.736 (ciento sesenta mil setecientos treinta y seis ingresos de
venezolanos en Barranquilla).
Más allá de las causas políticas; las consecuencias económicas de este fenómeno con repercusión socio emocional tanto para
migrantes como para nacionales, necesita de esfuerzos mancomunados en el país receptor que conlleven a iniciativas de
apoyo y colaboración para desarrollar oportunidades en medio de las adversidades. Parte de los retos que se deben afrontar
además de la búsqueda de empleo y aceptación de éstos ciudadanos en cualquier ámbito distinto de su profesión u ocupación
que venían desempeñando en su propio país, es la adaptación a las nuevas culturas y costumbres, viéndolas a veces
amenazantes en medio del proceso de adopción, lo que amerita del desarrollo de espacios donde se puedan desenvolver a
través de la confianza en sí mismo, en los demás y sobre todo de reflejar confianza en otros, igualmente el respeto mediante
el diálogo franco y amable que coadyuve a evitar que la población receptora albergue sentimientos manifestados en xenofobia
y aporofobia.
Desde esta perspectiva, se considera la importancia de desarrollar propuestas y proyectos de reconciliación entre las partes
involucradas sobre todo que apunten a enseñar al migrante a desenvolverse en las comunidades que le den acogida y se
reconozcan que es posible la convivencia inclusiva y en paz.
Para responder a esa realidad, se implementa el programa Decido Emprender fundamentado en metodologías innovadoras,
como la Neurodidáctica, para la formación de comunidades migrantes en emprendimientos socio-productivos con énfasis en
la restauración de la dignidad humana. Su metodología corresponde a una formación integral con una estructura curricular
con un enfoque de sistemas, que contempla el cambio social y de la inclusión de migrantes, tomando en cuenta que el
empoderamiento económico se origina de un comportamiento planificado hacia un objetivo específico, como la creación y
la puesta en práctica del negocio, la intención de convertirse en empresario, como un proyecto de vida que mejora su
autoestima, al dejar la mendicidad por una labor económica productiva en un país que le brida acogida y nuevas
oportunidades.
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Formación en emprendimiento
Los estudios sobre el impacto de la formación en el espíritu empresarial en la actitud, las intenciones y el comportamiento
emprendedor arrojan resultados variados (Ahmed, et al 2020). Algunos destacan resultados positivos al reconocer la
importancia de estos para fomentar desarrollo socio económico (Douglas, 2013; Fitzsimmons & Douglas, 2011) y las
capacidades para detectar oportunidades de negocio (Galloway & Brown, 2002 Peterman y Kennedy, 2003; DeTienne &
Chandler, 2004).
En este sentido, es más probable que aquellas personas que han participado en programas de formación en emprendimiento
inicien sus propios negocios. No obstante, otros estudios muestran otro tipo de resultado poco alentador al abandonar la idea
de emprender (Mentoor y Friedrich, 2007; Oosterbeek, Van Praag e Ijsselstein, 2010). De aquí la importancia de planificar
un programa de formación con enfoque sistémico, que considere desarrollar la dimensión del SER y el Hacer y se valga de
estrategias neurodidacticas para tal propósito.
A continuación, se explica la Estructura del programa Decido Emprender:
Cada módulo contiene clases planificadas bajo un esquema disciplinar de la Neurodidáctica en función de las aportaciones
concretas de la neurociencia sobre el rol que representa cada tipo de cerebro en el proceso de aprendizaje (emocional,
cognitivo, ejecutivo) en la ecuación: emoción + cognición = acción sostenible. Se desarrolla de manera virtual con la ayuda
del modelo de formación e-learning a través de la plataforma Blackboard en un abordaje teórico-práctico.
El esquema de objetivos formativos contempla 1) Inicio emotivo (Metodología Decido Ser) 2) Rocío de gotas de saber de la
neurociencia (principio de neurodidáctica) 3) Desarrollo teórico – práctico de la clase y 4) Cierre evaluativo cognitivo
afectivo.
Módulo I. Reconstrucción del tejido social. Orientación sociológica
Metodología del Ser: Desarrollo de las habilidades Autobservación, Confianza, Empatía, Respeto y Construcción de nuevas
narrativas.
Gotas de Saber en neurociencia: Plasticidad del cerebro
Enfoque teórico desde el análisis de conflicto hacia la reconstrucción del tejido social en una cultura de paz, abarcando: la
historia del conflicto (cultura y estructura del contexto social), el epicentro del conflicto (el patrón de relaciones) y el episodio
(los problemas emergentes), hacia la reconciliación en confianza, respeto, empoderamiento y diálogo.
Módulo II. Potencializando Agentes de cambio social. Orientación psicológica.
Metodología del Ser: Gestión emocional, actitud prosocial, adaptabilidad al cambio, comunicación efectiva, resiliencia,
convivencia, toma de decisiones.
Gotas de Saber en neurociencia: Circuitos neurobiológicos de la motivación (Proceso cerebral DAS. Deseo-Dopamina;
Acción-Adrenalina; Satisfacción-Serotonina)
Enfoque teórico: partiendo del enfoque del desarrollo transpersonal (Wilber, 1989), hacia el análisis del Modelo de
habilidades emocionalmente resonantes (Salas, 2016) y el liderazgo en los procesos de cambio (Bertamoni, 2006) Martinez,
F. y Carmona, G. (2005) para profundizar aspectos de autoconocimiento, autocontrol y automotivación que permitan lograr
un cambio social de efecto permanente y resonante.
Módulo III. Gestión del emprendimiento. Orientación organizacional.
Metodología del Ser: Pensamiento estratégico, Transformación del conflicto -Trabajo en equipo.
Gotas de Saber en neurociencia: Funciones mentales superiores del cerebro: gnosias, praxias, lenguaje y funciones ejecutivas.
Enfoque teórico: El emprendimiento es transversal en todos los ámbitos de la vida. En este sentido se plantearán los diversos
enfoques que fundamentan el emprendimiento como: el enfoque psico-sociológico (McClelland, 1972; Carland, 1988), el
enfoque sistémico (Gibb y Richie, 1982, Shapero, 1984; Manson, 1991), enfoque económico (Cantillón, 1755, Schumpeter,
1912), el enfoque de gestión empresarial (Drucker, 1985; Kizner, 1998). De igual manera, para la identificación y evaluación
de oportunidades de negocio se consideran los aportes de Timmons, Spinelli y Tan, 2007; Openhaimmer, 2014; Ries, 2011;
Osterwalder y Pigneur, 2011), todo ello permite adquirir el conocimiento necesario para iniciar un emprendimiento y con
ello vincularse al sector productivo.
En busca de analizar la implementación del programa Decido Emprender, se asume la teoría del comportamiento planificado
propuesta por Ajzen (1988, 1991), que toma en cuenta cómo la deseabilidad y factibilidad percibidas pueden verse afectadas
por precursores como la educación y la experiencia. En el campo del emprendimiento, la teoría del comportamiento
planificado se ha utilizado para comprender cómo factores como la actitud hacia el comportamiento emprendedor, el control
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percibido del emprendimiento y las normas subjetivas se relacionan con la intención emprendedora. Además, también se
considera relevante en este programa el factor psicológico y demográfico como familia, migración e integración social, dado
que éste puede influir en las elecciones y preferencias de los individuos (Dyer & Handler, 1994; Robinson, Stimpson, Huefner
y Hunt, 1991). Por otra parte, el aprendizaje para desarrollar capacidades y habilidades emprendedoras no puede entenderse
como un proceso de adquisición de conocimientos, ha de entenderse como un proceso complejo y sistémico de construcción
permanente de significados, como consecuencia de la participación activa del sujeto en contextos sociales (Salas, 2016;
Schultz W, 2015) Por lo que merece la atención las estrategias Neurodidáctica para el encuadre de la población migrante en
un contexto donde están expuestos a nuevas prácticas culturales y sociales que condicionan y conforman su vida laboral,
social, familiar y personal.

Metodología de investigación
La metodología utilizada en este estudio atendió a la necesidad de poder analizar los hallazgos que se iban obteniendo a
medida que se desarrollaba la misma. En ese sentido, la investigación fue mixta, por cuanto es la que más se acerca para
lograr de manera integral, dar cuenta de los resultados obtenidos.
El estudio requirió, aparte de análisis de teorías y de asumir posición frente a las categorías y variables, de un cuestionario
estructurado. El cuestionario fue entregado a los participantes presencialmente en la última fase del programa. Se recibieron
un total de 45 cuestionarios válidos dado que 1 participante no asistió al evento y 4 no respondieron el cuestionario
correctamente (Tasa de respuesta del 90%).
Los constructos y medidas se muestran en la tabla 1. Mayor de ítems para los constructos estudiados se adaptaron de escalas
existentes en la literatura y se midieron con una escala Likert de siete puntos (1 = "totalmente en desacuerdo"; 7 = "totalmente
de acuerdo"). La actitud hacia el emprendedor se midió mediante ítems adaptados de Linan y chen (2009). Los ítems de
normas subjetivas fueron adaptados de Kolvereid (1996) y Ahmed et al. (2020). Los elementos de control del
comportamiento percibido se adaptaron de Linan y chen (2009). Intención empresarial se adaptaron de Linan y chen (2009)
y Krueger et al. (2000), los ítems de comportamiento empresarial se adaptaron de Ahme et al (2020) y Delmar y lane (2003)
y los beneficios de los programas de educación empresarial se midieron utilizando ítems desarrollados por Souitaris et al.
(2007). Finalmente, para medir la migración, la integración social y la Neurodidáctica, desarrollamos ítems basados en el
contenido del programa de formación Decido Ser. En ese sentido, observemos los resultados obtenidos.

Resultados
De las 45 respuestas, se obtuvo la siguiente información:
1.
El 42 % de los encuestados tiene una edad entre los 20 a 29 años. Seguido por un 36% entre el rango de edades de
30 a 39 años. La edad media es de aproximadamente 33 años.
2.

El 80% de los encuestados son mujeres y el 20% son hombres

3.
El 69 % de los encuestados emigraron a Colombia desde hace 1 a 3 años. En promedio los encuestados tienen más
de 3, 32 años en Colombia.
4.
El 58% de los participantes tiene un nivel de educación de bachiller, un 20% profesional, un 15% primaria, un 4%
tecnólogo, y un 2% ninguna.
A continuación se presentan los resultados obtenidos para cada uno de los factores - papel de la familia, migración,
integración social, actitud hacia ser emprendedor, normas subjetivas, control conductual percibido para el comportamiento
emprendedor, intención emprendedora, comportamiento emprendedor, neurodidáctico y beneficios de los programas de
educación emprendedora.

Traducción realizada con la versión gratuita del traductor www.DeepL.com/Translator
Factores relacionados con el ser
Los resultados muestran que los participantes tienen un buen nivel de comprensión del papel de la familia, el impacto de la
migración y la integración social.
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Table 1: Factores relacionados con el ser
Factor

Items

Average

Comprendo la importancia de la confianza personal y el fortalecimiento
de la familia
Comprendo la importancia de haber trabajado la resignificación de sus
historias de vida y los cambios positivos en la forma como se perciben a
sí mismos
Role of the
family

6.79

Comprendo y asimilo las nuevas formas de responder frente al miedo,
pasando de la violencia a formas más sanas de expresión de emociones,
generando entornos de respeto, empatía y reconciliación.

Comprendo el rol que tiene la familia para lograr un emprendimiento socio
productivo y con ello mejorar mi calidad de vida
Entiendo el concepto de la migración y las implicaciones de ella en su
proceso migratorio y resiliencia
Entiendo las etapas del duelo y lo contextualizo en mi vida
Migration
process

6.77

Entiendo los conceptos de autoestima y autoconcepto, y he notado el
cambio en mi comportamiento
Entiendo la forma adecuada para mi integración a una nueva sociedad

Comprende la importancia de reconocer sus emociones y saber manejarlas
para la resiliencia, la convivencia y su integración en la sociedad

Entendió el concepto y la importancia de salir de la zona de confort
Social
integration

6.84
Comprende que todo lo aprendido en este proceso de aprendizaje ha
contribuido a su proceso de visualización y diseño de su propio proyecto
de vida y ha permitido que pueda vincularlo con su proyecto empresarial

Comprende que inicia una nueva etapa de vida con metas y expectativas
Elaboración propia

Factores relacionados con antecedentes a la intención emprendedora
Los antecedentes de la intención emprendedora implican elementos como la actitud hacia ser emprendedor, las normas
subjetivas y el control conductual percibido para el comportamiento emprendedor. Los participantes al programa presentaron
altos niveles en estas variables.
Ser emprendedor me implica más ventajas que inconvenientes.
Attitude toward
being an
entrepreneur

6.8

Una carrera como emprendedor es atractiva para mí.
Si tuviera la oportunidad y los recursos, me gustaría iniciar un negocio.
Ser emprendedor me supondría grandes satisfacciones.
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Entre varias opciones, prefiero ser emprendedor.
Es importante que mis familiares más cercanos piensen que debo
iniciar mi propio negocio
Es importante para ti que tus amigos más cercanos piensen que debo
iniciar mi propio negocio
Subjective
norms

6.34
Es importante para ti que mis compañeros del programa de
emprendimiento piensen que debo iniciar mi propio negocio
Es importante para ti que colegas y personas que me rodean piensen
que debo iniciar mi propio negocio
Iniciar una empresa y mantenerla funcionando sería fácil para mí.
Estoy preparado(a) para iniciar una empresa viable.

Perceived
behavioral
control for
entrepreneurial
behavior

Puedo controlar el proceso de creación de una nueva empresa.
6.32
Conozco los detalles prácticos necesarios para iniciar una empresa.
Sé cómo desarrollar un proyecto emprendedor.
Si intentara iniciar una empresa, tendría una alta probabilidad de tener
éxito.

Elaboración propia

Factores relacionados con la realización del emprendimiento
Los resultados muestras que los participantes tienen un muy buen nivel en factores relacionados directamente con actividades
que permiten a los participantes llevar a cabo de mejor manera sus emprendimientos (intención emprendedora,
comportamiento emprendedor, y modelo de negocios).

Estoy listo(a) para hacer cualquier cosa para ser emprendedor
Mi objetivo profesional es convertirme en emprendedor
Entrepreneurial
Intention

6.32

Haré todo lo posible para iniciar y administrar mi propia empresa
Estoy decidido(a) a crear una empresa en el futuro.
He pensado muy seriamente en iniciar una empresa.
En qué medida me he involucrado en la preparación de un plan de
negocios.
En qué medida he organizado un equipo de trabajo para la puesta
en marcha de mi negocio.

Entrepreneurial
behavior

6.12

En qué medida he adecuado instalaciones o adquiridos equipos
necesarios para la puesta en marcha de mi negocio.
En qué medida he desarrollado las proyecciones financieras de mi
negocio.
En qué medida he recopilado información sobre el mercado y la
competencia.
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Puedo identificar clientes potenciales
Puedo identificar lo que valoran los clientes
Puedo identificar canales para comunicarme con los clientes y
brindarles soluciones.
Puedo identificar varias formas de establecer relaciones con los
clientes.
Business model

6.65

Puedo identificar posibles fuentes de ingresos de la venta de
productos / servicios.
Puedo identificar recursos potenciales para crear, entregar y
capturar valor.
Puedo identificar posibles formas de crear, entregar y capturar valor
Puedo identificar socios potenciales con los que hacer negocios.
Puedo identificar los costos asociados con hacer negocios.

Elaboración propia

Factores relacionados a la percepción de los participantes sobre el programa de educación en
emprendimiento.
Los resultados muestran que los participantes tienen muy buenas percepciones del programa cursado en educación en
emprendimiento.
Se mantuvo permanentemente motivado para aprender.
neurodidactic

6.56

Logro poner en práctica cada concepto aprendido.
Sintió afecto en su proceso de aprendizaje.
Logro vincularse con sus compañeros para el trabajo colaborativo.

El programa de emprendimiento aumentó mi comprensión de las
actitudes, valores y motivación de los emprendedores

El programa de emprendimiento aumentó mi comprensión de las
acciones que alguien debe tomar para iniciar un negocio

Benefits of
entrepreneurship
education programs

El programa de emprendimiento mejoró mis habilidades prácticas
de gestión para iniciar un negocio
6.78
Las opiniones de un profesor cambiaron drásticamente mi "corazón
y mente" y me hicieron considerar convertirme en emprendedor
Las opiniones de un experto invitado a clases cambiaron
drásticamente mi "corazón y mente" y me hicieron considerar
convertirse en emprendedor
Las opiniones de mis compañeros cambiaron drásticamente mi
"corazón y mente" y me hicieron considerar convertirse en
emprendedor
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El programa me permitió conocer un grupo de compañeros de
clase con mentalidad emprendedora para formar alianzas y trabajo
colaborativo
El programa me brindo capital semilla para desarrollar mi idea de
negocio
El programa me permitió participar en la red de emprendedores
(redes sociales) para visualizar y comercializar mis productos
Elaboración propia

Conclusiones
De acuerdo con la información obtenida en este estudio, se puede extraer las siguientes conclusiones:
1.

2.
3.

Los participantes que cursaron el programa presentan características diversas en referente a su edad, tiempo de
migración y nivel de estudios. Lo cual ratifica que el programa de educación en emprendimiento diseñado en este
proyecto se adapta muy bien a la diversidad de características y condiciones de la población migrante desde
Venezuela hacia Colombia.
En relación con las variables perceptuales de la investigación, se observa que en general el nivel de estas entre los
participantes es muy alto, lo cual ratifica los resultados positivos obtenidos durante la ejecución del programa de
formación en emprendimiento.
Las variables que más destacan en cuanto a valoración son la intención emprendedora de los participantes, su
espíritu empresarial, su integración a una nueva sociedad, y su percepción positiva sobre la idoneidad y utilidad del
programa de formación en emprendimiento cursado. Además de demostrar que el nuevo
constructo formulado para esta investigación a partir de conceptos como familia, migración e integración social da
muestra que el afecto en el proceso de aprendizaje, la motivación y el trabajo colaborativo son factores relevantes
para la formación de emprendedores migrantes.
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Abstract
The aim of the research is to try to answer the question: Are parenting attitudes of mothers and fathers, and if so which ones,
related to the motivation to save energy in the perception of young people with ASD?
Many studies have confirmed and provided a deeper understanding of the specificities of motivation deficits in autism and
their relationship to the acquisition of many skills and to later behavior - also to energy saving behavior.
The research found that the best results in motivating children with ASD to adopt energy saving behavior were achieved by
accepting, supporting and loving parents (of the father in acceptance and the autonomous parental style). Enhancing the
motivational system, including prosocial e.g. energy saving behavior in children with ASD, is a great challenge for both
parents as well as the educational system.

Keywords: Energy Savings, Motivation, Parental Attitudes, Youth With ASD
Introduction
Considering the problem of energy usage in the contemporary world, a more and more important question seems to be the
reduction in energy consumption. Therefore, analysis is conducted of the previous behavior of the population, as well as
new, specific measures focused on energy saving aimed at behavioral changes among the population . Besides the changing
of behavior, the introduction of product innovations is also taken into account, as new solutions are in the contemporary
world an important source of reduction of energy consumption.
It is important to understand the macro level and micro level factors (Simanaviciene et al. 2016) that motivate people to use
energy more efficiently and become more involved in energy saving, as well as how these activities bring a feeling of
satisfaction. Motivational factors in the area of energy saving at the household level include above all (Fell and Chiu, 2014):
•
•

Thermal comfort  providing the warmth in winter and coolness in summer
Saving money  enhancing the current and future financial situation due to energy savings: savings due to current
economic usage of energy for heating and electricity, and increases in the value of a property, which will provide
more financial security in the future (for the owners of the property)
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Environmental protection  ensuring a healthy environment to live in, reducing (outdoor) air pollution and
improving air quality in the house
• modern standards for quality of housing  obtaining the status of a modern, technological and pro-ecological house
• psychological motivators  family relations and parental attitudes including: coercive measures (orders,
prohibitions, orders), incentives (encouraging responsibility), means of persuasion (informing, advising,
criticizing).
• safety  minimizing dangers, e.g. electric shocks or fire.
After identifying the behavioral motivations, attention also has to be paid to pre-motivational factors, which are important
for forming motivation although they do not directly influence behavior. Pre-motivational factors usually include risk
perception and awareness about the risk related to not undertaking a given behavior (e.g. not undertaking energy-saving
behavior). In turn, risk perception and cognizance require the appropriate knowledge, skills and awareness in the area of
energy management - i.e. the appropriate level of knowledge and awareness in many areas, mainly in energy literacy (Kasten
et al., 2019), as well as financial literacy.
•

Energy literacy includes the understanding of the nature and role of energy in the world and our daily lives, accompanied by
the ability to apply this understanding (EERE, 2021) to:
- be aware of energy flows and think in terms of effective energy systems (e.g. how much energy is used, for what
purpose and where the energy comes from),
- use knowledge to support the assessment of the credibility of information about energy,
- make informed energy usage decisions based on an understanding of the impacts and consequences.
Informed decisions on effective energy usage supported by financial literacy help to avoid many mistakes, e.g. in the purchase
of consumer durables. The results of many studies confirm financial literacy as being an economically important and
statistically significant determinant of investment in energy efficiency. Basic financial knowledge and skills, as well as
financial awareness make choices more consistent with standard consumer preferences, and are seen as a mechanism driving
investment in energy efficiency (Brent and Ward, 2018).
The problem of motivation to save energy concerns to a great degree children and adolescents as current and future energy
consumers, and as ‘the responsible adults of tomorrow’. In addition, efficient energy usage behavior is important in every
household, especially in vulnerable ones, due to possibility of using energy saving as a source of saving money. In our
research, the motivation to save energy relates mainly to saving money, environmental protection and safety.
The study involved adolescents with autistic disorders (ASD) due to the fact that the households in which they live often
struggle with financial difficulties related to their disability. With parents’ limited income and increased expenses for therapy,
they often look for different sources of saving money - also by energy savings. According to the DSM-V classification
autistic disorders, Asperger's syndrome and pervasive developmental disorders (PDD-NOS) are included in one unit Autistic Disorder Spectrum (ASD). This article focuses on people with high functioning autism - mild or mild (subclinical)
autism, with a description of the child's characteristics, e.g. well-developed speech, broad general knowledge, specific,
specialized interests (Attwood, 2013).
The aim of the research is to recognize the relationship between parenting styles and motivation to save energy among young
people with ASD.

Parental styles and motivation to adopt energy-saving behavior
Systemic and interactive concepts regarding the functioning of the family allow for an understanding of the complex and
dynamic relationships that occur in it (Godenberg, 2006: Twardowski, 2012; Świętochowski 2014). The family is defined as
a social group, a permanent system of interdependent parts. Each family member determines the closeness of emotional
relationships, the strength, quality, durability, plasticity and openness of which ensure optimal adaptation. Urie
Bronfenbrenner (1993) became interested in the relationship between the child and the broadly understood environment, and
proved that humans function in various social environments that overlap. These begin with the microsystem, i.e. first from
the natural relations in the subsystem between the child and a parent, then through bilateral relations involving both parents
and their child, and finally a multidimensional network of influences of one or more mesosystems, exosystems and
macrosystems. Parental attitudes, which play a key role in relationships, are particularly important here.
Parental attitudes can certainly significantly affect the attitude to energy saving of their children and adolescents, resulting
in appropriate behaviors referred to in the literature as energy efficiency behavior, energy usage behavior, curtailment
behavior or energy related behavior (Vasseur et al., 2019). The impact of specific parental attitudes on motivation in terms
of specific energy behaviors may be manifested in the process of educating children in the area of effective use of energy, in
the energy-saving behavior of parents (a model to follow), and in the use of psychological motivators such as coercive
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measures (orders, prohibitions), incentives (encouraging responsibility), and means of persuasion (informing, advising,
criticizing). Each of the specific parental attitudes can be interpreted in terms of the motivation to adopt energy-saving
behavior. These may, to a greater or lesser extent, influence motivations towards energy saving behavior.
Usually, the authoritative styles based on reciprocity (mutuality) and partnership (e.g. accepted and autonomy styles) are
seen as styles with a positive impact on a child’s development, i.e. self-reliance, self-controlling, curious, cooperation and
achievement-orientation (APA, 2021).
In the acceptance and autonomy parental styles, the relationship parent-child is of a partnership nature. The parents respect
the individuality of their children, and the children have the right to their privacy and to solving their problems on their own
(Minda, 2019).
Partnership relationships with parents may result in willingly adopting patterns, i.e. following parents in the field of
environmental protection and energy saving, and thus saving money as well as safety in energy usage patterns. It has been
proven that in the case of children and adolescents, “the action of the parents speaks louder than words”. Parent's proecological behavior, including energy saving behavior which results from their personal attitudes and family norms, influence
to a significant degree adolescents’ pro-environmental (including energy-saving) behavior (Grønhøj and Thøgersen, 2012).
In partnership relations between parents and children, which use means of persuasion as well as incentives, encouraging
responsibility can be very effective in the adoption of energy-saving behavior. It has been shown that young people are
motivated to save energy by being given responsibility (Fell and Chiu, 2014).
The next group of parental styles, including rejection, excessive demands, inconsistency and overly protective, are parental
attitudes which do not support the motivation toward energy saving very much in comparison to the acceptance and autonomy
parental styles.
The excessive demands parental style is a rigid parental model. Parents do not care about the child's needs and do not accept
differences. In communication with the child, they often use demands, orders and prohibitions, as well as an emphasis on
obedience (Czyżkowska et al., 2019). Although there are psychological motivators in energy saving such as coercive
measures or means of persuasion, their role seems to be less effective in comparison with parental behaviors that set an
example or pattern (Grønhøj and Thøgersen, 2012).
Inconsistency in a parent’s attitude means changes in the parent’s behavior towards the child, mainly due to the parent’s
personal and psychological problems. This results alternately in engagement and acceptance, and hostility and irritability.
Awards and punishments are also dependent on the parent’s mood. Even when parents use incentives or another form of
reward to encourage their child to adopt energy-saving practices, their behavior is not constant or consistent.
The overly protective attitude means excessive concern and care, as well as imagining the child’s future as being closely
reliant on the parent’s support. Under this parental style, the child cannot make independent decisions. The lack of
independency relates to many areas of life, including developing one’s own self-supporting opinions on pro-ecological, e.g.
energy-saving behavior.

Research Methodology
The aim of the research is to try to answer the question:
1. Are the parenting attitudes of mothers and fathers, and if so which ones, related to the motivation to save energy in the
perception of young people with ASD?
The research is exploratory; therefore no research hypotheses have been formulated.
The research was conducted in 2021 at the Specialist Outpatient Clinic for People with Autism for Children. The research
was part of a project on parental attitudes and awareness (behavior) in the field of energy saving in the opinion of adolescents
with ASD. Deliberate random sampling was used. In total, 106 people with Autism spectrum syndrome took part in the
study. Respondents were aged from 13 to 17 (85 boys and 21 girls).
The diagnostic survey method was used in the study. The Scale of Parental Attitudes by M. Plop and an authored survey
questionnaire were used in the research.
The Parental Attitude Scale Questionnaire consists of two parts: ‘My Mother’, used for young people to assess the parental
attitudes of the mother, and ‘My Father’ - for assessment of the father. Each version / sheet contains 50 diagnostic statements
grouped into five dimensions corresponding to five parental attitudes: acceptance-rejection, excessively demanding,
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autonomy, inconsistent and overly protective. The study participant responded to each of the statements on a five-point scale.
The results are given in sten. The reliability and validity of the tool is satisfactory (Plop, 2008).
The scale of motivation to save energy is an authored survey questionnaire. This contained closed questions on financial and
non-financial issues related to motivation to save energy. The study participant responded to each of the statements on a fivepoint scale. High scores indicate a high motivation to save energy, and low scores indicate a low motivation to save energy.

Results
Results on the relationship between parental attitudes and the motivation to save energy in the perception of young people
with ASD are shown in Table 1. To obtain the results, r-Pearson correlation analysis was performed, and the conditions for
the correlation were met (the data—interval and distribution close to normal—was checked using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test).
Table 1: Correlation of parental attitudes and the motivation to save energy in
the perception of young people with ASD
Low results on motivation to save energy High results on motivation to save energy
RESULTS ON
Scale— low motivation
Scale— high motivation
PARENTAL ATTITUDES
SCALE
MOTHER
FATHER
MOTHER
FATHER
acceptance-rejection
0.31(0.120)
0.34 (0.088)
0.20 (0.078)
0.33 (0.050)
too demanding
0.13 (0.311)
0.23 (0.059)
−0.24 (0.071)
0.41 (0.171)
autonomous
−0.08 (0.427)
−0.15 (0.214)
0.19 (0.241)
0.34 (0.048)
inconsistent
−0.05 (0.241)
0.29 (0.798)
- 0.13 (0.137)
0.16 (0.225)
overly protective
0.05 ( 0.051)
0.041 (0.181)
0.43 (0.128)
0.25 (0.411)
Some parental attitudes in the father are related to a high motivation to save energy in the perception of young people with
ASD. The autonomy attitude manifested by the father is one such attitude, with the results indicating the existence of a
significant, positive correlation at the level of 0.34 (p 0.048) between the variables. The father’s attitude of acceptance turned
out to be significant in creating a high motivation to save energy in the perception of young people with ASD, with the results
indicating the existence of a significant, positive, strong correlation at the level of 0.33 (p 0.050) between the variables. There
was no statistically significant correlation between the mother's attitudes and high motivation to save energy in the perception
of young people with ASD.
The results obtained confirm other research on the influence of parental styles on achieving motivation in children, where
the highest motivation achieved was found among boys who perceived their parents as less rejecting (accepting) as well as
loving and demanding (Suman and Umapathy, 2003).
Generally, parents’ beliefs and behaviors are crucial in setting the climate for developing children’s motivation, mainly by
providing various activities (e.g. energy related behavior) in the home environment that may stimulate motivation in the
direction of energy efficiency behavior (Wigfield et al., 2015). In fact, fathers are specialized in confronting the external
environment, while mothers are specialized in ‘internal’ care tasks, mainly feeding and soothing, which may be an
explanation for the research results (Bögels and Perotti, 2011).
The mother’s overly protective attitude turned out to be significant in triggering low motivation to save energy in the
perception of young people with ASD, as the results indicate the existence of a significant, moderate correlation between the
variables at the level of 0.05 (p 0.051).
A generally overly protective parental attitude towards children (as well as being too strict) has a negative influence on
children's social development (Maskur et al., 2020). Over-involvement on the part of the parent can be detrimental to a
child’s personal development, autonomy as well as independence, due to too much of a good thing becoming harmful. An
overly protective parental style may foster feelings of helplessness, lower self-esteem, lower self-confidence, dependence
and a defective attitude about achievement (Mofrad et al., 2009; Otani et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2003). Such qualities do not
support the development of motivation in children.
However, in the literature there are also surprising results of research that documents greater achievement of motivation in
adolescents who perceive their mothers to be more protective, with further positive consequences on their life. According to
this attitude, although overprotection may discourage autonomy and independence, when combined with a high degree of
parental care it may have positive results (Dash and Sriranjan, 2014).
At this point it should be underlined that in general autism and motivation do not go hand by hand. Motivating children with
ASD is often a difficult challenge. Many studies show difficulties with stimulus-reward association learning (motivation)
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among a large number of individuals with autism (Schultz et al., 2012). Children with ASD are less interested in initiating
or taking part in collaborative activities in comparison to their normally developing peers (Liebal, 2008). This is the result
of a restricted set of interests and skills needed for living and coping in different situations. Therefore, the proper attitude is
required for shaping pre-motivational factors, which are important in forming motivation in the case of children with ASD.
This is a huge challenge and underlines the importance of special intervention and special education for children with ASD.

Conclusions
Households are an important family unit that can play a significant role in the reduction of energy usage. Therefore, the
motivation to save energy should be a key object of interest, especially among young people as ‘the responsible adults of
tomorrow’.
In the case of children with ASD, it should additionally be taken into account that they have lower motivation to adopt many
social patterns of interaction and behavior (including pro-ecological, energy-saving behavior).
Motivating children with autism is therefore a great challenge for their parents, and requires empathy and patience, which is
why the best results are achieved by accepting, supporting and loving parents. In order to be motivated, children with ASD
need successful experiences and positive patterns of behavior (including parental).
Due to the reduced motivation in children with ASD, which occurs early on in the development of the disorder and determines
later failures in various spheres, special education and intervention are required. Motivating children with autism is therefore
also a great challenge for the education system. From the perspective of energy saving, special attention should be paid to
education so as to enhance the level of both energy literacy and financial literacy.
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Abstract
Trade in goods and services makes a significant contribution to boosting sustainable growth and job creation. More than 30
million jobs in the EU depend on exports outside the EU. This article makes a detailed analysis of the state and evolution of
Spain's foreign trade activity in the period 2014-2019, as well as of the aspects related to the trade policy of the European Union,
with a particularization for Spain. The emphasis is generally on the evolution of phenomena in recent years. The aim of the paper
is the in-depth research of the economic branches, foreign trade and trade policy of Spain. The objectives of this paper are:
general presentation of Spain, analysis of macroeconomic indicators, study of economic branches, analysis of the value of foreign
trade and trade balance, study of imports and exports, study of trade policy and formulation of conclusions.

Keywords: commerce, exports, GDP imports, Spain
Introduction
The three major historical divisions of labor led to the emergence of foreign trade (Profiroiu et al., 2020). For centuries, foreign
trade has developed not only quantitatively but also qualitatively (Bruszt, 2017). Gradually, in the sphere of goods circulation,
foreign trade became a very important part of the production process (Radulescu et al., 2021). Today, foreign trade has become
an indispensable component of the world economy, playing a significant role in its development (Radulescu et al., 2020)
(Bodislav et al., 2019).
The Kingdom of Spain or Spain is a country located in southwestern Europe, a member of the European Union (Bran et al.,
2020). The economic activities that take place within a national economy materialize in a wide range of goods (De Bièvre, 2020).
Their evaluation in physical or value aspect is done with the help of economic indicators (Bodislav et al., 2020). Foreign trade is
the totality of a country's foreign trade (export, import and re-export) with the rest of the world (Mogos, et al, 2021). It includes
both flows of material goods and services (Orzan et al., 2020).
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Any country, developed or developing, is interested in expanding this important sphere of the economy (Iftikhar, 2016). This
sphere stimulates economic growth, offers the possibility to use the new technological achievements of other nations, stimulates
the activity of foreign capital investment companies (Popescu et al., 2021), contributes to obtaining goods that are not produced
in the country, raises the level of consumer requirements and finally, contributes to raising living standards of the local population
(Profiroiu et al., 2020).
Trade policy could be defined as the totality of measures and actions undertaken by the state, through government bodies with
specific means and tools, designed in the light of certain economic, political, and social ideas and doctrines, to regulate foreign
trade relations, in order to maximize the benefits of international specialization and foreign trade (Radulescu et al., 2020).

Macroeconomic Statistical Data
The economic indicator is the numerical expression of the quantitative side of economic processes in certain conditions. (Leblond,
2019).
Depending on the level for which these indicators are calculated, there may be micro and macroeconomic indicators; if the former
measure the results at the level of the individual economic agent, the latter express the performance at the level of the national
economy (Nastase et al., 2020). The starting point in determining the macroeconomic indicators is the microeconomic ones
(Negescu et al., 2020). The main macroeconomic indicators are: global and domestic product, national income, personal income,
disposable personal income of the population (Negescu Oancea, et al., 2020).
To make a more accurate assessment of Spain's macroeconomic statistics, the author will carry out an analysis of the sum of the
market value of services intended for final consumption, of products in all branches of the economy within that country, by Table
1:
Table 1: The evolution of the total GDP in the period 2014-2019

Years

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

GDP (billions $)

1434

1389

1490

1620

1690

1769

Source: https://www.indexmundi.com
Spain's gross domestic product (GDP) was worth $ 1769 billion in 2019. The value of Spain's GDP represents 1.99% of the world
economy.
Spain's GDP averaged $ 1565.33 billion from 2014 to 2017, reaching a maximum of $ 1769 billion in 2019 and a record $ 335
billion compared to 2014.
The national income is a macroeconomic indicator of the results of the (annual) activity representing the sum of the incomes
collected by the owners of the production factors that participate in the production (Alpopi et al., 2018).
The following is an analysis of the evolution of Spain's national income in the period 2014-2019, based on Table 2:
Table 2: Spain's national income in the period 2015-2019

Years

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

(billions $)

1.486

1.512

1.559

1.610

1.688

Source: https://es.actualitix.com/pais/esp/espana-ingreso-nacional-bruto.php

Spain's national income was recorded at $ 1688 billion in 2019. Spain's national income averaged $ 1571 billion in 2014-2016,
reaching a maximum of $ 1688 billion in 2019.
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Table 3: Spain's inflation rate in the period 2014-2019

Years

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Inflation rate
(billions $)

2,4

1,8

1,3

0,3

-0,3

2

Source: https://www.indexmundi.com

Consumer price inflation in Spain increased by 2.3% compared to 2016, slightly above market expectations. However, it was the
lowest inflation rate since September 2018. Year-on-year, prices rose more slowly for: food and non-alcoholic beverages (1.3%
compared to 1.7% in December); transport (1.8% compared to 1.9%); miscellaneous goods and services (0.4% compared to
0.7%); health (0.3% compared to 0.4%); alcoholic beverages and tobacco (1.3% compared to 1.7%). In addition, the cost of
housing and utilities fell by 2%, after rising by 1.3% in the previous month, driven by falling electricity prices.

Foreign Trade of Spain
International trade is playing an important role in economic relations between countries (Garcia Calvo, A., 2016). Foreign trade
is an important factor in economic growth and in raising the living standards of the population. International trade for Spain is
central to its economy.
The country maintains trade relations with many countries of the world (Garcia-Duran, P., 2020). Foreign trade is of paramount
importance to the Spanish economy. The export of cars, pharmaceuticals, agricultural products and consumer goods is one of the
main sources of revenue for the country's state budget. Spain's foreign economic policy aims to develop exports, diversify their
commodity and geographical structure, reduce the trade deficit. For exports and imports it accounted for 30% of Spain's GDP.
Spain is one of the safest business destinations, enjoying a stable political climate, a strong macroeconomic base, a clear legal
framework and well-developed trade relations, especially with neighboring countries.
Spain 's economy is notable for stable industrial relations, a relatively low unemployment and inflation rate, a considerable
surplus of money and an important role in European transport.
An important feature of the Spanish economy is given by the large number of small and medium-sized enterprises. (with less
than 250 employees). SMEs represent more than 99% of all Spanish companies. The total percentage of SMEs for companies in
Spain (99.9%) is slightly higher than the European Union average (99.8%).
1Being the most important positive factor for the development of small and medium-sized enterprises in Spain, it is worth
mentioning the minimum level of bureaucracy. The registration of the company can be registered, an authorization can be
obtained within 24 hours without unnecessary bureaucracy by officials. Moreover, anyone, even a citizen of another state, can
do this (Banyuls, J., 2010).
The share of small and medium-sized Spanish enterprises in some sectors (eg agriculture) comes to 80% in others (construction,
industry, shipbuilding) is an average of 25-30%. The main branches of small and medium-sized enterprises - is the agricultural
sector (agriculture, especially grain production), ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgical industry, food industry (food production,
confectionery), construction, tourism, etc.
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Figure 1: The structure of jobs in the Spanish economy, 2019
Source: https://www.indexmundi.com

Value of foreign trade and trade balance
The Spanish foreign trade regime is essentially due to Spain's membership of the European Union and the World Trade
Organization (Young, A.R., 2017). The development and monitoring of national trade policies are carried out in accordance with
the relevant Community regulations and the results of multilateral WTO negotiations, falling within the competence of the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, which has its own representatives in the specialized committees of the European Union
(Catalan, J., 2010).
The most common restrictions or barriers to Spanish imports are: anti-dumping measures, countervailing duties, surcharges on
agricultural products, quantitative restrictions, tariff quotas. For certain products, the import is licensed. In some cases, exports
are also subject to the licensing system (Fernández-de-Sevilla, T., 2014).
The origin of the goods is given by their economic nationality. In the case of the contribution of several countries to the production
of goods, the origin is given by the percentage of participation of each country in the processing (Laursen, F., 2017).

Years

Table 4 : The evolution of Spain's foreign trade in the period 2014-2019
Exports
Imports
Trade balance
Value (billions $)

Value (billions $)

Value (billions $)

2014

291,7

323,7

-26

2015

458

431

+27

2016

401

380,1

+20,1

2017

320,2

330,9

-10,7

2018

266,3

287,9

-21,6

2019

301,5

333,4

-31,9

Source:https://www.indexmundi.com

Transactions are more than 60% of Spanish GDP. The country's trade balance is a structural deficit, but the dynamism of exports
reduced this deficit in 2016.
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Table 5: Foreign trade indicators
Foreign trade indicators
2015
2016

2017

2018

2019

Import of goods (million USD)

337,34

340,6

358,94

309,29

309,31

Exports of goods (million USD)

295,25

317,83

324,57

281,84

287,42

Import of services (million USD)

63,91

62,72

68,01

64,58

70,96

Service exports (million USD)

121,87

125,64

132,04

117,42

127,13

Imports of goods and services (annual increase in%)

-6,4

-0,5

6,6

5,9

2,7

Exports of goods and services (annual increase in%)

1,1

4,3

4,3

4,2

4,8

Imports of goods and services (in% of GDP)

29,2

29,0

30,3

30,7

29,9

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP)

30,7

32,2

32,7

32,9

32,9

Trade balance (million USD)

-37,63

-18,69

-29,50

-24,74

-19,22

Foreign trade (in% of GDP)

59,9

61,2

63,0

63,6

62,9

Source: Santandertrade data

Based on the data in the table above, it can be seen that imports are higher than exports. This results in a negative trade balance
during the analyzed period. And foreign trade in 2015 constitutes 59.9% of GDP, in 2016-61.2% of GDP, in 2017-63% of GDP,
in 2018-63.6% of GDP and in 2019 constitutes 62.9% of GDP.
From an economic point of view, it is more favorable to have more goods and services exported than they were imported. A
higher number of exports means an increase in the demand for the national currency, because other countries have to exchange
currency to buy exports. Gross domestic product (GDP) is also largely affected by the trade balance, as an increase in export
demand will increase the production demand of domestic factories, thus increasing employment levels.
Given this situation, there is only one way to improve the trade balance in which productivity gains are made, which combine
investments in physical capital, technology and human capital formation. In this respect, the trade in high-tech products has been
one of the most dynamic since the early 1990s, and yet in Spain, a small share of exports is maintained in these chapters, so that
the country has not been able to benefit from this. dynamism.

Physical structure of exports and imports
A significant increase in the volume of Spanish exports and imports in recent years has made Spain one of the most well known
internationally countries in the world. In terms of trade in goods, Spain is the 17th largest exporter, and the 12th largest importer
in the world.
The share of Spanish exports in world exports of goods and services (Spanish exports / world exports) is 1.8%, and the share of
Spain in imports of goods and services (Spanish imports / world imports) is 2.6%.
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Figure 2: Evolution of Spanish Exports and Imports in the period 2014-2019
Source: https://www.indexmundi.com

The dynamics of the country's exports is quite stable. In recent years, the export rate has increased almost threefold. Spanish
exports have developed successfully in recent years, especially after joining the EU in 1986. Foreign and domestic investment
has contributed to rising economic development rates (one of the best indicators among European countries).
Spain mainly exports industrial goods. The main export products are machinery, heavy industry products and chemicals. Exports
of semi-finished products, ships, cars, pharmaceuticals and electronics account for about 50% of the country's total exports. Spain
is the world's third largest exporter of wine, fruit and vegetables. Exports represent 32.8% of GDP.
The main elements of imports are Spain: fuel (21.73% of total imports), machinery and equipment (16.7%), chemicals (12.16%)
and cars, plus parts (10%).
Foreign trade is of paramount importance to the Spanish economy. The export of cars, pharmaceuticals, agricultural products
and consumer goods is one of the main sources of revenue for the country's state budget. Spain's foreign economic policy aims
to develop exports, diversify their commodity and geographical structure, reduce the trade deficit for the coming years.

Conclusion
Foreign trade is the totality of a country's foreign trade (export, import and re-export) with the rest of the world. It includes both
flows of material goods and services.
Because external economic relations are an important factor in economic growth, the main long-term goal that states pursue with
the help of trade policy instruments and measures is to stimulate the development of the national economy and protect it from
foreign competition.
Spain's economy, like its population, is the one of the best economy in the European Union and in absolute terms is among the
10 largest economies in the world. In relative terms, it is losing some positions in favor of more populous states. Its economic
growth target, even if moderate, exceeds those of its neighbors and European partners. Spain is well positioned in various
international rankings, with a very high level of human development and a relatively low level of corruption.
Regarding macroeconomic statistics, we see an increase in GDP in recent years, GDP per capita, national income, disposable
income of the population which is positive for the Spanish economy, and rising inflation, unemployment which is negative . The
reduction of public debt and external debt is positively appreciated.
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Spain's economic structure is largely dominated by its services sector, which accounts for about 70% of its GDP. The tourism
industry in Spain is one of the largest in the world, along with France and the United States
Spain is one of the most visited countries every year, for the beauty and uniqueness of its cities, for its fine sandy beaches, for
drinking sangria, flamenco, music, sun and, of course, the fun parties that take place here on various occasions. weirder.
Foreign trade is of paramount importance to the Spanish economy. The export of cars, pharmaceuticals, agricultural products
and consumer goods is one of the main sources of revenue for the country's state budget. Spain's foreign economic policy aims
to develop exports, diversify their commodity and geographical structure, reduce the trade deficit. For exports and imports it
accounted for 30% of Spain's GDP. The Spanish foreign trade regime is given by Spain's membership of the EU and the WTO.
The development and monitoring of national trade policies are carried out in accordance with the relevant Community
regulations and the results of multilateral WTO negotiations, falling within the competence of the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
which has its own representatives in the specialized committees of the European Union.
Spain fully respects the principle of the priority nature of the international agreement with regard to the rules of national law.
In Spain, he coordinates the activities of departments and in the field of non-tariff regulation of services subordinated to the
Ministry of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness in Spain and manages the control, certification and ethnic promotion of
foreign trade.
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Abstract
About 160 years ago, Romania began the production and refining of crude oil, being one of the first countries in the world
to produce crude oil, becoming one of the largest producers at the beginning of the twentieth century. OMV Petrom is one
of the largest companies in Romania that supplies energy from Romania and South-Eastern Europe. It is a value chain of
energy from the production of fuels, oil and gas wells to electricity. Large oil companies have seen a decline in sales, as a
consequence of the fact that the price of oil has been negative and the demand for petroleum products has fallen due to the
reduction or cessation of many activities during the pandemic. The half-yearly report issued by OMV Petrom shows the
major impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy, especially in the first quarter of 2020, when the price of
oil reached even negative values.

Keywords: finance, enterprises, petrol, capital
Introduction
OMV Petrom S.A. is one of the largest oil and gas companies in Romania at the moment, having activities both in the
exploitation sector and in the production sector (Mogos, et al, 2021). It is also one of the most important companies in
Romania that supply electricity (Păunescu C., 2019).
OMV Petrom S.A. is presented under two brands: OMV, the leader in the premium segment that is of Austrian origin,
headquartered in Vienna, and Petrom with Romanian citizenship, which is the market leader in terms of value for money
(Man, 2015). This company has 800 distribution stations covering Romania, Serbia, Moldova and Bulgaria, offering a full
range of quality products and services (Bodislav et al., 2019).
At the beginning of the millennium, the National Petroleum Company was listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, and in
2004 it allied with the Austrian company OMV, which acquired 51.11% of SNP shares, forming the name OMV Petrom
which it provided to Romanians the right to many resources, from electricity to fuels. Over the years, the company has
undergone a reorganization process and has benefited from major investments (approximately 13.5 billion euros in 2007 and
2018), reaching to be considered one of the most solid and modern today. companies around the world (Popescu et al., 2021).
The activity of this company is divided into three major segments: Downstream Oil Downstream Gas and Upstream
(Radulescu et al., 2020). In the Upstream segment, the company carries out activities of exploitation and production of natural
gas in Romania, but also in Kazakhstan. When it is refined, the company's production can provide fuel for about 56 million
full of cars, and gas production can cover about 40% of demand in the Romanian market (Profiroiu et al., 2020a).
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The company operates 194 commercial onshore and offshore oil and gas fields, including both decades of production and
recently discovered fields (Fattouh, 2018). They want the increase in the recovery rate of reserves to unlock additional
resources and reach the full potential of the deposits (Angheluta et al., 2019).
The desire to expand Upstream operations in the region is aimed at capitalizing on synergies with existing operations and
increasing its reserve base (Bodislav et al., 2020).
In the Downstream Oil segment, the company operates the Petrobrazi refinery, which can cover the annual consumption of
3 million cars and carries out marketing operations in Romania and in the vicinity. This company's integrated business model
allows them to maximize the added value of Upstream crude oil production and provide quality products and services, with
their distribution network comprising 793 gas stations.
Their business-to-business division covers the fields: industrial, maritime navigation fuels, aviation fuels and wholesale fuels
(Chioran, D., 2021)
In the Downstream Gas segment, OMV Petrom deals with the production of crude oil and gas, being an important player in
the regional fuel, gas and electricity markets (Androniceanu et al., 2017). It is a reliable supplier for business, offering
customized solutions for the supply of natural gas and electricity for over 55 million companies in Romania (Profiroiu et al.,
2020b).
Table 1: Shareholding structure OMV Petrom S.A.

Shareholders

Number of shares

Share capital (RON)

Percent[%]

OMV Aktiengesellschaft

28.894.467.415

2.889.446.741,4

51,0105

The Romanian state

11.690.694.419

1.169.069.441,8

20,6389

Fondul Proprietatea S.A.*

3.963.548.079

396.354.807,8

6,9973

Individuals and companies

12.095.398.426

1.209.539.842,5

21,3533

Total

56.644.108.339

5.664.410.833,5

100

Source: omvpetrom.com

Market And Competition
The fuel retail sector (gasoline and diesel) occupies an important place in the Romanian economy, with effects on other areas
of activity in Romania (Pickl, 2019). The structure of this sector is mainly oligopolistic, most of the supply on this market is
concentrated in the portfolio of a small number of oil companies (OMV-Petrom, Lukoil, Rompetrol, MOL, Gazprom,
SOCAR). However, there are also independent petrol stations in this market, which are not vertically integrated, with lower
financial resources than the first category (Negescu et al., 2020), which manage one or more fuel stations (Radulescu et al.,
2020).
The demand for fuel is represented by people who own vehicles and who often supply themselves at petrol stations near the
areas they frequent (Ahmadi, 2019). Thus, the competition between the various sources of supply is manifested at the local
level, the possibility of exchange between them being limited geographically (Velte, 2017).
The events that influenced this market were the closing or opening of some distribution stations, commercial transactions
with distribution stations (Darko, 2018) the entry on the market of some companies that had not been active in Romania until
that moment.
According to the Competition Council in its annual report on the evolution of competition in key sectors, OMV Petrom reacts
faster than other players in the market, which suggests that they are waiting for OMV Petrom's strategic moves to respond
to them (James, 2015).
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Table 2: Annual evolution of market shares
Companies
OMV

2018
[10-20]%

2019
[10-20]%

Petrom
OMV Petrom
MOL
Rompetrol
Lukoil
Socar
Gazprom
Rompetrol Partner
Independent
Total

[30-40]%
[40-50]%
[10-25]%
[5-15]%
[10-25]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[5-10]%
100%

[30-40]%
[40-50]%
[10-25]%
[5-15]%
[10-25]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[5-10]%
100%

Source: Final report of the Competition Council, Romania, 2020

Analysis of Own Capital And Influence Factors
The structure of equity at OMV Petrom S.A. in the period 2016-2019
Table 3: Shareholders' equity of OMV Petrom S.A.
Equity

2016

2017
5.698.640.432

2018
5.709.804.980

2019
5.712.998.968

Total capital

5.689.661.886

Capital premium

0

0
6.658.332.712

0
6.694.285.750

0
6.725.427.303

Reserves

6.586.204.893

Reported result

12.883.748.849

12.875.255.724

14.065.620.017

16.380.043.513

The result of the exercise

907.853.264

2.399.947.986

3.879.650.048

3.563.589.092

Provisions

11.212.965.664

8.986.866.265

6.914.815.912

7.789.113.626

Investment grants

7.689.020

6.549.357

5.804.217

5.059.114

Public patrimony

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

37.288.123.573

36.625.592.473

37.269.980.904

40.176.231.602

Source: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019

The amount of total capital registers a constant increase from 2016 to 2019, reaching a maximum level of 5,712,998,968 lei
in 2019. The company's capital premiums in the period 2016-2019 are equal to 0 lei.
Reservations of OMV Petrom S.A. reaches the maximum amount in 2019 amounting to RON 6,725,427,303, they have had
a constant increase since 2016.
The reported result of OMV Petrom S.A. in the period 2016-2019 it shows an inflection point between 2016 and 2017,
following an increase until 2019. The result of the exercise registers inflection points between 2016-2017 and 2017-2018,
having the maximum point in 2019.
OMV Petrom S.A.'s provisions shows a constant decrease in the analyzed period, which denotes a favorable change with the
development of the activity every year, because it means that the company's debts have decreased. Investment grants to OMV
Petrom S.A. registers a constant decrease in the period 2016-2019, which means that the state has not contributed so
significantly since the beginning of the analyzed period.
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Table 4: Annual relative nominal change for each component of the capital of OMV
Petrom S.A. in the period 2016-2019
Year

2017

2018

2019

Total capital

0,16%

0,20%

0,06%

Capital premium

0%

0%

0%

Reserves

1,10%

0,54%

0,47%

Reported result

-0,07%

9,25%

16,45%

The result of the exercise

164,35%

61,66%

-8,15%

Provisions

-19,85%

-23,06%

12,64%

Investment grants

-14,82%

-11,38%

-12,84%

public patrimony

0%

0%

0%

Source: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019

Table 4 shows the annual relative nominal change for each component of OMV Petrom S.A.'s equity. in the period 20162019. A considerable change is registered on the result of the exercise in 2017, increasing by 164.35% compared to the
previous year.
Another significant change is represented by provisions in 2018, registering a decrease of 23.06% compared to 2017, this
can be interpreted as if the company's debts decreased. But in 2019, they increase by 12.64%, which indicates that their debts
have increased.

Analysis of the evolution of the equity structure and the main influencing factors
5,715,000,000
5,710,000,000
5,705,000,000
5,700,000,000

2016
2017

5,695,000,000

2018
2019

5,690,000,000
5,685,000,000
5,680,000,000
5,675,000,000
Figure 1: The evolution of the total capital (2016-2019)
Source: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019

From figure 1, it can be stated that the company OMV Petrom S.A. registered a constant increase of the total capital in the
period 2016-2019, from the threshold of approximately RON 5,690,000,000 to RON 5,715,000,000.
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6,750,000,000

6,700,000,000

2016

6,650,000,000

2017
2018
6,600,000,000

2019

6,550,000,000

6,500,000,000
Figure 2. Evolution of reserves (2016-2019)
Source: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019
Regarding figure 2., a constant increase from 2016 to 2019 of reserves was established. In 2016, they were approaching the
amount of RON 6,000,000,000, and in 2019 to exceed the threshold of RON 6,700,000,000.
18,000,000,000
16,000,000,000
14,000,000,000
12,000,000,000

2016

10,000,000,000

2017

8,000,000,000

2018

6,000,000,000

2019

4,000,000,000
2,000,000,000
0
Figure 3: Evolution of the reported results (2016-2019)
Sourcr: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019

With the help of graph 3, the evolution of the reported results of the company OMV Petrom S.A. was shown. in the period
2016-2019, reaching the maximum level in 2019, amounting to over RON 16,000,000,000.
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1,500,000,000
1,000,000,000
500,000,000
0
Figure 4: The evolution of the results of the exercises (2016-2019)
Source: OMV Petrom S.A.- 2016-2019

The evolution of the results carried forward in the period 2016-2019 of OMV Petrom S.A. are presented in figure 4., where
it can be seen that in 2018 the maximum point was reached, but this is also a turning point between 2017 and 2019.

Conclusion
OMV Petrom S.A. is one of the largest companies in Romania, which contributes significantly to the state budget. It not only
produces fuel, but also specializes in electricity.
Following the realization of this project, we analyzed the financing sources of OMV Petrom S.A. and their components,
based on the balance sheets at the end of each financial year for a period of 4 years, taken from the official website of the
Bucharest Stock Exchange.
Thus, the main sources of financing are debt and equity. This one consists of share capital, capital premiums, reserves,
retained earnings, profit or loss, provisions, investment grants and public equity. Thus, fluctuations of increase and decrease
were observed in the case of each component, excluding the capital premiums and the public patrimony which were constant
equal to 0 in the period 2016-2019.
At the same time, debts are divided into long-term and medium-term debt and short-term debt, both categories include
financial debt (bank loans, bond lending and financial leasing) and operating debt (debt to suppliers, debt to the state and
income in advance). However, only in the case of bank loans, debts to the state and income in advance, there were increases
and decreases in the period 2016-2019.
Therefore, the company's tendency is to reduce long-term and medium-term debt in favor of short-term debt according to
the analyzed data and it can be stated that this company is largely financially independent, seeing that equity in the four years
have a share of approximately 90% of the total funding sources.
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Abstract
This research paper will address the different dimensions and challenges of the Romanian life insurance industry in contrast
to those in the Russian Federation and the performance of the sector in the mentioned countries. Both Romania and Russia
represent relatively mature markets in terms of life insurance providers. The purpose of life insurance is to provide financial
security to policyholders and their families. Traditionally, this guarantee has been provided through a lump sum payable
according to the death or survival of the insured life. The insured amount would be fixed and guaranteed. The insured would
pay one or more premiums during the contract for the right to the insured amount.

Keywords: demand, health insurance, life insurance, Romania, Russia
Introduction
Life insurance is the economic instrument that allows the accumulation of large monetary funds at the level of the country,
regions and certain insurers and ensures the increase of the living standards of the citizens and the social stability in the
society (Anikina, 2014). Life insurance is the contract under which an insurer undertakes, in exchange for the insurance
premiums received, to pay either the insured or the beneficiary of the insurance a certain amount, in case of death of the
insured or when the latter survives a period defined by contract (Hu, 2014).
The purpose of life insurance can be summarized as financial protection in the event of premature death and / or a means of
saving for those who survive the period provided for in the contract (Ahmed, 2021). In the context of globalization, the
aspect of life, health or general insurance is taking on more and more shape (Olasehinde-Williams, 2020) (Bodislav et al.,
2020).
Life insurance issues are much more important in the early years of a family's life when spending is higher, while saving
expenses become more pressing later to provide protection for children, retirement, or other purposes. (Jennings, 1998)
In the case of life insurance, the insurer may not provide its guarantee until the risk taken on it has been specified (Boes,
2016). He must, especially for death insurance, select risks in order to avoid concluding contracts in which the occurrence
of the accident would have an abnormal probability. He can use statistical data (mortality tables), but the information
provided by them is insufficient, given the averages or trends (Berends, 2015).
_________________
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The purpose of this paper is to reveal through a comparative analysis of the functioning of the markets for life insurance in
Romania and the Russian Federation, certain regularities and distinctive features of market development and to define
additional branch perspectives. Research methods were used: analysis, comparison, induction, analogy, mathematical
modeling.

The Evolution of Markets
The Russian life insurance market for many years (late 1990s- early 2000s) has been heavily polluted by "gray schemes" to
optimize the taxation of corporate wages (Innocenti, et al., 2019). Through imaginary life insurance for their employees,
companies and organizations have reduced their social taxes paid (Mogos, et al, 2021). However, by 2005, this practice was
almost completely suppressed by the Ministry of Finance and the tax authorities (Popescu et al., 2021).
Since 2010, life insurance has been one of the fastest growing segments of Russian insurance (Kechutkina, 2014). In 20102013, the increase in insurance premiums from year to year was about 150%, in 2014-2015, the increase decreased to about
120%, and in 2016 it increased sharply to 160% from year to year.
In the first quarter of 2017, in terms of the value of insurance premiums collected, life insurance exceeded RCA for the first
time, while at the end of 2019 the volume of life insurance premiums exceeded the collection of premiums for RCA almost
twice.
However, life insurance in the Russian Federation lags considerably behind the economically developed countries of Europe,
Asia and the Americas in terms of key indicators - insurance penetration and density (Gaganis, 2020).

Figure 1: The evolution of the life insurance market in Russia according to total premiums
Source: National Institute of Statistics of Rusia, 2020
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From the above scheme the highest increase was registered by life insurance which involves the participation of the client /
insured in the investment income of the insurance company, offering a greater confidence in the potential gain for the insured
(Androniceanu et al., 2017).
Regarding the evolution of the life insurance market in Romania, it indicates a much more stable path, without major changes
in the premiums collected (Radulescu et al., 2020). This aspect is a negative one from the point of view of the evolution of
the life insurance market in Romania (Negescu et al., 2020).
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Figure 2: The total value of the premiums on the Romanian insurance market
Source: Statista, Finance & Insurace, 2021

Thus, in 2018 it is observed that the life insurance market in Russia is about 14 times higher than in Romania, and after 2016
it experienced a very high evolution. This may be due to the very poor state insurance infrastructure in Russia in terms of
managing the pension fund in relation to the average age of death in the country (Tavares, A.I., 2020).
At the same time, there are much more efficient indicators for comparing some markets, in addition to the gross total, which
we am going to analyze, such as the total value of premiums reported to the population and adjusted to the average wage
(Profiroiu et al., 2020), or the total value of premiums reported to GDP (Burlacu et al., 2019).
If we follow the indicators that describe the evolution of the life insurance market in Romania in relation to the GDP, we
notice a slight decline in the popularity of life insurance (Burlacu et al., 2021). However, in general, the same evolution
observed at the time of analyzing the absolute evolution of the gross value of the premiums collected for life insurance in
Romania is maintained (Balu et al., 2021).
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Figure 3: Total premiums collected in relation to GDP (Romania)
Source: Statista and BNR data

If we follow the indicators that describe the evolution of the life insurance market in Romania in relation to the GDP, we
notice a slight decline in the popularity of life insurance.

Figure 4: Total premiums collected relative to GDP (Russia)
Source: INS Rusia

Regarding the evolution of the same indicator in Russia, we notice that the absolute growth has also transposed the relative
pattern. The given schemes suggest that although the penetration on the Russian life insurance market in 2011 was only
0.04%, compared to 0.22% in Romania, it managed to reach 0.36% of GDP, compared to 0.18% in Romania in 2018. This
evolution may suggest an increase in popularity about 2 times greater in Russia facades Romania.
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Another important aspect to mention is the fact that in Russia in 2015 there was a major decline in gross domestic product,
which may influence the interpretation of the evolution of premiums paid for life insurance in GDP.
Thus, in Romania, the same stability is maintained as in the previous schemes, collecting between 17 and 22 euros in the form
of premiums for the annual life insurance per capita.
In Russia, on the other hand, even in the context of a considerable reduction in GDP, fueled by a sharp devaluation of the
national currency, there is a considerable increase in the life insurance market.
Thus, although in Russia a person spent on average 6 euros per year for life insurance in 2011, compared to about 20 euros in
Romania in the same period, this indicator increased 7 times in Russia, reaching about 42 euros spent per year by one person
for life insurance in 2018, facades only 22 euros in Romania.

Main Suppliers, Efficiency and Regional Distribution
In Romania, the life insurance market is dominated by a non-banking institution (Mare, et al., 2019). Thus, NN Life Insurance,
the leader of the life insurance segment, also leads the ranking of the compensations paid on this segment at the end of the
first nine months of 2020 with a value of 319 million RON, slightly decreasing by 0.3% for similar periods in 2019. Thus, the
company holds a share of 41% of the total gross indemnities paid by life insurance companies in the first nine months of 2020,
of 779.6 million RON.
BCR Life Insurance, a company that ranks second in the top 10 life insurance companies depending on the amount of
compensation paid in nine months of 2020, registered a value of 153 million RON, 14.2% more compared with a similar
period of 2019.
For a contrast and a comparison with the segmentation of the insurance market by banking and non-banking institutions, the
analysis of the following scheme is beneficial:
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Figure 5: Insurance market on banking and non-banking institutions
Source: KPMG Rusia
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Thus, we can see that in Russia the life insurance market is dominated by banks, the other institutions being even in a slight
decline in recent years.
Following the above scheme, we notice that the main life insurance provider is Sber Bank, which is also the largest bank in
Russia (Johan, 2017). It owns about 40% of the total life insurance market in Russia.
Regarding the share of life insurance in total insurance, in Russia it holds about 28% of the total insurance market. This
indicator is relatively weak compared to developed EU countries, but compared to Romania it suggests a much higher
confidence of the population in life insurance.
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Figure 6: The share of life insurance in total insurance (Russia)
Source: Acra Ratings Russia

In Romania, this share is slightly more modest, being only 19% according to ASF. The share of life insurance activity in the
total insurance sector in Romania from the perspective of the volume of gross written premiums is at a low level compared
to the other analyzed EU states. In 2020, the volume of gross written premiums for the life insurance segment decreased
modestly, while the value of written premiums for the general insurance business increased, which led to a decrease in the
share of the life insurance segment to 19% in total subscriptions.
In the case of the regional distribution of life insurance premiums, the indicator suggests exactly what was expected. More
developed areas usually have a greater confidence in the insurance market and manage to make savings easier to place in
life insurance (Bodislav et al., 2020). Similarly, a similar distribution is in Russia, more populated areas and areas where the
population is more developed and richer tend to invest more in life insurance.
The last very important indicator for the life insurance markets to be analyzed is their efficiency.
Life insurance companies in Russia have a fairly high profitability. However the last 2 years (2019 and 2020) was
characterized by much higher amounts of compensation compared to previous years. This phenomenon is stimulated by the
rapid growth of the market, and a strategy to increase the share and popularity of life insurance among citizens.
Regarding the profitability and efficiency of life insurance in Romania, this indicator in 2020 indicates that the value of gross
indemnities, maturities and redemptions paid related to life insurance was at a level of 200 million euros, ie about 47% of
the total of the premiums collected, exactly the same as in Russia. Thus, both markets know a similar profitability in the last
year, the insurance market in Romania, as well as in Russia registering a high level of efficiency.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the travel insurance market in Romania and Russia has similar products and due to the life expectancy of a
similar retirement age, they have similar prices.
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At the same time, the very small discrepancy between the average salaries of both countries also outlines the fact that the
travel insurance companies in Russia and those in Romania demand premiums of similar value from their clients. Another
similarity is the level of profitability among travel insurance companies in Romania and Russia, both registering the payment
of about 47% of benefits from the total premiums collected for 2020.
Regarding the level of penetration of life insurance, compared to other types of insurance, they register a higher popularity
in Russia, compared to Romania, registering a share of about 28%, compared to 19% in Romania.
At the same time, the evolution of the life insurance market according to the premiums received has registered a very high
growth in recent years in Russia, both in absolute form and in relation to GDP and population. In Romania, these indicators
have shown a stability of the life insurance market in the last 10 years, without major reductions or increases.
From the point of view of regional distribution, both countries concentrate their revenues related to life insurance premiums
in urban areas, with a larger population, richer and with a higher level of development.
In conclusion, Romania should work harder to popularize this investment tool for the population, as many countries in the
European region, including Russia, have a much higher penetration of life insurance among the population.
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Abstract
Tourism is one of the most dynamic economic sectors, which is experiencing permanent changes and an upward trend.
Knowing the trends, the challenges facing world tourism, the determinants that will influence the international tourism
activity in the coming period, the forms of tourism that will record high growth rates in the first part of the XXI century,
must be taken into account. by local and central public administration authorities when developing tourism development
policies, strategies, plans and programs. The appreciation of tourism as a service activity results not only from its content,
but also from the particularities of the tourist service, from the elements that outline a specific specific from other services
belonging to the tertiary sector. Therefore, the tourist product, as a component of the tourist offer, is considered to be the
result of associations, interdependencies between resources and services. This reality motivates the overwhelming
importance of the services, of the fact that in the contouring and particularization of the tourist products, the center of gravity
falls on the activity of services.

Keywords: development, IMM, management, tourism
Introduction
Today, tourism has become an important branch of national and world economies (Dima et al., 2020). Many countries
consider tourism as a valuable source of trade with important contributions in balance of payments (Burlacu et al., 2021),
but also with a high potential to generate a significant number of jobs, along with the effects of the presence and development
of tourism are on many other levels, such as: protecting the environment, increasing the level of education and culture
(Profiroiu et al., 2020).
Tourism is an economic and social phenomenon of modern civilization, strongly anchored in the life of society and as such
in a relationship of interconditionality with it (Gomezelj, 2016).
Socially, tourism responds to a multitude of human needs- recreation, knowledge, health, relaxation, enrichment of the
cultural horizon, communication, adventure and others - which argues the involvement of a large share of the world's
population (over 50%) to tourist traffic (Marasco, 2018). For the same reason, tourism can be an important indicator of
quality of life and a means of increasing it (Bodislav et al., 2020). In the wide range of forms of tourism, mountain tourism
has a special place because it is always a favorite destination for recovery and rest (Bran et al., 2020).
________________
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At the same time, the mountain area attracted the attention of tourism organizers, due to the opportunities offered for the
development of an efficient tourist activity (Bran et al., 2019), so it can be observed today the existence, worldwide, of a
complex, diversified offer (for all tastes and availabilities) and very attractive (Radulescu et al., 2020).
Tourism is an essential component of the services sector for the population, a branch with great potential for development
(Sainaghi, 2019). The implementation of long-term strategies in the field of tourism offers the premises for an accelerated
development of both Romanian tourism and the economy in general, given that for a long time this field has been abandoned
(Negescu Oancea, et al., 2019).

The Role of SMES In the Economy
The importance of the existence of a significant number of dynamic and profitable SMEs is unanimously recognized by
specialists in economic theory (Bello, 2020). World experience demonstrates the important role that SMEs play in promoting
economic and social development (Bran et al., 2018)(Popescu et al., 2021). SMEs play an important role in a country's
economy. They are a source of entrepreneurial skills, innovation and job creation (Bodislav et al., 2019). Their ability to
apply, adapt and disseminate new technologies, as well as to create and develop them, is unique (Burlacu et al., 2020).
Unlocking the full potential of SMEs is an essential part of the European Union's strategy for maintaining prosperity and
quality employers, but also of our country as a member of the European Union (Mogos, et al, 2021).
In Romania, as in many other Central and Eastern European countries, the transition to a market economy meant, in essence,
the evolution of two components: the transfer of ownership of state-owned enterprises to individuals, the so-called process
of privatization, regardless of the method applied, as well as the emergence of new private enterprises, as a result of particular,
independent initiatives, which arose as a result of changes in the units still owned by the state (Nastase et al., 2020).
SMEs represent the factor of economic equilibrium, which acts in the sense of decreasing the degree of economic
concentration (Negescu Oancea, et al., 2020). The changes that take place on the market generate new opportunities that can
be exploited by entrepreneurs, their action being a premise for ensuring economic balance (Radulescu et al., 2020). They
have a higher receptivity and adaptability to market requirements, characteristics determined by their relatively small size.
They offer products for limited or specific markets that are not efficient for large enterprises, thus contributing to a large
extent to meet the need (Androniceanu et al., 2017). Customers It influences the level of employment by creating new jobs
in areas subject to significant structural changes (Bilgihan, 2015).
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Figure 1: Number of SMEs / 1000 place. at EU level in 2019
Source: DG Enterprise and Industry- Annual report of SMEs in 2020

The cost of creating a job in a small or medium enterprise is lower than in large enterprises. The following figure shows the
number of SMEs in the European Union in 2019.
Explanation of significant differences from the European Union: Romanian SMEs reflect the general level of economic
backwardness of the country compared to the EU-27 average, a situation reflected in the following table:
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Table 1: Table of SMEs - Comparison Romania – EU
Caracteristici
IMM / 1000 loc.
Nr. employees (pers.)
Nr. employees / SMEs
GVA (billion euros)
GVA / IMM (euro)
% SMEs from total companies
% GVA of SMEs in total
% of total SME employees

RO
24
2,6 millions
5,5
26,8
56.747
99,8%
58%
67%

UE
41
3,13 millions
4,2
122,9
165.722
99,7%
51%
66%

Source: DG Enterprise and Industry- Annual report of SMEs in 2020

SMEs make a substantial contribution to the competitive climate, thus reducing the ability of large companies to control the
market (Cassar, 2003). However, a large part of them are complementary and not competing for the large companies to which
they supply as subcontractors, parts, subassemblies and services (Orzan et al., 2020).
Given their great adaptability, SMEs have a special role in mitigating the shocks generated by economic crises, due to the
lower volume of investment needed to change the profile (Camisón, 2015).
SMEs ensure greater job satisfaction for both the entrepreneur and the employees. Thanks to the generally harmonious work
environment, the quality of hard work is higher (Jamali, 2017).
In transition economies, SMEs are a decisive factor in the formation of the middle class. They are more innovative in
responding to consumer demands. They can provide a combination of factors of production that would be inefficient for
large enterprises (Sarbu et al., 2021).
Some authors draw attention to the complementarity between SMEs and large enterprises, emphasizing that the latter are
effective only thanks to the environment created by the multitude of small and medium enterprises with which they cooperate
and vice versa (Sanchez, 2017). SMEs exist and are profitable in some industries because they serve as a necessary
complement to the big ones. Trying to solve the complex problems of sizing and optimal combination of factors of production
by reducing them to large or small enterprises or to argue the existence of SMEs through the disadvantages of large and vice
versa is a simplistic approach.
The SME sector plays an extremely important role in a modern economy, proving to be the most active sector of the economy
and at the same time a formidable innovative system (Chalmers, 2020). The vital contribution of SMEs to economic growth
is a unanimously recognized reality. The finding of their beneficial economic and social effects has led to the consideration
of the SME sector as an area of strategic interest for the economy (Balu et al., 2021).
The need to restructure the industrial giants in the Romanian economy either by dismembering them into small units or by
outsourcing some activities is an additional argument in favor of expanding the subcontracting system. this time to support
it through an adequate system of incentives (Alpopi et al., 2018).
The motivations of large enterprises that resort to subcontracting consist in: increasing economic efficiency by reducing
personnel and production costs, reliability of suppliers' products.
The assertion of the psycho-social role of SMEs cannot, however, be achieved in the absence of a stimulating internal
environment, based on a culture of enterprises that corresponds to both the aspirations of entrepreneurs and employees. , to
a decisive extent by the entrepreneurial and managerial actions at the level of each company, but also by the elaboration and
implementation, by the public authorities, of some policies to support the SME sector.

SMEs In the Tourism Sector
The strong development of SMEs worldwide is a feature of the modern economy. The role of SMEs in the economy and society is
undeniable (Sensini, 2020).
Dynamism, flexibility, receptivity to market requirements, are some of the virtues of SMEs. In addition, the direct involvement of the
entrepreneur in the company's activity, as well as the creation of a new customer, collaboration and trust, within it, contributes to
changing the mentality and behavior at the level of both the individual and the organization.
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In almost all national economies, SMEs reflects the recognition of its role in ensuring a balanced economic and social development,
representing at the same time a premise for the continuity of the process of creation and consolidation of the SME sector.
With the entry of Central and Eastern European countries on the line of transition to a market economy, the process of creating and
developing the private sector of SMEs has begun (Srinivas, 2005). A considerable number of companies have been created taking
advantage of the reduced competition and the opportunities of the external environment.
For these developed countries, a viable SME sector is an essential component of the reform process. Delays in the privatization of large
enterprises considerably diminish its efficiency. ensures the relaunch of the economy in transition.
In Romania, with all the momentum registered in the creation of SMEs, the development of the sector is much lower than the similar
one in the countries with market economy. Although the dynamics of the number of SMEs in Romania is close to that at European
level, the share of the employed population in this sector (≈ 35%) is much lower than that of the employed population at European
level (≈71.9%).
Table 2: The impact of SMEs in the field of tourism - Comparison Romania – Bulgaria
Characteristics

RO
(%)

BG (%)

CAS for normal working conditions
CAS for accidents at work and occupational diseases, depending on the risk class
Contribution to health insurance
Contribution for holidays and allowances
Contribution due to the unemployment insurance budget
Contribution due to the Guarantee Fund for the payment of salary claims
For the employee
Individual contribution to social insurance
Individual health insurance contribution
Individual contribution due to the unemployment insurance budget
Income tax through the single tax rate
TOTAL GROSS SALARY

20,8
0,15-0,8
5,3
0,85
0,5
0,2

12,6
0,3-1,1
4,8
-

10,5
5,5
0,5
16
60,95

9,8
3,3
10
41,6

For the employer

Source: DG Enterprise and Industry- Annual report of SMEs in 2019

Table 2: Romania and Bulgaria in the field of tourism
România

Bulgaria

Tax

Single quota:16%

Single quota: 10%

VAT

19%

20%

Taxation of labor

86%

43%

(from net salary)

TVA 9% (accommodation services)

TVA 9% (all hotel services)

No. of tourists / 1000 inhabitants

383

750

SME accommodation and food

-4% (2014-2019)

12% (2014-2019)

Share of tourism SMEs in total
SMEs

5% in 2014 and 2019

8% in 2014, 9% -in 2019

Source: DG Enterprise and Industry– Raportul annual al IMM-urilor în 2019
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The transformation of the SME sector, for the first time since its creation, from a labor absorber into an unemployed generator, is an
alarm signal on the need to initiate and implement a government program that includes financial-fiscal measures, legislative,
institutional and formative-educational.
The economy of developed countries was characterized, at the end of the last century, by the domination of the large enterprise, which
allowed the efficient use of labor and reduced costs.
Despite periodic economic crises and antitrust measures, technological innovations and capital investments have made it possible not
only to maintain corporations but even to gain leadership positions in the industries of developed countries.

The importance of tourism represented by SMEs in the economy
Tourism plays an important role in economic life, acting as a dynamizing element of the global economic system, as a means of
diversifying the economic structure.
According to the Annual Report on the Situation of SMEs in the European Union in 2019, of the more than 20 million existing
enterprises in the EU, more than 99.8% are SMEs and are the main source of private investment, economic growth and jobs.
Within the SME sector, a vast majority (92%) is made up of micro-enterprises, with less than 10 employees. For 2019, it can be seen
that SMEs accounted for 68% of total jobs and 58% of gross value added. These figures indicate that SMEs are the backbone of the
EU economy.
In Romania, in 2018 the share of SMEs in the total number of enterprises was 99.74%. The majority state and mixed capital represent
less than 2%, so it can be said that the entire SME sector has private capital.
However, the Romanian SME sector has certain peculiarities, which distinguish it in a negative way from the EU-27 average (currently
EU-28). Although in terms of employment, local SMEs are in line with the European average share of about two thirds of the total,
there is still a problem in terms of their contribution to gross value added, which in Romania is approx. 54%, while at EU-27 it is closer
to 60%. In addition, the density of SMEs in Romania (SME / 1000 place) is almost half of the EU average, characterized by low
productivity, especially among micro and small enterprises, which represent 98% of SMEs. registered. Moreover, data on international
trade show that most domestic SMEs depend only on the domestic market and have no experience in selling products / services abroad.
Romania has a very high chance of development because it has varied and rich natural and anthropic resources. Their efficient
capitalization and in the interest of the national economy represents a chance for the country's development.
The character of interference branch of tourism makes it impelled and stimulated in its development by the situation of various
economic branches of the national economy and at the same time makes tourism to exert, in turn, many positive influences, both
nationally as well as internationally.

Conclusion
In conclusion, for Romania, tourism presents this to a large extent an economic sector that has a valuable potential for
development, but still not exploited satisfactorily and that can quickly become an attraction, both for investors and for foreign
tourists.
Without it, if possible, there is strong competition from neighboring countries (Hungary, Bulgaria, Croatia), as well as a
modest competitiveness of Romanian tourism. Romania has a great advantage, that of natural and cultural potential. But it
is necessary an optimal quantitative and qualitative development of the reception and leisure structures, so that these tourist
resources can be capitalized, to be able to increase the number of tourists, as long as the stay, the degree of occupancy, profit
in tourism.Tourism has nowadays become a socio-cultural and economic activity of great importance. It creates jobs for
people who deal with the organization, transportation, accommodation and other forms of service to tourists.
International tourism accounts for 25-30% of world trade in services. The main countries providing tourists are: Germany,
France, Great Britain, Canada, Italy, Sweden, Japan and others, and among the receiving countries we mention: France, UK,
Spain, Austria, Germany, and others. The highest revenues from tourism were recorded in Italy, followed by Spain, France,
Great Britain, Austria, Germany, Switzerland and others.
The development of market services provided to the population, including tourism, is a natural consequence of the overall
evolution of the economy, being correlated with the trends of the main indicators of economic and social development, such
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as: gross domestic product, real incomes of the population, unemployment rate , inflation rate, degree of urbanization, size
of free time, endowment with durable goods.
The flexibility of the SME sector is a very important feature for overcoming periods of economic and social crisis, being
extremely relevant for the current period.
Recognizing the importance of SMEs in the economic development regime, the European Union has adopted the Small
Business Act initiative, which sets a strategic agenda, creating a climate conducive to SMEs.
In the case of Romania, public policy recognized the importance of SMEs, there are various instruments of support, both
directly, through national and European funds, and indirectly, by outlining a favorable regulatory framework.
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Abstract
In order to monitor progress in the field of vocational education and training, new objectives have been set at European
Union level through the new strategic framework. It is desirable that, for periods of learning abroad, the European area of
education should allow for the automatic recognition of learning outcomes as well as qualifications. The article examines
the extent to which targets for strategic objectives are met. The aim of European cooperation in the field of education and
training is to create a European area of education. Thus, the participants in the training processes have the possibility to
look for a job, as well as the possibility to be able to continue their studies throughout their lives. Even though the COVID19 pandemic has affected all areas, including education, it is important to continue the learning and teaching processes.
The activities assigned to the study must not be interrupted. In order to increase the quality of the educational process, it is
necessary for the field of education and vocational training to benefit from efficient and effective investments.
Comparative analyzes regarding the strategic objectives are presented.

Keywords: European Union, education, training
Introduction
In many European countries, some of the critical problems that can arise with age are declining literacy. Even for middle
education levels, not only for lower ones, there is a deterioration in the performance of the education system (Popescu et
al., 2021). The labor market is becoming more and more competitive (Burlacu et al., 2021). The increase in technological
complexity and automated processes is manifested by requiring a higher level of skills, even for qualifications at a lower
level of education (Radulescu et al., 2020). Full participation in a community in social, economic and political life can be
achieved if the requirements for the acquisition of relevant skills are taken into account. Their lack contributes to declining
incomes as well as employment opportunities (Radulescu et al., 2021). Issues such as poverty, inequality and
marginalization can be combated through measures that lead to the acquisition of skills needed for easy access to the labor
market (Balu et al., 2021). Even though aging is both an economic and a social challenge, it is considered that a significant
role is played by the economic and social characteristics of the environment in which people live (Profiroiu et al., 2020).
Thus, the intergenerational exchange of skills can lead to an increase in the level of qualification. Skills development is
influenced by factors such as school, family or community (Bran et al., 2020). Also, formal education can influence the
________________
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quality and quantity of skills that are transmitted to participants in educational processes (Bodislav et al., 2020). Endowing
members of a community with high-level skills can ensure both increased prosperity and individual well-being and
increased prosperity and well-being of the community as a whole (Flisi et al., 2019).
Even if it seems paradoxical, people's fight against climate change can be facilitated with the help of education. Through
lifelong learning programs, adult education contributes to awareness and knowledge of climate change processes
(Wiśniewski, 2020).
In addition to the existence of a strong industrial and technological base, increasing employment can also be achieved
through the development of a competitive workforce (Profiroiu et al., 2020). The population has an aging trend, but
increasing life expectancy will increase professional careers. At the same time, the workforce will tend to become smaller
numerically, but with a higher qualification (Lanz et al., 2018).
Reducing unemployment and making the labor market more flexible can also take into account the development of the
green economy and green jobs, respectively. The prerequisite for such an approach is that development be responsible and
sustainable, taking into account the satisfaction of present and future needs (Sulich et al., 2020).

Literature Review
The legislation on which an education system operates is important. Given its applicability in thousands of classrooms,
monitoring and evaluating results is often a lengthy process. Therefore, the application of a strategy, of some reforms, is
based on more detailed examinations (Bruns et al., 2019). Digitization processes can lead to the removal of poor results for
basic skills in science, math and reading (Angheluță et al., 2020).
In choosing a route or another professional route, students have the opportunity to explore their own personality by
developing their own personality traits, their own abilities and interests (Burlacu et al., 2019). Also, performance at work is
associated with better results if there is a closer match between the environment and the person (Jüttler et al., 2021).
In the educational process, it is considered that regardless of the social status of the family from which students come, they
should be supported by society, because the future of a society will be built by young people (Mariel et al., 2021).
With regard to the key competencies required in the workplace, communicative competence is considered to be a key
productive resource in professional and work practices (Negescu Oancea, et al., 2020). Thus, professional competence and
literacy skills will be able to be integrated. In this way, the promotion of knowledge, professional skills, takes into account
the integration with basic skills (Hellne-Halvorsen et al., 2021).
It is estimated that in terms of knowledge and education there is a certain gender difference, due to the effect of contextual
factors, as well as socio-economic circumstances (Angrisani et al., 2020). Also, the reduction of gender pay gaps can be
explained by decisions regarding participation in certain specialization programs in higher education (Graves and Kuehn,
2021).
Appropriate pedagogical training is based on the determination and identification by educators of learning objectives,
respectively qualification objectives (Tittel and Terzidis, 2020).
In educational processes, the existence or lack of resources or means influences the quality of education programs. Thus,
the lack of candidates can lead to the disappearance of certain education programs (Swuste et al., 2021).
Free movement of labor also influences the field of education and training (Nastase et al., 2020). Through this freedom of
movement, some areas have also imposed processes for the recognition of acquired skills and qualifications (Clarke et al.,
2021).
Regarding the new labor market, it is considered that a good response of education can be to increase lifelong employment
by increasing the share of general skills, as well as by simplifying the areas and branches of education and training (Ozer
and Perc, 2020).
The mobility offered by the possibility of moving almost anywhere in the world has made education contribute to the
process of globalization (Radulescu et al., 2018). The application of new technologies is a facilitation and simplification of
administrative processes. Digitization has made an important contribution (Pauletto, 2021). Because of these issues, the
recognition of qualifications obtained outside the borders of a country is a challenge for the education system. Learning
and training processes are influenced by the development of information and communication technologies (Prieto et al.,
2020).
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Regarding the implementation of educational policies, an important aspect is imposed by the way of adapting to the
structure of the labor market, respectively to the economic, social, political, cultural conditions, specific to each country (Li
and Pilz, 2021).

Methodology of Research
The article presents research on the achievement of the targets proposed by the Member States of the European Union for
the achievement of the strategic objectives. The analyzes are performed based on the existing data on the EUROSTAT
website. A comparative analysis is performed for each strategic objective in the field of vocational education and training.
Thus, the research was performed for: participation rate in education and training, population by educational attainment
level, early leavers from education and training, pupils from age 4 to the starting age of compulsory education at primary
level, employment rates of young people not in education and training by sex, educational attainment level and years since
completion of highest level of education, mobile students from abroad enrolled.

Results and Discussions
One of the indicators is population by educational attainment level. The following table presents the comparative situation,
for the age group 30-34 years, with tertiary level of education (levels 5-8) (%).
Table 1: Comparative situation for population by educational attainment level for the age group 30-34 years, with
tertiary level of education, 2012-2020
Countries
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2012
43,9
26,9
25,6
43,2
31,8
39,5
52,2
31,2
41,5
43,3
23,1
21,9
49,9
37,2
48,6
49,6
29,8
26,3
42,2
26,1
39,1
27,8
21,7
39,2
23,7
45,8
47,9
46,9

2014
43,8
30,9
28,2
43,6
31,4
43,2
54,6
37,2
42,3
43,7
32,1
23,9
52,5
39,9
53,3
52,7
34,1
28,6
44,8
40,0
42,1
31,3
25,0
41,0
26,9
45,3
49,9
47,7

2016
45,6
33,8
32,8
46,7
33,2
45,4
54,6
42,7
40,1
43,7
29,3
26,2
53,4
42,8
58,7
54,6
33,0
32,0
45,7
40,1
44,6
34,6
25,6
44,2
31,5
46,1
51,0
48,1

2018
47,6
33,7
33,7
48,7
34,9
47,2
56,3
44,3
42,4
46,2
34,1
27,8
57,1
42,7
57,6
56,2
33,7
34,7
49,4
40,7
45,7
33,5
24,6
42,7
37,7
44,2
51,8
48,8

2020
47,8
33,3
35,0
49,8
36,3
44,3
58,1
43,9
44,8
48,8
34,7
27,8
59,8
49,2
59,6
62,2
33,2
39,7
54,0
41,6
47,0
39,6
26,4
46,9
39,7
49,6
52,2
50 (2019)

It is noted that, compared to 2012, in 2020 an increase of over 10% had: Slovakia (+16.0%), Austria (+15.5%), Malta
(+13.4%), Greece (+12.7%), Luxembourg (+12.6%), Latvia (+12.0%), Netherlands (+11.8%), Portugal (+11.8%), Croatia
(+11.6%), Lithuania (+11.0%). At the same time, in 2020, the countries where over 50% of the population in the age group
30-34 has a tertiary level of education (levels 5-8) are: Luxembourg (62.2%), Cyprus (59.8%), Lithuania (59.6%), Ireland
(58.1%), Netherlands (54.0%), Sweden (52.2%), United Kingdom (50.0% in 2019).
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It is also noted that in 2012 the only country where the share was higher than 50% was Ireland (52.2%).
At the level of the European Union, the evolution of the population by educational attainment level indicator for the period
2011-2019, is shown in the following figure (%).

Fig. 1. Evolution of population by educational attainment level for the period 2011-2019 (%)
It is observed that, for the period 2011-2019, population by educational attainment level had an increasing evolution, from
34.8% (2011) to 41.6% (2019).
The following table presents the comparative situation of early leavers from education and training, for the age group 1824 years (%).
Table 2: Comparative situation for early leavers from education and training, for the 18-24 age group,
2002-2020 (%)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands

2002
16,9
14,1
20,7
5,7
9,0
12,5
13,6
14,6
16,2
30,9
13,4
8,0
24,2
15,9
16,5
13,4
17,0
12,2
53,2
15,3

2005
15,6
12,9
20,4
6,2
8,7
13,5
14,0
12,5
13,3
31,0
12,5
5,1
22,1
18,2
15,4
8,4
13,3
12,5
33,0
14,3

2008
14,4
12,0
14,8
5,6
12,7
11,8
14,0
11,7
14,4
31,7
11,8
4,4
19,6
13,7
15,5
7,5
13,4
11,7
27,2
11,4
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2011
13,2
12,3
11,8
4,9
10,3
11,6
10,6
11,1
12,9
26,3
12,3
5,0
17,8
11,3
11,6
7,4
6,2
11,4
22,7
9,2

2014
11,1
9,8
12,9
5,5
8,1
9,5
12,0
6,7
9,0
21,9
8,8
2,8
15,0
6,8
8,5
5,9
6,1
11,4
20,9
8,7

2017
10,5
8,9
12,7
6,7
8,8
10,1
10,8
5,0
6,0
18,3
8,8
3,1
14,0
8,5
8,6
5,4
7,3
12,5
17,7
7,1

2020
9,9
8,1
12,8
7,6
9,3
10,1
7,5
5,0
3,8
16,0
8,0
2,2
13,1
11,5
7,2
5,6
8,2
12,1
16,7
7,0
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Countries
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2002
9,5
7,2
45,0
23,0
5,1
6,7
9,7
10,0
17,6

2005
9,3
5,3
38,3
19,6
4,9
6,3
10,3
10,8
11,5

2008
10,2
5,0
34,9
15,9
5,1
6,0
9,8
7,9
16,9

2011
8,5
5,6
23,0
18,1
4,2
5,1
9,8
6,6
14,9

2014
7,0
5,4
17,4
18,1
4,4
6,7
9,5
6,7
11,8

2017
7,4
5,0
12,6
18,1
4,3
9,3
8,2
7,7
10,6

2020
8,1
5,4
8,9
15,6
4,1
7,6
8,2
7,7
10,9 (2019)

From the data presented, it is observed that in 2020 compared to 2002 the share of the population aged 18 to 24 who left
early education and training increased in: Czechia (+1.9%), Slovakia (+0.9%), Denmark (+0.3%). Over the same period,
the values of this indicator decreased by at least 10% for: Malta (-36.5%), Portugal (-36.1%), Spain (-14.9%), Greece (12.4%), Italy (-11.1%). However, in 2020, the values remain high (over 10%) for: Malta (16.7%), Spain (16.0%), Romania
(15.6%), Italy (13.1%), Bulgaria (12.8%), Hungary (12.1%), Cyprus (11.5%), United Kingdom (10.9%), Germany
(10.1%). Values lower than 6% are registered in: Croatia (2.2%), Greece (3.8%), Slovenia (4.1%), Ireland (5.0%).
The evolution of the early leavers from education and training indicator, for the 18-24 age group, for the period 2002-2020,
at the level of the European Union, is shown in the following figure (%).

Fig. 2. Evolution of early leavers from education and training (%)
From the previous figure it is observed that the share of the population in the age group 18-24 years for the indicator early
leavers from education and training has a decreasing trend, from 16.9% (2002) to 9.9% (2020).
Another important indicator is the employment rates of young people not in education and training. For the population in
the age group 20-34 years, with a level of education between 3 and 8 (upper secondary, post-secondary non-tertiary and
tertiary education), the comparative situation is presented in the table 3 (%).
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Table 3: Comparative situation for employment rates of young people not in education and training,
2002-2020 (%)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2002
75,1
85,9
60,0
79,8
89,4
86,5
81,2
84,0
63,9
77,2
:
:
63,1
87,2
70,0
78,2
95,5
81,1
92,0
:
92,2
60,6
85,8
65,0
81,8
58,4
80,0
88,1
86,1

2005
75,3
79,0
67,7
:
86,4
79,6
75,1
85,3
59,4
78,2
79,8
64,1
62,1
77,4
80,2
78,1
90,1
74,1
93,1
89,9
86,9
67,3
83,0
72,1
78,4
72,8
79,3
79,4
87,3

2008
81,8
83,9
79,6
87,9
89,1
86,5
82,3
86,6
68,3
82,1
83,1
77,9
65,2
85,8
83,1
79,3
86,9
80,2
95,7
92,8
90,1
79,3
82,8
84,8
83,4
81,4
82,3
85,7
83,6

2011
76,4
80,8
59,2
80,7
81,9
88,3
75,1
72,2
50,4
67,1
77,3
62,7
57,7
72,5
71,6
69,5
86,1
73,4
91,4
91,5
90,5
75,3
75,8
70,8
76,0
70,1
78,4
84,6
81,0

2014
75,0
79,0
65,4
81,3
82,5
90,0
80,9
76,0
44,3
65,1
75,5
62,0
45,0
68,7
77,0
80,7
83,8
78,5
93,6
86,2
87,2
75,6
69,4
66,2
70,1
72,7
77,0
85,0
83,2

2017
79,0
81,9
77,7
89,9
81,7
90,9
81,5
83,5
52,0
71,9
73,6
65,9
55,2
71,6
78,0
83,9
88,5
84,7
93,7
90,4
89,4
82,1
80,7
76,0
81,6
81,5
77,0
88,3
86,6

2020
78,7
82,9
78,7
87,3
83,6
90,5
79,8
79,5
54,9
69,6
74,9
75,2
56,8
78,6
79,1
74,5
80,5
82,2
92,2
89,3
88,4
82,7
75,7
76,7
82,8
82,8
81,5
86,4
85,4 (2019)

From the presented data, it is observed that in 2020, compared to 2002, employment rates of young people not in education
and training, for the population in the age group 20-34 years, with a level of education between 3 and 8, a increased with
important values in: Slovakia (+24.4%), Poland (+22.1%), Bulgaria (+18.7%), Croatia (+12.2%), Romania (+11.7%). Over
the same period, the values decreased significantly for: Luxembourg (-15.0%), Portugal (-10.1%), Greece (-9.0%), Cyprus
(-8.6%), Spain (-7.6%), Italy (-6.3%). In 2020, the highest values of employment rates of young people not in education
and training, for the population in the age group 20-34 years, with an education level between 3 and 8, were recorded in:
Malta (92, 2%), Germany (90.5%), Netherlands (89.3%), Austria (88.4%), Czechia (87.3%), Sweden (86.4%), United
Kingdom (85.4%). Also, the lowest values were recorded in: Greece (54.9%), Italy (56.8%), Spain (69.6%), Lithuania
(74.5%), France (74.9%).
For the European Union, the evolution of the indicator employment rates of young people not in education and training, for
the period 2002-2020, is shown in the figure 3 (%).
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Fig. 3. Evolution of employment rates of young people not in education and training, for the period 2002-2020
There is a major decrease for the period 2008-2013 (from 81.8% to 74.3%). There are also two large periods for which the
indicator employment rates of young people not in education and training increased. Thus, we have the period 2004-2008
(increase from 74.5% to 81.8%), respectively the period 2013-2017 (increase from 74.3% to 80.9%).
The comparative situation of the share of pupils from age 4 to the starting age of compulsory education at primary level
from the entire population corresponding to this age group is presented in the table 4.
Table 4: Comparative situation for share of pupils from age 4 to the starting age of compulsory education at
primary level from the entire population corresponding to this age group,
2001-2019 (%)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia

2001
84,5
100,0
73,2
92,5
93,7
87,7
86,1
72,6
70,2
100,0
100,0
:
100,0
70,4
67,1
61,2
95,3
92,5
95,0
98,1
86,0
58,5
79,3
68,5
86,0

2004
87,0
99,8
83,2
94,1
96,9
85,5
95,8
71,3
66,3
99,6
100,0
57,9
100,0
70,3
85,5
70,5
89,5
95,1
97,5
74,0
87,6
60,9
82,8
82,1
86,4

2007
90,7
99,7
83,9
93,3
92,7
94,5
93,8
71,6
66,1
97,9
100,0
66,5
100,0
82,7
89,4
79,7
93,9
95,1
99,2
98,9
88,8
66,8
87,9
85,0
84,1
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2010
92,8
99,1
85,3
89,5
98,1
96,3
90,4
100,0
74,0
97,9
100,0
70,4
99,0
85,4
90,3
83,8
94,6
94,4
98,6
99,6
92,1
76,3
91,2
87,2
88,5

2013
93,9
98,4
87,8
85,7
98,3
97,5
90,4
99,8
76,9
97,1
100,0
71,4
98,7
84,3
94,1
86,5
99,4
94,7
100,0
99,5
93,9
84,8
93,9
86,4
89,8

2016
94,7
98,3
86,5
90,7
98,1
96,6
92,6
98,8
79,8
97,3
100,0
75,1
96,1
89,7
95,5
91,4
94,2
95,7
98,0
97,6
94,9
93,1
92,5
88,2
90,9

2019
95,1
98,5
82,7
90,7
98,3
95,8
92,9
100,0
85,6
97,8
100,0
81,8
94,8
97,0
95,9
91,3
97,9
95,8
94,9
97,2
96,0
94,5
96,6
82,3
93,6
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Countries
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2001
76,4
62,0
85,7
99,0

2004
78,1
66,9
92,4
91,8

2007
78,8
69,8
94,0
90,2

2010
76,9
73,1
95,1
95,7

2013
77,5
84,0
95,7
95,9

2016
76,5
87,4
95,6
:

2019
82,6
91,4
96,3
100,0

It is observed that in 2019, percentages lower than 85% are registered in: Croatia (81.8%), Romania (82.3%), Slovakia
(82.6%), Bulgaria (82.7%), Greece (85.6%). Also, pupils from age 4 to the starting age of compulsory education at primary
level is maxim (100%) for: Ireland, France and United Kingdom. At the level of the European Union, the values increase
from 84.5% (2001) to 95.1% (2019).
An indicator that considers the participation of adults in education and training is participation rate in education and
training (last 4 weeks). The comparative situation for the period 2002-2020 is shown in the following table.
Table 5: Comparative situation for participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks),
2002-2020 (%)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2002
5,3
6,0
1,2
5,6
18,0
5,8
5,3
5,5
1,1
4,5
2,7
1,9
4,4
3,7
7,3
3,0
7,7
2,9
4,4
15,8
7,5
4,2
2,8
1,0
8,4
8,5
17,3
18,4
21,3

2005
7,7
8,3
1,3
5,6
27,4
7,7
6,0
7,4
1,9
10,8
5,9
2,1
5,8
5,9
7,8
6,1
8,5
3,9
5,2
15,4
12,9
4,9
4,1
1,6
15,3
4,6
22,5
17,4
27,6

2008
8,0
7,1
1,6
8,0
29,9
8,1
9,7
7,2
3,2
10,7
6,0
2,6
6,3
8,8
6,9
4,9
8,7
3,4
6,3
17,1
13,3
4,7
5,3
1,8
14,3
3,6
23,1
22,5
20,5

2011
8,1
7,4
1,6
11,6
32,3
7,9
11,9
7,2
2,8
11,2
5,5
3,1
5,7
7,8
5,4
6,0
13,9
3,0
6,6
17,1
13,5
4,4
11,5
1,6
16,0
4,1
23,8
25,3
16,3

2014
10,1
7,4
2,1
9,6
31,9
8,0
11,6
7,0
3,2
10,1
18,4
2,8
8,1
7,1
5,6
5,1
14,5
3,3
7,7
18,3
14,3
4,0
9,6
1,5
12,1
3,1
25,1
29,2
16,3

2017
10,4
8,5
2,3
9,8
26,9
8,4
17,2
9,0
4,5
9,9
18,7
2,3
7,9
6,9
7,5
5,9
17,2
6,2
10,6
19,1
15,8
4,0
9,8
1,1
12,0
3,4
27,4
30,4
14,3

2020
9,2
7,4
1,6
5,5
20,0
7,7
17,1
11,0
4,1
11,0
13,0
3,2
7,2
4,7
6,6
7,2
16,3
5,1
11,0
18,8
11,7
3,7
10,0
1,0
8,4
2,8
27,3
28,6
14,8 (2019)

For this indicator, even if it is observed that in the period 2002-2020 there were higher values than those recorded in 2002,
in 2020 the participation rates decreased for: United Kingdom (-6.5% in 2019), Slovakia (-5.7%), Latvia (-0.7%), Poland (0.5%), Czech Republic (-0.1%). Also, increases of over 10% were registered in: Estonia (+11.8%), France (+10.3%),
Sweden (+10.2%), Finland (+10.0%). In 2020, values higher than 15% were registered in: Sweden (28.6%), Finland
(27.3%), Denmark (20.0%), Netherlands (18.8%), Estonia (17.1%), Luxembourg (16.3%). At the same time, participation
rate in education and training (last 4 weeks) lower than 5% is observed for: Romania (1.0%), Bulgaria (1.6%), Slovakia
(2.8%), Croatia (3.2%), Poland (3.7%), Greece (4.1%), Cyprus (4.7%).
The evolution of participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks) for the European Union is shown in the
following figure (%).
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Fig. 4. Evolution of participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks) (%)
For the period 2002-2019 there is an upward trend in the values of this indicator. On the other hand, for the last year (20192020) the trend is decreasing (from 10.8% to 9.2%).
An indicator that considers student mobility is mobile students from abroad enrolled for tertiary education (levels 5-8). The
comparative situation for the period 2013-2019 is presented in the following table (students).
Table 6: Comparative situation for mobile students from abroad enrolled for tertiary education
(levels 5-8), 2002-2018 (%)
Countries
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland

2013
48.748
11.594
40.139
29.480
196.619
1.876
12.861
27.600
56.358
228.639
500
82.585
4.756
3.505
3.915
2.880
20.694
636
63.709
70.855
27.770
14.541
22.215
2.563
10.183
21.859

2014
55.516
11.282
41.150
29.945
210.542
2.230
14.253
28.408
:
235.123
639
87.233
4.832
4.477
4.508
2.977
23.208
729
73.954
65.165
34.665
14.883
23.559
2.612
11.116
22.757

2015
56.483
11.844
41.715
32.265
228.756
2.887
15.815
22.140
:
239.409
822
:
6.516
5.255
4.975
3.163
21.707
821
80.941
67.691
43.988
16.888
23.073
2.354
10.876
23.142
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2016
61.102
12.201
42.812
34.034
244.575
3.474
17.883
23.734
53.409
245.349
3.031
92.655
7.722
6.465
5.501
3.268
26.155
1.032
89.920
70.483
54.734
19.815
25.824
2.675
10.072
23.197

2017
45.583
13.746
44.261
33.602
258.873
3.914
19.983
25.067
64.927
258.380
4.781
97.563
10.451
6.130
5.806
3.298
28.628
1.195
96.289
73.964
63.925
22.194
27.510
3.090
10.764
24.168

2018
53.896
15.155
44.767
33.288
311.738
4.391
22.283
26.325
70.912
229.623
5.014
106.611
11.273
7.564
6.300
3.362
32.332
1.515
104.690
75.259
54.354
28.122
29.112
3.420
11.597
23.714

2019
52.143
16.499
45.871
32.371
333.133
5.043
24.913
27.789
77.062
246.378
5.722
54.855
13.085
8.380
6.697
3.455
35.479
1.999
:
74.631
55.191
35.755
30.294
5.071
12.730
23.794
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Countries
Sweden
United Kingdom

2013
25.438
416.693

2014
25.361
428.724

2015
26.625
430.833

2016
28.029
432.001

2017
28.747
435.734

2018
30.912
452.079

2019
30.912
489.019

Compared to 2013, in 2019, the values of mobile students from abroad enrolled increased for most countries, except Italy,
for which there is a decrease in 2019, although in 2018 the values were higher than in 2013. Increases significant are
observed for: Germany (+136514 students), United Kingdom (+72326 students), Netherlands (+40981 students in 2018),
Poland (+27421 students), Portugal (+21214 students), Spain (+20704 students), France (+17739 students). In 2019, the
highest values of mobile students from abroad enrolled are registered in: United Kingdom (489019 students), Germany
(333133 students), France (246378 students), Netherlands (104690 students in 2018).
At the level of the European Union, the evolution of mobile students from abroad enrolled, for the period 2013-2019, is
shown in the following figure.

Fig. 5. Evolution of mobile students from abroad enrolled, for the period 2013-2019 (%)
It is observed that for the period 2015-2018 the values were increasing from 990151 students (2015) to 1347529 students
(2018). The period 2013-2015 was one of decreasing values. Also, the trend for 2019 is decreasing.

Conclusions
From the analysis performed for the population by educational attainment level for the age group 30-34 years, with tertiary
level of education, it is observed that compared to 2012, in 2020, in some countries the increase is over 10% (Slovakia,
Austria, Malta, Greece, Luxembourg, Latvia, Portugal, Croatia, Lithuania), and in 2020, in the following countries 50% of
the population in the age group 30-34 will have a tertiary level of education Luxembourg, Cyprus, Lithuania, Ireland,
Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom.
Also, for the period 2002-2020, the share of the population in the age group 18-24 years for the indicator early leavers
from education and training has a decreasing trend.
In 2020, the highest values of employment rates of young people not in education and training, for the population in the
age group 20-34 years, with a level of education between 3 and 8, were recorded in: Malta, Germany, Netherlands, Austria,
Czechia, Sweden, United Kingdom. In 2020, for participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks), values higher
than 15% were registered in: Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Netherlands, Estonia, Luxembourg. At the same time,
participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks) lower than 5% is observed for: Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Croatia, Poland, Greece, Cyprus. Compared to 2013, in 2019, the values of mobile students from abroad enrolled increased
for most countries, except Italy.
It is believed that humanity will be able to develop in the next period only through major changes in values and systems,
attitudes and behaviors. Transformations also imply new models in the field of education (Wilde, 2020).
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Abstract
Mitigation of the effects of climate change can be achieved through the use of resources and technologies that take into
account the possibility of renewable energy production. Pollution and health are areas that can be included in the priority
list of local communities. Adapting to climate change, as well as mitigating its effects, is based on resource efficiency.
Technological innovations in the field of renewable energy lead to an easier energy transition. Objective 7 of sustainable
development - Affordable and clean energy pursues these aspects. The article examines the progress made in achieving the
targets proposed by the Member States of the European Union. The elimination of fossil fuels from their use in the
production of electricity can be done gradually, by replacing them with renewable resources. Green and sustainable energy
solutions can meet the challenges of meeting high energy demands.

Keywords: European Union, energy, renewable resources
Introduction
The effects of climate change can be mitigated by using different ways of producing electricity (Radulescu et al., 2018).
Thus, the use of different resources and technologies can lead to increased access to energy, as well as increased energy
security, but also air quality (Gielen et al., 2019). However, in order to reduce the negative effects on the climate, measures
are needed to apply green technologies faster (Yang et al., 2021).
Energy sustainability can be ensured by replacing the use of non-renewable energy with renewable energy, respectively by
the transition to renewable energy (Murshed, 2021).
Discussions on climate change are based on environmental degradation processes (Bodislav et al., 2019). It is desirable for
economic growth to occur without environmental degradation (Yuping et al., 2021).
Even if the production capacity of electricity based on renewable resources has increased, most of the production of
electricity is based on fossil fuels (Zozmann et al., 2021). Stimulating the flexibility of electricity demand, as well as
encouraging local development, can be achieved by applying measures that lead to simultaneous consumer-producer
duality (Lowitzsch et al., 2020).
________________
Cite this Article as: Carmen Valentina RĂDULESCU, Florina BRAN, Florin DOBRE, Dumitru Alexandru BODISLAV
and Sorin Petrică ANGHELUȚĂ “ Achieving The Proposed Targets in The European Union for The Sustainable
Development Goal - Affordable and Clean Energy” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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With regard to economic development, it can be seen that an important component of this is renewable energy sources
(Angheluta et al., 2019). The objectives of this economic development can be achieved only through the use of energy
sources, and within them natural resources play an important role (Li et al., 2021).
Responsibility for the transition to a low-carbon system must be shared between all parties responsible for environmental
damage (Munro and Cairney, 2020). Globally, the transition from fossil fuel-based energy systems to renewable energybased energy systems has produced significant changes in energy production (Krog, 2019). Within the Member States of
the European Union, electricity markets will be influenced by the increase in the degree to which renewable energy is used
(Ortner and Totschnig, 2019).

Literature Review
Clean and affordable energy is the goal of the Seventh Sustainable Development Goal (Profiroiu et al., 2020). Thus, it
becomes important to identify those factors that determine the current mode of consumption (Popescu et al., 2021). Finding
these factors allows the application of the transition from a polluting energy to a clean energy (Mogos, et al, 2021). The
process of globalization, but also human capital, can influence both the costs of some products and innovations (Alvarado
et al., 2021).
The use of energy from renewable sources can lead to increased security of energy supply. This measure could also
contribute to affordable energy prices. Thus, local communities facing special situations (deindustrialization, declining
population density, territorial isolation) can benefit from employment opportunities. There may also be benefits in terms of
regional development or the environment (Androniceanu et al., 2017). Another benefit that can influence the use of energy
from renewable sources is the possibility of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Negescu et al., 2020). At the same time,
by applying incentives, renewable energy can contribute to increasing the degree to which it is used for public transport or
in heating and cooling of homes (Radulescu et al., 2020). Increasing the number of investors in renewable energy
production can be achieved by setting binding targets at European level (Bran et al., 2020). For both consumers and
taxpayers, it is necessary to identify measures to enable them to use electricity from renewable sources at the lowest
possible costs (EP, 2018).
The use of fossil fuels for energy and transport contributes to increasing the degree of pollution and, implicitly, to
greenhouse gas emissions, which generate climate change (Adebayo and Kirikkaleli, 2021). The sources that renewable
energy can use are continuously supplied and are also abundant. Thus, some countries may benefit from higher own
amounts of renewable energy resources, depending on its type (Vakulchuk et al., 2020).
The elimination of fossil fuels from their use in the production of electricity can be done gradually, by replacing them with
renewable resources (Sonter et al., 2020).
The production of greenhouse gas emissions and rapid depletion cause fossil fuels to have disadvantages compared to
renewable energy. Green and sustainable energy solutions can meet the challenges of meeting high energy demands (Ishaq
and Dincer, 2021).
The request to reduce pollution emissions was answered by increasing wind and photovoltaic parks. Uncontrollable
factors, however, make energy production variable (Corizzo et al., 2020). Meteorological conditions influence the
production of renewable energy and make it variable. Flexibility of the supply system and storage technologies are areas
that are considered for renewable energy production facilities (Chen et al., 2020).
The era of fossil fuels needs to end. Addressing the climate crisis can be achieved through the transition to renewable
energy systems (Burke, and Stephens, 2018). Attenuating global warming is also possible by reducing carbon dioxide
emissions. In this process, the participation of members of local communities is important (Gorrono-Albizu et al., 2019).
Many countries depend on non-renewable resources (Bodislav et al., 2020). This makes them vulnerable in terms of energy
security, the degree of energy supply, but also environmental pollution (Profiroiu et al., 2020). In this context, sustainable
development can be ensured by using renewable resources and replacing non-renewable resources (Sarbu et al., 2021).
Regarding the objectives of sustainable development, it can be said that meeting energy demand cannot be achieved with
the help of non-renewable resources (Bodislav et al., 2020). Also, a security measure in terms of energy price fluctuations
is to ensure energy security (Konuk et al., 2021).

Methodology of Research
The article presents research on the achievement of the targets proposed by the Member States of the European Union for
Sustainable Development Goal 7 - Affordable and clean energy. A comparative analysis is performed for each indicator of
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this sustainable development objective. Thus, the research was performed for: primary production, gross available energy,
greenhouse gas emissions intensity, share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption, energy import
dependency, final energy consumption in households. The analyzes are performed based on the existing data on the
EUROSTAT website.

Results and Discussions
Regarding simplified energy balances, for the member countries of the European Union, the following table presents the
comparative situation for primary production, for 2019, according to the fuel source (thousand tons of oil equivalent ktoe).
Table 1: Comparative situation for primary production, depending on the fuel source, 2019 (ktoe)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

1
1572
0
0
0
0
0
16
391
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1049
106
0

2
2999
0
7
0
0
0
2992
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
52260
3
32
173
2764
4374
0
2142
10
116
14
851
3931
0
0
0
0
1328
0
23944
770
3427
0
8274
4
103
0
0
33973

4
22611
0
0
160
5153
3213
0
0
164
40
885
742
4708
0
0
40
0
1163
0
1146
660
1009
0
3521
1
6
0
0
53820

5
224984
3631
2551
4975
4228
45839
1865
1457
3064
19294
27298
2280
27088
203
2813
1654
194
3053
38
6220
10248
9470
6399
5812
1046
2227
12096
19943
17526

6
13440
663
67
359
364
4248
36
145
42
313
1737
27
1182
5
12
35
38
142
0
681
677
1065
162
149
62
200
296
731
1531

7
196928
11340
4302
7548
0
19332
0
0
0
15218
103987
0
0
0
0
0
0
4106
0
910
0
0
0
2846
1375
4048
5676
16239
13253

8
1087
310
58
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
302
0
0
0
216
4
22
0
0
0
0
153
0
0

1 – Peat and peat products
2 – Oil shale and oil sands
3 – Natural gas
4 – Oil and petroleum products (excluding biofuel portion)
5 – Renewables and biofuels
6 – Non-renewable waste
7 – Nuclear heat
8 – Heat
For primary production, not all sources mentioned by all countries are used. For peat and peat products, Finland has the
highest value (1049 ktoe). It is also noted that for oil shale and oil sands only Estonia has primary production. For natural
gas, high values are for: United Kingdom (33973 ktoe) and Netherlands (23944 ktoe). The United Kingdom also has high
values for oil and petroleum products (excluding biofuel portion ktoe) (53820 ktoe). In contrast, for nuclear heat, France
has 103,987 ktoe.
At the same time, there is interest from all countries in using renewables and biofuels as a source for primary production.
The highest values are for: Germany (45839 ktoe), France (27298 ktoe), Italy (27088 ktoe), Sweden (19943 ktoe), Spain
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(19294 ktoe), United Kingdom (17526 ktoe), Finland (12096 ktoe), Austria (10248 ktoe), Poland (9470 ktoe), Portugal
(6399 ktoe).
The figure 1 shows the comparative situation for annual primary production in European Union countries for 2019 (ktoe).

Fig. 1. Comparative situation for annual primary production, 2019 (ktoe)

Fig. 2. Comparative situation for primary production, depending on the fuel source, 2019 (ktoe)
From the data presented in figure 1, it is observed that the largest quantity for primary production is found in: France
(133920 ktoe), United Kingdom (121505 ktoe), Germany (105426 ktoe), Poland (59345 ktoe), Sweden (37019 ktoe), Italy
(36910 ktoe), Spain (34982 ktoe), Netherlands (33116 ktoe). The lowest values are recorded for: Malta (38 ktoe), Cyprus
(208 ktoe), Luxembourg (232 ktoe), Lithuania (2039 ktoe), Latvia (2827 ktoe).
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At the level of the European Union, the figure 2 shows the comparative situation for primary production, depending on the
fuel source, for 2019 (ktoe). From figure 2, it is observed that the highest values are recorded for renewables and biofuels
(224984 ktoe), followed by nuclear heat (196928 ktoe) and natural gas (52260 ktoe).
The following table presents the comparative situation for gross available energy, for 2019, depending on the fuel source
(thousand tons of oil equivalent - ktoe).
Table 2: Comparative situation for gross available energy, depending on the fuel source, 2019 (ktoe)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

1
169041
3079
5249
14239
873
53775
14
381
3196
4902
7338
418
6480
17
39
169
43
1829
0
6419
2806
43841
1248
4893
1066
2730
2136
1858
5873

2
2304
0
0
0
0
0
23
758
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
1353
127
0

3
2955
0
6
0
0
0
2948
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
335861
15210
2442
7172
2562
75620
401
4559
4489
30932
37543
2406
60949
0
1103
1864
684
8464
306
32106
7677
16925
5303
9235
734
4086
2128
960
66834

5
545553
30158
4828
9868
7666
111342
214
7575
14317
63312
79002
3301
56683
2614
1837
3205
2949
8182
2754
41861
12947
31574
11775
9856
2560
3598
8885
12690
73676

6
229717
4374
2472
4913
6026
45465
1179
1624
3171
18888
28468
2136
29512
246
1823
1588
320
2829
51
5480
10332
9905
6060
6013
1142
2203
12222
21276
21981

7
13901
664
67
359
425
4248
42
145
42
313
1737
27
1182
31
43
35
38
215
0
815
677
1065
188
153
62
210
296
820
1531

8
196928
11340
4302
7548
0
19332
0
0
0
15218
103987
0
0
0
0
0
0
4106
0
910
0
0
0
2846
1375
4048
5676
16239
13253

9
1091
310
58
22
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
302
0
0
0
216
4
22
0
0
0
2
153
0
0

1 – Solid fossil fuels
2 – Peat and peat products;
3 – Oil shale and oil sands
4 – Natural gas
5 – Oil and petroleum products (excluding biofuel portion)
6 – Renewables and biofuels
7 – Non-renewable waste
8 – Nuclear heat
9 – Heat
It is noted that oil and petroleum products as well as renewables and biofuels are used for all countries. For oil and
petroleum products, the largest quantities are recorded in: Germany (111342 ktoe), France (79002 ktoe), United Kingdom
(73676 ktoe), Spain (63312 ktoe), Italy (56683 ktoe), Netherlands (41861 ktoe), Poland (31574 ktoe).
For renewables and biofuels, the largest quantities are recorded in: Germany (45465 ktoe), France (28468 ktoe), Italy
(29512 ktoe), United Kingdom (21981 ktoe), Sweden (21276 ktoe), Spain (18888 ktoe), Finland (12222 ktoe), Austria
(10332 ktoe). Also, only Estonia uses oil shale and oil sands (2948 ktoe). For nuclear heat, the highest value is recorded in
France (103987 ktoe). Malta does not use solid fossil fuels or non-renewable waste, and Cyprus does not use natural gas.
The following figure shows the comparative situation for annual gross available energy in European Union countries, for
2019 (ktoe).
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Fig. 3. Comparative situation for annual gross available energy, 2019 (ktoe)
It is observed that energy balance for gross available energy has the highest values for: Germany (306973 ktoe), France
(253116 ktoe), United Kingdom (184968 ktoe), Italy (158086 ktoe), Spain (134155 ktoe), Poland (104245 ktoe).
Another indicator that takes into account gross energy consumption as well as energy-related greenhouse gas emissions is
greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption. The following table presents the comparative situation,
considering the 100% indexation compared to 2000.
Table 3: Comparative situation for greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption,
2002-2019
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal

2002
99,2
105,4
101,9
93,9
100,9
99,9
100,4
95,3
97,7
101,4
96,7
104,6
100,3
99,1
99,3
87,4
105,9
98,8
103,3
99,4
103,5
98,5
102,6

2005
96,6
100,1
104,0
89,6
93,3
94,5
100,3
100,0
99,6
102,0
94,5
101,8
97,7
106,4
92,6
98,5
108,7
89,9
90,1
96,8
102,9
99,4
98,8

2008
94,2
95,8
113,4
86,4
90,8
94,1
97,8
96,0
96,6
95,1
89,8
101,3
95,9
102,3
94,0
92,9
103,9
89,1
89,4
98,2
91,9
94,8
90,3
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2011
91,7
87,7
121,6
85,3
84,1
95,4
104,4
90,3
96,3
88,7
85,0
97,4
92,3
101,6
91,2
112,2
105,1
82,3
87,3
96,2
89,3
92,3
85,9

2014
88,4
85,8
109,8
78,6
77,3
94,7
100,7
88,3
89,5
86,5
80,4
93,0
87,9
101,5
82,9
107,5
100,6
78,2
86,9
96,6
82,6
92,2
82,0

2017
86,9
83,5
108,2
78,4
68,6
91,8
101,5
85,2
83,0
84,5
83,4
90,6
83,4
97,8
83,0
100,7
92,0
78,4
59,9
94,6
85,1
90,3
89,0

2019
82,8
84,6
97,1
73,6
63,1
87,2
79,7
79,6
74,9
79,7
79,5
86,6
82,2
94,9
83,8
102,6
92,4
77,3
58,7
92,6
83,9
85,9
78,6
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Countries
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2002
99,8
102,9
93,8
106,5
95,2
99,8

2005
97,2
96,6
95,5
94,0
90,8
98,7

2008
94,0
98,7
92,2
92,4
88,5
100,3

2011
92,6
99,5
90,2
90,9
83,3
96,9

2014
93,2
89,5
83,2
78,7
74,9
94,6

2017
88,6
91,8
81,0
73,0
71,6
84,1

2019
85,7
89,8
77,7
69,6
68,3
81,8

From the data presented in the previous table, it is observed that greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption
is higher in 2019, compared to 2000, only in Lithuania (102.6%). Compared to 2000, the most significant decreases are
registered for: Malta (-41.3%), Denmark (-36.9%), Sweden (-31.7%), Finland (-30.4%).
At the level of the European Union, the evolution of this indicator for the period 2001-2019 is shown in the following
figure.

Fig. 4. Evolution of greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption (%)
From the figure, there is a decreasing trend of values for greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption.
Interest in the use of renewable energy has made the following indicator very important. Thus, it takes into account its
share in gross final energy consumption. The following table shows the comparative situation in the countries of the
European Union, for the period 2004-2019 (%).
Table 4: Comparative situation for share of renewable energy in gross
final energy consumption, 2004-2019
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy

2004
9,633
1,890
9,231
6,774
14,840
6,207
18,389
2,378
7,161
8,339
9,508
23,404
6,316

2007
11,868
3,101
9,098
7,895
17,748
10,039
17,056
3,519
8,249
9,669
10,242
22,161
9,807

2010
14,421
6,002
13,928
10,514
21,889
11,667
24,599
5,781
10,077
13,831
12,672
25,103
13,023
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2013
16,697
7,650
18,898
13,927
27,174
13,760
25,321
7,582
15,326
15,347
13,908
28,040
16,741

2016
18,029
8,752
18,760
14,924
32,052
14,889
28,715
9,165
15,391
17,423
15,501
28,267
17,415

2019
19,730
9,924
21,564
16,244
37,204
17,354
31,889
11,984
19,677
18,362
17,216
28,466
18,181
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Countries
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2004
3,071
32,794
17,223
0,899
4,364
0,102
2,030
22,554
6,914
19,209
16,811
18,397
6,391
29,232
38,677
1,096

2007
4,004
29,615
16,482
2,725
8,575
0,177
3,298
28,145
6,930
21,914
18,195
19,674
7,766
29,561
43,551
1,735

2010
6,173
30,375
19,640
2,850
12,742
0,979
3,917
31,207
9,300
24,155
22,834
21,080
9,099
32,294
46,595
3,862

2013
8,456
37,037
22,690
3,499
16,205
3,760
4,691
32,666
11,463
25,703
23,886
23,161
10,133
36,728
50,792
5,524

2016
9,859
37,138
25,613
5,361
14,377
6,208
5,802
33,374
11,400
30,868
25,032
21,977
12,029
39,013
53,328
9,032

2019
13,800
40,975
25,461
7,047
12,614
8,488
8,768
33,626
12,164
30,619
24,290
21,974
16,894
43,081
56,391
12,336

The interest of European Union countries in decarbonising their economies and replacing fossil and nuclear fuels with
renewable fuels is noted. In 2019, the highest increases compared to 2004, are recorded in: Denmark (+22.36%), Sweden
(+17.71%), Finland (+13.85%), Estonia (+13.50%), Greece (+12.52%), Bulgaria (+12.33%), Italy (+11.87%), Portugal
(+11.41%). The highest values recorded in 2019 for the share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption are
for: Sweden (56.391%), Finland (43.081%), Latvia (40.975%), Denmark (37.204%), Austria (33.626%), Estonia
(31.889%), Portugal (30.619%).

Fig. 5. Evolution of share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption, 2004-2019 (%)
At the level of the European Union, the figure 5 shows the increasing trend of share of renewable energy in gross final
energy consumption (from 9.63% in 2004 to 19.73% in 2019).
The share of total energy needs are given by energy import dependency. The following table shows the comparative
situation for the period 2002-2019 (%).
Table 5: Comparative situation for energy import dependency, 2002-2019 (%)
Countries
European Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece

2002
56,248
77,667
46,917
26,204
-42,287
60,126
31,441
88,086
71,063

2005
57,827
79,970
47,343
27,846
-50,618
60,740
28,039
89,655
68,203

2008
58,373
80,967
52,154
27,736
-20,993
60,769
27,381
90,012
72,915
9255

2011
56,338
75,458
36,732
28,831
-5,959
61,801
13,866
90,336
64,677

2014
54,391
79,228
35,172
30,227
12,190
61,779
11,094
86,134
65,455

2017
57,530
74,404
39,362
37,162
11,488
63,959
4,691
67,135
71,282

2019
60,704
76,676
38,102
40,894
38,781
67,610
4,829
68,395
74,110
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Countries
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

2002
78,640
50,792
54,422
85,589
100,557
58,760
40,610
98,609
56,885
99,802
35,084
68,022
11,439
84,162
24,275
49,749
64,476
52,360
37,664
-11,954

2005
81,529
51,698
52,564
83,348
100,703
63,841
55,332
97,374
62,254
99,967
37,784
71,761
17,748
88,561
27,474
50,826
65,990
54,459
38,075
13,363

2008
81,597
50,751
54,750
82,804
97,540
58,825
56,016
97,441
62,589
99,952
33,555
68,738
30,862
83,623
27,650
53,587
65,842
54,483
38,416
26,236

2011
76,091
49,044
49,639
81,353
92,263
59,863
78,604
97,295
50,273
101,300
29,357
69,976
34,020
77,792
21,140
48,329
65,933
53,914
36,476
36,942

2014
72,622
46,262
44,206
75,811
93,086
40,592
74,935
96,511
59,845
97,657
30,948
65,620
29,415
70,234
16,663
45,187
62,135
49,935
32,335
46,773

2017
73,718
48,811
53,152
76,979
95,927
44,053
71,965
95,631
62,645
103,052
51,918
63,928
38,269
77,936
23,295
50,769
64,845
43,982
26,658
35,575

2019
74,955
47,595
56,224
77,484
92,805
43,963
75,217
95,129
69,704
97,172
64,721
71,727
46,818
73,848
30,371
52,140
69,762
42,092
30,244
34,829

It is observed that in 2019 the highest values were registered in: Malta (97.172%), Luxembourg (95.129%), Cyprus
(92.805%), Italy (77.484%), Belgium (76.676%), Lithuania (75.217%), Spain (74.955%), Greece (74.110%), Portugal
(73.848%), Austria (71.727%). The lowest values were registered in: Estonia (4,829%), Sweden (30,244%), Romania
(30,371%), United Kingdom (34,829%), Bulgaria (38,102%), Denmark (38,781%).
The evolution of this indicator for the period 2000-2019 is shown in the following figure.

Fig. 6. Evolution of energy import dependency, 2000-2019 (%)
At the level of the European Union, energy import dependency values decreased for the period 2008-2013, but in the
period 2013-2019 the trend is increasing. Thus, in 2019 the values of energy import dependency reached 60.704%.
Regarding the final energy consumption in households per capita, the following table presents the comparative situation for
the period 2002-2019, in kilogram of oil equivalent (KGOE).
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Table 6: Comparative situation final energy consumption in households per capita, 2012-2019 (KGOE)
Countries
European
Union
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United
Kingdom

2002

2005

2008

2011

2014

2017

2019

595

614

601

572

530

565

550

904
270
659
811
815
664
721
457
314
662
577
504
272
619
418
1.084
592
204
689
796
489
288
333
646
558
956
822

952
273
653
833
772
656
780
507
348
683
654
585
429
672
453
1.130
691
179
658
800
510
306
375
714
473
957
846

839
282
627
819
763
712
782
476
338
688
601
571
423
667
485
1.048
599
173
670
768
516
295
393
670
396
939
754

725
323
654
807
698
705
687
498
335
612
617
545
419
644
506
923
659
165
616
781
529
263
390
635
393
945
813

668
300
623
735
662
676
567
353
319
573
526
486
345
621
478
844
556
170
541
730
501
267
372
514
360
939
746

719
328
680
780
684
714
583
410
314
619
579
543
402
616
515
896
643
195
562
791
528
272
395
560
388
1.046
765

688
310
657
752
695
717
584
384
313
593
550
521
411
621
518
744
581
201
537
754
479
281
400
506
485
1.020
716

733

733

688

597

554

557

571

Compared to 2002, in 2019, the countries in which the values of final energy consumption in households per capita
decreased considerably are: Luxembourg (-340 KGOE), Belgium (-216 KGOE), United Kingdom (-162 KGOE),
Netherlands (- 152 KGOE), Slovenia (-140 KGOE), Ireland (-137 KGOE), Germany (-120 KGOE), Sweden (-106 KGOE).
Also, the countries where these values have increased are: Cyprus (+139 KGOE), Lithuania (+100 KGOE), Romania (+67
KGOE), Finland (+64 KGOE), Estonia (+53 KGOE), Bulgaria (+ 40 KGOE), Italy (+17 KGOE), Latvia (+2 KGOE). In
2019, the highest values of final energy consumption in households per capita were recorded in: Finland (1020 KGOE),
Austria (754 KGOE), Denmark (752 KGOE), Luxembourg (744 KGOE), Estonia (717 KGOE), Sweden (716 KGOE),
Germany (695 KGOE).
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Fig. 7. Evolution of final energy consumption in households per capita, 2000-2019 KGOE)
The figure shows the evolution of final energy consumption in households per capita for the period 2000-2019. Even if
there are periods of significant variation of values, the trend for the period 2016-2019 is a decreasing one.

Conclusions
The analysis shows the interest of all countries in using renewables and biofuels as a source for primary production.
Renewables and biofuels, nuclear heat and natural gas are the most widely used sources used for primary production. For
gross available energy, all countries use oil and petroleum products, as well as renewables and biofuels. Most countries are
experiencing declines in greenhouse gas emissions intensity of energy consumption. The decreasing trend is also observed
at the level of the European Union.
Also, the interest of European Union countries to decarbonize their economies and replace fossil and nuclear fuels with
renewable fuels has made the share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption have an increasing trend. At the
same time, even if the values vary from year to year, in the final evolution of energy consumption in households per capita
there is a decreasing trend of values.
How innovation in the energy sector will evolve will depend on the activities and decisions of regulators as well as
investors in the field. Knowledge exchange and knowledge generation are supported by the level of spending on research
and development (Kim and Wilson, 2019 ktoe).
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Abstract
The objective of our research is to present blockchain technology from the perspective of its usefulness and functionality to
identify possible applications in public administration. The study of the literature and the research carried out have allowed
us to identify some essential features of the blockchain that give us hope that this technology is useful and can bring benefits
to public administration. In Romania we have identified scenarios and project proposals but also limits that prevent the
implementation of this technology. The limitations of our research are that although they describe the reference system that
determines how we perceive reality; they behave like headphones for a virtual reality. Thus, for Romania we have identified
certain characteristics to focus on but to generalize our recommendations it may be necessary to exceed the limits of the
vision on the surrounding world.

Keywords: public administration, blockchain
Introduction
It is evident that over time, both public administration and technology have undergone significant evolution (Burlacu et al,
2019, 2020, 2021). The administration as well as the technology are both somewhat old. While technological advancement
can come in a variety of ways, advancements are occurring in some interesting ways (Burlacu, 2004, 2009, 2011). In the past
decade, we've seen rapid advances in voice over IP and the internet, but there have also been significant changes in people's
attitudes about these types of communication, as well. Many individuals who don't know anything about cryptocurrencies
picture Bitcoin when they hear the word blockchain. This is a minor use of technology that has a lot of applications and ideas
built on top of it. Although the public administration follows the standards set by European norms, there are many flaws both
in regulations and in the digitization or technological aspects (Profiroiu et al., 2020). We are nevertheless facing an aboveaverage bureaucracy which can complicate administration functions. We believe that this technology will aid in the progress
of digitization and process facilitation (Angheluta et al., 2019). This needs to be implemented as quickly as possible by
administration at all levels. Blockchain can provide an escape from some of the challenges plaguing public administration,
and it also faces several obstacles of its own (Negescu Oancea, et al., 2020).
_________________
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Literature Review
Mankind's view of the world has changed dramatically because to the Internet (Bran et al., 2018). The way people
communicate and handle their privacy online has experienced quite a bit of upheaval (Radulescu et al., 2018). With this new
blockchain technology, you can guarantee your customers will have quick and accurate transactions. Blockchain is described
as a tough new technology at first, which takes years to achieve broad application. This is a list of records, which grows in
length and is known as a block. These blocks communicate using a concept called cryptography (the sending of encrypted
messages). A cryptographic hash of the previous block is in each of these blocks. The concrete understanding of this
technology necessitates looking at how the centralized and decentralized architecture work.
Table 1 Blockchain architecture

Centralized architecture
Decentralized architecture
- Involves one or more entities that have - Involves multiple user groups
control over the entire network
- Each group has a server that stores data and
information that is useful and relevant to that
group
Source: Adapted from Di Pierro, M. (2017)

Many have described the concepts related to this technology with the term heterotopia. The philosopher Michel Foucault
initially spoke about and built on the concept (Kafar, 2014). Heterotopia refers to some locations which differ from each
other, regardless of their nature. Almost every state is tied to digital currencies. Closed and autonomous systems are just one
example of how social systems have limitations. Blockchain technology has tremendous promise for revolutionizing how
markets and government’s function (Androniceanu et al., 2017). A plethora of research utilize this technology in many
domains because of its distinctive qualities (Bodislav et al., 2019). Blockchain technology helps to restructure businesses,
making them safer about IT, aids in democratic governance, and facilitates human culture, according to Tapscott & Tapscott,
2016. Smith (2004) claims that through the combination of ontological engineering and web technologies, it is possible to
build and model the flow of operations that are required in the creation of blockchain technology. He found that Blockchain
technology is compared to the Internet in a major way in the computer world because of its significant innovations (Popescu
et al., 2021). It is a dependable tool, with the capability to exchange funds and engage with others.
Tiron-Tudor et al. (2021) considers that one area in which organizations should prepare to take advantage of the opportunity
offered by the blockchain is that of accounting and auditing. The authors are still reserved and believe that large-scale
blockchain application is not yet possible but digitization and data provided by significant opportunities for accounting firms
and the audit of some form of business partnership have allowed complex decisions to be made, and developments could
expand. beyond current knowledge. In fact, there are studies that already support this idea considering that the move to a 4.0
/ continuous / hybrid audit model that would include intelligent Blockchain-type intelligent audit procedures could improve
audit quality and respond much better to the information needs of stakeholders (Farcane & Deliu, 2020). In fact, blockchain
technology can revolutionize the organization and the entire corporate management because it would allow companies to use
external resources as easily as internal resources. Accounting, contract negotiation and execution, sales and marketing and
capital investment are all affected. It is recommended that companies investigate how this technology may affect their
procedures (Tapscott & Tapscott, 2017).

The technology behind blockchains
Blockchain, a system that was described by Satoshi Nakamoto in his 2008 whitepaper Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic
Cash System, would revolutionize currency and improve transactions across borders. Blockchain, which powers
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, has a wide range of uses in finance, and some of the newer applications, such as smart
contracts, have already started to gain ground. A difficulty that this technology dealt with was providing trustworthy systems
Berryhill et al., 2018).
There are numerous projects related to distributed registries and blockchain technology, and both are seeing extensive interest
(Nofer, 2017). Though Bitcoin is the first well-known application of this technology, as well as the financial sector's chief
use of it due to its advantages over conventional currency, one major reason why this industry's internal processing is so
inefficient is because the world's first digital currency was created as a solution to Bitcoin's numerous problems.
A closer look at blockchain found that it has an interesting five-layer architecture: the blockchain has multiple layers with
diverse design.
1. Application layer.
2. The layer of services.
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3. The semantic layer.
4. Network layer.

5. Infrastructure layer.
Table 2. Layers of blockchain architecture
NO
1

LAYER
Application

2
3

Services
Semantic

4

Network

5

Infrastructure

FEATURES
- All decentralized applications are on this layer.
- Consists of scripts, smart contracts and user interface.
- Provides access to decentralized applications.
- Navigation activities.
- Covers all vital elements.
- Consensus algorithms and virtual machines.
- Provides a process by which all nodes reach an agreement.
- Reliable execution.
- Safe.
- Customization of protocols
- Mining as a service protocol.
- 3 levels: hardware, system, and server.

Source: Adapted from Nofer (2017)

The main components of a blockchain
- Nodes - defines each entity that has a permanently updated copy of the entire blockchain.
- Transactions - this component includes any operation performed on the data within the network, including the source, the
data transmitted and the destination.
- Blocks - represent the data structures that hold the transactions being subsequently distributed in a chained form in the
network.
- Chain - represents the sequence of blocks placed in a certain order.
- Miners - are specialized nodes that have the task of verifying the blocks of transactions, later being added in the blockchain.
- Protocol - the laws used for the optimal functioning of the blockchain network.

Main characteristics of blockchain
- Decentralization - the technology has this feature due to the peer - to - peer network, which involves the elimination of
intermediaries, the data being distributed simultaneously in the multitude of nodes in the network.
- Transparency - technology ensures data integrity because all transactions and operations within the technology are public,
thus allowing the hearing of all these operations.
- Immutability - this feature makes possible the veracity and integrity of data, since the data entered this network is done
through a multiple network. With the entry of data in the system, they can no longer be modified, being in continuous
dependence with the cryptographic hash-type functions used in the connection between the blocks.
- Speed - speed is very low.
- Anonymity - this feature makes it possible for the identity of the owners to be anonymous.

Types of blockchain
Blockchain technology networks are divided into three broad categories, based on their characteristics:
1. Public Blockchain - the network has no restrictions on the access of data nodes, giving any entity, institution, or person
access to connect or perform various operations.
2. Private Blockchain - this network limits access to data entry nodes. Access is made only based on criteria established by
its holder.
3. Hybrid Blockchain - this network meets the characteristics of both networks mentioned above, in the sense that the network
is public, only that access is restricted.
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Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of blockchain technology
Benefits
It cannot be broken or forged; fraud is avoided
Based on a push mechanism that prevents identity theft
Immediate solution of operations and processes
Accessing technology can be done by anyone
The fees are much lower
High security
Easy to use

Disadvantages
A slower process when there are more users connected
High energy consumption
Sometimes the technology is inefficient due to the mode
of operation
The cost is high when creating the technology
implementation
Hard to scale due to the consensus method
Data cannot be moved
Difficult integration in outdated systems

Public administration and blockchain technology
Blockchain is one of the most critical pieces of technology for public administration decision-makers since it may help finish
their missions. This technology is typically thought of as a way to create secure systems, especially in the banking industry,
with a huge amount of potential to change and grow multiple parts of the economy (Buterin, 2014).
Blockchain solutions are already successfully used as a basis for: Electricity market; Trade; Cryptocurrencies; Stock trading.
Their potential application is actively explored in several areas of the economy: The bank; Insurance; Public administration.
When considering blockchain technology, it is important to remember that it can be viewed not only from the standpoint of
innovation and digitalization, but also as a tool for improving the efficiency of new management practices as well as new
operating models in various organizations and institutions. The technique has gained widespread acceptance as a methodical
foundation for the construction of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, which was introduced in 2009. Blockchain is a dispersed
ledger of all operations conducted in each network, with the details of each activity available to every participant. Participants
have the right to access data because of these criteria, and they are also permitted to add records of new operations, which
are subject to verification by other participants in the network (Cheng et al. 2017).
In contrast to traditional centralized database solutions, the system stores data in multiple locations, resulting in significant
gains in data security over the long term. The characteristics of blockchain technology allow for a fundamental overhaul of
conventional forms of digital settlement and transaction recording, with the added benefit of lowering the risk of data attack
by significantly reducing the opportunity for back access (Hans et al. 2017). Many people believe that blockchain technology
is a new digital solution that mixes peer-to-peer computing and cryptography to establish an immutable decentralized public
registry. Blockchain technology is defined as follows (Hernes et al. 2020): If the registration maintains a record of money, it
is considered a cryptocurrency (such as Bitcoin); nevertheless, entries in the register can maintain a record of any data
structure (such as property titles, identity verification, certification, contracts, and so on). This paper argues that there is more
to understanding the blockchain economy than simply looking at a new general-purpose technology, and that blockchains
serve as a useful case study for institutional evolution. Because it provides new transaction methods and new organizational
forms, the blockchain, according to the authors, is a "new institutional technology."
When it comes to supporting the vast number of information centers, blockchain technology is a sophisticated technology
that relies on certain well-established requirements to be able to function (Kiayias et al., 2017). It can be used in a variety of
domains of activity, as well as in a variety of different sectors of the economy. The accuracy and purity of the information
provided by this technology are two of its strongest and most crucial characteristics. In the opinion of Sfetcu (2019), this
technology is required, and a specific philosophy must be developed, with an emphasis on the ontological features of the
technology.
The importance of recognizing and applying technology for organizing public data and information, according to Moura et
al (2020), is addressed in their study on the scope of smart government, which emphasizes the relevance of technology in
improving the agility and quality of administrative practices, as well as the importance of recognizing and applying
technology for improving the quality of administrative practices. Organizations in both the commercial and public sectors
are being forced to adapt to new types of management because of the expansion of technology, which is also causing changes
in the nature of work and business practices.
According to Schwan (2017), blockchain technology is a component of the fourth digital revolution since, in his opinion,
this technology is unique in that it generates and verifies a unique encrypted key for each transaction. Blockchain technology,
information management, and the trustworthiness of government data, according to Cavalcante (2021), are all necessary for
a more productive and constructive conversation between society and the state.
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The advantages of implementing blockchain
Blockchain technology is a wonderful partner for governments and governance, according to Boeding et al. (2018). The
technology has been accepted with many making decisions in favor of blockchain in the past few years, leading to an
evolution in the economy, especially in industries that choose to make investments in blockchain.

The advantages it presents are:
By raising the degree of confidence citizens have in each other: This perk relies on the advantage of transparency that comes
from the decentralization of assets. The data can be accessed and verified by all the participants if the technology is applied
correctly. Expanded security measures, specifically protecting personal data containing sensitive information. This data's
benefit is personal. Because the system is well protected, tough to hack, and complicated, hackers face several obstacles in
gaining access.

Cut costs and boost productivity
Blockchain technology can be a lifeline. Blockchain solutions could reduce redundancy, streamline processes, reduce audit
workloads, increase security and ensure data integrity, regardless of its nature.

Blockchain technology in public administration in Romania
Blockchain technology has a broad range of uses, including private sector work and efforts by many businesses and people
to utilize it. We don't know how the blockchain will be used, but a lot of public entities have made their guesses. To take the
use of such a system to the level of public administration would have significant advantages for the economy, especially.
Table 4 Possible effects of blockchain technology
Proposal
Provenance - a potential
increase in GDP
Payments
and
instruments
Identity
Contracts
resolution

financial

and

Customer involvement

dispute

Main possible effects
Blockchain is likely to bring huge benefits to the public sector's ability to better
track where they are getting assets from and utilize them to make sure
transparency is maximized.
Counterfeiting and fraud can be countered considerably more quickly, therefore
assuring information security and the well-being of citizens.
Blockchain technology implemented in the public administration's financial
sector will be more secure and risk-free, without the hackable vulnerabilities.
Blockchain technology can benefit government administration, people, and all
residents of the country by increasing the integrity of systems, eliminating fraud,
and protecting identifying information.
The technology allows all registry, contracts, and payments to be unified, which
allows the public administration to run better.

Because blockchain technology is a new technology at the national level, it is possible that it will encounter several
roadblocks in its application in the Romanian public administration. Even though this has the potential to provide significant
benefits and could prevent an economic crisis as a result of the current challenges, there are some gaps that must be explored
and resolved. These are the ones:

•
•
•
•

There is a dearth of real legislation to assist in the application of technology.
Inadequate digital education that can teach both ethics and citizens about the nature of digital technology.
The costs are quite high in comparison to the country's revenues; and
The absence of a public organization to deal with the development of a strategy for using blockchain technology
into public administration.

Due to a lack of specific resources, Romania should make significant efforts to be able to apply this technology at the level
of public administration, as a result of which many more bottlenecks than those stated above could arise.
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Conclusions
Blockchain technology has been employed by companies, organizations, and institutions in order to enhance the effectiveness
of new management models and new operating procedures. This approach focuses on not only increasing technological
innovation and digitalization but also the tools blockchain has to offer in creating more efficient operating procedures. Bitcoin
has become known as the application of this technology to generate cryptocurrencies. Blockchain is a spread-out log of all
the transactions that happen on a network, so everyone has access to all the details. The above policies allow participants to
access data and grant them the right to add new operations. However, participants are obligated to verify new entries by
confirming them with others.
The system maintains data in several locations instead of concentrating it in one central area, hence it is more secure than
typical centralized database solutions. Blockchain technology, thanks to its benefits, radically changes conventional digital
methods of settlement and transaction recording and offers the extra advantage of reducing the danger of data breach by
lowering the odds of a backdoor assault.
It's likely to run into some difficulties in rolling out blockchain technology in Romania's public administration because it's
still relatively new there. There are trade-offs that must be examined, since this can improve the economy by avoiding a
fiscal crisis, but details need to be ironed out. This new technology will be quite difficult to introduce into Romanian
government because of issues about resources. These problems could compound and create significant obstacles in getting
the technology in place.
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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is already used in our daily lives and will be used more and more in the near future. AI
development is done in both ways, intensively and extensively. The use of AI in projecting, organizing and deployment is
something that will not be just a “cool thing” to use, but a “must have” in order to have not just “better”, but “smarter” and
safer events. In this article, we are going to study the perception of the use of AI in organizing events from the perspective
of the direct audience acceptance. Most of the respondents mentioned if the use of AI by the organizing committee could
enhance and ease their experience while taking part in different events is a plus. At the same time, issues like the reduction
of use of human labor and the difficulties experienced when interacting with an AI software and AI apps are seen as “black
or white” decision makers.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI), smarter events, safer events, sustainable events.
JEL Classification: M39, O31
Introduction
“I believe there is no deep difference between what can be achieved by a biological brain and what can be achieved by a
computer. It, therefore, follows that computer can, in theory, emulate human intelligence and exceed it”- Stephen Hawking
(Chakraborty, et al., 2021). Artificial Intelligence (AI) also known as machine intelligence, has the capability to learn reason,
and even to comprehend (Solanki et al., 2021) things that the mind of a single person cannot do due to its memory capacity
and limitations of analyzing a vast number of data and information (Popescu et al., 2021). AI can be defined (Panchiwala &
Shah, 2020) as the ability to comprehend information and store it as knowledge in the context of the environment. Machines
and computer systems (MEng) imitate human intellect with artificial intelligence. AI can be used pre, during and post event
deployment (Androniceanu et al., 2017). Furthermore, even when projecting the idea of deploying an event AI can come in
very handy. As today, realities and threats must be taken into consideration by event organizers (Balu et al., 2021). Starting
from Climate Emergency, Pandemics and Terrorist threats can influence in a negative way even the existence of the event
(Bran et al., 2020).

Problem Statement
We are going to use the term Climate Emergency (Zeldin-O'Neill, 2019) as unfortunately the human footprint has reached
(Caglar, et al., 2021) the point of affecting the Nature in such a degree that climate is not changing (Khan & Ozturk, 2021)
in better, but in worse, and not affecting only one country in the world, but globally, affecting every and each country.
Mankind is the most powerful force for change (https://www.nobelprize.org/, 2021) on the planet. To reduce (Yang, et al.,
_________________
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2021) the danger of climate emergency and wildlife extension of most of the species, the next decade must witness the
world's quickest economic transition ever (Mogos, et al, 2021).
The latest Pandemic (Mukherjee, et al., 2021) changes the lifestyle and the way people socialize, interact (Zhu, 2021) even
the way of shaking hands or hugging and kissing on the cheek close friends, until the threat disappears (Burlacu et al., 2021).
Unfortunately, some of the un-socialize behavior (Lawong, et al., 2021) will still be used. The Coronavirus Pandemic opened
(Raghavendra, et al., 2021) at the same time, the “Pandora Box” as it happened in the case of remote work. Although we
can, mention (Ullah, et al., 2021) mutual benefits and disadvantages both for the employee and for employer. If the employee
gains more time as they can sleep longer without having the need to commute, staying in a familiar place and having the
comfort offered by their own house, while the employer can make many savings with the rent of headquarters offices
(Radulescu et al., 2021) (Bodislav et al., 2019).. The downturns, that can be mentioned (Nazareno & Schiff, 2021) from the
point of view of the employee, are the lack of socializing, having longer online meetings, not being so productive, increase
of the tariffs with the utilities, the difficulties of communicating more clearly. From the point of view of the employers it is
the lack of control of their employees (Sarbu et al., 2021), the touchy information and data that can be downloaded (Pereira,
et al., 2021) or transmitted to their main competitors (Negescu et al., 2020).
The geopolitical movements that have recently happened especially in Islamic countries can increase the danger of terrorist
attacks that can influence the deployment of events, even (Koehler, 2018) the organizing them, can be forbidden as in the
case of terrorist threats.

Research Questions
During the latest CoVid Pandemic, physical events were forbidden they are considered to be outbreak points for CoVid-19
infection. Some events switched to online platforms becoming digital, while most events like sport competitions could not
been deployed to online due to various factors and limitations due to internet connectivity and infrastructure for the time
being (Burlacu et al., 2020). Even the Summer Olympic Games that were (Murakami, et al., 2021) scheduled for 2020, were
hosted with a year delay in 2021, in Tokyo, Japan. The advancement of AI, internet speed and infrastructure and technology
like VR, holograms and so on, will allow not only conferences, concerts, trainings events, but as well as sportive competitions
will be deployed online (Orzan et al., 2020). We can mention several benefits for the online direct audience that will be able
to take closer looks and visualize the events and replay, being given the possibility to choose which camera to watch the
competition. In near future, even sports people can benefit if the organizing Olympic committees agree and as the pace of
technology progresses the competitions will be allowed to be held in their own country without the need of travelling abroad.
Some of the main benefits we can mention the lack of jet lag due to the change of time zone,and the sportsmen can perform
at the peak of their performance as they do not have to travel sometimes half of the world to reach the town were the
competition is held (Profiroiu et al., 2020). Other important factors that can be remarked are the climate conditions and even
the degree of air pollution in each country, as there were cases when sportsmen had real difficulties in adapting to the new
environment were the competitions where held (Bodislav et al., 2020).
Event’s organizers have (Liu, et al., 2019) a much difficult task in attracting, retaining and triggering the need of the potential
audience to come to their events. Their task is even more complicated (Ozawa, et al., 2017) as in the case of products where
the item is shipped to the buyer and will be in his or her possession to do whatever they consider suitable to be in order to
satisfy a need. In the case of events, except money, event organizers want something more from the potential audience and
that is time. The Pandemic showed (Mainolfi & Marino, 2020) that even something extra can be required apart from time
and money, and that is the fear of getting ill, or even infected with Coronavirus. Studies showed that even those who are
vaccinated could get ill and even transmit to others the virus. As shown in figure 1 we propose two models of the factors that
might influence the decision to take part in a physical event. In the case of online events, only the two factors are taken into
account. In 2020 (Shoshani & Krauskopf, 2021 & Reeves, 2020) more than 27,7 million attendees took part online in the
virtual concert where the special invited guest in the world-wide famous game Fortnite was Travis Scott.
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Figure 1 : Influence Factors taken into account whether to take part in a physical event before and during the
Pandemic
We consider (Alter, 2021) that the degree of development of AI and software is that not only event organizers, but also even
public institutions can appeal to, in order to simulate different crises and threats. Appealing (Zhang & Yang, 2021) to AI can
better target the wanted audience with the right message and adapted (Guha, et al., 2021) to the characteristics of the potential
viewers. A good example is a concert that will be deployed for several days and where there are invited several musicians
and different bands. Several ads can be created (Huang & Rust, 2021) with each band and with the use of Social Media
Platforms, an ad tailored with the exact preferences of the user, in order to make the event more appealing to them. During
the event can be created chatbots (Neufville & Baum, 2021) that will deliver the wanted (Bag, et al., 2021) information to
the attendees, like schedule, information about the site where the event takes place, with a map connected (Grewal, et al.,
2021) to GPS and so on. With respect to post event, always feedback is required (Xu & Babaian, 2021) in order to improve
the event organizers marketing and management strategies, to send personal surveys only for the events at which the direct
audience took part. It is also less stressful and the number of respondents will increase (Perez-Vega, et al., 2021), without
sending them the entire questionnaire for all the events realized, no matter if they attended or not.

Research Methods & Findings
We have conducted a research among direct audience that took part in different types of events like concerts, conferences,
trainings, team buildings, and so on, in order to see their reluctance and acceptance towards the use of AI in their interaction
with the event organizers. The subjects addressed during the interview were about the interaction pre event, during the
deployment of the event and post event using AI technology and software in order to offer a better, personalized and pleasant
experience. At the same time, discussion points are regarding Climate Emergency, Pandemics, Terrorist threats and how
events can become more sustainable in the near future.
The majority of respondents said that if the organizing committee used AI to improve and ease their experience while
participating in various events, it would be positive and have no issue with it. Simultaneously, problems such as the loss of
human labor and the challenges encountered when engaging with AI software and apps are viewed as "black or white"
decision makers. Some of the respondents mentioned that they still prefer the human interaction and the fact that the
employee can be more flexible.

Conclusions
Regarding Climate Emergency, Pandemics and Terrorist threats, AI technology is perceived as leading to smarter and safer
events, from which everyone will benefit. Some of the respondents who took part in the research mentioned, “why
governments, and different institutions and even private companies try to conquer the skies and the space, while things are
not in place on Earth. China wants to build a spaceship with a total length of a kilometer, while some private companies offer
to the tourists a form of a entertainment flying them in the outer space”.
For future research, we also propose conducting quantitative researches and even realizing experiences in order to discover
a better implementation of AI not only regarding events, but also in our daily lives.
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Abstract
The development of modern animal science requires an in—depth study of the problems associated with it.These problems
are generated in the system of relations between man and nature. On one of its practical basis is the receipt of funds for the
satisfaction of vital needs through the animal, for which a subject is oriented to actively interact with farm animals; on the
other, farm animals whose quality of life needs to be improved, which raises the problem of protecting them. We are
talking about the problem of interaction between man and farm animals, which is associated with cultural significance of
animal science. We consider the factors of this cultural significance — nature, society, the subject. The paper develops the
forms of cultural significance for man, for society: a) creating means to meet human needs through the body of an animal,
which is associated with the formation of a certain level of satisfying cultural existence of man; b) development of rational
thinking of a person employed in animal breeding, which subsequently leads to the development of animal science; c)
‘rooted consciousness’ of the breeder, the formation of his ‘sense of place’ and the feeling and image of ‘his place’. The
paper establishes the aspects of man – farm animals relation: 1) as to a specific object; 2) as to a specific subject. The paper
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considers the features of these relations from antiquity to the present and for the potential future in the context of changing
conditions of the external environment (society).

Keywords: Nature, Farm Animals, Specific Object, Specific Subject, Animal Science, Cultural Significance.
Introduction
The relevance of the research is due to the needs of the development of modern animal breeding. In this regard the problem
concerns, on the one hand, a person 1) the main element of the global food system, who is a consumer of animal products;
2) engaged in a special type of activity — animal breeding and possessing the ability to transform his labor into a kind of
creative activity; 3) creating in the modern new reality his own ‘human world’ on the basis of intuition, emotions,
psychological movements in the process of interaction with farm animals (thereby breaking with utilitarian orientation); on
the other hand, farm animals. The activity of the subject is directed on the latter, which is associated with the possibility
and the need to improve the quality of their life, the creation of conditions for their well—being [Gallo et al. (2018)],
[Nordquist et al. (2017)], [Callanan et al. (2020)], [Losada—Espinosa et al. (2020)], [Bulleret al. (2018)], [Mota—Rojaset
al.(2020)], [Hosey and Melfi (2018)]. In a generalized form, the problem can be formulated as follows: protecting animals
‘from farm to fork’ [Buller and Roe (2018)]. The problems of farm animals related to their maintenance, feeding, breeding
and rational use are related to the study of the science of animal breeding. The ‘twists’ and ‘depths’ of reflections on the
development of animal science inevitably pose a problem for the researcher that has value for modern man and society —
its cultural significance. The contexts of the foregoing affect the relevance of researching the topic in connection with
global environmental problems in the system of relations between man and nature. The relevance of the research is also
explained by the peculiarity of the modern stage of development of science, focused on taking into account the specifics of
a world commensurate with a person. Objects of the animal world, which include farm animals, have these specifics.
The purpose of the article is to reveal the features of the cultural significance of animal science for humans and society.

Methods and Materials
Theoretical and methodological prerequisites for the study of the features of cultural significance of
animal science
It is known that both in Russian and foreign literature the concept of culture has different interpretations. Originally in the
era of antiquity, the concept of culture meant the cultivation and maintenance of land in order to make it more suitable for
use to satisfy human needs. Associated with this is the figurative meaning of the concept of culture, which is understood as
‘leaving, ennobling the bodily—spiritual inclinations and abilities of a person’ [Brief Encyclopedia (1994)] so that they
could form properties useful for themselves in nature (in plants, animals), things. For these purposes, a person transforms
the environment, adapting it in a certain way. In the process of transforming the environment, a person changes himself: he
forms his own personality, that is, personal growth takes place, his formation and development as a subject of activity,
communication, cognition. Thus, overcoming his natural limitations, a person acquires the ability to rise above his own
nature. This is how culture arose and was formed as a process and result of the realization of the human spirit. The result of
the realization of the spirit is spiritual development, the acquisition of spirituality. Based on the variety of definitions of the
concept of spirituality, we understand it as a qualitative definiteness, an integrative property of the human consciousness
system; an ideal pursuit aimed at harmonizing the relationship between the subjective and the objective. It follows from
what has been said that spirituality is associated with human subjectivity and acts as a subjective quality of the highest
order. By subjectivity, we mean, firstly, something that refers to the subject — the inner world inherent in the given subject
(in the broad sense); secondly, something that means dependence on the subject, that is, devoid of objectivity and inherent
in a given subject, a one—sided, prejudiced attitude towards the external world, towards oneself (in the narrow sense of the
word). Here subjectivity is correlated with inferiority. In this context, it would be logical to say that cognition moves from
subjective to objective or from more subjective to less subjective. ‘Objective’ is understood by us as the ability inherent in
an individual to be aware of the peculiarity of the surrounding world, which exists independently of the person’s
consciousness and will. It follows from what has been said that the relationship between the subjective and the objective
determines the qualitative definiteness of a person's consciousness, hence, his spirituality. The criterion for determining the
quality of spirituality is the meaning—forming factor of a person's attitude to the world, to other people, to himself. It is
appropriate here to quote the statement of A. de Saint—Exupéry (1987), who writes that in spirituality ‘it is not the things
themselves that are important, but the meaning that connects them to each other’, that is, an individual perceives things and
relates to them in one way or another in the context of their meaning. Hence, we can conclude that the source of all
meaning is contained in the state of spirituality. It is also possible to put it in the opposite way: the vector of meaning can
determine certain efforts of the spiritual component of a person. Undoubtedly, the peculiarities of the meaning of human
activity can be understood only in relation to its motives. A motive is an incentive for a given activity (or action). The ideal
vision, the criteria for acquiring the meaning of human activity are determined by a certain hierarchy, a choice of dominant
values. The acquisition of meaning can be justified by the movement towards truth, goodness, beauty, freedom, justice and
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other higher values. Here we are talking about the potential for solving vital problems that a person discovers in the system
of ‘eternal questions’ of his being. Hence, the values, being the basis of human activity, guide the content of his activity,
which is associated with his certain spiritual state (by activity we mean the projection of the personality into the future).
Thus, the relationship between the subjective and the objective, considered according to the criterion of life—meaning
(higher) values, serve as the basis for clarifying the specifics, that is forms of a certain degree of spiritual development of
the individual. This specific is reflected in its forms. These forms are named in Mikhailova’s (2017) research. 1. Integrity
and unity of spiritual development. In subject—object relations, this form of spiritual development of the individual serves
to orient their consciousness towards the prospect of harmonious (balanced, ordered) relations between the subjective and
the objective. This is possible while maintaining a certain measure of their correlation. We will call this form ‘developed
spirituality’. Its reflections can be reasonable egoism, goodness, prosperity, friendship, care, compassion, justice,
conscientiousness, hard work, mercy, honor, dignity, a sense of proportion, etc. 2. The forms of ‘torn spirituality’ inherent
in an individual: a) absolutization of subjectivity to the detriment of objectivity, b) absolutization of objectivity to the
detriment of subjectivity, c) relativity of the spiritual states of an individual. The named forms of torn spirituality testify to
the limitations, disharmony of spirituality, correlated practically with lack of spirituality. A reflection of lack of spirituality
in relation to others can be betrayal, selfishness as focus on one's own interests, desires, motives — a person's
overestimation of himself in relation to others; self—deprecation, hypertrophied altruism — overestimation of others in
relation to oneself and underestimation of oneself in relation to others; caused by the influence of chances on the
personality, the unpredictability of the internal instability of the personality's self—esteem in relation to others, as well as
the assessment of others in relation to oneself. In real life, the spiritual states of the individual are permeated with
contradictions. The latter can be caused by underestimation of the context of interaction between the individual and
society, individual (society) and nature. Therefore, the ascent to spirituality is possible only in the process of the subject's
creative activity. Here we should note that, being deeply personal, spirituality has at the same time a social character (it
affects public life). We are talking about a certain spiritual orientation of society.
Considering the above, we will call a cultural person a person with the potential of a certain degree of spiritual
development. The concept of ‘cultural man’ assumes the existence of culture in a subjective form — in the form of a
person's abilities and his integrity (in his interests, needs, motives, value orientations, decision—making, structure of social
attitudes). The main criterion here is proportion. In the process of interaction with nature (the reflection of the existence of
beings, taken in its variability, is associated with the category of interaction) a ‘cultural man’ is able to carry out his actions
in accordance with its laws. We are talking about the noosphere — coordinated interaction of man with nature, which
presupposes the proportion of man in this interaction. Here we mean the level and adequate proportion of impact on nature,
which in the paper by Pirogov and Privalov (2014) is considered in the form of ‘not so strong’, but at the same time
‘sufficient’ for the process of interaction ‘to be carried out without hindrance’. With this approach to understanding
‘cultural man’ we are talking about his civilized (from Lat. Civis — citizen, civilis — civil, state) relations with nature,
meaning the desire to coexist with it on the basis of a deep understanding of its essence. A person is doomed to it since, in
Berdyaev’s words (1990), existentially he is ‘dependent on the compulsion and pressure of life and everything that relates
to life’. Therefore, at the same time, we will call a ‘cultural man’ a ‘civilized man’ [here it should be noted that although
science and philosophy have different views on the problem of the relationship between culture and civilization we
proceed from their synonymous consideration, there are views that identify them — Z. Freud (1989) , J. Maritain (1994),
M. Lerner (1992) and others].
The concept of ‘cultural significance’ (of animal science) is associated with the concept of ‘cultural man’. In our opinion,
the term ‘significance’ is close to the word ‘meaning’, understood by Dahl (2004) as ‘content, importance’. With regard to
the problem we are investigating, we are talking about the cultural meaning, the cultural content, the cultural importance of
animal science in the process of realizing human relations with nature — farm animals.
One of the types of practical human activity is animal breeding. From the point of view of philosophy it can be considered
as a special type of interaction between man and nature. Livestock breeding is developing in both biological and social
contexts. In the course of satisfying his needs through activity, a person acts as a self—developing being, whose main
indicator and criterion is the development of the personality, and therefore spiritual development. Hence, the process of
interaction between man and nature in the form of animal breeding determines the emergence of a special spirituality. It is
carried by a person (worker) employed in animal breeding. He can be a livestock technician, a zoo engineer, a family
farmer engaged in a personal (subsidiary) farm, a shepherd, a cattle breeder, a sheep breeder, a groom, a poultry breeder,
etc.
The theoretical and methodological basis of this work was formed by the following principles and approaches: principles
of objectivity, concreteness of truth, consistency and comprehensive approach and activity approach. In the paper we also
used empirical material from such branches of knowledge as veterinary medicine and animal science, biology, ecology,
geography, agronomy, economic history, psychology, pedagogy, sociology, folkloristics, literature, religion, ethnography,
information from periodicals.
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Factors of cultural significance of animal science
Features of cultural significance of animal science are determined by the conditions of the external environment. Since
these conditions influence the direction, the depth of cultural significance of animal science we call them an active force —
a factor. These forces are: 1) a natural factor influencing the structure (elements and connections) and the limits of cultural
significance. This factor has been developing over a long period of time [we refer to Braudel (1986)], who points to it in
relation to culture]. Whatever adjustment to reality takes place the named factor contributes to the preservation of the core,
the stability of cultural significance; 2) factors related to society. According to Braudel (1992), over time they change the
characteristics of cultural significance. It follows from the above that the features of cultural significance of animal science
have a spatial and temporal structure. These factors influence the formation and development of cultural significance of
animal science through the subjectivity of a person, in which his conscious, spiritual and creative principle is important.
The interaction of society and nature occurs at two levels. At one level of interaction of society with the natural—
geographical environment (the concepts of ‘nature’, ‘natural—geographical environment’, ‘geographical environment’ are
interrelated, but not identical), a person uses means in his activities — soil, fields, gardens, reservoirs, various animals
(including working, beef and dairy cattle). They are included in society as means of production. The geographic
environment is a complex of different—quality phenomena of the Earth mantle (relief, nature and productivity of soil,
water resources, climate, diversity of flora and fauna, etc.). These phenomena are the most important components of social
means of production (‘humanized nature’) and a condition for the existence and development of society. Another level is
the interaction of society with nature external to it. In various subsystems of nature [biosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere
(earth), lithosphere] society draws materials and energy for its development. The laws of external nature affect the
elements of the means of production and the laws associated with them. The specific features of the development of many
social phenomena are also associated with the laws of external nature. Rhythm of the change of day and night, seasons,
distribution of geoclimatic zones have a direct impact on the cyclicality of work in agriculture. Also the natural basis for
the division of labor is associated with the variety of properties of nature — hunting, agriculture, cattle breeding, fishing,
etc. The importance of taking into account the natural factor as an integral condition of human life and society (obtaining
livelihoods) determines the peculiarities of practical interaction with it. This means that a specific system of nature is
included in the internal organization of society and is present in various social manifestations – material production,
household, cognitive, moral, aesthetic, etc. In the process of mastering the local space of nature, where the livestock
breeder lives, a specific perception of this space is formed in him. Emotions, soul, thought, saturated with this natural
environment, completely permeate his life. Consequently, under the influence of the natural environment as the context of
the life process, a person (livestock breeder, farmer) organizes his rural life.
The factors associated with society include: 1) technical and technological processes, 2) the impact of the state and power,
3) the socio—cultural situation. The development of the first factor is due to new requirements for the work of a livestock
breeder. The role of knowledge in the context of the growing importance of animal breeding is under the powerful
influence of technical evolution. The role of the state and local authorities is important for the approval of workers in the
livestock sector as subjects of their own activities, inclinations and efforts, various applications, and self—realization. The
features of practical life, directly related to economics, have an impact on the nature of the thinking and feeling
characteristic of livestock breeders. The components of the sociocultural situation are religion and related traditions, the
secularized direction of consciousness of members of society, as well as global problems.
Natural and social factors (external) influence the formation and development of cultural significance of animal science not
mechanically, but through the subjectivity of the animal breeder's personality. On the one hand, it requires constant
changes in the level of his personal development (internal condition). Personal development indicators can be personal
skills, accumulated experience, creativity, innovation and the ability to cooperate, responsiveness to new social
requirements and expectations regarding agriculture and food, the desire to leave their mark on the profession. On the other
hand, cultural significance of animal science is not possible without taking into account and using the objective products of
the human spirit (external conditions). These include large systems of ideas — knowledge, morality and ethics, beauty and
good. They are transpersonal, reproduce and are outside the personality, but are inextricably linked with the existence of
man and humanity. Their role in the cultural significance of animal science is due to the measure of its importance for
practical application.

Forms of cultural significance of animal science
We believe that it is possible to find out the forms of cultural significance of animal science and their analysis based on
solving the problem: what is there in animal science that can serve as an orientation of the system of consciousness of a
person employed in the field, his inner spiritual world towards harmonious relations of subjective (human) and objective
(external) — farm animals. According to Dahl (2004), ‘an animal… everything that lives and breathes, every living being,
every individual gifted with life, that is, the ability to assimilate food, free movement and feelings ...’ According to N.F.
Reimers (1988), “animals - the kingdom (italics ed. - R.M., V.S., A.T., N.S., O.F., V.S., E.A., M .Ch., E.B., M.P.) of living
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organisms: a group of heterotrophic (italics ed. -R.M., V.S., A.T., N.S., O.F., V .S., EA, M.Ch., E.B., M.P.) creatures, as a
rule, capable of active movement and eating organic matter in the form of large or small large particles ... "
Reimers (1988) writes that the term heterotroph (gr. heteros — other, gr. tropho — food, nutrition) means ‘an organism
that uses for nutrition only or mainly (for forms with mixed nutrition) organic substances produced by other species, and,
as a rule, is unable to synthesize substances of their body from inorganic substances’. All animals, including agricultural
ones, are heterotrophs. Farm animals are bred through selection, that is, the selection of the desired qualities and
characteristics of representatives of the wild, once captured and tamed by man. These animals are kept in specialized
non—residential premises (livestock building, barn, stable, farm, cowshed, pigsty, farmyard, poultry house, apiary, etc.).
It is known that the object of study of animal science is farm animals (the concept of livestock is also widespread — ‘the
general name of domestic animals’ [Dahl (2004)]) as a means of obtaining benefits for humans. Since the category of
benefit fixes the result of a practical attitude to reality, for an animal breeder in his practically oriented activity this result is
the possibility of obtaining funds to meet human life needs (eat, drink, dress, have a home, etc.) through the animal's body.
Consequently, an agricultural animal is an object, the organism of which is associated with the production of means—
objects (our term – R.M., V.S., A.T., N.S., O.F., V.S., E.A., M.Ch., E.B., M.P.) of consumption: 1) food products (meat,
milk, animal fats — butter, lard, egg, honey, etc.); 2) raw materials for industry (wool, fur, leather, sheepskin, hair, bristles,
feathers, down, etc.); 3) organic fertilizers (manure, poultry droppings); 4) use of animal power (horses, deer, donkeys,
yaks, etc.) as an addition to mechanical means for agricultural and transport work.
A farm animal, being for a person a means of satisfying his needs, is not a goal in itself. The latter exists ‘for its own sake’
(Aristotle calls it ‘entelechy’), and not in something external. The named needs act as a special means of the subject as an
internal regulator of his activity and determine the activity of a person to interact with farm animals. The process of
interaction assumes the need to subordinate the breeder to the natural principle. This is evidenced by the fact that his way
of life, work rhythms organically fit into the cycle of natural elements. Understanding the value of human interaction with
farm animals due to natural necessity presupposes the importance of developing socially acceptable behavior of a person
(society) in relation to them.
Hence, a comprehensive approach to the problem of the relationship between man and farm animals implies considering
them (farm animals) not only as an economic, but also as a spiritual category. Varro (1937) writes: ‘the ancients had cattle
in ... great honor’. ‘When the city was founded, a bull and a cow outline the places where the walls and gates should be’,
‘we have many generic names given by the names of large and small livestock’. It is not only about the consumption of
products of farm animals, using them as material goods, but also about a certain, more stable spiritual life of the individual
in the family, in society. The possession of domestic animals on the farm (in the literature, the concept of ‘domestic
animals’ associated with keeping them for human consumption is identified with the concept of ‘farm animals’ or called
domestic farm animals) contributes to the moral attitude of the owner — livestock breeder towards himself, towards his
loved ones. It can be reflected in maintaining a sense of personal dignity and self—esteem in him. Prosperity (according to
Varro (1937), ‘the foundation of every state is cattle’) can contribute to the provision of healthy food, clothing in the
required quantity and quality, decent housing, and ultimately the maintenance and preservation of health. The moral and
aesthetic attitude of a person to himself is evidenced by the fact that he understands: the perception of him by those around
him largely depends on his ability to be a master.
Being a master presupposes knowledge of agricultural (household) animals and animal breeding as a branch of agriculture.
Animal science received the name ‘zootechnics’ [(the term ‘zootechnics’ — translated from Greek means technique, skill,
art of working with animals — was introduced into literature in 1848 by J. Bodemann). Varro writes about the peculiarities
of the science of animal breeding, turning his attention to the daily work of a shepherd. He tracks ‘what the shepherds are
worth’ in terms of their skills, ability to protect the herd, the health of the cattle in it. Let us cite Varro's statements about
shepherds and the importance of cattle, cattle breeding in antiquity: ‘in antiquity, the most significant people were
shepherds’, the fine is paid by oxen and sheep.’
The structured nature of animal science is reflected in its branches. According to Kulikov (2001) they are: 1) general
zootechnics. Within its framework, the principles and methods of zootechnical work are being developed; they are
common to all species of animals — animal feeding, animal breeding, zoo hygiene; 2) private zootechnics. It is focused on
the development of issues of technology and breed composition of individual animal species. These issues are related to
cattle breeding, sheep breeding, pig breeding, poultry breeding, horse breeding, rabbit breeding, beekeeping, fish breeding,
etc. The development of animal science and, on its basis, animal breeding testifies to the important role of other sciences
that are of basic importance for it. Thus, animal breeding is based on biological processes. Based on biological sciences,
one can objectively judge the great variability of organisms. To take into account what is happening objectively means
according to the order of things. In the context of the above, we share the point of view of the authors (Kulikov et al.) who
do not accept the position of underestimating a specialist in animal breeding (zooengineering), giving preference to a
veterinarian. We are also talking about agricultural machines, construction, economics, etc. The modern stage in the
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development of animal breeding against the background of aggravating global problems has demanded the importance of
social sciences and humanities.
Modern zootechnics is focused on development not only under the influence of other sciences. It also develops under the
influence of practice, thereby contributing to the further development of other sciences. Thus, as Yanlong Xue (2019)
writes, the analysis of the polluting effect of aquaculture on the ecological environment, on human health, the development
of measures to overcome it, prevention, control cannot be imagined without zootechnical knowledge. This knowledge is
also valuable for the development of organic farming.
The owner's attitude to farm animals takes the breeder beyond the bounds of exact science. The relationship between the
breeder and animals is a kind of complex game of the essential forces of man and nature. In a certain reality of
communication with animals, a person launches ‘tricks’ invented by him (according to Hegel). He ‘plays’ consciously with
the available possibilities. But this ‘game’ does not exist outside of freedom — it presupposes feelings ("levels of fuzzy
thinking" when different degrees of "fuzziness" of images arise [Tsaplin (2012)]), mental life. Uncertainty, risk accompany
a person under different circumstances. This is related to the demand for a complex set of mental efforts in the process of
daily work, which animal breeder is busy with day after day. Mental efforts include will and mind: increased sensitivity,
intelligence, imagination, foresight, intuition (Tsaplin’s (2012) "levels of fuzzy thinking"), great patience, creativity,
creative attitude to change. Productivity of the livestock breeder requires the need to master the entire complex of
knowledge, to apply it creatively. The livestock breeder acts as a subject of creative activity. This means that the impulses
of creative activity reflect the intentionality of his consciousness, human subjectivity. The attitude of a livestock breeder to
his work appears as a creative process, when he is inclined to imagination, invention, the intensity of will and mind, the
will to perfection, joy or grief, etc.
The efficiency of the livestock breeder's labor - the production of vital means for satisfying human needs through the
animal's organism - is impossible without taking into account the importance of his attitude to the problem of satisfying the
needs of the animal. In his work Tetior (2016) writes “Almost all the life and evolution of animals is determined by the
satisfaction, first of all, of the most pressing biological and a number of other needs”. In relation to animals, a livestock
breeder needs to adapt to natural and social conditions in order to achieve economic and other goals in practice. This art
can be twofold: 1) adaptation of animals to the environment; 2) adaptation of the environment to animals.
The first includes domestication, selection of wild animals and their transformation into domestic (farm) animals, selection
of these animals that took place at the junction of human societies and their environment. The problem of the origin of
domestic animals is studied by many sciences, but the main one among them is animal science. The reflection of the
subject of animal science is the knowledge of the origin and transformation of each type of domestic animal separately, as
well as the history of animal breeding as a whole. In the literature [Darwin (1859, 1867), Trapezov (2013)], the concepts of
tamed, domesticated and farm animals are distinguished. Without going into details, we note that the process of taming is
considered a mandatory stage of domestication. Domestication became possible as a result of the transition from the stage
of unconscious selection (as we see, by "trial and error") of wild animals to the stage of purposeful, regulated selection for
domestication behavior [Trapezov (2013)]. The foregoing leads us to the conclusion that domestication should be
considered as a stage in the development of knowledge of nature and human thinking. Ch. Darwin, who considered
domestication rather as artificial selection (here a person sets a goal) than natural [Trapezov (2013)], points to the criteria
for recognizing domesticated animals: an increase in reproduction rates, a change in the proportions of organs and body
parts, the development of a complex form of behavior, unquestioning obedience to man and service to him (for example,
dogs that were the first of the animals to be tamed by man can graze herds, guarding and protecting them; they can hunt,
track, guard). It is believed that the above criteria are applicable to animals on modern livestock farms or in a personal
backyard. According to DeMello(2021), ‘Domestication refers to keeping animals in captivity, selectively breeding them
for human purposes and controlling their feeding, reproduction and other aspects of life, thus creating dependence on
humans for survival’.
For animal science (as well as for science in general), important questions are, first, why man domesticated a small, limited
number of animals; secondly, why were there high rates of change in domestic animals, where did the unimaginable
number of their breeds come from [Trapezov (2013)]. In an attempt to answer the questions posed, we draw our attention,
on the one hand, to the object - to the animals bred as a result of domestication. As Shcheglov and Bardyukov write in their
book (2011), not all types of animals are subject to domestication. It is subject only to those who have the corresponding
higher type of nervous activity, plasticity and adaptability to environmental conditions, the ability to fulfill the economic
purpose required of them by a person - the hunting instinct, the ability to produce products, the ability to reproduce in
captivity. It is also important to take into account the common differences that all domestic animals have (in comparison
with wild ancestors and relatives) - a change in temperament or disposition in cases where they allow a person to interfere
even in such an intimate side of their biology as reproduction; increased productivity or any other enhanced economic
quality, a variety of variability of qualitative and quantitative traits. In some species of domestic animals, the herd reflex is
largely lost, the seasonality of the reproductive function is smoothed, and the body's resistance to diseases is reduced
[ibid.]. On the other hand we draw attention on the subject of domestication. In reality, the subject determines the object of
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selection for domestication. In domesticating animals, man took risks while at the same time convincing himself of the
possibility of resorting to a reliable, predictable source of more varied food. At the same time, the source was under man’s
control. The source provided him with previously unknown opportunities, and in return demanded from him only the
application of his forces. In the ongoing scientific research on the problem of domestication of great interest is the study of
its origin, as well its continuous process; its consequences for humanity in the present and in the future. According to
Vigne (2015), numerous gaps in understanding the origins of domestication cover the problems of causal factors, as well as
a variety of strategies developed by societies of the past. In the context of these problems, it is appropriate to note the
characterization of domestication by Trapezov (2013) as “the earliest intellectual achievement of mankind” or an approach
(in social and cultural anthropology) to domestication "along an intellectual trajectory" [Cassidy(2020)]. In other words,
the intellectual character and therefore the intellectual value of domestication is emphasized. By and large, domestication
means the ability of a person to live "using" nature" and assimilating it into
"culture" [Ellen and Fukui (2021)].
In order to adapt the surrounding anthropogenic environment to animals, man develops in himself the ability of a certain
way of activity in relation to nature. These abilities are formed by his spiritual world under the influence of the "spirit of
the area" - specific local natural and climatic conditions, methods of management practiced in the area. Through his labor,
the livestock breeder consciously affects the natural environment changing the rural landscape. The result is a variety of
farm buildings (covered or uncovered yards for livestock) in rural areas, artificial ponds, forest plantations, road and bridge
construction, various devices and mechanisms, etc. (at the same time, a person can use them for various economic and
cultural purposes). In the process of communicating with nature (farm animals), during a long stay in a certain place, a
livestock breeder develops devotion to the place, a stable consciousness and a spirit of rootedness. The result of this
consciousness is the desire to preserve the rural way of life. The adaptation of the environment to farm animals is
associated with scientific and technological progress in animal breeding. It leads to the appearance of new machines, new
methods of solving production problems, and to a new understanding of animal breeding. The selection of the technical
and technological component of production is based on the criterion of its adaptation to the living conditions of farm
animals. This leads to the creation of humanistically and ecologically oriented agricultural machinery. Under the new
conditions, machine technology, on the one hand, requires a narrow specialization (differentiation of knowledge) from a
person, and on the other, the expansion of knowledge. Both sides are associated with the creation of conditions for raising
the level of education of the livestock breeder, ultimately - the diversified development of personal qualities.
Thus, the forms of cultural significance of animal science for humans, for society are: 1) participation of animal science in
the creation of means to meet human needs through the body of the animal. Associated with this is the formation of
conditions for maintaining a certain level of satisfying human cultural existence; 2) the formation and development of
animal breeding through the domestication of animals as a result of common sense and as a continuous process, which
testifies to its intellectual significance. The development of animal breeding was put on a scientific basis; 3) cultural and
civilized arrangement of the environment and formation of animal breeder’s feeling and image of "their place".

Results and Discussion
It has been established that the attitude of a person to farm animals as an attitude to living things should be considered as a
specific attitude. On the one hand, it is due to a person's attitude to them as an object to meet their various material and
spiritual needs and interests. On the other hand, it is caused by the peculiarities of the attitude towards them as a specific
subject. They, as Singer (2002) emphasizes, as well as human beings, can feel pain (‘biological value’), various forms of
suffering (from pain, from fear, etc.), thus they need protection from suffering, favorable life, humane attitude.
Let's consider each side separately as a certain worldview position. On the issue of attitudes towards animals as a specific
object, researchers’ opinions basically coincide (their analysis was carried out in the article by M.D. Kovyreva and V.D.
Chernyaeva (2020) and others.) R. Descartes (1989) considers animals as machines without mind. They lack language,
general intelligence. E. Thomas (2020) suggests that these statements by Descartes seem to be compatible with the point of
view of those who recognize the mind in animals. According to Thomas, a philosopher uses introspection (by analogy) to
show that certain types of human behavior are dependent on automatic bodily processes. According to Descartes, as
Thomas notes, the behavior of animals is similar only to the automatic behavior of humans. Thus, on the basis of analogy,
the behavior of animals appears to be automatic, and it does not depend on thought. Hence the animals must be regarded as
machines. It becomes clear that the object here is an animal — an ‘automata’. Hence, Descartes's statements lead us to the
idea that ‘an animal as a machine’ is a specific object. According to I. Kant (1963), the meaning of animals is determined
by the ultimate goal, which is man. They are not conscious. Animals deserve protection only in order not to kill in a person
sympathy for other people's suffering, for other people. For this reason, in order not to harm humanity, Kant does not
justify human cruelty to animals. The philosopher does not consider the reasons associated with animals.
The point of view on the problem of treating animals as an object is known in our time. Describing the attitude towards
them as a tool (for example, when using them in experiments of various levels), the experimenters [according to Singer’s
book (2002)] themselves admit that they ‘made animals suffer greatly before death’; they made no attempt to alleviate their
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suffering — radiation or poison was slowly killing them [here we refer to the practice of experimenting on animals (dogs,
pigs) in the USA — by the Lovelas Foundation in New Mexico, Rochester Medical University, American Food and Drug
Administration; at the request of the US Animal Welfare Committee since 1970, the country's Department of Agriculture
has been publishing a bulletin with information on the number of animals that are used in various experiments]. Consistent
with what has been said, let us give an example of experience when a living organism is perceived as an object and is
considered as an instrument. Varro writes about it: ‘One incident, although incredible, should be captured in memory. One
stallion could not be forced to cover his mother; the groom wrapped his head around his head and made him unite with his
mother; when he untied the one who had jumped down, the stallion rushed at him and bit to death’. The emotional element
of the stallion's behavior in the form of fear, anger, anxiety can be explained as follows. The image of a mother providing
him with food through a nipple is for him a nurse and a protector, who is nearby, taking care of him. Such an image is
captured by a stallion from birth — already in the first days of his life (this image is still associated with the same). As a
result of the violence shown by man to the animal, it was made to violate this habitual image. The foregoing allows us to
conclude that the attitude towards animals on the part of a person (society) must undergo profound changes. We agree with
researchers who recognize the need to treat them as a specific object.
But on the problem of treating them as a specific subject, real and potential contradictions are shown.
In search of evidence for recognizing farm animals as specific subjects, we must turn to modern research. Relying on
empirical research based on observations, a number of modern scientists including Sinha (2016) have come to the
conclusion that the gestures of monkeys express their intentions. This is a specific language; they are able to indicate
objects or events in their environment using shouts and gestures. Other researchers also point to this specific animal
language. The paper by Tetior (2016) says that the expression of the intentions of animals in the animal kingdom in order
to survive are such characteristics as loud cries, growls, hiss; demonstration of fangs, teeth; lifting wool; the special
buzzing of bees and the sounds they make. The researchers came to the conclusion that animals in one way or another through emotions, cries, gestures, postures of suffering or threats - react to certain situations in the environment that are
relevant to them [(we considered it possible to give examples for the reason that both animals in the animal kingdom and
farm animals have a "limit of sensitivity" (the term we borrowed from P. Singer)], the absence of language does not mean
the lack of the ability to suffer (or frighten).
From what has been said, there follows the problem of the need to determine the boundaries of permissible handling of a
specific object — farm animals in particular. For the sake of fairness, we note that here subjective relation to them should
be considered permissible. We search for the realization of the idea of a subjective attitude to this specific object in the
context of taking into account the peculiarities of the practical (and derived from it cognitive) human activity in various
concrete historical conditions.
1) In the context of the above, we are interested in the position of Chesnov (2013), who believes that the attitude towards
the animal during the genesis of culture among certain peoples allowed for subjectivity. In this regard, the author provides
several evidence. First. We are talking about the Khanty attitude to the killed bear, which the author calls ‘strange’: ‘They
treat its skin with the deepest reverence, seeing it as an ethnic ancestor. And the meat inside is only meat, and you can
safely eat it. It turns out that if the skin is a status ritual part of the carcass, then the inner part (meat) is an object of food
resource’. At the same time, the author tries to present the situation in a different way: if both parts are connected, then the
whole beast will acquire its sacredness. In this case, as we understand it, it cannot be said that the inner part — meat —
should be considered separately from the skin and admit the possibility of its use as food. Second. Chesnov describes a
conversation with a French scientist who was studying Greenlandic Eskimos. He asked him a question: ‘These people,
from infancy, eat killed animals (seals, walruses). It can be assumed that they have no sense of compassion. Is it so?’ The
guest from France answered the question, referring to the answers of other people, when he himself asked them a similar
question: ‘God probably created them so that we would not die of hunger.’ These words, heard from other people, contain
ontological compassion for a person. It can be concluded that in the human sense, even in situations of balancing on the
brink of life and death, ethical issues come to the fore. Third. Chesnov emphasizes two important features that unite the
Evenks (the people of Siberia) with the Australian aborigines: 1) cariativity (compassion). The author writes: ‘... cariativity
was a vector of bioethics’; 2) ‘deep conformity to nature’ (conformity to nature as a reconciliation of human potential with
the basic properties of natural resources, while the person himself is a part of nature) of their cultures. According to the
author, we are talking not only and not just about ecophilicity, but about the value of both natural resources and human
potential. For comparison: the Chukchi (since the 14th century their society began to specialize in military affairs) are
wasteful of life — their own and that of others, people, animals (they have long lost a herd of wild deer, etc.). Thus, we
share the point of view of Chesnov, when he connects the process of cultural genesis with different foundations of society,
where in the context of the research topic we are mainly interested in bioethical foundations.
2) Questions of the culture of animal husbandry were reflected in the works of Varro, the agronomic writer of ancient Italy.
He wrote about the need to take care of animals so that they do not get sick and the expected benefits could be obtained
from them. He noted that lambs should be "pampered with good food and taken care that they do not suffer from the cold
and heat" [Varro (1937)]; “The food that they (the sheep) willingly eat, for example, fig leaves, chaff, grape pomace, bran,
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is given to them in moderation so that they do not remain hungry and do not overeat. Both disturb the nutrition of the body
...” [Varro (1937)]. Varro instructs to protect the animal in case of suffering from too much work - to pour water over it, to
support its strength with food; throw something over the animal so that it can keep warm; give warm water for drinking,
etc. As you can see, the writer is concerned about the problems of animal suffering from diseases. The issue of animal
health is considered by him as “a complex and necessary issue” [Varro (1937)]. The main reason why “sick cattle” appears
to be a disaster is that “the owner often suffers great losses” [Varro (1937)]. In the thinker's reasoning, the problem of
animal suffering is focused on a direct connection with human needs. The objective relationship to the animal by Varro is
built in a simplified form: "the owner suffers losses" means a one-sided direct economic interest of man in the animal. We
are talking about the absolutization of subjectivity (human) to the detriment of objectivity (the interests of the animal).
Recognizing the merits of the ancient writer in the formation and development of animal science, we draw attention to the
fact that at that time he did not know the idea of the suffering of farm animals during their slaughter and killing.
3) In pre-revolutionary Russia (under the conditions of extensive livestock farming), the peasant knowledge "about cattle"
with an orientation toward a humane (moral) attitude as a reflection of an attempt at a subject attitude towards animals was
confirmed in practice in the private households of the population, landlord households. Engelhardt (1987), in his letters
from the village, described a case that reflects the attitude towards animals as a specific subject in his household. He wrote
about his recognition of the knowledge of the "old woman" (a peasant woman who helped him run the household). In his
opinion, she always fiddles with the cattle, is compassionate to the extreme in her love for the cattle, feeds and drinks them
all day long; he does the same with his piglets; knows every duck and chicken by sight. With a loving attitude to animals,
the "old woman" has accumulated knowledge about them, knowing their nature to the finest detail. This was expressed in
the ability to "excellently" treat animals. “The cattle will get sick - now it is to the “old woman”. She does not use any
medication; heals livestock with clean air, sunlight, suitable food, soft bedding, careful grooming, affection. The "old
woman" "studies the individuality of each cattle and, accordingly, puts it in one or another hygienic condition, feeds it with
this or that feed".
4) Let’s consider the analysis of the experience of animal breeding in the daily life of the Kurgan population (their
everyday life was close in relation to rural life, life rhythm) and of the surrounding villages in the 1920s in the conditions
of the emergence of a new social reality in Russia [(the analysis was made by Kladova (2015) based on the materials of the
newspaper ‘Krasny Kurgan’ for the period 1920 — 1930)]. The newspaper published materials on agriculture related to the
issues of feeding, breeding, and treatment of farm animals. The goal was to educate the population employed in animal
breeding, as well as specialists in veterinary medicine, animal science remote from the district center (for them this
knowledge served as additional information). It seems to us that here we are talking about the cultural and civilizational
significance of propaganda and attempts to introduce scientific knowledge into the consciousness of the population
engaged in animal breeding. Despite these efforts on the part of the authorities, during the period under review, illiterate
peasants in their minds and in practice continued to focus on traditional methods of keeping (as well as treating) animals.
According to Herder (1959), ‘the farther peoples are from an artificial, learned way of thinking, an artificial, learned
language and bookishness, the less their thoughts are suitable for paper’, for understanding the text written on paper.
Kladova gives examples, when local veterinarians criticized the well—known practices of keeping and self—treating
animals; they also paid attention to the harm caused to livestock by horsemen and healers through various beliefs (relics of
a bygone era). It turned out to be a difficult task to weaken, undermine their authority. For instance, in case of eye disease,
the owners threw tobacco or salt into the horse's eyes; mastitis in cows was treated independently with various poultices or
a compress, tying a hot brick to the udder. Veterinarians knew that animal diseases depend on the conditions of their care.
We are talking about feeding animals, ‘the old fashioned way’, with straw or, at best, with hay; about keeping animals
(‘most of the owners keep their cattle in a non—insulated stable in winter’ or ‘just under a shed’). It seems to us that the
newspaper rarely published articles where the attitude towards farm animals can be characterized as subjective.
Nevertheless, sometimes they were published. This is indicated by the following instruction: ‘During the milking itself, no
work in the yard should have taken place, so as not to disturb the animal…. Treat the cow affectionately’. It should be
noted that cattle (including cow — ‘the nurse of the family’) and horses were of a certain value and therefore aroused the
greatest interest among the population. The cow was not only a means—object of material consumption (as food, etc.), but
also spiritually significant: it was given to the best worker of the Kurgan machine—building plant (in 1935). But cows
were given for the same purpose for it to be the nurse. Keeping a cow on the farm made sense, it was associated with the
ability to be at a certain level of material wealth — life insurance for a peasant family. Thus, in the period under review,
the attitude of a livestock breeder to farm animals, in our opinion, can be characterized as a form of torn human
spirituality: on the one hand, the absolutization of subjectivity to the detriment of objectivity; on the other hand, the
attitude towards the object is partially compassionate (without taking into account the idea of compassion for animals when
they are slaughtered, killed).
5) In the context of the concepts of a specific object and a specific subject, further we are interested in the peculiarities of
the attitude towards animals in the conditions of industrial animal breeding. We consider this problem on the basis of the
experiences of Russia in the Soviet period in the mid—1970s [here we rely on the study by Borodai (1988)], as well as the
United States and other countries under current conditions. At the same time, our task does not include assessing what is
happening in a particular country. It is important for us to trace the problem at the initial stage and at the stage of intensive
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large—scale transition to industrial animal breeding. In Russia in order to raise (dairy) livestock concrete ‘industrial
complexes’ were built with the mechanization of feeding, milking, and manure removal. However, observations have
shown that in a concrete environment (where there is not enough space for normal behavior), keeping animals for more
than seven months negatively affected them. So, the productivity of cows sharply deteriorated, and often they, in their
mass, did not live up to biological maturity. At the same time, the problem of manure deficit has become more
complicated, which means a chronic shortage of organic fertilizers. Caring for the welfare of living organisms — soil,
plants, animals, did not seem to be a significant problem. The main question was: ‘Why is there not enough milk?’ The
answer seemed simplistic and unambiguous: it is necessary to find the ‘correct’ engineering solution. Its essence was to
provide farms and complexes with new equipment (milking installations, etc. to ensure high—quality milking of cows). It
was obvious that the technocratic approach to living nature gave rise to an alienated, soulless attitude towards it. This
approach contradicted with the centuries proven folk wisdom: ‘An evil hostess’s kind cow will not give much milk.’
The problems of the transition to intensive animal breeding in the USA (starting from the middle of the twentieth century),
in other countries and the consequences associated with it are actively discussed in modern foreign literature [Kraham
(2017), Qian et al. (2018)]. On the one hand, they deal with the problems of increasing livestock production in order to
meet the demand of the growing world population and its food preferences. On the other hand, they discuss the problems
of implementation of industrial methods of animal husbandry in "farms-factories" (Singer) [(they are called the operation
of "concentrated feeding" of animals due to the high density of livestock, creating cramped animals; livestock is constantly
in a closed room without sunlight, which was the result of the use of vitamin additives; the production of offspring became
possible all year round [Kraham (2017)] Among the negative consequences of the impact of industrial animal husbandry
on its ecological component, researchers pay attention to the problems of air pollution, water (in rivers, lakes, oceans), soil,
climate change, and a reduction in biodiversity. The reasons that cause them are also named. For example, animal waste
from intensive operations is thrown into agricultural land and on a larger scale than the earth can absorb. Soils are
fertilized without measure. When wastes are decomposed dust particles, bacteria, volatile organic compounds, hydrogen
sulfide, ammonia and other odorous substances are thrown into the air. Manure often contains many problematic
substances (high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus; endocrine disruptors that can interfere with the transmission of
hormonal signals in animals and humans), etc. [Kraham].
Thus, based on the analysis of the experience of the development of industrial animal breeding in different countries of the
world, we came to the conclusion that it never did without environmental costs. Both in Russia, and in the USA and other
countries, the principle of ‘not so strong, but sufficient’ (in moderation) impact was not observed and could not be
observed in relation to the environment. In an integral system of relations man (society) — nature, the latter was
considered as external (object). In essence, it is, according to Scruton (2006), “about the crisis of animal husbandry” within
the framework of the industrial model of its development. The foregoing allows us to conclude that the attitude towards
farm animals on the part of a person (society) should undergo profound changes. The criterion for these changes should be
a humanitarian reassessment of the relationship between man and farm animals. The understanding that these animals are a
necessary component, an accomplice of the existence of man and society, a condition for their existence should prevail.
If the expression "crisis of animal husbandry" is translated into the language of philosophy, then it can be interpreted,
correlating with the concept of danger. According to dialectics, where there is danger, there are opportunities for solving
the problem. And this requires a new level of understanding. The foregoing allows us to conclude that the attitude towards
farm animals on the part of a person (society) should undergo further changes.
In this regard, in the context of the ongoing changes in industrial animal husbandry in the modern world, let us consider the
problem: what are the current Russian realities in the system of human interactions with farm animals in terms of their
well-being? Here we will rely on the research of A.A. Ksenofontova, A.A. Ivanov, O. A. Zudkova, O.A. Voinova, D.A.
Ksenofontov (2020). The material for the study, as the authors themselves write, was collected at an enterprise that is a
typical representative of modern industrial animal husbandry - at the dairy complex of the Voronezh region, designed for
loose housing of 1112 Holstein cows. The average period of use of animals is indicated - 2-3 lactations. The object of the
study is represented by 160 animals of the main herd. In accordance with the methodology [to assess animal welfare, the
authors used the Welfare Quality method, which was developed at the Wageningen University and Research Center in the
Netherlands (Wageningen Universiteit en Researchcentrum)], a sample of 60 animals was made from these animals.
First of all, let us note that nowadays at livestock enterprises, which represent the most important branch of the agroindustrial sector of Russia, noticeable changes are taking place: mechanization and automation, as well as a general
intensification of production; constant selection work in order to increase the productivity of animals. As a result, modern
industrial animal husbandry, as the authors of the study point out, cannot even be compared with what it was 10-20 years
ago, and also has almost nothing in common with the personal subsidiary plots of the population. It is fair to say (and we
share the position of the authors of the paper) that at this enterprise, the main zootechnical indicators (especially feeding,
keeping and health of livestock) are focused on creating appropriate conditions for realizing the genetic potential of
animals, and with it on achieving the required level of well-being. Taking these indicators into account, it seems realistic to
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fulfill the task - to achieve the level of productivity of farm animals, and therefore, their economic efficiency. It is
important for us to track: how the named zootechnical indicators, being related to human activity (subjective), are aimed at
creating certain conditions for achieving the required level of animal welfare (objective), and as a result - the possibility of
realizing their genetic potential. It is clear that here at the same time there are opportunities for a breakthrough to achieve
the level of animal productivity, to improve the quality of livestock products, and to achieve economic efficiency of
production. Summarizing the above, let us ask ourselves the question: how do the features of the relationship between a
person (subject) and industrially grown farm animals (object) in the context of animal welfare principles reflect the ethics
of livestock production? We will look for answers to this question, taking into account the following provisions (named in
the mentioned article as tasks): 1) assessment of the usefulness of animal feeding, 2) assessment of the conditions of
keeping cattle, 3) the state of health of the livestock, 4) assessment of the mental and emotional state of animals , 5) a
comprehensive assessment of the level of well-being of the dairy cattle.
The conclusions of the authors of the paper, in accordance with the formulated provisions, are as follows. 1. One of the
criteria of the “feeding” principle of well-being is “the absence of prolonged hunger”. The study identified 25 percent of
cows with a low degree of nutrition (15 individuals out of 60 animals). This was estimated at 26 points (hereinafter,
according to other criteria, the maximum score was 100). This indicates that the rights of animals to freedom from hunger
and thirst are violated in this enterprise, and this affects their health. The consequence is a decrease in productivity. 2.
Implementation of the criterion "freedom of movement" at the enterprise is based on a loose way of keeping animals (in
itself, this method is considered the optimal condition), when they are all year round in a room divided into sections. But in
contrast to the loose method of keeping animals in the natural environment, in the premises of the barn, the named method
is accompanied by conditions of a covered metal floor, an excess of the density of livestock in the sections. Such a picture
indicates a lack of space and associated discomfort. The attention of the authors of the study was also attracted by the
injury of animals due to the lack of space for comfortable rest, systematic blows against the stall equipment (out of 60
cows, 45 heads were seen with serious damage to the skin; the absence of lameness in animals was estimated at 26 points).
This practice of keeping animals cannot be considered ethical. Under such conditions, cows do not have the opportunity to
exhibit their characteristic species-typical behavior associated with grazing (it is possible only in natural conditions). This
is reflected in the physical and emotional well-being of animals when they are deprived of their natural behavior. As you
can see, in industrial conditions, the possibility of providing animals with sufficient living space and a place for rest is
curtailed. This leads to a decrease in the time of lying (rest), hence an increase in the level of aggressiveness, an increase in
the proportion of atypical behavior of animals. 3. According to the criterion of "absence of diseases" in animals, the
attention of researchers is drawn to the indicators of the presence and number of problem calving; mortality; various
injuries limiting their movement; consequences of artificial synchronization of ovulation, etc. According to this criterion, 2
points were given. The analysis of the condition of the animals was also carried out according to the criterion “no pain
from technological operations on the farm”. This refers to the procedure for removing the tail with rubber rings (considered
the most painful and inhuman), dehorning of animals. According to this criterion, a score of 3 points was given. 4.
Implementation of the criterion "expression of socially oriented behavior" (here freedom from discomfort, from stress and
freedom of natural behavior are taken into account) received a score of 4 points). This testifies to the fact that all the named
freedoms at the enterprise are being violated. The natural typical behavior for cattle - to be and rest in the pasture (or walk)
- cannot be realized, since the cows do not have the opportunity to leave the premises. According to this criterion, a score
of 0 was given.
The study also examines the features of the relationship between humans and animals in the conditions of intensive work
of livestock enterprises. It is noted that a person (subject) by his actions is primarily interested in obtaining the maximum
amount of products (and by any means). Here, the significance of a humane attitude towards animals fades into the
background (hence, we characterize the attitude of a person to an animal as objective). The result is a reduction in the
number of years of an animal's life, which means the use of its economic potential. In the course of experiment, the attitude
of the animal towards humans according to the criterion of “friendly attitude towards humans” was estimated at 25 points.
The assessment of the criterion "positive emotional state" of animals (here attention was paid to such indicators of the
emotional state of animals as activity, playfulness, being busy with something useful, friendliness, relaxation, fear, the
presence of nervousness and irritability, suffering, etc.) was 0 points (it should be noted that on the part of the
experimenters maximum conditions were created to minimize the subjectivity of the assessment). As a result of the study,
based on numerous experiments and calculations, at an enterprise recognized as of intensive industrial animal husbandry,
the following points were given for 4 principles of animal welfare: "good feeding" - 21," conditions of detention"- 30,
"state of health" - 4, "behavior" - 3. For us the conclusion of the authors of the study is important, which, in our opinion,
can serve to identify the trend of changes in the quality of life of animals in industrial animal husbandry. 1. The importance
of optimal barn organization so that sufficient attention can be paid to each individual; creating environmental conditions
that are favorable for the health and well-being of each individual cow and all together. 2. Creation of a complex algorithm
of actions on the part of a person, in which it would be possible to take into account the "subtleties" of working with
animals, hence form a totally responsible attitude towards animals, inhuman, but living as a human being.
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The conclusions of Russian researchers on the problem under consideration echo those of scientists from other countries.
Taking into account the topic of our research, we emphasize: in our opinion, the unifying line of consonance of the ideas of
scientists from different countries is the idea of the need to form harmonious relations between the subjective (human) and
objective (farm animals), which means their complementary coexistence.
We agree with the authors who associate such coexistence of man and farm animals with the development of organic
animal husbandry. In organic farming, according to Padel, it is important to emphasize that it must meet the behavioral
needs of specific animal species [Padel, 2019]. Organic animal husbandry implies, among other requirements, the
observance of four essential principles in relation to animals: maintaining a high level of their health (the principle of
health), integrating livestock with agricultural crops and reusing nutrients on the farm or in the region (the principle of
ecology), respect animal rights (the principle of justice), responsibility for the humane treatment of animals by the people
who work with them (the principle of care). Knowledge of animal behavior is important for safer and more efficient
livestock management [Grandin, 2017]. In the processes of introducing and using new technologies, it is important to
assess the atypical behavior of animals, hence the need to measure conditions that threaten the welfare of animals
(lameness, heat stress, body condition, bruises during transportation) [Grandin, 2020]. These indicators (assessment,
measurement) are important to ensure a good quality of life for animals kept in intensive rearing systems. Other authors
[Pierce, 2019] draw their attention to the fact that over the past few decades, scientific knowledge about the cognitive,
emotional abilities of animals has expanded; but they did not lead to an improvement in the treatment of captive animals.
According to the author the science of animal welfare was adapted to industrial animal husbandry and was directed to a
narrow field of this science. For the science of welfare, it is important to find out: what improves the life of animals, what
do they want, how do they feel in captivity? But it turned out that science proclaimed the idea of improving the quality of
life of animals, and in practice efforts were aimed at further strengthening and legitimizing the exploitation of animals in
industrial animal husbandry ("human industry"). This attitude towards livestock contributes to the destabilization of the
classic formulation of the rule of "five freedoms" (proclaimed by the Code of Recommendation), which are important for
animal welfare science. It is these freedoms that are called upon to become a significant tool for the formation of adequate
moral response to the suffering of animals imposed by people.
The problem of the importance of deep changes in relations between man and farm animals, as it becomes clear to us, must
first of all be connected with the criterion that actualizes the idea of humanitarian reassessment of these relations. There
should prevail the understanding that these animals are a necessary component, an accomplice of the existence of man and
society, a condition for their existence. It is important to realize and understand that animals, once through domestication
transformed from wild animals into agricultural, animals “for us”, in the modern civilized world should exist “with us”.
It becomes clear that in modern conditions from the zootechnician [american experts have calculated that the farmer, along
with other professions, must also possess the profession of zootechnician [Petrenko et al. (1995)], it is required to take into
account the specifics of his farm animals. Such logic is focused on help, support, empathy, care, trust, complicity,
compassion, certain actions in the interests of another, responsibility towards him. The logic of influencing an animal as an
object differs from the logic of interaction, which is characterized by coercion, submission, mastery, and control with
“insensible indifference” [Simmel (2002)]. In terms of meaning, the significance of the logic of interaction with farm
animals lies in the spiritual development of the person occupied by them. This is associated with the formation of
harmonious relations between the subjective (human) and objective (farm animals) and therefore, their complementary
existence.
In modern conditions, issues related to human interaction with farm animals require certain methods, forms and techniques
of their perception, understanding. Here thinking does not simply reproduce, but is called upon to act in accordance with
the meaning of the object. In the context of the above, we rely on the conclusions of G. Hosey and Melfi (2018):
‘Anthropology, which studies human—animal interactions (HAI), has grown significantly over the past 20 years, has
advanced further in its research. Now the time has come to synthesize them on the basis of empirical data that is known
about the relationship between humans and animals (including farm animals). Based on these studies, the authors point out
two important issues: providing animals with security and emotional support) are useful for a person — for his emotional
balance (a kind of ‘release’ of accumulated tension), for health; hence, man can use farm animals for therapeutic purposes;
b) it is important to recognize that our interactions with farm animals also have consequences for them — the attainment of
well—being that affects their quality of life. We share the authors' conclusions that the study of the problem of human
interaction with farm animals is becoming significant in modern life.

Conclusion
Features of the cultural significance of animal breeding are set by the entire system of social relations. These features are:
1) the formation of conditions for maintaining a certain level of satisfying and cultural existence of a person on the basis of
creating means to meet his needs through the body of farm animals; 2) the development of the human ability of animal
husbandry to intellectual activity, to rational thinking, which led to the development of animal husbandry on a scientific
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basis; 3) the rooted consciousness of the livestock breeder, which forms in him a "sense of place", the image of "his place",
recognizable by the identification of "his place" depending on the specifics of the surrounding natural habitat of certain
species of farm animals. The above-mentioned features of the cultural significance of animal breeding are uniquely
reflected in the relationship of man to farm animals, on the one hand, as a specific object and, on the other hand, as a
specific subject at different stages of human development.
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Abstract
The article provides an overview and systematization of directions and tools used in banking to support and provide
modern services to enterprises in the agro-industrial complex. Since Russian Agricultural Bank plays a decisive role
in banking services for agriculture and in the banking sector of the Russian Federation as a whole, this study was
carried out on the basis of its reporting data. The conclusion was the conclusion about the extreme importance of
implementing an integrated approach in the development of tools for the system of financial and credit support of
the agro-industrial complex in activities, which should involve the individualization of traditional and the
development of new products not only in investment and credit, settlement and deposit areas of banking services,
but also modern remote products, including using artificial intelligence technologies.
The result of the study is the identification of the most promising directions for the development of banking
services, which will provide an effective mechanism for servicing and expanding the client base, the introduction of
promising products that determine the innovativeness of the bank's activities, as well as solving the problems of
developing the agro-industrial complex.

Keywords: banking services, agro-industrial complex, financial support
Introduction
The study involved teachers from the Chuvash State Agrarian University and the Chuvash State University named
after I.N. Ulyanov. To improve the socio-economic conditions for the functioning of the agro-industrial complex, it
needs state support. An extremely important role here is played by a stimulating financial and credit mechanism,
including that implemented within the framework of the main areas of banking services. In this regard, the study of
a modern complex of banking services tools, directions of increasing the return on banking services for
entrepreneurship in the agro-industrial complex, including through the introduction of modern product and
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technological banking innovations, constitutes the scientific novelty and relevance of this study. Appreciating the
contribution of many authors to the solution of the problem under study, it should be noted that certain aspects of
the formation of a special system of banking services for agro-industrial production, taking into account the
development and specifics of modern banking, require further research. So, the issues of building a risk-resistant
system of bank lending, business models of corporate banking were considered in the works of authors studying the
place of risk management in the processes of banking services [Alekseeva, N., Kornilova, L., Tolstova,
M., Vasilieva, O., 2020, Schnarr T., Pfeiffer M., 2015]. The issues of the essence, modern purpose and assessment
of the prospects of digital transformations for the functioning of banking customer service channels and the
economy as a whole are considered in the works of authors studying the place of digitalization in economic
development [Cetin Gürkan G., Ciftci G., 2020, De Almeida O., Renzi A., 2020, Mićić L., 2017]. Modern aspects
of the practical implementation of financial technologies and specialized banking ecosystems were investigated by
us both on the basis of studying the opinions of experts in this area of business [Bellens J., Moden N., Karwel J.,
Meekings K., Gilder A., 2020, Treleaven P., 2017], and according to the data of the studied bank.
The purpose of this study is to systematize and determine the current directions for the development of tools for
banking services for agribusiness, the implementation of which is designed to both strengthen the competitiveness
of the bank and increase the efficiency of the functioning of entrepreneurship in the agribusiness.

Materials and methods
The basis of the research in terms of theory and methodology was the results of applied works of domestic and
foreign scientists, reviews of analytical sites of financial information, materials of the site of the Russian
Agricultural Bank, published expert assessments of well-known experts in banking. The empirical basis of the study
was the data from the annual reports of the Russian Agricultural Bank for 2018-2020, as well as the results of a
special sample survey of banking products and the practice of using remote technologies in the system of servicing
agricultural enterprises by the Russian Agricultural Bank. The volume of data used for research can be assessed as
sufficient, since Russian Agricultural Bank is one of the five leaders of the banking system of the Russian
Federation and is in the leading five banks; is the basic bank for servicing the agro-industrial complex; Thus, the
bank's share in the financial and credit support of seasonal works of agribusiness is 72% as of 2020.
In the process of research, methods of dialectics, systems approach, logical, structural analysis, as well as methods
of expert assessments were used.

Research results and discussion
Sustainable development of the agro-industrial complex presupposes a balanced policy to support production,
which is based on measures of a financial and credit nature. In this regard, issues related to improving the efficiency
of the system of financial and credit services for the agro-industrial complex, implemented by banks, are relevant.
Banking products for agribusiness enterprises should take into account regional characteristics and conditions, be
individually aimed at supporting the production and sale of products for a specific agribusiness object, which, in
turn, determines the need for a clear delineation of groups of agricultural enterprises, distinguished by volumes and
areas of activity.
In solving the problem of ensuring effective management, stimulating the most promising, state-important
directions of development of the agro-industrial complex, Russian Agricultural Bank occupies a significant place.
Together with the agrarian industry, the bank overcame economic inefficiency and the decline in production in the
agro-industrial complex. Today, the Russian agro-industrial complex demonstrates an EBITDA margin of twenty
percent or more. In modern conditions, the process of effective functioning of agro-industrial complex
organizations is largely determined by the availability of financial resources. The peculiarities of the reproduction
process of agricultural organizations, the high level of costs, and a long production cycle necessitate the
implementation of a complex of banking products and service tools that ensure not only the attraction of investment
and credit funds, but also the savings process and operational cash flow.
Based on the results of studying the information materials of Russian Agricultural Bank, it is clear that the
complex of banking products and service tools for business structures of the agro-industrial complex can be divided
into the following blocks:
a) settlement services and products for profitable placement of free funds;
b) commission services in financial markets;
c) types and methods of lending;
d) information and intermediary services for the development and implementation of partnership programs
for individual blocks of agribusiness.
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Lending to the business structures of the agro-industrial complex is carried out by Russian Agricultural Bank
within the framework of servicing such groups of clients as:
- medium and large business;
- small and micro-business enterprises;
- farms.
At the same time, bank lending to agricultural enterprises is carried out in two forms: classical (products provided at
market interest rates) and concessional.
Concessional lending to agricultural enterprises is based on documents that constitute the regulatory framework for
the implementation of the Federal Scientific and Technical Program for the Development of Agriculture for 20172025 approved on August 25, 2017 (as amended on May 28, 2020). These regulatory documents establish the basic
conditions of preferential loans and the following restrictions on their provision:
- a list of goals, conditions and procedure for granting subsidies from the federal budget to Russian credit
institutions to reimburse them for lost income on loans issued to systemic organizations of the agro-industrial
complex to replenish working capital at a preferential interest rate; subsidies are provided in the amount of the key
rate set by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation;
- peculiarities of the procedure for lending with state support by credit institutions for micro-business
structures in the agro-industrial complex, which imply reimbursement of incomes lost by banks due to the
application of a preferential rate; the list of branches and sub-branches of agriculture was also approved, for
crediting of which these norms are valid; At the same time, the procedure for concessional lending to agribusiness
regulates both the deadlines for loans (with a corresponding division into investment and short-term), and the range
of preferential rates (for short-term loans - up to 1 year, for investment loans - from 2 to 15 years; preferential rate from 1 up to 5% per annum;
- establishing a closed list of areas for the targeted use of concessional short-term loans and concessional
investment loans, which limits the inappropriate use of allocated funds, including budget funds, the level of credit
risk, the circle of borrowers, which ultimately increases the availability, transparency and efficiency of concessional
lending.
The result of the implementation of the above documents was a large-scale financial and credit preferential
provision of modern development of the agro-industrial complex. This financial and credit support for agriculture is
provided by the two largest banks with state participation, which carry out the public and social order of the state these are Sberbank and Russian Agricultural Bank. In addition to them, about 20 credit institutions are among the
largest lenders for concessional lending to the agro-industrial complex, including UniCredit Bank, Gazprombank,
VTB, Alfa-Bank, Otkrytie Bank, Rosbank, Promsvyazbank, Raiffeisenbank.
It should be noted that according to the data of Russian Agricultural Bank, loans of an investment nature (including
loans on preferential terms) for medium and large businesses are divided into two blocks:
a) investment loans (using such lending methods as a one-time loan, opening a credit line with a "issuance
limit", opening a credit line simultaneously with a "issuance limit" and "debt limit");
b) project financing - involves investing on a long-term basis in the creation of new enterprises
(production) in the agro-industrial complex and related industries, when the current activities of the borrower (main
investor) do not generate enough funds to repay the traditional loan. The source of debt repayment is the return on
the investment project, the risks of which are shared with the borrower by the bank. In this regard, an important
aspect of the formation of a package of documents for obtaining project financing is the development of a detailed
feasibility study and business plan for the project.
Lending in Russian Agricultural Bank to structures of the agro-industrial complex related to small and microbusinesses is carried out using the following products and programs:
1) within the framework of participation in the competition "Regions - Sustainable Development"; the
Bank's participation in the competition as an industry expert in the agro-industrial complex is aimed at supporting
investment projects in the agricultural sector and priority projects for the development of mono-cities. The main
advantages of participation in the competition for the initiators of the project are: a long crediting period (up to 15
years); special terms of financing, taking into account the provision of project initiators with a reduced interest rate
on a loan from the Bank and a fixed rate for attracting funds from a private investor; provision of various forms of
state support / participation for the project at the federal and / or regional level;
2) concessional lending to executors of agreements on increasing competitiveness (SEC) is lending with
state support to micro-business structures for the development of traditional subsectors of agriculture in accordance
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with the lists approved by regulatory documents (short-term and investment lending using a preferential rate of up
to 5% per annum);
3) loans to micro-businesses, which constitute financial support for individual entrepreneurs and
enterprises with an annual turnover of up to 120 million rubles; represented by products: MicroAPC (preferential
lending rate up to 5%), MicroOverdraft (credit limit from 300,000 rubles), refinancing of borrowers from thirdparty banks, commercial mortgage lending;
4) loans for seasonal work; represented by a wide range of products that differ in the purposes (objects) of
lending and the type of collateral; borrowers are legal entities and individual entrepreneurs (including peasant farms
- peasant farms), registered in the status of a legal entity, and individual entrepreneurs - heads of peasant farms; are
of a short-term nature;
5) loans for investment purposes (financing of investments in objects of non-current assets); term - up to 8
years.
Let us systematize the elements of the financial and credit mechanism, including using measures of state
support, interaction between Russian Agricultural Bank and business structures of the agro-industrial complex
(table 1).
Table 1: Structuring the financial and credit mechanism of interaction between Russian Agricultural Bank
and business structures of the agro-industrial complex
Products and programs
Counterparty
categories
1. Bank lending
1. Medium and
1) concessional lending, the purpose (object) of which is to replenish the working capital of
large business
corporate clients in the agro-industrial complex; subsidies are provided to JSC Rosselkhozbank
in accordance with the approved standards of state support and in order to compensate for the
lost income due to the application of a preferential interest rate.
2) bank lending for investment purposes (long-term).
I. investment loans - determined by the content of the state policy for the restoration and
development of a modern material and technical base of the agro-industrial complex. Current
areas of lending are investments in projects in the field of: crop production; animal husbandry;
fish farming, catching fish and other aquatic biological resources; compound feed production;
processing and storage of agricultural raw materials and products; marketing of agricultural
raw materials and products (agricultural markets and trading floors).
II. project financing - involves investing on a long-term basis in the creation of new enterprises
(production) in the agro-industrial complex and related industries, when the current activities
of the borrower (main investor) do not generate enough funds to repay the traditional loan. An
important aspect of this form of lending is the distribution of the risk of the financed
investment project between the borrower (project initiator) and the bank.
3) leasing of property (including in partnership with the Industrial Development Fund - the
Leasing Projects program): Corporate Leasing, Leaseback (minimum amount from 100 million
rubles; term - up to 10 years).
2. Small and
1) preferential lending to executors of agreements on increasing competitiveness is lending
micro business
with state support to micro-business structures at a preferential rate; short-term and investment
lending is allocated.
2) concessional lending within the framework of participation in the competition "Regions Sustainable Development" - carried out in the form of lending to investment projects in the
agricultural sector and priority projects for the development of single-industry towns;
accompanied by the provision of various forms of state support (participation) for the project
at the federal and / or regional levels.
3) loans to microbusiness, which constitute financial support for individual entrepreneurs and
enterprises with an annual turnover of up to 120 million rubles, combine preferential and
market products: MicroAPC (at a preferential rate of up to 5% per annum), Micro Overdraft
(credit limit from 300,000 rubles), refinancing borrowers from third-party banks, commercial
mortgage lending.
4) loans for seasonal work - intended for credit support to agricultural producers in the
implementation of measures for the preparation and timely implementation of seasonal work;
are of a short-term nature (for example, Seasonal Processing, Secured by the future harvest,
Agro-Season, etc.).
5) investment lending programs (for the purchase of machinery and / or equipment; with a
deferred repayment of the principal debt up to 18 months).
3. Farms
1) "Loans for Business" product line, combining concessional lending for the Micro APK
product and lending at market rates, long-term (Business-Invest) and short-term (BusinessTurnover).
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2) a line of loan products for financing seasonal work (short-term loans at market rates).
3) Express-Leasing program - provides an agricultural producer in a short time with a
minimum package of documents the opportunity to update agricultural machinery, including
with state support.
4) a loan secured by the purchased machinery or equipment (a line of loan products involving
short and medium-term lending on market conditions).
2. Settlement services and products for profitable placement of free funds
1. Farmers,
- special tariffs for farmers and microbusiness in the agrarian sector AgroStart, AgroRost,
micro and small AgroPremium, which include, free of charge, opening an account, servicing a corporate card, a
businesses
salary project, servicing an account, connecting to the Internet client service, the Svoe Native
service, the Svoe Farming service ;
- Farmer's business card includes, in addition to traditional options (issuing multiple cards,
withdrawing and depositing cash, non-cash payments, financial control and a system of limits),
special options designed for the needs of an agricultural producer, namely, discounts of up to
30% on the Svoe Farmerstvo marketplace, discounts from manufacturers for seeds, plant
protection products and fertilizers, fuel.
2. Medium and
standard cash settlement, deposit products, business cards, including a special tariff for cash
large business
settlement services for enterprises of the agro-start agro-industrial complex.
3. Implementation of partnership programs / attraction of business partners
1. Farmers,
- the manufacturer provides a discount for the purchase of machinery and equipment using a
micro and small loan from Rosselkhozbank JSC (discount from 4.5 to 10% of the base price, due to which the
businesses
loan amount for the purchase of agricultural equipment is reduced (Combine plant
Rostselmash, CJSC Bryanskselmash , JSC "Petersburg Tractor Plant", LLC
"Voronezhselmash", etc.);
- purchase of chemical plant protection products (Group of companies "AgroKhimProm");
- preparation of documentation for attracting financing (PG "Sistema-Consulting");
- construction audit / financial and technical control (more than 50 partner companies)
2. Medium and
- construction audit / financial and technical control (more than 50 partner companies);
large business
- inclusion in unions and associations of agricultural producers;
- interaction with funds to support small and medium-sized businesses;
- interaction with the Federal Corporation for the Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises.
Based on the results of studying the complex of banking products and service tools provided by Russian
Agricultural Bank for business structures of the agro-industrial complex, the following conclusion can be drawn:
1) individual blocks of banking products have traditional content, are intended for any business entity and
do not include specific, special conditions for servicing agricultural enterprises; these include:
- products for profitable placement of free funds (term deposits, interest accrual on the minimum balance
of funds on the current account);
- commission services in financial markets (provision of investment and brokerage services in the
securities market, insurance, foreign exchange markets);
2) the largest blocks of banking services of JSC Rosselkhozbank are overwhelmingly represented by
products with special conditions applicable only to agribusiness enterprises and differentiated depending on the
sphere of agribusiness and the size of this business structure; these include:
- types and methods of bank lending;
- information and intermediary services for the development and implementation of programs, services that
ensure the development of areas of activity of an agricultural enterprise, including those of a non-economic nature,
and aimed at maximizing the use of modern technologies in business processes;
3) settlement services are overwhelmingly represented by products widely sold in banking practice of
settlement and cash services; however, they include special offers such as tariff packages for farmers and other
microbusiness AgroStart, AgroRost, AgroPremium, Business card for farmers; the presence and individual nature
of such proposals indicates a high potential for expanding the range of special products tailored for agribusiness and
tools for settlements and payments;
4) in the banking service system of Rosselkhozbank JSC of the agro-industrial complex structures,
products with preferential terms, including those stipulated by the requirements of state support norms, and
products with market rates are optimally combined; building an optimal set of complementary market products
indicates the presence of effective marketing in the bank, well-thought-out both product and communication
banking policies.
The driver of the development of modern banking customer service is both the spread of the latest technologies for
the provision of standard services (the development of remote forms, an increase in the speed and availability of
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services), and the entry into the market of services necessary for the client, but not directly related to banking
interests. Expansion of channels of interaction with clients through non-financial, but appropriate to the client's
business, services determines the formation of banking ecosystems. In addition to increasing the level of income
from the bank's activities, the combination of financial and non-financial services through ecosystems is becoming a
necessary condition in the competition for the client.
The actual direction of development of the system of instruments for financial and credit support of the agroindustrial complex in the activities of Russian Agricultural Bank and customer service in general is the formation
of a modern ecosystem. In Russian Agricultural Bank in the framework of the development of specialized
ecosystems: - developed and implemented the first ecosystem for farmers "Own Farming"; - an ecosystem has been
formed and is expanding for those wishing to purchase / build residential houses in rural areas, open there or
remotely develop a small or micro-business "Svoye Selo".
A prerequisite for the ecosystems being implemented is integration with all services that ensure the interaction of
business with government bodies, the necessary services and divisions of the bank.
As part of the provision of non-financial services to agribusiness by Russian Agricultural Bank in the Svoe
Farmerstvo ecosystem, 3 blocks of services are provided: for the purchase of goods for agriculture using partner
programs (plant protection products, fertilizers, etc.); agricultural services (personnel selection, product
certification, remote forms of veterinary services, etc.); business services (for the provision of remote legal
assistance, accounting services and management of tax payments, 1C for agribusiness, etc.). A significant part of
these services is provided to customers using modern forms of remote services, virtual reality technologies, as well
as other technical and technological advances in science.
We will review and summarize innovative products and technologies implemented by Russian Agricultural Bank
as part of improving the financial and credit mechanism for supporting the agro-industrial complex, helping to
increase the level of its digitalization. In the course of the study, the following most high-tech forms of banking
services for agro-industrial complex structures and elements of the formed unique ecosystem were identified:
1. Russian Agricultural Bank jointly with the company "VetExpert" created a block of non-financial
services "Televeterinarian", which implements telemedicine service on animal husbandry issues for farmers in a
remote format. The development of the service is associated with both a shortage of specialists in the field of
veterinary medicine and an urgent need to find experienced experts to resolve issues related to a wide range of
animals. With the use of the technologies of this service, experienced veterinarians and livestock specialists in an
operational mode answer all questions, examine the animals and give recommendations on their treatment,
maintenance, care and nutrition. This also includes the preparation of tests and vaccinations, assistance in the
preparation of accompanying documentation for the transportation of animals, issues of breeding and mating,
technical support of production processes, as well as obtaining legal support for interaction with the State
Veterinary Service. In the future, it is planned to expand the capabilities of the service using augmented and virtual
reality technologies.
2. A package offer "Agronom Online" has been implemented, including the SkyScout service. Now every
agricultural entrepreneur will be able to monitor the current state of crops using a wide range of remote tools, record
their condition in the field, receive timely warnings about key risks in the season and plan key technological
operations. SkyScout is an online agronomic service management system for agricultural enterprises from IntTerra.
The Agronom Online service package includes satellite monitoring of fields, crop development analytics, automatic
field risk warnings, as well as planning technologies and operations based on expert recommendations and weather
forecasts. In the context of an increase in the list of new varieties and hybrids of cultivated plants, their means of
protection, fertilizer application schemes, an expert assessment, recommendations for risk management, and a clear
construction of business processes are required. According to experts, the use of the SkyScout service allows you to
increase yields up to 25-30% due to access to high-quality expertise and professional recommendations of
specialists.
3. The Bank, together with its partner "InnoGeoTech", has implemented a project version of the "Land
Surveyor" service, which enables farmers to receive a comprehensive agrochemical analysis (macro- and
microelements) of the submitted soil sample and use professional recommendations on the fertilization scheme.
Prompt analysis and professional evaluation help farmers select the right fertilizer for their crops.
Service "Land Surveyor" provides effective regulation of soil fertility; allows you to save on fertilizers due to the
precise distribution of their quantity. This technology takes into account both laboratory research and the
geographical features of the region.
In addition to the above, as part of the implementation of the ecosystem, services have been introduced aimed at
supporting agribusiness, including finding and attracting seasonal workers, ensuring the availability of consultations
with experts in the field of topical issues of agricultural entrepreneurship. The possibility of prompt and
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scientifically grounded agro-technological solutions is the goal of the main blocks of information services of the
ecosystem; helps the farmer reduce costs and increase productivity.
The main field for the implementation of digital economy methods in the banking sector is the use of intelligent
computing, big data technologies based on the integration of robotization and machine learning, in other words,
management based on data and knowledge, or, in other words, DataDriven & DataScience. In this regard, the
increasing use of artificial intelligence (AI) is a special direction for introducing innovations in the banking services
of agro-industrial complex organizations.
The prospects for using AI in agribusiness were discussed at the SberUniversity platform with the participation of
the Russian Ministry of Agriculture and Sberbank of Russia PJSC.
The creation of a national digital agribusiness platform was considered as the main trend in the development of
modern agriculture, including the improvement of banking services for the agro-industrial complex. The purpose of
the platform is to combine resources and information systems for the needs of all participants in the agricultural
market. The collection and processing of industry information, including the use of "big data", will be carried out
within the framework of the "Single Window" information system.
An element of the national digital agribusiness platform being developed will be the Unified Federal Information
System on Agricultural Lands, which is aimed at effectively regulating the issues of involving agricultural land in
circulation. The state program will begin to operate in 2022 and currently already contains data on land users, field
contours, agrochemical composition of soils, crop rotation, and reclamation systems. By 2024, it should contain
data on 100% of agricultural land in our country.
Another area of digitalization of the agro-industrial complex is the Mercury system, which provides a unified
information environment for veterinary medicine, increases the level of biological and food safety of products. In
addition, a non-financial service is being developed, combined with the already created system "Seed growing",
which is aimed at efficient regulation of the processes of grain movement in the production turnover and its
processed products. The large-scale development of this service will ensure control over the Russian grain market,
and the monitoring of the volume and type of pesticides and agricultural chemicals used in this service will ensure
additional product quality.
In a strategic perspective, the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation plans to create a unique digital
ecosystem around agriculture, combining multi-level information systems for managing the agro-industrial
complex, related industries and departments. An important place in the practice of implementing these ideas
belongs to the largest banks serving the agro-industrial complex. According to German Gref, "Sberbank sees its task
in creating tools that would allow any farmer to" plug in "and enjoy the benefits of AI - upload their datasets and
get results."
The most relevant and demanding distribution services of Sberbank in the field of modern forms and products of
servicing the agricultural business include:
- allocation of financial and ecosystem solutions for the agro-industrial complex into separate ecosystems
for small (and micro) business and corporate business; here, developments in the field of autonomous management
of agricultural machinery, assessment and forecasting of field yield, remote control of the state of sown areas, as
well as other services are relevant;
- a block of analytical services that will assess the sectors of the market and territories of the country that
are of interest to the client; the elements of this analytical service are the analysis of cash flows of the population,
the assessment of competitors, the assessment of the client's profile, the choice of optimal locations.
In general, the above complex of financial and credit instruments and services of the non-financial sphere, formed
for wide interaction of Russian Agricultural Bank and various structures of the agro-industrial complex, is
characterized by a wide and balanced line of products that meet the modern needs of both small farms and large
corporate agribusiness. It is subject to continuous improvement and can be considered as an example of building a
specialized system of bank assistance for the development of a separate strategically important sector of the
economy.

Conclusion
Scientific analysis of banking innovations, banking engineering in the field of support to the agro-industrial
complex allows for the progressive improvement of the financial and credit mechanism of interaction between the
banking and agricultural sectors, improving the quality and efficiency of the distribution and use of credit resources
in the agro-industrial complex. This determines the practical significance of modern and subsequent similar studies.
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A consistent study of the set of instruments for financial and credit services (including on a preferential basis) of the
structures of the agro-industrial complex, implemented in Russian Agricultural Bank, makes it possible to
determine the justified directions of its development and improvement. So, based on the structuring of the service
system for business structures of the agro-industrial complex, Russian Agricultural Bank has identified blocks
(settlement services and products for profitable placement of free funds), which it is advisable to expand with
products that take into account the specific, special conditions for servicing agricultural enterprises. The study of
modern achievements of digitalization of the agro-industrial complex by the forces of leading banks and within the
framework of state strategies for the development of economic sectors provides a guideline for improving the
ecosystem for agricultural enterprises being formed by Russian Agricultural Bank.
The maximum correspondence of the elements of the formed mechanism of credit and financial support by the bank
to the agro-industrial complex, a balanced policy of development and improvement of this mechanism determined
the growing scale of investment and credit activities of Russian Agricultural Bank in the agricultural sector.
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Abstract
The article examines the external and internal conditions in which the organizations of the chemical industry carry out their
activities. A conclusion is made about the need to analyze and assess regional conditions, the results of the conducted
factor analysis are presented, and a risk-oriented approach to the management of the activities of chemical industry
organizations is disclosed.
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environment.

Introduction
Indicators of financial and economic security are established statistical indicators reflecting changes in controlled processes
or financial condition, which owners and managers are guided by when making managerial decisions in the course of the
organization's activities and development. In addition, for business entities, the benchmark in choosing a sustainable and
safe course of development is also the industry average levels of profitability, which are necessary for planning and
forecasting key indicators for the future [Mironova, 2016].
Organizations of the chemical industry are no exception, and in managing their activities to ensure economic security, they
rely on the average market and key indicators of their own strategic development, reflected in the financial statements, on
indicators determined by the calculation procedure for quantitative and qualitative assessment of the levels of risks of
financial and economic activities. The choice of indicators and indicators for each organization is specific, depends on the
industry and technological characteristics of its activities, is influenced by external and internal factors that carry risks, and
therefore is always of interest for research.
The factors of economic and financial security influencing the emergence of threats and risks, on the financial stability of
economic entities, for the most part, are described in the works of foreign experts as A. Damodaran (A. Damodaran)
(2012), S. Bragg (S. Bragg) (2007), G. Wang (G. Wang) (2019), T. Wang (T. Wang) (2019), T. Jeitschko (T. Jeitschko)
(2014), J. Li (J. Li) (2019), S. Linz (S. Linz) (2014), S. Myers (S. Myers) (2020), J. Noguera (J. Noguera) (2014), A. Otero
(A. Otero) (2015), H. Tao (H. Tao) (2019), L. Haar (L. Haar) (2019), S. Chun (S. Chun) (2016) and others.
The problem of ensuring the financial and economic security of chemical industry organizations should be considered from
different aspects. First of all, it is the possibility of increasing investment attractiveness and investment activity, which can
be achieved by the sustainable and safe development of organizations. The second, no less significant factor is the level of
________________
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development of the regional economy, at which the investment policy can be implemented in the most efficient way, with
the least impact on the indicators of financial and economic security of investment risks. Let's consider these factors.

Materials and Methods
The research is based on the fundamental provisions of economic science, the works of scientists in the field of economic
security management. The methodological toolkit is based on the dialectical method of cognition, which provides a
systematic approach to the problem under study; general scientific methods: induction and deduction, analysis and
synthesis, groupings, economic and statistical analysis, etc. The information base was made up of official data from federal
and regional bodies of state statistics of the Russian Federation, Internet resources, accounting (financial) statements of
organizations of the chemical complex of the Republic of Tatarstan, The Chuvash Republic and the Republic of Mari El.

Research Results and Discussion
The chemical industry is considered one of the basic sectors of the economy; Russia ranked 11th in the world for the
production of chemical products in 2015, lagging behind the United States, China and the EU countries.
The past reporting year 2020 in the country was characterized by the growth of chemical industries. According to Rosstat,
the highest growth of -20.8% was achieved in the sub-industry "plant protection products", the sub-industry "mineral
fertilizers" grew by 9%, "caustic soda" - by 8%, "chemical fibers and threads" - by 5.8 %, "Paints and varnishes" - by 5%,
"tires" - by 4.5%, "plastic products" - by 3.3%. The growth of the chemical industry market was observed not only in
production (in general by 14%), but also in consumption (by 13.3%), exports (by 5.2%) and imports (by 9.9%). The key
growth factors were a relatively favorable investment climate and continued economic ties with suppliers of raw materials
and consumers of products. In 2016, by a joint order of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia and the Ministry of
Energy of Russia, the Strategy for the Development of the Chemical and Petrochemical Complex for the period up to 2030
was approved, according to which 199 projects are planned to be implemented in the industry with a total investment of
more than 1 trillion. rubles. Moreover, the highest priority investment direction was allocated to the production of mineral
fertilizers, in which 35 projects are being considered for the total investment amount of more than 780 billion rubles.
However, under the pressure of economic sanctions from the West on the sectors of the Russian economy, the state of
protection from risks and threats to the financial and economic security of chemical industry organizations began to decline
noticeably. Therefore, organizations of the chemical industry, like most organizations in other industries, in achieving the
strategic goals of their development began to focus more on the timely prevention of investment risks, the level of which is
measured by the ratio of the investment resources received to the volume of their own funds, which, in fact, previously
characterized their investment attractiveness.
That is, investment risks, along with other types of entrepreneurial risks, should be recognized as carriers of threats to
financial and economic security, since the results of their economic growth are directly dependent on the investment
attractiveness of organizations.
However, in the current economic conditions in a number of Russian regions, many industrial enterprises of the chemical
industry, created back in the Soviet period, experience instability of the financial condition associated with:
- a low value of indicators of the efficiency of the use of fixed assets;
- a low share of intangible assets and, as a result, a low level of investment and innovation activity;
- a high proportion of unnecessary inventories in circulating assets and, as a consequence, a decrease in the
turnover of circulating assets;
- a significant share of borrowed capital in the total volume of sources of formation of the property of the
enterprise;
- low value of indicators of solvency, liquidity and financial stability; and others.
Therefore, increased attention is paid to the achieved level of values of the above indicators of financial and economic
security in the organizations of the industry. For a deeper analysis and assessment, they take into account the risks that
reduce the growth of financial results due to: unstable growth in revenue from sales of chemical products, a high share of
commercial and administrative expenses in the cost price, unstable growth of profitability indicators, and a decrease in the
volume of net profit remaining at the disposal of the enterprise.
When threshold values of such indicators are established and the possibility of their control, a tool appears for assessing the
general level of financial and economic security.
The reason for the unstable financial condition under the influence of risks that reduce the results of financial and
economic activities of chemical industry enterprises and, as a result, the level of their financial and economic security, are
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problems that prevent the attraction of investments planned by strategic documents, on which the efficiency and results of
their production activities depend.
In this regard, the analysis and assessment of investment risks, which must be carried out within the framework of not only
the entire investment activity, but also individual investment projects, remains an important tool for the practice of
managing organizations in the chemical industry. It should be noted that risks can accompany all stages of management
and organization of investment activities, which traditionally include [Ayupov, Vavilov & Sherstobitova, 2015]:
1 - development of an investment strategy;
2 - assessment and analysis of the financial condition of the enterprise in the period preceding the receipt of
investments;
3 - assessment of the effectiveness of existing investment projects;
4 - assessment of the main risk indicators in the context of individual investment projects;
5 - implementation of the investment strategy of the enterprise;
6 - determination of the total amount of financing of investment projects for the planned and forecast periods;
7 - development of new investment projects and formation of an optimal portfolio of real investments;
8 - implementation and control of the formed portfolio of real investments.
In the presence of variable investment projects to form an optimal portfolio, chemical industry enterprises in
analytical practice use different assessment methods, the most recognized of which are:
- the method of net discounted income, based on comparing the total volume of net cash receipts generated for the
entire period of the investment project implementation with the amount of previous and subsequent investments;
- the method of analysis and assessment of the profitability index, based on the definition of the profit or loss area;
reflects the efficiency of the investment project based on the determination of the critical point of the volume of production
at which all costs of the investment project are covered;
- the method of the payback period of investments, based on the determination of the return period of investments
(capital investments); involves the determination of highly liquid assets (cash) from the implementation of the investment
project;
- the method of the internal rate of return of the project, based on determining the upper limit of calculation costs
when financing investment projects at the expense of the enterprise's own funds and the upper limit of the bank interest rate
when financing investment projects at the expense of borrowed capital.
Each of the above methods has features of application in the existing conditions for the implementation of investment
projects. For example, the method of discounted net income will be considered cost-effective if the discounted income is
expressed in the largest amount, and the method of discounting net cash flows is effective in terms of taking into account
the time factor, which will bring the future value of cash flows to its present state and value.
The system of organizational and information support of investment activity is of great importance for the development of
methodological tools for the analysis and assessment of investment risks of a particular organization. Note that in the
economic literature, the definitions of organizational and information support of management activities are reflected quite
widely. The closest in content to the topic under consideration are the definitions of I.A. Blanca, who noted: “the system of
organizational support of investment management is an interconnected set of internal structural services and divisions of an
enterprise that ensure the development and adoption of management decisions on certain aspects of its investment activities
and are responsible for the results of these decisions” [Blank, 2001]. Information support of management is characterized
as "a process of continuous targeted selection of appropriate informative indicators necessary for the analysis, planning and
preparation of effective operational management decisions on all aspects of the investment activity of the enterprise"
[Blank, 2001].
The basis of the organizational support of the organization of the chemical industry is formed by its management structure
with its subdivisions, services, individual managers, whose functional responsibilities are implemented within the
framework of investment activities and (or) individual investment projects. This makes it possible to single out the
investment management subsystem (investment project) in the general management system, to ensure the coordination of
system administrators with all management levels of the organization.
Note that the hierarchical types of management systems for organizations in the chemical industry provide for the
allocation of different levels of management, at which the management structure can be: linear, linear-functional or
divisional. Modern organizations of the chemical industry use, as a rule, an organic (combined) type of management
structure, in which the heads of the formed divisions can be appointed responsible for the final results of activities and for
investment risks, the events of which have occurred and brought damage or losses to the organization.
A risk-based approach to managing investment activities with various types of its organizational support is the most
effective in terms of preventing (or reducing) future investment risks and threats to the financial and economic security of
an enterprise.
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For an effective system of organizational support for the investment activities of an enterprise, you can use a system in
which investment centers of various types will be allocated, formed under the influence of various factors: the degree of
multifunctionality of activities, the composition and number of personnel serving the centers, etc. Personnel qualification
plays a decisive role in the formation organizational support systems, since the definition of key positions in the
management of investment activities and investment risks depends on their professionalism [Fedorova, Serebryakova,
Semenov, Nikolaeva & Stolyarova, 2021].
Step by step, the procedure for forming a system of organizational support for managing investment activities based on
dedicated investment centers may look like this:
Stage 1. Studying the features of the functioning of individual structural divisions of chemical industry enterprises
with the position of their participation and influence in certain areas of investment activity or in investment projects.
Stage 2. Development of the main types of investment centers in accordance with the current structure of the
enterprise and the functions of structural units related to the management of investment activities.
Stage 3. Development of a system of rights, obligations and measures of responsibility for heads of departments,
identified as investment centers.
Stage 4. Development of planned (normative) tasks in the form of systems of indicators (indicators) for evaluating
investment activities and (or) current and capital (investment) budgets.
Stage 5. Monitoring the fulfillment of assigned tasks by investment centers, identifying risks, identifying them and
choosing an assessment method to ensure the safe implementation of investment projects and strategic development of
investment activities.
The information support system for investment activities can be viewed in a broad sense as a set of external and internal
information used and generated in the financial and economic activities of the enterprise. In a narrow sense, the
information system can be formed on the basis of data from internal sources, which include planning, financial and
reporting documentation, including:
- a system of internal standards and targets for financial and investment development;
- balance sheet data, statements of financial position, cash flow, including investment activities, and other data of
accounting (financial) statements;
- indicators and the level of their achievement, reflected in the system of internal management reporting, including
in the context of individual (significant) investment projects; and others [Azarskaya & Pozdeev, 2015].
An important role is played by information about the external environment in which the organizations of the chemical
industry carry out their activities. Often this is not the environment of a single region, but of several regions to which
counterparties belong, that is, organizations that supply raw materials and consume chemical products. Each region has its
own characteristics for the development of the industry and the functioning of enterprises. This, of course, must be taken
into account when concluding contracts and fulfilling obligations under contracts.
Among the most important macroeconomic indicators of regional development (labor productivity index, the share of
products of high-tech and knowledge-intensive industries, the coefficient of tension in the labor market, the migration
coefficient and others), using the correlation analysis of the entire list of factors affecting the dynamics of indicators, the
main components can be identified, having previously determined the composition of the regions, related to the interest of
interest for the purposes of cluster analysis. This approach was used by us in the process of studying all Russian regions,
which made it possible to take into account the regional characteristics of the territories in which the enterprises of the
counterparties interact with the organizations of the chemical industry of the Chuvash Republic.
It should be noted that the products of the chemical industry produced on the territory of the Chuvash Republic have a
diverse nature: inorganic, organic and organophosphorus products, complexones, surfactants and technical detergents,
organosilicon monomers, organosilicon liquids, organosilicon varnishes, organosilicon resins, organosilicon enamels,
rubber chemicals. The consumers of these products are enterprises of all sectors of the domestic economy, geographically
located in regions of wide geography. Moreover, according to the results of our research, the Chuvash Republic was
classified as a cluster in which 35 subjects were united, and the factors of this cluster were combined into 3 main
components: 1 - the quality of life of the population, 2 - the state of the economy, 3 - the migration burden, each of which
unites one or more factors (indicators). Figure 1 shows the model factors located in the space of the first and second
principal components for the selected cluster.
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Figure 1: Model factors in the space of the first and second principal components
for the third cluster [Semenov, 2018]
In this case, designations should be given to the following factors: X3 - the share of the population with monetary incomes
below the regional subsistence level in the total population; X9 is the ratio of the number of people employed in the
region's economy to the working-age population of the region (men 16-59 years old, women 16-54 years old); X12 is the
migration coefficient; X13 - mortality of the population of working age; X20 is the share of unprofitable organizations of
housing and communal services.
The results of the analysis demonstrate the influence of these factors on the regional environment in which the
organizations of the chemical industry operate, which indicates the possibility of choosing a certain range of indicators to
assess the financial and economic security of these organizations.

Conclusion
The above allows us to state that the problems associated with assessing the financial and economic security of chemical
industry organizations and the choice of the necessary indicators and indicators for these purposes depend largely on two
factors: first, on the investment activity and attractiveness of the organizations themselves and on the level of development
the economies of the regions on the territory of which these organizations operate.
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Abstract
Research background: Quality management is a wide topic that constitute a large number of tools, techniques or
methods. This paper indicates the most popular ones, but focusing not on an organization or researchers perspective but
rather on a perspective of anonymous internet user. This paper combines the specific quality management topics such as
chosen tools, techniques or methods and its attractiveness calculated with the use of google trends search metrics.
Purpose of the article: The purpose of the study was to determine which, well-known quality management tools,
techniques and methods/principles within the world wide web users are the most attractive.
Methods: The google trends tool was used to explore internet activity related to selected quality management tools
techniques and methods/principles by users of all world countries.
Findings & Value added: The main findings are related to the conclusion that the most attractive quality management
tools, techniques and methods/principles within the world wide web users were: 5S, DOE, SPC, 5why and flowcharts. That
tools and methods were more popular than well known methods such as ISO 9001 or Kaizen.

Keywords: quality management tools; google trends, ISO 9001, lean management.
Introduction
Fashion in management is a well-known phenomenon described by many researchers (Clark, 2004; Madsen, 2019).
According to Clark (2004) management fashions are defined as techniques that fail to become firmly entrenched and
institutionalized since organizations are attracted to them for a period and then abandon them in favour of newer and more
promising ones. In case of most quality management tools and techniques they cannot be defined as fashion. This is due to
the fact that its roots are quite old and go back to the beginning of XX centaury. Nevertheless, there are, like in any other
concepts, some changes and fluctuations in its popularity within the practitioners and potential users. Due to that fact, the
goal of this study is to analyse how popular are the well-known quality management tools, techniques and methods within
the world wide web users which reflects a broader perspective of interest in a given topic than just bibliometric research
based on scientific literature. In fact, scientific literature usually is not sufficiently used by representatives of SMEs.
Moreover publication process or research articles are quite long and hinders the possibility of analysing the occurring
trends and changes. The purpose of the study is to question, how popular are the well-known quality management tools and
methods within the world wide web users.

Literature Review
According to McQuater et al. (1995), quality tools are practical methods, skills, means or mechanisms that can be applied
to particular tasks. They are used to facilitate positive change and improvements. Examples of specific tools are cause and
effect diagrams, Pareto analysis, relationship diagrams, control charts, histograms and flowcharts. That tools are known as
seven quality control tools or basic quality tools (Bamford and Greatbanks, 2005). A technique has a wider application,
often resulting in the need for more thought, skill and training to be used effectively. The examples of techniques are for
example statistical process control (SPC). That techniques requires according to (Bamford and Greatbanks, 2005) to use a
collection of tools. For SPC such tools as control charts, graphs, histograms, etc. can be used. Examples of quality tools,
techniques and methods are provided in table 1.
__________________
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Table 1: Selected tools and techniques
Quality tools
- Cause and effect diagrams
(Ishikawa diagram)
- Pareto analysis,
- Relationship diagrams
- Control charts
- Histograms
- Flowcharts
- 5why
- 5w2h

Quality techniques

- SPC,
- Benchmarking,
- Quality function deployment
(QFD),
- Failure mode and effects
analysis (FMEA),
- Design of experiments (DOE)
- Housekeeping (5Ss).

Quality methods/principles
- Total Quality Management
(TQM)
- Lean management
- Six sigma
- Deming cycle (PDCA)
- European Foundation for
Quality Management model
(EFQM)
- Kaizen
- ISO 9001

Source: own study based on: (Bamford and Greatbanks, 2005; Kafel, 2021; Silombela et al., 2018)

Microplastics are likely to originate from other sources than the food itself, e.g. processing aids, water, air or being release
from machinery, equipment and textiles, although there is no available literature on this issue. It is therefore possible that
the amount of microplastics increases during processing. The effect of other processes, e.g. cooking and baking, on the
content of plastics is not known
The selection presented in table 1 is not a general one. There are some researchers that are using other definitions or do not
distinguish it at all. In some studies authors use “tools” to define all tools, techniques and methods presented in table 1., for
example Alfalah (2017). There are also other more detailed classifications, such as one provided by Samson and
Terziovski (1999), where they defined quality management principles, techniques, processes and best practices.
Sartor and Orzes (2019) wrote about tools and approches, where standardise managment systems such as quality
management system or environmental management system were included. In fact, for organizations it is not as important
how we call described ‘thing’ but rather how to use them in an effective way. As De Cerio (2003) claims, the correct
selection and use of tools and techniques is a vital component of any successful quality management implementation. And
that is in the end, the main motivation to use it.

Methods
The purpose of the study was the question, how attractive are the well-known quality management tools and methods
within the world wide web users. The Google Trends (GT) an online tracking system of internet hit-search volumes was
used to explore internet activity. GT provides information on users’ search behaviours, which reflect the interest of the
searcher topic. That perspective was used to asses the attractiveness within the internet searchers.
The portal determines the proportion of searches for searched terms among all searches performed using Google. Then a
relative search volume (RSV) is calculated, which is the query share of a particular term for a given location and time
period, normalized by the highest query share of that term over the time series and presented on a scale from 0 to 100.
Each point of the graph generated by GT is divided by the highest point, which is conventionally set at 100 (Walker,
Hopkins and Surda, 2020).
All the calculations have been done for the world range with no distinguish between the specific regions or countries. All
key words that were analysed were in English language. The RSV was calculated for the last 5 years and last 12 months.
The analyses were done at the beginning of November 2021.

Results and Discussion
Among the studied quality tools, both in last 5 years and last one-year search, the most popular one was the 5why tool (see
table 2). The tool is similar in use to Ishikawa diagram, but usually is faster to use. It is a method that detects the causes of
quality problems or failures by asking a few questions, "Why?". In Ishikawa diagram the same questions are asked due to
main causes such as: Man, Machine, Material, Method, Management and Environment (Dziuba et al., 2014). The
difference in RSV for 5why and Ishikawa diagram is quite surprising. The other popular quality tools next to the 5 why
are: flowcharts and histograms. Considering the changes during the time, it can be concluded that RSV for the last 12
months is higher that RSV for last 5 years for all analysed quality tools.
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Table 2: Quality tools attractiveness in google trends
Quality tools
5why
Flowchart
Histogram
Relationship diagrams
Control charts
Pareto analysis
Cause and effect diagrams (Ishikawa diagram)
Five why two how (5w2h)

5-years RSV
60
43
36
4
1
1
1
<1

1-year RSV
86
50
37
6
1
1
1
<1

Source: own study

Control charts for the purpose of the study were classified as quality tools. The control charts are used within the SPC
quality technique. Statistical process control has been searched by the internet users much more frequently than control
charts. The comparison between the SPC and “control charts” RSV for the 5-years and 1-year period was respectively: 74
to 4 and 85 to 4. This may indicate the advantage of more comprehensive techniques over specific tools within the internet
users.
As a most popular in last 5-years period quality technique was selected the 5S technique. The 5S is widely use within the
organizations that are implementing the lean management and its roots are in a Toyota Production Systems within
automotive industry (Veres et al., 2018). Comparing to the other analysed quality techniques it is the one, were the results
can be recorded the fastest. Also, the inputs required for 5S implementation are quite low. That can be the explanation why,
the technique in so attractive for the internet users. The other two popular techniques were DOE and SPC. In last year there
is a high increase of RSV for the DOE and SPC comparing to the 5-years period.
Table 3: Quality techniques attractiveness in google trends
Quality techniques
Housekeeping (5S)
Design of experiments (DOE)
Statistical process control (SPC)
Benchmarking
Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
Quality function deployment (QFD)

5-years RSV
32
20
11
2
1
<1

1-year RSV
47
82
44
6
3
1

Source: own study

Data concerning the most complex quality methods or principles were presented in table 4. In a 5-years period, the highest
RSV were observed for ISO 9001 and close to the six sigma and Kaizen. The popularity of ISO 9001 can be explained by
the quality management system certification phenomena. According to ISO survey data, in 2020 there were more than 916
thousand organizations certified for the compliance of ISO 9001 management system worldwide (ISO, 2020). The other
methods (presented in table 1.) are not intended to certify, and it can be one of the reasons, why the methods are not as
attractive as ISO 9001.
Table 4. Quality methods/principles attractiveness in google trends
Quality methods/principles
5-years RSV 1-year RSV
ISO 9001

56

80

Six sigma

53

75

Kaizen

48

82

PDCA

26

41

Total Quality Management (TQM)

19

33

Lean Management

10

15

EFQM

3

4

Source: own study

Within these results the lean management RSV was quite low and RSV for six sigma was high. The genesis of both Lean
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and Six Sigma has its origin in respectively the Toyota Production System and Motorola conception (TQM). Toyota
Production System focuses on waste in process and six sigma’s focuses on reducing variation in process to improve
efficiency and quality (Rodgers, Antony and Gupta, 2019). Due to the close relations between TQM, TPS, Lean
management and Six Sigma, the separate analyse has been performed. The results suggest, that TPS and Six Sigma are
generally more popular than TQM and Lean management. Moreover, the origin concepts are more popular than their
modern and younger “substitutes”.
The other explanation for the low attractiveness of Lean management can be the occurrence of similar expressions that can
be searched by internauts. In Rodgers et al. (2019) study, the three similar expressions such as Lean manufacture, Lean
thinking and Lean production were studied. The 5-year RSV for Lean management and Lean manufactures are almost at
the same level and that can mislead the results presented in Table 4. Unfortunately, it is one of the main limitations of the
adopted research methodology.
The differences between quality tools, techniques and methods in the perspective of time and efforts needed to implement
them are significant. So, the natural question is, which one are more frequently searched within the internauts. In order to
determine, which concepts are most popular in internet search, the comparison of the most popular ones in each part has
been done. Finally, the results with 5 most popular items that were analysed before, are presented in table 5.
Table 5: Most attractive quality tools, techniques and methods/principles attractiveness in google trends
Tools, techniques and methods/principles
Housekeeping (5S)
Design of experiments (DOE)
Statistical process control (SPC)
5 why
Flowchart

5-years RSV
32
20
11
6
4

1-year RSV
46
80
43
30
18

Source: own study

Within the 5 most attractive tools, techniques and methods/principles there were no methods/principles items at all. The
first three results were for techniques both in last 5-year and 1-year time perspective. The tools were on fourth and fifth
position of the ranking. That result could lead to the conclusion that quality techniques are the most popular and are
followed by quality tools whereas quality methods and principles were the least popular ones. That result is in line with
other researches results, such as Kafel and Sikora (2013) study, where more complex tools and techniques that require
greater knowledge and involvement of employees are preferred by the organizations. That could generate the interest in the
results of google trends search presented in this article.

Conclusions
From the results obtained within the study, it can be concluded that most popular quality tools are 5why, flowcharts and
histograms. The most attractive techniques are 5S, DOE and SPC while within the methods/principles the most popular
ones are ISO 9001, Six Sigma and Kaizen. Quality techniques are the most popular group followed by quality tools
whereas quality methods and principles were the least popular ones. In general, considering jointly five most attractive
tools, techniques and methods/principles, the most attractive ones were: 5S, DOE, SPC, 5why and flowcharts. It is worth
mentioning, that the use of quality tools allows organizations to improve the quality of products and finally the consumer
satisfaction. The choice of specific tools may depend on many factors, but the most important thing is to conduct
improvement activities. As for the future, it can be presumed that the simplest quality tools will continue to be the ones that
are most popular.
In the presented study, the agile research techniques with real-time data collection has been used. As stated by Walker et
al. (2020) the power of Google Trends as a surveillance tool has been demonstrated in many studies. That method has also
the limitations. The interest of the topic measured within Google Trends does not take into account elements such as the
time spent by users to analyse the results of searched terms. In some cases, the searched terms can by similar to words in
other language and could affect the misleading of the results which was described by Sousa-Pinto et al., (2021). It is
possible especially when acronyms like e.g. TQM are analysed. The language in which the analysis is conducted can also
significantly affect the obtained results. The other limitation of the GT results is the high influence of media attention to
the search peaks (Sousa-Pinto et al., 2020).
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Abstract
Review of scientific literature and periodicals showed availability of a fairly large number of theoretical studies on the
formation of loyalty programs, however, there are precious few works devoted to assessing the impact of loyalty programs
on the level of quality and customer satisfaction, which increases importance of studies devoted to identifying the
relationship between these categories. The present paper is concerned with approaches to assessing loyalty programs to
attract new customers and retain the customer, which is highly relevant in an increasingly competitive economy.

Keywords: customer loyalty, loyalty program, engagement, customer, service
Introduction
Historically, in Russia, there was aconcept of a quality product (service) as something that meets certain technical
specifications, national standards, technical documents and other regulatory documents. Currently, most entrepreneurs pay
great attention to such a term as “customer loyalty”. Having analyzed the foreign experience of marketing research, the
results of implementation of programs developed, domestic businesspersons realized the advantages that the loyalty
formed among customers gives. Predominant part of the business community recognizes the importance of assessing
customerloyalty, as well as developing programs to increase it.
Over the past decade, interpretation of essence of the concept “loyalty” has changed significantly. Initially, loyalty meant
customer satisfaction, but companies noticed that even with its high values, they continued to lose their market powers, so
it is wrong to say that these concepts are identical, loyalty is only based on a feeling of satisfaction. Later, the experts’
opinions were divided: some of them defended the notion that the main sign of loyalty is a favorable attitude of consumers
to the company and its products, emotional investment in the purchase; the other stated that the main feature is regular
consumption of the company's products. A while later, another criterion for determining loyalty was revealed –an
insensitivity of customers to the actions of the company competitors [2].
Thus, exploring approaches to the formation of a customer loyalty system, companies develop and implement loyalty
programs as a tool for implementing the communication strategy of a modern enterprise. Loyalty program is a tool using
which loyal customers receive privileges for loyalty to the company. It is based on customer psychology and human
behavior patterns;therefore, it profitably uses additional motivation to make repeat purchases. The result of its
implementation is a loyalcustomer basegrowth and an annual increase in the company income [1, 2]. The key company's
commercial success factor is the ability of its owners to anticipate any possible request of a potential client, offering
benefits in the form of privileges and bonuses, which is why the development of a loyalty program aimed at retaining
customers through a set of incentive measures becomes a priority function of the company's promotion policy. The causeeffect relation of competitiveness, quality and customer satisfaction provides a basis for the formation of loyalty programs.

Materials and Methods
The study involved teachers and students. The study was carried out according toscientific papers of domestic and foreign
scientists. The paper concerned with reliable tested research methods - general scientific methods of dialectics, analysis,
synthesis, induction, deduction and analogy.

_________________
Cite this Article as: Lyudmila Mikhailovna KORNILOVA and Anna Sergeevna KORNILOVA “ Impact of Loyalty
Programs on Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Results
The work of O.S. Zhuravleva and M.M. Lembrikova, who in their study analyzed the impact of the loyalty program on
customer satisfaction of Russian airlines [1]. The authors assessed the effectiveness of loyalty programs, calculated the
airlines passenger satisfaction index using the methods of the European Institute “EPSI Research Services”, compared and
identified the features of loyalty programs of domestic and foreign airlines.
The satisfaction index was calculated according to the average satisfaction parameters:
Иу=(Уср*100)/10,

(1)

Where Иу(Si) – satisfaction index;
Уср. (Sav). – average satisfaction value, calculated as the sum of the scores of all respondents divided by the number of
respondents;
10 – maximum number of scores in the rating scale.
As part of the study, the results of the EPSI RatingRus division independent study of satisfaction and loyalty of air service
consumers in ten different countries (including Russia) were also used.
Despite the fact that the satisfaction index of Russian air passengers turned out to be low (67.34%) (falling into the
category of concern), its value exceeded that of the United States and Great Britain. On the one hand, this may indicate that
our passengers are more satisfied with their companies, and on the other hand, that they are less demanding, less spoiled by
the range of services provided [4].
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Figure 1 - Loyalty index and satisfaction index of the Russian airlines passengers[1].
An important result of the study was the interconnection between satisfaction of the Russian airlines passengers and
experience of their flights, as well as the fact that each factor has a different effect on the final satisfaction. Thus, one
company is given priority due to an attractive price, the other - a convenient schedule. Service quality is very important for
Russian air passengers (Fig. 1); therefore, opinion of many airline executives that mostly passengers buy cheaper tickets,
not paying attention to the service quality, is mistaken. Thereby, loyalty programs must obligatory provide for an
improvement in service quality for loyal customers.
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Specific nature of air transportation is that it is difficult for a company to form a loyalty program on its own; therefore,
integrated loyalty programs based on cooperation of several airlines are of great importance. These special programs for
frequent flyers allow them to accumulate and spend miles on flights of different airlines, to receive an upgrade status
(quality) of service, support service and additional services.
The main conclusion of this study is that the level of loyalty of airline customers depends on how well developed a loyalty
program, including a set of offers for air passengers.
Another interesting study of interconnection between loyalty programs, quality and satisfaction is the work of E.A. Luneva
and A.V. Gorbunov. Scientists from Omsk State University analyzed the effectiveness of loyalty programs using the
example of fast-food outlets in Omsk. The survey assessed such parameters as assortment and quality of food, quality of
service by staff, prices, outlet design and atmosphere, location of the food and beverage outlet, public image and reputation
of the cafe, promotion activities [2].
The survey found that the most important for customers of fast-food outlets are the quality and range of menu items,
positive attitude of the staff and service rate. To a lesser extent, promotions and prestige of the cafe are important for the
visitors. According to the survey results, satisfaction for the most significant factors turned out to be quite high (quality 73%, servicing by staff - 80%), overall satisfaction with the institution is 62%.
Moreover, as part of the study, the method of J.-J. Lamben [2], who showed that there was a high level of satisfaction with
the servicing by the staff, location of the outlet and design (interior) of the cafe. Therewith, it identified the need to
improve quality and optimize the pricing policy. The aspect of loyalty associated with the attitude showed that if more than
90% of customers have a positive attitude towards the institution, less than half give preference to it, and only a fifth will
visit this institution for any actions of competitors. Furthermore, a higher response to the opening of a new outlet, the least
response to an expansion of the range and implementation of new meu items were found.
Based on the analysis conducted, visitors to fast food outlets were segmented according to various criteria, which made it
possible to determine which visitors and for what they could be promoted (Table 1).
Table 1 – Segments for developing a loyalty program [2]
Loyalty types
True
False
Latent

Absence

Age and occupation

Benefits that customers are
waiting for in the outlet

Promotion method

workers, 19-25 years old
students, up to 22 years
old
managers, 19-30 years
old

demanding
frequent and nearby visiting

students, up to 22 years
old

frequent and nearby visiting

prize
free lunch for the n-th number
of purchases, prize
free lunch for the n-th number
of purchases, promotional
deals
accumulation system

Lovers of the “brand”

According to assessment of loyalty, loyalty programs that are attractive for each category of customers and profitable for
the company were developed, which were aimed at increasing the commitment to fast food outlets. Among them: 5% and
10% discount cards, as well as a free lunch if you visit more than 4 times a week, fixing the minimum purchases.
Despite the complexity and labor intensiveness of the work done to develop the loyalty program, it allowed to increase the
level of quality and customer satisfaction, and therefore, will become the basis for the further development of the fast-food
restaurant network.
As the next example of research on interconnection between loyalty programs, quality and satisfaction, let us cite the work
of scientists from Sochi State University. The authors focused their research on loyalty programs for enterprises in the
hospitality industry and their effectiveness. In the hospitality industry, quality management has significant features due to
both the differences between goods and services in general, and the specific nature of the product called “hotel service”
[5]. In the paper, one of the hypotheses is the transformation of loyalty programs of a hotel facility into a tool for
increasing competitiveness by integrating CRM with organizational changes associated with the introduction of an
effective mechanism of communication with visitors [3].
According to interviews with experts, we ranked the customer motivation tools in hotel loyalty programs. The following
tools are highly effective: establishing a relationship between the amount of bonus and the period of brand loyalty,
cashback in cash or another form, birthday gifts. Two-thirds of the experts noted such tools as accrual of loyalty points,
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special conditions for club members. To a lesser extent, hotel visitors are interested in various rewards for
recommendations and reviews, awards and prize draws, newsletter subscriptions.
According to the study results, a combined loyalty program was designed, including gamification elements. The program
stimulates you to earn points, forms an emotional attachment to the accumulation of points, increases interest in involving
your friends.
The main result of these authors’ study was the proof of their hypothesis that in order to turn the hotel loyalty program into
an effective tool, it is necessary to automate the process of earning points, introduction of a client's personal account in the
loyalty system, as well as the process of communication with the client to promote hotel services.
Confirmation of the interconnection between the loyalty program, level of quality and satisfaction is the increase in the
number of loyal customers up to 23%, satisfaction rate - up to 76%, decrease in the share of dissatisfied customers – up to
2% after implementation of the designed program.

Conclusion
Thus, analysis of loyalty programs in three industries showed that the authors demonstrate reasonably the positive impact
of properly designed loyalty programs on the level of quality and customer satisfaction. Unconsidered and ill-conceived
loyalty programs have no effect on either the clients or the companies. In this regard, it is important to analyze the existing
loyalty programs, identify their strengths and weaknesses in order to develop their own unique, most effective program,
taking into account specific nature of a particular service.
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Abstract
Industry 4.0. requires companies to transform their technology, process, and organization through advanced use of digital
solutions and data resources. At the same time, generational changes are forcing cultural changes in the workplace and how
employees are managed. To thrive in the Industry 4.0 ecosystems, organisations will need to ensure a sufficient number of
skilled workers, keeping in mind that the workforce will have to undergo frequent and continuous change. The article's
main purpose is to present the importance of managing employees of different generations as an important element in the
implementation of Industry 4.0. The research methodology is based on the analysis of Eurostat demographic data. The
results confirmed the hypothesis that in Poland, as well as in European Union countries, there is an ageing of society which
will affect the participation of particular generations in the labour market. The forecast developed in the paper can be used
to change employment strategies. Proper recognition of the direction and distribution of generational change can also help
determine how to manage employees and establish incentive systems
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Introduction
In the history of global Industry, modern technologies have changed the way a company operates and manages at least
three times. Each time such a change was called the industrial revolution because it was associated with some innovative
technological progress at a given moment. From the era of the invention of steam, through electricity, computerization, to
the era of global digitization and artificial intelligence (Gracel & Makowiec, 2017; Michna & Kaźmierczak, 2020; Sima et
al., 2020). We are currently witnessing the fourth industrial revolution known as Industry 4.0. There is no one universal
definition of Industry 4.0. However, it can certainly be pointed out that what distinguishes Industry 4.0 is automation and
data exchange in technologies and production processes, which include cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things
(IoT), virtual reality, cloud computing, cognitive computing, and artificial intelligence (Balog & Demidova, 2021).
Industry 4.0 contributes to the creation of a new type of interaction between people and machines. These interactions will
significantly affect the way work is performed, organizational structures in the enterprise and will significantly change the
business models of the organization (Gajdzik & Grabowska, 2018; Grabowska, 2019). Modern enterprises that want to
remain competitive must adapt to the fourth industrial revolution quickly (Adamik, 2019; Bonamigo & Frech, 2020;
Michna & Kmieciak, 2020; Müller et al., 2018). The literature on industry 4.0 most often mentions the need to implement
modern technologies (Czupryna-Nowak, 2020; Margherita & Braccini, 2021), data analysis, and processing (Bataev, 2021;
Kumar et al., 2021; Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz & Zdonek, 2021), less often social issues. On the other hand, the pace of the
development of industry 4.0 and its implementation success in a given enterprise largely depends on people, their
competencies, commitment, and willingness to change. Managers and leaders must face the severe challenge of finding the
best employees and experts in a given field. The key issue is the ability to manage employees in such a way that
cooperation between the young generations entering the labour market and having better digital competencies with the
older generation having the necessary experience and knowledge will occur. Hence, the article's main aim is to present the
role of managing generational diversity as an important success factor in the implementation of industry 4.0.
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Literature Review
Industry 4.0 challenges - not only robotization and automation
The literature on the subject indicates many challenges that must be faced by enterprises and economies of many countries
that want to follow the fourth industrial revolution (Fitsilis et al., 2018; Flores et al., 2020; Hecklau et al., 2016; Müller et
al., 2018). Hecklau et al. l (2016) present the challenges of industry 4.0 in the context of the analysis of the macroeconomic
environment of the enterprise using the PESTEL method. They distinguish six factors (Hecklau et al., 2016):
• political (e.g., the need for governments to finance innovative technologies and research, and legal safeguards for data
security, property rights, etc.),
• economic (e.g., lowering costs to increase competitiveness and flexibly customer needs respond),
• technological (e.g., the need for appropriate infrastructure and technology to analyse large data resources as well as tools
protecting against cybercrime),
• environmental (e.g., the problem of utilization of waste equipment, increased demand for energy, or the implementation
of the idea of sustainable HRM) (Bombiak, 2020; Chams & García-Blandón, 2019)
• social (e.g., cooperation between the young generation entering the labour market and having better digital competencies
and the older generation having the necessary experience).
The social aspect and challenges in Human Resource Management (HRM) are especially worth considering because
Industry 4.0 can be both an opportunity and a threat for employers and employees. The implementation of Industry 4.0
solutions is not only to acquire innovative technology but, above all, the necessity to change the organizational culture,
reorganize work and gain new competencies from employees (Balog & Demidova, 2021; Fitsilis et al., 2018;
Kucharčíková et al., 2021).
Focusing on the challenges posed in HRM, the opportunities, benefits, barriers, or threats that may arise during the
implementation of the concept of Industry 4.0 were presented on a diagram below (Fig. 1).

Opportunities
and benefits

Barriers and
threats

• the change of employee management strategy (talent management, management of generational diversity)
• the use of artificial intelligence, e.g., in recruitment
• greater flexibility of employees, the ability to retrain and acquire new skills, the use of augmented reality (AR)
and virtual reality (VR) technologies in the field of employee training
• cooperation of various scientific and technological teams (nanotechnologies, ICT, biomedicine and
biotechnology, industrial technologies, energy, etc.)
• new professions and jobs
• remote monitoring of employees' activity in hazardous working conditions
• lowering labour costs

• replacing people with robots and the associated increase in social tensions,
• lack of people with an appropriate set of hard competencies and communication skills
• lack of necessary talents, incl. people involved in the analysis of unstructured data, big data
• increasing unemployment by replacing routine work with industrial robots and digitization
• difficulties in motivating employees and managers regarding lifelong learning - changing the way of thinking,
unlearning old habits
• the need to change work systems, competency requirements at the workplace, and organization of work related
to the new generation of employees
• use of real-time KPI tracking and digital dashboards, and loss of privacy

Fig. 1 : Pros and cons of implementing Industry 4.0 for the organizations.
Source: own study based on: (Deloitte Polska, 2020; Fidlerová et al., 2020; Flores et al., 2020; Raport Smart Industry Polska, 2019)

The diagram shows that technological progress changes the structure of the demand for employees and their work
organization, which numerous Polish also confirms (Deloitte Polska, 2020; Report Smart Industry Polska, 2019) and
foreign (McKinsey&Company, 2017; Wellener et al., 2018) reports. Currently, new professions and specializations are
emerging, and companies are increasingly looking for employees with very extensive sets of competencies based on
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interdisciplinary technical knowledge and soft skills. Therefore, it becomes crucial to manage employees in the
organization in such a way as to motivate them and engage them to develop, and expand their competencies and skills. One
of the challenges in the management of employees would be to change the mindset of both employees and managers.
Constant improvement of qualifications, learning new technologies, and, above all, unlearning old habits and the ability to
work in an environment consisting of different generations can become a difficult barrier in many areas. Therefore, it is
important to manage employees of different generations and engage them in cooperation, setting goals in line with their
expectations and motivating them appropriately skillfully, and innovatively. That means developing new competencies
also among managers (Balog & Demidova, 2021; Gracel & Makowiec, 2017; Margherita & Braccini, 2021), who should
create a new management model, adequate to the era of Industry 4.0. However, as Gracel and Makowiec (2017) note,
managers often do not see the need to strengthen the so-called "soft" competencies among their employees, especially in IT
departments. They believe that the competencies related to the skills that facilitate building relationships, communication,
cooperation, or sharing knowledge are unnecessary in lower positions. Nevertheless, action plans are established daily for
each position, and teams are looking for solutions to problems, which require this type of skill. A large part of managers is
focused mainly on results, and they perceive the time devoted to educating employees not only as a cost but also as a waste
of time. In addition, managers are afraid of raising the qualifications of their employees due to the risk of losing a good
employee. An educated expert with extensive knowledge and competencies becomes independent, builds relationships, and
increases the probability of leaving and joining the competing company to use the acquired skills there. Besides, it is worth
paying attention to one more psychological aspect of managers' resistance to improving the skills of their subordinates.
Some managers are afraid of their authority, as a good specialist may become a candidate for promotion and pose a
personal threat to the supervisor. In addition, a more educated employee may increase their expectations for a promotion or
salary (Cichorzewska et al., 2020).
Consequently, changes in the business world in connection with the transition to the era of Industry 4.0 designate new
leadership models and new competencies of managers (Gracel & Makowiec, 2017). In Industry 4.0, the competencies of
managers should include the ability to work in an intergenerational team. Currently, there are four generations on the
labour market at the same time: Baby Boomers, generation X, generation Y, and the youngest: generation Z. Each
generation grew up in different socio-demographic conditions, gained different experiences (Gruszczyńska-Malec &
Waligóra, 2019), has different skills, and the representatives of individual generations differ in terms of personal
characteristics. Work represents a different value for each generation, as well as expectations about the workplace, how
they should behave as employees, how they should be managed, and how they should manage others (Cichorzewska et al.,
2020). The differences between the generations also concern work ethics, work-life balance, and the use of available
technologies ( Zdonek et al., 2017; Moczydłowska, 2019 Karasek & Hysa, 2020;).

Managing a team of different ages
In the literature on the subject, the definition of the concept of generation is relatively consistent. For instance, for B.R.
Kupperschmid (2000), generation is a specific group of people who share their date of birth, age, location, and important
life events during critical stages of adolescence (Kupperschmidt, 2000). G. Gruszczyńska-Malec and Ł. Waligóra (2019)
think similarly, defining a generation as "a community of individuals belonging to a specific cultural circle, where, based
on a common historical situation, they show similar attitudes, motivations, expectations and value systems"
(Gruszczyńska-Malec & Waligóra, 2019).
Most often, for research reasons, the date of birth decides about belonging to a specific generation. However, the time
borders between individual generations are not constant and may differ from country to country due to different economic,
political, or social courses (Dolot, 2018; Gruszczyńska-Malec & Waligóra, 2019; Huang et al., 2017; Wolfinger &
McCrindle, 2014). That causes difficulties in comparing the results of research on individual generations. Additionally, it is
worth emphasizing, as indicated by Moczydłowska (2020), that it is difficult to separate the features belonging to a
generation clearly and unequivocally, which is the result of the level of mental maturity, life stage, or career development
stage. The idea of generations is a generalization that facilitates the understanding of evolving social phenomena. On the
other hand, the empirical research presented in the literature on management sciences confirms the legitimacy of creating
generation profiles reflecting a specific generational distinctiveness, provided that the principle that differentiating age
groups in organizations does not strengthen stereotyping of employees is consistently followed (Moczydłowska, 2020).
Although Industry 4.0 relies heavily on process automation, and machines and AI have replaced humans in many routine
activities, people are still better at jobs that require creativity and social and creative intelligence. And they will continue to
be indispensable in the further industrial revolution. Industry 4.0 is characterized by the constant need to acquire new skills
and knowledge in various areas. Employees of the older generation, the so-called Baby Boomers or generation X can prove
themselves as mentors and share their professional experience and soft skills with younger generations (Y and Z). They
can also be involved in creating the organization's internal knowledge resources and enable them to participate in the
decision-making process. Therefore, they can gain the respect of the younger generations, which is important to them. On
the other hand, younger employees can share their knowledge of operating new devices, programs, and technologies with
older employees. Younger workers can also gain experience by participating in decision-making (Cichorzewska et al.,
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2020). Because they often have problems with decision-making, although they need independence, they are eager to look
for someone in their environment which could be a mentor for them. The ideal solution then, as indicated by many authors
of the topic (Cichorzewska et al., 2020; Gruszczyńska-Malec & Waligóra, 2019; Rakowska & Cichorzewska, 2018), is
intergenerational cooperation and age management. The observed trend of an aging society, as much in Poland as in the
world, is another stimulus for organizations to be able to use the potential and experience of the older generation as well as
retain enthusiastic, educated, and ambitious new generations by encouraging them for cooperation.
Moreover, as indicated by the latest research carried out across four generations of employees from 1,000 United Statesbased full-time workers, employees of different generations still have different needs in the workplace (Nintex, 2021). This
study mainly asked about remote working experiences and productivity ratings in 2020 due to the Covid pandemic. When
asked what would make their work more productive and enjoyable, the answers varied considerably from generation to
generation. Generation Z pointed to the need for additional software to automate work more easily (55%). Millennials (Y)
would like better equipment and accessories to improve their "home offices" (50%). Generation X workers will most
appreciate the greater flexibility of the work schedule so that they can look after dependents (children or parents) (56%).
On the other hand, the oldest employees from the Baby Boom indicated as a priority receiving salary increases for more
work to increase the planned pensions (42%) (Nintex, 2021). Additionally, the study showed that remote work experience
is closely correlated with seniority. Older, more senior workers found it easier to adapt to working remotely and increase
productivity from home. On the other hand, younger workers find it more difficult to adapt to tasks at home and handle
challenges related to the life situation (59%). More often than their more experienced colleagues, they also feel
overworked (Nintex, 2021).
However, as shown by other studies, managing a diverse age team is not easy (Briggs, 2020; Moczydłowska, 2020; SidorRządkowska, 2018). For example, publications on the Y generation and the Z generation entering the labour market,
appearing in the media and scientific journals, often demonize their approach to work, organization, and cooperation
(Dolot, 2018; Huang et al., 2017; Karasek & Hysa, 2020; Rakowska & Cichorzewska, 2018). Obviously, from the human
resource management point of view, managing a generation that has been largely formed by the Internet and new
technologies is completely different from the current one. Both Millennials and Generation Z are demanding, impatient,
and quickly discouraged. Nevertheless, with the accurate approach, it can be an advantage, as they are more open to
changes, or fulfilling different roles in the organization and can easily adapt to changing conditions. Generations Y and Z
function very well in the world of new technologies and expect work related to it. Thus, in the future, they will have no
problem with working with robots or artificial intelligence. This also applies to the recruitment process with the use of
humoidal robots. Already now, recruitment takes place mainly through social networks. However, younger employees
show a lower level of commitment and therefore are less loyal employees, so they need to be properly motivated. Older
employees use new technologies to a lesser extent and learn innovative solutions much slower but are more committed to
work and loyal to the organization.
Therefore, on the one hand, it is important to engage employees with appropriate qualifications to limit their willingness to
change occupation, and on the other hand, it is important to engage in learning those employees who show deficiencies in
qualifications. Overcoming the competency gap in new technologies is possible due to appropriately tailored training and
the creation of teams of different age groups, enabling the exchange of knowledge and skills. Therefore, it is important to
manage employees of different generations skillfully and innovatively - by managers who could cooperate, set goals for
employees according to their expectations and motivate them appropriately. However, as the latest research shows,
organizations are not prepared for it. In Deloitte's Global Human Capital Trend survey, 70% of organizations realize the
importance of a multigeneration workforce in helping their business succeed in the next 12-18 months, but only 10% say
the organization is not ready for this management (Deloitte Insights, 2021).

Materials and Methods
The article aims to present the role of human capital in the context of the development of Industry 4.0 in Poland and
European Union countries and the generational changes that will take place in the future. Managing generational diversity
will be an important success factor in the implementation of Industry 4.0.
The following research hypothesis was formulated: in Poland and the European Union countries, there is a phenomenon of
ageing of the society, which will have an impact on the participation of each generation of employees in the labour market.
To achieve the article's aim and verify the assumed research hypothesis, statistical data from the Eurostat open data
database was used. All the necessary calculations were made using the R-Commander package and a spreadsheet. In the
analysis, dynamic series analysis and multiple regression methods were used.
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Results and Discussion
Comparing the data on the number of children born in Poland and the EU since 1980, it is noteworthy that both life
expectancy in Poland and Europe is increasing, and the number of children born constantly decreases (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
Consequently, in recent decades fluctuations can be observed in the structure of Polish and European society. Both in
Poland and the whole of Europe, there is a phenomenon of ageing of the society.
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Fig. 2 The number of births since 1980 in Poland
Source: own study based on: Eurostat
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Fig. 3 The number of births since 1980 in the European Union
Source: own study based on: Eurostat

Consequently, the above fact affects the labour market. As shown in the figure (Fig. 4), since 2000 the share of the
youngest group of economically active employees has been systematically decreasing in favour of the oldest group. The
individual age groups shown in the chart correspond to individual generations in 2021. Age 15-24 years consists of
generation Z and the Alpha generation entering the market. Mainly generation Y is placed in the range of 25-39 years.
Finally, employees aged 40 - 54 years old represent generation X, while people over 55 are Baby Boomers.
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SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL AGE GROUPS IN THE LABOUR MARKET
IN POLAND
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Fig. 4 The share of economically active people in the labour market by age group in Poland
Source: own study based on: Eurostat

In 2021, the share of economically active people aged up to 24 in the labour market was lower by as much as 48%
compared to 2000 (a decrease from 10.5% to 5.5%). The share of the youngest generation in the labour market decreased
by an average of 3.1% from one year to another. Workers aged 25 to 39 maintained comparatively the same share over the
period considered: it decreased by only 1.5%, with an average year-by-year decline of 0.1%. The share of people from the
40-54 generation decreased by 8.2%, with an average year-by-year decline of 0.4%. In contrast, the growth in the share of
the oldest group in the labour market is remarkable: it increased by 106% (a rise from 8.6% to 17.6%), with an average
annual growth of 3.5%.
For comparison, Fig. 5 displays the share of similar age groups in 27 European Union countries (actual members in 2020)
from 2005 to 2021.

THE SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL AGE GROUPS IN THE EU IN THE
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Fig. 5 The share of the economically active in the labour market by age group in 27 countries of the EU
Source: own study based on: Eurostat

In 2021, the share of economically active people aged up to 24 in the labour market in the European Union was lower by
23% compared to 2005 (in Poland, this decrease amounted to 43% since 2005). The share of the youngest generations in
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the labour market of the European Union decreased by an average of 1.6% each year. In the analysed period, employees
aged 25 to 39 decreased their share by 16%, with an average year-by-year decrease of 1.1% (in Poland this decrease
amounted to 6% since 2005). The share of people aged 40 to 54 slightly increased by 0.4%, with an average year-by-year
increase of 0.02% (in Poland, there was a 3% decrease since 2005). On the other hand, the increase in the labour market
share of the EU-27 employees from the oldest group amounted to 68% (an growth from 12.5% to 21.0%), with an average
annual increase of 3.3% year by year (in Poland there was an 83% increase in since 2005). The results of the comparison
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Changes in the share of generations in the labour market in Poland and the EU
Total change
Generation

The average year by year change

Poland

EU

Poland

EU

since 2000

since 2005

since 2005

since 2000

since 2005

since 2005

From 15 to 24 years

-48%

-43%

-23%

-3,1%

-3,4%

-1,6%

From 25 to 39 years

-1%

-6%

-16%

-0,1%

-0,4%

-1,1%

From 40 to 54 years

-8%

-3%

+0,4%

-0,4%

-0,2%

+0,02%

55 years and over

+106%

+83%

+68%

+3,5%

+3,8%

+3,3%

Source: own study

Fig. 6 shows how the labour market shares of individual age groups changed annually in Poland from 2000 to 2021. For
individual time series, trends were estimated (equations are placed in the diagram). As can be seen, these trends are linear
for the oldest and youngest groups. For the age group, 15 to 24, the share in the labour market tends to decline with the
adjusted coefficient of determination: R2 = 0.9047 (p < 0.001). On the contrary, there is a clear upward trend for the oldest
group with the adjusted R2 = 0.9279 (p < 0.001). For the middle age groups, second-order polynomial trends were
estimated (25-39 years: adjusted R2 = 0.9493, p < 0.001; 40-54 years: adjusted R2 = 0.9032, p < 0.001). For workers aged
25 to 39, an initial increase in labour market share (observed in the first decade of the 21st century) was followed by a
marked decline (in the second decade). The downward trend seems to sustain because of the declining birth rate. On the
contrary, in the case of the older group (40 to 54 years old), there is now a continuing upward trend after an initial decline.
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TRENDS OF PARTICIPATION OF GENERATIONS IN
THE LABOR MARKET
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Fig. 6 The trends of the share of the age groups in the labour market in Poland
Source: own study based on: Eurostat

Similar calculations were made for 27 European Union countries in 2005-2021. Fig. 7 presents trend plots and equations.
Again, it is visible that these trends are linear for the oldest and youngest groups. For the age group 15 to 24, the share in
the labour market tends to decline with the adjusted coefficient of determination: R2 = 0.7948 (p < 0.001). However, for the
oldest group, there is a clear upward trend with the adjusted coefficient of determination: R2 = 0.9946 (p < 0.001). In the
case of employees aged 25 to 39, a clear negative linear trend can also be observed this time (adjusted R2 = 0.9847; p <
0.001). For the 40-54 age group, a second-order polynomial trend was determined (adjusted R2 = 0.8498; p < 0.001). In this
case, a slight sloping downward trend appears to follow an initial slight increase.
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TRENDS OF THE PARTICIPATION OF GENERATIONS
IN THE EU LABOUR MARKET
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Fig. 7 The trends of the share of the age groups in the EU in the labour market
Source: own study based on: Eurostat

In all cases, the ex-post RMSE errors and Theil's coefficients for expired forecasts were calculated, verifying the level of
matching of the estimated trends to the actual data. The values of these indicators were satisfactory. Therefore the forecasts
for the share of individual age groups in the labour market for 2025 were estimated for both Poland and the European
Union. The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Forecasts of the share of generations in the labour market in Poland and the EU
Poland
Generation
RMSE

Theil's
coefficient

EU
Forecast
RMSE
for 2025

Theil's
coefficient

Forecast
for 2025

From 15 to 24
years

0.44

0.0029

4.8% (↓)

0.36

0.0019

6.4% (↓)

From 25 to 39
years

0.29

0.00005

34.2% (↓)

0.25

0.0001

30.3% (↓)

From 40 to 54
years

0.72

0.0004

40.7% (↑)

0.19

0.00002

36.7% (↓)

55 years and over

0.94

0.0046

21.3% (↑)

0.20

0.0001

23.8% (↑)

Source: own study

Analyzing the forecasts of the share of generations in the labour market in Poland, the continuing downward trends for the
share of two youngest generations and the growth of the oldest generations are visible. For the EU, the situation is similar
with one difference: for generation Y, the share of this generation in the labour market will slightly decrease (Table 2).
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The presented results clearly show that the generational differentiation in the workplace will constantly be present, and the
share of individual generations in the labour market in Poland and the EU will continue to change. Due to the fact of the
ageing society, an increasing group of the oldest generation will still be professionally active, and there will not be enough
younger generation to replace experienced workers in the labour market. Therefore, it is important to manage employees in
such a way as to use the potential and capital resources of all generations.

Conclusion
Although the implementation of Industry 4.0 assumptions means, in most cases, automation of many processes, it does not
eliminate the human factor. People will still be necessary to intelligently inspect and evaluate reports generated by
analytics systems or make key business decisions. In some areas: repetitive, requiring forecasting or adaptation, machines
combined with artificial intelligence will do much better - although, in others, people will still perform superior, especially
where it is necessary to set directions, make decisions and make a judgment. Increasingly, however, we will have to deal
with tasks of a hybrid nature, combining the competencies of people and machines. Therefore, it is crucial to provide
employees with the right competencies, qualifications, and experience.
The research results indicated an increase in the number of older people (generation BB) who remain longer in the labour
market with a decreasing share of the younger generation (Y and Z). That confirms the general trend both in Europe and
worldwide (White et al., 2018). Therefore, it should be very important for teams of employees of different generations to
be able to work together in such a way that their work brings beneficial results.
It becomes necessary to manage employees so that they want to acquire new knowledge and develop essential skills in
different fields (Nintex, 2021). Employees must become lifelong learners with multiple talents, dynamic and creative.
Working in an age-diverse team enables the intergenerational transfer of knowledge and experience, thus allowing for the
continuity of the organization's resources. Creating a work environment that brings together an age-diverse workforce
requires a great deal of flexibility on the part of employees, managers, and organizations equally. But age-diverse teams,
when properly engaged, can be highly vital to organizations in an Industry 4.0 environment. To shape employee
engagement, organisations should undertake differentiated activities that consider the needs of different generations and
that are in line with their expectations.
The forecast of the share of generations in the labour market both in Poland and in the EU, presented in the article,
indicates the need for such employee management in order, on the one hand, to keep the experienced generation (BB) in
the labour market for as long as possible, and, on the other hand, to properly engage the younger generation (Y and Z) with
digital skills. Implementing the so-called inter-mentoring in the organization allows for the exchange of knowledge and
experience for the benefit of all employee groups.
In addition, a key factor for effective management of generational diversity in an organization may be the high level of
generational intelligenceof managers. It depends on them significantly whether generational differences are transformed
into the intangible capital of the organization, becoming a source of its competitive advantage. According to
Moczydlowska (2019), generational intelligence requires psychologically placing oneself in a particular age group and
adopting an attitude of tolerance towards other generational groups. It includes the ability to understand other people and
the motives behind their behaviour - in the context of generational experiences, it requires identification with one's own
generation, and especially understanding and sharing the same cultural codes, language, or behavioural patterns. The
concept of generational intelligence is based on the belief, confirmed by science, that - despite the separateness resulting
from personality individualism - people are connected by a strong bond, which is a consequence of the community of
experiences of a given place and time (Moczydłowska, 2019).
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Abstract
Finding out which of the dimensions of ingratiation has more effect on the target person is the objective of the study. The
basic aspect to effective ingratiation is the exact approach used to increase liking. Literature is unclear about which of the
dimensions would yield more results or whether, when used together will yield more results to the target person. It was
hypothesised that there is no significant difference in using any of the dimensions to the target person. Descriptive survey
was used and a population of 169 respondents answering to statements about usage of the three dimensions of ingratiation.
data was collected primarily using structured questionnaires. Data was analysed using one and two-way ANOVA and the
response rate was 72.2%. The results showed that opinion conformity has the highest significant mean among the three
strategies followed by other enhancement and lastly self-presentation. The findings of the study also indicated that the three
strategies when applied together have no significant difference on the target. It is recommended that employees should ensure
application of these ingratiation strategies one at a time. The paper suggests that more strategies can be considered in order
to solve an ingratiators’ dilemma. These findings add significant value in policy and practice.

Introduction
Studies have shown that some employees who prospered in organizations were not essentially the best ones but those who
were skillful at pleasing their bosses (Twalib, 2017). Possibly the basic aspect associated to effective ingratiation is the
approach used specifically to increase likeability. Researchers including, Linden and Mitchell (1988) posited that ingratiation
strategy rests on a person’s perception of risks involved with the tactic. However, research is not clear on what strategy is
better to achieve the intended objective. Jones (1964) describes ingratiation as deliberate actions illicitly intended to impact
a particular other regarding the appeal of an individual’s personal capabilities. Ingratiation can be expressed from, dramatized
howls of enthusiasm for the superior's new idea, twofaced comments about the superior’s looks, bragging about one’s
experiences and networks, to disingenuous taps on the back. Jones (1964) has not in his writings proposed any of the tactics
of ingratiation to be better than the other. Therefore, leaving an ingratiator in limbo, experimenting which one will work.
This makes it a risky affair for the ingratiator in case it backfires.
Corporate executives commonly use these tactics for similar motive used ages ago (by the serpent in the Garden of Eden) to
acquire the desired outcomes. Incidences of ingratiatory behaviors are more in the higher echelons of organization (Allen,
Madison, Porter, Renwick, & Mayes, 1979). These executives are the ones at a higher risk of losing their jobs if the wrong
dimension of ingratiation is used, therefore, necessitates a research on which ones among the dimensions of ingratiation is a
sure deal. In a vertical dyad kind of relationships at any level, leaders practice less ingratiation than their followers (Porter,
Allen, & Angle, 1981). This is because leaders usually hold a number of formally endorsed powers, hence lowers the need
to use ingratiation to their juniors. Followers on the other hand, find ways besides those that are formally endorsed by the
organization (hard work) to lure leaders to reward them (Kerr, 1975).
Linden and Mitchell (1988) suggested that conscious selection of an ingratiation approach depends on the person’s
assessment of the risk involved. The level of the alleged risk is evaluated on the reason for the usage of ingratiation and
supposed gain/loss, the insight of the target’s predisposition to an ingratiation effort and the evaluation of situational
determinants to the usage of ingratiation. They suggest that the more apparent risk it is likely that a fairly nonaggressive
ingratiation tactic like a confession or self-depreciation can be used. On the other hand, the less the perceived risk, the more
chance that a fairly aggressive tactic like straight flattery or offering immense favors will be employed. This study was not
specific on the type of ingratiation tactic to be used and missed out on some of the tactics including opinion conformity. The
study did not consider the type of the target person. This really counts on what tactic to be used.
________________
Cite this Article as: Medina Halako Twalib and Oliver Arnold Lukio “Ingratiators Quandary: Ranking the Dimensions of
Ingratiation” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Jones (1964) categorized these scheming tactics into three groups: self-presentation, opinion conformity, and otherenhancement. Opinion conformity entails expressing preferences that support the view of a target individual; selfpresentation is a way of self-glorification; other-enhancement involves flattering. Past studies (Linden and Mitchell, 1988,
Steven, Mitchell and Tripp, 1987) done on the dimensions of ingratiation indicates that these strategies have an impact on
the target’s reaction. This study contributes in literature by taking a stand on what strategy of ingratiation appears to be more
favorable and if all the strategies applied together will yield more results to the target than using individual dimensions at
one go. Literature has left many questions to be answered by both the ingratiator and the target person. The dilemma includes,
which among the dimensions of ingratiation would be more effective? Does timing matter in applying these tactics? What
about the target person? Should these strategies apply one at a time? How about a cocktail of these strategies? In trying to
find answers to these questions, this paper therefore, embarked on answering the ingratiators dilemma.

Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
Literature on ingratiation and the dimensions of ingratiation has been done quite extensively. None, based on the authors
knowledge has been bold enough to advise the ingratiator on which one will work best. The study is pinned on the social
exchange theory that signifies relationships are driven by the goodness of results they expect to obtain (Nakonezny and
Denton, 2008). The support that one receives from a relationship, is anticipated to cause inequity in the relationship between
the parties. Consequently, the players will try to maintain balance between the support received and the effort extended
(Randall et al 1999). This means that when one of the parties get support, they will tend to respond in order to fulfill his/her
feeling of indebtness by showing positive work conducts. However, this theory is not specific on what tactics to be used in
order to ensure positive outcomes. This study will contribute to this theory by adding more information on it.
Ingratiation as a concept has gained popularity mostly in the western countries. Considering the differences in terms of
cultural background, limited resources experienced in the African context makes this study a significant contribution in the
continent. It can be used as a comparable study in terms of contextual foundations hence the authors decision to venture into
this context.
Pandey (1986) posited that ingratiators would probably be appreciated by a target getting straight praises and opinion
conformity, other than a spectator observing a conversation of an ingratiator and targeted individual. Goffman's (1955) was
quoted by Pandey (1986) as a role of an observer, an onlooker's self-image is indirectly involved in the interaction. In those
situations, it turns out to be easier to doubt the ingratiators' rationality of behavior. On the contrary, when a person is
outrightly a target, it is hard to continuously query the trustworthiness of the other's statements and sustain the interaction.
The contextual differences between the studies done by Pandey (1986) and Goffman (1955), is what makes a difference in
the situation. There is a cultural difference between developing and developed countries that this paper wants to address.
This would increase the debate on the issue of context.
Jones and Wortman (1973) stood aware of the level that individuals involve in different types of ingratiatory deeds as a role
of instinctive, as contrasting to skillful, dispensation. In social exchange, the feeling of a societal duty to pay back the good
deeds of others with alike deeds. In the same way, ingratiation encompasses giving pleasing strokes to the other anticipating
they will be indebted to reciprocate them in a way (Vecchio and Appelbaum, 1995). Keller (1996) reviewed studies on
“strategic ingratiation” of 40 years which confirmed that kissing up to the boss, pays off. Another study done by Twalib and
K’Obonyo (2018) affirmed Keller’s (1996) study.
Based on research of Jones and Wortman (1973), the definite type of ingratiation strategy (opinion conformity, other
enhancement, special treatment, self-enhancement and diffidence) was predicted to influence the ingratiation-evaluation
relation. Strategies known to give out variation of responses weren’t expected to yield positive assessments compared to
other strategies that may less likely be interpreted as a pointer of concealed intentions (i.e. opinion conformity, other
enhancement and self-promotion). A person in an organization has to personally choose what ingratiation strategy to use.
Opinion conformity entails a person articulating a view that is in line with the sentiments, decisions, or actions of the targeted
person (Jones, 1964). The conformity strategy follows another school of thought: individuals like persons whose morals and
beliefs seem to be like their own. The subordinate will criticize the capability of his leader’s peer, since the subordinate
recognizes that his superior does not conform with the other leader, typifies this indirect form of flattery (Ralston, 1985).
Cialdini et al (1976) established that individuals that deliver convincing appeals impose favorable impressions of targets that
reply with opinion conformity, while bystanders of such exchanges adapt a resistance to these convincing appeals. Contrary,
to “Yes Men” concept (Prendergast, 1993), that offers a basis for subordinates to agree to bosses’ opinions by saying what
the bosses want to hear about subordinates’ efforts, ingratiation by opinion conformity is unlimited to information which
outrightly impacts a firms’ profit. Many employees conform tactically to the opinion of supervisors and supervisors
recompense workers’ closeness in opinion.
Self-presentation is acting in such a way apparent being suitable by the target person or in a way to which this individual
will be fascinated. Self-presentation tactics can be characterized as those used to guard or promote oneself. Defense strategies
are short term in nature. Some of the strategies used in defense include apologies and self-disclosure. These are intended to
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evoke sympathy from the target. Promoting oneself strategy on the other hand, focuses on long-term goals. They are used
for assertive purposes and they use proactive approach rather than reactive approach.
Jones and Wortman (1973) posited that self-presentation strategy has two interconnected traits: providing clear descriptors
about one’s own traits and behavior, and behaving in ways that suggest one owns certain traits. Tsang (2015) did a study on
Ingratiation, Attractiveness, and Interpretational Relation of Youths and found out that self-presentation and favor rendering
have significant influence on interpersonal relation of the youths. This approach involves complimenting bosses or
colleagues. Many individuals find it difficult to decline positive gestures of others. Ingratiation typically works when the
target is pleased with the source even if the ingratiation effort is obvious and clear (Appelbaum and Hughes 1998).
Other enhancement strategy is an attempt to display desirability to the target person by professing positive stuff to the target,
gratifying the target, doing showing special treatment for the target. It includes articulating good sentiments and assessments
of the target person by the ingratiator. The efficacy of such approach comes about when a person perceives that the other is
positively inclined to them, they tend to return the favor (Wortman and Linsenmeier, 1997). The approach of other
enhancement majors on the premise that people prefers persons that seem to like them. The usage of praise, consent and/or
flattery to advance one’s self-worth are all types of other enhancement. Giving favors, is frequently taken as a strategy of
other enhancement and is grounded on the premise that the target person will feel a sense of responsibility towards the
ingratiator, and perceive the individual as a supportive and approachable person. An empirical study done by Kipnis et al
(1980) which engaged the use of ingratiation in work situation found that other enhancement was employed by a majority of
the respondents in the study. This study brings about the question of time and change. As time goes by human relations,
behavior and attitude change. The current study will measure this concept based on the 21st century needs of an employee.
Based on the foregoing, the following hypotheses were developed:
H1a: Self Enhancement, Other Enhancement and Opinion Conformity, individually, have no significant difference when
applied to the target leader.
H1b: When applied jointly, Self Enhancement, Other Enhancement and Opinion Conformity have no significant difference
on the target leader.

Methodology and Design
Research designs institute an outline for the gathering, measuring and analysing of data (Cooper and Schindler, 2011). This
research employed descriptive survey that is cross sectional in nature since the study was done at one point in time. The
population of study was 169 respondents. The respondents’ rated the extent to which they agreed on statements on the
different ingratiation dimensions. These were middle management employees of a large manufacturing company in Kenya.
Self-administered structured questionnaires were used to collect primary data. A questionnaire was considered convenient
since it could reach many respondents and the respondent had the capacity to read and understand the items in the
questionnaire well. The questionnaire used structured statements with 5-point likert type of questions ranging from ‘agree to
a very large extent’ to ‘agree to a very less extent’. Descriptive statistics was employed and means and standard deviations
were used. One and two-way ANOVA tests were used to test for the first and second hypothesis respectively.

Data Analysis and Discussion
Descriptive Statistics
The assessment of internal consistency was done using Cronbach Alpha. A value equal to or above 0.70 was used as a rule
of thumb (Cooper and Schindler, 2011). Researchers cohorts in the school of Business were used to validate the
questionnaire. Normality test was carried out using Kolmogorov Smirnov test to spot departure from normality due to either
skewness or kurtosis or both. All the results in this study were above 0.05 which confirmed normality
Table 1: Respondents Demographics
Gender
Frequency
Percentage (%)
Male
63
51.6
Female
59
48.4
Total
122
100
Number of years worked with the organization
Less than 1
0
0.0
1-3
21
17.3
4-9
89
72.9
10-15
12
9.8
Total
122
100
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Grade employed when joining the organization
Non-managerial position
1
Management level 6
64
Management level 5
57
Total
122
Number of years held the current position
0-4 years
51
5-9 years
68
10-14 years
3
Over 15 years
0
Total
122
Current level of education
Bachelor’s Degree
80
Master’s Degree
42
Total
122

0.82
52.46
46.7
100
41.8
55.7
2.5
0.0
100
65.6
34.4
100

The study reveals that there is no much difference between the genders both males and females having 51.6% and 48.4%
respectively. This implied gender rule and equality is observed in the manufacturing company that this study was conducted
on. The study further revealed that 17.3% of the respondents have worked for the organization between 1-3 years, 72.9% of
the respondents indicated that they had worked with the organization for a period of between 4-9 years, while 9.8% showed
that they had worked for the organization for a period of between 10-15 years. In terms of the level of education, the results
revealed that 65.6% of the respondents had a bachelor’s degree and 34.4% had a postgraduate degree mostly Master’s degree.
This implies that respondents were well educated.
On being asked about the position the respondent had been employed, 0.82% of them were employed at non-managerial
position, 52.46% were employed as management level 6, while 46.7% of them were employed at management level 5, a
position that they are currently holding. 55.7% of the respondents indicated that they had worked in their current position for
a period of between 0-4 years, while 41.8% of the respondents indicated that they have been in the current position for a
period of between 5-9 years, 2.5% of the respondents have worked in the current position for a period of between 10-15
years.

Inferential Statistics
Hypotheses 1a was tested using one-way anova and the results are presented in Table 2 below. H1a: Self Enhancement, Other
Enhancement and Opinion Conformity, individually, have no significant difference when applied to the target leader.
Table 2: Coefficients of the Dimensions of Ingratiation on Increased Likeability by the Target Leader Using OneWay Anova Coefficients
ANOVA
Sum of
Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
Self Enhancement
Between Groups
164.821
55
2.997
27.930
.000
Within Groups
7.081
66
.107
Total
171.903
121
Opinion Conformity Between Groups
180.780
55
3.287
39.853
.000
Within Groups
5.443
66
.082
Total
186.223
121
Other Enhancement Between Groups
165.617
55
3.011
36.354
.000
Within Groups
5.467
66
.083
Total
171.084
121
The results in Table 2 indicate that among the three dimensions of ingratiation, ‘Opinion Conformity’ has the highest mean
square 3.287. This means that the mean difference is significant with (F 39.853≤0.05). The second dimension of ingratiation
is ‘Other Enhancement’ with a mean square of 3.011, (F 36.354, P≤0.05). The last of the three dimensions is ‘Self
Enhancement’ with a mean square of 2.997 (F 27.930, P≤0.05). These results, therefore, rejects the null hypothesis that,
‘there is no significant difference in the effect of the three dimensions of ingratiation on the likeability of the target leader’.
The results clearly show significant mean differences between the dimensions of ingratiation.
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The second hypothesis was formulated to test whether the interaction of the dimensions of ingratiation will have more effect
on the target leader than when used individually and the results are presented in table 3 below. The hypothesis was stated as:
H1b: When applied jointly, Self Enhancement, Other Enhancement and Opinion Conformity have no significant difference
on the target leader.
Table 3: Coefficients of the Effects of Ingratiation Dimensions on the Likeability by the Target Leader Using Twoway Anova
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: Likeability by the target Leader
Type III
Sum of
Source
Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
Corrected Model
151.135a
113
1.337
24.248
.000
Intercept
711.348
1
711.348
12896.616
.000
A24 Self Enhancement (SE)
1.167
19
.061
1.114
.463
A25 Opinion Conformity (OC)
.947
10
.095
1.716
.228
A26 Other Enhancement (OE)
.412
13
.032
.574
.820
A24 SE * A25 OC
.024
4
.006
.110
.975
A24 SE * A26 OE
.011
5
.002
.041
.999
A25 OC * A26 OE
.006
2
.003
.058
.944
A24 SE * A25 OC * A26 OE
.000
0
.
.
.
Error
.441
8
.055
Total
1052.106
122
Corrected Total
151.576
121
a. R Squared = .997 (Adjusted R Squared = .956)
The results in Table 3 above shows that there is no significant difference when the dimensions of ingratiation are applied
jointly. This is depicted by the low mean square values and the low F values with a p value of ≥ 0.05 as indicated in the table.
These results therefore imply that, to the target leader, there is no significant difference when the dimensions are jointly
applied. The hypothesis that ‘When applied jointly, Self Enhancement, Other Enhancement and Opinion Conformity have no
significant difference on the target leader”, was failed to be rejected.

Discussion of Findings
Hypothesis 1a was rejected as indicated by the findings. This shows that the respondents who practiced opinion conformity
as an ingratiation strategy tend to get more positive results as opposed to the other two. Opinion conformity, if practiced by
a subordinate to their leader will tend to yield more positive results in terms of increasing one’s likability to the leader. This
is true because it is in the nature of a human being to like the company of those who agree with one’s ideas and opinions.
This finding concurs with those of Cialdini et al (1976) and Prendergast (1993) who established that individuals who are
convincing form positive imprints of targets who respond with opinion conformity, while bystanders of such relations resist
such persuasive appeals. Time has not changed the views of leaders in terms of opinion conformity, considering the period
when Cialdini’s and Prendergast Studies were done as opposed to this current study. It is surprising that times have changed
but this concept still applies the same way.
Based on the study finding that other enhancement is significant and can predict the likeability of an employee to a target
person is in tandem with the findings of an empirical study done by Kipnis et al (1980) who found that a majority of the
respondents in his study employed other enhancement strategy. This is true because the use of praise, approbation and flattery
is grounded on the notion that the target individual will feel a sense of liability toward the ingratiating individual and also
perceive the individual as a supportive and sociable individual. The current results have contributed to knowledge in that, in
terms of context, whether a person practices self enhancement in developed or developing countries, they can be sure of the
results being positive due to the findings of this study. Therefore, this study adds value in terms of contextual discussions.
The finding that self-enhancement significantly influenced likeability of the target person was expected. This is because
many people would like to associate themselves with others who appear to behave in a way perceived to be suitable by the
target person. These findings concur with Tsang’s (2015) findings that self-presentation and favor rendering have significant
effects on interpersonal relation of the youths. However, it is considered the least among the other two because it may be
considered as a form of bragging by the target individual. The results of this study findings were however, surprising because
the study did not focus on youths alone but a combination of different age groups ranging from 35 years to 60 years old
employees. It is worth noting that age doesn’t matter when it comes to the application of this concept of ingratiation.
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The second part of the hypothesis, ‘when applied jointly, Self Enhancement, Other Enhancement and Opinion Conformity
had no significant difference on the target leader”, and consequently failed to reject the null. This can be based on the
argument that a leader may not really notice the kind of ingratiation tactic being applied. So, whether the ingratiator use the
tactics jointly or individually, it may not change its effect on the target leader. Majority of the studies previously done,
according to the authors knowledge is that they have not tested for this relationship, therefore not much literature is available
on the joint usage of the dimension of ingratiation.

Conclusion and Recommendations
The study concludes that Opinion Conformity, self enhancement and other enhancement are used to increase an individual
likeness to the leader. Among the three, opinion conformity is the most effective. When applied jointly, the three tactics have
no significant mean difference on the target leader. This study provides a sure deal to the ingratiator which solves the
ingratiators quandary on what strategy to use to ensure success.
The study recommends to the ingratiator that all the tactics are effective. However, if opinion conformity should be
prioritised. This is however based on other factors including the personality of the target leader, the environment among
other factors that have not been included in this study. The study recommends that ingratiators should use one tactic after
the other instead of combining all the strategies at one go.

Implications of Study
The study contributes both in policy, practice and knowledge. Policy wise, the study helps in ensuring that management put
the necessary policies to ensure that ingratiators don’t get undue influence or advantage over other employees. This study,
has brought these issues forward so that managers and leaders are aware of these tactics and should put relevant and necessary
policies in place to guard their employees.
In terms of practice, ingratiators, are now more aware of what tactic to use to increase likability towards the superior. When
an ingratiator needs to employ ingratiation technic, the study increases awareness on what strategies to use.
The study contributes to knowledge in that this study brings about academic discussions in terms of which ingratiation
technique works better than the other. This has given room to more discussions among the ingratiation techniques and factors
to be considered when employing these strategies.
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Abstract
This paper presents assessing the impact of the size of manufacturing companies on cyber and information security. Stated
preliminary analysis was performed based on data obtained from the audit web tool ZEFIS and is intended to serve as a
basis for further research in this area. In this analysis, 184 companies (which are not among the critical infrastructure) from
the Czech Republic were evaluated in three main categories: ITC Security, Security Policy and User Behavior. The results
show that a significant number of companies do not underestimate the threats posed by the development of communication
and information technologies. The relationship between the size of the company (according to the number of employees)
and the level of cyber and information security in the individual research areas was also identified. In general, as the size of
the company grows, so does the level of cyber and information security.

Keywords: Information security; cyber security; security policy; manufacturing companies; information and
communication technologies; ITC

Introduction
The development of information and communication technologies in recent years has changed our society into an
information society. Information acquires a new meaning and knowledge about the environment, its state, and the
processes taking place in it is gaining in importance.
Without the right information and its meaningful processing and evaluation, we can hardly imagine a business. Already in
1993, Peter Drucker (1993) in his book, "Post-capitalist society", even claimed that information is the only meaningful
source of business and other factors of production (labor, land, and capital) and are second-rate.
Information becomes a very valuable commodity that needs to be protected. With the expansion of the use of computers
and the Internet in everyday life, the risk of their misuse also increases, especially that the device is infected with some
type of malicious code or will be attacked by a hacker attack. Today, we use a computer in almost all activities, in
communication, in concluding contracts, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to be aware of the importance of computer security
and data protection. Therefore, not only companies but also ordinary users should be interested in computer security and
thus protect their data that could be misused.
Today's information society operates in so-called cyberspace, first defined by William Gibson (2019) in 1984 and defined
as follows: "Consensual hallucinations experienced every day by billions of authorized operators of all nations, children
learning the basics of mathematics. Graphical representation of data abstracted from the banks of all computers in the
human system. Inconceivable complexity. Lines of light arranged in the nonspace of the mind, clusters, and constellations
of data". The basic cyber threats include cyber warfare, cyber espionage, cybercrime, and cyberterrorism.
Vladimír Smejkal (2018) presented a more modern definition of cyberspace in his book "Kybernetická kriminalita
(Cybercrime)" as follows: "Cyberspace is made up of computer networks and individual elements of these networks, which
________________
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are other networks, networks, subnets, etc., and any device assigned its IP address.Therefore not just computers, but
anything that can communicate with other elements in cyberspace via the TPC/ IP protocol or some other".
According to Avast (2019), which states in its annual report that 45.5 million devices using their antivirus program had an
average of 1,500 million attacks per month in 2018 alone, 171 million malicious files and 386 million fraudulent files were
blocked pages. These attacks are increasingly sophisticated and use state-of-the-art technology, such as artificial
intelligence. Attacks are beginning to specialize not only in smartphones but also in smart homes (Internet of Things). Last
year, there was also a high increase in so-called "cryptojacking", when the virus uses the infected equipment to extract
cryptocurrencies.
If companies are to succeed, they must also be aware of these cyber threats and respond adequately to them. There are
several types of cyber/ hacker's attacks, and they are becoming ordinary. These include targeted so-called pishing attacks
on a specific user to obtain sensitive data or to withdraw funds from the company through fraudulent emails and sites.
Reports of hackers attacking various institutions (such as a hospital) and blocking access to its IT or ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) system just to obtain a ransom are no longer anything unusual.

Literary Review
Cybersecurity economics is an area focusing on whether organizations make sufficient investments in security of their
assets and whether the budget allocated to security is invested in the right things. Although there has been a significant
increase in research in cybersecurity economics, thorough understanding of the safety level, investments in security control
and improvements of new controls need to be investigated further since cyber crime and economic espionage present ever
growing problems to businesses.
Literature on optimization of investments in cybersecurity is very limited. The traditional approach is presented in the
paper by Bojanc and Jerman-Blažič (2008), proposing a standard method for evaluation of necessary countermeasures in
the area of ICT security. The method classifies threats, assets and vulnerable spots of ICT systems by analysing security
risks. It shows a quantification of an investment in ICT security, which makes the method applicable for business security
risk scenarios.
However, the most important study is Gordon and Loeb (2002), where the authors found the upper limit of investment by a
risk neutral company should be 1/e (36.79%) of the potential loss amount. Another interesting finding is that with
increasing vulnerability (as long as certain assumptions about the relationship between company susceptibility and
marginal yield from security investments are maintained), the optimum investment in cybersecurity may either increase
substantially, or first increase and then decrease. The support for these findings in literature is mixed. However, Hausken
(2007) demonstrates that the optimum investment must not be limited to 1/e by investigating four classes of marginal
yields from security investments (decrease, initial increase followed by a decrease, increase and constancy). Yet the
findings of this paper were mentioned by the authors of the Gao et al. (2017) study when they investigated how to
determine the investment in security and information sharing of two companies through the function of security failure
probability. The publication by Hoang et al. (2018) proposes models for conducting an analysis of costs and benefits of
investments in security with reduction of anticipated yearly loss and it turns out the upper limit of the optimum investment
can be 1/e, or another percentage of the value at risk, based on the model of cyber threat probability. Thus the GordonLoeb modelling hypothesis is adjusted by anchoring to comparative expenses.
Moreover, Gordon et al. (2003) found that information sharing may help businesses to achieve the optimal level of
cybersecurity and information security at a reduced price. He claims this must be accompanied by suitable motivation
mechanisms (on the part of the state) to prevent parasitisation and subsequent insufficient investments in security.
Harrington et al. (2005) proposed a model of investment optimization as a non-linear programming problem by means of a
cooperative game.
Bakshi and Kleindorfer (2009) demonstrated, using Nash equilibrium and the cooperative game theory, how sharing
information concerning investments will lead to increased resilience in global supply chains. Gordon et al. (2015)
confirmed that sharing results in an increased level of information security. He evaluated the effectiveness of the
government role in suppressing the tendency to underinvest in cybersecurity among private sector companies through
incentive mechanisms and regulations. They found that government success in increasing private sector company
investments depends on: a) whether the companies can determine an optimal combination of cybersecurity inputs, b)
whether the companies are able and willing to increase their investments in cybersecurity. However, this finding is not in
accordance with Liu et al. (2011), where the authors analysed the relationship between an investment in information
security and information sharing between two affiliated companies and found that the collaborating companies are
naturally motivated to information sharing and co not need any external influence to share the information.
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Metodology
The research was performed based on data obtained from questionnaire placed on the web audit tool ZEFIS (available at
www.zefis.cz). This tool helps to increase the efficiency of companies, their processes, information systems, and security
levels and was developed in 2010 by Associate Professor Miloš Koch. They are mainly used by managers, engineers and
business owners, who answer a series of questions (including information and cyber security) as part of the audit.
The composition of the questions and their evaluation is based on the HOS8 updated by Miloš Koch (2005) for assessing
the effectiveness of the company information system.
The research was focused on manufacturing companies that operate in the Czech Republic and have 10 or more
employees. The research included answers to 17 questions related to cyber and information security from 184 companies.
Responses for the period 2019-2020 were analyzed.
The responses were evaluated in three categories: Information and Communication Technology Security, Security Policy,
and User Behavior. All answers in the given category were further divided into 7 other subcategories according to the size
of the company (according to the number of employees: 10-49, 50-99, 100-199, 200-499, 500-999 and 1000 and more).
The companies were contacted by e-mail and the number of companies involved in the research in each section is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Number of companies involved in the research by size

The whole concept of the research model is set out in Figure 1. and these hypotheses follow from it:
H1: The bigger is the company, the better secure ITC it has.
H2: The bigger is the company, the better security policy it has.
H3: The bigger is the company, the riskier the behavior of employees in relation to ITC security is.

Fig 1. Research model concept
Table 2 shows an example of the evaluation of the answers to the question "Can non-employee work with your device
(notebook, mobile) in your corporate computer network?" from the Information and communication technology security
section.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the answers to the question

The answers were evaluated according to the size of the company and whether the answer meets the requirements for a
minimum level of cyber and information security. The evaluation is shown by colors: Meets the requirements - green, Does
not meet the requirements - orange, Cannot be determined – Gray (table 3).
Table 3: Evaluation according to the total number

Subsequently, the answers were converted to percentages. As seen in Table 4.
Table 4: Percentage evaluation

All answers in the given category were then averaged so as to give us a comprehensive overview of the state of cyber and
information security in the given section, according to the size of the company. Table 5 shows the result of the evaluation
of all questions (listed in Chapter Information and communication technology security) from the category: Information and
communication technology security.
Table 5: Category evaluation

All questions mentioned in the questionnaire are given in chapters Information and communication technology security,
Security policy and Users behavior and are logically arranged according to individual categories.

Analysis of cyber and information security
This section contains questions and answers from the research according to the above categories (Information and
communication technology security, security policy, and user behavior).

Information and communication technology security
The first area examined was the security of information and communication technologies. In this part, 5 questions were
evaluated:
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•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a paid antivirus program on all computers?
Do you have a sufficiently effective firewall deployed in your computer network?
Can someone in your organization who is not an employee connect their device (laptop, cell phone) to your
corporate computer network?
Are employees regularly or planned to change access passwords to this system?
Is ISMS (Information Security Management System) implemented in your organization?

The results show that companies invest in antivirus and firewall programs and do not underestimate cyber security. The
shortcomings are mainly in the setting / restriction of employees' rights and access of unauthorized persons to the system. It
seems very dangerous in this part that on average 36.8% of the evaluated companies allow their employees to install new
programs on computers and change their settings.
The total share of companies that meet the minimum requirements for information and cyber security in the field of ICT
security is almost 60% of small companies, and the growing size of these companies reaches values exceeding 80%, as
shown in Figure 2.

Fig 2. ICT security in manufacturing companies

Security policy
The second part examines how the security policy of manufacturing companies is set. A total of 10 questions were
evaluated:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the information system contain confidential or secret data?
Is ISMS (Information Security Management System) implemented in your organization?
Are there security rules for working with information systems in your company?
Is information security part of your organization's strategy?
Do you build the security awareness of IS users in your organization?
Are the key technical elements of the system, especially the servers, physically protected enough?
Does your organization have backup technical equipment quickly available?
Are there procedures or guidelines for dealing with nonstandard and emergency situations of the information
system?
Are there security rules for this information system in your organization?
Are there periodic security trainings for IS users in your organization?

The results show that companies are trying to build a security policy, but often do not require compliance with the rules.
Although on average 60% of companies state that their information system contains confidential or secret data, only less
than 45% of manufacturing companies have a properly set security policy, including the relevant documentation of regular
training and backup settings. Again, the trend shows that the size of the company increases the level of security policy
settings, as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig 3. Security policy settings in manufacturing companies
A very interesting finding is that with the growing size of companies, the percentage of those that have implemented ISMS
is also growing significantly. This trend is evident from Figure 4.

Fig 4. Implementation of ISMS in manufacturing companies

Users behavior
In the last part, the behavior of users was evaluated. Due to the nature of data collection, research in this area has been very
limited to only two questions:
•
•

Is it true that your employees tend to break and ignore the set rules?
How do you store important passwords for your computer or information system?

This is a subjective evaluation, especially of managers and business owners, who on average stated that 19% of
subordinates tend to break the rules. In figure 5, this fact is rated as "Satisfactory". It is also not possible to observe any
trend related to the size of companies.
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Fig 5. Tendency of employees to break and ignore the set rules
Another significant aspect of employee behavior is that, on average, 9% of respondents said they do not use passwords (if
they do not have to) or have them written somewhere near the computer, this is shown in figure 6 of the "Fails" category.
There is a very large distortion in this question caused by the answer "I don't know". Again, there is no significant trend
that would be affected by the size of the company.

Fig 5. How to store passwords for the computer and information system

Conclusion
The analysis of data from the ZEFIS database revealed the following main conclusions, which in two cases confirmed the
established hypothesis, and in one case this hypothesis was not confirmed, nor was it refuted.
The total share of manufacturing companies that meet the minimum requirements for information and cyber security in the
field of ICT security is almost 60% of small companies. With the growing size of these companies, this share grows to
values exceeding 80%. We can observe a 20% increase in the level of security, which confirms the hypothesis "H1: The
bigger is the company, the better secure ITC it has ".
About 35% of small companies and over 50% of large companies have a properly set the security policy. Here again, we
observe an increase in the level of security policy with the growing size of companies by 15%. This confirms the
hypothesis "H2: The bigger is the company, the better security policy it has."
On average, 19% of employees tend to violate the set rules, but no dependence on the size of the company was observed.
For this reason, we cannot confirm or refute the hypothesis "H3: The bigger is the company, the riskier the behavior of
employees in relation to ITC security is.
The most significant increase was recorded in the question asked about the implementation of ISMS. There was an
increase of over 50%. From about 20% for small companies, up to 70% for large companies.
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For some questions, a neutral answer was chosen (eg "I don't know") and therefore some distortion occurred. This was
reflected especially in the H2 hypothesis, where this share reached approximately 15%, which corresponds to an increase
in the level of security policy with the growing size of companies.
The hypotheses were validated based on secondary data, which is not in line with the classical approach to sociological
research. However, the following conclusions should serve as a basis for further direction of the survey, setting new
hypotheses and questions for a questionnaire survey in this area.
From the obtained data, it can be concluded that a significant part of companies do not underestimate the threats posed by
the development of communication and information technologies. Unfortunately, there is also a part of companies that
completely ignore these threats or prevent these threats only by using an antivirus program, which is necessary nowadays,
but not a sufficient minimum. We can also identify certain dependencies in this area, which are related to the size of
companies.
The most effective measures to increase the level of cyber and information security include:
•
•
•
•
•

determination of the person responsible for this area,
setting clear rules (documentation, instruction etc.),
registration and evaluation of security incidents,
regular staff training,
regular software updates.

This study has certain limitations, which are mainly due to the small willingness of companies to engage in research and
publish information and the state of their cyber and information security. The research area is very broad (manufacturing
companies outside the critical infrastructure) and in the future it would be appropriate to focus only on a certain segment of
manufacturing companies (such as suppliers to the automotive industry). For this reason, data collection was carried out
over a relatively long period of 1 year (October 2019-September 2020).
To increase the willingness of companies to participate in research in the future, companies will be provided with feedback
(based on the answer to the questionnaire) about the level of their cyber and information security with specific
recommendations for improvement.
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Abstract
Before the pandemic, only 2.13% of the Poles worked remotely. COVID-19 made many Polish employees perform work
from home (WFH), which was something completely new and unexpected for them. It could be assumed that the lack of
previous experience and the sudden introduction of this change would cause a number of difficulties. One could suppose –
based on the experience of other economies – that it would also bring some benefits for them. The purpose of the paper was
to present the results of a pilot study which identified the difficulties and benefits of remote working reported by Polish
employees implementing WFH due to pandemic constraints. The research was carried out in April 2021, i.e. a year after the
outbreak of the disease, and the proprietary questionnaire and the survey was used. The data obtained in the research were
analyzed with the use of descriptive statistics methods. The analysis allowed building rankings of the benefits and difficulties
of WFH and relate them to those experienced by authors from other countries, where remote working has been more common
and known for years.
The paper is part of the research challenges identified by researchers after the COVID-19 outbreak. The conclusions can be
used as a starting point to create motivation and support tools for employees, based on the diagnosis of both their needs and
concerns. They can also be applied in comparative studies, both with the opinions of employees from other countries, and
with the opinions of employers who implemented WFH as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has hit everyone, in every latitude and in every aspect of life. The methods of studyingi, shoppingii,
travelingiii or spending free time have changed drastically. In many cases pandemic forced employees to move to WFHiv.
The first disease in Poland was confirmed on March 4, 2020 and on March 20, 2020, the state of epidemic became applicable
(Journal of Laws 2020a). To reduce the rate of spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus the Polish government has applied the
lockdown. In addition to other restrictions, an obligation of remote learning in schools, the recommendation of remote
learning in universities and the transition to WFH were introduced to those companies where it was possible. On December
4, 2020, the WFH obligation was implemented for officials and employees of public services (Journal of Laws 2020b).
It is important to note that at the end of 2019 only 350,000 people in Poland performed official duties outside their workplace,
which constituted only 2.13% of the employed. During the pandemic, the number of people who work remotely increased
significantly. In the third quarter of 2020 it was already 5.8% and in the first quarter of 2021 - 11.0%v (Wpływ…2021a;
Wpływ…2021b). While in more developed countries WFH is a known phenomenon that has increased in strength as a result
of a pandemic (Bulut and Reziyamu 2021; Choudhury et al. 2020; Chawla et al. 2020; Fritz and Cotilla Conceição 2021;
________________
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Malik et al. 2020; Sharma 2020; Yawson 2020), in the case of the Polish national economy, it is a new form of work with
still unrecognized effects, both positive and negative ones.

Theory
At the beginning of the pandemic, researchers from various scientific fields tried to predict the possible effects of
COVID-19, including the way and effects of work.
Based on the previous experience with remote workvi, but also on general knowledge in the field of psychology, sociology
and work ergonomics, they identified the benefits and risks that could potentially occur as the pandemic develops (Anka et
al. 2020; Davis et al. 2020; Errichiello and Pianese 2016; Golden 2006; He and Harris 2020; Hunter 2019; Irawanto et al.
2021; Sharma 2020; Carrotspot 2020; Zhang 2016).

Potential benefits of WFH
The undeniable advantages of WFH in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic include an ability to maintain economic activity
and stop or minimize the necessary work redundancies. Without these benefits, the world would not observe such a
spectacular increase in the share of this form of work in individual national economies. Even the greatest skeptics had to face
it since they had no other alternative to keep their jobs in such unprecedented conditions.
Other potential benefits that an employee may derive include:
The possibility of reconciling work with personal life (Sullivan 2012), i.e. achieving work-life balance, which is extremely
difficult in times when the world creates so many opportunities, but also limitations, and a person performs many tasks at
the same time, each of which seems important and urgent. In such a dynamic reality, it is easy to lose balance, and WFH
offers a potential opportunity to take care of one’s well-being.
Greater flexibility in life (Graves and Karabayeva 2020). It is an aspect of a very broad meaning that each person can define
differently. Generally speaking, flexibility is connected primarily with the possibility of adjusting working hours to one’s
activity, non-professional duties and chronotype. Better time management is also a potential opportunity to find additional
moments for relaxation, which should translate into a lower level of stress and an increase in satisfaction.
Assuming that one’s own home is tailored to their personal needs and comfort, WFH can help improve concentration and
creativity, and reduce the time one completes their tasks. Potentially, in connection with previous benefits, the motivation to
perform tasks, as well as efficiency and productivity, and the sense of autonomy and control over one's own work may also
increase (Maruyama and Tietze 2012).
Finally, apart from the soft effects, one can indicate measurable ones, i.e. savings resulting from the reduction of the costs
of commuting to the office, expenses for lunch, etc. (Graves and Karabayeva 2020).

Potential difficulties of WFH
As one can point out the potential advantages of working remotely, including WFH, it is also possible to mention
difficulties and challenges.
Considering the matter in more detail, potential difficulties include:
Blurring the boundaries between work and private life, which results from the constant stay in the same space with other
household members and combining professional duties with family life. This can potentially be felt especially strongly by
parents whose partners also have WFH, and their children learn remotely while they work. It can potentially be extremely
difficult also for people who cannot afford to allocate an office space at home and have to work e.g. in the living room (Bulut
and Reziyamu 2021; Chawla et al. 2020; Davis et al. 2020; Kniffin et al. 2021; Vargas-Llave 2020).
Excessive workload and being preoccupied with professional matters outside of regular working hours (phone calls, e-mails
etc.). This creates a sense of being constantly at work and the inability to “unplug” from working life. This, in turn, can have
potential consequences in the form of overwork, stress, sleep disorders, burnout, and even depression (Bulut and Reziyamu
2021; Fritz and Cotilla Conceição 2021; Kniffin et al. 2021; Malik et al. 2020; da Silva and Neto 2021; Sheth 2020; Yu et
al. 2021).
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In addition to affective disorders, health problems may be associated with physical ailments, such as back pain, joint and
muscle pain that result from poor ergonomics at work (Carnevale and Hatak 2020; Davis et al. 2020; Donthu and Gustafsson
2020; Vargas-Llave 2020).
However, the most dangerous problem of WFH in the COVID-19 time is the possible feeling of isolation and loneliness
(Algahtani et al. 2021; Bentley et al. 2016; Brooks et al. 2020; Henning-Smith 2020; Kniffin et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020),
which can be especially acute for people living alone. The need for WFH introduced by the lockdown, while limiting
meetings with family or colleagues, may make them feel lonely or even socially excluded. It is difficult to replace rumors
over coffee in the office or lunches in the company's cafeteria with virtual contacts.
Limiting business contacts to virtual ones may also cause communication problems (Malik et al. 2020; Martins et al. 2004).
It could be difficult to understand the other side not only because of technical problems, but also because non-verbal
communication is limited. Communication problems may naturally translate into lower effects of work (especially while
working in teams), a decrease in creativity and productivity. When we add to it analogous problems in communication with
superiors and a sense of lack of influence on the fate of the organization and one's own, as well as the fear associated with
the possibility of dismissal (Henning-Smith 2020; MacIntyre 2020; Malik et al. 2020; Sharma 2020; Shigemura et al. 2020;
Zhou et al. 2020), there is a high probability of demotivation and a decrease in work commitment.
As a result, one of the most severe effects of WFH during a pandemic can be psychological problems that have a destructive
effect on the well-being of employees (Alradhawi et al. 2020; Carnevale and Hatak 2020; Fritz and Cotilla Conceição 2021;
Graves and Karabayeva 2020; Krisjane et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; MacIntyre 2020; Wang et al. 2021).

Method and research questions
The purpose of my research was to identify which of the potential benefits and difficulties experienced by authors from other
countries, where remote work has been more common and known for years, are actually felt by
Polish employees.
I formulated the following research questions:
1) Is there a relationship between the form of work performance and the strength of experiencing particular benefits of
work?
2) What are the most important benefits of WFH during the pandemic for employees surveyed in Poland?
3) What difficulties does WFH have for employees providing it during the pandemic?
4) What is the level of acceptance for WFH, taking into account the benefits and/or difficulties reported by the respondents?
In order to answer the questions, I carried out the questionnaire study. Based on the literature review, I defined a list of 15
potential benefits and a list of possible 21 difficulties. The benefits were assessed by the respondents in relation to both WFH
and on-site work to verify whether the change in the form of work is associated with the change in the benefits felt by an
employee. A 7-point rating scale was used, where 1 - minimal benefit, and 7 - benefit of great importance. The list of
difficulties was used only in relation to WFH, and the degree of severity of the difficulties for an employee was not checked,
but only the fact of its occurrence.
I verified the reliability and consistency of all three scales, using the Cronbach's alpha coefficient, and carried out the pilot
study with 10 employees who had WFH and who previously worked on-site and because of the pandemic had to start WFH.
As a result, I abandoned one of the potential benefits, and disaggregated one of the difficulties to create two separate ones.
For both the benefit scales and the WFH difficulty scale, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient was (0.91), (0.93), and (0.78),
respectively. The final list of potential benefits and difficulties is shown in table 1.
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Table 1: The list of potential benefits and difficulties of WFH
Potential benefits of WFH

Potential difficulties of WFH

1.

Concentration ease

1.

Ability to be self-disciplined and act consequently

2.

High commitment to work

2.

Ability to motivate to work

3.

High creativity

3.

Collaboration difficulty in a “virtual” team

4.

High job satisfaction

4.

Depreciation of WFH as “doing nothing”

5.

High motivation to work

5.

Difficulty in communication with colleagues

6.

High work efficiency

6.

Difficulty in concentration (family, animals…)

7.

Lots of time for loved ones

7.

Difficulty in feeling the sense of work

8.

Low level of stress

8.

Difficulty in “work-life balance”

9.

Low level of supervisor control

9.

Feeling of “being at work all the time”

10.

Money saving

10.

Feeling of isolation and loneliness

11.

Possibility to reconcile “work-life balance”

11.

Higher labor costs

12.

Quickly/efficient tasks performance

12.

Lack of nonverbal communication

13.

Tasks content adaptation to my personal needs

13.

Lack of social contacts with co-workers

14.

Time saving

14.

Lack of work comfort (ergonomics, etc.)

15.

Lowering the living comfort

16.

Necessity to plan time and tasks independently

17.

No direct contact with the supervisor

18.

No hardware

19.

No separate workplace

20.

No supervisor control

21.

Physical health problems

22. Technical problems (software, Internet, etc.)

To carry out the research I used the CAWI method in the period of April 6-30, 2021, i.e. a year after the first case of COVID19 in Poland. The questionnaire was completed by 1,894 respondents. 1,284 questionnaires were used for the statistical
analysis. The details of the selection are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Survey questionnaires selection process

The majority of the sample were women (67%); respondents aged 21-30 (32%); people with higher education (with Master’s
degree) (69%); public administration employees (60%); respondents living with their family (55%); those who do not have
children (61%); respondents who have no remote work experience prior to the pandemic (80%); those working in WFH
from 3 to 6 months (31%).
The data obtained in the research were analyzed with the use of descriptive statistics methods.

Results
To answer the question one:
Q1: Is there a relationship between the form of work performance and the strength of experiencing
particular benefits of work?
the respondents referred to closed question about work-related benefits, assessing them successively in relation to onsite
work and to WFH. The mean values for both forms of work are presented in figure 2. The significance of differences in the
assessment of benefits in on-site work and WFH was checked by the U-Mann-Whitney test.
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Figure 2: Comparison of mean values for on-site work and WFH

Based on the study, it can be concluded that the need to change the form of work from on-site to WFH caused by the COVID19 pandemic made a change in the intensity of feeling almost all of the potentially work-related benefits mentioned
(p=0,0000). The exception was “time saving” (p=0,3104). The lack of significant differences most probably results from a
large semantic capacity of this benefit. Specifying the benefits as to the source of savings could change the situation (it should
be checked in the research). Therefore, the answer to the first question is affirmative: yes, there is a relationship between the
form of work performance and the strength of experiencing particular benefits of work.
In connection with this observation, the second question can also be answered:
Q2: What are the most important benefits of WFH during the pandemic for employees surveyed in
Poland?
The detailed rankings of benefits in both forms of work are presented in figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Benefit ranking in relation to on-site work

Figure 4: Benefit ranking in relation to WFH

As figures 3 and 4 show, the change in the form of work also resulted in the change in the hierarchy of perceived benefits.
The highest grades in on-site work were awarded to: quick performance of tasks, high work efficiency, high commitment to
work, high work motivation, high job satisfaction. Generally, these are the benefits connected with the commitment to work
and the effectiveness of its performance.
In the case of WFH, the most important were: money saving, an ability to reconcile professional duties with personal life,
time saving, a lot of time for loved ones, efficient performance of tasks. However, it is worth noting that the latter, despite
its high position in the hierarchy, gained a lower value than in the case of on-site work. Similar decreases in the value were
observed for the remaining benefits related to commitment and work efficiency: motivation, work efficiency, time of tasks
performance, commitment to work, job satisfaction, and creativity. On the other hand, the respondents noticed an
improvement in the value of benefits regarding savings and the possibility of taking care of private life - the median values
for statistically significant differences in ratings are presented in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Change in work benefit value of on-site work comparing with WFH (in median values)
To answer the third question:
Q3: What difficulties does WFH have for employees providing it during the pandemic?
respondents were presented with a list of 22 potential difficulties, among which they could indicate those that concern them
and enter their own.
The most frequently indicated were: a lack of social contacts with colleagues, physical health problems, feeling
of isolation and loneliness, no direct contacts with the superior, the difficulty to achieve the “work-life balance”. The
frequency of indications is presented in figure 6.

Figure 6: Difficulties ranking in relations to WFH
The most important for Polish employees were social difficulties related to limited interpersonal relationships, but also
problems connected with physical health. Thus, the most relevant problem of WFH forced by pandemic conditions is the
reduction of psychological and physical well-being of an individual.
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In an open-ended question about difficulties, the most common problems were: simultaneous work and care for children who
cannot go to kindergarten or are learning remotely (6 respondents), the need to work “overtime” (6), a lack of access to full
documentation from home (5).
The study showed that Polish employees, when faced with WFH as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (for 80.2% of
respondents it was the first contact with this form of work), feel both positive and negative effects of this change. The
individual balance of both means that in response to the fourth question:
Q4: Based on the benefits and/or difficulties reported by respondents, what is their acceptance rate for
WFH?
it can be concluded that the acceptance level of the WFH is low. 6% of respondents would like to continue WFH after the
pandemic. At the same time, it can be concluded that most of the respondents appreciate the benefits they observe, hence as
many as 79% of the sample opted for a hybrid form of work.

Discussion
The results of the survey generally confirm the scientists' preliminary assumptions about the negative effects of the
unexpected introduction of WFH because of the COVID-19 pandemic. It is worth noting that most scientists and labor market
analysts focus not on the potential benefits of WFH, but on the difficulties and challenges. For instance, at the beginning of
the pandemic, Chawla (2020) and Carnevale (2020) predicted the difficulty of personal and professional life balancing, which
was confirmed, among others, in this research and analyzes of Polish (Dolot 2020; ‘Przyszłość…’ 2020; Carrotspot 2020)
and foreign scientists (Bulut and Reziyamu 2021; Sharma 2020). At the same time, the authors of the papers taken into
account for the comparisons ignored the possibility of the benefits generated in this field. In my opinion it is worthwhile to
analyze the benefits of WFH in a pandemic era as well as the difficulties, to find strategies for management which will use
the potential benefits and at the same time reduce the strength of the perception of threats because the majority of employees
performing WFH are in favor of a hybrid model after the pandemic has ended. As confirmed by this research and other
analyzes in the Polish labor market (Dolot 2020; Carrotspot 2020), Polish employees considered the improvement in such
aspects as “an ability to reconcile work and personal life” and “a lot of time for loved ones”. The study shows that both
benefits are felt more strongly by the respondents when they performed WFH than when worked on-site (an increase of 0.89
and 1.13 points for each of them, respectively). An increase in the assessments of these benefits when switching to WFH
was also shown by other authors (Carrotspot 2020; Dolot 2020). However, at the same time the aspects related to the
relationship between personal and professional life are also emphasized when respondents mention the difficulties of WFH.
The difficulty to achieve work-life balance was indicated in this study by 42% of respondents. In analogous to it, it is
generally fortyseveral percent of the research sample (Bulut and Reziyamu 2021; Carrotspot 2020; DELab UW 2020; Dolot
2020; Sharma 2020).
In several studies, the attention was paid to the benefits reflected in this analysis in the first and third items, namely the
reduction of expenses (e.g. on commuting) and time savings (Dolot 2020; DELab UW 2020). In the research conducted in
the Polish financial sector, as many as 83% of the research group drew attention to the latter aspect
(DELab UW 2020).
Unfortunately, at the moment there is still no research on the benefits of WFH due to the pandemic, so the results of this
study can be compared primarily with regard to the difficulties of WFH.
When taking into account the negative aspects, the psychological well-being comes to the fore. The difficulties identified by
respondents as third in the ranking: isolation and loneliness were considered equally important in other analyzes (Bulut and
Reziyamu 2021; Fritz and Cotilla Conceição 2021; Krisjane et al. 2020; ‘Przyszłość…’ 2020;
Robinson 2020; Sharma 2020; Sigahi et al. 2021; Carrotspot 2020).
The second factor that most degraded the well-being of employees who performed WFH were limited interpersonal relations,
including professional and social ones. The same regularities were found by Robinson (2020) and Sharma (2020), and by
the Polish authors of the reports on ‘Commitment in a Pandemic’ (Carrotspot 2020) and
‘Remote work...’ (‘Praca…’ 2020).
Problems reported by Polish employees, namely “the feeling of constantly being at work”, the inability to “unplug” and
burnout were also mentioned by other researchers (Bulut and Reziyamu 2021; Dolot 2020; HenningSmith 2020; ‘Praca…’ 2020; Sharma 2020; Staglin 2020; Carrotspot 2020).
As in the present study, a big problem noticed by all authors of studies accepted for the comparison are factors related to
professional tasks: motivation, time of task performance, commitment, concentration, and creativity.
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The impact of the deterioration of the above-mentioned factors on work efficiency is puzzling. In this research respondents
reported a decrease in its value when switching from office work to WFH, while the polish report ‘Commitment in a
Pandemic’ (Carrotspot 2020) shows an improvement in task time and efficiency. Probably the difference derives from the
fact that the report comes from the research that was carried out in the area of the Warsaw metropolis (with the capital of the
country, where the headquarters of the largest Polish companies and branches of foreign corporations are located), with the
participation of people working remotely (WFH and other forms), including the most numerous former employees of very
large companies (48%) and the IT industry (21%). It can be assumed that some of them (possibly a large one) had worked
remotely before the pandemic and had already developed some methods of coping with the difficulties of WFH.
WFH in the era of lockdown means not only the deterioration of well-being in a psychological but also physical sense. Health
problems caused by a lack of exercise or work without maintaining ergonomics were also mentioned by Donthu and
Gustafsson (2020), Sharma (2020), Sheth (2020), Sigahi et al. (2021) and in Carrotspot 2020).

Conclusions
For the vast majority of employees who participated in the study, the pandemic marked the first contact with WFH (80.2%).
Therefore, it is not surprising that in the case of no experience and complete surprise with the situation that forces WFH,
they report numerous problems. However, they are quite universal in nature and are also noticed by scientists from other
countries. At the same time, it is worth noting that the employees indicated some profits, so no wonder that as many as 97%
of them support a hybrid form combining the benefits of on-site work and WFH after the pandemic finishes.
The research allowed identifying the existing problems and benefits of WFH forced by COVID-19. Taking into account their
hierarchy and strength of influence, as well as employees' declarations regarding the preference of the form of work after the
pandemic, the results should become the basis for mangers to develop appropriate tools for managing employees working in
remote forms (pure or hybrid). The research is of a pilot nature and enabled to define the area of further research. It provides
a broad perspective for the issues and constitute an introduction to analyzes devoted to the relationship between the diagnosed
difficulties and benefits and factors of a socio-demographic nature. It is also a starting point for comparative analyzes of the
perception of benefits and difficulties of WFH experienced by employees and employers (studies of Polish SME owners who
have introduced WFH as a result of a pandemic are currently under implementation).
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i

On April, 29, 2020, during World Economic Forum, OECD informed that “the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in schools
shut all across the world. Globally, over 1.2 billion children were out of the classroom. As a result, education has changed
dramatically, with the distinctive rise of e-learning, whereby teaching is undertaken remotely and on digital platforms’. (Li
and Lalani 2020). ii For more see: AlTarrah et al. 2021, Gao et al. 2020 and Schmidt et al. 2021. iii According to the World
Travel and Tourism Council data of November 2020, tourist traffic in the world has decreased as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic by 65%, taking into account the influx of external tourists, and by 33%, respectively, when considering internal
tourism of individual countries (Global ... 2020). iv For example before COVID-19, only 18% of US Microsoft employees
worked remotely. By April 1, 2020, all nonessential workers were working from home full-time – that is more than 61,000
Microsoft US employees (Whiting 2021). v It is worth noting that Polish indicators are relatively low. In Europe, people who
work remotely constitute 37% of the total number of employees (Krisjane et al. 2020). vi Remote working is innovative
working models performed outside spatial and temporal organizational boundaries and enabled by information and
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communication technologies - ICT (Errichiello and Pianese 2016). Remote working in various periods of its forms
development was also referred to as: teleworking, telecommuting, virtual working, mobile work, agile work, distributed
working, etc. (Anka et al. 2020; Choudhury et al. 2020; Graves and Karabayeva 2020; Yawson 2020). So WFH is a narrower
category than ‘remote work’ which includes WFH.
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Abstract
Considering the ongoing processes in domestic agriculture, its constant transformation should be noted. Under these
conditions, an entrepreneur has to make a decision every second in his business activity.
The most difficult problem is assessing the potential consequences of risks, i.e. amounts to cover unforeseen expenses. To
solve it, it is necessary to apply risk management methods. In conditions of uncertainty and increasing competition, the
tasks of reducing risks and increasing the efficiency of companies’ activities come to the fore. To solve them, analysts,
consultants, risk managers and administrators are constantly looking for ways and find new conceptual approaches,
organizational forms and methods of company management. The article considered modern approaches to improving the
efficiency of enterprise management, such as the organization of a risk management service; organization of a virtual
enterprise; creative concept of its development; motivation for effective risk management; the formation of consulting
services for various forms of organization of agricultural enterprises; legal regulation of entrepreneurial activity.

Keywords: Risk, Risk Management System, Risk Management Methods, Modern Management Methods.
Introduction
Every year, new types of risks and new forms of their management appear in the agricultural sector of Russia, and
concepts, programs, systems, mechanisms are applied to them. The search and substantiation in the study of ways to
improve the efficiency of organization and risk management based on improving the system for identifying and
identifying, analyzing and evaluating, methods of reducing or minimizing the risks of economic activities of companies are
aimed at significantly accelerating and increasing the safety of the functioning of the risk management system at
agricultural enterprises.
Risk management is portrayed in the need to reduce the time of decision-making in the course of business activities. A
high degree of instability of the external and internal environment requires an immediate response from the control
apparatus. If the response time to changing conditions is reduced, then the efficiency of management increases.
Achieving the efficiency of management of an agricultural company in modern conditions is impossible without the use of
special risk management methods.

Background Paper
The operation of modern risk management systems is based on a set of methods and techniques.
Exploring various aspects of the development of modern risk management methods, Agafonova O. (2021), Davydova E.
(2021), Luzenkova A. (2021) suggest improving the risk management system based on improving the internal control
system in agricultural organizations. Internal control is one of the most important management functions of an economic
entity under conditions of risk and uncertainty, and its weak organization can have negative impact on all aspects of the
organization's functioning.
Many scientists in their studies presented the creative principle of development as the main tool of risk management, which
is based on kinetic entrepreneurship, which involves the transition from information as a symbolic description (without
context and real conditions) to information as an action, more precisely considered as an action and its coordination
(knowledge). The information used in the modern digital economy leads to the reorganization of the production itself and
the business processes of enterprises, simplifying the joint work of participants in a global market (Turovets Yu. (2019),
_________________
Cite this Article as: Yulia Y. GOLUBYATNIKOVA “ Modern Risk Management Methods In Agricultural Companies”
Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021,
Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Vishnevsky K. (2019)), besides, it is the basis for creating virtual companies (Kuznetsova N. (2018), Ilyina A. (2018),
Pukach G. (2018)). This is a fundamentally temporary organization, which is created for the duration of the performance of
any work or the implementation of an emerging need, i.e. order, for the fulfillment of which a virtual network is formed
from partners for the production of goods and services.
Each modern method of risk management makes it possible to effectively manage business risk from a certain angle.

Research Problem
For effective management, a risk management mechanism is used that allows at the initial stage to identify and identify a
limited range of investigated risks that have a direct impact on the operation of an agricultural enterprise. Then, according
to the specifics of the economic activity of a company in the agricultural sector, the mechanism allows one to prioritize
profile risks and assess their impact in the process of enterprise functioning. After the analysis and risk assessment, it is
necessary to maintain a stable continuous process of managing economic risks at an agricultural enterprise through the
application of operational measures to minimize risks. The provision of these measures is possible only with a prompt
response to changes in the factors of the internal and external environment at the enterprise in order to achieve a high speed
of risk management.
Operational risk management is portrayed in the need to reduce time when making decisions in the course of business
activities. A high degree of instability of the external and internal environment requires an immediate response from the
control apparatus. If the response time to changing conditions is reduced, then the efficiency of management increases.
Achieving the efficiency of management of an agricultural enterprise in modern conditions is impossible without the use of
special risk management methods.
The most important element of the risk management mechanism of a company is the means, techniques, and methods for
minimizing risks, which make it possible to partially neutralize the negative consequences of the onset of risk situations.
In a real economic situation, under the conditions of the action of various risk factors, various methods can be used to
reduce the final level of risk, affecting certain aspects of the activities of enterprises. The most common and widely used
and effective methods of preventing and reducing risk are: methods of evasion, transmission, localization, distribution
(dissipation) and compensation. Each method contains a variety of risk management tools (Stupakov V. (2007), Tokarenko
G.(2007)).
The main method of minimizing risks in agriculture, which allows transferring responsibility for the results of negative
consequences for certain remuneration to other business participants, is insurance.
According to Art. 927 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, insurance is carried out on the basis of property or
personal insurance contracts concluded by a citizen or legal entity (insured) with an insurance organization (insurer).
In agriculture, insurance is a complex type of property insurance, the subtypes of which are insurance of crops, animals,
commercial aquaculture, real estate, and income of agricultural producers.
In its essence, insurance is the creation of financial funds intended to protect the property interests of the population,
private and economic life from unexpected accidents, accidental in nature, accompanied by damage.
Agricultural insurance with state support can be carried out only by insurance organizations that are part of the United AllRussian Association of Insurers.
Currently, insurance in domestic agriculture is carried out in accordance with the Federal Law of July 25, 2011 N 260-FZ
"Concerning the state support in the field of agricultural insurance and on amendments to the Federal Law “On the
development of agriculture”".
In accordance with the Law, agricultural insurance with state support is applicable to the following risks: loss (destruction)
of yields of agricultural crops and perennial plantations as a result of natural phenomena dangerous for the production of
agricultural goods; penetration and (or) spread of harmful organisms; disruption of electrical, heat, water supply due to
natural disasters in crop insurance; loss (death) of farm animals and commercial aquaculture as a result of infectious
diseases of animals and commercial aquaculture, natural disasters, disruption of electricity, heat and water supply as a
result of natural disasters, if the conditions for keeping farm animals and commercial aquaculture facilities require the use
of electric , thermal energy, water; fire.
Considering the ongoing processes in domestic agricultural insurance, its constant transformation should be noted. But an
entrepreneur has to make a decision every second in his business.
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The most difficult problem is assessing the potential consequences of risks, i.e. amounts to cover unforeseen expenses. To
solve it, it is necessary to apply risk analysis methods, to determine the structure of the reserve to cover unforeseen
expenses. Then purposes are determined for which the created reserve will be used.
In conditions of uncertainty and increasing competition, the tasks of reducing risks and increasing the efficiency of
companies’ activities come to the fore. To solve them, analysts, consultants, risk managers and administrators are
constantly looking for ways and find new conceptual approaches, organizational forms and methods of company
management.

Discussion And Results
Consider several modern approaches to improving the efficiency of enterprise management, which simultaneously reduce
risks.
The organization of the risk management department, represented by a specific structure and a specific staffing table of the
department, depends on many circumstances: the stage of development of the organization, the risk profile, the number of
employees of the entire organization, the specifics of technology and geography of production, the financial scale of the
business, legal obligations of the company, general management strategy, and strategies to secure itself against risks, etc.
The amount of work that needs to be done by the risk management department depends on all these circumstances.
In our opinion, the risk management department should not have the character of an external division in relation to other
divisions of the organization: minimizing or eliminating risks should be the responsibility of each functional employee in
his division. Otherwise, a “multidisciplinary” irresponsibility of these workers will inevitably arise (ie, the risk
management department, both monitor and develop plans to get out of a difficult situation, and they are “responsible” for
everything).
One of the following modern approaches to the risk management system is the creation of virtual enterprises. This is a
fundamentally temporary organization, which is created for the duration of the performance of any work or the
implementation of an emerging need, i.e. order, for the fulfillment of which a virtual network is formed from partners for
the production of goods and services.
The structure of a virtual enterprise does not imply a hierarchy and is built as an equal cooperation of working groups,
departments and organizations at the stage of implementing a specific project. Business processes here are brought to a
closed cycle of creating a product or service at the request of the customer, including dynamic modeling and constant
adaptation in real time.
The features of a virtual enterprise include the fact that its main asset is knowledge, on the basis of which profit is obtained
and a competitive advantage is created. An organization's virtual nature means a low proportion of physical capital and
reliance on information technology, creating a virtual space free from time and space constraints. Therefore, the virtual
organization is flexible and can use a variety of organizational forms.
The introduction of information technologies, which are the basis of virtual enterprises, and the very development of a
network of such enterprises is a new and important element of an innovative type of development, including the
management of the implementation and replication of technological and organizational innovations, aimed at increasing
the efficiency and reducing the risk of the enterprise. Creative (constructive) management is close to innovative in its
content as it differs from it only because it considers its object (intellectual product) from the side of its structure. Creative
management in this case means the process of creating a new system of knowledge, skills, and abilities.
Creativity is not a compliance with the requirements of the external environment, but a virtual integration with it, the
creation of a system of “producing consumers” or producers-consumers. The networked economy creates its own rules,
management concepts and strategies that have a creative focus.
Thus, the principle of creative development underlies the development and implementation of modern development
strategies, management systems and tools, as well as the modern type of management thinking.
Effective risk management requires motivation. The main condition for the presence of a motive for the participation of an
entrepreneur in reducing risk is that he has sufficient monetary (or natural) resources to meet his needs.
It is necessary to create high-quality consulting assistance for the development of agricultural companies in Russia.
When creating a consulting system in Russia, it is necessary to use the support of local authorities and public organizations
when remunerating qualified consultants.
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The most significant risk factor is an unstable external environment. In this case, the organization of monitoring of the
socio-economic and regulatory environment will be relevant for a company. This will allow early identification and
analysis of changes in the external environment of the enterprise.
The system of measures that creates real guarantees for the development of initiative, innovation, activities with reasonable
risk includes an element of improving the legal regulation of entrepreneurial activity. An analysis of the state of affairs in
this area shows that the existing legislation weakly fulfills this task. A scientifically sound, clear legal basis for
entrepreneurial risk is needed. It is well-known, that the ways, methods and means of making a profit largely depend on the
real rights possessed by the risk subjects.
Thus, summarizing all of the above, we can note the following.
Insurance is used as an effective method to minimize risks and is one of the decisive conditions for strengthening the
reliability and sustainability of industrial and economic activities of enterprises, which makes them more attractive in terms
of investment. Using self-insurance as a method of reducing the level of risk, it must be borne in mind that insurance
reserves in all their forms, although they can quickly reimburse the financial losses incurred by an entrepreneur, may be
applied only for certain types of risk.
The considered modern approaches to improving the efficiency of enterprise management, such as the organization of the
risk management department; organization of a virtual enterprise; creative concept of its development; motivation for
effective risk management; the formation of consulting services for various forms of organization of agricultural
enterprises; legal regulation of entrepreneurial activity, provide an opportunity for effective risk management.
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Abstract
The global phenomenon of the financial fields digitalization along with the generalised and unsystematised access to
information via the Internet are making a revolutionary progress in the organisation of economic sectors, of which, certainly,
the financial industry makes no exception. The extreme plasticity, as well as the globalisation of financial services, together
with the successive technological revolutions, bring opportunities and also challenges for the continuous adaptation of the
financial policies of private companies or national public institutions.
The presence of the emerging technologies and virtual financial products offers consumers greater freedom, higher
independence from the legislative regulations of economic markets, while also trying to address the issue of data security
and confidentiality and increased confidence in those products. In recent times, emerging financial technologies called
Fintech have continued to reshape the financial services sector in an unprecedented way. New start-up companies manage
to provide innovative technologies in the financial market, challenging the sustainability of classic business models in the
field and causing disruptive effects on existing financial institutions and business methods
These progressive developments not only pave the way for new business openings, but also bring threats for traditional
financial institutions. They can provide alternative solutions and new business models that change the way this industry
works and provide customers faster, cheaper, easier-to-understand and to use services in a more transparent and secure way.

Keywords: Fintech, Techfin, Disruptive Start-ups
Introduction
In the last decade, the increased need for independence and financial control have led to a real revolution through what is
called Fintech (Alt R., Beck R., Smits M., 2018), which tends to create a new exceptionally dynamic financial services with
high degrees of creativity. In other words, Fintech provides products and services characterized by a complex and
sophisticated technology compared to what existed at that time in the financial markets. However, due to the vulnerability
of this multitude of new companies offering innovative Fintech business models, it is absolutely vital, for the financial sector
and for the entire economy, to create comprehensive studies that assess from different perspectives the structure, trends and
needs of financial markets (KPMG International, 2021).
In this new environment and under the influence of this disruptive trend, the management of financial organisations is
confronted with strategic and managerial implications through which it is forced to identify and understand the effects of this
phenomenon, implement corrective measures and adapt quickly and efficiently to new market conditions (Burlea-Schiopoiu
A., Brostescu, S. Popescu, L. 2021).
Progressively, free access to information continues to produce a current of democratisation of financial markets. Credit card
creation, e-stock trading, online commerce have led the way for new generations of Fintech based on liberalised access to
the Internet's information and communication resources through artificial intelligence, blockchain technologies, smart mobile
communication or virtual robots (Brennel L., Meyll T., 2020).
The aim of this study is on the one hand, to carry out a critical analysis of the conceptual elements of the Fintech phenomenon
by exploring this highly dynamic field of financial technologies applied in industry and, on the other hand, to analyse the
impact of Fintech on the financial sector and in particular on the traditional banks (Arslanian H., Fischer F., 2019). It is thus
intended to increase the level of expertise in the field of Fintech, by studying the phenomenon as representing a symbiosis
between technology and finance. The highly sophisticated level of information, which underpins the various technologies
_________________
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and financial products (peer-to-peer transactions, crowdfunding, smart contracts or robo-advisers, for example), challenges
whether Fintech is developing as a new discipline or is just a new super-evolved form of current financial technologies (CFA
Institute, 2020). It is increasingly revealed, however, that a holistic study of the Fintech phenomenon requires an
interdisciplinary approach at various levels: financial, management, information technology, law and cognitive behavioural
psychology.

Digital transformations implications to financial organisations
The outcomes that financial technologies produce on the management of organizations are felt by the impact they have on
each of the five management functions (Fayol, 1916):
Impact on the planning function
The context of wild technological progress and the digitalization of more and more economic and social areas generates the
need for organisations to constantly and efficiently adapt to a rapidly changing economic and social environment and to be
able to assimilate and apply new knowledge. The organisations management in traditional banking system is forced to study
the impact of the risks posed by Fintech technologies on financial stability, to find and plan solutions to their effects, without
at the same time suffocating the implicit innovative benefits (BCSB, 2018, pp. 6, 24).
Certainly, Fintech business models represent a challenge to the management of organizations in this industry in terms of
integrating information technology processes. The decision makers of these institutions should plan to refresh the staff base
not only with IT specialists, but also with experts in data analysis, mathematics, statisticians and marketing and media
specialists with knowledge in cognitive behavioural theories. Although many traditional financial institutions encourage
access to various education programmes on Fintech, by introducing modules to study new financial technologies in their
continuing education programmes, few have predicted the possible impact and made early changes in their recruitment and
human resources policies (Cao et al., 2019, p. 4).
Implications to the organizational function
The management of organisations and especially the managers of the risk departments are traditionally relied on risk
specialists, from the company's existing divisions and internal working groups. We believe that the emergence and
multiplicity of new business models in the financial sector leads to the need to create specialized units within the traditional
company, containing highly specialized staff with a broad mandate, comprising multiple and various functions such as
research and implementation policies, obtaining certifications and licenses, maintaining contact platforms for customer
relations. This can be achieved through traditional supervisory methods combined with the creation and use of supervisory
technologies (Suptech) (BCSB, 2018, 34-36).
It is also very important for the management of traditional financial institutions to identify and understand the motivations
of customers who choose to use Fintech applications at the expense of their traditional financial instruments. It would be
beneficial to the financial industry as a whole, for traditional companies to reconsider their own business models and through
reorganisation to integrate new financial technologies using their innovative benefits, while preserving on the one hand the
level of data security for customers and without disrupting financial balances on the other hand (Gerlach , Lutz, 2021, p. 27).
Influence towards the leadership function
The objectives of national and global data privacy, cyber security, consumer protection or fair competition and transparency
policies must be developed in line with the financial objectives of the management of organisations with regard to new
Fintech business models. Financial safety, transparency and stability can be improved through effective and effective
communication of organisation management (a defining component of the management function) with regulatory institutions
dealing with consumer data protection (BCSB, 2018, pp. 33-34).
This will ensure the possibility of new financial companies, but also of the traditional banking sector, to use new innovative
financial technologies in accordance with the laws and regulations relevant to the industry. As traditional banking institutions
are exposed to more stringent and stricter regulations compared to their non-banking competitors, and in order to ensure a
climate of competitive fairness, the management of regulatory institutions should emphasize collaboration with the
management of non-bank Fintech firms in order to improve their transparency and to implement appropriate operating
policies (Vives, 2017, p. 102).
Effects for the coordination function
Technological progress brings pressure on the financial industry, forcing the management of banking organisations to rethink
the necessary portfolios of staff knowledge. As the Fintech phenomenon has the potential to transform both traditional
business banking models, operations and financial structures, as well as production and access to financial services, banking
management will need to rethink both its organisational structure and personnel policies. Staff training and motivation
programmes will aim to ensure that staff tools, knowledge and qualities are relevant, effective and applied to the risks posed
by new innovative technologies and business models (Cao et al., 2019, pp. 29-30).
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The increase in industrial automation and the accelerated integration of robotic units into human activity, naturally, produces
a current of social concern for individuals and at the institutions organizational level. At decision-making level, retraining
policies should be adopted, with the workforce having to focus more on acquiring new knowledge, rather than focusing on
a specific professional area. In the context of digitalization, the structures and professional needs of the market will change,
the analysis of information remaining an advantage of managers, new technologies helping to a faster and more complete
analysis, keeping the decision-making of leaders at a more efficient individual-human level (Bril et al., 2021, p. 2).
Failure to adapt knowledge and skills to the current framework of financial industry requirements may result in the partial
or total replacement of certain roles. In order to avoid this and to ensure the success of financial investment institutions in
front of Fintech companies, the absolutely necessary skills to be developed by management within their own organisations
include (CFA Institute, 2017, p. 58):
•

the ability to convincingly formulate the company's vision,

•

the capacity to impose an ethical culture of decision-making, understanding and knowledge of corporate regulations
and corporate governance,

•

in-depth knowledge of new financial technologies: distributed ledger technology, artificial intelligence, etc.,

•

higher scientific knowledge, engineering and mathematics.

Impact on the control function
Similar to digital integration that actually meant the change from analogue to digital of systems and processes, new business
models based on innovative financial technologies pressure corporate culture to adapt and integrate these technologies. The
management of these organisations is forced to assess the current own performance of their companies and also to predict
and estimate the potential for standard performance on the new conditions brought forward by the development and
implementation of Fintech. Based on the comparison between standard performance and current performance, management
will be able to take corrective action within their organisations and focus on development methods according to
organisational theories.
On the other hand, researchers of the financial industry point out that innovative Fintech methods and especially the
possibility of much easier, democratic and mass access of the population to financial services produce a revolution of
traditional financial theories, especially through the changes resulted on financial behavioural models in diverse population
categories (Tanda A., Schena C-M., 2019). The present paper stresses, for these reasons, that traditional financial services
providers, banks, insurance companies, etc. are and will be forced to adapt their activities, services, policies and business
models, through appropriate management to the new market requirements and based on freedom of data access produced by
new information tools in today's environment (Nicoletti B., 2017).
For these reasons, including at the level of the financial policies of the European Union and EU Member States, as well as
traditional global banking companies, attempts are being made to find solutions to involve regulatory institutions (Zetzsche
D. et al., 2017) and financial control over new Fintech technologies as a vector for increasing efficiency and competitiveness
in the market without at the same time being a factor of disruption and financial instability or progress inhibition (BCBS,
2018).

Conclusions
The great challenge for the management of organisations is to succeed in encouraging innovation and competitiveness in the
financial sector, while ensuring data security and financial stability, as well as preserving the level of credibility throughout
complex data protection technologies. There are several objectives facing the current financial industry that will need to be
adopted by the management of the organisations:
•

ensuring the integrity of a financial system in a globalised world and flooded with valid and non-valid information
through multiple media channels (Burlea-Schiopoiu A., Balan DA., 2021),

•

securing jobs in the financial industry and assisting the workforce to obtain new skills that will enable to improve
adaptability to the new business models proposed by Fintech (CFA Institute, 2017),

•

encourage a financial system to be as innovative and competitive as possible (Cao L. et al, 2019),

•

management adoption of economic policies to integrate the rapid evolution of new financial technologies with the
aim to incorporate them into the culture of organisations (Bril A. et al., 2021).

The financial revolution produced by Fintech already had and will have a strong impact on the financial industry and will
cause a fundamental change in the management of global resources and financial instruments. Fintech business models will
produce trends of change and adaptation is needed in all fields of activity and in all social structures, reaching areas ranging
from information technology, marketing, management, to the human resources market, social and economic policies,
education and financial behaviour models.
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Abstract
This study has been derived from the iterative process which reflect on the ideation on creating tools the supportive
environment. The supportive environment offers people protection and foster participation in health and can be useful for
well-being and good health. Therefore, this paper will elaborate the approach of using conceptual model for knowledge
sharing model for the design process. Additionally, the design will be based on the supportive environment which is due to
pandemic situation. Based on the observation of the current situation, the creation of the idea will be reflecting in the
context of useful for age-friendly tool. This will spearhead towards the pre-serving behaviour when designing the interface
in the design process.

Keywords: Conceptual Model for Knowledge Sharing Model, Behaviour, Interface Design Process, Age-friendly,
Supportive Environment.

Introduction
During the pandemic situation, the supportive environment is widely being enhanced the knowledge most of the students in
the design class. Due the restricted on having hybrid or physical class in the Malaysian Pandemic Status Movement
Control (MCO in Malaysia), therefore, the design process has been extended on the usage of skill in creating idea using the
visual tools. It also together with the visual tools for further explanation when showcase of their ideation.
Conceptual Model for Knowledge Sharing Model has been using as the initial development of the idea at the early stage of
crafting the design. Figure 1 shows the Conceptual Model for Knowledge Sharing Model

Figure 1: Conceptual Model for Knowledge Sharing Model [1,2]

This model has been used to derive the idea for supportive tool environment specific for the pandemic era and with the
age-friendly approach. It started with the interpretation of the supportive environment. Thus, it will generate the
__________________
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implementation of the ideation using the visualisation tool. The implementation contains of three part as the main factors
for evaluation before can be applied for the ideation proposal.

Supportive Environment
A Supportive environment framework is a tool that can be used to bring coherence to ensure safe, welcoming, and
culturally responsive environments. Based on the research on age-friendly concept, discuss the best approach or method to
enable the age friendly tool for enabling supportive environment. Look into the elements of human factor to illustration
from the basic concept will make enhancement of the powerful impact for end user of the product.
It has been more than one year since Covid-19 appeared and this virus have changed our lives in many ways. Measures that
applied to avoid massive spreading of the virus are no longer a ‘new norm’, people have been adapting these measures as
their everyday lives. One of the measures includes working and studying at home, it is essential since the workplace and
schools are considered as the environment that are at high risk to spread the virus and become an infection hotspot.
Working and studying at home make a huge difference with doing the same thing at the workplace and schools. Office
workers and students could not access to the facilities that was supposed to be offered and prepared at the workplace and
schools, at the same time, they could only get in touch with their colleagues, clients, bosses, teachers, friends and basically
anyone they used to be able to meet face to face via online platforms now.
Digital Continuous Improvement – Industrial Transformation Strategy

Technology

People

Process

Figure 2: People, Process & Technology in using IT/IoT
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Results
The process of the interpretation of the idea for age-friendly product within the supportive environment has been visualised
at the stage of ideation for initial proposal. Using these visual then it will be useful for the implementation in the final
process using the 3D printer to get the tangible output prototype. Therefore, the initial sketch has been used as the
evaluation criteria in the initial part of the method, activity and technology phases. The pitch of the idea ha t The text
included in the sections or subsections must begin one line after the section or subsection title. Do not use hard tabs and
limit the use of hard returns to one return at the end of a paragraph.
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Please, do not number manually the sections and subsections; the template will do it automatically.

Sub-subsection: Guidelines for Abbreviations and Acronyms
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FFigure
Figure 2: Sketch on Initial Idea for Detachable Laptop
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Figure 1: Caption for the figure.
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Abstract
In accordance with applicable legal regulations, disclosure of non-financial information is an obligation imposed on public
interest entities and large companies. It mainly applies to non-financial key performance indicators and information on
employee issues and the natural environment. The listed companies cooperate with enterprises from the SME sector, and it
is not possible to apply adequate regulations regarding non-financial reports without participation of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises in this process. The only solution that enables the achievement of the goals underlying applicable
laws is to require that non-financial reporting applies to the entire production chain, in line with the idea of a circular economy
which includes all stages of product's life cycle, starting with its design, production, consumption, up to waste collection and
its management. The purpose of the article is to identify the need for non-financial reporting in micro, small and mediumsized enterprises in Poland in the aspect of circular economy. The research method includes the study of the regulations on
non-financial reporting, the review of domestic and foreign literature, as well as analysis of the report published by the
European Federation of Accountants and Auditors for SMEs on Survey of Non-Financial Reporting Requirements for SMEs
in Europe. The summary includes recommendations for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in Poland and an
incentive to develop further research in this area having regard to the fact that micro, small and medium-sized enterprises
have a great impact on achieving the goals of sustainable development in large companies.

Keywords: non-financial reporting, SME sector, circular economy, EFAA report
Introduction
In accordance with applicable legal regulations, the disclosure of non-financial information is an obligation imposed on
public interest entities and large companies. It is primarily about key non-financial performance indicators related to the
activities of the entity and information on employee and natural environment issues. During their activities, these entities
cooperate with enterprises from the SME sector, which means that it is not possible to effectively implement the applicable
regulations on non-financial reporting without involving micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in this process.
The only solution that makes it possible to achieve the objectives underlying these legal regulations is the requirement that
non-financial reporting should cover the entire production chain, in accordance with the idea of the circular economy, which
considers all stages of the product's life cycle, starting from its design, through production, consumption, waste collection,
to waste management.
In view of the above, the study is aimed at identifying the need to implement non-financial reporting in the reporting of
micro, small and medium enterprises in the aspect of the circular economy.
The main thesis of the study is that conducting activities based on the principles of the circular economy implies the need to
adapt and implement the reporting of non-financial information in the reporting of enterprises from the SME sector.
The basic research method is a thorough analysis of the relationship between reporting non-financial information in the SME
sector and the circular economy and verification of the solutions used in this area. As part of the research, legal regulations
in the field of non-financial reporting and a review of domestic and foreign literature were carried out. The main conclusions
of the report published by the European Federation of Accountants and Auditors for SMEs (EFAA) on the examination of
non-financial reporting requirements for the SME sector in Europe are also presented.
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The aim of the study is to formulate recommendations for micro, small and medium enterprises and to identify the need to
develop research in this area, considering the fact that the SME sector has a great impact on the implementation of sustainable
development goals by large units.

Non-financial reporting – basic issues
The presentation of data on the achievements and results of the entity over the years has been modified many times, starting
from strictly financial, quantitative, and verifiable data to extensive non-financial information, presented in a narrative form,
and today additionally graphic in the form of an infographic (Walińska, Urbanek, 2015, p. 202). This process is an expression
of the accounting orientation towards the best possible adaptation to the requirements of a wide range of recipients
(Andrzejewski, 2016, p. 20).
The amendment to the Accounting Act, based on the need to implement the provisions of Directive 2014/95/EU on disclosure
of non-financial and diversity information by certain large entities and groups (Directive of the European Parliament and of
the Council, 2014), introduced obligations regarding the presentation of non-financial data in the reporting of entities. The
national regulation contains an enumerative indication of entities obliged to fulfill their obligations in the above scope,
however, in accordance with market trends in the area of good practices, other entities take up the optional challenge of
presenting non-financial data.
In accordance with the above regulations, non-financial information is mandatory reported by the largest entities of public
interest that have been obliged to provide information in the scope(Accounting Act, 1994, Article 49b paragraph 2):
(1) a concise description of the entity's business model;
(2) key non-financial performance indicators related to the entity's operations;
3) a description of the policies applied by the individual in relation to social, labour, environmental, respect for human
rights and anti-corruption issues, as well as a description of the results of the application of these policies;
(4) a description of the due diligence procedures, if the entity applies them under the policies referred to above;
5) a description of the material risks related to the entity's operations that may have an adverse impact on the issues
referred to above, including risks related to the entity's products or its relations with the external environment,
including counterparties, as well as a description of the management of those risks.
The scope indicated by the regulatory framework is minimal, hence the presentation of information itself may cover a wider
horizon, so that enterprises are faced with the dilemma of choosing both the form of presentation (statement or report on
non-financial information), the rules of presentation (choosing the appropriate functioning standard or their own) and the
scope of presentation (minimum statutory requirements or their extension).
Among the most common standards of non-financial reporting are:
•
•
•
•

•

GRI,
SIN,
ISO 26000 Social responsibility,
COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION Guidelines for reporting non-financial information
(Non-financial reporting methodology) (2017/C 215/01) together with the Supplement Guidelines for
reporting non-financial information: Supplement on reporting climate-related information (2019/C
209/01),
IIRC.

Most standards are accused of many imperfections, hence they are subject to constant updates and even thorough changes.
A standard is constantly being sought that could be approved by a wide range, primarily recipients of entity reporting. In
view of the postulated issues of expanding the scope of entities subject to the obligation to report non-financially, it is
necessary to adjust the standards so that they can also be applied around activity of not only large entities. These new
challenges in accounting require much greater interdisciplinarity and a combination of broad-spectrum knowledge among
people involved in the data reporting system (Kamela-Sowińska, 2014, p. 68).

The SMEs sector and its importance in Poland
In all countries of the European Union, the SME sector includes entities qualified for micro, small or medium-sized
enterprises. Currently, it is considered the beating heart of the global economy (Integrated Reporting for SMEs:
Implementation Guidance, NIBR 2018, p. 1). Its importance in the national economy is determined primarily by its
participation in the creation of gross domestic product (GDP), as well as by the number of jobs offered and the level of
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SMEs sector

expenditure on investment. The division of the SME sector into micro, small and medium-sized units depend on the number
of employees and the amount of turnover or balance sheet total, and its detailed parameters are presented in Figure 1.

Microenterprise

microenterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs
fewer than 10 persons and whose annual turnover and/or
annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 2 million.

Small
enterprise

small enterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs
fewer than 50 persons and whose annual turnover and/or
annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 10 million.

Medium-sized
enterprise

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is made up of enterprises
which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an
annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million, and/or an
annual balance sheet total not exceeding EUR 43 million.

Figure 1: Division of the SME sector
Source: own study based on: Entrepreneurs' Law Act,2018, Art. 7, para. 1 points 1-3 and Commission Recommendation, 2003.

In the Polish economy, as in other EU countries, micro-enterprises (MIKRO) dominate and account for 96.5% of the entire
enterprise sector (Zakrzewski and Skowrońska) (ed.), 2019, p. 5), while the share of small entities is 2.6%, while the share
of medium-sized entities is only 0.7%. The number of large companies in the domestic economy is only 0.2%. The structure
of the Polish economy according to the size of the enterprise is presented in Chart 1.
SMALL
2.60%

MEDIUM
0.70%

LARGE
0.20%

MICRO
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

MICRO
96.50%

Chart 1: Structure of the Polish economy by size of the enterprise
Source: own study based on: Activities of non-financial enterprises in 2017, GUS, Warsaw 2018.
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For many years, the number of enterprises included in the World Championship has been increasing, which also increases
their share in the creation of GDP, which in 2016 amounted to 49.8%. Micro-enterprises, which generated 30.2% of GDP,
are of great importance. At the same time, the SME sector offers more and more jobs, the number of which in 2016 reached
the level of over 6.7 million people, which constitutes 68.3% of the total number of people working in the enterprise sector
(Zakrzewski, Skowrońska (ed.), 2019, pp. 23 and 27).
From the perspective of investment expenditures, the SME sector is not a leader, micro-enterprises allocate over PLN 34
billion for investments, which constitutes 18% of the value of expenditures of the entire enterprise sector, small enterprises
about PLN 17 billion (9% of the value of expenditures of the entire enterprise sector), and medium-sized enterprises over
PLN 38 billion (20% of the value of expenditures of the entire enterprise sector) (Zakrzewski and Skowrońska (ed.), 2019,
pp. 10-12).
SMEs are characterized by a certain specificity of functioning, which includes, among others (Kaźmierczak, 2017, pp. 4547):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

combining managerial and ownership functions,
economic and legal dependence focused primarily on the hands of the owner or his family,
own financing in the initial phase of operation,
striving in subsequent stages of development to raise external capital (loans, loans), in the vast majority domestic
simplified
organizational structures with increased flexibility of operation, based on linear ties, fast
communication, and a limited level of delegation of responsibility,
system HR
low profitability due to difficulties in achieving economies of scale of production,
market share, mainly local or regional,
a diversification of activities.

These aspects determine many of the strengths of SMEs, while at the same time they are associated with many barriers and
risks faced by SMEs. These barriers can be divided into internal and external.
The SME sector is faced with many difficulties that limit its ability to implement innovative solutions that enable sustainable
development. The main obstacles preventing development through innovation include (Kaźmierczak,2017, p. 21):
minimizing funds from the budget for the research and development sphere,
limiting the transfer of knowledge from universities to the economy,
quite low innovation potential in small and medium-sized enterprises,
economic barriers, such as lack of financial resources, high costs of innovation, limited access to external
financing,
• fluctuations in demand for the services and products offered.
A barrier in the era of increased digitization is also the limitation of the possibility of using advanced technological solutions
in the conducted business. It results from the fact of limitations or difficulties in obtaining external financing (loans, cofinancing), as well as from a personal aversion to following technical and IT progress.
•
•
•
•

Despite the risks faced by SMEs, the many barriers they face, their importance in the economy is extremely important around
the world. We find justification in the share in the creation of GDP, the number of jobs offered and the level of investment
outlays. The SMEs also performs several economic functions, among which one can find (Zastempowski (ed.), 2016, pp.
56-58):
• active in the department during changes in the industrial structure of the country,
• development and absorption of substantial labour resources,
• playing an important role in the creation of private ownership of the means of production,
• creation of economic infrastructure, in particular corporate development and subcontracting system,
• in legal regulations, forcing changes that accompany the development of entrepreneurship and efficiency.
It is often pointed out that small and medium-sized enterprises can achieve an advantage over large enterprises
(Waśniewski,2018, p.85). Their special conditions are also noticed by the International Accounting Standards Board, which
conducts constant work and consultations on IFRS for SMEs (IFRS for SMEs Standard, 2021). Considering the global
conditions of the functioning of economic activity, it seems possible also in social and environmental areas. Conducting
business on local or regional markets forces certain behaviors, an example of which may be taking care of the local
community, recognition among potential local recipients, the image and reputation of an entity both developmental, but also
trustworthy from the perspective of activities, considering the global, but above all local environmental situation.
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The essence of the circular economy
The introduction of the study lists entities that are subject to the obligation of non-financial reporting, there are no entities
from the SME sector among them, but these enterprises very often cooperate with large units as subcontractors. Therefore,
they must adapt their concepts and management methods to the requirements of large enterprises. Managing a micro, small
and medium-sized enterprise requires many skills from the entrepreneur and manager due to their specificity of activity,
limited resources and the constant need to respond to changes in the environment. And here individuals in this sector is the
speed and efficiency with which they are able to take advantage of unexpected changes in the environment. Entrepreneurs
undertake many activities in relations on the market of recipients, suppliers, competitors and in relation to the broadly
understood business environment. They use relational resources to influence stakeholders, manage relationships, function in
a network of interpersonal connections and shape interorganizational ties (Danielak, Mierzwa, Bartczak, 2017, p.10).
Considering these mutual relations and the specificity of cooperation, as well as work on the preparation of an EU standard
for non-financial reporting for enterprises in the SME sector, it is worth starting industry consultations and trying to prepare
the basis and model of non-financial reporting for this sector. The starting point may be the implementation of a circular
economy strategy into economic practice.
In the modern economic model, three key elements can be identified: man and demography, natural resources and the
environment, and economic growth. The mutual and harmonious interdependence between these elements is with a laid and
difficult issue. It should be emphasized, however, that social, economic and the environment are a single, inseparable system
of cause-and-effect relationships. If we want to survive, we need to change the value system, the way of thinking and the
approach to economic development. This means a reduction in production, over consumption and waste. Only the
harmonious and rational coexistence of the "green world" and the "business world" and the circular economy is an
opportunity to preserve the world for future generations. This idea is also reflected in the priority areas of the concept of the
"green economy" (Godlewska, 2014, p.208).
Circular Economy (CE) "is a new strategy for the development of civilization that enables economic growth while optimizing
resource consumption and reducing environmental impact. A more efficient use of materials will create more value by both
reducing costs and creating new markets or developing existing ones, with economic growth deed dependent on the increased
use of natural resources and ecosystems. CE can also become a catalyst for innovation in areas related to the reuse of
materials, components and products, as well as have a major impact on the creation of new business models" (Pikoń, 2018,
p.28).
The implementation and functioning of the circular economy consist in moving from a linear model, based on the "production
– consumption – ejection" scheme, to a loop model in which waste, if it is generated, becomes a raw material. The essence
of the linear economy and the circular ego presented in Figure 2, where attention is also paid to the reuse economy, which is
the beginning of changes in the way we think about natural resources and limited access to them.

Figure 2: Linear economy and circular economy
Source: https://www.government.nl/topics/circular-economy/from-a-linear-to-a-circular-economy (accessed: 15.06. 2020)
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Many European countries have developed and partially implemented plans and strategies for the circular economy. An
analysis of these plans and strategies, as well as interviews with implementation experts, forms the basis of a preliminary
study conducted under the direction of T. Weber and M. Stuchteya (Weber, Stuchtey, 2019). The aim of this study was
to gain warnings and experiences of selected European countries aimed at designing a path of transformation to the circular
economy model. To this end, the functioning of the circular council in selected EU countries has been analyzed based on
existing national transformation roadmaps or comparable strategic documents. Based on the Aspen Institute's "Theory of
Change" approach, relevant stakeholders, assumptions, goals, and derived metrics derived from them were examined to
achieve social change in the field of CE.
To describe the "Theory of Change", the team of researchers developed a method consisting of fives in characteristic
elements, determined their essence and formulated key questions. The structure of this analysis is shown in the table below.
It seems that the elements listed in the table, both in holistic and substantive terms, may also be very important and helpful
in building a model and implementing the idea of non-financial reporting by managers in micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises.
Table 1: Characteristics of elements important in the process of implementing the circular economy
Elements

NARRATION

INITIATOR

GOALS

STAKEHOLDERS

IMPLEMENTATION

Gist
The narrative presents the basic motivation for
changing the system. The narrative hides the
message of important values and it is a line of
arguments running through the strategy.

The driving factors behind "The Theory of
Change" are the "actors" from whom the impulse
comes out,
and who activate other interest groups. They have
a decisive influence on the control and design of
the change process and key decision-makers.

In 2018 The EU Commission has presented an
EU monitoring framework with ten indicators in
the following four categories: production and
consumption, waste management, secondary raw
materials and competitiveness and innovation.
This framework is an important step in the
measurement of progress but has been criticized
as insufficient due to its strong focus on
recycling.
Due to the social nature of the issue of the
economy, many social groups have a legitimate
interest in helping to prepare and develop a
national strategy for the economy and setting the
direction for future activities. Therefore, the
creative and contribution of interest groups is
very important, while the process of their
integration is crucial for the success of the
transformation. economy.
The choice of means of implementing the idea of
the goz depends on political, economic and legal
solutions in this area. Examples of activities in
this area may concern:
- about economic burdens;
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Questions
What is the basic motivation of
managers to change the system?
Who (or what) initiated the
activities related to the
introduction of CE?
What "pressure possibilities" do
subjects("actors") have that can
encourage change?
Who is the impetus to change the
system?
Who initiated the activities and
who plays an important role in
their design?
How are decisions made in this
process?
At what level are goals set (using
the iooi method, i.e. input, output,
outcome, impact)?
Where should the change lead and
how to describe it (qualitatively or
quantitatively)?

What entities are involved in the
process of creating and shaping
CE?
What is the interaction?

How and by what means should
CE be introduced?
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- economic incentives;
- and regulatory frameworks;
- information measures;
- research and education.

Who are the entities and
addressees of the actions taken
and the information obtained?
What tools will be the most
adequate in terms of key
objectives?

Source: own study based on: Weber, Stuchtey, 2019

In a holistic approach, this is related to the identification of individual elements: narrative, initiator, goals, stakeholders and
ways of implementation. In the case of implementing the idea of non-financial reporting in the SME sector, it is very
important to have an appropriate narrative that arouses effective motivation to extend reporting to non-financial elements
and clearly presents the values and benefits that are associated with this change. It is very important to create a team
responsible for collecting non-financial information and then preparing appropriate reports. The starting point of each
activity, also in this area, is the formulation of objectives and indicators in individual areas of non-financial reporting.
Another element is stakeholders (stakeholders). A key category for non-financial reporting. Financial reporting certainly
performs the basic – informative – accounting function, but due to the time horizon (ex post) and the range of measures
(financial), it does not give managers confidence that their decisions will be optimal and will contribute to increasing the
value of the company and strengthening its image in the minds of stakeholders. The modern recipient needs more information
to decide about cooperation or capital investment, which affects the continuous increase in the scope of reporting. The
assessment of strictly financial data is important and necessary, but only its synthesis with non-financial data presents a
comprehensive picture of the company, and the ability to analyze and present them is rare and valuable. Non-financial
reporting enables the identification of opportunities and threats in the company's environment and introduces marketing
aspects to the entity's reporting that are more readable and understandable to a wide range of recipients.
The last, but very important, element is the way of achieving the assumed goals. When choosing instruments for their
implementation, it is very important to determine the effects that we intend to achieve by introducing changes. Enterprises
through the presentation of information non-financial point to many benefits, which are also emphasized by the international
organization Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), formulating five main ones, of which he includes (Anam, 2017, p. 2):
building trust, improving processes and systems, progress in the implementation of the vision and strategy, with reduction
of compliance costs and building Advantages and competitive.
In terms of content, non-financial reporting also refers to key issues of the circular economy. Non-financial information
relates to environmental issues (i.e. detailed information on the current and expected environmental impact of the entity's
activities and on health and safety, use of renewable or non-renewable energy, greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption
and air pollution) and social and labour (information on actions taken to ensure gender equality, implementation of the basic
conventions International Labour Organisation, working conditions, social dialogue, respect for workers' right to information
and expression, respect for trade union rights, health and safety at work and dialogue with local communities or actions taken
to ensure the ocher and development of these communities) (Pichola, Ibisz, Deloitte, 2016).
Based on the above considerations, it can be concluded that a more widespread implementation of the circular economy
model is necessary in the face of the problems of the world's climate resources and may constitute a postulate of non-financial
reporting in the SME sector.

European Federation of Accountants and Auditors for SMEs reporting in Europe
Important facts about the state of reporting non-financial information in selected European countries are provided by the
report of the European Federation of Accountants and Auditors for SMEs (EFAA) published in November 2018 (EFAA,
2018). The aim of the report was to identify the
applicable reporting requirements and the publication of non-financial
information by SMEs in Europe; determining the degree of comparability of the solutions used in these issues and paying
attention to the approach to non-financial reporting in the context of the size of the country. The report covered fourteen
European countries.
The study covered four key areas: the extent to which SMEs need to prepare or publish a management report; the application
of the Non-Financial Reporting Directive in this sector; the content required for management reports going beyond those set
out in the EU Directive, as well as other reports regularly prepared and required from SME entities. Selected issues presented
in the report are included in Table 2.
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Table 2: Selected issues from the EFAA report, considering legal solutions in this area in Poland
QUESTION AREAS
1.Are micro-enterprises obliged by national law to prepare or publish management reports?
POLAND
2.Are medium-sized companies exempt from the obligation to include information on nonfinancial results in the management report?
POLAND
Source: own study based on: (EFAA, 2018)

YES
1

NO
13

14

0

✔
✔

Analyzing the detailed answers to the first question, it can be concluded that only in Macedonia all entities are obliged to
prepare a management report, but its content is not specified, except for listed companies, and reports do not need to be
published. For the remaining thirteen countries covered by the study, none required micro-enterprises to prepare or publish
management reports. As for small units, only four required a report (Ireland, Portugal, Romania and the United Kingdom).
In Portugal and the United Kingdom, the purpose of this report was not necessarily to inform the public, as there is no
obligation to report to the public register. Austria requires the preparation and publication of a management report, but only
from all companies registered as joint-stock companies (SA) regardless of size.
The Non-Financial Reporting Directive requires large, listed companies to report on environmental, labour and social issues.
If the second question in the table is answered, it can be concluded that the countries participating in the survey have not
chosen to apply the Directive even to medium-sized enterprises and that no elements covered by the Directive are presented
in another report. When it comes to the situation in Poland in terms of the presented issues, there are also no mandatory legal
solutions in this respect.
EFAA, based on the results of the surveys, has also made recommendations that should be the starting point for national
solutions to non-financial reporting:
1) national regulatory authorities should be encouraged to refer to the Directive when formulating non-financial
information requirements for SMEs in a given country, as this will help to increase the international comparability
of non-financial reporting in this sector;
2) abut encourage the SME sector to consider making non-financial information available on a voluntary, as this can
benefit both businesses and stakeholders and the local community;
3) some of the solutions included in the Directive can be the starting point for the reporting of non-financial
information by the SME sector.

Conclusions
The climate crisis and the increase in people's knowledge and awareness are causing a growing expectation that economic
units explain how their activities affect the environment and society at large. In Europe and many other regions of the world,
small and medium-sized enterprises make a large contribution to GDP generation, job creation and environmental and social
impact. That is why there are demands that companies from the SME sector should also disclose the effects of their activities
in the economic, environmental and social areas.
Research conducted in 14 European countries by EFAA aimed to bring closer issues related to the requirements, nature and
scope of non-financial reporting in the SME sector, and their results can be helpful for regulators and decision-makers who
seek to harmonize the scope and form of reporting in the SME sector and increase transparency in the pre the impact of
these companies on society and the environment across the EU. If the EU aims to make corporate reporting a tool for
gathering information and raising awareness of environmental and social problems, the inclusion of small and medium-sized
enterprises in these requirements can be an effective way of achieving this objective.
With increasing knowledge of climate and limited access to resources, greater emphasis is placed on the implementation of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the need to measure economic, social and environmental performance.
Proponents of this approach believe that reporting non-financial information can help SMEs gain access to finance,
acquire new business partners and customers, and attract and retain intellectual capital.
It is very important that there presentative of the international organizations GRI and IIRC, which are crucial for the
development of non-financial reporting, have also taken action to promote the idea of reporting non-financial information
among small and medium-sized enterprises. GRI has published Small-Business, Big Impact - Making the Case for SME
Sustainability Reporting (GRI, IOE), in which it highlights the key role of the SME sector in building a sustainable future
and the importance of standards of GRI for understanding and communicating the impact of the SME sector on critical
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issues, such as climate change, human rights and labour relations. Through non-financial reporting, SME entities can improve
risk management, support responsible business practices and increase their competitiveness in global markets.
THE IIRC develops guidelines for the implementation of integrated reporting for1 the SME sector and has prepared, together
with IFAC, the publication Creating Value for SME through Integrated Thinking (IFAC, 2017), which describes the eight
elements of integrated reporting, shaping the approach to understanding and communicating, in which SMEs create value
over time.
EFAA has published an article on this topic entitled "Integrated Thinking and Reporting for SME: The Why and How"
(Thompson),which highlights the importance of integrated thinking in achieving the benefits of integrated reporting and
outlines six preliminary actions that SME entities should take as part of the implementation of the idea of integrated reporting.
These activities concern the implementation of strategic planning in accordance with the principles of sustainable
development, communication and mapping of major stakeholders, enterprise value management, appropriate business model,
analysis of the availability of resources enabling the implementation of the above activities and effective communication
within the company and with its environment. Thinking in a sustainable way and with proposed actions also seem to be very
important in terms of implementing the circular economy and confirm its close relationship with the need to develop
traditional reporting on key non-financial issues.
It can be assumed that combining and coordinating work on conducting business in accordance with the principles of the
circular economy and introducing important non-financial issues into the reporting of the entity will contribute to a better
understanding and acceleration of the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals.
Business units in Poland are already introducing circular economy solutions and are looking for more effective ways to
manage materials and deliver business value. Both the plan for the implementation of the circular economy in Poland is too
fragmented, covering mainly the issue of waste management, and should also include changes in construction, energy and
the elimination of barriers (Deloitte, 2018, p.132). These issues are also part of non-financial reporting. H. Maukner (Chair
of KSW Expert Group for Audits of NFI-Reports),noted that many SME sector entities must comply with the Non-Financial
Reporting Directive because they are subsidiaries or suppliers to larger entities, and emphasized the role that accounting
representatives (both theoreticians and practitioners) can play in supporting, preparing, as well as verifying non-financial
information (Thompson, 2019). This confirms the demand that non-financial reports in the SME sector should be a voluntary
undertaking considering general guidelines aimed at achieving a certain degree of transparency and comparability across the
EU. The extension of non-financial reporting to entities from the SME sector will contribute to the practical implementation
of the principles of the circular economy.
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Abstract
The article presents issues related to the smart city. The concept of it was defined and its functioning was characterised. It
was emphasised that the creation of an intelligent city is possible by combining the activities of both the public
administration and the urban community. Moreover, it was pointed out that an intelligent city is defined as a place where
modern information and communication technologies are used, which significantly increases the efficiency of urban
infrastructure with all its elements. It was emphasised that the functioning of smart cities depends primarily on the safe
functioning of its infrastructure components (e.g. energy, telecommunications, transport). The information security of this
type of cities deserves particular attention, because their functioning and development depend on the smooth functioning of
the information and IT infrastructure.

Keywords: smart city, terrorism, cyberspace, threats
Introduction
Civilisational transformations and the accompanying scientific and technical revolution constitute a qualitatively new
international and internal environment for individual states. These determinants set the directions of transformations, which
directly translate into the level of their development and position in the global security environment. The analysis of the
processes taking place allows the thesis to be put forward that the world at the beginning of the 21st century is different
from the world of the previous century. It is characterised above all by diversity (variety and different speed of processes),
complexity (non-linearity and huge number of processes), changeability (dynamic changes of informational, civilisational,
cultural nature, etc.), considerable unpredictability (turbulence connected with the dynamics and non-linearity of
processes) (M. S. Witecka, 2011). It turns out that the global information space (Internet) and ICT have revolutionised the
human environment, where boundaries in the traditional sense no longer function and time has been compressed. We live
in a cybernetic society, where the aforementioned global information space and the tools used dictate the conditions of
movement in cyberspace. However, it is important to be aware that these scientific and technological advances, in addition
to supporting our daily activities, are the source of many complex threats that are developing and the probability of
minimising them is practically non-existent. Factors of key importance for the current and future security environment of
international and individual states include increasing globalisation, diverse forms of information warfare and asymmetric
warfare, as well as the impact of environmental change, states in a state of decay, radical ideologies, ongoing conflicts with
diverse backgrounds, the struggle for control of natural resources and safe drinking water supplies. That is why an
innovative approach to information security of smart cities is so important, which in order to be effective must be
inaccessible to unauthorized entities. The material presents selected elements of the information security system of a smart
city (cities).

Smart City - Definition and Characteristics
The turn of the 20th and 21st centuries is characterized by a huge increase in the importance of computers and digital
technologies. Thus appears another threshold of the civilization development of the human community. “The progress in
the development and application of computer technology in all areas of our activities is of particular importance.
Communication means and computer data processing centers are based on digital technology which facilitates shortening
the time needed to make a decision and then take appropriate actions. This can be achieved by using computer technology
in the means of a sensor – a decision-making center of a smart city." (S.P, 1997). A sensor can be any sources of
information about a smart city and its inhabitants, such as: satellites, sensors, closed-circuit television, Internet, security
services for people and property, police services, radars, drones, administration of safety and public order, etc. The use of
computer techniques undoubtedly allows for shortening the internal information route, i.e. the path including post holders
_______________
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responsible for managing the safety of smart city residents, and for making this information available to authorized
recipients at any time.
The creation and development of large urban agglomerations treated in the category of smart city requires many complex
undertakings with the involvement of not only the public administration, but also the urban community. Moreover, in this
process the main activities are directed towards the adaptation and use of modern information and communication
technologies, technical information space, their functionality and benefits, as well as the participation of their inhabitants
(employees) in the creation and development of such a place (living, working and service environment).
A Smart City is a city that uses information and communication technologies to increase the interactivity and efficiency of
urban infrastructure and its components, and to raise the awareness of its citizens.
Smart City is city management that provides, above all:
1)

universal access to information about the city, development plans, etc.,

2)

efficient handling of matters in municipal offices and institutions,

3)

favourable conditions for investment in the city,

4)

efficient communication,

5)

effective urban services,

6)

caring for the environment,

7)

the safety of residents,

8)

many leisure activities (cultural events, sporting events, etc.),

9)
Bogobowicz)

active participation of citizens in improving the city through administrative cooperation. (M.

Smart cities are cities that best use modern, integrated technological services and infrastructures in energy, transport and
ICT in order to respond to society's social and economic needs (European Commission - 2013). Another definition: A
smart city is a dynamic ecosystem of citizens, business, science and government working together to develop technologies
and services that increase the attractiveness and competitiveness of cities (Inteligentna droga do miasta przyszłości). A city
becomes smart when it invests in human and social capital, transport (ITS) and communication (ICT) infrastructure to
drive sustainable economic development and a high quality of life through intelligent management of natural resources
(https://docplayer.pl/1304562).
Keep in mind that smart cities must invest: in development, which must be of synergistic nature, and in a continuous cycle
of implementation and use of new technologies, which also covers acquisition and processing of information, as well as its
protection. All inhabitants of the urban agglomeration must be the participants of this complex process, and especially so
the specialized entities, each within the scope of their competence.
It should be emphasized that every smart city, in addition to implementing the elements mentioned above, must carry out
its activities aimed at: development, which must be synergic, moreover in a continuous cycle of implementation and use of
new technologies, including the acquisition and processing of information (analytical and study activity). The participants
in this complex process must be all the inhabitants of the urban agglomeration, with particular reference to the specialised
bodies, each within their own sphere of competence.
Uninterrupted functioning of smart cities. An important element of this component is the global satellite Internet network,
which contributes to the functioning of a smart city. It facilitates fulfilling the information needs of the administration and
residents of smart cities. The intensified scientific and technical activity makes smart cities dependent, among other
factors, on their technical infrastructure. The scale of this dependence makes for the fact that in the event of disrupting its
proper functioning (an occurrence of a failure) the population becomes incapacitated.

Smart cities as attractive places for targeted attacks
It is assumed that the technical revolution, present in the military and non-military spheres, is the basic element of the
concept of achieving victory through the use of information warfare instruments. "Information techniques are the most
important weapons of the 21st century, and in terms of their effectiveness, they are comparable to weapons of mass
destruction. […] A part of the concept of information warfare are distributed activities aimed at paralyzing the free
functioning of, among others, smart cities." (J.L.,1999) It is worth bearing in mind that the progress made in the field of
information technology allows for overpowering of management systems and connectivity of smart cities, and creates the
risk of entering information into the information systems of smart cities. Informatization, increasing the capabilities of
communication systems, and high saturation of smart cities with ICT and communication means pose the key threat
sources. Among other factors, it is closely related to:
1) the creation and development of an information base with a global reach,
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2)
3)
4)
5)

computerization of all spheres of life,
dissemination of electronic communication systems,
the existence of numerous and diverse databases and the large-scale use of personal computers (J.L.,1999)
high and still growing number of attempts to penetrate computer networks by unauthorized entities.

Smart cities should be included in the state's critical infrastructure, the components of which are sectoral infrastructures,
e.g. political, administrative, social, health, educational, food, economic, energy, police, armed forces,
telecommunications, banking, air traffic management (sea, railway, roads), etc. Planned and conducted attacks are aimed at
the substantive content of sectoral information systems, where technical means are used to manipulate the substantive
content of information. Changing the behaviour of smart city managers is to occur as a result of the use of information
technology to manipulate the perception of reality and modify the beliefs of their inhabitants. (J.L., 1998).
Smart cities are not only an attractive target, but they are also vulnerable and susceptible to all kinds of attacks, including,
above all, targeted attacks by humans.
Smart cities are closely related to cyberspace, which is considered the fifth dimension of confrontation. This creates
qualitatively new opportunities for participants in the global information warfare, where offensive information operations
and information disruption are key elements of information activity of the enemy interested in controlling the information
resources of smart cities. Their attractiveness and susceptibility to information attack, which may take the following forms:
1) IT attack, it is carried out in the field of digital data processing and consists of secretly introducing malicious computer
code by an attacker into a specific computer system or computer network in order to achieve the desired goals. An
attacker in the field of digital data processing can affect the attacked system by using one of the following methods:
forbidding, degradation, disinformation, exploitation, (R. Szpyra, 2003)
2) electronic attack, it means the use of electromagnetic energy to attack a human force, infrastructure or equipment in
order to degrade, neutralize or destroy the functioning capacity of smart cities; it consists of a laser or an
electromagnetic attack, (R. Szpyra, 2003)
3) fire attack, it involves the use of weapons that physically destroy designated objects. The goal is to influence the
information or information system of a smart city through physical destruction. A fire attack with a destructive force
interrupts or destroys the information system of a smart city (R. Szpyra, 2003)
4) psychological activities, they are intended to convey selected information and suggestions to foreign communities
(inhabitants of smart cities) in order to influence their emotions, motives, reasoning and behavior to the benefit of the
own goals of the attackers. Psychological actions constitute a psychological attack (R. Szpyra, 2003)
5) misinformation (confusing), it misleads the inhabitants of smart cities, causing them to act according to the plans of
the disinformation organizer (R. Szpyra, 2003)
Particularly noteworthy, however, is the electromagnetic attack, which is carried out using energy streams of
electromagnetic radiation. Particularly dangerous for smart cities is an attack carried out with the use of electromagnetic
bombs, the combat capabilities of which are: 10 Gigawatt 5 GHz HPM (high power microwave) bomb detonated at a
height of several hundred meters creates a zone with a blast diameter of about 400 – 500 meters, with a field intensity of
the order of several kilowatts / meter (R. Szpyra, 2003)
Actions of this nature are undertaken, among others, by selected components of the armed forces capable of using fire
means, special services, electronic warfare units, information warfare units, psychological warfare units, reconnaissance
and subversive groups, special groups, urban guerrillas, organized crime groups, terrorist organizations whose ventures
intertwine.
In the conducted information operations, in the course of technical penetration of the information space used by smart
cities, used are computer can play three primary roles in the opponent's operations:
1)
2)
3)

may be the target of a crime (hacking), the introduction of a computer virus,
can be an instrument to commit a crime,
may perform an incidental function in the course of committing a crime

(A. Janowska, 2004)

Smart cities are an attractive target for hackers due to the increasing number of Internet-connected systems and devices that
are now a part of the city's infrastructure. Research conducted by IBM shows:
1) that intelligent infrastructure is an attractive target for hackers,
2) according to experts, cybercriminals can easily detect entities vulnerable to the attacks,
3) According to IBM, the security of devices used in building intelligent urban infrastructure is currently at a relatively
low level. (https://www.portalsamorzadowy.pl)
This means that smart cities of interest to the adversary face increased attacks by various threats, which include:
1) complex and sophisticated cyber-attacks against critical infrastructure,
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2) retention of industrial control systems,
3) misuse of Low-Power Wide-Area Networks (LPWANs),
4) communication with devices is interrupted,
5) critical incidents involving the use of ransomware,
6) manipulating sensor data to trigger specific behaviours, such as widespread panic in the case of disaster detection
systems,
7) theft of personal data, including sensitive data relating to residents' activities.
It is important to bear in mind the possibility of "taking control of devices that form part of a smart city's critical
infrastructure, which can result in, among other things: panic among city residents; endangering employees, or
distracting law enforcement from their scheduled duties through false alarms; gaining possession of data collected by
city systems; access to default passwords protecting devices; the ability to easily bypass security and inject malicious
code. This means that unauthorised actors taking control could end up with reduced trust of the city's residents, with
very serious consequences for the future." (https://www.portalsamorzadowy.pl)
Smart cities are coupled with critical infrastructure (information, IT, communication, etc.), which increases their
susceptibility to attack, targeted at e.g. violation of the security of devices securing the functioning of this type of city
(cities), such as: specialized receivers, analyzers, sensors, sensors and controllers used to control the city's infrastructure.
The existing gaps in security systems allow hackers to take control of devices, but also to obtain data collected by city
systems. It is shown that access to public default device security passwords, the ability to bypass security, and insufficient
level of database protection allow for infection with malicious code. (https://www.portalsamorzadowy.pl)
Due to their nature, smart cities, and the potentials located there, constitute a field of enemy information aggression, in
which information attack and information disruption are the key methods of offensive operations. It is worth bearing in
mind that the possibilities of technical penetration of smart cities are growing together with the improvement and
popularization of microprocessors, fast data processing and transmission systems, and modern communication systems.
These resources, in the hands of people who know how to use them, constitute a powerful weapon. (J.L., 1999)
Each smart city is unique, with many individual characteristics that set it apart from other urban agglomerations. All of
them, in the process of performing their service tasks for the environment, are faced with diverse challenges, where threats
occupy a dominant position. The strategic problem is development, safety of inhabitants and the environment, which,
however, requires systematic implementation of comprehensive solutions minimising the negative effects of existing (and
new) threats.
This requires an innovative approach to the security of smart cities, which means not only getting to know their
weaknesses and strengths, or discovering the information and IT potentials of the opponent, but also conducting defensive
forms of information warfare, primarily concerning the protection of information and data against use by unauthorized
entities.

Information security of smart cities
Organizational complexity in the area of using ICT, communication and the Internet in managing the functions of a smart
city (cities) requires the creation of a security policies that take into account innovative solutions – making it difficult for
unauthorized entities to interfere with the elements of critical infrastructure. The undisturbed functioning of a smart city
(cities), apart from legal and organizational solutions, requires innovative technical solutions, which are a means of
creating innovative techniques and technologies, influencing the development and implementation of new security
processes. It should be a continuous process disrupting the endeavours of a potential adversary conducting offensive
information operations targeting the smart city (cities).
It is worth bearing in mind that the current and future threats in the personal and technical spaces of a smart city (cities)
force the implementation of technological and organizational innovations in all elements of its (sectoral) infrastructure.
They must disrupt the enemy's activities, among others, isolating their information operations (attack and information
disruption).
The changing environment of smart cities, military and non-military threats, accompanying scientific and technical
progress in ICT and communication areas generate many complex threats that disrupt their functioning.
Information defence of smart cities includes the prevention of reconnaissance and prevention of information attacks or
obtaining the desired effectiveness of this attack by the opponent (Szpyra,2003). In a different approach, information
defence is a set of coordinated practices aimed at making the access to all forms of information datasets impossible to the
adversary, including the information that reflects or might reflect the actual state, location and intentions of entities
securing the functioning of smart city (cities) and residents, as well as protection of own smart city management
procedures against reconnaissance, interception or information disruption that can be used by the enemy (G. Świdzikowski,
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2002). The projects implemented as part of the protection of smart city (cities) information must involve specialized
organizational units of the city (cities) administration and the entire society.
In the process of building a city protection system, followed should be the principle of confidentiality, i.e. no access to
unauthorized entities. This means that innovative solutions in the field of smart city (cities) protection should prevent
reconnaissance and take the form of counteracting the reconnaissance activity of the enemy (internal and external), and
protecting information against access by reconnaissance elements.
Counteracting the reconnaissance activity of the opponent consists of deterring this activity and in overpowering it when
deterrence fails.
Overpowering reconnaissance and information attacks is associated with having an effective system of detecting
reconnaissance and offensive activities. In addition to an efficient detection system, it is important to provide also an
effective system of paralyzing enemy activity. On the other hand deterrence can be carried out under the conditions of
having the ability to incapacitate reconnaissance and informational attacks and have sufficient potential to conduct
effective retaliation.
Information protection covers measures taken to protect information and information systems, aimed at ensuring their
availability, integrity, authenticity, secrecy and the ability to identify the source of information and data (Szpyra,2003).
Protection of information in smart city (cities) resources also includes reconstruction of information systems by
maintaining the ability to shield, detect and respond to threats. In this process applied are measures involving modern
technologies. The elements of information protection and information communication systems in smart city (cities) are:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
6)

counter-intelligence, it protects the operations, systems, technologies, devices, personnel and other resources of smart
city (cities) against unauthorized access. It includes: personal security (checking procedures), security of ICT systems
and networks, industrial security, physical security, (Szpyra,2003)
electronic protection, it includes the protection of personnel, devices and equipment against reconnaissance and
information attacks of the enemy. It includes, among others, changing the operating frequency and processing
frequency of radar pulses, (Szpyra,2003)
IT security, it covers the protection of computers, communications and measures needed to detect, document and
counter threats. It consists of: appropriate policies, procedures, hardware and software devices needed to protect
computer systems and information, (Szpyra,2003)
psychological protection, it includes the reconnaissance and disruption of the distribution of the opponent's formation.
Its purpose is, above all, to hide the true state of information, organization and dislocation of elements of own
information systems, as well as the information structure of defence, (Szpyra,2003)
counter-disinformation, it is an effort aimed at negating, neutralizing, reducing the effects or gaining an advantage
over foreign disinformation, (Szpyra,2003)
engineering development of the area, its purpose is to make people and equipment resistant to physical attack against
the enemy's means of destruction. It includes the construction of hides for people, for hardware information systems,
and the construction of other ancillary facilities (Szpyra,2003)

The information security of a smart city (cities) is supplemented by initiatives related to operational safety and masking
activities in the area of their responsibility. Security of activities is a set of measures carried out in accordance with the
rules and applicable regulations, in order to block the opponent's access to information. In turn, as the domain of masking
considered are, among others, concealment, disguise and disinformation. Concealment is aimed at making the masked
object invisible:



the first way is physical isolation of the masked object from enemy reconnaissance measures,
the second option is camouflage, which involves lowering the object's masking contrast below the threshold value.
Most generally speaking, this causes blending of the shapes, colours, and radiated energy of the masked object with
the colours, dominating shapes and energy of the background. The camouflage effect is such that the observer sees the
object that is to be recognized but does not perceive it. (Szpyra,2003)

The security of IT and telecommunications systems is important for the information security of a smart city (cities), which
is implemented in the following areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

physical protection,
electromagnetic protection,
cryptographic protection,
transmission security,
control of the access to system or network devices.
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The development of smart cities is an adaptation of the ongoing scientific and technical revolution, especially in ICT and
communication techniques and the changing Internet, which will improve the functioning of this type of city. At the same
time, it will be a source of evolving threats to their inhabitants. Vulnerability to external and internal attacks, with
particular emphasis on the technical information space, will grow together with the increase in human knowledge, skills,
and above all, innovative approaches and the will to conduct offensive information operations, where the target of
aggression will be a smart city (cities).
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Abstract
The company, like any natural or legal person, has a limited existence in time, and its liquidation may involve the allocation of
assets to former partners, as its successors. The Romanian law contains norms that regulate these aspects, but, in practice,
problems have arisen either from the inability of the associates to acquire the right of ownership over the lands, or from their
omission to solve the situation of some goods prior to the deregistration of the company. The purpose of this article is to
analyze the problems indicated above and to propose appropriate practical solutions.

Keywords: the deregistration of the company; company assets; transfer of ownership; Romanian legislation, financial
interests.

Introduction
If, according to the provisions of Article 41 of Law no. 31/1990, a company acquires the quality of legal entity by its
registration in the Trade Register, the end of the capacity of exercise of the legal person is marked by the time of cessation of
the capacity of use of the legal person and coincides with the termination of the person himself. Thus, according to Article 251
para. 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure:” the legal persons subject to registration shall cease on the date of deregistration from
the registry books in which they were entered”.
This last stage in the life of any trading company consists of its deregistration from the Trade Register, following its dissolution
and liquidation. The deregistration implies the complete termination of the company's ability to use. One thing to keep in mind,
in the case of deregistration, is that it does not imply the deletion of the previous registration, but only the recording of the
termination of its activity.
According to DUMITRAȘCIUC, L.F. and TURNEA E.S. (2020), the action of closing down a business takes place when it
encounters financial difficulties and no longer works. Therefore, it must be liquidated and then closed down. Undoubtedly, all
the registered and developing businesses face a number of challenges (Chesbrough, 2011), do not grow evenly, or at the same
pace, or are found in the same stage of development (Phelps et al., 2007; Arin et al., 2014). We believe that as companies grow,

1
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the problems that come up are more and more different and difficult requiring complex solutions. For instance, what worked
six months ago as solution to a problem in a business may not be the best approach in the following six months, and so on.
According to MIHAI, G. (2016), the content of the liquidation is made up of all legal operations aimed at achieving the assets
and payment of liabilities of the legal person entered in the dissolution procedure. The capitalization of the asset is carried out
by collecting the rights due to it from other subjects of civil law. The payment of the liability is made by fulfilling the
obligations that the legal person has towards the subject of civil law. In other words, after the dissolution has occurred, the
legal entity intends to transform the asset into liquidity and the payment of creditors, so that, at the end of the operations, it can
perform the split of the remaining net assets between the partners.
The company is deregistered from the Trade Register in the following situations: when the company has gone through the
liquidation stage, and the deregistration is made upon the request of the liquidators or ex officio (Article 260 of Law no.
31/1990); in case of legal dissolution, in which the company has not gone through the liquidation stage, but in which the
legislator considered it as being of public interest to grant the possibility of deregistration of the company, even though the
liquidation of its patrimony has not been carried out; in this case, the deregistration is ordered ex officio (Article 31 of Law no.
359/2004); in case, following the pronouncing by the court to dissolve a trading company, the partners do not appoint a
liquidator and no interested person addresses a request to the appointed judge to design a liquidator within three months of the
date of the order of dissolution being irrevocable, it is ordered the deregistration of the legal person ex officio from the Trade
Register, by conclusion of the appointed judge pronounced at the request of the National Office of the Trade Register. (Article
237 paragraphs 8 and 9 of Law no. 31/1990); in case, according to the provisions of Article 235 para. (1) of Law no. 31/1990,
the partners of a general partnership, limited partnership or limited liability company decide, together with the dissolution, the
quorum and the majority provided for the amendment of the articles of association, and the manner of liquidating the company,
when they agree on the distribution and the liquidation of the company patrimony and when it ensures the settlement of the
liability or its regularization in agreement with the creditors.
As SALAGEAN, I M. (2020) shows, this last regulation is the simplest and least uneconomical way intended to lead to the
finality pursued by the partners: the deregistration of the company from the Trade Register, respectively the cessation of its
existence as a legal entity. These provisions are turned to account in practice by the partners of the limited liability company, in
order to implement, on their basis, the decision to dissolve and liquidate the company. The operation is defined in practice
through the phrase "simultaneous dissolution and liquidation".
According to CARPENARIU, S. (2019), in situations where the company had no activity or was diminished, and the partners
agree on the liquidation of the company assets and liabilities, the cessation of the company existence regarding the commercial
activity is done through a simplified procedure, in the sense of merging the two phases.
According to the provisions of Article 235 para. (3) and (4) of Law no. 31/1990, with the date of deregistration of the company
from the Trade Register, the assets remained in its patrimony being transferred to the property of the partners, and if the
company's patrimony also includes real assets, they will be entered in the Real Estate Register in favor of the partners, based on
the certificate issued by office of the competent territorial trade register.
The problems arisen in practice regarded the situations when the partners either did not indicate, in the decision of
simultaneous dissolution and liquidation, the real estate held by the company, so that a certificate of ascertaining the ownership
was not issued or it does not include all real estates.

The legal nature of the ownership transfer
According to SALAGEAN, I M., (2020), from the interpretation of the provisions of Article 235 par. (3) and (4) of Law no.
31/1990, it follows that the ownership is acquired by the partners on the date of deregistration of the company, including on the
real estate assets being in its patrimony. Its registration in the Real Estate Register will be made upon the request of the
partners, based on the certificate of "ascertaining the ownership", issued by the Trade Register Office, so that the registration in
the Real Estate Register is subsequent to the attainment of the ownership and it has only the role of conferring opposability to
the deed of ownership transfer, at the time of registration in the Real Estate Register the effect of the ownership transfer being
already produced, on the date of the company deregistration from the Trade Register.
But, according to the provisions of Article 885 para. (1) of the Civil Code, subject to contrary legal provisions, the real rights
over the real estates entered in the Real Estate Register are acquired only by their registration in the Real Estate Register. These
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provisions of the Civil Code attribute a constitutive effect to the registration in the Real Estate Register of the real rights over
the real estates, both between the parties and towards third parties, based on the act or fact that justified the registration.
It follows that the provisions of Article 235 para. (3) and (4) of Law 31/1900 define a waiver to the rule established in Article
885 of the Civil Code, as concerns the constitutive effect of entering in the Real Estate Register, but subject to certain contrary
legal provisions. As a matter of fact, the acquisition of ownership of real estate assets, with the date of deregistration of the
company (so not on the date of registration in the land book), is limited to the exceptional situations regulated by Article 887
para. (1) of the Civil Code, according to which "real rights are acquired without registration in the Real Estate Register when
they come from succession ... as well as in other cases expressly provided by law."
Schiau, I. and Prescure T. (2009) reckoned that these provisions do not involve interpretative complexity, so they did not
generate doctrinal opinions or non-unitary or contradictory jurisprudential solutions, not even in terms of the applicability of
the last paragraph, which establishes a special rule of transferring of ownership in real estate. The essential condition for the
completion of the steps regarding the registration in the Real Estate Register is that the real estate obtained in ownership by the
partners to be accurately and completely highlighted in the decision of the general meeting for the company dissolution, so that
the identification elements can be taken over in the ascertaining certificate based on which the registration in the Real Estate
Register is performed. Obviously, the decision will be accompanied by the documents proving the ownership over those assets.
Nevertheless, it has taken shape a non-unitary practice in the settlement of the requests of the former partners of the already
deregistered company, who, subsequently to this time, found that they failed to individualize, in the decision of simultaneous
dissolution and liquidation, one or more real estate owned by the company, over which the partners acquired the ownership
under the conditions described above.

Procedural Issues
Thus, the company being already deregistered from the Trade Register, no more applications could be lodged on its behalf with
the Trade Register Office in which it was registered. Moreover, in the absence of a legal provision, the institution did not have
the possibility to issue a (supplementary) ascertaining certificate for the transfer of ownership, whereas it did not hold the
information required for identifying the building (s) and transfer ownership, not being disclosed by the decision of the
assembly of partners concerning the dissolution and liquidation of the company.
In order to resolve this issue, it was found a solution to promote requests in court, but in the absence of applicable regulations,
questions were raised with regard to the subject matter of the request, when following the rules of non-contentious or
contentious procedure and, in the latter case, the person sued, respectively to the passive procedural quality in such actions.
In practice, the vast majority of the actions had as object the finding of the applicants' ownership on the real estate in question
and ordering the defendant NOTR to issue the certificate of ascertaining the acquiring of ownership pursuant to which the real
estate was to be entered in the Real Estate Register in favor of the applicants. In this type of requests, there have been also
invoked and turned to account the special provisions of Article 235 of Law no. 31/1990. (Civil Sentence no. 150/2021
pronounced by the Satu Mare Tribunal; Civil Sentence no. 306/2021 of the Suceava Tribunal).
Other actions were brought in contradiction with NOTR and the Office of Real Estate Register and Real Estate Advertising,
stating that the applicants, as partners of the deregistered company, could not address directly to the Land Registry Department,
as registering in the Real Estate Register does not operate according to the law, but it must be presented the act from which it
results the right claimed for registration, and on the other hand, it cannot accomplish the ownership as the company is
deregistered. It was also shown that the company deregistration was ordered through an NOTR act, so that the action for
finding must relate to the same procedural legal framework, including as concerns the Trade Register involved in this aspect.
(Câmpina District Court, Civil Sentence no. 2447/2021; Bucharest Court of Appeal, Civil Decision no. 637A / 2021).
In the vast majority of situations, the courts considered that NOTR has a passive procedural capacity, either because it was
sued only for opposability, or because, as the Suceava Court showed in the considerations of the Civil Sentence no. 306/2021,
"its role is not only formal, of registering the operations of setting up, modification and deregistration, but also of advising
legal or natural persons concerning the rights arising from the operations performed. Therefore, in relation to the company
deregistration request and the liquidation report, NOTR was required to explain to the partners or their representative, clearly
and unequivocally, the consequences arising from the deregistration, respectively the issuance of the ascertaining certificate for
real estate, in its absence the transfer of ownership cannot be carried out according to the legal provisions”.
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Furthermore, the Cluj Court of Appeal judged in the File no. 4861/117/2017, that the procedural framework was properly
constituted, that the appellant revealed the legitimacy of its interest to request the clarification of the legal status of the real
estate which, by mistake, was omitted from the decision to dissolve the company. Consequently, the appellate court found that,
following the removal of the company from the Trade Register, its sole shareholder acquired ownership on the real estate
owned by the company on the date of its deregistration and ordered the defendant, NOTR – The Territorial Office of the Trade
Register, to issue the ascertaining certificate needed for the registration of the ownership over the real estate in favor of the
plaintiff.
On the other hand, there were courts, such as the Hunedoara Court which, by Civil Sentence no. 336/2021 rejected such a
request, reckoning that the plaintiff does not even request the establishment of an antagonist right against another person,
therefore also against the NOTR, so that her request is not even a contentious one, the plaintiff being able to exercise her rights
by a request within a non-contentious procedure, under the conditions of Article 527 and following of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
Similarly, the Bucharest Court of Appeal assessed in the civil decision no. 637A / 2021 that NOTR has not raised any claim
regarding the right of ownership over the lands in respect of which the defendant claims ownership, so that the litigious
character of the request is missing and there is no justification for admitting the action brought in court.
Therefore, in relation to the company's deregistration request and the liquidation report, NOTR was required to explain to the
partners or their representative, clearly and unequivocally, the consequences arising from the deregistration, respectively the
issuance of the certificate for real estate, in its absence the transfer of ownership cannot be carried out in accordance with the
legal provisions”.
Also, the Cluj Court of Appeal assessed in the file no. 4861/117/2017, that the procedural framework was correctly constituted,
that the appellant revealed the legitimacy of his interest to request the clarification of the legal status of the building which, by
mistake, was omitted from the decision to dissolve the company. Accordingly, the appellate court found that, following the
removal of the company from the trade register, its sole shareholder acquired ownership of the property owned by the company
on the date of its deregistration and ordered the defendant, NOTR - Territorial Office of the Trade Register, to issue the
ascertaining certificate necessary for the registration of the ownership over the real estate in favor of the plaintiff.
On the other hand, there were courts, such as the Hunedoara Court which, by Civil Sentence no. 336/2021 rejected such a
request, judging that the plaintiff does not even request the establishment of an antagonist right against another person,
consequently also against the NOTR, so that its request does not even have a contentious character, the plaintiff being able to
exercise its rights through a request within a non-contentious procedure, under the conditions of Article 527 and following of
the Code of Civil Procedure.
In addition, the Bucharest Court of Appeal weighed in the Civil Decision no. 637A/2021 that the NOTR has not raised any
claim with regard to the right of ownership over the lands in respect of which the defendant is allegedly owner, so that the
litigious character of the request is missing and there is no justification for admitting the declaratory action brought before the
court.
Also, the Specialized Tribunal Cluj, in Civil Sentence no. 488/2018, or in Civil Sentence no. 1177/2019 reckoned that "on
behalf of the NOTR, it cannot be held the existence of an obligation correlative to the ownership claimed by the plaintiff. The
plaintiff being the one who started the action, it must justify both the active procedural capacity and the passive procedural
capacity of the person it brought to trial, by indicating the object of the request and the factual and legal reasons on which it
bases the request.... Consequently, the request of the applicant for ownership having as object finding the fact that it has the
capacity owner of the real estate identified with CF data in the application for initiating the proceedings cannot be admitted in
contradiction with the National Office of the Trade Register as it has a passive procedural capacity only in those situations
where it is provided limitatively by the provisions of Law No. 26/1990, in the conditions of Article 25 of the normative act, the
office having active procedural capacity under the conditions provided by the provisions of article 26 of the same law, its
capacity resulting from the presumed interest of the law consisting in the observance of the general requirements of the
commercial activity.
Finally, another opinion, also supported by the Bucharest Court of Appeal within the Civil Decision no. 637A/2021 was that
“to the extent that the plaintiff-appellant invokes the law as the basis for acquiring the ownership over some real estate, it has
open procedural paths provided by Law no. 7/1996 on real estate register and advertising. However, in the present case, the
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procedural approach was not formulated in contradiction with the Office of Real Estate Register and Real Estate Advertising,
nor was any evidence administered to show the ineffectiveness of a possible application for registration in the Real Estate
Register, followed, as applicable, the formulation of the request for re-examination and the complaint against the solution
ordered by the registrar of the Real Estate Register. "
In a strictly statistical analysis of the solutions pronounced by the notified courts, in the analyzed matter, SALAGEAN, I M.,
(2020) shows that the solutions that do not recognize the passive procedural capacity of the Trade Register Office are a
majority, with the consequence of rejecting the requests of former partners. As a result, they have the alternative of
reconfiguring the procedural framework in order to achieve the intended purpose.
Weighing that the plaintiff acquired the ownership over the assets being in the patrimony of the company on the date of its
deregistration and that the interest pursued by it through the promoted application is to enter this right in the Real Estate
Register, in order to confer it erga omnes opposability, SALAGEAN, I M., (2020) criticizes the analysis of the exception of the
lack of passive procedural capacity of the defendant based on its interest or lack of interest, in as far as the promoted action
does not capitalize claims concerning a real estate in opposition to the defendant. In addition, the interest, in the sense regulated
by Article 33 of the Code of civil procedure, must be analyzed with reference to the plaintiff. The summons of the defendant
was based on the interest of the plaintiff to register in the Real Estate Register the ownership acquired ope legis, capitalizing
for this purpose, as a certificate of findings, the certificate which the defendant, exclusively, had the right and obligation to
issue it, according to the law.
On the other hand, if the court is invested with the request to order the entry in the Real Estate Register of the ownership
acquired over the real estate, based on Article 235 para. (3) LS, the procedural capacity of the Trade Register Office can no
longer be legally argued. The institution does not have legal responsibilities regarding the registration in the Real Estate
Register, and the effect of acquiring the ownership, according to Article 235 para. (3) LS operated ope legis, not by any
decision of this institution. As a consequence, if the applicant understands to set up in this way the request brought before the
law, the passive procedural capacity of the Trade Register Office can no longer be legally substantiated and supported.
The above reasoning can also be regarded as a critical analysis of Decision no. 416/12.09.2011, pronounced by the Bucharest
Court of Appeal, which found the following:
"In case the sole shareholder adopted the decision to dissolve the limited liability company without liquidation and made the
report through which its assets are distributed, but following the mention of dissolution, until it takes place the deregistration
from the Trade Register, it has not been brought any request for issuing, by the Trade Register Office, of the certificate
ascertaining the ownership of the goods that belonged to the company (no longer being presented the documents mentioned
above), subsequently to the deregistration of the sole shareholder it will not be requested to the Trade Register Office to issue
that ascertaining certificate, either distinctly, or by way of completing in this regard the decision ordering the deregistration, it
will not be possible to address directly either the Real Estate Register Department in order to recognize the transfer of
ownership on the property referred to, and also will not be able to file an action in the exercise of the same ownership against
the deregistered company. However, the sole shareholder has the possibility to file an action through which to be found that the
ownership of the assets was transferred to it at the time of deregistration, to the competent court according to the common law,
and within which the capacity of defendant belongs, specifically, also to the Trade Register Office where the company
deregistration supervened. "
Although these findings of the appellate court are fundamentally correct, in the end, the Bucharest Court of Appeal, admitting
the appeal and recognizing the passive procedural capacity of the Trade Register Office, without any connection with the legal
responsibilities of this institution, ordered the entry in the Real Estate Register, in favor of the plaintiff - former sole
shareholder, of the real estate owned by the company deregistered pursuant to Article 235 of Law no. 31/1990, and which had
been omitted from the documents lodged by the applicant for this purpose to the Trade Register Office. Or, this provision was
taken in the absence of the ascertaining certificate issued by this institution, lacking, therefore, the very act constituting the
legal basis of entering of the ownership in the land book, in the conditions of Article 235 para. (4) LS.

Problems related to the inability of the partners to acquire the ownership over certain assets
Law 31/1990 allows foreign citizens regardless of citizenship or stateless persons to be partners or sole partners within the
companies regulated by it, so that they can follow the procedure provided by Article 235.
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However, according to Article 41 para. (2) of the Romanian Constitution, in the form in force since 1991, private property is
equally protected by law, regardless of the owner, and foreign nationals and stateless persons may not acquire ownership of the
land.
In this direction, Law no. 54/1998 provided that foreign nationals and stateless persons cannot acquire ownership of land in
Romania, and foreign legal entities cannot acquire land in Romania by legal acts between the living or by cause of death
(Article 3 paragraphs 1 and 3 of law). As an exception, natural persons who have Romanian citizenship and domicile abroad
can acquire in Romania, through legal documents between the living and by inheritance, lands of any kind. There is a
difference in this respect compared to the provisions of Law no. 18/1991 which imposed the requirement of Romanian
citizenship and domicile in Romania.
Subsequently, Article 44 paragraph 2 of the Romanian Constitution, as revised in 2003, provided that foreign citizens and
stateless persons may acquire private ownership of land only under the conditions resulting from the accession of Romania to
the European Union and other international treaties to which Romania is a party, on the basis of reciprocity, under the
conditions provided by organic law, as well as by legal inheritance.
The special law to which reference is made is Law no. 312/2005 concerning the acquisition of the right of private property over
the lands by foreign citizens and stateless persons, as well as by foreign legal entities, published in the Official Gazette no.
1,008 of November 14, 2005, which repealed Law no. 54/1998. The scope of enforcing Law no. 312/2005 targets the legal acts
between the living and the testamentary inheritance (compared to the constitutional provisions that provide the possibility to
acquire the lands by legal inheritance in the same conditions as the Romanian citizens).
According to Macovei, C. and Dobrila, M. C. (2018), reported in Article 6 of Law no. 312/2005, the rule is that the foreign
citizen, the stateless person and the legal person belonging to third countries cannot acquire the right of ownership over the
lands in Romania.
The exception concerns the situation in which the foreign national, the stateless person and the legal person belonging to third
countries may acquire the right of ownership over the lands, under the conditions regulated by international treaties, on the
basis of reciprocity. With regard to the conditions under which the exception operates, the foreign national, the stateless person
and the legal person belonging to third countries may not acquire ownership on the land in more favorable conditions than
those applicable to the citizen of a Member State and the legal person set up in accordance with the law of a Member State.
From the analysis of these legal texts, it follows that certain foreign citizen, some stateless persons and legal entities belonging
to third countries cannot acquire the right of ownership over the lands in Romania, using the path provided by Article 2335 of
Law 31/1990.
In such a situation, if among the assets of the deregistered company there are lands, the partners will have to decide, as the case
may be, the capitalization of those lands prior to the deregistration of the company or their transfer to partners who do not have
this special incapacity.
However, in the situation where they failed to follow this path and went through the procedure provided by Article 235 of law
31/1990 and none of them can acquire the right of ownership over the lands in Romania, they have closed the way to any
judicial action.

Conclusions
From the analysis of the case-law on the subject-matter it arises that there is no uniform point of view with regard to the path to
follow, in which a non-contentious or contentious application is to be made and, in the latter case, to the person in
contradictory to whom such an application is made, respectively to the passive procedural capacity.
According to Anghel, R. (2020), the judicial practice unification is a challenge generated by the need to ensure legal certainty
by avoiding the pronouncing of divergent judgments concerning identical issues. In this regard, there are also those held in the
recent Report of the European Commission to the European Parliament and the Council regarding the progresses made by
Romania within the mechanism of cooperation and verification and the jurisprudence of the ECHR in this regard, expressed in
the judgments pronounced in Beian v. Romania), the case of Ştefan and Ştef v. Romania.
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In order to avoid non-unitary practices, in addition to the decisions pronounced by the High Court of Cassation and Justice on
appeal in the interest of the law and in the procedure of resolving issues of law of a preliminary nature according to Article 517
para. (4) and Article 521 para. (3) of the Code of civil procedure, there are in Romania the complementary administrative
mechanisms for the unification of the judicial practice with an important role, they being able to lead to the avoidance of the
generalization of the non-unitary practice, and, otherwise, to provide a sufficient documentary basis for promoting an appeal in
the interest of the law.
The non-unitary character of the jurisprudence in the analyzed matter, corroborated with the need to clarify the legal situation
of the real estate remaining entered in the Real Estate Register in the property of some companies deregistered in the conditions
regulated by Article 235 of Law no. 31/1990, pleads in favor of the conclusion that the promotion of an appeal in the interest of
the law, pursuant to Article 514 et seq. of the Code of Civil Procedure would be welcome.
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Introduction
The issues of enterprise risk management during the crisis and the downward trend in economic growth in the Russian
economy are of particular relevance. Risk is a probabilistic category and therefore, for many entrepreneurs, its
occurrence is very often a big surprise. At the same time, the nature of the risk lies in the fact that, in spite of its
supposed randomness, each specific risk is accompanied by quite definite factors on which its manifestation depends,
and therefore the risk assessment is directly related to the permissible values of a number of financial indicators.
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Currently, high-tech enterprises are faced with the difficulties of increasing innovation activity, which are primarily
due to the need for significant funding, but a significant repayment period does not attract investors. Therefore, one
of the modern trends is the minimization of enterprise risks as part of the development of an innovative strategy.
Namely: avoiding activities that contain risk, or transferring responsibility for the risk to other parties; external or
self-insurance risks. [1]
If we talk about the existing approaches to the classification of risks of industrial enterprises, then the general approach
for all sectors of the Russian economy is the division of risks into internal and external. For an industrial enterprise,
the following main risks are distinguished: commercial, financial, production, organizational, investment, innovation
- i.e. the risks of the enterprise are considered according to the spheres of occurrence and correlate them with the main
functions and processes of the enterprise. [2]
In addition to the above risks, the classification includes technogenic, natural, mixed, social, environmental,
professional, informational, tax, legal and other risks. In publications on the study of enterprise risks, there are even
competitive and market risks. Thus, there is no unified approach to the classification of enterprise risks, which
negatively affects the mechanism for managing such risks, not only of the enterprises themselves, but also of the
regulatory authorities. Unified methodological approaches to risk classification, identification and systematization of
the most dangerous risk factors in conjunction with the use of appropriate methods of enterprise risk management
will allow enterprises to effectively reduce risks.

Results and Discussion
Large corporations operating in the global market widely use various methods of risk management, which is
associated with international requirements for the fulfillment of certain financial obligations of the company.
However, medium and small businesses, as a rule, work in manual mode, managing risks, often already when they
occur. In the context of a pandemic, this process manifested itself most sharply, since most of the companies that left
the market belonged specifically to medium and small businesses. Despite the fact that small companies, it would
seem, have their own obvious advantages, which include flexibility, the ability to quickly make and manage decisions,
they found themselves in a more difficult financial situation due to the lack of a mechanism for managing the
company's financial risks and the availability of risk management specialists. Lack of adequacy of reserve funds,
insurance protection, diversification of risks, imbalance of assets and liabilities of the company and overstated loan
obligations with an increase in the risk of receivables and a decrease in consumer demand, were the result of the
bankruptcy of many companies in the Russian market.
The assessment of financial risk is based on a plurality of various factors, which are initially assessed quantitatively,
and then after determining the most significant among them, i.e. those that have the greatest impact on the likelihood
of financial risk, a group of factors is determined to assess the quantitative indicators of risk.
A factor should be understood as a causal source of a process, a phenomenon that determines its characteristic
features. The level of reliability of the financial risk assessment will depend on how correctly the “factors of
influence” on the risk are identified at the enterprise. A factor in the emergence of financial risk in an enterprise can
be a high level of accounts receivable, an increase in inventory in the warehouse and, in connection with this, a
decrease in the current cash flow, which leads to the risk of a decrease in the company's solvency.
In a crisis, the financial risks of enterprises not only increase sharply, but can also lead to cascading risks, in which a
failure in one financial system can lead to failures and accidents in other industries, both financial and industrial.
Thus, the bankruptcy of a bank can lead to risks of non-payment on the part of the bank's clients, due to the fact that
the bank does not pay for its obligations. [3]
Another aspect of the modern economy is cooperation. Modern technological development requires business to be
involved in the research and development of new products, as well as to promote them in promising markets, etc. In
order to optimize these processes and reduce risks in recent years, various tools for the development of cooperation
have gained great popularity: consortia, alliances, partnerships - everything that is united by the concept of "open
innovation". [1]
Small business has recently been demonstrating high efficiency and rapid growth, while large business needs to
manage, monitor the development of small business so as not to get a competitor. [1]
Financial risk management in an enterprise requires constant monitoring and control over the conduct of operations
to reduce them. In this regard, internal control occupies a special place as one of the methods of financial risk
management at the enterprise.
Internal control in the financial sphere of an enterprise solves such problems as: [4]
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- ensuring the break-even of the financial and economic activities of the enterprise;
- carrying out a set of measures to ensure effective asset management;
- implementation on an ongoing basis of effective risk management of the enterprise, which includes:
identification and assessment of risks, determination of an acceptable level of risks taken for the company's own
retention, measures to maintain the level of risks that do not threaten its financial stability and solvency;
- the balance of the financial resources of the enterprise and the financial risks of the enterprise with its
financial results, etc.;
Enterprises independently develop an internal control system. [5]
Let's consider the first element of the internal control system (ICS) - the control environment. This element is the
essence of the ideas of the owner and management of the enterprise about what the system of internal control of the
enterprise or internal audit should be. The formation of the control environment is influenced by the organizational
structure of the enterprise, personnel and motivational policies in relation to personnel, the mission of the enterprise,
as well as the style of enterprise management. The control environment is formulated and formed necessarily and
taking into account the scale of the enterprise's activities, because building any workable system requires costs. But
it is important to remember that the ratio of costs should be adequate to the efficiency with which the ICS will work.
Competence and leadership style is also an integral part of the control environment.
The second element of the internal control system is the risk assessment by an economic entity. From this point of
view, the company will be interested in those risks that are related to the accounting (financial) statements. Of course,
in the classical understanding of risk management, an enterprise must identify these risks, rank them in order of
importance and find ways to minimize them, if not completely eliminate them. But in practice, not all risks associated
with accounting (financial) reporting can be influenced. For example, a change in the regulatory environment is one
of these less manageable risks if it is generated by the government in a short time and takes effect almost immediately.
With a sudden change in the regulatory framework, many enterprises are not ready to work in the new environment,
especially if their activities are not too diversified. In this case, it is advisable that the business community demanded
joint responsibility from the legislator for the consequences of such political decisions.
The next third element of the ICS is the information environment in which the company operates. At the present
stage, it is at the same time an element, the use of which greatly facilitates the commercial activities of any enterprise,
but it is also a high-risk link in commerce and in the generation of enterprise reporting. The use of information systems
greatly facilitated the registration of all facts of economic life, made it possible to classify operations, assets, liabilities
in more detail, analyze information for any time periods, but at the same time created the danger of losing large
amounts of information, unauthorized entry into the accounting and storage system from the outside. Timeliness of
information and its qualitative presentation to the user greatly contributes to adequate analysis and correct decisionmaking based on the information provided. [6]
Control actions or internal control procedures are the element of the ICS system, which is aimed at minimizing the
risks of distortion of financial statements. At this stage of building an enterprise's internal control system, the whole
variety of methods and techniques of control is implemented: documentary, factual, analytical. The development of
control procedures at this stage depends on the scale of the enterprise, its types of activities.
Analytical procedures hold a special place among financial control procedures. Analytical procedures allow drawing
conclusions about the activities of the enterprise, development trends or stagnation of activities. Analytical procedures
also allow diagnosing and predicting threats to the enterprise, analyzing the competitive environment, analyzing the
sales market for the company's products, analyzing the human resources of the enterprise, analyzing the legal status
of the enterprise, analyzing the management processes and information structure of the enterprise, as well as analyzing
the corporate structure, etc. the information provided lies with the top management, management and owners of the
enterprise. It is their responsibility to prevent and detect errors, as well as unfair and fraudulent actions. [6]

Conclusion
Monitoring of controls is an important element of the internal financial control system. Its essence lies in the constant
scanning of all control procedures in time for their compliance with the current activities of the enterprise, the
regulatory framework and the external environment. Monitoring of controls allows you to timely obtain information
indicating shortcomings and problems encountered in the internal control system at the enterprise. Monitoring ICS
allows you to adjust the procedures of controls, making them more relevant based on the analysis of changes in current
activities. The deliberate actions of the personnel to bypass the means of control cannot be ruled out.
In general, an adequate system of internal control at an enterprise will certainly minimize the risks affecting the
activities of an economic entity and contribute to an increase in the efficiency of its activities.
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Annotation
This article examines the current state of affairs in the Russian financial market: the behavior of the main market
participants, the volatility of the national currency, the changes in consumer preferences, the capacity and behavior
of the banking system in the current situation. The authors estimate the situation and express their opinion on the
future of situation in Russian financial market system.
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Introduction
The financial market is a system of assets circulation between participants in financial relations by issuing, buying,
selling securities, precious metals, currencies and other investment instruments. In other words, the financial market
is a kind of platform for the financial system on which financial resources circulate.
The financial market is the heart of the country's economy as a whole, since it contributes to the fundamental tasks of
the economy and its direct functioning.
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The Central Bank of the Russian Federation classifies the financial market into the foreign exchange market, the
money market, the market for government and corporate securities, and the precious metals market [1].
According to numerous studies, among which are the works of M. Spiegel and J. Benhabib, devoted to the relationship
between the financial market and the country's economy, there is a tendency that, in most cases, economic growth is
associated with the development of the financial market. Domestic researcher M.I. Stolbov, in his monograph aimed
at establishing the relationship between economic growth and the financial market, emphasizes the impact of the latter
on economic growth.

Results and Discussion
In 2020, the Russian financial market came under pressure from the coronavirus pandemic factor and subsequent
restrictive measures aimed at curbing the spread of COVID-19. The exchange rate of the national currency was
marked by strong volatility, the outflow of foreign capital was noted in the stock market, which affected the dynamics
of its indicators, and, as a result, the negative dynamics of the profitability of various stock instruments due to the
decline in foreign investors' interest in Russian securities. As a result, some economic indicators showed negative
growth in comparison with previous years (Table 1).
Table 1: Indicators of prices, economic growth and key rate
Year

Prices

Economic growth

Key rate

1 Quarter of
2021

4,51%

4,8%

6,5%

End of 2020

4,9 %

-3%

4,25%

End of 2019

3,0 %

2%

6,25%

The decline in GDP by 3% is a consequence of the decline in global energy demand in early 2020 and restrictive
actions on oil production in OPEC + countries in the second half of the year. Another reason may be the general
decline in economic activity and, as a consequence, the rise in the unemployment rate.
The rise in food prices and costs had a significant impact on annual inflation. An increase in prices for food products
of certain categories, an increase in the cost of non-food products affected its dynamics. Inflation is growing and a
key rate is declining.
As supporting measures, the Bank of Russia implemented a “soft” monetary policy. Along with the fall in the key
rate, other rates in the economy were reduced, but in July 2021 the key rate reached 6.5%, and inflation was 6%.
Despite the decline in economic activity and the growth in the cost of food and non-food products, there is an increase
in deposits of individuals in the national currency (Figure 5) [2].

Figure 5: Growth rates of household deposits, %
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On the stock exchange market, there is an increase in the activity of individuals. According to statistics, the total value
of client assets on brokerage services increased by 26.1% (Table 2).
Table 2: Annual indicators of the securities market, 2019-2020
Indicator
Client

Client Asset

Year

Brokerage service

Trust management

2020

9 900 000

562 000

2019

4 300 000

341 000

2020

14 301 billion rubles

1 532 billion rubles

2019

11 337 billion rubles

1 149 billion rubles

The total value of securities recorded by the central securities depository at the beginning of 2021 is 67.6 trillion
rubles, which demonstrates an excess of the previous year's result by 21%. The achievement of this result was a
consequence of the increase in the number of newly created IIS (individual investment account). In 2020, according
to the Central Bank, the total number of open individual investment accounts increased to 3457 thousand units [3].
The overview of the Russian venture capital market shows the positive dynamics associated with the termination of
a significant outflow of funds from the market and the growth in the number of newly created funds [4].
Other sectors of the financial market are actively recovering from the post-crisis state. The activity of using the
services of non-bank financial organizations related to remote services is noted, as well as an increase in demand for
services of leasing and information systems.
The current trend in the development of the financial market is its digitalization. The introduction of electronic
document management, digital platforms, remote payment systems, general automation of companies' activities and
the like - all of the above contributes to the creation of a modern and safe economic environment.
The current trend in the development of the financial market is its digitalization. The introduction of electronic
document management, digital platforms, remote payment systems, general automation of the activities of companies
and the like - all of the above contributes to the creation of a modern and safe economic environment. We consider it
fair that "nowadays it is customary to talk about the increasing role of high-tech projects in the formation of the digital
model of the Russian economy, and the breakthrough that occurred at the turn of the century is called the information
revolution." [5]
According to the decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 204 of 05/07/2018, digitalization, namely the
active introduction of digital technologies in the social and economic spheres, is one of the key development goals of
the Russian Federation, special importance is determined by the development of artificial intelligence. Among others,
the following tasks are highlighted [6]:
• Increase in internal costs for the development of the digital economy from all sources.
• Creation of a secure and stable information infrastructure with the possibility of high-speed processing and
storage of large amounts of data.
• Creation of a digital educational environment.
• Training of highly qualified personnel for the digital economy.
• Creation of a system of legal regulation of the digital economy.

Conclusion
Thus, it is necessary to take into account the factor of the growing demand for digital technologies and use it as a
potential tool for increasing the economic efficiency of the company's activities.
One way to implement this tool in practice can be venture capital investment or investment in high-tech and
information companies. In other words, a competent investment policy in the stock market is a key factor in the
potential increase in the efficiency of a company in the financial market.
The development of the financial market is an integral part of the growth of the country's economy as a whole;
therefore, the Central Bank of Russia sets itself the task of constant monitoring and regulation of the financial market,
while simultaneously creating conditions and opportunities for its further growth. As a result, a favorable environment
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is created for the creation and movement of capital, the level of which determines the well-being of society and the
national wealth of the country.
According to the last published report of the Bank of Russia, the document of which is published once every three
years, the following result was achieved:

• The mechanism for withdrawing troubled companies from the financial market has been improved
• The market was cleared of financially unstable and unscrupulous players
• Requirements for corporate governance of participants have been increased
• Introduced a system of behavioral supervision
• Significantly improved infrastructure resilience
• The foundation has been laid for the widespread use of financial technologies in the provision of financial
services
• Elements of proportional regulation have been introduced for banks
• Integration processes were developed, a common financial market of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU)
was created.
Thus, the Bank of Russia is building a strategy for the development of the financial market around a person, since the
financial market is not only a platform for relations between economic entities, but is paramount for relations between
people.
The focus of the financial market on meeting the needs of the economically active population and providing favorable
conditions for the functioning of business, with the general provision of economic growth is a paramount task.
According to the Bank of Russia, the degree of satisfaction of citizens with the financial services and products
provided is a certain measure of the quality of market development.
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Abstract
Today’s cities have been developing for hundreds years, however they have already existed in antiquity. Development of
cities is related to an increase of population and the territorial expansion. When looking for a suitable location for a residential
investment, an inversot is guided by many factors: investment availability, efficiency, attractiveness, accessibility, quality of
surroundings etc. The aim of the study was to verify empirically a dependency of location in the agglomeration on housing
prices. The research covered the housing market in two CCE cities (Kalisz, PL and Varna, BG) in years 2019–2020. We
identified the location of each property in one of three agglomeration zones: downtown, city beyond downtown and suburbs.
First, we compared two samples to check if it is feasible that they came from the same population. Then, data was subjected
to regression analysis. The analysis of data allowed us to conclude that location in each of three agglomeration zones does
affect the prices of flats. It turned out that depending on the type of city, prices went up or down due to the distance from
downtown, which is not only a contribution to the development of science, but also information that could be used by
developers or property valuers to establish prices of flats, as well as city managers to set up prices of unbuilt lots.

Keywords: housing market, market analysis, suburbanization
Introduction
About half of the world's population lives in the cities. Cities arose and developed in various places around the world. In a
densely populated Europe large cities already existed in antiquity. The rapid development of cities took place during the
industrial revolution, and changes in transport, as well as the development of trade and services contributed to a further
increase of the population in cities and – as a consequence – the expansion of cities. Concentrating the population in urban
centers brings many benefits: lowering production costs, lowering the operating costs of enterprises, facilitating access to
institutions, etc.
The process leading to the development of cities is urbanization, which main symptoms are an increase in the number of
people living in cities, an increase in the number of cities; transformation of villages into cities – granting city rights,
enlargement of the area of existing cities and their impact on rural areas, spread of urban customs and behavior, and increase
in the number of people working outside agriculture. The most common measure of the level of urbanization is the percentage
of urban population. Europe is an area with a high concentration of population in cities, where 73.6% of the total population
lived in 2015. There are, however, significant regional differences. The largest share of the urban population is recorded in
Northern Europe – 81.2% and in Western Europe – 78.9%; the lowest degree of urbanization is in Eastern Europe – 69.4%
and in Southern Europe – 70.1%. Generally, the highest level of urbanization is noted in highly developed countries
(European Investment Bank 2021).
The urbanization rate, measured as the percentage of urban residents in the total population, differs from country to country.
The highest values are in highly developed countries, the lowest – in the countries of Africa and Asia. In Europe, a high rate
of urbanization is noted by: Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark and the United Kingdom. Urbanization rates in Europe vary
from about 50% (Luxembourg, Romania, Croatia) to beyond 80% (Italy, Netherlands, UK) (European Investment Bank
2021). In Poland, the urbanization rate is around 60%, in Bulgaria it is around 75% (Statista 2021a, 2021b).
_________________
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A major problem of modern cities is progressive urbanization aimed at increasing built-up areas. The share of the population
living in cities, towns and suburbs is actually growing, but this increase is related to the change in a spatial structure of the
areas (Hoffmann et al. 2021).
Generally, the development of agglomerations is formed in four phases: (1) the urbanisation phase, when certain settlements
grow at the cost of their surrounding countryside, (2) the suburbanisation phase, when the urban ring (commuter belt) grows
at the cost of urban core, (3) the disurbanisation phase, when the population loss of the urban core exceeds the population
gain of the ring, resulting in agglomeration losing population, and (4) the reurbanisation phase, when either the population
loss in the core is reduced, or the core starts regaining population with the ring still losing population (Rontos 2012) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The Urban Life Cycle Model
Some authors (Parysek and Mierzejewska 2005) believe that contemporary urbanization manifests itself in the form of
advanced suburbanization and exurbanization. In the literature, there are also alternative terms for this phenomenon, such
as: urban sprawl, spread city, exurb, dispersed city, edge city. Urban sprawl manifests itself primarily in the development of
vast suburbs, which, through the expansion of housing and service infrastructure, are entering further and further into typical
agricultural rural areas (Lityński 2021, Szymańska and Biegańska, 2011).
The term ‘suburbanisation’ refers to the continual development of housing in suburbs that are sprawling outwards from the
outskirts of a major city. The reasons of suburbanisation are: (1) desire for low-density living, (2) affordable housing, (3)
advancements in transport technology and infrastructure (roads and rail), availability and affordability of cars, (4)
information technology (high speed internet and video conferencing). Large, planned communities on previously
undeveloped land are known as greenfield developments. Exurbanisation is a spatially stretched suburbanisation, it means
moving to a semi-rural area which is still connected to a large city. This process allows the residents to maintain a semi-rural
lifestyle with large areas of land (sometimes hobby farms). Residents are often very wealthy, and are able to maintain
professional networks within the nearby larger city. They may choose between travelling to the city each day, or a couple of
times a week (Rącka and Romanowski 2015).
Suburbanisation may be considered a result of the migration of wealthy groups from declining central suburbs into the
outskirts, which, due to their reasonable distance from the centre, are commuter friendly and offer noticeably better living
conditions compared to the previous place of residence. Suburbanisation results in population loss in the urban core with the
benefit of population increase in the outer suburbs (resulting in agglomeration gaining population overall). However, the
suburbanisation processes are often perceived negatively (due to costs increases in the development and maintenance of
municipal infrastructure, difficulties in work access for people not travelling by car and external costs) (Holt, 1972).
Features of suburbanisation include: changes in land use, intensive development of land external to the city (especially along
exit roads), flow of residents and economic operators into these areas and also: (1) urbanisation of suburbs, (2)
peripheralization of urban core, (3) development of municipal peripheries, (4) deconcentration and reconcentration of
buildings and area functions, (4) establishment of intra-urban enclaves, (5) deindustrialisation and reindustralisation, (6)
disappearance of town boundaries, (7) increasing social inequality, (8) heightened tensions, increase in conflicts and
confrontations (Parysek 2010).
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An average suburban zone resident may consider suburbanisation rather positive. Living away from the city centre means
among other things: (1) fulfilment of life aspirations, (2) living in a friendlier environment, chosen according to personal
criteria, (3) improvement in living conditions, (4) being close to nature with a choice of open-air activities, (5) higher degree
of privacy, (6) reduced tax burdens, (7) lower (relative to the city) house building and maintenance costs (Parysek 2010;
Trojanek, Kisiała and Trojanek 2021).
In view of insufficient housing availability and high overcrowding rate (especially in CEE countries) (Eurostat 2021), it may
seem that outflow of population to the suburbs causes the release of some housing resources in the city center, which may
contribute to increasing the effectiveness of local housing policy. Unfortunately, due to the withdrawal of investors and the
lack of funds for the modernization of abandoned low-quality housing resources, the abandoned city centers are subject to
further degradation (Hasse et al. 2016). Moreover, the changing structure of households – an increase in the number of oneperson households – causes the increase in demand for housing. This situation applies to both developing cities and those
affected by depopulation (Twardoch and Zientek 2019). Abandoned downtown areas are often a challenge for developers
who redevelop previously invested non-residential areas (brownfields) (Kisiała, Bajerski and Stępiński 2017). The
requirement to introduce new buildings on the invested areas is a part of a spatial policy of many countries (Lityński and
Serafin 2021; Nowak 2017), such as in Great Britain. Currently, city centers are the subject of interest to investors, who are
primarily young, well-educated, most often incoming people (Hasse et al. 2016). In city centers, especially in cities of postcommunist countries, downtown residential districts are identical with areas of poverty and other social problems (Kisiała
and Rącka 2021; Świąder, Szewrański and Kazak 2016; Świąder, Szewrański and Kazak 2017), often not friendly to families
or the elderly.
In view of the above considerations, it should be noted that in CEE cities there is a demand for housing in various zones of
urban agglomerations. Therefore, decisions on the location of new investments should be made on the basis of market
analysis, in particular ex ante demand. Developers in particular should pay attention to the profitability of investing in
individual zones of the agglomeration. Therefore, the research problem in this manuscript was the analysis of housing prices
in the selected local markets. The aim of the study was to verify dependency of location in the agglomeration on housing
prices. The research hypothesis was: the location of housing real estate in the agglomeration influences its price. In order to
prove the hypothesis, we collected data on the prices and characteristics of sold housing properties in 2019-2020 in two CEE
cities: Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG). Then, the role of apartments’ location in determining prices was demonstrated. Data
analysis allowed to determine whether the location of properties in one of three zones of the agglomeration influenced their
prices. This is a contribution to the development of science, but also information that can be used by investors, property
owners or property appraisers in the real estate valuation process.
The novelty of the paper is to indicate the differences between selected local housing markets in CEE countries. Most of the
research concerns housing market in the biggest cities, whilst medium-sized cities are neglected. However, the conducted
research showed that local housing markets in CEE countries differ. Hence, we decided to show what types of factors affect
the housing prices in medium-sized cities.
In the article we subsequently review the literature concerning urbanisation and housing location, then characterise the
research procedure and data sources, and finally discuss the obtained results.

Literature Review
A flat is a consumable, durable good that satisfies one of the basic human needs, which is shelter. At the same time, it is also
an investment good, regardless of whether it is purchased for own needs (then the owner does not have to rent an apartment
from another person) or in connection with the intention to rent the apartment to another person (possibility of generating
income) (Hlavacek and Komarek, 2011).
The demand for housing should be considered as the demand for property ownership, but also for other property rights, such
as rental rights. The demand for residential real estate is considered as a demand for a certain area of flats or a number of
rooms (in Western markets the indicator is the number of bedrooms) (Suárez 2009). Estimating future demand is important
from the point of view of both public entities implementing housing policy, and developers. It consists in determining the
needs and possibilities of purchasing apartments in a given area, taking into account purchasing power of a population,
employment rate, housing needs, etc. The spatial presentation of data facilitates the analysis of the demand. The use of
geoinformatic systems to build real estate databases, process them, as well as analyze spatial data and compare real estate
for the purposes of their valuation, are proposed, among others, by: Greer and Kolbe (2003) and Basista (2013). Demand for
residential real estate in the CEE countries is still unsatisfied. Therefore, there is a great demand for flats, especially for a
functionally diverse space that can be used in a variety of ways.
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The population purchasing flats, both for their own needs and for investment purposes, decides on the location of premises
to be purchased. In the case of real estate purchased for own needs, this choice applies to the place of residence, while
investment decisions are made also on the basis of other factors, including investment profitability and costs (toil) to rent an
apartment.
The choice of the place of residence depends on many factors, the most common of which is the workplace. This is especially
true in the CEE countries, where the historical determinants of the housing property ownership structure explain the low
level of the population mobility index (Rącka, Palicki and Kostov 2015). Other factors influencing the choice of place of
residence are place of work, type of work, income, creditworthiness, age, family situation, willingness to commute to work,
amount of free time and preferences regarding the way of spending it, and others (Kos Koklič and Vida 2009). In view of
the growing possibilities of choosing a place of residence, in recent years suburban locations have become popular, offering
more space for apartments and surroundings (Jansen 2020), but also apartments in the city centers, friendly to less mobile
people or more often using the cultural and entertainment offer of the city (Rącka et al. 2017). Preferences in this area change
and are often created by developers. Especially in the last several months, during COVID-19 pandemic, the population
realized that both everyday life and work may look different than before the pandemic. The boundaries between a place to
rest and spend time with family, and a place of work have blurred. Lockdown made the possibility of spending time outside,
in house gardens or nearby parks appreciated (Otodom 2021).
Decisions on the location of residential investments concern both apartments from the secondary market, existing and
available immediately, as well as those from the primary market, which are to be inhabited at a later date (in Poland it is
currently about 1.5 years from the date of signing the reservation agreement, in Bulgaria from 1.5 to 3 years, depending on
the construction stage at which the contract is signed). While the location of the existing housing stock cannot be changed,
in the case of new housing, the choice of the investment location is an important aspect of developer decision-making. When
looking for a suitable location for a residential investment, a developer is guided by many factors: on one hand, the
availability of land and the possibility of its effective development, on the other hand, the attractiveness of the location for
future clients in terms of its transport accessibility, nature and quality of the surroundings or all kinds of amenities. The
developer collides with the prevailing fashion for a specific type of housing, conditioned by: (1) the needs of the population
(e.g. during a pandemic and lockdown, there is a clear increase in interest in houses or apartments with a garden, possibly
located close to public green spaces), (2) legal regulations (zoning), (3) state housing programs (limiting the area of flats that
can be financed on preferential terms results in a shift in demand for smaller flats), etc.
In the literature, location is often mentioned as one of the most important factors in the price of housing (Liang et al. 2018;
Heyman, Sommervoll 2019; Owusu-Manu 2019). Location can be perceived in various ways, e.g. as: (1) distance from the
city center, (2) proximity to trade and service centers, (3) accessibility of public space, (4) proximity to green areas and blue
areas, (5) transport accessibility, (6) the natural environment and its pollution (dust, noise), as well as (7) people who live
and behave in a certain way – e.g. compliant or inconsistent with social norms (negative factors in the environment include
social problems – poverty, unemployment, alcoholism, homelessness) etc. (Issac 2002; Ramrattan and Szenberg 2004; Ranci,
Brandsen and Sabatinelli 2014; Diao 2015; Malienė et al. 2016; Ferlan 2017; Batóg et al. 2019; Mach 2019; Szopińska 2019;
Kisiała and Rącka 2021; Rącka 2021). It can affect both positively and negatively on the level of housing prices.
In the context of the location of real estate in different zones of the agglomeration, buyers often face the choice of buying an
apartment in the city center or a house on its outskirts or in a suburban area. These solutions have both advantages and
disadvantages. The price differences between an apartment and a house do not have to be very large. One who owns an
apartment, should take into account the problems that may arise between neighbours, the lack of a parking space or a garden,
air pollution and noise. For a larger family, the usable space may become too small and uncomfortable. On the other hand
the location in a big city non-central zone can result in the aircraft noise. Bełej et.al (2019) conducted a study with the singlefamily house prices located in and outside of special limited use zones related to Airport in Warsaw and Gdansk, in Poland.
The authors found a negative impact of such limited zones in urban areas, which explains the single-family house price
differences and affects decisions regarding a house purchase or sale in urban agglomeration zones. It is especially worth
paying attention to the latest needs of the population, revealed after the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic. In Poland, a large
part of the population has decided to change their flat, clients are looking for it or are thinking about a change. The main
reason for the desire to change the apartment is the need to increase space and facilitate contact with nature. The proximity
of green areas – squares, parks, forests, as well as the safety of the area turn out to be important. Apartments with balconies
and gardens have become popular (Otodom 2021). In contrast, the property market in Bulgaria, as in Poland, has entered the
COVID-19 pandemic in a very good condition, with long-term price increases and strong local demand, rising household
incomes, low mortgage rates and low unemployment. In the second quarter of 2020, again, similarly to Poland, there was a
temporary slowdown in the market, however, investors' activity was quickly resumed. Property prices in Bulgaria continued
to rise, demand spread across the country, directing interest to previously less sought-after properties such as country houses,
as well as holiday apartments in ski and seaside resorts. All of this was due to the need to have one's own space for recreation,
outdoor activities, and the ability to work online from anywhere in the country. An additional incentive to buy this type of
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real estate was travel restrictions, especially abroad, e.g., to a favourite holiday destination – Greece (Bulgarian Properties
2021).
The consequences of choosing the location of an apartment between the city center, its intermediate zone and the suburbs
affect not only investors. The location of flats (houses) in the suburban area is undoubtedly associated with interference with
the landscape of suburbs and suburban villages. Urban buildings often expand in a chaotic and inconsistent manner,
destroying areas with high natural, cultural and landscape values, which causes irreversible changes in space. The conversion
of agricultural and forest areas into residential areas is associated with the necessity to incur expenses for utilities, technical
infrastructure, and construction of new roads (Kisiała, Bajerski and Stępiński 2018; Zysk and Źróbek-Różańska 2016).

Materials and Methods
In order to verify the research hypothesis, we checked whether the location in different city zones was related to the housing
prices. In the first stage we built a causal model with a single dependent variable, accounting for the differences between two
local markets. To study the significance of differences in prices in two sets of data (set 1 – transaction prices from Kalisz,
set 2 – transaction prices from Varna, we carried out the z test with two samples for averages.
In the second stage we used regression modelling (OLS). We based the analysis on the prices of sold housing properties,
derived from notarial deeds (Poland) and transaction prices, derived from mirela.bg (Bulgaria). The impact of location on
housing prices was verified by regression modelling. For this purpose, we built a database containing housing transactions
on the real estate market in the analysed submarkets: Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG) in 2019-2020 and completed the location
data in the following zones: downtown, city, suburbs. We analysed both the primary and the secondary market. We built a
database of nearly 1300 records. Records containing incomplete or unreliable information, were not taken into account.
Finally, we analyzed 1129 housing prices.
The transaction price was assumed as a dependent variable and a set of explanatory variables includes some real estate market
characteristics (information about the year of sale, location (zone), apartment area, number of rooms, city. Initially, the largest
possible number of potential explanatory variables was selected, gradually reducing it after verifying the significance of
individual variables for the further procedure. The final acceptance or rejection of potential explanatory variables was
determined by statistical and formal criteria.
The analysed areas covered cities of Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG) divided into three zones: downtown and the rest of the city,
additionally supplemented with suburbs (Fig. 2). Housing properties were purchased primarily by residents for their own
needs, but also for investment purposes – as a capital investment (Rącka and Kostov 2018).

Fig. 2. Research Area. (a) Part of NUTS-2 Regions in the European Union, including Poland and Bulgaria, (b) PL41
NUTS-2 Region with analysed city of Kalisz marked, (c) BG33 NUTS-2 Region with analysed city of Varna marked
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We chose two cities from two CEE countries, which are similar to each other in terms of contemporary history and political
and economic situation (Table 1), though Bulgaria is an upper-middle-income country and Poland is classified as highincome economy and slightly more industrialised (The World Bank 2021a). The countries also range a bit in transaction
prices and rents (Mach 2020).
Table 1: Basic socio-economic indicators for Poland and Bulgaria (31.12.2020) (The World Bank 2021b, 2021c)
Specification

Unit

Population (total)
Surface area
Poverty headcount ratio at national poverty lines
Income share held by lowest 20%
GDP
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing, value added
Industry (including construction), value added
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services
Merchandise trade
Inflation, GDP deflator
Urban population growth
CO2 emissions
Time required to start a business
Tax revenue

Million persons
Thousand square km
% of population
% of population
Current US$ (billions)
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
% of GDP
annual %
Annual %
metric tons per capita
Days
% of GDP

Country
Poland Bulgaria
37.95
6.93
312.7
111.0
15.4
23.8
8.2
5.7
594.16
69.11
2
3
28
23
56
56
49
54
89
96
4.1
3.3
0.0
-0.2
8.24
5.85
37
23
17.3
20.3

Separately for each analyzed city, we gathered the basic characteristics (Table 2).
Table 2: Basic characteristics for Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG) (Statistics Poland 2021, Regional Profiles 2021)
Specification
Population
Surface area
Population density
Average monthly
wages and salaries
Unemployment rate

City

Unit

Kalisz

Varna

99

315

69

238

1435

1324

EUR (2018;2020)

968; 1061

553; .

% (2020)

2.9

2.2

Thousand persons
(2020)
Square km (2020)
Persons/Square km
(2020)

We divided the gathered data into two sets, i.e.: set 1 – apartments located in Kalisz (PL), set 2 – apartments located in Varna
(BG). We obtained two sets of data characterized by high homogeneity, with the location in a city zone as differing features.
Transaction prices were converted into Euro, according to the average Euro exchange rate in a given year (EUR/PLN2019=
4.2988, EUR/PLN2020= 4.4459, EUR/BGN2019=1.96, EUR/BGN2020=1.96). Next, we recalculated the transaction prices for
1 sq. m. The number of transactions and basic descriptive statistics for transaction prices (Table 3) were established separately
for the two analysed cities – Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG).
The number of analysed transactions ranged from 460 to 669. We are sure more transactions took place in Varna, but it was
impossible to gather all the transactions in Bulgaria, where there are no public registers and real estate valuers use offer
prices for the valuations (Kostov, Palicki and Rącka 2014). We analysed all transactions in Kalisz (PL), excluding nonmarket ones, and most of transactions in Varna (BG), delivered by one of the biggest real estate agencies (Mirela 2021).
Although Kalisz is several times smaller than Varna, the price level is higher, but it does not differ by more than 10-15%.
Generally, the level of prices in the residential real estate market in Poland is higher than in Bulgaria (Rącka and Kostov
2018).
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of unit prices [EUR/sq m] in Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG)
in the years 2019-2020
Specification/City

Kalisz

Varna

Average

912

863

Standard Error

8.3

12.3

Median

907

832

Standard deviation

215

263

Variance

45998

68979

Coefficient of variation

0.2

0.3

Kurtosis

0.7

6.0

Skewness

0.1

1.7

Range

1436

2135

Minimum

338

325

Maximum

1774

2460

Sum

610289

397096

Number of observations

669

460

Confidence level (95%)

16.3

24.1

We used causal models with a single dependent variable. We calculated basic statistical measures (average and variance) for
selected sets of transactions. We checked the significance of price differences in each city using the z-test on two samples
for averages, which is often used to determine whether the group averages are the same or different (Krajewska, Szopińska
and Siemińska 2021).
We carried out a test which showed whether the indicated differences in the prices are statistically significant in the analyzed
cities. Confirmation of differences between unit prices in Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG) was carried out using the z test on two
samples for averages. The z-test is appropriate for averages from two samples with known variances. We assumed the zero
hypothesis that there is no difference between the averages from two populations H0: Av1 =Av2 (average unit prices in both
sets are even). The results of the tests have been compiled in Table 4. We analyzed the obtained results. Two-sided z test <z,
thus the H0 hypothesis assuming that the prices in set 1 (Kalisz) and set 2 (Varna) are the same ought to be rejected. At the
same time, the housing prices in Kalisz and Varna reveal statistically significant differences.
Table 4: Z-test on two samples for averages, Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG)
in the years 2019-2020 [EUR/sq m]
Specification/City

Kalisz

Varna

Aggregate

912

863

Variance (known)

45998

68979

Number of observations

669

460

Difference between the averages according to H0

0

z

3,3125

P(Z<=z) one sided

0,0005

One-sided z test

1,6449
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P(Z<=z) one-sided

0,0009

Two-sided z test

1,9600

Aggregate

912

863

Variance (known)

45998

68979

Number of observations

669

460

Difference between the averages according to H0

0

z

3,3125

Due to statistically significant differences between two sets of data, in the stage 2 we estimated regression models by taking
into account the location in the zone and other property characteristics. The full list of potential explanatory variables is
presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Potential variables explaining the unit price of housing properties
Explanatory
variable

Type of variable

Description
and variants of the variable

YEAR

quantitative

Year of transaction

AREA

quantitative

Area of apartment

ROOM1

qualitative

Number of rooms: (1 room= 1 and 0 otherwise)

ROOM2

qualitative

Number of rooms: (2 rooms= 1 and 0 otherwise)

ROOM3

qualitative

Number of rooms: (3 rooms= 1 and 0 otherwise)

ZONE2

qualitative

Location in a city zone : (Beyond downtown = 1 and 0 otherwise)

ZONE3

qualitative

Location in a city zone : (Suburbs = 1 and 0 otherwise)

In regression modelling, we used a linear approach to estimate the model described by the equation:
y=α0 + α1 x1+α2 x2+...+αk xk.
where y stands for the dependent variable (transaction price of housing real estate), x1, x2, ..., xk are the explanatory variables
(the market characteristics of the property), while α0, α1, ..., αk are the structural parameters of the model. Then we estimated
OLS model and assessed its quality.
This paper uses the above research procedure. We collected data on the prices and characteristics of sold housing properties
in 2019-2020 in two cities of CEE countries (Kalisz and Varna). Then, we showed the role of location in an agglomeration
zone in determining housing prices. We set up the housing prices in two cities revealing statistically significant differences.
We analysed the data and determined whether the location of the properties in the agglomeration influenced their prices.

Results
The level of housing prices in recent years has been rising, despite Covid-19 pandemic but the price changes were not
significant. The number of transactions is high due to the large number of investors willing to buy an apartment, relatively
rigid supply, high purchasing power (growing income of the population and available mortgages), low interest rates on
deposits, encouraging to look for other investments.
Depending on the nature and location of the city, the interest in housing varies. The size of existing housing stock varies
from one location to another: there are fewer apartments in the city center than in other parts of the city. Besides, it is quite
popular to develop residential areas in the suburbs. In Poland, suburbs are very popular among buyers of the first house,
while Bulgarians buy a second, additional house located outside the city.
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Differences in prices of apartments in the analysed cities are certainly conditioned by these cities’ location. Kalisz is a
medium sized town with a small tourist potential. Housing needs are most often reported by inhabitants and migrant workers.
Varna is a touristic city, offering resort real estate on the sea. We can notice increased activity of Bulgarians and other
Europeans, who are looking for profitable directions for investment. Additionally, there is a limited supply of quality resort
housing, which allows for the sale of properties at a higher price. Due to the pandemic, demand, and the price of apartments
with a terrace, as well as private houses in gated complexes at the seaside, increased. The number of distance transactions
has also increased. The buyers often come from Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. Prices in Varna may rise in the nearest future
as there are expectations of the imminent entry of Bulgaria into the Schengen zone and transition to the European currency.
The estimated two regression equations are divided into two analyzed cities. The first regression equation shows that the
explained part of the variability of housing prices in Kalisz (PL) was shaped by a linear combination of variables,
characterizing properties in terms of their location in the agglomeration zone, apartment area, and number of rooms (one
room). Moreover, the upward trend in prices on the local market in the analysed years was not statistically significant (Table
6).
Table 6: Modelling prices on the housing market in Kalisz (PL) 2019-2020
R2=0.1269; corr. R2=0.1190; F(6,662)=16.0410; p value (F)<0.0000
Statistical significance: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
Coefficient*

Std. error*

Const

Coefficient

Std. error

t-ratio

p-value

-56197,8

36945,73

-1,52109

0,128715

ZONE2

0,330299***

0,046481

177,4

24,96

7,10617

0,000000

ZONE3

0,359502***

0,046790

280,5

36,51

7,68331

0,000000

AREA

-0,178928***

0,044954

-2,5

0,62

-3,98029

0,000076

ROOM1

-0,097409**

0,042772

-59,3

26,03

-2,27743

0,023079

ROOM3

0,067925

0,040263

30,3

17,96

1,68704

0,092067

YEAR

0,059070

0,038240

28,3

18,29

1,54473

0,122890

Estimated model showed that the location of housing properties on the local market in Kalisz (PL) had a statistically
significant influence on their prices. Location in a city zone beyond downtown had a positive effect on a unit price, likewise
location in suburbs. It was rather unexpected that properties located in suburbs were more expensive. The remaining factors
influencing the unit prices were floor space (the larger the flat, the lower the unit price) and the number of rooms (the unit
price of one-room apartments was lower than that of multi-room flats). The probability of making a mistake in the assessment
of statistical significance was close to zero (p-Value<0.000).
The second regression equation shows that the explained part of the variability of housing prices in Varna (BG) was shaped
by a linear combination of variables, characterizing properties in terms of their location in the agglomeration zone, year of
transaction, and number of rooms (two rooms). Moreover, the upward trend in prices on the local market in the analysed
years was statistically significant (Table 7).
Table 7: Modelling prices on the housing market in Varna (BG) 2019-2020
R2=0.2425; corr. R2=0.2358; F(4,455)=36.4150; p value (F)<0.0000
Statistical significance: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
Coefficient*

Std. error*

Const

Coefficient

Std. error

t-ratio

p-value

-113818

43650,86

-2,6075

0,009422

ZONE2

-0,563346***

0,061042

-350

37,90

-9,2289

0,000000

ZONE3

-0,716219***

0,061169

-393

33,55

-11,7089

0,000000

YEAR

0,107626***

0,040844

57

21,62

2,6350

0,008700

ROOM2

-0,046591

0,041078

-26

23,03

-1,1342

0,257304
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Estimated model showed that the location of housing properties on the local market in Varna (BG) had a statistically
significant influence on their prices. Location in a city zone beyond downtown had a negative effect on a unit price, likewise
location in suburbs, which was much less worth. It was rather expected that properties located in the historic downtown,
located at the seaside were more expensive. The remaining factors influencing the unit prices were year of transaction (the
rise in unit prices was observed) and the number of rooms (the unit price of two-room apartments was lower than that of
multi-room flats). The probability of making a mistake in the assessment of statistical significance was close to zero (pValue<0.000).

Conclusions
The applied research procedure allowed us to identify the difference between analyzed housing markets and after that
establish the influence of the location in zones of the agglomeration on the housing unit price. We discovered differences
between two analyzed cities. In Kalisz (PL), as in a post-socialist city, we can find areas of poverty and other social problems
in midtown housing estates (Kisiała and Rącka 2021). That can be a reason why the prices in this area are lower, than in
other parts of the agglomeration. It was surprising that the prices of apartments in the suburbs were definitely higher than in
downtown, but also than in the middle zone of the city. The main reason for this phenomenon is certainly the quality of
housing resources in the suburbs, which are new, built of modern, often energy-saving materials, allowing for lower operating
costs.
In Varna (BG) the relations between the housing prices in the agglomeration zones differ from those in Kalisz (PL). So far
urban sprawl in Bulgaria is less intensive than that in Western Europe and in other in post-socialist countries in CEE
countries. Eventually, the urban forms of Bulgarian sprawl tend to be denser and with mix of single-family and multi-family
residential types and mix of land uses. Bulgarian towns and cities are compact, with clear boundary between the urbanized
and the rural territories (Slaev and Nikiforov 2013). Therefore, it seems that the location of an apartment outside the city for
buyers in Bulgaria is less attractive than the location in the city. In addition, the way to work in a large city takes longer,
therefore people are looking for apartments not too far from the workplace, as well as service and commercial facilities.
Properties located in suburbs are most often a second home, used less intensively in free time, so the tendency to pay high
prices is not obvious.
Housing market analysis was carried out for specific purposes, specifying the housing segment and spatial scope of the
market – areas and suburbs of two cities: Kalisz (PL) and Varna (BG), as well as the time scope: years 2019-2020. The
analysis should be based on transactional data (real estate sale agreements), which was possible with data from Poland, but
in the event of a problem with data availability, offer data can be used as we did analyzing Bulgarian housing prices.
However, the offer data is not the resultant of the forces of supply and demand, therefore it is not a fully reliable indicator of
the market situation, but mainly a reflection of the expectations of the supply side of the market (Widłak 2013).
Our study showed that prices of housing real estate are influenced by location in three agglomeration zones. Thus, the
previously formulated hypothesis about the location impact on prices was confirmed.
Investors often choose between purchasing an apartment in one of the urban agglomeration zones. Making decisions about
the location of housing investments is conditioned by investors’ financial capabilities, various macroeconomic factors, and
real estate prices and characteristics (Mach et al. 2021). Our research showed that housing prices are influenced by their
location in the urban agglomeration zone, but also by other characteristics, such as number of rooms, year of transaction,
area of the apartment. As for the location, in a bigger, touristic city the closer to the city center, the prices are higher, and in
other conditions the suburbs can be more attractive to investors. The conducted research may be important for active
participants of the housing market, but also for brokers and valuers, providing better opportunities for modelling price levels.
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Abstract
The financial auditing system in Poland has undergone significant changes in recent years, which largely result from the
need to implement solutions provided for in European Directives. The article analyzes the functions of statutory audits.
The main objective of this study is the analysis of statutory auditor opinions and reports disclosed by companies listed on
the Warsaw Stock Exchange and the determination of the relevant information contained in the opinions and reports
disclosed by the listed companies. Thus defined, the main objective allows for the identification of specific goals, which
include:
1) characterization of the types of opinions issued by auditors examining the financial statements of listed
companies in the years 2005-2020,
2) identification of reasons for the issuance of qualified opinions in the analyzed sample,
3) identification of those reports in which the auditor gives quantitative results of the threat to going concern (e.g.
Altman’s or Hołda’s method),
In order to achieve the main objective and the specific goals, opinions and reports of expert auditors for 25 of listed
companies in the years 2005-2020 had been analyzed. The results obtained suggest that the majority of opinions are
unqualified opinions (which in some cases contain additional explanations).

Keywords: statutory audit, auditor’s opinion, Warsaw Stock Exchange
Introduction
Management represents a company’s financial situation in the financial statements, which are prepared in accordance with
internationally or nationally generally accepted accounting principles. The financial statements of selected companies,
mainly those listed on stock exchanges in Poland, should be certified by auditor, who examines the company’s financial
statements and prepares the auditor’s report. The audit report is one of the main instruments used by stakeholders when
making economic and financial decisions. The auditor asserts whether financial statement published by a company
represent its situation in a true and fair manner in accordance with the accepted accounting framework. Therefore, for
________________
Cite this Article as: Monika TUREK – RADWAN and Anna MAZURCZAK – MĄKA “ Analysis of the Content of The
Auditor's Reports on A Sample of Public Interest Entities in Poland” Proceedings of the 38th International Business
Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1,
ISSN: 2767-9640
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many years, the information included in the auditor’s report has been of interest to the public and various financial
statements users as well as researchers.
Kiss, Fulop and Cordoș (2015) believe that the high interest for the form and content of the audit report represents a
reaction to the financial crisis and financial scandals of recent yearsThe financial crisis from 2008 onwards additionally
increased interest in the information described in auditors’ reports and exposed these reports to various criticisms i.e. the
inadequacy of the auditor’s assurance, auditing procedures, and so on (Zdolšek et al., 2015).
The area of the research presented in the article, to the best of Authors’ knowledge, has not been presented in many
previous empirical studies conducted in European countries. In Europe, there are few studies which analyze the data
presented in auditor’s report for a large group of companies1. The existence of increased interest of the public and the
absence of a significant number of previous studies on auditor’s report information in Europe motivated us to consider the
case of Poland.
The main objective of this study is the analysis of all kinds of statutory auditor opinions and reports disclosed by
companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange and the determination of the circumstances that led to the qualification of
auditor’s report. Thus defined, the main objective allows for the identification of the specific goals , which include:
•
•
•

characterization of the types of opinions issued by auditors examining the financial statements of listed
companies in the years 2005-2020,
identification of reasons for the issuance of qualified opinions in the analyzed sample,
identification of those reports in which the auditor gives quantitative results of the threat of going concern (e.g.
Altman’s or Hołda’s method),

In order to achieve the main objective and the specific goals, opinions and reports of expert auditors for 25 of listed
companies in the years 2005-2020 had been analyzed.

Types of opinions and the scope of information disclosed in the report of the statutory auditor
and Literature Review
The financial auditing system in Poland has undergone significant changes in recent years, which largely results from the
requirement to implement provisions of the Directive of the European Parliament and the Council 2013/34/EU of 26 June
2013 on the annual financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain types of
undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council
Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC in the Polish legislation. As a result of these changes, on 11 May, 2017, Statutory
Auditors, Audit Firms and Public Oversight was adopted by Polish Parliament – further referred to as the law on statutory
auditors.
It should be noted that the auditing system in Poland was, even before the implementation in question , well constructed, as
many aspects introduced by Directive 2006/43/EC have already functioned. This applies above all to the functioning of the
mechanisms of financial auditing of listed companies. The new solutions introduced in May 2017 should strengthen the
independence and objectivity of statutory auditors and audit firms. They may also contribute to improving the quality of
statutory audits and strengthening public oversight.. On the other hand, limiting the competitive advantage of large global
companies and opening up market opportunities for other entities will affect the deconcentration of the statutory audit
market of public interest entities.
The purpose of financeal statement audit (Micherda 2010) is the issuance of a written opinion and a report on whether the
audited financial statement:
•
•
•

was prepared on the basis of correctly kept accounting records, and in compliance with the Accounting Act,
complies as to form and content with the laws, statute and agreements that apply to the entity,
shows, clearly and fairly, all information relevant to the assessment of the entity.

Financial auditing, through the implementation of its procedures, methods and techniques, performs the following
functions (cf.. eg Gabrusewicz 2010, Hołda & Pociecha 2005, Krzywda 2005):
1) control,
2) information,
1

See more: Farrugia & Baldacchino, 2005; Keasey, Watson, & Wynarczyk, 1988; Laitinen & Laitinen, 1998; Pasiouras,
Gaganis, & Zopounidis, 2007; Spathis, Doumpos, & Zopounidis, 2003, Zdolšek, Jagrič & Odar, 2015.
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3) authentication.
The control and information functions are in line with the functions of modern accounting.
It should be emphasized that the audit of financial statements in itself constitutes the realization of the control function in
accounting. On the other hand, the control function of the financial auditing system consists primarily of the examination
of compliance and reliability by means of either full or random methods.. The subject of this study will be the extent of the
statutory auditors’ review of the financial statements of public interest entities along with providing information on the
financial audit products and on the effects of the control function.
Although the Accounting Act provides for only three types of opinions, an unqualified opinion with explanations and a
qualified opinion with additional explanations can also be identified. It should be noted that sometimes readers can have
doubts about whether the statements contained in an opinion are reservations or additional explanations. Only the
appropriate phrases, such as “without raising objections”, allow an appropriate classification of this type of opinion in such
cases.
Explanations included in opinions also involve information that the report for the previous year has not been audited or
that it was negative.
The types of opinions are summarized in the Table 1.
Table 1: Guidance on the auditor’s opinion types

Nature of the matter
Financial statements are
materially misstated
Unable to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence

Auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the matter
Material but NOT pervasive
Material AND pervasive
Adverse
opinion
(‘…do not present fairly…’)
Qualified opinion (‘…except
Disclaimer
of
opinion
for…’)
(‘…we do not express an
opinion…’)

Source: ISA 705, Modifications to the Opinion in the Independent Auditor’s Report.

J. Pfaff (2007) mentions cases when an unqualified opinion is issued which contains additional explanations. This is
applicable when:
• a justified derogation from one of the accounting rules took place, due to which the financial statement is not
misleading – in this case, the opinion should include a fragment explaining the need for derogation from the rules
of accounting.
• significant uncertainty does not allow to assess some of the information contained in the financial report – in this
case, it is necessary to consider an explanatory passage on this subject, due to the external addressees of the
survey results,
• a significant change in the accounting principles used (change in the valuation principles, correction of an error
resulting from the acquisition of an incorrect valuation principle) resulted in the fact that some of the statements
for the financial year and the preceding year are not comparable – the explanatory excerpt is also included in the
opinion,
• the statutory auditor wants to emphasize certain issues associated with the evaluated statement or the opening
balance has not been examined (this information is included in the explanation),
• mistakes which have not been removed are not significant,
• the going concern of the entity is not under threat, and the entity has included such a statement in the introduction
to the financial statement.
Information about any existing threats to the going concern should be included in any opinion, regardless whether it is a
qualified or an unqualified opinion. Unqualified opinions with explanations are treated as positive.
The qualified opinion is the position of the auditor meaning that the auditor is not able to clearly assess the audited
financial statements positively. It is not, however, a negative opinion. The content and method of formulating reservations
are a significant issue in the case of these opinions. The reservations may relate to such situations as:
•
•
•

a limit to the scope or methods of research emerged due to reasons on the part of the entity,
there are differences of opinions in the assessment of individual items of the financial statement between the
entity’s management and the auditor,
significant violations or deviations from the accounting principles and standards took place in the audited entity,
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the going concern risks in the financial statements were concealed or there was no accurate information on this
subject.
If the inconsistencies with the factual state or gaps in the financial statements distort, in a significant way, the actual
situation in which the entity is, then the auditor should issue a negative opinion. In a negative assessment, the auditor
should also take into account that the audited financial statement may mislead the reader. If, therefore, the auditor,
examining a statement prepared on the assumption of continuation of operations, has obtained information that in his or her
judgment there are no premises for such – then the auditor should issue a negative opinion.
•

The auditor may refuse to issue an opinion. This situation can occur if:
•
•
•

the expert is not able to obtain the relevant audit evidence needed for a meaningful assessment of the financial
statement, which is most often due to the limitation of the scope and method of the audit,
the limitation of the scope and methods of the audit are so significant that the auditor has significant uncertainty as
to the actual state presented in the audited financial statements.
the degree of the auditor’s uncertainty about the survival of the audited entity, which indicated a going concern
threat in the financial statements, does not allow the auditor to give a reliable opinion.

The issuance of a qualified opinion, a negative one or refusal to issue an opinion should indicate the reasons for such a
position, with an indication of the extent and magnitude of the reasons that have formed the basis for the inability to issue
an unqualified opinion. Issuing a negative opinion does not relieve the expert auditor from their duty to prepare a report for
the audit. In the case of withdrawal from expressing an opinion, the expert auditor does not prepare a report from the audit
(Andrzejewski 2012).
Article 65 of the Accounting Act states that the report of the statutory auditor should represent, in companies other than
banks and insurance or reinsurance companies, in particular:
1)
2)
3)
4)

general characteristics of the entity,
a statement regarding obtaining the requested information, explanations and declarations from the entity,
assessment of correctness of the used accounting system,
characteristics of the item or group of items in the financial statement if the expert auditor believes that they
require discussion,
5) presentation of the financial and material position of the financial result of the entity.
The opinion and report of the statutory auditor should be prepared on the same day, on the basis of the audit documentation
collected during the audit.

Literature Review
Financial audit and audit of financial statements of business entities are the subject of numerous international studies.
Table 2 provides an example of the scope of international research.
Table 2: Examples of international audit research.
Year
2021

Author
Averio, T., “The analysis of influencing factors
on the going concern audit opinion – a study in
manufacturing firms in Indonesia”.

Research topic
The study used secondary data obtained
from annual reports and independent audit
reports published by the Indonesian Stock
Exchange.

2021

Golmohammadi Shuraki, M., Pourheidari, O. and
Azizkhani, M., “Accounting comparability,
financial reporting quality and audit opinions:
evidence from Iran”.

2020

Salehi, M., Lari Dasht Bayaz, M., Mohammadi,
S., Adibian, M.S. and Fahimifard, S.H.,
“Auditors’ response to readability of financial
statement notes”.

The aim of the audit was to establish a
relationship between the comparability of
accounting, the quality of financial
reporting and the opinions issued by the
statutory auditor.
The purpose of the audit was to check the
readability of the notes to the financial
statements provided.

2019

Simamora, R.A. and Hendarjatno, H., “The
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effects of audit client tenure, audit lag, opinion
shopping, liquidity ratio, and leverage to the
going concern audit opinion”.

the impact of the client’s seniority, audit
delay, opinion assessment, liquidity ratio
and the impact on the audit opinion on the
continuation of operations.

2019

Crucean A.C., “The information content of audit
opinions for users of financial statements”

2005

Farrugia, K.J. and Baldacchino, P.J., "Qualified
audit opinions in Malta".

The aim of the study was to analyze the
content of auditor’s opinions on financial
statements of companies listed on the
Bucharest Stock Exchange for the period
2015-2017
The aim of the audit was to identify
different types of qualifications in the
reports of statutory auditors of companies
in Malta, the scope of multiple and
recurring qualifications in reports

Methods of auditing and presentation of results
In order to achieve the main objective and the specific goals of this study, a test sample was formed from opinions and
reports concerning 25 companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in the years 2005-2020. In the selection of this
sample, out of approximately 473 companies listed now in our stock exchange, those which are not banks and insurance
companies or other financial institutions were selected. In addition, companies that have not been listed in any of the years
studied (2005-2020) were discarded. What is more companies which fiscal year ended on another date than December 31
were not included. Therefore, an effort was made to include manufacturers, commercial entities or service providers. A
sample consisting of 378 opinions and reports from 25 companies from 2005-2020 was created using targeted selection.
Prior to the analysis, the companies were divided into 5 groups according to the industries they operate in. Thus, the
following has been distinguished:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

5 metallurgical companies:
4 light industry companies:
9 services, IT and media companies:
2 whole and retail sales companies:
5 construction, construction materials and developer companies.

In general terms, analyzing the opinions on all the companies for the years 2005-2020 it should be noted that no negative
opinion was issued.
It is worth noting that in the test population, 75% of the opinions were unqualified opinions (unqualified opinions and
unqualified opinions with explanations). The obtained results show a lower percentage of unqualified opinions to those
obtained by J. Pfaff and published in the study entitled Wpływ rewizji finansowej na wiarygodność sprawozdań
finansowych [The impact of financial audit on the reliability of financial statements]. In his research, J. Pfaff established,
having studied 223 companies, that in 89% of the cases, auditors issued an unqualified opinion. Our research additionally
analyzed the structure of opinions and the share of unqualified opinions with explanations in the structure of the opinions.
There were 111 opinions with explanations out of all reviewed opinions for the period 2005-2020. The results achieved by
Andrzejewski and Mazurczak (2011), which were based on 660 opinions and audit reports in 132 listed companies,
showed that in the total sample 88,5% of all the opinions were unqualified ones.
The summary of opinions for companies selected in the article is shown in the Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary of opinions for selected companies from 2005 to 2020.
Company Sector
A1
Construction
A2
A3
Construction
B1
materials

2005
QO
QO
QO
UO*

2006
UO*
UO*
UO*
UO*

2007
UO
QO
UO*

2008
UO
UO*
UO
UO*

2009
UO
UO*
QO
UO

2010
UO
UO
QO
UO

2011
UO
QO
QO
UO

2012
UO
QO
UO
UO

2013
B
QO
UO**
UO

2014
B
QO
UO
UO

2015
B
QO
UO
UO

2016
B
QO
UO
UO

2017
B
QO
UO
UO

2018
B
QO
UO
UO

2019
B
QO
UO
UO

2020
B
UO*
UO
UO

QO

C1

Development

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

D1
D2
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
F1

Wholesale

UO*
UO
UO
UO*
QO
UO*
QO
UO*
QO

UO
UO
UO*
QO
QO
UO*
UO*
UO*
QO

UO*
UO
QO
UO
UO
QO
UO*
QO
QO

UO*
UO
UO
QO
UO
UO*
UO
UO*
QO

QO
QO
UO
QO
UO
QO
UO
UO*
QO

QO
QO
UO
QO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
QO

UO*
n.a
UO
UO*
UO
UO
UO
UO*
QO

UO*
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO*

UO*
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO*

UO*
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO*
UO*

UO
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO
UO*

UO
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO
UO*

UO*
B
UO*
UO
UO
UO
UO
O
UO*

UO
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*

UO
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*

UO
B
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO*

QO
QO
UO
Light industry UO*
UO

QO
QO
UO
UO
UO*

UO*
QO
UO
QO
UO*

UO*
QO
UO*
QO
QO

UO*
QO
QO
QO
QO

UO*
QO
QO
UO*
QO

UO*
UO
UO
UO*
QO

UO*
UO
UO
UO*
QO

UO*
UO
UO
UO
UO

UO
UO
UO
UO
UO

UO
UO
UO
UO*
UO*

UO
UO
UO
UO*
QO

UO
UO
UO
UO
QO

UO
UO
UO
UO
QO

UO
UO
UO*
UO*
QO

UO
UO
UO
UO
QO

UO
QO
UO*
UO
UO*

UO
QO
UO*
UO
UO*

QO
QO
QO
UO
QO

UO
QO
UO*
QO
UO*

UO
UO*
UO*
UO*
UO*

UO*
UO
UO
UO
UO*

UO*
UO
UO
UO
UO*

UO*
UO
UO*
UO
UO*

UO*
UO
UO*
UO
UO*

UO*
UO
UO*
UO*
UO

UO
UO
UO*
UO
UO

UO
UO
UO*
UO
UO

UO
UO
UO
UO
E

UO
UO
UO
UO
E

UO
UO
UO
UO
E

UO
UO
UO
UO
E

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO* QO

QO

QO

QO

UO* QO

QO

UO* O

IT

Media
F2
G1
G2
H1
H2
H3
H4
I1
I2
I3
I4

I5

Services

Metallurgy

Source: own work based on opinions and reports prepared by statutory auditors; Description: QO – Qualified Opinion; UO – Unqualified Opinion; UO* – Unqualified Opinion with
explanations; O – Opinion not granted; n.a. – opinion was not published; B – bankruptcy; E – excluded from trade on GPW
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Table 4. Types of opinions in percentage from 2005 to 2020.

Type of opinion

2005-2020

Bankruptcy

4%

Qualified opinions

20%

Unqualified opinions

47%

Unqualified opinions with explanations

28%

Excluded from trade on GPW

1%

Source: own work.

There was only one case of withdrawal from opinion. This is presented in Table 4 and Graph 1.
Graph 1: The number of different types of opinions on selected listed companies from the sectors studied
in 2005-2020

Source: own work

Analysis of information disclosed in the qualified opinions with explanations
Statements of statutory auditors regarding the audited financial statements of selected companies mainly contained
explanations regarding the following issues:
accordance of the full financial statement with IAS/IFRS for the first time
an indication that the financial statement is individual and should primarily serve statutory purposes; the parent
company’s activity cannot be considered in isolation from the situation of the capital group;
• obligation arising from Article 397 of the Code of Commercial Companies to immediately convene the General
Meeting of Shareholders in a situation where the financial loss in the current period and the sum of uncovered
losses from previous years has exceeded the sum of supplementary and reserve capital, and one third of the share
capital; at the time of the occurrence of the above event, the General Meeting of Shareholders should adopt a
resolution regarding the continued existence of the Company
• conditions that should be met by the company to be able to recognize that the entity will resolve its going concern
issues with unlimited significant scope (e.g. the implementation of the arrangement with creditors, timely
repayment of loans and credits, increase of share capital by way of issue of shares)
• changes in accounting policy starting from the first day of the audited year together with a discussion of the scope
of the change, determining its impact on the items of the statement
• application (based on the content of §17 of IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements”) by the company
solutions being a derogation from the principles that are in force in other standards, resulting from the belief that
the adopted solutions better reflect the reality and specificity of the business.
Often, as a clarification, there are also comments regarding significant organizational changes in the entity under
examination, in particular changes in the scope and scale of operations that occurred in companies in the audited period or
which are planned for subsequent years, for example:
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

restructuring declared by the management board related to the change of the business profile along with an
indication of the source of financing of the plan,
making a non-cash contribution in the form of an organized part of the enterprise to a subsidiary in exchange for
taking up shares,
planned mergers with other entities (including subsidiaries),
increasing share capital through the issuance of new shares,
implementation of a development strategy in the coming years to improve the property and financial situation of
the company and activities undertaken so far (e.g. conclusion of a significant commercial contract)
taking up shares in the capital of another entity by the company along with information on how to cover their
value and their presentation in the financial statements,
submitting an application or announcing a court’s decision on the bankruptcy of the company with the possibility
of concluding an arrangement.

In the explanatory notes, the statutory auditor also stresses significant notes and additional explanations included in the
financial statement, discussing their impact on the financial result of the audited period.
As a clarification, there were also descriptions of existing real threats to going concern along with the conditions specified
in the notes necessary to adopt the assumption of continuing operations. They concerned, for example, pending court
proceedings regarding the approval and implementation of an arrangement with creditors and the company’s talks aimed at
extending the repayment date of loans, the results of which were not known until the date of the opinion.

Results of qualitative analysis of qualified opinions
The auditors issue a qualified opinion with explanations, especially in a situation when they have recognized a serious
threat to business continuity. The examined companies usually informed about them in the notes to the financial
statements. These threats, according to the opinions and reports analyzed, may be related with negative equity for several
years, loss for the audited year or years, high level of indebtedness, negative value of the working capital and the presence
of payment tensions in the company. What is more financing the company only through overdue liabilities and overdue
bank loans is indicated as an unfavorable situation. Statutory auditors pointed to corrective actions taken or planned by the
company to improve the situation (such as the intention to obtain an investor), or pending court proceedings that might
result in a court decision on the company’s bankruptcy.
In many cases, the auditor issued a qualified opinion in a situation where the valuation made by the management was
unreliable in his or her opinion due to the lack of relevant information. For example, one of the audited companies reported
assets due to deferred tax, while incurring significant balance sheet and tax losses. The company’s management board had
no financial projections for subsequent years showing taxable income that would ensure the implementation of the above
asset and did not submit an analysis presenting the possibility of using the deferred tax asset. In the above situation, the
auditor was not able to assess the degree of realizability of the deferred tax asset and, accordingly, comment on the balance
indicated by the company.
Lack of relevant information from the management board or difficulties in assessing the likelihood of implementation of
assumptions adopted by the management prevent the auditor from making a comment on the impact of the given
transaction on the report, for example, the settlement of construction contracts based on the principles of IAS 11. The
requirements of the standard indicate the obligation to estimate the progress of the contract at each balance sheet date and
determine the estimate of income and expenses. In a situation where, in the opinion of the management board, the
probability of making the expected revenue on contracts depends on the results of negotiations with trading partners, it is
difficult to estimate and determine the impact on the report. With respect to contracts performed by another company, the
auditor indicated that as a result of receiving a synthetic cost estimate from the company, which did not contain detailed
information on the division of costs into individual titles and areas of work, it was not possible to verify the progress of
work and confirm the amount of profits from the contract included in the audited period.
The reservations also apply when the auditor had a different position regarding the presentation and measurement of
individual operations in the company’s statements. An opinion indicates correct (according to the auditor) inclusion of a
given economic event together with a discussion of the impact on the attached report. Few times, the expert auditors’
reservations pointed to the appropriateness of creating or dissolving revaluation of assets, e.g. in their opinion, if the
company holds shares in a subsidiary covered by a revaluation write-down, it should solve part of the write-off in the case
of the related entity achieving positive financial results and showing profit in the budget for the following year; the above
operation would reduce the net loss for the period considered by the value of the reduced write-off. Another company, as
of the balance sheet date, showed an investment in shares in a subsidiary listed on a regulated market in the position of
financial assets, whose market value as of the balance sheet date was lower than the carrying value of this investment
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reported by the company. The company did not make a write-down for the investment and therefore the auditor was unable
to refer to its value in the financial statement.
With respect to another company being a party to long-term contracts expressed in foreign currencies, from which
embedded financial instruments were separated and separately valued – in the auditor’s opinion, the expected sales
revenues should be estimated according to the forward rate as at the date of execution of contractual cash flows and not
according to the spot rate from the date of the contract (as the company priced it). In another company, the method of
valuation of the “Employee share option plan” did not meet all the requirements of IFRS 2 Share-based payments,
therefore, the valuation of the program value made by the statutory auditor was higher than that made by the management
board, and its inclusion would result in a lower financial result.
A frequent reason for issuing a qualified opinion is also incorrect presentation of reporting items, which causes an
overestimation of their value and balance sheet total. For example, one can point to an incorrect recognition of the amount
of bank credit lines not used as of the balance sheet date in the balance sheet under cash and short-term liabilities due to
loans and advances. Another company incorrectly presented exchange differences on the balance sheet valuation of
liabilities under leasing contracts: the company recognized them in accrued expenses, and not as indicated by the auditor in
the financial costs of the current period (the net profit was inflated, among others).
Summing up the results of empirical research, it can be noted that the most problems are created for companies applying
the requirements of IAS 12 Deferred tax, IAS 19 Employee benefits, IAS 36 Impairment of assets, IAS 37 Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, and IAS 38 Intangible assets. The most problematic areas for the analyzed
companies were:
•

•
•
•

improper valuation and presentation of reserves in the statement – for example, in the scope of deferred tax
provisions, the auditors pointed to the incompleteness and non-disclosure by companies of all differences between
the carrying amount of assets and liabilities of the entity and their tax value; another problem is the failure to
create reserves in a situation where, in the auditor’s opinion, this was justified (for example, provisions for
overdue employee holidays) – the opinion indicated how the financial result of the audited year and previous
years would change in the situation they were created;
deferred tax assets – the statutory auditors indicated in particular significant uncertainty related to the company’s
ability to realize expected cash flows;
lack of creation of a write-off re-valuating assets to sale prices possible to be obtained as at the balance sheet date;
lack of write-downs updating the value of overdue receivables
problems with a correct estimation of impairment write-downs – the auditors pointed out that the impairment tests
based on the discounted cash flow analysis due to a number of assumptions regarding the future constitute
uncertainty regarding their realization and valuation of assets.

In the analyzed period, among the companies in the research sample, auditors only twice had refused to express an opinion
on the company’s financial statement As previously indicated in the table summarizing the types of opinions on selected
entities, this concerned Lark.pl SA from the media industry and RAFAKO from metallurgy sector. During the audit, the
auditor did not gain access to the restructuring documentation of Lark Europe. The value of this asset in the financial
statements constituted 39% of the value of assets. Such a situation constitutes a vast and significant limitation of the audit
and makes it impossible to verify the actual balance sheet value of the position. Moreover, as a result of the settlement of
investment sales, the Company showed in its accounting books other receivables, which accounted for 40% of the value of
all assets of the company. During the audit, the auditor did not gain access to audit documents that would allow for
sufficient credibility of the reported amount (confirmation of balances, collateral, repayment after the balance sheet date,
access to reliable financial information of the debtor) According to the auditor, this was a significant and extensive
limitation of the audit financial statements. In the case of RAFAKO the audit firm did not express an opinion on the annual
financial statements of the RAFAKO, because the management of the Company informed the auditor that the Company's
annual financial statements were prepared on the assumption of going concern, despite the fact that the Management Board
recognizes a significant threat to the continuation of operations as a result of a number of uncertainties. The key to
assessing the continuation of the Company's operations were:
•

completion of the procedure for concluding an arrangement with the Company's creditors,

•

the possibility of continuing the executed contracts assuming a stable margin and obtaining additional revenues
through negotiations taking into account the Company's claims and settlement of contracts which implementation
was interrupted as a result of termination of the contract by the parties to the contract,

•

financing with external sources in the form of loans, loans and bank guarantees of both current operations and the
release of funds in the form of guarantee lines enabling the Company to obtain an appropriate portfolio of orders,
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•

acquiring a strategic investor for the Company.

The described issues gave rise to the auditor’s inability to assess the appropriateness of the statement, assuming
continuation of operations, and caused a refusal to express an opinion. The problem of going concern is crucial in the face
of the development of the COVID 19 epidemic and in many opinions published in 2020 auditors have paid attention to
analysis made by the managers of the surveyed units concerning the possible consequences of the development of the
epidemic and its expected impact on the companies and the economic environment in which they operate.

Selected problems revealed in the opinions of statutory auditors auditing public – interest
entities
In addition to the noticeable problem groups that usually become apparent when analyzing the opinions and reports of
statutory auditors, selected problems that deserve attention due to the purpose of this study can be described.

Problem 1. Rotation of statutory auditors
Among the companies that obtained more than one qualification in the period examined 2005-2020, it was verified whether
there a tendency to change auditors exists. SKOTAN,PEKAES, Wistil and Amica, despite receiving a qualified opinion,
did not change the auditor who examined their statements. The analysis allows us to conclude that we cannot determine a
significant correlation between the issuance of a qualified opinion and the change of auditor.

Problem 2. Financial analysis in the reports of auditors – Hołda, Altman
In the audit report, the auditor presents the property and financial situation using methods and techniques in the field of
financial analysis. It should be emphasized, however, that the applied financial analysis tools can be seen as basic ones,
with simultaneous limited requests from the statutory auditor. This may raise the question about the usefulness of this type
of simple financial analysis for the potential reader of the report. Most often, after this analysis, statutory auditors refer to
the problems of failure to comply with the principle of going concern. It seems that the report could present the results of
bankruptcy prediction by applying appropriate quantitative methods, such as, for example, the Altman or Hołda models.
The financial analysis of the reports very often concludes with calculations of selected indicators supplemented with a
verbal description of trends in particular years. Much less frequently, the obtained index value is related to specific events
of the entity’s activity in the audited year. Some expert auditors include a brief theoretical summary regarding the
interpretation of individual financial and economic indicators in the report.
One can indicate reports containing an extended analysis of the going concern based on the models proposed by A. Hołda
(2001) and E. I. Altman. The above models recognize the symptoms of the threat of bankruptcy, indicating the links
between equity and foreign capital and the assets of the entity. Among all 660 reports examined by Andrzejewski and
Mazurczak (2011), only a few analyses of these types were found (in the reports of ZPUE SA for 2007, WISTIL SA for
2009, Fasing SA for 2008, and Ampli SA for 2009).

Problem 3. Lack of clear classification of opinions
In some opinions and reports, the auditor did not clearly indicate the type of opinion issued, e.g. in the opinion concerning
COMP SA for 2005 it was not clearly stated whether the notes in the opinion constitute an explanation or a reservation
(qualification). With reference to the first company, the opinion included the following statement “during the audit, the
following was found”: in the process of adjusting the accounting principles to IAS, the company prepared the opening
balance, as of the date of transition to IAS, based on the valuation of intangible assets. The adjustment reduced the
depreciation amounts for previous years referred to operating expenses and decreased the undistributed result from
previous years. The company’s financial results included sales transactions dated as at the balance sheet date, and the
auditor was not provided with unambiguous and consistent documents confirming that the sale of these goods relates to the
audited period, and the company did not receive any confirmation of the balances of receivables as of the balance sheet
date resulting from the transaction. Receivables were not settled by the recipients before the end of the audit. Lack of
payment of receivables was explained by the management of the company by a delay of the receipt of aid funds from the
EU to contractors, which was the source of financing. Next, the expert auditor used the phrase “taking into account the
random circumstances”, so the reader of such an opinion can have doubts whether such a comment is a qualification or just
an explanation.
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Conclusion
In 75% of the analyzed cases, the opinion was unqualified, and in this situation the opinion does not provide any specific
information, because each potential reader has knowledge about the information contained therein. It is worth emphasizing
that opinions with explanations constituted around 28% of the total number of opinions in the audited group of companies,
while in total, in the years 2005-2020, the statutory auditors issued 111 such opinions within the selected sample. The most
frequent explanations concerned formal issues such as: preparation of the first financial statements by the company in
accordance with IAS/IFRS, an indication that the audited report is individual and the company’s situation cannot be
considered in isolation from the entire capital group and a failure to report for the previous year in Monitor Polski B or the
National Court Register.
Qualified opinions constituted 20% of the analyzed cases, depending on the group of companies under review and the year.
Most often, as was already shown in the results of the research by J. Pfaff (2007) the reservations concerned different
positions regarding the valuation and presentation of individual reporting items between the management and the auditor;
the auditor’s findings of significant violations or deviations from the rules applicable to the given entity and the
concealment or inaccurate reporting in the financial statements concerning serious threats to the principle of going concern.
Finally, it should be emphasized that in some opinions there is no clear indication of its type, and sometimes it is difficult
to establish whether the opinion is unqualified with explanations or qualified. A negative , but rare phenomenon among
public interest entities is the lack of publishing of opinions or reports on the websites of companies.
Further research may in particular focus on the analysis of the relation between the audit opinion’s type and characteristics
of audited companies like for example the level of indebtedness, liquidity or profitability measures, corporate governance
or the role of audit committee. Based on a larger group of listed companies and their financial reports the statistical model
could be developed to assess the extent to which the qualification of auditors’ reports could be expected based on publicly
available data from the company’s financial statements. This enables also a comparative analysis between more countries.
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Abstract
Universities can nowadays be regarded as ‘small cities’ due to their large size, population, and the various complex
activities taking place in campuses, which have some serious direct and indirect impacts on the environment. Increased
global warming resulting from computing activities (which accounts to over 50% of activities in the universities) is not
likely to stop unless the people directly involved in the activities become responsible and conscious users of energy. The
main goal of this study is to understand the awareness, the level of knowledge regarding green computing, and the actual
practices among university students in Saudi Arabia. To achieve the objectives of this research, a survey based on literature
review, was designed to obtain evidence about the awareness, knowledge and green computing practices. Descriptive
statistics, independent-samples t-tests and bivariate correlation will be employed to analyse the data.

Keywords: Green Computing, Knowledge, Practices, Students, Energy, Environment

Introduction
The concept of green computing was implicit in the Energy Star program, since 1992, but only during the past two
decades, green computing has been developing to include e-waste by designing eco-friendly or green-oriented software,
and manufacturing hardware from disposable materials in order to reduce the harmful impacts of computing (Tunku et al,
2013). ENERGY STAR is as a voluntary government program, introduced by US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
in 1992, which aimed is to reduce air pollution through increased energy efficiency. EPA designed the ENERGY STAR to
inform businesses and consumers about energy-efficient solutions, make it easier to save money and protect the
environment for future generations. The ENERGY STAR is a certification mark as a label for products, homes, and
facilities that meet or exceed performance guidelines1.
Green computing can be defined as the study and practice of designing, manufacturing, using and disposing of computers,
servers, and associated subsystems, such as monitors, printers, storage devices, and networking and communication
systems, efficiently and effectively with minimal impact on the environment (Murugesan , 2008)
Green computing covers the broad scope of energy-efficient and hazard-free computing; to promotes computing activities
and use of resources that consume only the necessary amount of electricity and generate the least amount of carbon

1

https://www.energystar.gov/about retrieved on October 2020
\_________________
Cite this Article as: Luisa PINTO, Allwiya ALLUI and Shafiq ALAM “Green Computing Awareness, Knowledge, And
Practices Among University Students In Saudi Arabia” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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emission into the atmosphere; and hazard-free in that it advocates the use and disposal of computing resources in
responsible and non-harmful ways to the user and the environment (Tunku et al, 2013)
To adopt green computing practices, individuals must have an idea, about the practices or devices to be adopted, be
informed about the various facets of the notion, i.e. what it is that constitutes environmentally sustainable computing, what
features and characteristics make a computer a green PC, and what computing practices are compliant with the green
movement. Knowledge is the first step in the adoption process (Rogers, 2003). A lack of knowledge in energy-efficient
computing has been attributed to the energy wastage and financial loss around the globe. According to Jenkin et al.
(2011), half of the world’s energy wastage is attributable to uninformed behaviours of users and consumers.
According to Ibrahim (2012), environmental education is a way of creating knowledge, comprehension, values, attitudes,
skills, abilities and awareness among individuals and social groups towards the environment protection, and the need for
environmental education and awareness becomes central as an essential measure to restrain the environmental degradation
to a greater extent.
Students, like instructors and administrative staff, make up a huge portion of a campus population, and are large users of
computing resources and energy. This group produce large amounts of carbon emission daily, which in turn contribute
substantially to global warming. Increased global warming resulting from computing activities is not likely to stop unless
the people directly involved in the activities become responsible and conscious users of energy.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has ratified the Paris Agreement and committed to taking measures to reduce CO2
emissions. Alongside, the Kingdom rolled out the Saudi Vision 2030, which is a comprehensive and ambitious plan to
address different national economic and development challenges. Some aspects of the Vision 2030 are dedicated to
improving efficiency in different industry and service sectors, promote renewable energies, and safeguard the environment
and natural resources, and reducing CO2 emissions is a national milestone.
The objective of this study is to understand the awareness, the level of knowledge regarding green computing, and the
actual practices among students in a private university.
This study will aim to answer to the following questions:
RQ1: What is the awareness of students regarding green computing?
RQ2: What is the perceived level of green computing knowledge of the university students?
RQ3: Is there a statistically significant difference in green computing awareness, knowledge and practices shown by male
and female students?
RQ4: What are the students green computing practices?
This paper is particularly important in the context of gulf countries, especially in Saudi Arabia, which aims to adopt a
diversified economy with the Saudi Vision 2030. Recent research of green computing in developing nations indicate that
they are suffering from difficulty of managing the adoption of green computing, and struggling with a lack of resources
and experiences to handle this new trend of technology.
In addition, universities pursue the adoption of education accreditation standards to improve the quality of education,
providing better educational services and gaining strategic advantages. Standards include some criterion of commitment to
reduce energy consumption in eco-friendly manner and engagement in social and environmental responsibility initiatives.
That is the case of the international criteria and standards for business accreditation (AACSB), which procedures involve
environmental sustainability criteria that should be implemented in the higher education institutions (AACSB, 2013).
Moreover universities can benefit from this study to optimize their resources and efforts, reduce the carbon emissions,
energy costs, and sustain a green environment.

Literature Review
Green computing, was defined by Murugesan in 2008 as the study and practice of designing, manufacturing, using and
disposing of computers, servers, and associated subsystems, such as monitors, printers, storage devices, and networking
and communication systems, efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the environment. Jindal & Cupta
(2012) found that information and communications technology (ICT) industry is responsible for 3% of the world’s energy
consumption. They predict that the rate will increase by 20% a year. Moreover, in 2030 the energy consumption will
double because of the ICT industry.
According to Ahmed (2018), gulf countries governments, including the Saudi Vision 2030 have identified renewable
energy as a top priority in their agenda and have adopted, or are in the process of adopting green initiatives in all sectors,
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and the green computing in education sector is certainly no exception. Gulf governments are heavily investing in green
projects in order to ensure an environmental and economic sustainability.
In 2010, Saudi Arabia established the Saudi Energy Efficiency Center (SEEC) to raise awareness of, and enhance, energy
efficiency in the country. Then, in Vision 2030, the government backed up the SEEC by committing to a US$ 1.33 billion
atomic and renewable energy Center for King Abdullah Economic City (KAEC). In 2017 Saudi Arabia spent on renewable
energy projects more than $50 billion with the purpose of cutting down oil use, as well as transforming towards green
power in meeting growing energy demand (Bloomberg, 2017). One of the programs of Vision 2030 is dedicated to
improving efficiency in different industry and service sectors, promote renewable energies, and safeguard the environment
and natural resources, and reducing CO2 emissions is a national milestone. However, the adoption of green computing is
new trend in the gulf countries which use as a main source of energy (Ahmed, 2018)
Several studies have been found in the literature, about awareness, knowledge and practices in green computing. A recent
study in 2019 in the Philippines Universities, Hernandez observed and argue for a need to integrate Green IT in higher
education curriculum to raise awareness among students and engage them in sustainable use of computing resources.
Shittu et al. (2017) in a study in Nigeria University found that the students do not possess adequate knowledge on the
conscious use of computing system. The study also showed that there is no significant difference in the green computing
knowledge possessed among male and female as well as among students’ from the different disciplines of engineering,
education and computer science. Based on the findings, they suggested among others, an aggressive campaign on green
computing practice among university communities
Selyamani and Ahmad (2015) results suggest that students in Malaysia have an average level awareness about green
computing and their everyday green computing practices were not satisfactory. The results indicated the need for green
computing education to be integrated into the higher education curriculum to increase awareness to minimize the harmful
impact to the environment. Phunde, Godbole and Sapa (2014) study on students’ awareness and usage of green computing
among male and female students revealed that less than 50% of all the students are not aware of GC, and this was
independent of gender. In Mauritius University (Dookhitram, et al., 2013), found that the students’ practices of GC in
terms of everyday use of computer was not encouraging, but they possess moderate knowledge of GC.
In a study on the barriers to adoption of GC in higher education institution in Malaysia, Lay, Ahmad and Ming (2014)
found that the main barriers to adopt GC are high adoption cost, lack of environmental knowledge and green awareness,
lack of trust, adoption scepticism, institution adoption and switching barrier issues. A recent study by Ahmed (2018),
found that top five success factors that affect the adoption of green computing in gulf universities were: awareness, relative
advantage, top management support, adequate resources and government policy. Among the proposed three contexts the
most important one is organizational, followed by environmental, and finally technology factors. Universities contribute
significantly to enhance green computing practices through raising awareness among academics, students and society as a
whole on how to efficient use of computing resources in an eco-friendly manner and reduce energy consumption and
carbon emissions (Ahmad et al., 2014). Moreover, universities are considered as a lead by example of green computing
applications, as they practice the green applications to support their computing activities and for scientific research
purposes (Paul & Ghose, 2018). Therefore it is crucial to assess the awareness, knowledge and students practices in these
higher institutions of learning, as green computing knowledge is fundamental to sustaining a green environment.

Methods
This research is based on both primary and secondary data. The study is both descriptive and empirical in nature. The
primary data is collected through the structured questionnaire consists of independent demographic variables and
statements pertaining to awareness, knowledge and green computing practices among students. The population of this
study consists of students from a private university located in Saudi Arabia. To achieve the objective of this research, a
survey based on a questionnaire was designed to obtain evidence about the awareness, knowledge and green computing
practices. The instrument was derived from the literature review and was adjusted to add more clarity to the questions. The
survey contained three sections. The first section request for demographic analysis. The second section comprises of nine
items on students’ computers use, and the third section is related with the practices, and knowledge of green computing.
Contains both closed and open-ended questions. For the quantitative questions yes and no questions, were used, and a fivepoint Likert scale ranged from: (1) never, to (5) always.
In the first stage, the questionnaire was validated by carrying out a pre-test in twenty female and male students. The main
goal of this first stage is to identify possible difficulties with the interpretation of the questionnaire and to eliminate or
reformulate questions that were unanswerable. The questionnaire was sent via e-mail, explaining and justifying its main
objectives. Based on the results of this pre-test, some questions were removed and others were rewritten, according to
students’ suggestions that participated in the pre-test.
After format and wording revisions, surveys will be sent by e-mail and/or in person, to male and female students from a
private University located in Riyadh. On the survey the objectives of the research and instructions on how to fill out the
survey were described.
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Once the information collect the next step consist of the analysis and interpretation of data. An excel file will be created
with the data, and then exported to SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences), which is powerful software to support
statistics

Results
In progress

Conclusions
In progress
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Abstract
The integration of environmental practices into human resource policies is one of the major challenges faced by human
resources managers due to companies awareness that they have to implement policies to achieve economic, social and
environmental goals The green human resource management merged has a process to support companies environmental
goals of through the involvement of the employees in practices related to protection of environment and maintaining
ecological balance. The aim of this study is to theorizes and empirically tests the relationship between the perceptions of
green human resources practices, green knowledge sharing and green creativity and the impact on social innovation and
environmental performance, to support companies change towards sustainability in Saudi Arabia. Based on the literature
on green human resource management, we developed a structural equation model that links employee perceptions of green
human resources practices, green knowledge sharing and green creativity to social innovation and environmental
performance. Furthermore, we investigated the mediating role of green human capital regarding the relationships between
green human resource practices, green knowledge and green human capital with social innovation and environmental
performance. To achieve the objectives of this research a survey based on literature review, was designed and data was
collected from employees working in differences sectors, such as: finance, oil, power industry, food, chemical, and
pharmaceutical industries were collected. Structural equation modelling was used to analyses the hypothesized mediation
model. Results are under study

Keywords: Green Human Resource Management; green human capital, Green Creativity, Social Innovation;
Environmental Performance.
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Abstract
The approach of OLAF's investigations into suspected fraud reveals that national authorities often delay administrative
review and possible criminal investigation, often reducing the chances of prosecuting perpetrators who commit acts that
seriously affect the EU budget, with the often intervention of the statute of limitation in benefit of perpetrators. The causes
are many, but the obvious differences in the legislative approach in the Member States are certainly the most important
challenge for the authorities. Although the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's Office is, in our opinion, the
right decision to investigate such serious transnational crime, we believe that its current rules of procedure will create a
possible crisis because, in many cases, it is not correlated with shared management with the Member States resulting from
the Treaty. The present study aims at an x-ray of the main reasons that led to such a condition, but also to highlight the
legislative overlaps in the mentioned field of investigation and, last but not least, to propose constructive solutions to unblock
the investigation that new European Public Prosecutor's Office will begin.

Keywords: crime, administrative investigations, financial interests, transnational crime, tax competition, transparency
Introduction
The analysis could have as a starting point the provisions of art. 325 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
(TFEU) by which "the Member States shall coordinate their action aimed at protecting the financial interests of the Union
against fraud. To this end they shall organise, together with the Commission, close and regular cooperation between the
competent authorities”.
How can the Member States cooperate in such a way that the results of the fight against fraud and transnational economic
and financial crime are tangible given that there are 27 different legal and administrative systems? The sharing of powers
between the Union and the Member States (Loïc Azoula, The Question of Competence in the European Union, Oxford
University Press, 2014, pp. 86-101) in the field of taxation, as well as the entire acquis on the area of freedom, security and
justice, makes it extremely difficult to protect the EU's financial interests.
National anti-fraud and anti-money laundering strategies have a different view of the implementation of EU directives and
regulations and relate, without infringing any European legislation, first to their own institutional and legislative architecture
and then to correlation with the laws of other Member States. Moreover, anti-corruption policies, criminal and criminal
procedure codes are specific to each Member State. Currently, international criminal co-operation (European arrest warrant,
etc.), after many negotiations and reforms of the Treaty, is working very well, and another approach to criminal law to
facilitate the work of the newly established European Public Prosecutor's Office, according to its own functioning regulations,
is a very difficult one, if not impossible.
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Fiscal competition
Although paradoxically, fraud in European funds is considered to be one of the EU's top priorities, as it is a real threat to
economic freedom, causing major economic distortions and affecting free competition, which is, in fact, the engine of
economic development of entrepreneurship, tax competition is, without question, the Commission's main concern.
Fraud and corporate evasion are the direct result of aggressive tax planning by some companies to reduce their profits
(Parkash Chander, Jacques Drèze, C. Knox Lovell, Jack Mintz, Public Goods, Environmental Externalities and Fiscal
Competition, Springer, 2006, pp.443-449 (Fiscal Competition and Optimality); Michael Carlberg Monetary and Fiscal
Policies in the Euro Area - Fiscal Competition between Germany and France, Springer, 2006, pp 5-8). It is well known that
these companies take advantage of legislative gaps, differences in Member States' tax systems, so-called tax optimization,
recreational accounting and the "artificial transfer" of profits to jurisdictions with a low or zero tax rate. This type of evasion
certainly leads to the erosion of the revenues of some Member States and to unfair competition from corporations, but also
at Member State level, with the serious consequence of gravely harming the EU's financial interests. Such an attack by the
big fraudsters with the broad connivance or indifference or lack of professionalism of the European institutions to the welfare
of the Community is not new, but the Commission has looked at the fight against such a scourge from another angle, acting
correctly but insufficiently. It is commendable, however, that the European legislator has foreseen such a possible situation
which could have become one that would seriously affect the EU's financial interests, so that in Article 113 of the TFEU
there is such a provision that allows the Council and Parliament to act in a direction that may address this type of distortion,
which has been on the rise lately: ”The Council shall, acting unanimously in accordance with a special legislative procedure
and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, adopt provisions for the
harmonisation of legislation concerning turnover taxes, excise duties and other forms of indirect taxation to the extent that
such harmonisation is necessary to ensure the establishment and the functioning of the internal market and to avoid distortion
of competition”.
A first step in our analysis may be the correct interpretation of the texts from art. 107 to art. 109 of the TFEU on tax
competition and which concerns mainly the objectivity of the Commission's assessment of State aid granted by Member
States so that the decision to assess compatibility does not further affect the serious effects on the economy of a Member
State. That is why art. 107 par. 1 of the TFEU, provides, with a number of exceptions, that: ”any aid granted by a Member
State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring
certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between Member States, be
incompatible with the internal market”.
The European Court of Auditors has long (See in this regard the Special Report of the Court of Auditors for 2016 "Further
efforts are needed to ensure a better understanding and compliance with State aid rules in cohesion policy", available at
https:// www.eca.europa.eu/ Lists/ECADocuments/SR16_24/SR_STATE_AIDS_RO.pdf) pointed out that the lack of a
thorough analysis by the Commission of the assessment of the compatibility of State aid reveals a lack of concern for the
monitoring of aid granted by Member States. Moreover, it has not even ordered audits to identify the targeting of tax
advantages or to refer the matter to the EU Court of Justice (CJEU). It is estimated that there is a certain financial impact
that results from a difference between the actual value of a State aid operation and the amount it would have received if the
operation had been carried out naturally.
The same kind of reaction was signaled by a recent ruling by the CJEU (Kerkosand spol. s r. o. v European Commission Judgment of the General Court (Third Chamber) of 9 September 2020), where in essence the European court ruled that “when
called upon to verify whether national authorities have correctly applied the provisions of an exemption regulation, such a
control by the Commission resembles a pure review of legality, which is devoid of considerations relating to its discretion
only when it applies, in an individual case, Article 107 par. (3) let. (a) of TFEU. As such, the immediate effect of the
derogation from the obligation to notify aid provided for in the exemption regulations and the directly applicable and
exhaustive nature of the exemption conditions would be called into question, which would affect the direct applicability of
the regulations and, therefore the principle of legal certainty. On the other hand, if the Commission were to find that the
national authorities had misapplied the conditions of an exemption regulation so that the aid in question should have been
notified, it would have been required to assess the compatibility of the State aid in the light of the provisions of the Treaty,
while taking into account the additional criteria in the guidelines. "

Fiscal Transparency
It is undeniable that tax transparency is an important factor in the wider fight against tax fraud and evasion. It can be said
that there has never been such a low level of transparency at European level when it comes to corporate taxation. The lack
of transparency of tax regimes encouraged by some Member States in an unfairly competitive manner allows illegal, abusive
tax practices to the detriment of other companies in the Member States that do not have access to information on changing
legal treatment, with far-reaching fiscal policy implications. This kind of attitude allows some states to take hasty, swift
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action, which in turn, as a backlash, creates a chain of "loop" abuses that have no end. Worse is the fact that lobbying by
some large corporations under their own governments or, conversely, in states where they manage to impose a monopoly, in
any field, qualifies the facts as real aggressive tax planning for the sole purpose of reducing the tax base or to avoid paying
taxes.
The Commission is making great efforts at this time and seeks, in legislative terms, to persuade Parliament and the Council
to adopt acts at Community level so that through this mechanism of fiscal transparency they can improve dialogue between
states, face-to-face negotiations, the fight against fraud and tax evasion, having as its primary objective the fairness of
taxation, in this case the profit.
The OECD is also aware of the danger of shrinking tax bases and the transfer of profits by multinational companies, in
territories with low or even zero taxes, amid serious legislative loopholes, in the case of the EU even at the level of 27 states,
which together with a large group of states and jurisdictions are currently working together to implement a 15-point action
plan, this time to clarify the issues of tax transparency that are so important to the international business community. It is
argued that not all schemes in the arsenal of those that undermine the fragile balance of economic cooperation between states
may be illegal, but what complicates matters greatly are the companies that operate mainly outside their borders and which
erodes tax bases on seemingly fair, deductible payments using interest payments, dividends, royalties and other such
ingenious mechanisms (The package with the 15 OECD measures can be studied here: https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/about/;
Rachel F Wang, Mr. Timothy Irwin, Lewis K Murara, Trends in Fiscal Transparency: Evidence from a New Database of
Fiscal Reporting Coverage, IMF Working Paper WP / 15/188, ISBN: 9781498322461, 2016, p.13).

Shared competence and functioning of the European Public Prosecutor's Office
Starting from the theory that federalism allows "the progressive approach of doctrine and construction model to the demands
of reality, while anticipating a style of social organization” (Iordan Ghe. Bărbulescu, The decision-making process in the
European Union, Polirom Publishing House, Iași, 2008, p.37), would have allowed a supranational structure such as the
European Prosecutor's Office to function effectively. This would have been an exclusive competence of the EU, and the
package of Community acts would have allowed the Public Prosecutor's Office to impose its own strategy to combat serious
crime affecting the EU's financial interests.
As mentioned in the introduction, the Public Prosecutor's Office is currently facing a number of difficulties with legislative
overlaps in criminal proceedings, given that each Member State has its own criminal policy. As the field of criminal policy
at EU level is limited to shared competences (Hans-Holger Herrnfeld, Dominik Brodowski, Christoph Burchard, European
Public Prosecutor's Office: Regulation (EU) 2017/1939, Chapter IV Competence and Exercise of the Competence, Nomos
Verlagsgesellschaft, Germany, 2021, pp.196-199), the EU cannot intervene directly, so the regulation under which the Public
Prosecutor's Office is currently working would require a number of improvements and the legislative procedure is
cumbersome as it involves subsidiarity control of directives by national parliaments. If we remember the process of setting
up the Public Prosecutor's Office, which failed in 2013 due to opposition from some Member States, using the yellow flags,
any political compromise in Parliament should aim at continuing negotiations with the five states that have not yet agreed to
participate in this form of enhanced cooperation.
According to Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU): "The Union is founded on the values of respect for human
dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging
to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance,
justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail." In these circumstances, it is difficult to consider that a
possible legislative overlap between the European and national legislatures, which would naturally create an arbitrated
dispute by the CJEU, would speed up the investigations of the Prosecutor's Office which needs a "free hand" to act quickly
and firmly for the dismantling of networks or serious crimes that could harm the EU's financial interests.

Conclusions
Could the "rescue" come from the correct interpretation of the cases that have been handed down over the 70 years by the
CJEU? " The CJEU on implicit and evolving competences, and the doctrine and jurisprudence provide sufficient arguments
in this regard for "more radical" decisions on urgent situations, such as the efficient functioning of the European Public
Prosecutor's Office. "The CJEU has established the link between the provisions and the 'useful effect', ruling that the
provisions of a Community act implicitly contain rules without which those provisions would not make sense or could not
be applied in a useful and reasonable manner." If we do not take into account the fact that the TEU and the TFEU invoke
and evoke the need for a continuous and progressive normative development, due to the evolution of society at all levels, to
achieve the objectives assumed by the founding members, then a supranational structure such as the European Prosecutor's
Office, devoid of its legal instruments that allow an efficient operative framework, will not be able to operate within the
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maximum parameters. The harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to criminal proceedings, even criminal
law, is a matter for which urgent regulatory decisions are required.
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Abstract
The basic aim of this study is to assess the selected aspects of the fiscal situation of EU countries, including budget balances and expenditures against the background of their macroeconomic condition in view of the coronavirus epidemic. An
attempt is also made to answer the following questions: what was the impact of the significant deterioration of the macroeconomic situation in the crisis conditions of EU countries on the fiscal sphere and what was the reaction of decisionmakers with regard to budget expenditures?
The study consists of three main parts. The first one outlines the research methodology based on a modified version of the
misery index. As a consequence, a proprietary macroeconomic condition index (MCI) is put forward. In the second part,
the macroeconomic assessment of the EU countries in the 2015-2020 period was performed using the MCI. In view of the
above, the third part analyses the balance and expenditures of the public finance sector with the coronavirus in mind.
The results of the research indicate that it cannot be clearly stated to what extent the support of the fiscal authorities in the
form of increased public spending may be seen as a "cure" for the coronavirus crisis. More research is still needed in this
area, employing statistical and econometric methods. The authors hope that this study will contribute to further, in-depth
research on the effects of the coronavirus on the macroeconomic and fiscal spheres in the European Union, with particular
emphasis on the sphere of budgetary expenditures.

Keywords: budget, coronavirus crisis
Introduction
The "black swans" are looming over the world economy in the 21st century. Taleb (2020) mentioned that, countries around
the world are experiencing numerous crisis phenomena originating in the banking, financial and economic spheres, and
more recently also in healthcare. These phenomena are often difficult or impossible to predict. As a consequence, the
economies of both highly developed and developing countries grow and increase in an unstable manner. The classic business cycle is shaken and is characterized by deepened recession and crisis phases. This is reflected in various macroeconomic partial and synthetic measures. For example, a lot of economies record negative real GDP growth, deflation, or double-digit unemployment rates and budget deficit to GDP ratios.
Nearly two years ago, another "black swan" flew over the world economy. This time it was completely unpredictable. It
"arrived" from an unexpected direction, too - the healthcare, and was "huge" as presented in the research by Łasińska et al.
(2020). It has exerted a large and lasting impact on virtually all spheres of life, including the economic (including financial,
fiscal), social and political ones as noted by Walmsley et al. (2020), Zwierzchlewski et al. (2021). Since the beginning of
2020, the coronavirus has also impacted the macroeconomic and fiscal condition of European Union countries significantly
as noted by Binder (2020). It constitutes a challenge for the economic authorities and forces non-standard approaches of
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economic policy, especially within the fiscal realm in the form of extraordinary increase in budget expenditures. Its effects
will certainly be of a long-term nature, including the growing debts of the public finance sector as noted by Dziemianko et
al. (2021).
In this context the main objective of the study is to assess selected aspects of the fiscal situation of EU countries, including
budget balances and expenditures against the background of their macroeconomic condition within the coronavirus situation. An attempt is also made to answer the following questions: what was the impact of the significant deterioration of the
macroeconomic situation in the crisis conditions of EU countries on the fiscal sphere and what was the reaction of decision-makers with regard to budget expenditures?
The study consists of three main parts. The first one outlines the research methodology based on a modified version of the
misery index according to Cohen et al. (2014). As a consequence, a proprietary macroeconomic condition index (MCI) is
put forward. In the second part, the macroeconomic assessment of the EU countries in the 2015-2020 period was performed using the MCI. In view of the above, the third part analyses the balance and expenditures of the public finance sector with the coronavirus in mind.

Research Methodology
The study is primarily empirical in nature. Its basic aim is to assess the selected aspects of the fiscal situation of EU countries against their macroeconomic condition under coronavirus epidemic. Its very purpose requires that the research methodology be two-faceted. The first aspect (included in the next section of the study) concerns the diagnosis of the macroeconomic situation and constitutes the background for the analysis of the balance and budgetary expenditures of EU countries under coronavirus conditions. The spatial aspect of the study concerns the 27 current EU member states. The time
aspect is concerned mainly with the year 2020, when the coronavirus left its mark on both the fiscal as well as the macroeconomic spheres. Data for the previous five years are also shown for comparison purposes. The source of the statistical
data is Eurostat.
As for the data on the fiscal sphere, the study primarily utilizes the size of the budget balance and expenditures (in terms of
general government) in relation to GDP.
As for the study on the diagnosis of the macroeconomic situation, the proprietary proposal of a synthetic measure was used
- the macroeconomic condition index (MCI), described in more detail in the publication Błaszczyk et al. (2013). Its short
description is also outlined here, in particular with regard to the variant used here.
It should be noted that various indicators can be used for the macroeconomic economic assessment of a country (see e.g.
The Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure (MIP) and Macroeconomic Stabilisation Pentagon (MSP),
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/macroeconomic-imbalances-procedure; Dobrzański et al. (2020)). They may be of partial
or multifactorial, synthetic nature. In order to see a broader picture of the assessment in practice, it is worth using the latter
approach. The question arises, however, how to choose partial measures for the multivariate indicator and what methodology to use to combine and integrate them. In this study, the author's synthetic measure was used to assess the macroeconomic situation. The main advantage of the synthetic approach to the assessment of the state of the economy is simplicity
and clarity. The main disadvantage, however, is the limited material scope. In order to reduce this disadvantage, a deliberate selection of partial measures was made.
In this context as noted by Wiseman (2009), to measure the economic poverty the misery index can be applied, combining
the sum of the inflation and unemployment rates. Its higher value indicates a worse economic situation, so it is of a destimulant character. The indicator compares two important partial macroeconomic measures. The choice was not accidental.
One variable, i.e. unemployment, relates to the real economy, and the other, i.e. inflation, relates to the nominal economy.
Moreover, a specific feature of such a comparison is the interchangeability of both variables, in particular against the background of cyclical economic fluctuations. In good times, the unemployment rate drops and inflation rises. In times of economic downturn, and especially in times of crisis, the opposite is true.
Misery index fits in with the concept of the Phillips curve and refers to setting economic policy goals using the variable
value method and the constant marginal rate of substitution. Despite its imperfections (see comments below), it has been a
readily used, simplified method of assessing the economy for many decades according to research conducted by Di Tella et
al. (2001). However in relation to the original design of the misery index, two main reservations can be formulated:

•

It includes a narrow range of partial components of the macroeconomic assessment (two only).
As for the first objection, it should be noted that when assessing the general economic situation and appreciating the
role of both modern monetary and fiscal policies, it is worth taking into account other macroeconomic measures, first
of all, the real GDP dynamics and the size of the budget balance in relation to GDP. These are the basic measures of
the economic situation that are often included in the planning of contemporary macroeconomic policy. It should also
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•

be noted that the macroeconomic values selected for the study are complementary and may provide a coherent picture
of the condition of the economy. As a rule, economic expansion in the two areas will have positive effects - a decrease
in unemployment and an increase in GDP dynamics, and in the next two areas – negative ones: - an increase in the
budget deficit and inflation. Economic restriction will, by definition, have the opposite effect. It has a similar feature
as the misery index in its original form.
treating all variables as destimulant.
Referring to the second objection, it can be noticed that not always all of the four variables in question should be unambiguously assessed in one way, they are not always destimulant, as they are stimulant in the case of GDP. Both in
theory and practice of economic policy, it is possible to indicate optimal values of individual economic quantities, in
particular with regard to price dynamics. It can therefore be assumed that in some circumstances the examined variables may be nominative, it is not their maximum or minimum value that is assessed, but the question whether they
have achieved the desired value. However, taking into account the fact that this study is concerned with crisis conditions, it can be assumed that it is not necessary to treat all variables as nominals. In such circumstances, the authorities
should maximize the dynamics of GDP, limit unemployment and control the increase in the budget deficit. However,
in the case of the price dynamics variable, the situation is somewhat different. In the 21st century, including under the
coronavirus conditions, countries operating in conditions of low inflation strive to stabilize it at an optimal level. The
general price level dynamics which is either too high or too low is harmful to the economy and society, including its
zero and negative levels. It can be assumed that the desired value of this variable is currently set by the inflation targets of central banks. Therefore, this variable should be treated as the nominal in the research.

The EU macroeconomic assessment index used in this study takes into account the above two reservations in relation to the
original misery index. The measure is a destimulant, i.e. its lowest value is desirable. On the other hand, an increase in value means a deterioration in the macroeconomic situation. Theoretically, its values can be negative, but in practice they can
be positive. It can thus be represented by the formula:
MCIvol = │Πvol - Π * │ + DEFvol + Uvol - RDGDPvol
where:
MCI
t
RDGDP
Π
Π*
DEF
U

- macroeconomic condition index,
- index denoting the number of the period, year (t = 1, 2, 3, ...),
- real GDP dynamics,
- the rate of growth of the general price level,
- nominal (optimal) value of the price growth rate (ECB inflation target, 2%).
- budget deficit / surplus in relation to GDP,
- unemployment rate.

In the face of a measure constructed in this way, one may argue that it consists in adding up values of a different nature,
including a different scale of values. Firstly, this objection can be rebutted by noting that the study does not draw conclusions on the basis of the absolute values of the calculated ratings, but rather on the basis of their dynamics and crosscountry comparisons. Secondly, it can be seen that the scale of variability of the MCI components is comparable. Thirdly,
the indicator can be adjusted using a multidimensional comparative analysis, which enables a synthetic study of complex
phenomena. Following the WAP procedure, all variables were changed to stimulants. In order to stimulate the variables, a
differential transformation was used, characteristic of both the interval and ratio scales according to research conducted by
Panek (2009). Then, all variables were normalized by means of unitarisation and variables that are characterized by comparability and are expressed in the same units were obtained. Due to the fact that the results collected are very similar to
those generated with the use of the MIP (see point 2), they have been omitted here.

Macroeconomic assessment of European Union countries in 2015-2020
Using the methodology presented above, the MCI estimates were made for 27 countries, the current members of the European Union, for the period 2015-2020. The focus is on 2020, the year in which the coronavirus had an impact on the economy of the EU and the whole world. The research for the previous five years serves as the backdrop for the "epicentre" of
the coronavirus crisis. The results of the MCI estimates are shown in Figure 1, which brings together 6 charts. To increase
the readability of the obtained results, each year was presented on a separate chart, taking into account each EU country
and the average (EU27).
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The results obtained allow various analyses to be carried out and interesting conclusions to be drawn on this basis of both
within the spatial and temporal differentiation system, and in particular in the face of crisis conditions. Hence the hope that
this study shall make a contribution to further research in this direction.
While referring to the two indicated dimensions of the analysis, the authors of the study would like to point out that:

•

•

in the spatial layout for the entire research period, the countries are significantly diversified in terms of the macroeconomic condition of the economies, as evidenced by large differences in the value of MCI. They recorded both negative
and positive values, ranging from -11 to 34. Taking into account the average MCI value for 2015-2020, two countries
that obtained the negative value of the measure should be listed, namely Malta (-0.4) and Ireland (-1.7). Spain and
Greece are the worst performers in this respect, with MIPs of around 17, followed by Italy and France with MCIs of
around 11. When it comes to 2020 alone, Ireland was the best. Detailed positioning of countries in terms of MCI in the
face of the coronavirus is presented in the next section.
in the time frame for the period before the coronavirus, the macroeconomic situation was quite stable, especially for
the years 2017-2019. In these years, the MCI for the 27 EU countries was within the 3.2-3.6 range. A lot of countries
even obtained a negative value of this measure. The situation changed drastically with the advent of the next "Black
swan" of the 21st century, namely the coronavirus. In 2020, the macroeconomic situation deteriorated in all countries,
and – what is more - in all cases the MCI reached positive and maximum values for all countries, taking into account
the entire research period.

An attempt was also made to answer the question of what the impact of the significant deterioration of the macroeconomic
situation was in the crisis conditions of EU countries on the fiscal sphere and what the reaction of decision-makers with
regard to budget expenditures was.

Assessment of the budget balance and public expenditure of the European Union countries in
2020.
The analysis of the fiscal situation of EU countries in the face of the coronavirus should commence with the size of the
budget balance (in this case in relation to GDP). In crisis conditions, firstly, a decline in budget revenues due to lower incomes in the economy and the related lower tax revenues, etc. can be expected, and secondly, an increase in budget expenditure related to the need to conduct an anti-crisis, expansionary fiscal policy.
The situation was no different in the face of the coronavirus pandemic, as shown in Figure 2. The average ratio of public
finance balance to GDP for the EU increased 14 times between 2019 and 2020. While in 2019 as many as 17 out of 27 EU
countries recorded a budget surplus, in 2020 all of them recorded a deficit. In addition, its lowest value was 1.1% of GDP
(for Denmark), and the highest for Spain with as much as 11% of GDP.
Comparing the results of the research from the previous point with the data in Figure 2, it can be undoubtedly stated that
the deterioration of the macroeconomic situation in the EU was accompanied by the deterioration in the area of public finances. However, it is worth looking at the situation in individual countries in more detail. For this purpose, Table 1 positions 27 countries for 2020, both in terms of macroeconomic (taking into account the MCI values) as well as fiscal situation (taking into account the deficit to GDP ratio). Cases that are below the EU average are shaded. The unshaded sections
suggest that the situation is relatively better than the EU average.
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Picture 2. Balance of the public finance sector in relation to GDP in the European Union countries in 2019 and 2020
Source: Source: own study based on Eurostat data.
In most cases (20 out of 27), there is agreement in terms of positioning in relation to the EU average. Taking into account
both rankings, Denmark deserves a definite positive distinction, which, despite the lowest deficit-to-GDP ratio in the EU,
ranks second in terms of the state of the macroeconomic sphere (the sum of positions in both rankings is 3). Other countries where there is a significant convergence of good macroeconomic and fiscal conditions are, first of all: Bulgaria (total
items = 6), Luxemburg and Sweden (total items for both countries = 9), Ireland and the Netherlands (total items for both
countries = 10) and Germany (total items = 11). On the other extreme, the ones with the worst results in both rankings are
(in order from the worst sum of both items): Spain (the country with the worst results in both rankings, with the sum of
items = 54), Greece (51), Italy and Malta (49) and France (45).
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Table 1 Ranking of the European Union countries in terms of macroeconomic and fiscal situation in 2020 *
Country
MCI
Deficit / GDP
Belgium
21
23
Bulgaria
3
3
Czechia
9
13
Denmark
2
1
Germany
6
5
Estonia
13
8
Ireland
1
9
Greece
26
25
Spain
27
27
France
24
21
Croatia
22
16
Italy
25
24
Cyprus
18
12
Latvia
14
7
Lithuania
11
16
Luxembourg
5
4
Hungary
16
18
Malta
23
26
Netherlands
4
6
Austria
19
20
Poland
7
15
Portugal
20
11
Romania
15
21
Slovenia
17
19
Slovakia
12
13
Finland
9
10
Sweden
7
2
* Rank 1 is the best situation and 27 the worst.
Source: Source: own study based on Eurostat data.

At this point, it is difficult to attempt a detailed analysis of the reasons for the existence of such a significant variation in
the state of crisis conditions in the face of the coronavirus in the EU countries. On the other hand, it is possible to check to
what extent the fiscal authorities supported the economy in these difficult circumstances by increasing public spending.
Figure 3 shows the increase in expenditure in terms of general government (in relation to GDP) both measured in percentage points and as a percentage between 2019 and 2020.
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Figure 3. Increase in public finance sector expenditure in relation to GDP in European Union countries between
2019 and 2020. Source: Source: own study based on Eurostat data.
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The figure shows that all countries have increased their budget spending under coronavirus conditions. However, this was
not always reflected in the improved economic situation. The clearly negative examples are Spain and Greece, as well as
Malta, which, despite a significant expansion in public spending, have fared the worst economically. On the other hand, the
situation was different in the Scandinavian countries (especially in Denmark and Sweden), where despite a slight expansion of public spending, the economic situation in the face of the coronavirus is relatively good. All in all, however, the
obtained results do not provide a clear answer to the question of the impact of expenditure expansion on the macroeconomic situation in the EU. On the one hand, there are many cases where, despite a large increase in expenditure, the macroeconomic situation was dramatic, and on the other hand, there are many cases where, with a weak expansion of expenditure,
the macroeconomic situation was relatively good. At this point, it is difficult to clearly indicate the reasons for this state of
affairs. It is necessary to apply in-depth research in this area, in particular with the use of statistical and econometric methods based on longer time series.

The Ending
Coronavirus is another "black swan" that "flew" in the 21st century and caused crisis socio-economic conditions for countries around the world. Once again, bearing in mind the financial and economic crisis of 2007-2009, decision-makers are
faced with extraordinary conditions, requiring the use of non-standard economic policy instruments.
The economic collapse also occurred in the European Union in 2020. This is illustrated by changes in the main macroeconomic parameters, which are reflected in the comprehensive, multi-factorial macroeconomic condition index. This measure
indicates the deterioration of the economic situation in 2020 in all European Union countries. The situation was particularly worrying in Spain and Greece, but also in Italy and France. Some countries are coping relatively well with the coronavirus crisis in the macroeconomic sphere, e.g. Ireland or Denmark and - surprisingly - Bulgaria.
At the same time, the deteriorating macroeconomic and social conditions pose a challenge to the fiscal authorities. In most
cases, there is a convergence of the state of the EU countries in the macroeconomic and fiscal spheres. A worse macroeconomic situation is accompanied by an increase in the deficit of the public finance sector. Again, compared to the 27 EU
countries, Spain and Greece are the worst performers. The best ones, on the other hand, are the Scandinavian countries and
Bulgaria.
The results of the research indicate that it cannot be clearly stated to what extent the support of the fiscal authorities in the
form of increasing public spending may be seen as a "cure" for the coronavirus crisis. More research is needed in this area
employing statistical and econometric methods. The authors hope that this study will contribute to further, in-depth research on the effects of the coronavirus on the macroeconomic and fiscal spheres in the European Union with particular
emphasis on the sphere of budgetary expenditures.
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Introduction
A significant diversity of views on the convergence of the real sphere (real convergence) of the economies of the monetary
union (MU) can be demonstrated. Some argue that the extent of real convergence should not be a major obstacle in shaping
monetary integration. It is asserted that the phenomenon of real convergence is concerned primarily with the supply
dimension and thus should not significantly affect the adjustment processes of the constituent countries of the MU.
Opponents of this view assume the existence of differentiated economic potentials in these countries, which may prevent
their cooperation within one integration grouping. It seems that in view of the ongoing discussion, it is the latter view that
is gaining more approval. More and more often the need to equalize the economic potentials of MU member states is
pointed out, which should facilitate the achievement of convergence in other economic spheres.

Keywords: Economic convergence, integration process
Real economy convergence - an attempt at definition
In the literature on the subject, there is no uniform definition of the convergence of the real economy. In a broader sense, it
is generally a convergence of the structural features of the economies concerned. In a narrower sense, it is identified with
the level of development of integrating economies, measured by GDP per capita. In this paper it is assumed that the
essence of the convergence of the real economy at the MU is the achievement of a similar structure of the economy in the
member countries. This aim is the formation of parallel business cycles and the reduction of asymmetric shocks within the
territory of the union under discussion. At the same time, achieving real convergence should result in reducing the
economic distance to the most developed EU economies. The process of formulating comparable economic structures in
the MU countries requires appropriate determination of parameters characterizing the real side of the economy. Such
parameters include, first of all, the structure of production and demand, economic growth and the intensity of mutual trade
connections as he presents in his research Lutkowski (2003).
The countries constituting the MU should be characterized by a similar structure of production and consumption. This
contributes to the reduction of asymmetric shocks in the area of the MU, i.e. a situation in which a sudden change in
demand affects one or several countries to a greater extent than others. If in a country belonging to the discussed union
there is a distinctively larger manufacturing sector (in terms of production and employment) than in other countries, then a
decline in demand for products of this sector causes a relatively greater reduction in production and employment in that
country1. For this reason, the similarity and at the same time diversification of production structures within the Member
1

The similarity of the production structures can be determined using the Stattev and Raleva index. This indicator is

described by the following formula:
, where ini, j - sector share and in the country j, ini, um sector share and in UW. The value of the index equal to 0 means identical production structures. The less similar the
production structure in a given country is in relation to this structure at the MU , the smaller (more negative) the value of
the indicator becomes.
___________________
Cite this Article as: Slawomir ZWIERZCHLEWSKI, Katarzyna LASINSKA, Andrzej PIECZYNSKI and Rafal
KIESZEK “ Economic Convergence in The Integration Process” Proceedings of the 38th International Business
Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1,
ISSN: 2767-9640
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States makes it possible to apply a uniform EU monetary policy in order to mitigate the demand shock, the effects of which
are symmetrical for all economies of the MU. The above remarks can be applied to the structure of the demand itself in the
area of the MU as presented in the research by Zwierzchlewski et al. (2021).

The real convergence of the economy and the stability of the monetary union
As far as the stability of the MU is concerned, the shaped structure of production and demand in the Member States plays a
smaller role in the context of supply shocks. On the one hand, they lead to a decline in production, and on the other - to an
increase in inflationary pressure due to the imbalance between supply and demand. In such a situation, the community
monetary policy becomes neutral for the economy of the MU. Still, the similarity of production structures and consumer
preferences when faced with supply shocks prevents excessive differentiation of economic parameters within individual
EU economies. At the same time, it mitigates (at least partially) the occurrence of secondary effects of those, e.g.
concerned with the low effectiveness of monetary policy. It should be added that a similar structure of production and
consumption not only reduces the risk of asymmetric shocks (demand and supply), but also contributes, by means of
monetary transmission mechanisms, to increasing the degree of business cycle synchronization.
Economic structures are to some extent a derivative of a country's economic development. The diversified states of the
economies of the MU constitute a major obstacle to achieving their complementarity. Thus, the levels of economic growth
in the MU countries become an important component of real convergence. The importance of this component for the
process of real convergence also results from other reasons. Differences in economic growth rates generate costs for both
the richer and poorer countries making up the MU. The faster development of one group of UW countries as compared to
the other group of these countries may cause the problem of chronic trade deficits in faster developing economies.
Avoiding this problem, in the absence of an exchange rate adjustment, requires a deflationary policy, which, in turn, limits
their growth. In such a situation, the MU becomes costly for countries with faster economic growth as presented by
Grauwe (2003).
As a rule, less developed countries are characterized by less developed tax systems. They may prefer to increase budget
revenues through increased inflation (seniority) due to the higher costs of obtaining these revenues by increasing the tax
rate. The need to lower inflation at the MU, however, significantly limits the possibilities of using the seniority, which may
be associated with a reduction in welfare in poorer countries. This fact further complicates the problem of convergence in
the fiscal and monetary spheres. Moreover, with differing economic potentials, poorer countries may demand protection of
their internal markets and/or demand different subsidies from other Member States. As a result, not only is the process of
building a single EU market destabilized, but the process of convergence of other economic spheres is disrupted, too. At
the same time, the nature of political and social relations is disturbed. Poorer countries may perceive themselves as a cheap
source of exploitation of their own resources, such as labour, which will further solidify their demanding attitudes.
Therefore, similar levels of economic development within the MU minimize the risk of intensification of such attitudes,
facilitate the synchronization of business cycles thus increasing the stability of the MU.
It has already been established that comparable product values per capita among the respective countries, with a relatively
fast pace of development, create the basis for similar consumption patterns. This is due to the flattening of the asymmetry
of consumption demand, i.e. the gradual reduction, along with economic growth and progress in integration, in the share of
basic goods characterized by low income elasticity of demand in favour of goods with higher price elasticity and income
demand. For this reason, the convergent economic potentials of the MU countries are a significant generator of the
coordination of their business cycles. It should also be emphasized that consumer demand is to a relatively large extent
shaped by monetary policy. Consequently, the similarity of consumption structures reduces the cost of transferring national
competences to conduct this policy to the Community central bank.
The intensity of international trade is another parameter relating to the real convergence process. In this case, two opposing
positions can be identified. According to the first one, international exchange is a channel for the propagation of economic
shocks, and thus it favours the synchronization of business cycles as reported European Commission (1990). This is
because changes in income levels in one country affect the volume of exports (and therefore income) of the other country.
If the value of a manufactured product in a given country increases (decreases), its trade partner experiences similar effects
in terms of changes in income through international trade. The actual lack of trade barriers at the MU means that the spread
of the income effect should become an important component of real convergence, the more so as the economies of scale in
the MU provide grounds for the development of intra-industry exchange (Figure 1).
According to the second view, known as the Krugman specialization hypothesis, trade intensity exerts a desynchronizing
effect on business cycles. This hypothesis is based on the
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Real convergence level

assumption that international exchange at the MU, due to the scale effect, leads to a much greater specialization of
production structures within individual EU economies than to the development of intra-industry trade. Consequently, the
structures of economies become gradually less similar, and sector-specific shocks are an expression of economic

Economic integration level
Figure 2.

Economic integration level and real convergence range (Krugman’s view) Source: Own

Real convergence level

work based on: [De Grauwe 2003].

Economic integration level
Figure 1.

The degree of economic integration and the scope of real convergence (view of the
European Commission) Source: Own work based on: [De Grauwe 2003].
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disturbances due to the growing importance of inter-industry connections (Figure 2). It should be noted that export
production based on this type of link is not necessarily a derivative of poorly technologically advanced manufacturing
processes. The international profile of trade, regardless of the level of technological advancement of export production,
inherently enhances the sensitivity of exports to changes in the foreign economic situation, not favouring the
synchronization of economic cycles.
From the presented arguments, it is not possible to conclude unequivocally what the relationship between international
trade and the emergence of asymmetric shocks is. On the one hand, changes in income in countries participating in the
currency area may be a significant channel of symmetric shock transmission, especially with high levels of intra-industry
trade. On the other hand, when the level of economic integration increases, the member states become more specialized
and thus more exposed to asymmetric shocks.
In fact, there may be factors that disrupt the real convergence process at the MU. In other words, certain phenomena may
inhibit the convergence of parameters characterizing the real sphere of the economy, similarly to other economic spheres.
Previously, attention was drawn to possible problems with the absorption of incoming capital, which may result from the
low possibility of implementing modern technology. The economic policy of richer countries, both in terms of the
selection of instruments and institutional framework, may not fit with the realities of less developed countries. This is due
to the assumption that economies generally have different equilibrium states, and therefore only groups of countries similar
to each other achieve the same equilibrium relatively quickly as indicated in the research Barro et al. (2004). In addition,
some of the countries joining the MU may be the so-called transition economies subject to structural and institutional
changes. Such changes strongly affect both the fiscal sphere and the parameters describing the real economy. Until the
transition period is finalized, fluctuations in economic activity are usually disrupted by structural changes. It follows from
the above that the MU may be a component of countries that are difficult to classify unequivocally due to their specific
conditions. Therefore, it is probable that the UW member states will be divided into the "core" and the "peripheral" ones
according to the degree of economic development. It may also diversify the structures of production, demand and trade,
eventually leading to the divergence of the economies making up the MU.
Other sources may also make it difficult to achieve the convergence of the real sphere of EU economies. In particular,
countries with high rates of labour market regulation combined with low quality of production factors (measured by the
level of education and qualifications of employees as well as the level of technical and organizational advancement) and
the concentration of the economy on low value-added production may experience pressure on wage growth and
deteriorating productivity, labour, which in turn leads to a lower pace of economic growth and the loss of external price
competitiveness of exports.
A separate problem is the implementation of the convergence process in the field of fiscal policy, monetary policy and
international exchange. On the one hand, convergence fiscal policy in the UW area is conducive to synchronization cycles
as it eliminates the idiosyncratic shocks that result from discretionary decisions of the governments of individual countries.
On the other hand, a fiscal consolidation path leading to an improvement in deficit and public debt indicators may not be
appropriate for economic growth. Setting a common monetary policy in all member states means symmetry of monetary
shocks. However, this symmetry may induce desynchronization business cycles in the event of differences in the
mechanisms of money transmission. Moreover as indicated in the research Walters (1994), when the MU countries are
affected by idiosyncratic shocks, it is not possible to accommodate them by changing interest rates, which may deepen the
divergence of cycles.
The elimination of all barriers in the sphere of international trade should contribute to greater intensity of trade, which, in
line with previous suggestions, may have various consequences for the scope of cycle synchronization. The tendencies to
specialize in production may be strengthened as a result of the free movement of capital, which leads to a more efficient
allocation of resources and thus creates favourable conditions for increasing the scope of production specialization in
individual EU economies. Therefore, the indicated factors exert a desynchronizing influence on business cycles and
significantly hinder real convergence in the area of the MU. It should be borne in mind that one of the conditions for
development the integration process is to adopt a regional formula for it. This limits the scope of the discretionary selection
of UW participants in terms of the parallelism of their economic structures.

Actions towards convergence
It is important to ask what factors and/or actions may increase the chance of achieving convergence in the real sphere of
the economies of the MU. In the literature on the subject, one may come across the position that the mere participation in
the MU may accelerate the process of real convergence. This is due to the so-called catch-up process, which involves
countries with a lower per capita initial domestic product that achieve higher rates of economic growth. In other words, the
growth rate of the product per capita is inversely related to its initial level, which means that a lower initial level requires a
country to grow faster, while at a higher initial level, the country will develop slower. The basic mechanism of the
catching-up process is the levelling of marginal productivities of production factors, however, high inputs of production
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factors are necessary for this. This may contribute to reducing the asymmetry of both structures and economic shocks and
affect the gradual alignment of demand structures (especially those related to consumption).
The catch-up process concept outlined above assumes that countries have similar structural parameters, i.e. the production
function, savings rate, population growth rate, technical progress and government policy. They differ only in terms of the
size of the domestic product and capital per capita, which requires faster economic growth in poorer countries. The
presented concept provides for an automatic catch-up process and is referred to as absolute (unconditional) convergence.
The automaticity of the catching-up process, however, is often questioned in the literature on the subject. The
conditionality of convergence is highlighted. Conditional convergence means that the MU countries may differ in
economic structural parameters, e.g. the size of the capital stock, the degree of technology advancement or the economic
structure. In such a situation, the conscious policy of the governments of the member states, aimed at reducing the
differences in the level of variables describing the real economy, becomes an indispensable element of the integration
process within the MU.
Such a policy cannot directly affect all the components of the real economy, especially the similarity of production
structures or the composition of consumption. It is difficult, on the basis of an administrative decision, to order producers
and consumers to behave in a specific way. It is slightly different in the case of the scope of influence on the intensity of
international exchange. Eliminate the risk exchange rate and the required, from the point of view of stability, elimination of
restrictions on intra-EU trade may encourage individual governments to actively define pro-export policies. In addition to
traditional promotional activities, financial instruments for financing and insuring export contracts can be used. The rules
for financing and insuring exports should be established at the EU level so that they do not distort international exchange
within the MU. At the same time, it is possible to point out the earlier observations regarding the role of national
authorities in informing about the need to conduct a rational cost policy at the MU. It should be remembered, however, that
on theoretical grounds, the impact of international exchange on the nature of economic shocks and the extent of business
cycle synchronization is not clear-cut.
On the other hand, the policies of the Member States may have a strong influence on economic growth. It can be rationally
assumed that participation in the MU is preceded by a long-term preparatory process in which adaptation measures are
actively taken in various sectors of the economy. So far, the focus has not been on issues related to the shape of preaccession policy. In the case of real convergence, however, the manner of determining this policy is a particularly
important element of the integration process. The implementation of the pro-growth policy requires the activation of a
number of institutions focused on the expansion of internal demand and the accumulative capacity of the economy.
Moreover, in the pre-accession period there is still formal freedom in using the full economic instruments. The high quality
of institutions (especially economic ones) is a key component of a modern economy. The literature on the subject indicates
three basic pillars of high institutional quality, i.e. the economic, social and political ones [World Bank 2007]. The
economic pillar primarily includes the respect for property rights, law and order, low levels of regulation, antitrust
legislation, no corruption, independence of the judiciary, credibility of democracy and high stability of individual
governments. The components of the social pillar are freedom of the press, freedom of association as well as personal
freedoms. The political pillar of high institutional quality is based on the high efficiency of the legislative and executive
powers and the independence of local authorities.
The role of institutions in the process of building economic growth can also be considered from the point of view of the
development capacity of the economy and the stability of the microcircuit. According to this division, the most important
growth stimulating institutions are the ownership structure in the economy dominated by private ownership, a high level of
protection of property rights, the intensity of competition between suppliers, a high degree of openness of the economy
(also to direct foreign investments) and a good fiscal standing of the state. On the other hand, the key institutions
responsible for the stability of the economy include an efficient monetary and currency system, restrictions on state
expenditures and effective financial supervision. It is difficult to meet all of the above requirements, especially in the short
run. However, the classification of factors influencing the quality of institutions should be of help, especially countries
undergoing economic and political transformation or restructuring, to build a modern economy that can function in a
specific integration structure.
In addition to the creation of appropriate institutions, the implementation of pro-growth policy is associated with the
specification of activities and tools of state authorities. Increasing the accumulation capacity of the economy and
stimulating internal demand requires the development of a system of incentives to save and transform savings into capital
investments and invest in the most efficient areas of the economy. The pro-innovative activities of the authorities are of
great importance, as well as the creation of appropriate psychological conditions for real sphere entities, strongly affecting
the level of consumption and investment. These conditions are primarily determined by the quality of the institution, the
current and expected economic situation, and thus the method of stimulating the economy with monetary and fiscal policy
measures.
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For the above reasons, it is difficult to assume that the implementation of the pro-growth policy is only the result of the
integration process. Stimulating growth with available funds in the short term (after joining the MU) may lead to a
temporary destabilization of the development process as a result of intensification of inflationary phenomena and
disturbances in the EU monetary sphere. From the point of view of the countries joining the MU, the best situation would
be to be aware of this accession at least a few years before the creation of a single currency area. The relatively long time
perspective increases the chance to optimize the nature of the institution and activities for growth, which may, in turn,
improve the integration process within the MU. It should be emphasized that a mature development policy should lead to
macroeconomic stabilization, thus creating favourable conditions for transition to the phase of long-term economic growth.
Thus, in the long run, it is impossible to separate the pro-growth policy from the stabilization policy in order to favourably
regulate the long-term economic growth rate.
The adaptability of individual economies is a separate issue as Łasińska et al. (2020) published. In countries where the
initial economic structures are outdated and uncompetitive, the level of adaptability of economic changes, especially
structural changes, may be low. In addition, deep resource shifts between manufacturing sectors may be required, further
exacerbating the adaptability problem. Still, abandoning the pro-growth policy or taking care of its quality, especially in
countries with an imperfect economic structure, will be an important factor destabilizing the process of establishing and
functioning of the MU.
It is worth noting at this point that the literature on the subject often represents the view that realistic thinking about a
stable single-currency area requires firstly to work out the convergence of the real sphere of EU economies, and only then
the other areas, primarily the fiscal, monetary and international exchange spheres. One may agree with the general view
that the convergence of these spheres should result from the sustainable and innovative growth of economies, and not only
from a top-down imposed norm. On the other hand, it is difficult to clearly separate the individual economic planes of
convergence. The quality of the pecuniary, monetary or fiscal system was classified as one of the institutions influencing
economic growth. It has already been signalled that the method of determining, for example, fiscal policy, may have a
different impact on the growth path, and thus on the scope of cycle synchronization. Using the example of fiscal policy, it
can be stated that in order to achieve the greatest economic convergence in the MU, conditions for sustainable economic
development must be created and, at the same time, the system of public finances of individual countries must be
constructed in such a way that it does not interfere with the process of fiscal integration of these countries.

Conclusion
Summing up, achieving the convergence of the real spheres of the economies of the MU seems to be a more difficult and
long-term undertaking than integrating other economic spheres. Convergence of fiscal, monetary and trade policies should
therefore be a derivative of the degree of real convergence. It should be borne in mind, however, that an important
determinant of business cycle synchronization is the shape of macroeconomic policy in the countries making up the MU.
Too expansive a scope of this policy will have a pro-growth effect, but at the same time may make it difficult to develop a
fiscal or monetary order in the MU, thus lowering confidence in the Community currency [Wójcik 2008, pp. 721-730]. The
restrictive direction of macroeconomic policy will significantly facilitate the reduction of inflation or public deficit, but at
the cost of negative phenomena in the real sphere resulting in a decline in welfare. It can be concluded that the lack of
correlated actions between the pro-growth policy and the stabilization policy will be the basis for the potential conflict
between real convergence and the convergence of other economic spheres.
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Abstract
The next step in industry development which is known as Industry 4.0 affects social, economic and technological
environment. Together with new technologies and processes transformations, significant changes are also expected in
employees’ competences as well as labour market. The aim of this article is to present results of a pilot empirical study which
is the continuation of a previous theoretical study on the subject of forces, barriers and main competencies in regards to the
implementation of Industry 4.0 solutions in manufacturing and services organizations. The data was collected in October
2021 and represents independent and voluntary convictions of employees, specialists, engineers and managers in regards to
examined aspects. The practical dimension of this study is verification of a prepared tool, gathering survey participants’
comments in order to prepare a questionnaire for targeted research in the medium and small sized enterprises of the
automotive sector in Poland.

Keywords: Industry 4.0, solutions, barriers, chances, driving forces, competencies.
Introduction
The actual Industrial Revolution aside from the creation of new technologies, affects the nature of employment. It definitely
opens new opportunities for employees with qualifications and skills related to new technologies and, as stated by GródekSzostak et al (2020) it creates “opportunities to redefine business costs and expenses”. According to PwC (2019), “in the
first stage of the Fourth Industrial Revolution in Poland, the number of jobs will be reduced by 2%. The next stage will bring
a fairly large increase in automation (16% of tasks will be performed by machines), which will lead to a 18% reduction of
jobs. Finally, in the 2030s (the automation wave), it is expected that the changes will include 33% of the labour market”.
According to the reference reports Gródek-Szostak et al (2020) “transport, warehousing and manufacturing are the sectors
that will potentially be automated the fastest”.
Decision regarding implementation of Industry 4.0 solutions and tools is usually proceeded by numerous reviews, plans and
research. Definitions of targeted areas subject to change or optimization or creation of new values – known as “servitization”
(a process of building revenue streams for manufacturers from services) mentioned by Baines et al (2017) leads companies
to reconsider all barriers, challenges and compare them with their own internal driving forces as stated by Michna and
Kruszewska (2020, 2021).
Reference literature presented on driving forces of Industry 4.0 includes multiple models and differentiations. Driving forces
as factors that support the introduction of Industry 4.0. are presented by Horvath and Szabó (2019), Vuksanovic Herceg et
al (2020), Erol et al (2016), Motyl et al (2017), Arnold et al (2018), Türkes et al (2019), Müller et al (2018), Stentoft et al
(2019). Driving forces as opportunities, benefits, potentials or chances are described by others e.g. Kiel et al (2017), Müller
and Voigt (2018). For example, the above-mentioned authors have pointed the following driving factors as significant:
competitiveness, profitability, cost reduction, productivity and efficiency, performance and optimisation.
Barriers are factors that inhibit the introduction of Industry 4.0 as Horváth and Szabó (2019), Muller (2019), Veile et al
(2019), Michna et a (2020b), Türkes et al (2019), Stentoft et al (2019), Michna and Kmieciak (2020). Barriers are also
understood as challenges which have to be overcome when facing digitized connection - Kiel et al (2017), Vuksanovic
Herceg et al (2020), Müller et al (2018), Hecklau et al (2016), Bauer et al (2015). Main barriers noted in publications are
_______________________
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linked e.g. with lack of: understating of Industry 4.0, knowledge, human resources, cooperation, finance or standards.
Third dimension – competencies and availability of qualified personnel – was mentioned the most in the reviewed literature
as a challenge for industry 4.0 by Kiel et al (2017), Vuksanovic Herceg et al (2020), Stentoft et al (2019) but also as driving
forces or potentials which I4.0 could deliver as noted by Müller et al (2018), Vuksanovic Herceg et al (2020). By assessing
barriers, drivers and competencies needed for future manufacturing, research tool was prepared to conduct a pilot survey,
with the aim to obtain opinions of anonymous employees which are connected with manufacturing or service enterprises.
An additional aim of this study was the verification and validation of the research tool’s usefulness.

Research Methodology
In order to learn about the challenges faced by organizations in which Industry 4.0 solutions have been implemented or are
planned, the Authors of this study used the available literature sources and the results of latest research on the subject. This
particular study has set the following objectives:
O1. Determining the perception of the concept of Industry 4.0 by employees at various levels;
O2. Determining main barriers and drivers that enterprises might encounter in implementing Industry 4.0 technologies from
employees’ point of view;
O3. Determining core competencies for employees in industry 4.0 development.
The first objective has been adopted in order to examine knowledge about the Industry 4.0 concept itself. Authors have been
focused on the perception of latest industry revolution of all layers of employees. In other words: their general understanding
of the term Industry 4.0, its targets, possibilities, obstacles and potentials. Similar research has been conducted by Türkes et
al (2019) in SMEs in Romania. The results of this research showed that more than 84% of surveyed Romanian managers
knows the concept of I4.0. What is interesting in the mentioned research is that it was possible to observe almost equal
division of companies which look for a solution partner, those where partnership in that matter has been already set up and
those which have their own competencies or are hesitant to use external party to implement I4.0 solutions. In the research of
Mogos et al (2019) on industrial companies in Norway, the most common answer for the question: “Has your company
implemented or is planning to implement a digitalization strategy?” was: planning to implement (in comparison with “not
planning” and” implemented”). Türkes et al (2019) also asked her respondents for exact technologies which are used in the
surveyed SME companies. Top 3 answers in that subject were: autonomous robots, big data and analytics together with
horizontal and vertical system integration. All above questions were also used by Authors of this article to obtain: recent
knowledge about Industry 4.0, eventual partnership and plans for the implementations of new ideas and technologies which
are or will be used in surveyed companies.
The second objective – determining main barriers and drivers that companies might encounter during the I4.0 implementation
– is the main subject of this and future research which is planned in SMEs in the automotive sector in Poland. The
questionnaire has been prepared based on previous research, including research conducted by Michna et al (2020) which
shows positive relations between open-mindedness and willingness to implement Industry 4.0 as well as positive relations
between knowledge sharing and willingness to implement next-generation Industry. The following questions of that
elaboration regarding companies’ future plans in the context of I4.0 implementation have been used in a pilot study: “Whether
the companies in the next 3-5 years plan significant increase in digitalization and computerization, or plan to increase the
degree of automation, or generally companies plan to increase investment expenditure related to I4.0 over the next 5 years.”
Other research made by Müller et al (2018) verified multiple areas of Industry 4.0 contributing factors, including strategy,
operations, environment and people, competitiveness and future validity, organizational and production preparation,
employee qualifications and acceptance as well as implementations. From the group of questions related to organizational
and production preparation regarding I4.0 implementation reasonableness, customer requirements, standardizations and
financial benefits have been used in the pilot questionnaire. Furthermore, groups of competitiveness and future validity as
well as employee qualifications and acceptance have been used. All of them generated a group of questions which helped
survey participants judge their level of agreement with proposed statements.
According to the results of research conducted in Serbia by Vuksanovic Herceg et al (2020), the most important barriers are:
lack of skilled workforce, managerial competences, resources, resistance and standards with conscious planning. For the
pilot survey, Authors were using questions proposed by Vuksanovic Herceg at al (2020) in regards to strategy, mission and
vision in relation to industry 4.0, as well as questions regarding usage of digital technologies in the areas of warehouse,
human resources and transportation.
The third goal, which was indicated on the basis of an in-depth analysis of the literature on the subject, was related to the
area of future basic competences of employees. As an example, Hecklau et al (2016) identified types of challenges in Industry
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4.0. by using PESTEL methodology. In the aforementioned research it was possible to find corresponding competencies. In
the same manner Authors of this study grouped competencies and skills into technological, social, economic, legal/political
and environmental groups.
The pilot survey has been prepared in both language: English and Polish. In fact, two independent surveys have been
performed at the same time. The respondents had the opportunity to use the questionnaire in their selected language. Both
surveys contained the same set of questions arranged into two groups. First group relates to general metrics. Both surveys
contained questions directly related to survey participants. Questions related to their country of origin (Poland, Germany,
India etc.), role in the company (owner, manager, engineer, employee etc.), working area (means department like finance,
manufacturing, logistic, quality, IT etc.)
The other part of general metrics contained questions related to enterprise; country of operation (Poland, Germany etc.),
years of enterprise’s existence (authors decided to divide it into: 0-2 years, 2-5 years, 5-10 years, 10-20 years and more), size
of the enterprise (micro with 1-9 employees, small with 10-49 employees, medium with 50-249 employees, and large ones
with more than 250 employees), sector of the activity (general group has been proposed as manufacturing, service provider,
information, and agriculture), and role of the enterprise in the Industry 4.0 with possible answers as a: provider (of I4.0
services, solutions, products), user (of I4.0 services, solutions, products), user and provider, none of the above.
The second part of the survey contained questions from literature sources such as: Türkes et al (2019), Mogos et al (2019),
Michna and Kmieciak (2020), Müller et al (2018), Vuksanovic Herceg at al (2020) which were arranged in order to support
the stated objectives of this study. Appendix 1 shows questions with their codifications and possible answers. This part of
the survey was developed by using five-point Likert scale where 1 means definitely not, 2 – rather not, 3 – I have no opinion,
4 – rather yes, 5 – definitely yes. To create the survey, authors used a tool available online – www.survio.com. The pilot
study was carried out between 13 and 21 of October 2021. A link with the survey has been directly distributed to potential
participants via online communicators available on business and employment-oriented online services. Particular attention
was paid to respondents’ understanding of questions. For this purpose, Authors decided to add an open question at the end
where all participants had a chance to provide their own input or leave their remarks.

Results
The survey has been available for respondents for eight days. During that time 125 surveys have been finalized. In total, the
web page registered 327 visits which gives 38% response rate. Among 125 finished surveys, 109 were answered in a Polish
and 16 in English. 86% of respondents were from Poland, 7% from Germany and 3% from Great Britain. Surveys were also
filled by participants from India, Netherlands, Iran and Mexico. 57% of respondents were located in the Upper Silesia
Voivodeship, 17% were outside of Poland, 7% were from Opole Voivodeship and 6% from Masovian Voivodeship. 53% of
respondents were representing top management, management board or were company owners, 44% were engineers,
specialists or represented lower level of management, 2% were regular employees. 25% of them worked in quality
department, 14% production and 13% Management Board. Other respondents chose such areas as development and research,
IT, logistic, maintenance, HR, finance, purchasing, project management.
Surveyed companies were mostly located in Poland – 74%, in Germany – 10% and USA – 6%. Other countries of surveyed
enterprises contained: Great Britain, France, Netherlands, Mexico, Vietnam, Iran, and India. Below figures present: years of
enterprise’s existence – Figure 1, size of enterprise – Figure 2, type of enterprise – Figure 3 and enterprise role in Industry
4.0 – Figure 4. 50% of enterprises existed more than 20 years, 22% – between 10 and 20 years. Most of respondents are
working in large companies, that is with more than 250 employees. Middle and small enterprises account for 15% and 10%,
respectively. 75% of surveyed companies were manufacturing enterprises while 22% – service providers. 46% of them are
only users of Industry 4.0 solutions, 23% –providers, 13% of them are both a user and provider, 17% chose the answer
“none”, 1% added a note and described their role as a consulting and help agent in regards to I4.0.
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Fig 1. Years of enterprise’s existence. Source: own study

Fig 3. Type of enterprise. Source: own study

Fig 2. Size of enterprise. Source: own study

Fig 4. Role of enterprise in I4.0. Source: own study

The first question from the second part of the survey – Have you ever heard about concept of Industry 4.0? shows that the
vast majority of respondents knows the term Industry 4.0, 32% of answers were “rather yes” and 42% “definitely yes”. 26%
had never seen this definition or have no opinion on that subject, see Figure 5. It was also the subject which has been brought
up in the open question at the end of survey. Respondents asked for a term definition or short description of Industry 4.0.

Fig 5. Familiarity with term I 4.0. Source: own study

Fig 6. Plan related to Industry 4.0. Source: own study
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Based on employees’ knowledge, companies which are planning (B2) to implement Industry 4.0 solutions made up 15% and
9% of answers with confirmation of “rather yes” or “definitely yes”, while companies with no plan (B1) or the ones that had
already implemented (B3) industry 4.0 solution made up 7%. Respondents are also mostly not aware if their companies are
planning to use any external body to help with the Industry 4.0 technology implementations.

Fig 7. Statements related to expenditures. Source: own study

Fig 8. Statements related to strategy. Source: own study

Statements seen in Figure 7 relate to future plan for expenditure increase. There is a clear positive confirmation of future
digitization, computerisation and automation over the last 3 to 5 years in most of the surveyed companies. Additionally, most
of respondents also confirmed that their enterprises incorporate digital technologies into their vision, mission and strategy –
Figure 8.

Fig 9. Statements related to barriers. Source: own study

Fig 10. Statements related to drivers. Source: own study

For statements: for us implementation of Industry 4.0 is not reasonable, customer demands are too individualized to
implement I4.0, we have too little standardization to implement Industry 4.0 and for us the costs exceed the benefits of I4.0
respondents gave similar answers and “rather no” or “definitely do not agree” with those statements (see Figure 9). It could
be assumed that factors like: costs, customer requirements, standardization are not significant barriers for their companies.
Digital technologies are mainly used to simplify internal processes such as transport or the recruitment process, and less
frequently to made warehouse activity fully automate (see Figure 10).

Fig 11. Statements related to employees. Source: own study
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Statements presented in Figure 11 are referring to employees and their level of I4.0 acceptance as well as their limitations.
Figure 11 shows significant disagreement in regards to the first two statements which means that surveyed employees are
not afraid of being dependent on Industry technologies nor are they expecting that employees will not accept I4.0 solutions.
Rather frequently respondents expect unfamiliarity with Industry 4.0. More than 50% of them stated that employees are not
concerned about data transparency. Similar results can be seen in statements that our employees do not trust Industry 4.0
technologies. These results drive to conclusion that from the point of view of surveyed employees there is no expectation
that new technology solutions will not be accepted or employees would be afraid and will not trust Industry 4.0 technologies.

Fig 12. Key competencies of Engineers and Specialists in industry 4.0. Source: own study
Figure 12 shows percentage of positive statements for the question What do you think will be key competences of Engineer
and Specialists in Industry 4.0? Results have been organized from the highest to the lowest percentage. All respondents
confirmed that all mentioned competencies are important. Competencies such as: process understanding and efficiency in
working with data, state-of-the-art knowledge, as well as problem solving were graded the highest – above 90% of answers.
The lowest rate was noted for accepting work-task rotation and work related change as well as leadership skills. What is also
important is the fact that the highest value, i.e. 23%, for “rather not” in regards to importance of competency was stated for
leadership skills.

Conclusions and limitations
The empirical pilot study assessed the views and perceptions of employees, engineers and managers in regards to the barriers,
drivers and future key competencies in the new era of industry. In this paper Authors present examples of obtained results.
All goals formulated for this research were achieved. Survey describes information concerning understanding of the Industry
4.0 itself, actually used and planned tools and I4.0 technology solutions. It also verified barriers and drivers for
implementation. Implications show different views on challenges which survey participants and their companies are facing.
Results in case of barriers related to human resources factor – that is fear of being dependent on Industry 4.0 or employees’
acceptance of changes – do not support results from previous literature studies. Similar situation has been observed by
Authors in regards to other barriers mentioned by subject literature as main ones, such as costs, customer requirements, and
standardization. Based on empirical study results, all of them were not significant for respondents and their companies.
Different views and different perceptions will be the subject of the final empirical study which is planned to be conducted in
small and medium size automotive companies in Poland.
The last objective for this elaboration has been also achieved. Authors have obtained information regarding key competencies
for future industry defined by the employees themselves.
Limitations of this study were also significant. First one relates to used tools. Two separate tools in different languages
created complications when it came to elaborating quantitative results. Not all of the questions contained the requirement to
provide an answer for all possibilities which created inconvenience in the calculations. Survey questionnaires were
understood by respondents, no issue regarding problems with filling the forms has been stated. Nevertheless, suggestions
from participants regarding explanation of Industry 4.0 and its technologies and information about numbers of questions will
be taken as valuable insight gathered during the final tool preparation.
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Abstract
The consequence of the pandemic outbreak in 2019 was a worldwide lockdown, which caused the rapid development of
tools and remote work methods. Remote methods have also been used in areas of life where, until now, it has not been
possible to apply them. Remote learning, studying, and shopping are just areas of life that have replaced the forms that
humanity knew for many months. The same happened with the methods of human communication. Also, the methods of
participation or voting had to take a remote form. The article presents an outline of the methods of e-participation and evoting in Poland and in the world.

Keywords: Remote Voting, E-Participation, E-Voting, Electronic Voting.
Introduction
Contemporary man and the surrounding reality are focused on constant changes. This forces various types of decisions to be
made concerning the functioning of the modern world. One of the manifestations of the need for continuous change is the
computerization of society in many areas. The voting process seems to be the next step in adjusting the old procedures to the
new reality. However, allowing voters to vote electronically, or narrowly, via the Internet is not simply introducing citizens
to virtual reality. This specific reality of the Internet space forces many activities related to the implementation of this
solution. Besides, as history shows, the very idea of electronic voting and its performance is not enough. The citizens
themselves must be convinced of the concept and must want it. Research shows that as many as 23% of voters in Poland
declared their willingness to use the electronic form of voting. This is an excellent result, considering that no information
campaign was conducted on this subject. It is estimated that everyone starts using the new technology if 8% of potential
users use a given solution [Balicki 2020]. After exceeding this 8% of users, the rest will want to use it themselves. So the
threshold of the 8% in the case of willingness to use the solutions of the electronic voting system has been exceeded the new
one. Therefore, one may be tempted to say that introducing the electronic voting system in Poland is only a matter of time.
Many authors are paying more and more attention to e-voting. In Poland, attempts to present the future of e-voting were
presented, among others, by A. Ryszewki [Ryszewski 2021, Balicki 2020] or M. Nowina-Konopka [Nowina-Konopka 2010].
The importance of the problems related to electronic voting systems is also indicated by the many organizations dealing with
this problem. Global Election Officials, Association of Central and Eastern European Election Officials, and International
Foundation of Electoral Systems regularly discuss the possibility of implementing e-voting and the problems related to such
implementation.
This article aims to outline the methods of electronic voting, i.e., e-voting. The article has been divided into two parts, which
are thematically related to one common topic: e-voting. In the first part, the author presents the definition of e-voting and its
main assumptions. The second part presents the use of electronic voting systems in various countries of the world, and against
this background, the history of e-voting in Poland is presented. Some electronic voting systems were also presented.

E-participation and e-voting
The development of internet technologies and, more recently, the lockdown caused by the coronavirus pandemic have created
new opportunities for participation, defined as e-participation. Van Dijk defines e-participation as "the use of digital media
to mediate and transform the relationship between citizens and governments and public administrations towards greater civic
participation" [Van Dijk 2010]. We can distinguish the following processes characteristic of e-participation: obtaining
information, forming opinions, and making decisions. The highlighted areas may occur in equal processes. Papadopoulou
determines the following methods:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

providing information,
building community environments,
implementation of social campaigns - reporting protests, lobbying, petitions, and other forms of collective action,
implementation of political campaigns, i.e., supporting politicians, political parties, and lobbyists in the context of
elections,
5. deliberation - supporting virtual discussion groups that support reflection and help in considering public affairs,
6. public opinion poll on the matters discussed,
7. consulting opinions on specific issues,
8. spatial planning,
9. analysis and support for discussion,
10. assisting in mediation or settling disputes or conflicts,
11. voting, i.e., elections, referenda, and plebiscites [Papadopoulou, 2009]
If you want to discuss the topic of electronic voting, you need to define this concept very precisely. Electronic voting, or evoting, is nothing other than voting using electronic means of communication. Electronic means are used both in the process
of casting and counting votes. In practice, electronic voting means using, among others, telephony, television, or the Internet
in the voting process [Waglowski, 2016].
In general, electronic voting methods are divided into three types. The first way is the electronic visualization of voting
results, in which computer systems are used to collect and visualize the voting results. The very process of casting votes is
carried out here using traditional forms. The second type is electronically assisted voting. Computer systems are the primary
tool for receiving and counting votes here. The voter must visit the polling station because the voting process is carried out
in polling stations on specially designated polling computers. The third type of e-voting is Internet voting. In this case, votes
are cast remotely from any place and any computer. The votes are also accepted and counted electronically by a central
computer system [Balicki 2020].
Sometimes i-voting is used when it comes to Internet voting. Note here that e-voting includes i-voting. Because, by definition,
electronic voting is a broader concept than voting over the Internet. The last two types of voting apply to e-voting [Balicki
2020].
The implementation of modern voting forms in elections should be systematically introduced, starting with the simplest
forms. The California Internet Voting Task Force, based on their experience during the implementation of the electronic
elections system in the state of California, proposed four stages of the change process [Nowina-Konopka 2012]:
1. "Use of electronic voting terminals in electoral commissions, without changing other rules.
2. It establishes a centralized voter base and enables voting using an electronic system from any electoral
commission.
3. Placing voting terminals in public places and eliminating traditional precinct election commissions.
4. Providing remote voting via the Internet or a mobile phone" [Janiec 2003].
The use of electronic communication techniques seems to facilitate the process of casting votes. However, it raises a lot of
additional problems that must be faced. This is because the voting procedure itself and the conditions that are placed on it
are complex. The voting procedure must guarantee the secrecy of the vote. The voter must be aware that the voting procedure
ensures anonymity and confidentiality of data and that no one will ever know who they voted for. In addition, the records of
votes cast should be secured so that no one can interfere and enter undesirable data. The procedure should ensure the highest
level of security. The voting procedure must also provide data accuracy, that is, count all votes and only those that have been
cast. There must also be no restrictions as to where the voter can vote. The voter must also be able to operate the system. The
counting of votes should be as fast as possible and the results available almost immediately. The voter should be able to
check the correctness of the qualification of his vote. One of the essential features of the system seems to be the low cost of
the choices themselves.

E-voting in the world and Poland
The first attempts at electronic voting were recorded in Brazil. In 1982, the first electronic voting was attempted there for
the first time, which ended in a fiasco thanks to military intelligence agents. However, the attempt to digitize the election
process was continued. In 1985, the law on the unification of electoral systems was introduced. Unfortunately, it was then
decided that the photo would not be placed on the identification cards issued for voting. This situation lasted until 2005 when
it was decided to put a photo on the identification card. The next step in Brazil was a 1995 resolution by Congress authorizing
computers recording voting results in elections. It was then that computers began to be used for electronic registration without
voting confirmation. A year later, on October 3, 1996, the Brazilians voted electronically for the first time. It is estimated
that around 35 Brazilians cast their votes electronically at that time. In 1998, about 66% of voters were voted electronically.
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In 2000, for the first time, 100% of voters took part in electronic voting. However, this system did not have any scheme for
verifying the correctness of the poll. It was not until 1999 that a project of a method for verifying the votes cast appeared.
Another country where the idea of e-voting was developing rapidly is the United States, whose citizens have been using
punch-card-based voting machines for many years. The first public electronic elections in the United States were held on
March 11, 2000. A computer system was used to select a presidential candidate from the Democratic Party of Arizona.
In Europe, the first local elections using an electronic system were held in Great Britain. In 2002, in five precinct
commissions, voters could choose between four forms of voting. Voters were allowed to vote traditional or via SMS, the
Internet, and election kiosks. The opportunities offered to the citizens of the four selected districts directly translated into the
attendance result. Namely, there was an increase in attendance by as much as 20%.
On the other hand, the degree of use of innovative voting methods ranged from 17% to 36%. The attendance results increased
the expenditure on maximizing the use of the Internet by the inhabitants of Great Britain. Unfortunately, in 2005, the UK
government announced that it would abandon plans to introduce remote voting. It was justified by high costs and a very high
risk of abuse than in the case of the traditional vote [Waglowski 2016].
Estonia is a country in which the development of ICT is the leader. In this country, in 2000, a law was passed on the right of
every citizen to access the Internet. Two years later, ID cards with electronic chips installed were introduced, and a bill was
submitted to the Estonian parliament allowing for electronic elections to be held in the fall. The first electronic voting in
Estonia was held in 2005 during the local elections. The electronic method was then used by 10 thousand—people (about
2.8% of eligible persons). The first general elections in Estonia, during which electronic voting was used took place in 2007.
Then, 30,000 people were cast electronically, votes (5.5% of the eligible). The Estonian authorities considered the course of
the entire voting to be quite a success. The Estonian Internet voting system required an electronic ID card and a reader. It
was possible to cast a vote already six days before the elections, and it was possible to throw a few votes, and only the last
vote counted. Electronic voting could be canceled by traditional voting at a polling station. The parliamentary elections in
Estonia in 2011 were also successful. Citizens in these elections already had five forms of voting at their disposal: via the
Internet, by post, at their residence, by mobile phone, and, traditionally, on election day at a polling station [Nowina-Konopka
2012 ].
In 2014, the Digital Home platform was used in Moscow for the first time, thanks to which residents can vote on matters
relating to the city's current affairs. The service is based on the Active Citizen blockchain platform. In Morskie, due to the
regulations in force, each apartment building is managed by a group of residents, and from time to time, there is a need to
organize a meeting to discuss current matters, e.g., employing a guard or choosing a management company. Digital Home
was created to facilitate communication for these small localities by transferring them to an electronic platform. Only in
2014, 1.9 million citizens used it, approximately 2,800 polls were conducted, and over 87.2 million opinions were collected.
Users can cast around 1,000 votes per minute during rush hours.
In Poland, by the adopted development strategy of the European Union, the 5th Innovative Economy Framework Program
was created, which also sponsors the introduction of electronic voting. The introductory part was carried out in Poland,
France, and Italy in 2000-2002. At that time, the possibility of using the Internet in the decision-making process at the local
level was primarily tested. The research was taken, among others, by the Częstochowa City Hall, which submitted to an
electronic vote the issue of excluding one of the city's streets from traffic and the evaluation of the office's activities. The
inhabitants of Częstochowa took the vote spontaneously, and the whole project turned out to be a great success. In general
elections, the only innovation that has been introduced is the electronic transmission of data from electoral commissions.
However, the condition for recognizing and accepting the submitted results is their confirmation.
In 2003, the first voting using the electronic voting system took place in Głuchołazy, on the accession vote to the European
Union. The poll was organized by the Election Research Center and SAS Institute. Voting machines by the Biebold company
under AccuVote-TS were used in the voting [Ryszewski 2021].
In 2005, during the presidential elections, voting machines were installed in two constituencies: in Warsaw in Żoliborz and
in Sopot. The experiment was only of a survey nature. After submitting a traditional vote, each citizen could vote using
machines by touching the machines' monitors, where the faces of the candidates were placed. A machine of this type was
defined in Poland as a "voice machine" [Ryszewski 2021].
There are also several organizations in Poland dealing with the problem of e-voting. The organization of the Polish Youth,
which deals with the legal aspects of e-voting, seems to be the most dynamic. However, a well-known and respected research
center is the team of prof. Kutyłowski from the Wrocław University of Technology created his proposal for voting via the
Internet. The idea of e-voting was supported by the President of the Republic of Poland, Bronisław Komorowski, who wrote
in the "Digital portrait of a candidate" survey: "As President, I would like to initiate two actions in the field of ICT: (...) First:
Internet voting. I want the next presidential election to provide such an opportunity, of course, to guarantee the safety and
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secrecy of the election act. This would increase voter turnout, allow people with disabilities to participate more in elections,
and eliminate the inconvenience for many people to appear at the polling station in person. Of course, in line with democratic
principles, the current voting method should remain an option. " [Chabinka 2010]. In 2020, due to the coronavirus pandemic,
presidential elections in Poland were considered. Unfortunately, this idea was eventually abandoned. For the same reasons,
there has been a significant increase in IT systems that enable Internet voting.
Due to the pandemic in Poland, there has been a significant increase in the number of electronic voting systems. Table 1
presents the most popular ones.

Name of system
Rada

SuperVote

System WZA

Wyborek

RADA 365
SGT01/SGC01

Mprofi.pl
GŁOSUJ24
SecretVOTE

Elecor

GŁOSOWANIA.E
U

Table 1. Electronic systems for remote voting
Characteristics
The system is intended for communes and councilors in electronic
form. The system includes several solutions, from typically
administrative solutions, such as BIP or eObieg EZD, to promotional
ones, such as your own TV channel or multimedia services.
MWC Concept SA.
SuperVote is our proprietary system for handling voting at meetings. It
allows the interface to be fully adapted to the operator and voters' - it is
possible to introduce customer logos and modify the layout and system
colors.
Unicomp-WZA
The WZA system is a comprehensive platform enabling voting at
general meetings, creating quizzes, interactive sessions, exams, tests,
competitions, and elections.
Wyborek
The Wyborek system is designed for small and large organizations
with regular meetings that require the organization of elections and
voting.
NETKONCEPT.CO
The system is intended for voting and handling council meetings for
M
local governments, universities, and public installations.
DEXON POLAND
The wireless voting system coordinates the voting process, carries out
automatic counting of votes, after which the results are immediately
available in the form of a graphic presentation. The system supports
various voting modes, with many ways of selecting answers and
criteria for resolving the result. This makes it ideal for the voting
process.
COMVERGA
Mprofi.pl is an event management system. It also supports real-time
voting.
GŁOSUJ24
GŁOSUJ24 is a system that allows you to conduct all kinds of online
elections and voting at a time specified by the client.
GORG.pl
SecretVOTE - a system for conducting open and secret voting, using
any device - computer, telephone, tablet, etc. The use of individual
anonymous tokens allows for complete separation of votes from the
people who cast them. At the same time, access to voting by nonauthorized persons remains secured, and the results are fully
transparent.
Serwis El-Sprzęt
The Elector wireless voting system is a fast and reliable way to carry
out voting, polls, competitions and deliberations. The system allows
you to coordinate the voting process through automatic counting of
votes and immediate presentation of the results with the possibility of
exporting.
ZNET s.c.
GŁOSOWANIE.EU is an automatic voting system. It supports voting,
events and is also used to broadcast the proceedings.
Company
Alfa TV

Source: Own study based on the websites of the companies mentioned.

Conclusions
The introduction of an electronic voting system causes many problems. They are mainly because these systems try to combine
many issues. First of all, they connect two critical issues: on the one hand, the man who is to be served by this system, and
on the other, the precise and strict procedure of the election process. Reconciling these two worlds will bring success in terms
of electronic voting.
The article attempts to classify social problems related to using the electronic voting system in the election process.
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Finally, it should be noted that the problem of electronic voting is a multi-threaded and very complex problem. An example
can be the presidential elections in Poland in 2020. They were tried to be held electronically, but legislative difficulties
prevented them from being stored.
On the other hand, the position of the Internet Society Poland Association regarding electronic voting, issued on January 10,
2007, states that it is in the interest of Polish democracy to stick to the traditional system of direct elections. In this position,
the association recommends limiting IT systems in the election process only to auxiliary functions. However, they state that
effective and safe voting procedures known (eg Debian) can be used in popular elections over time. The latest
recommendation of the Internet Society Poland Association seems to be a beacon in the tunnel for further research on these
systems.
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Abstract
This article aims to present a methodology that allows the analysis through an investigation of consumer preferences for
local branded products. Local food is gaining increasing popularity among consumers, due to its association with sustainable
consumption. However, for a product to be commercially successful, there should be high buying intentions and positive
associations with the product after consumption. The brand's love for local food adds value to Romania's south-eastern area
and contributes to the sustainable growth of the community. The stimulus-organism-response (SOR) theory was used to
explain the brand's love for local food. Brand love can be considered as the extent to which a satisfied consumer is
emotionally and passionately attached to a particular brand. Altruism is associated with the internal state, ie the desire for
labeling, the support of local producers and satisfaction with labelling. These variables are associated with the brand's love
for the local food distribution system. Local food consumption confers multiple benefits on consumers. To highlight some
conclusions and recommendations, we also did a Swot analysis.

Keywords: branding, rural areas, sustainable tourism, the attractiveness of the area
Introduction
Brand issues are a concept that is increasingly applied at different levels, from entities of different sizes, including retail
stores, urban or rural shopping centers and why not regions and nations. Scientific research and economic practice in
identifying places to be branded has appeared at a multidisciplinary level: history, geography, economics, computer science,
etc.
Specialists separate the two notions, namely the branding of the locality / region and the brand of products and services.
(Parkerson and Saunders, 2005), tourist destinations (Avraham and Ketter, 2012); (Benedetti et al., 2011), public policy
(Kokosalakis et al., 2006) and local government (Anholt, 2008; Lucarelli & Berg, 2011), urban planning (van Assche and
Costaglioli, 2012) and local marketing (Dinnie , 2009) (Kotler and Gertner, 2002).
Branding as an emerging discipline has evolved considerably in the last two decades, especially in terms of how it
communicates through messages sent to different segments of the public (Braun et al., 2014).
Through its applications, marketing at the level of governments and tourism organizations has led to more sophisticated
applications, including social media (Braun et al., 2014). Marketing has evolved from an approach based on individual
promotion to a strategic and holistic vision of place marketing (Ashworth and Voogd, 1994); (Avraham and Ketter, 2012),
(Gnoth, 2002), including the concept of local reputation. At the same time, there is evidence that the failures of the global
financial crisis of 2008 could have begun in the local branding community (Eisenschitz, 2010), in terms of doubts about the
effectiveness of local branding (Medway et al., 2015).
As the concept of “entrepreneurship” became a business-oriented approach to destinations (Hall and Hubbard, 1996),
marketing and branding resulted from corporate branding as a result of people's actions, in terms of their perceptions and
image (Kavaratzis and Hatch, 2013).
Of course, there are certain limitations regarding the size of the business either at the level of a city or an area, in the sense
of improving their business or the presence of retail stores (Steel and Symes, 2005). Specialists appreciate that there are
differences between place brand and place management (M. et al., 2011), (Kavaratzis and Ashworth, 2008).
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Material And Method
1. Branding the area - a matter of local government management
Experiences have shown that local authorities cannot brand their own places. First, they lack the resources to apply and
experience all the requirements of brand development and communication. Secondly, the local brand depends not only on
the actions of local authorities and the way they communicate, but especially on what happens at the level of private
companies, social organizations, residents and visitors. Therefore, like most urban policies, place marking is a matter of
management in a network of actors, depending on the contribution of stakeholders to local public issues. (Caloffi et al.,
2017)).
The literature emphasizes that these processes must be managed to achieve good results (Klijn et al., 2010), (McGuire, 2006)
and (Mcguire and Agranoff, 2011), which makes stakeholder management imperative for branding. site Klijn et al., 2010;
(Mcguire and Agranoff, 2011).
Another main feature of public administration processes is their complexity. There is often a fundamental uncertainty as to
the nature and extent of both the problems involved and their possible solutions.

2. Reputation of the place: the dependent variable.
The reputation of the place reflects the collective attitude of the people towards something - in this case, a place. Such an
attitude allows organizations or places to counteract competition and provides intuitive, relevant and personalized value for
target groups (Adesoji, 2011). In the corporate reputation literature, it is argued that reputation is a more stable performance
indicator than (brand) image (by Chernatony, 1999), (Fombrun and van Riel, 1997). In this case, the image concerns only
more recent perceptions, while the reputation is made up of several images over time (Fombrun and van Riel, 1997). In other
words: “reputation requires increasing the time and consistency of the image” (Markwick, 2000). Reputation is crucial
because it is a key factor in people's attitudes and behaviors toward a particular object (Hatch and Schultz, 2002).
Summarizing this information in places, we could appreciate that the reputation of a place is the composition of its previous
developments, investments, actions, achievements and images of the place (brand). Reputation changes over time, but is
generally less volatile than the image of the place. Reputation can be seen as influential on investment decisions, residential
location and tourism.

Results and discussions
The collection of data and variables will be done for the realization of the empirical analysis, using the structural analysis
model with data provided from the economic agents that operate around the Pietroasele vineyard. The survey model that will
be further developed and sent to professionals and company administrators involved in product marketing and branding in
the vicinity of Pietroasele vineyard will be applied.
These places selected by the research team range from small companies in agriculture, trade, services, processors, viticultural
organizations, associations. In all cases, the authors collaborated with company professionals to ensure that respondents were
effectively involved in marketing and branding. Companies will submit the survey to their members, indicating the website
where the survey could be found. This method of surveying the opinion of specialists will be applied to a number of 304
respondents based on email addresses. All respondents who complete only a small part of the survey will be removed from
the database. Furthermore, the authors of the survey will ensure that the data set included only one respondent per company
or local authority.
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Figure 1: Correlations regarding the construction and development of the zonal brand
Source: authors' processing

Table 1
Table 1 shows that each question will receive a different answer. The research questions were

1. How did you find out or were you attracted to participate as a producer in the production activities of
the area?
2. From your point of view, in what relationship are you with the processor / employer of Pietroasele
Resort?
3. As a local producer, how far (km) are you from the processing site? Specify the location.
4. What are the 5 main qualities of the products you sell on the market?
5. What are the 5 main qualities of the wine-growing area in which you operate?
6. From your point of view, how is the grape transported during the harvest period?
7. As a producer / partner / employee, how did you actively contribute to the development of other
economic activities in the area?
8. Specify 5 Initiatives, contributions on issues and proposals already expressed
9. A proposal to improve the relationship with the processor in which field would it come from? How
could it be improved?
Source: authors' processing

The main correlations between the variables are shown in Figure 1, the correlations between the dependent variable and the
five most important independent variables are significant. The correlation will be made between the adoption of the place
brand and the conflicts between the stakeholders, but this was not a hypothetical relationship in the conceptual model. Budget
development is correlated with the reputation of the place, while media attention is correlated with conflicts between
stakeholders.
Table 1 shows that each question has an open answer, respondents can provide qualitative answers. Respondents will be
encouraged to provide valuable information on all questions used to successfully assess the answers and will be excluded
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from the research. The presented methodology will follow the correlations between table 1 and figure 1 starting from the
following hypotheses:
H1: An open branding process has a direct positive effect on the reputation of the place. H2: There is a direct and
positive construction between the identity of the place and the budget of the area.
H3: There is a direct and positive construction between the identity of the place and the existing workforce in the
area.
H4: There is a direct and positive construction between the identity of the place and visibility, models of good
practice at regional level.

Conclusions and proposals
We know that a construction of a local brand is a demanding management process that involves many companies, individuals
and legal entities and characterized by cognitive complexity, having views on the brand and the area has different potential.
As such, site branding requires strategies that are appropriate for setting up the branding management network. This research
will explore the effects of two strategies to deal with the complexity of branding and improving the reputation of the place.
In the following research, the results will show a certain strategy content, namely, in creating a realistic brand with an image
communication that suits the identity.
The second strategy is actor-centered, namely stakeholder involvement through a series of processes open to the brand. Our
hypothesis is that these two strategies will be positive it affects the reputation of the local brand, not only directly but also
indirectly through the increased adoption of the local brand and the reduction of conflicts between stakeholders. Two control
variables (eg budget development and media attention) that could have an effect on the reputation of the site were included.
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Abstract
In order to meet nowadays requirements such as environment turbulences, hiper-competitiveness, quick management method
changes, staff fluctuations or high dislocations of the target capital accumulation, each enterprise must implement new
solutions within its personnel policy. One of them is surely human resources variety management. This concept is based on
perception and acceptance of differences existing between workers and also on the creation of organizational culture and
systems, which should ensure to all the workers a possibility of adding to realization of enterprise purposes (Hon, Burner,
2000). Proper implementation of the human resources variety management concept shall affect keeping a balance inside the
organization, inclusion of workers into decision-making process and feeling of equality towards all the interested (Cox &
Blake, 1991). Variety management is also some kind of a response for the more diversified society, customer basis, market
structure and also to the general business and performance workers environment. Changes occurring on the working market
and trials aimed for finding universal management methods for control of human resources with different attitudes and
behaviors and also the currently seen trend amongst entrepreneurs, meaning perception of the organizational culture role and
significance for the enterprise functioning, cause that the research relating to shaping an organizational culture and trials
aimed for entrepreneur action modifications must take more and more significance in the business practice and enterprise
functioning (Czarniawska-Joerges, 1992). The article presents introductory research on the organizational culture of small
and medium-sized enterprises in the Upper Silesia region.

Keywords: organizational culture, management of intra-human relations in organizations, organization social potential
management.
Theoretical background
The organizational culture term arose on the based of culture phenomenon analysis subjected to intra-organizational research.
The “culture” term itself is difficult to define from interpretation point of view, but it’s a research benchmark in sociology,
anthropology, social psychology, ethnology or other social and humanistic sciences. For the 20th century culture scientist,
Herder the research object itself was an intellectual enigma to such point that he even used the wording that “there’s no more
undefined than the term culture”. (Nogalski 1998). Organizational culture is an important element of the organization, it
affects different organizational life areas, influences shapes of other elements, and it becomes visible among the others in
workers attitudes and behaviors, inclination to enlarge their knowledge and new competences, working engagement,
readiness for changes or creation of the organization image. Each organization has its own, specific, unique and unrepeatable
organizational culture. The organizational culture subjects to shaping or even management and therefore changes within this
area are quite natural. Implementation of the planned organizational culture changes requires orientation of taken actions for
its development, which requires big effort of all the organization participants. Features characterizing modern economies,
first of all, are: globalization, high level of process digitalization and external environment lability. They make the economic
subjects or organizations, in order to ensure its own competition supremacy, use new and new factors affecting their market
position. High quality product, low price, better servicing or more complex meeting the customer needs are no longer enough.
In such context the more important becomes immaterial competition factors, including of course the organizational culture.
Literature research shows that the properly formatted organizational culture is an elementary part of proper organization
functioning and success obtainment, disregarding its size or character. It is a national culture derivative, which determines
basic social values, human choices, attitude to social system, authorities or decision-making process (Aniszewska, 2007).
Peter Drucker (Ducker 1986, 2010) approves that the organizational culture is a specific and distinguished management
factor: „Management relates to people (...) managing is deep seated in a culture”, and he bases it on its own Japan experiences,
where the organizational culture is treated as a main factor of an organization forming and shaping.

_________________
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Organizational culture is a complex cognitive construct, and its complexity is, first of all, due to the 21st century world
turbulency, that affects its elements lability, including mainly the following tendences (Kozmiński, Jemielniak, Latusek,
2009):
•
Technological revolution,
•
Legal aspects, implying culture changes by creation of new standards or patterns,
•
Competition conditions, increase of competitor’s actions causing determination of changing priorities of the main
organization values,
•
Economic activity internationalization,
•
Changes of social structure, in which the organization is functioning,
The “culture” term evolved within the time. According to Treven, Mulej, Lynn- the culture includes both the “objective”
(material parts such as computers, transport means, furniture), and “subjective” culture elements (e.g. social or intraorganization standards, roles, values). (Treven, Mulej, Lynn, 2008).
In their article in the Harvard Business Review the authors confirmed lastly that the organizational culture is a corporate
influence of convictions, behaviors and values commonly shared by people within the given organization. (Groysberg, Lee,
Price & Cheng, 2018).
Culture ethnology and anthropology define the culture as a symbolic cognitive system, basing on which individuals or
communities form a social reality. The culture here includes social values such as: standards, things, signs, attitudes, thinking
and behavior patterns seen in a prospect of mutual symbolic semantic connections. Tradition in such sciences opposes to
reduction of the culture signs essence only to social ones. The culture signs, however, immanently connected with social
system, and not the natural (wild) real-world one, are nevertheless an ontologically different reality. This way the culture is
the ontologically specific sphere, unleadable to any other existence category, a result of human consciousness creative
potentials, mirroring in the value or possibility creation processes, in an inter-subjective communication and mutual
understanding ties. Culture shapes and spreads in constructive (creative) or reconstructive (interpretative or reproductive)
actions of the given community participant consciousness, being a form of the human social existence interpretation and
creation (Stachowicz, Machulik 2008, Stachowicz – Stanusch 2008).
Autopoietic organizational culture character includes in a process structure reproduction: transfer of values – social standards,
behavior – more wide culture artifacts as the organization persistence and development conditions (Stachowicz, StachowiczStanusch 2011).
Similarly, as for the culture itself, the organizational culture allows many attitudes and definitions. The organizational culture
definitions differ depending on the activity or thinking method. Laconic, M Bower’s defined culture as: „a way we perform
things around us”, is expression of the first orientation (Deal, Kennedy, 1982). Understanding the organizational culture as
a thought line, however, is seen in the C. Geertz’s definition – „creation of meanings from which human beings take their
experience and activity models” (Geertz,1973). Pressure to the thought models exists also in the organizational culture term,
quoted by G. Hofstede, who defines it as a collective mind programming, different within members of two different
organizations. Most often, however, attention is paid to both thought and activity models, which is seen in one of the oldest
organizational culture definitions (1951) by E. Jacques (Jacques 1951; Koch, 1997): „Organizational culture is a customary,
traditional thought and activity way, which must be learned by new members and accept it at least in part, if they want to be
accepted as co-workers” A. Kroeber and C. Kluckhohn (1952) carried a profound culture research and defined 168 terms of
this phenomenon and dividing it to the following groups:
•
Descriptive and enumerative (numbering, giving culture processes, presenting classical ethnological definitions),
•
Historical (taking into account tradition as a cultural output transmission mechanism),
•
Normative (emphasizing subordination of people behavior and life to standards, values, patterns or models),
•
Psychological (drawing attention to psychological culture shaping and development mechanisms),
•
Structural (concentrated on internal elements and connections of each given culture, its structure and system
character),
•
Genetic (defining the culture origin, focused on its genesis).
Culture standards in Polish economy realities do not promote creation of interpersonal confidence inside an enterprise. Strict
procedures, severe internal policy, organizational power regulation in Polish enterprises during transformation periods, cause
mistrust. Nowadays bureaucracy pathologies and unsteady organizational power constellations connected with culturally
rooted conviction that people shall abuse their power or rights, if any opportunity occurs. Confidence shall be eradicated and
replaced by official rules and instructions, which order to workers behave in a defined way. New market requirements make
that such a control system becomes stiff and archaic (Romanowska, Dworzecki 2008). Therefore, in order to avoid any
organization disfunction, it’s necessary to create a new management formula, basing of a high confidence level (so called
trust-based management). Before implementation of such formula, it’s necessary to understand the organizational culture
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specifics and learning the confidence forming processes, becoming a „lubricant” for modern organizational culture values.
Confidence is a product, which people experience in result of mutual personal interactions, values, attitudes, moods or
emotions (Jones, George 1998). As the culture value cooperating with confidence, are seen:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

loyalty,
helpfulness,
honesty,
reliability,
fairness,
responsibility,
integrality,
competency,
consistency,
openness.

Organizational culture is a specific „desirable organization behavior binder”, internal institution identity and its external
image. Functioning of such mechanism is possible thanks to interactions between organizational culture and organization
members. On one hand the culture phenomenon makes the organization members take common organization assumptions,
values, standards and attitudes as their own ones, which makes their actions more efficient, and on the other hand the
organization members affect the culture by shaping and developing it in a desirable direction (Schein, 2004). In its works E.
Schein especially emphasizes that the culture elements strongly affect organization members, who consider them as valuable
„tools” suitable for solving of many problems, both their personal and those of the whole company. New workers, thanks to
organizational culture, learn proper methods of perception, thinking and feeling the problems due to external adaptation and
internal integration within the company. These are the most important functions fulfilled by organizational culture. The
enterprise organizational culture simultaneously is a filter and causative mechanism, which transforms individual
organization member behavior into those developing the given enterprise. Process of organization value transformation into
those developing the enterprise is a specific, typical for the given enterprise, paradigm, its social and culture identity”
(Stachowicz-Stanusch, 2010).
Despite many different approaches to study of a culture and method of its cognition, the scientists fully agree for the three
elementary features characterizing a culture (Hall 2010):
1.
2.
3.

it is not congenital, but learned,
their different sections are internally tied,
it defines borders between particular social groups.

For Trompenaars - the economic sciences without culture analyses cannot mirror the real wealth creation methods. They say
that the welfare creation logic sinks in the goods retention policy, while economy, often aiming for scientific ideal,
excessively limits to research of macro-economic exchange, neglecting the pure enterprise essence (Trompenaars 1993).
Organizational culture fulfills very important role in enterprises (Kostera, 1999):
1. Enables understanding organization’s mission and strategy, identification of basic aim of both the organization and
their members.
2. Enables integration of members, because it „offers” consensus relating to aims, which can be obtained from the
organization’s mission and strategy.
3. Enables integration around means taken for realization of company’s aims and enlarge members engagement.
Culture offers agreement relating to definition how and using what means they should and can act.
4. Offers to members uniform measurement methods and effect assessment criteria. Thanks to them both individuals
and groups can agree if the aims were fulfilled and if yes, then in what range.
5. Enables improvement of means and reformulation of aims if any change is necessary. Thanks to a culture, members
can commonly elaborate a change strategy and organization improvement directions and methods.
1. Offers common language and notion apparatus. Integration is impossible when members cannot communicate.
Basic communication condition is an existence of common language, which is understandable and useful for all organization
members. Very often just the language divides the people for „down” or „high”. Very often, even honestly wishing agreement
with workers, managers cannot cross its own language barrier and speak to them with their language, using no typical
formulations or phrases taken from manager’s subculture.
2. Defines group limits and acceptance or rejection criteria. Who is and who isn’t the organizational culture
participant? Individuals and groups division inside organization to „us” and „they” is extremely important for its efficient
functioning. Thanks to use of the organizational culture, as management tool only, we can rationally form such limits
(according to expectations) and intensify integration.
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3. „Delimits” power principles and status criteria. Organizational culture allows avoiding conflicts relating to power,
many negative emotions or aggressive actions. It defines using what methods the authority may be achieved, kept and how
it should be used, manifested, how to treat the other’s authority. It informs us a/o what is allowed or forbidden and how and
when criticize managing people, their decisions or proposals. It offers common value system connected with organizational
influence.
4. Organizational culture – its knowledge and observation – fosters meeting the safety and affiliation needs within the
company.
5. Includes the rewarding and punishment criteria. Thanks to it groups obtain common basis for assessment of
behaviors, decisions, attitudes and motivation and each participant has a knowledge what is seen good or bad by organization
and group. Culture defines also common consolidation system, integrates people’s imagination about the rewarding and
punishment.
6. Offers „religions” or ideologies. Within each organization often occur sudden, incomprehensible incidents. They
must obtain sense and explanation so that the people cannot take fatalistic sight of the world or company. Organizational
culture offers such interpretation, and this way reduces stress or fear resulting from uncertainty.
The most important cognitive problems of the organizational culture stream in management, are:
•
discrepancies (or inadequacies) between the organizational culture schools,
•
blurred and strongly differing organizational culture definitions,
•
obscure and differently described dependences between organizational culture and structure, strategy and
organization environment,
•
disagreement between scientists relating to organizational culture model or typology, i.e. its dimensions, elements
or levels,
•
development of management concepts congenial to organizational culture such as organization identity or climate
(Sułkowski 2013).
Looking more wide, development of global gaining of resources, including human ones, which follows the business process
outsourcing growth inside international corporations to other countries, causes a necessity of management human resources,
very different, from the culture point of view. In turn internationalization of enterprise activity, demanding ability of carrying
activity on markets, on which exist workers with mentality other than in the company’s country, requires also understanding
of customers’ dissimilarity (Wziątek-Staśko, 2017).

Methodology
Within the initial research stage, narrative interviews were carried with open question battery amongst members of the
managing Staff in the enterprises selected for the research, for purpose of initial diagnosis of necessary culture changes. Main
research was carried using the Harrison – Handy – Stokes questionnaire (Handy, 1985; Harrison, 1972; Harrison, Stokes,
1992; von Krogh, Slocum, Roos, 1994), which positions organizational culture in the system of 4 basic orientations: to
power, to roles, to tasks and to people. The research includes two organizational culture statuses:
a.
perceived – just seen by workers at their working posts,
b.
Preferred – just seen by workers as best, disregarding their working posts.
Each questionnaire includes 15 questions, where in 4 answer versions each time 10 points may be disposed, depending on
the given factor force.
Research was carried in 20 small or medium size industrial or service enterprises. The questionnaires were distributed
namelessly with two envelopes – in one, closed was the questionnaire, while the other, inside – returnable enabled nameless
return of the fulfilled questionnaire to the research unit. After completion of the research the main disfunction elements for
particular organizational culture elements were diagnosed and repairing actions were defined. The whole research was carried
in workshop consultancies together with management members of the researched enterprise and during it, using heuristic
methods such as “brain storm” a plan of actions leading to improvement of the existing organizational culture was prepared.
We understood that the implemented culture change should be incremental and not revolution one. Research was carried for
the managing staff, administration, technical administration (medium level managers) and for performing workers.
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Figure 1: Research methodology

Research Results
Figure 3: Commonly perceived organizational culture in enterprises.

It is clearly visible that the organizational culture seen in the researched enterprises is the one based on power (29%). It bases
on organizational aiming to domination over the environment and to overcome each opposition. Workers relatively
reluctantly subordinate to resolute power rules. The enterprise decision-makers tend to obtain full control over their
subordinates. Typical features of managing staff aspirations, resulting from a power need, means also information limiting
or blocking, rivalry and jealous guarding of its own territory and preferring a strong power of closely defined people group.
The power-oriented organizational culture is based on uneven access to resources, it generates attitude for requirements and
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subordination to power and decisions of organization leaders. At the best, it introduces an authoritarian climate, where power
establishes justice and uses a paternalistic kindness style or educated authority climate leading to steering the organization
development according to the absolute vision of decision-makers. At the worse case, it implements a terror climate, mirroring
an absolute domination tendency where the tasks realization is forced by repressions, punishments or terror.
In the researched enterprises the perceived power culture strongly corresponds with the bureaucratic culture (orientation for
roles – 28%) aspiring to the possibly largest rationality and order. Such a culture results from a safety and need and it
generates orientation for rules and regulations. As opposed to autocratic ideology, in this culture orientation the bureaucratic
climate and preferring of formal systems may dominate. Big attention is paid to the fulfilled management, professional or
social roles. Order, trustworthiness, bureaucratic rationality and consequent activity are respected. The roles fulfilled for
superior power sometime substitute the structure and procedure system. Culture oriented for organization roles, at the best,
ensures stability, justice, activity safety and effective, quiet performance of work. At worse cases the created bureaucratic
climate, in its negative aspect, stops individual initiatives and activity freedom leading to inefficiency, structure and behavior
autonomy and organization petrification.
Combination of such type orientations creates strong authoritarian and bureaucratic climate. Culture index (difference
between positive orientations (for tasks or for people) and negative ones (for power and for roles) in this case is 14%.
Orientation for tasks is represented by 25%. Such orientation bases on aspiration of efficient obtainment and realization of
the organization purposes and tasks. It results from a success need. Organization structure, functions and procedures are
evaluated in the aspects of participation in adding to obtainment of tasks and aims, which cannot relate only to realization of
the material or financial plan, but also to performance of organizational or restructuring changes. Distinct feature of the
management culture oriented for tasks is its innovative climate, appreciation of knowledge or competences and flexible
reaction for environment changes or carrying of outpacing changes. The organization members are expected to engage, show
creative initiative and highly efficient work in their units. Culture oriented for tasks, at the best, triggers personal energy in
managers and workers aiming for obtainment of common purposes, which leads to arising of creative units aiming for
common solution of problems. At the worse, with failures, many changes or excess of used energy, initiative decay,
disappointment, passivity and a lack of activity coordination may occur.
Orientation for people was selected by 18% of respondents. It characterizes with paying of main attention to organization
participants – for realization of their needs in frames of organization aims realization and for a high social consensus level.
Team working methods are preferred here, decisions are taken basing on agreement and cooperative style management. Such
culture, at the best, develops cooperation resulting from support, membership or emotional bond needs. At the worse, lack
of economic efficiency causes that such orientation is uncompetitive and not needed.
In the range of the preferred culture the picture is as follow:

Figure 3: organizational culture – common preferences
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The mostly represented is the task culture. Such selection may mirror the worker mental readiness for changes of organization
structure, operational management system and motivation system – with special attention to the changeable salary part, based
on individual awarding of bonuses or participation in the profit margin by performance units (acc. to covering margin type
1 on distinguishing products or basing on periodical bonuses) and readiness for creation in the task structure (understood as
a lap for the existing functional structure) organizationally formalized task units or performance groups for the identified
processes. Another important aspect is also indication orientation to the participation culture (orientation for people), directed
to organization learning processes and workers welfare by proper working climate and basing of intra-organization
communication on consensual superior – subordinate relationship. Workers are also attached to the organizational routine
and organizational roles structuralizing, with the far going codification (in form of internal documents – rules or direct
superior instructions) of the existing organization order. The least acceptable by workers is the organizational culture based
on direct pressure and close performance supervision by superiors, with no self-dependence and with minimal worker’s own
invention. It is clearly seen that the negative type orientations within the culture desired by the researched (for power or for
roles) are only 39% of total selection (i.e. culture pattern recognized by the given worker as best for them, disregarding his
own working post). Such preference creates large possibility within two organizational improvement areas – during the
change management process and during potential innovative implementation, e.g. during investment realization.
Simultaneously connecting of such result with the task orientation (distinguishing preference and with the statistically
important way selected orientation for people) proves the readiness for implementation of the system-based support of task
innovativeness on all the organizational structure levels, in the management processes and methods, such as:
- Strategic Result Chart (or instrumentation and the Purpose Management exactly negotiated with workers),
- Six Sigma,
- Kaizen with division to task units (each hierarchy level),
- Process re-engineering – only in case of changing to the process structure and VSN type system implementing.
Simultaneously differences within the desired preferences division and perceiving of today existing organizational culture is
the warning signal for enterprise management. Such signal may be identified, first of all, within the following areas:
•
•
•

superior-subordinate contacts – low level of interpersonal confidence and improperly developed feed-back system
in the vertical communication system (shortages in explanations and instructions sent by superiors to subordinates),
lack of behavior patterns, included in the formalized Ethic Codes, and then transferred to the Regulations included
in the Duty Book: organizational, work and salary,
not shaped by procedures and fixed by trainings (within the systemic defined operational plan in one year aspect)
in the intra-organization communication, supported with the active working form cooperation with management
(especially medium level), e.g. by coaching.
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Figure 4: Perceived and preferred orientations by workers group.
As recommendation, being an analytical thinking synthesis, within the carried research area, it may be ascertained that the
start point for strategic reorientation is creation of modified organizational culture, shaped according to new patterns and
values, opinions and attitudes in order to form working, engaged, pragmatic and utilitarian behaviors, from the assumptions
and performed changes point of view. In practical, applicational form, it shall mean use of organizational culture with builtin confidence as a stimulator, modifier and corelative intensifier of behaviors that constitute a form of defined organizational
culture as a tool for stimulating internal initiative. Contrary to the existing organizational culture profile shown by the
research participants, in the desired profile a task culture is the dominating one – respondents believe that the team-work
should dominate, superiors should be careful and thoughtful towards workers and create a friendly working atmosphere.
Within the desired profile the very least value was attributable to the power-orientation, i.e. to an autocratic attitude.
Identification of the largest divergence areas within the existing and desired profiles, allows indicate the desired change
directions. It should be kept in mind that positive attitude to the changes, existing within long period, after some time becomes
an element of workers behavior succession in activities of the whole organization and it comes to the level of fixed activity
values and standards.
Such formulation of worker-preferred changes in the researched enterprises means:
# direction of modifications of the motivation system towards enlarged variable part. It is clearly seen that the motivation
system should be, as compared to the existing one, strongly connected with the personal workers engagement. This system
should not be constructed only basing on efficiency and comparative indicators, because it is important to take in to account
a whole workers engagement into working process. Evaluation diversification and enrichment with the descriptive and
narrative elements should ensure to workers better understanding of his potential faults, competence shortages or activity
imperfections. Quantitative parameters say nothing about possible modification of a competence profile of a given worker
or his ability of learning and adoption of new competences. Simultaneously actions should be taken aimed for elimination
of the system based on uniform evaluation, flattened, used for convenience of managers, causing a lack of possible workers
rewarding for working engagement. Simplified system, excessively parameterized creates no description of competence
evolution or workers actions, but only a basis for statistic and comparative statements within a given period and causes a
functioning comfort for managers who can show the quantitative data only. Variable salary’s part may be realized using the
bonuses system, with participation of the added value, obtained by task teams within particular additional projects or in the
form of periodical bonuses system.
# direction of a change of existing right delegation towards partial decentralization and self-dependence of workers,
functioning in performance teams. Such approach gives an opportunity for creation of lap-type organizational structures of
the task or project type, depending on needs corelated with the existing functional structure. In case of untypical orders or
task concentration need within short time it gives a chance for adjustment to quickly changing customer needs. For realization
of worker’s competence evolution it should be taken into account implementation of Purpose Management elements.
Superior together with his subordinate defines, on systemic base, consecutive aims for the subordinate. These aims should
be of a medium difficulty level, be concretized and simultaneously acceptable for worker so that he can engage into their
realization. The used bonuses should be directly connected and equivalent to the aims reached by worker. Such method
should help the managers to adjust bonuses to individual worker’s needs, shall explain expectations in the superiorsubordinate relations, shall ensure a transparent rewarding justice.
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# direction of the organizational improvement methods use – mainly kaizen or benchmarking. Kaizen means continuous
improvement relating to all people – from highest management staff up to the blue-collar workers. Mental change relates to
orientation for processes and their shaping, including working organization modification processes or partial activity
improvement processes of each individual worker. Kaizen should be established by a culture.
# direction of introducing a coaching into training actions, within the range of solving group problems and creation of
confidence inside the task teams. Coaching may be realized individually and also for teams, enabling concentration on itself,
on own reflections and activities, thanks to which improvement of functioning quality of worker’ groups or performance
units within particular organization cells occurs. Coaching may be treated as a technique basing on emerging of strong worker
points, decreasing of his personal barriers and weak points in his road to the aim, as well as improvement of his functioning
inside his team. Pressure is put on solving problems thank to application of new approaches or activity methods. Proposed
coaching areas within the researched enterprises:
o
o
o

Relations between workers in frames of performance teams (improvement directions)
Superior-subordinate relations (improvement directions)
personal motivations in the working post.

# direction of improvement of internal communication – council and internal reporting system within the area of low-level
managers – main management staff. Basic problem within this area concentrates on diagnosis of other aspect of the existing
organizational culture (the main managers only think that the perceived culture orientation is a task orientation). May be the
barrier in an information transfer from low level managers to the main management has a mental character or it results from
information transfer blockades, not directly formed by main management, but which may be important.
# direction of more attention paid by line managers to perform workers postulates. It is quite clearly seen that the feed-back
procedures should be improved (information from worker to manager), among the others:
estimated feed-back – exists when we discuss our opinion and present our stand-point relating to the given case,
positively evaluating feed-back – used for keeping a contact with recipient and showing him our approval in the
given case,
o confirming feed-back – occurs in case of confirmation by recipient obtainment and understanding the sender
communicate,
o supplementing feed-back – means a recipient’s request of supplementing the communicate with additional
information,
o non-verbal feed-back – means any king of gesture, body movements or face mimics, which may communicate to
sender our feeling relating to the received communicates.
In practice it may mean enlarged number of meetings or councils, being not only a form of discussion, but constructive
conclusions, changing systematically internal relations. Knowledge from these councils should be kept in an enterprise, in
some reporting form.
o
o

# direction of larger share of non-wages motivation forms in order to strengthen the worker’s self-value feeling and
organizational culture identity. Internal motivation generates worker’s actions, performed for his own ambition, curiosity
and engagement.
The used non-wages reinforcements, are:
o
o
o
o
o

formal praises,
distinctions in presence of the engaged workers,
garden parties and integration meetings for workers and their families,
sharing information on current enterprise status and its development prospects,
material rewards in form of small today-use goods or e.g. two-day family stay in a leisure center.

# direction of general training, realized by managing theorists or practicians, including a/o organizational change subjects,
culture adjustment or selected aspects of staff management, including the career-path system connection with the evaluation
system and wages or non-wages motivation. Such trainings may be addressed both to medium level managers and for
performance workers groups.
It is difficult, with a confidence lack or deficit, to elaborate efficient motivation systems, causing workers engagement. It is
also difficult, having no confidence, fully codify and supervise any, even smallest element of intra-organization change.
Confidence is often an effective substitute of direct orders or instructions, and together with sense of responsibility, building
higher level of intra-organization confidence may regulate human behavior elements in such a way that it limits direct costs
resulting from using excessive supervision or too large intervention of different level managers into tasks performed by
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workers, without right delegating to performance workers. Enlarging workers performance self-dependence is consistent
with assumptions of a task orientation as the leading within all the researched divisions and groups.
Organizational learning includes both individual learning processes and the whole organization, realizing its behaviors within
the given domain. Style of the organizational learning significantly conditions both organizational culture changes and also
shaping functions and other parameters deciding the organizational culture type.
Joined implementation of two below organizational learning styles were proposed to the researched enterprises:
1.

2.

Imitative style, characterizing with mapping of the best practices. Benchmarking may be used here. Wake point
here is an orientation for a quick overcoming of current difficulties with simultaneous lack of belief in internal
innovative potential, especially in the systemic innovation taking, treated as continuous, small-scale innovations,
but repeatable in the system (kaizen).
Innovative style characterizes with the trial-and-fault method, active experiments with new activity ways, reaching
the feed-back (perfect information coming from workers to management).

Innovative learning style should be used during implementation of the Purpose Management the elements of which should
be implemented after the proposed coaching and using a formal personnel training in this range.
The researched enterprises should elaborate time schedule and program of trainings, with exact division to target groups, for
which the detailed training aims should be addressed.
In order to improve organizational culture, the researched enterprises should assign a person, so called „change leader”, who
shall officially support such process. The change leader should be a pattern of creative person, able to integrate people around
the mission, influence not only people rational sphere but also the emotional one.
The change leader should coordinate, in cooperation with the Board, established actions plan in the range of organizational
culture improvement inside the enterprise and he should be „signal-man”, reporting problems to be solved in frames of this
process.

Conclusions
Thanks to influence on the common way of an organization reality perception, resulting from sharing of the same beliefs and
values, organizational culture enables implementation of changes within the thinking area, and consequently also common
actions (Anderson, Lee, Mark, Price, 2016), It makes that it’s a contribution not only to creation of the organization climate,
but also to implementation of new solutions, including organizational changes and improvement of human resources.
Organizational culture creates a foundation of all the social habitat in the organization through experiencing, and propagation
of an activity practice determines behaviors of all the organization members, from main management up to the performing
workers. It affects all the organizational sore-points and management decisions. It also fulfills many valid functions, from
forming and building of consciousness and feeling the organization mission and realization of its aims amongst the lowest
level workers by their direct engagement, and also a feeling of satisfaction, appreciation and possible development
disregarding the age, sex or period of service. It gives a feeling of stability, support and safety, also thanks to dedicated
organizational values, which can be found in ethic codes or other organization internal documents.
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Abstract
The rampant development of the society and the needs of the population makes it necessary to expand the range and improve
the quality of services provided. In order to ensure the competitiveness of service organizations, the innovations and
digitalization processes that penetrate into all sectors become essential. The issues of the digital economy in Russia at the
state level were raised at the end of 2016, when the President noted in his message the urgent need to form a new Internet
economy in order to increase the efficiency of its industries due to the use of information and communication technologies.
In 2017, the Government developed and approved the Digital Economy program in July. The article considers the processes
of digital transformation of the service sector in Russia, the features and prospects of digitalization of this sector. It is proved
that during digitalization of service activities, the new opportunities arise for consumers of services, the time for servicing
customers is reduced, which as a result increases the availability and quality of services.

Keywords: digital economy, digitalization, information and communication technologies, service sector
Introduction
The modern economy is characterized by an increase in the role and an increase in the volume of activity and the number of
people employed in service organizations and other non-production sectors. UN data show that the employment in these
sectors in the world on average increased from 42.1% in 2005 to 51.7% in 2018. In some countries, for example, the USA,
Germany, the UK and France, this figure reaches 70% [1]. The data analysis provided by Rosstat confirms a similar trend in
Russia.
Table 1 - Structure indicators of the population employed in the service sector and other non-production sectors of
the Russian economy for 2005-2020 [6]
Economic activities
1. Hotels and catering facilities
2. Information and communication
organizations
3. Financial and insurance
organizations
4. Educational organizations
5. Health care and social service
organizations
6. Culture, sports, leisure and
entertainment organizations
7. Provision of other services
Total

Years
2005 2009 2011 2013 2015 2016
1.9
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.5

2017 2019
2.5
2.6

2020
2.4

2019 2005
0.5

1.7

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.9

0.2

1.4

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.3

2.2

0.8

9.2

9.4

9.2

9.2

9.2

9.4

9.5

9.5

9.5

0.3

6.8

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.8

7.9

7.9

7.8

1.0

1.6

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.8

2.0

2.0

0.4

1.6
60.7

2.1
64.3

2.1
64.8

2.2
65.4

2.4
66.2

2.4
66.1

2.5
66.9

2.4
67.4

2.5
67.4

0.9
6.7
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Thus, the population employment in the non-production sector, including the service industry in our country increased from
60.7% in 2005 to 67.4% in 2020. The growth is most noticeable in such sectors as: scientific and technical activities, health
care and social services, financial and insurance activities, as well as activities of hotels and catering facilities (tabl. 1).
In addition, there is an increase in the volume of gross value added in the studied sector; at the end of 2020, the service sector
and other non-production sectors of the Russian economy accounted for more than 55% [5]. This situation represents the
leading role of the sector, as well as that the development and all-round introduction of information and communication
technologies will contribute to maintaining positive changes. The digitalization processes can give additional stimuli to
expand the range of services, ways to provide them, and, consequently, to create new business models in service activities
and attract investments [2].

Materials and Methods
The study involved teachers and students. The study was carried out based on the data provided by Rosstat. The work uses
widely tested reliable research methods - general scientific methods of dialectics, analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction,
analogy. To solve analytical issues, the following special economic methods were used: comparisons, analytical groupings,
time series analysis. The processing of statistical information was carried out in the Microsoft Excel software environment.

Results
The issues of the economy digitalization are of concern to scientists all over the world, therefore there are different
approaches to the definition of concepts of "digital economy" and "digitalization of services". The second concept is rarer,
its most complete definition was given by Kosheleva T.N. and Sorvina T.A., who suggest that the “digitalization of service”
means the “mechanism of digital technologies and its derivatives penetration into all structural elements of the process of
servicing real and potential consumers” [3]. The authors also highlight the “principles of digitalization of the service sector:
sustainable generation of high-quality digital innovations in the service sector; stability of information interaction;
sustainable information mobility of digital services in the service sector; generality of informational thinking of the society
in the service sector” [3].
Currently, many different methods are used in order to determine the level of a country's readiness for digital changes.
According to world rankings, our country noticeably pulls up the rear; it is only in the third or fourth ten rating places in the
most important indices of the economy digitalization [1].
In order to understand whether service organizations are ready for development based on the information and communication
technologies, it is necessary to assess whether they have the necessary computer equipment, access to the Internet, as well
as the availability of websites. According to the data in Table 2 at the end of 2019, the leaders, i.e. the most actively using
IT technologies are health care, education, financial and insurance organizations, as well as those providing the information
and communication processes.
Table 2 - Indicators of the readiness of organizations in the service sector and other non-production sectors of the
Russian economy for development based on the information and communication technologies for 2017-2019 [6].

Economic activities
1. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles and motorbikes
2. Hotels and catering facilities
3. Information and communication organizations
4. Financial and insurance organizations
5. Educational organizations
6. Health care and social service organizations
7. Culture, sports, leisure and entertainment
organizations
Total

Organizations that used
global information
the Internet
networks
2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019

Organizations that
had a website
2017 2018

2019

93.5

94.3

93.0

92.6

93.4

92.1

52.9

59.3

54.5

86.0
95.7
92.4
97.1
95.0

85.2
95.3
95.2
95.5
95.5

87.1
95.7
96.0
94.7
96.1

85.7
94.9
92.2
97.1
94.9

84.7
94.6
95.0
95.5
95.4

86.7
95.0
95.7
94.7
96.0

45.4
61.5
66.7
87.9
72.5

43.2
60.1
69.1
83.0
75.0

46.0
63.2
69.1
84.8
80.9

84.5

86.3

87.9

84.4

86.1

87.9

41.9

45.0

49.6

89.7

92.0

92.0

88.9

91.1

91.2

47.4

50.9

51.9

Over the past three years, the number of organizations with websites has noticeably increased, which indicates an increase
in the information transparency of the service sector of companies. Despite the growth in all indicators of digitalization, the
analysis shows that up to date 54% of hotels and catering facilities, 50% of cultural, sports, leisure and entertainment
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organizations and 45% of trade organizations and locations that repair motor vehicles do not have web-sites, and, therefore,
do not use this opportunity to expand the client base.
Households are the main consumers of the service sector; therefore it is very important to assess the level of their use of
information and communication technologies and the Internet. According to the data provided by Rosstat, the level of
digitalization of television broadcasting and the telephone network is growing from year to year. If in 1995 the level of
digitalization of the local telephone network in the city was 13%, and in rural areas it was 0.7%, so at the end of 2020 it was
95.6% and 89.3%, respectively.
Table 3 - The level of digitalization of the local telephone network in Russia for 1995-2020, % [5].
Years
1995
13.0
0.7

- in urban areas
- in rural areas

2000
35.3
7.9

2005
64.2
35.8

2010
83.0
63.9

2015
91.0
78.1

2020
95.6
89.3

At the end of 2020, the digital terrestrial television broadcasting services covered 99.3% of the urban population and 96.6%
of the rural population. It positively characterizes the processes of digitalization and increase in the number of mobile phones,
personal computers with access to the Internet for both urban and rural population. Thus, according to the Federal State
Statistics Service for 2020, 76.2% of urban and 59.3% of rural households have personal computers, including 71% and 51%
with Internet access, respectively. It should be noted that in 2010 the proportion of households with Internet access was only
48.4%, and at the end of 2020, it was 80%. [6].
The dynamic development of digital technologies has led to an increase in orders for goods and services via the Internet
(Figure 1).
50

45.1
39.6

38.3

40

40.3

32.6
26.5

30
20.9
20

34.7

22.5

17.9
15.3

8.3

23.7

19.6

23.8

25.8

18.4

10
7.5

29.1
23.1

17.8

35.7

10.6

12.9

0
2013 г. 2014 г. 2015 г. 2016 г. 2017 г. 2018 г. 2019 г. 2020 г.
всего
Всего
Город
Село

- город

- село

Total
City
Village

Figure 1 - The share of the population aged from 15 to 74 who have used the Internet to order goods and (or)
services for 2013-2020, % [6]
Over the last 7 years, the share of the population ordering goods or services via the Internet has increased from 15 to 40%,
and in urban areas this figure has reached 45%. The positive factor is that a quarter of village residents actively use the
Internet in their daily life, order the goods they need, and select service organizations. Moreover, a gender-based analysis
showed that women use the Internet more often and more actively, when ordering goods and services via the Internet the
share of weaker sex is about 4-5% higher than the stronger one.
All of this gives evidence of the effectiveness of state policy aimed at digitalizing the economy, which is focused on the
creation and development of IT infrastructure, the introduction of digital platforms in health care, education, transport and
other industries. A special stimulus for the increase in the number of Internet users was the State Services portal, which saves
time, minimizes visits to government agencies and unnecessary contacts with service providers. The share of the population
who prefers the Internet to receive state and municipal services is growing rapidly from year to year: in 2013 it was only
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10.7%, in 2016 - 28.8%, in 2018 more than half of the population received public services via the Internet, and at the end of
2020 - 58.7%.
It should be noted that the development of digital technologies creates both potential threats and new opportunities for the
development of service organizations based on an innovation basis. It should be considered that the customers expect
additional value from their interactions with a traditional service provider via the digital channels (e.g., time saving through
online registration, service and expert selection, reservation and payment). In addition, along with the provision of many
services in digital format, developments and services that can be provided to the client exclusively in digital format more
actively appear [4]. In the course of digitalization, traditional services change their properties and characteristics. The use of
digital technologies increases the share of material elements, because the most of information about the services sold and
their providers is converted into machine-readable form and can be stored. The consumer receives information without
contacting the service provider, regardless of distance, which expands his choice. A better choice of a supplier produces the
effect of increasing service received satisfaction and customer loyalty. The main risk is the unconscientiousness of the subject
who distributes information about the services, as well as financial fraudsters.
The penetration of digital technologies into all life spheres has a significant impact on both the nature and form of services
provision and the business processes of service enterprises themselves. The digitalization of the service sector defines new
challenges in terms of the competencies of employees of these organizations, specifies requirements for the availability of
digital competencies in specialists, since in order to provide a high quality service, they need to confidently use information
resources and technologies, work on information platforms, various digital platforms.
An important feature of the digitalization of service activities is that, along with the development of digital competencies
among employees of service organizations, both the potential recipients of services and the standing customers of these
organizations should have these competencies. The high rates of digitalization of the industry in recent years are explained
by the change of generations, the appearance of new types of consumers. Young population prefers to find a service provider,
receive it in electronic format if possible, and pay via digital services. Digital platforms that act as intermedia between the
customer and the service provider have significantly changed business processes, increasing the production effectiveness
and efficiency of interaction.
Today we can easily conclude that the digitalization processes will expand and scale. Digital platforms are being replaced
by digital ecosystems that are able to provide a variety of services and products, as well as all the necessary information to
meet customer needs. Such authors as Morozov M.M. and Morozov M.A. give the following definition of a digital ecosystem
- it is an interconnected and interdependent group of economic entities that share digital platforms to achieve mutually
beneficial aims [5]. They emphasize that within the digital ecosystems, a unique product is being formed with increased
consumer value for customers. The main advantage of digital ecosystems is that they allow a client to access all services and
products within a given ecosystem from a single place. Today, 5-6 large ecosystems are already actively functioning on the
market, but this is only the beginning, in the near future this niche will be expanded as much as possible, because the
convenience of these services is undeniable.

Conclusion
Thus, the further development of the service industry is associated with the expansion of digital technologies and resources.
The main task of digitalization of the service sector is to reduce consumption costs, as one of the factors for improving the
quality of life of the population. The introduction of innovations and the transition to digital technologies not only
significantly increase the operational effect and competitiveness of the service organizations themselves, but also improve
the quality of life of the population - end consumers.
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Abstract
Effective communication among the team members results in successful completion of the project, which positively
influences the business relationships with the stakeholders, and as a result provides the manager and the team with more
interesting and challenging projects. The main purpose of this article is to present the mechanism of verbal communication
within a project team. The concept is strictly connected to a problem of information exchange in a project team. The role of
a team manager includes verbal communication within a team and has influence on motivation. The research paper also
contains the topics of Herzberg’s motivation theory and Brown and Levinson’s concept of super-strategies, downward
mobbing and Skinner’s definition of verbal behavior. Presented results are based on the analysis of the in-depth interviews
and a questionnaire conducted in selected project teams from companies of different sizes. The survey was conducted in
order to find out whether verbal feedback (supportive or negative) exerts motivating or demotivating impact on the project
team members.

Keywords: communication, project management, Skinner’s verbal behavior, Brown and Levinson’s theory of
politeness, super-strategies

Introduction and current research
During recent years organizations have presented an increased interest in using the project-based approach. Projects require
appropriate management and one of crucial constituents that influences its success is communication. Its importance is
described and underlined in all methods developed by the biggest International Project Management Associations. This topic
is also interested for researchers. White and Fortune (2002) state that critical to project’s outcome are feedback mechanisms
and clear communication channels. Papke-Shields (Papke-Shields et al., 2010) discovered that practices related to
communication are not given enough attention, whilst at the same time communication practices are found to be associated
with most of the success dimensions. In research findings we can observe that in majority of projects, communication
management is disordered (Paasivaara & Lassenius, 2003). Ammeter and Dukerich (2002) proved the importance of
communicating project goals as the most important role of a team leader that influences project’s performance. Daim et al.
(2012) analyzed types of factors that can cause communication breakdown in global virtual project teams by identifying five
distinct areas through a series of interviews with project team members in high-tech companies. To those factors they
enclosed: trust, interpersonal relations, cultural differences, leadership and technology. Jorfi and Jorfi (2011) presented that
there is a correlation between communication effectiveness and job satisfaction. Hawrysz and Hys (2014) show that there is
a statistically significant difference in knowledge sharing tendency, evaluation of information flow and communication
channels used by managers and employees. Dziekoński (2017) analyzed factors affecting communication quality like factors
associated with communication process organization (information completeness, information environment, adaptation of
information to team needs and information speed) and sender (information reliability and responsibility for the information
given).
The aim of this study was to verify if the quality of our verbal message is important in communication process. Therefore,
the authors wanted to ask project managers and team members if their verbal behavior mattered, if they were adapting the
message to team members to motivate them to work, and if they were familiar with the research theories introduced by
Skinner, Brown and Levinson.
The following research questions were considered:
RQ1: Does the verbal feedback have an important role within the project teams’ communication?
RQ2: Whether affirmative or negative kind of supportive verbal behavior is deemed better and motivational?
_________________
Cite this Article as: Agnieszka BURDZY and Beata GONTAR “ Verbal Behavior in Project Team Communication”
Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021,
Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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RQ3: Are the team members knowledgeable about the pragmatic concepts connected to communication?

Verbal behavior
Verbal Behavior (known as VB) is one of numerous communication theories and it assumes that the meaning of the word is
in their functions. It states that language, which belongs to observable action, is a learned behavior that can be acquired,
developed, and sustained through the application of behavioral strategies (like prompting, reinforcing, etc.). Verbal Behavior
therapy teaches how to communicate and use language. It was developed on the basis of Applied Behavior Analysis and the
theories of well-known behaviorist B.F. Skinner. It teaches why people use words and how they can be useful in making
requests and in communication process. Reinforcement theory, which was inspired by the Skinner’s verbal behavior theory,
explains in detail how an individual learns behavior. Managers who are making an attempt to motivate the employees must
ensure that they do not reward all employees at the same time. They have to tell the employees what they are not doing
correctly, what to change and inform them how they can achieve positive reinforcement (Skinner, 2020).
The managers may use four methods for communication and controlling the behavior of the employees
(https://www.managementstudyguide.com/reinforcement-theory-motivation.htm). They are: punishment, extinction, and
two type of reinforcement - positive and negative one.
Positive Reinforcement means giving positive feedback when a person shows required and positive behavior. An example
would be praising an employee for coming to work early. This will increase the likelihood that he will do likewise in the
future. The reward is classified as positive reinforcement, but not necessarily. Then, and only when employee behavior
improves, can the reward be a positive reinforcement. This type of reinforcement stimulates the occurrence of behavior. It is
worthy to note that the more spontaneous the reward is, the greater the gain value is. Negative Reinforcement implies
rewarding an employee by removing negative (undesirable) consequences. Both positive and negative reinforcement can be
used for increasing desirable (required) behavior. Punishment implies removing positive consequences so as to lower the
probability of repeating undesirable behavior in the future. In other words, punishment means applying undesirable
consequence for showing undesirable behavior. For instance - suspending an employee for breaking the organizational rules.
Punishment can be equalized by positive reinforcement from alternative source. And extinction which implies absence of
reinforcements. In other words, extinction implies lowering the probability of undesired behavior by removing reward for
that kind of behavior. For instance - if an employee no longer receives praise and admiration for his good work, he may feel
that his behavior is generating no fruitful consequence. Extinction may unintentionally lower desirable behavior. (Skinner,
2020)
The reinforcement theory can be an effective tool for managers to give reinforcement to their employees: positive to star
performers and negative to poor ones. Also, it may come in hand to punish bad behavior and extinguish unwanted behavior.

Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Theory
Brown and Levinson (1987) have become pioneers in the establishing of theoretical frameworks on politeness. They
underlined the importance of politeness in successful communication between people (Bayles, 2009). The created and
introduced model was based on the notion of face, (firstly presented by Goffman). It refers to linguistic behaviors, which
were adopted by people in order to create a positive self-image (face) in social interaction. This may include appearing
competent in their role performances and being supportive of the role performances of others (Morand & Ocker, 2003).
“Face” consists of two distinct types of desires: the desire to be approved of (positive face), and one’s desire to be unrestricted
in their actions (negative face) (Brown & Levinson, 1987). The Politeness Theory presents how face is exposed throughout
interaction, and revolves around the existence of Face Threatening Acts (FTA), which may include acts as disagreement,
imposing, interrupting, requesting information or goods, and criticizing (Morand & Ocker, 2003; Bayles, 2009).
According to the findings of Brown and Levinson, individuals adopt a polite strategy appropriate to the degree to which the
act is considered face-threatening. Individuals adopt a polite strategy appropriate to the degree to which the act is considered
face-threatening. The speaker can choose a "bald on-record" statement that makes little or no attempt to soften the FTA (i.e.
"Fetch me the report!"). Speakers can also adopt positive or negative courtesy strategies to minimize the impact of the FTA
on the positive or negative side of the listener. In this case, the speaker uses corrective action to respond to the listener's
positive and negative expectations (e.g. "Can I come in?" - positive polite strategy; "Sorry to bother you, but can I come in?"
- negative polite strategy). When speakers go off -record, they choose an indirect strategy that creates ambiguity and does
not pose a threat to the face (i.e. "I really wish we could talk") or the speakers may choose not to do a FTA (Morand & Ocker,
2003; Bayles, 2009).

Relationship between Brown and Levinson’s super-strategies and motivation
The main objective of this chapter is to present the concept of Brown and Levinson’s super-strategies with regard to project
team communication.
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Adjusting the appropriate feedback to an individual, in a relevant situation, is crucial, especially if the hearer is
a member of the project team, mainly because exchanging information within a project team is indispensable.
Due to the fact that one of the managers’ tasks is ensuring efficient communication within the team, it is of great importance
to select the right words, and to understand how these words may be interpreted by others. In order to secure the flow,
successful exchange of information and preserving the atmosphere that favors fulfillment of the team’s task, managers should
be able to motivate, guide and to ensure that communication barriers are limited to the minimum.
Understanding how verbal politeness works and gaining knowledge how to wield it, may be an asset to a project team
manager whose one of the main duties is verbal communication with the project team and motivating them to successful
project ending. Analyzing the aforementioned topic from the Pragmatics’ point of view, precisely focusing on the Penelope
Brown and Stephen Levinson’s (1987) super strategies, provides information that the choice of motivational words should
not be underestimated, because motivation is one of the most crucial factors that positively or paradoxically, negatively
influences productivity of the team members.
Politeness strategies are used by all of us in everyday life in a form of interaction, either intentional or unknowing. These
strategies when used whilst complementing, asking questions or urging someone to do something, secure the safety of the
interaction,
which
means
that
they
are
responsible
for
mitigating
risks
of
a conflict arousal between the interlocutors.
The first strategy, bald-on record which is identified with uttering something baldly or straightforwardly aims at telling the
truth regardless of the hearer’s feelings. This strategy is usually implemented by the speakers who have greater power or
higher social status i.e. it is more likely to be used by the manger rather than the regular team member e.g. "Get back to work
or else you will lose your job! ".
Secondly, positive politeness also known as on the record with redress is typically used if the interlocutor wants to evoke
cooperation. This strategy if applied to the project team communication may be understood as expressing an opinion which
might not necessarily be polite, but with an addition of compensation for the directness and often brutal honesty e.g. "The
report was poorly written, but I appreciated the formatting".
Off-record strategy is expressed by means of indirectness and allows the hearer interpret the utterance in various ways. The
strategy is supposed to maintain positive work environment and relationships within the team.
e.g.
Team Member: Will I finally get a raise?
Team Manager: Let’s hope that the sun will rise in the west one day.
The last but not least and at the same time the safest, and the politest way of communication is not telling the truth because
it does not cause any hardships for the team’s performance and motivation, on the contrary, it could be considered a
motivator.
Brown and Levinson (1987) super strategies’ primary role is to mitigate verbal threats, risks and misunderstandings, but the
interpretation of an utterance always depends on the context. It is the context that decides whether the super-strategies are
interpreted as polite or impolite. An utterance, which in its original form and sense may seem encouraging may also be
treated as mocking or discouraging.
What is more, if super strategies are wielded carelessly or with intention of harm or conflict, they may function as demotivators. The difference is the attitude with which the speaker approaches the hearer, if the attitude is negative it may exert
a devastating impact on the hearer, therefore harnessing the dynamics of communication is salient.
It is significant for the team members to be able to recognize, if the speaker is trying to use motivational techniques, which
may be expressed in the form of super-strategies, on his listeners. Provided that it is noticed, misunderstanding of our
interlocutor can be prevented, and more importantly it could mitigate the risk of being manipulated. Skinner (Skinner, 1975)
argued that most of the time people act upon the world in indirect way, therefore usually, our communication is expressed
in indirect manner. The awareness of the aforementioned argument points to the conclusion that understanding how
communication, especially in the indirect form, works, may influence our linguistic awareness and help us differentiate
between an actual motivational utterance or intended mobbing.
Furthermore, verbal behavior which is defined as “behavior reinforced through the mediation of other persons” (Skinner
2014) can be thought of as an interaction between the speaker and the hearer. Comprehending verbal behavior does not only
mean understanding what the speaker wants to convey in a literal or indirect sense, but is more about predicting and
controlling the behavior of our interlocutor.
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Research
Collecting the appropriate data for a qualitative analysis was based on in-depth interviews and structured interviews with
members of currently run project teams in three selected enterprises from the region. Each project team was chosen from
one enterprise (Fujitsu, Ezti and Radosław Lach) which accepted to take part in the research. The members were divided into
two groups: project managers (3 persons) and team members (28 members). The purpose of the mentioned division was to
provide diverse research data, gathered from two perspectives what allowed to present two different points of view on the
topic of verbal behaviors within the project teams’ communication. The research was conducted during lasting projects.
Please be informed that the below analysis differs in number of respondents. Some diagrams show 3 responses the other 28
and the rest 31. The difference lies in the fact that the questions were tailor-made for each of the groups: exclusive questions
for 28 team members in total, and specific questions for 3 project managers. Should the diagrams show 31 responses, it
points out to the information that the questions were general and were directed to the whole team i.e. to the team members
and the managers all together.
The majority of the team members were under the age of 25, gathering this information was crucial in the process of research,
because it has offered the insight into the mentality of the respondents. Additionally, it has outlined how the maturity and
working experience influence the resistance to negative feedback.
Although the team members are working in a project team environment, they consider themselves not to be communicative
individuals, which according to the Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries definition of a word ‘communicative’, means that they
are not willing to talk and give information to other people.
The results are giving the fact that working within a team requires at least willingness to take up the communicative act and
that the verbal behavior takes place between at least two interlocutors. Although the team members did not declare themselves
to be communicative, as a contrast to the aforementioned statement, they have stated that the communication in spoken words
is more preferable than the non-verbal one. This declaration points to fact that getting the message across is much more
effective and faster when it is communicated by means of words, although at times it requires stepping out of the comfort
zone. A positive opinion about the job is as highly appreciated as the possibility of a wage increase, although the answers
were not unanimous.
The research has proved that the vast majority of the interviewees’ motivation is usually boosted by supportive verbal
behavior than by the negative one. In addition to that, the feedback and opinion of the manger is more valued and is a greater
source of motivation than the mutual exchange of opinions among the team members.
93.5% of the team members are not familiar with the Brown and Levinson’s concept of super-strategies, which does not
necessarily point to their lack of communicative skills (figure 1).

Figure 1 – Brown and Levinson’s super-strategies
Mangers when asked if the phrase ‘Try doing your work properly for once or else you will be fired’ is polite, which according
to the concept of super-strategies could be classified as bald on record i.e. the least polite strategy, have unanimously declared
it as an ineffective motivator or feedback. Although the managers’ higher rank theoretically allows using this phrase, they
would not implement it in their teams.
From the perspective of the team members, the situation is as follows, the members have chosen phrases that are likely to
motivate them to work (figure 3). The most favored responses were: ‘Well… Rome wasn’t built in a day!’ which could be
associated with the off-record strategy; ‘You did great!’ which can be identified with the politest response in the given
context; ‘The report was poorly written, but I appreciated the formatting’, off-record with redress strategy, which is supposed
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to express an honest option with the compensation of other positive aspects. The most brutal response ‘It was a total disaster.
You have omitted the most important topics’, so the bald-on record strategy and not answering the question were the least
favorable options.

Figure 3 – Which feedback is deemed better?

The interviewees have decided that manager’s answer ‘Let’s hope that the sun will rise in west one day!’ is an indirect
answer, because it does not literary answer the question about pay rise, literal answer would be yes or no. The response, in a
form of metaphor, allows more than one interpretation, the solemn purpose of that is either to protect the hearer (team
member) from a direct, disappointing answer that the pay rise will not take place or to protect the speaker (manager) from
sharing disappointing information and at the same time loosing respect, credibility in the eyes of the hearer. Such indirect
answer is thought to be safe and to some extent maintains positive relationship and atmosphere within the team. The diagram
(figure 4) shows that 53.6% of the team members believe that the answer ‘Let’s hope that the sun will rise in west one day!’
is impolite, it may suggest that the team members either do not understand the metaphor or prefer straightforward answer
over word puns and avoiding the unpleasant topic by joking.

Figure 4 – Off the record strategy
One of the tasks of the questionnaire, which was dedicated to the whole team, was about assessing the politeness of the
expressions in a given context.
The results show that the most direct answer ‘Get to work or else you’ll lose your job’ has been chosen as the least kind
response (figure 5, 16 votes, green bar), this phrase is direct and could be classified as bald-on the record strategy, because
it does not take into consideration the feelings of the interlocutor, it is focused on getting the message across. The phrase ‘I
appreciate your friendliness and sense of humor, but please focus on your job!’ was assessed as the kindest (figure 6, 17
votes, blue bar), the answer was classified as the politest, probably because it has the potential to communicate the important
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message and simultaneously would not worsen the atmosphere within the team. The second politest answer assessed by the
team (figure 7, 8 votes, blue bar) was ‘Do you want to get stuck in the traffic jam?’, it is an indirect message which allows
many interpretations, it is an opinion expressed by means of metaphor.

Figure 5 – The least kind response

Figure 6 – The kindest response
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Figure 7 – The second kindest response

Conclusions
This subject matter is considered to be meaningful and necessary because communication within a team is a key factor to
punctual project’s fulfillment and to maintaining positive relationships and atmosphere. Some may consider the importance
of this questionnaire, especially now, since the dynamics of many teams have changed and many of them are forced to work
in isolation, from home offices. The analysis provides data which might be used as a source, or base for determining how
the communication and its impact on motivation have changed in the post-pandemic times.
For starters, it can be said that the views presented above, in the Research part of this article, may be of great importance
and can be used as guidance for some groups of people. The main beneficiaries of this research could be aspiring managers,
who lack practical experience in the field of team communication, or are completely new to the topic. On the other hand,
team managers, who consider themselves experts in the field of project team communication, but recently have noticed
plummet in the effectiveness of team’s internal interaction and motivation loss to an all-time low, may be presented a fresh
perspective on what nowadays is valued by the employees. The third group of beneficiaries could be linguists, who on daily
bases occupy themselves with with the influence of language on the motivation, and for whom tracking down the
communicational changes provides a base for continuation of further research. The information obtained from the research
could be a great basis for further research about employees’ sensitivity to criticism, but it would be worth to consider
conducting
a questionnaire with open questions, which would provide justification for every of the answers provided by the team.
Carrying out the survey in a workplace environment, in the three project teams, and dividing the participants into the regular
team members and managers, has provided interesting data for this article.
Based on the results of the research, it can be stated that verbal communication is favored over the one not involving words
or speech, this fact may be connected with the current pandemic situation, which has been having a significant impact the on
employees’ lives for some time now. Although the technological advance has soared and facilitated us with better and userfriendly communicative tools it is preferred, by the team members, to communicate in spoken words.
What is more, managers and team members almost unanimously agreed that positive verbal feedback is valued more than
negative remarks, which may negatively influence the work atmosphere. These questionnaire results may be advantageous,
especially for aspiring managers, because they provide advise on how to properly approach, motivate and build rapport with
the team members.
Additionally, the results have proven that knowledge about theoretical background and concepts, does not necessarily
predominate over practical approach. Although the vast majority of the team members are not knowledgeable about Brown
and Levison’s concept of super-strategies it is certain that their metalinguistic awareness helps them determine which
expressions may be interpreted as kind and which as impolite.
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Notwithstanding the fact that the questionnaire has provided data proving that the majority of the team members, who were
willing to take part in the research, are not familiar with the pragmatic concept of super-strategies, which provides us with
explanations how communication works, the lack of theoretical background about the aforementioned concept does not
necessarily mean that the teams must be exposed to communicational threats. The reality might be quite the opposite, because
mainly through their metalinguistic awareness they are able to communicate and understand one another, perceive if they
are being insulted and manipulated, or if the interlocutor is using indirectness to avoid causing the feeling of disappointment
and demotivation.
Secondly, the opinion of team members on the importance of feedback, points to the conclusion that manger’s opinion or
hints are appreciated, approved and valued more than the opinion of fellow team members. Analogy to that can be motivated
with reasoning that younger people look up to managers who usually are more experienced, or knowledgeable about the
company’s objectives and internal processes.
Finally, to sum up the analysis of this article, the most important conclusion is that team members if they were to choose
between positive and negative feedback, they would be eager to hear the former one, because it expresses the desire of
harmony and mutual understanding and more importantly mitigates of the risk of conflict within the project team.
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Abstract
Among the factors whose influence on the effectiveness of distance learning has so far been analyzed on many levels are
those related to the quality of aspects of the delivery of instruction, the system used to deliver instruction, instructional
materials, services, and learner attitudes, among others. The importance of these factors can fluctuate - e.g. learners' attitudes
towards technology. This is an important aspect in building future managers and professionals in many industries. This paper
examines the attitudes of teachers as well as the proverbial students, participants.

Keywords: remote education, relationship with the student in the era of pandemics, professionals and managers
The aim of the analysis carried out in the development of the publication was to gather knowledge about remote education
implemented in accordance with the principles of lifelong learning, especially in times of the COVID-19 pandemic. Remote
education requires from each of the parties involved in it, at each educational level to have the appropriate predispositions.
On the one hand, we are talking about the substantive knowledge, which is the basis for the efficient transfer of information,
on the other hand, the progress of science, the development of new technologies forces the learner to acquire the skills to use
them, despite the previously proven and developed methods of education. This can be very clearly observed in times when
the traditional form of education is changing into a remote form and takes the form of e-learning. A lecturer or trainer without
appropriate predispositions, skills and commitment may have problems with the effective use of available modern teaching
aids supporting the educational process. Therefore, the engineering and managerial staff undoubtedly faces a multifaceted
and difficult task to be performed, consisting in modifying the transmission of content and the use of digital tools in the
educational process, which in turn requires the development of key competences in this field. This task is a necessity, if only
because of the concern for more effective education of the young generation of pupils or students. In the context of the above,
it seems interesting to analyze, how do they evaluate their skills in the field of distance learning, not only the learners, but
also the lecturers and trainers? Analyzing recently appearing a number of studies on remote education, we can say that among
the group of teachers, trainers, it is the academic lecturers who most often indicated a high level of their skills to transfer
knowledge. On the one hand, this may be due to the availability of new solutions in the field of information and
communication technologies, on the other hand, it can be assumed that this group of respondents used them to a greater
extent in their daily work and this contributed to the accumulation of experience in this area, and thus increased the level of
these skills.
The variety of platforms, tools supporting the educational process is so wide, that the necessity to choose the most appropriate
one may constitute quite a challenge for a teacher, lecturer or trainer, which he or she has to face at a time when the synergy
of new technologies and education has become a fact. Additional trainings, seminars or webinars to some extent support on
the way to full use of them in professional work. Unfortunately, not everyone can participate in them, or at least not in the
form they would like, which is confirmed by research conducted for various groups interested in them. Among the
disadvantages of remote education was the concept of time-consumption in the preparation of teaching materials for remote
work, as it takes much more time than in the case of traditional form. The problems outlined above are a challenge in the
current reality, both for educational institutions at all levels of education, as well as for the recipients themselves, which is
the young generation of e-students or e-students. The spreading COVID-19 pandemic has outlined to the actors of the
educational process the necessity of using digital tools, often causing anxiety about introducing them into the teaching
process. The reason for this anxiety is probably a lack of knowledge about them or the ability to use them effectively. On the
other hand, for the generation of young learners, who often have more technological knowledge than lecturers, mentors, or
teachers, moving the education process to online mode via new media has not been a major problem. Although, it is worth
looking into in the future to see what impact the transfer of traditional education to digital has had on mental and skill
development.
________________
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Depending on the needs of beneficiaries, distance learning for professionals and managers took different forms of knowledge
transfer, from a combination of contact and remote classes, to the remote form itself. In the remote form, classes were often
carried out on the basis of ICT, especially the Internet, which often required the provision of appropriate computer equipment
and access to the Internet. Analyzing the opinions of both the teaching staff and employees of various companies, the opinions
on the advantages and disadvantages of this type of education were divided.







From the learners' point of view, the most significant advantages of remote learning include:
in comparison with traditional forms of education, the low cost of participation;
The variety of possible forms and ways of learning;
freedom of choice of place and time;
and above all, the freedom to choose the pace of learning, which allows the training to be tailored to
individual needs.

The issue of workshop and competence in the work of lecturer, trainer is a very important problem. In addition to the
seemingly obvious aspect of competence in using information technology, it is worth noting that a special role is played by
the climate of social interaction during the learning process, as well as a complex concept of methodical, technical and
organizational solutions, which in the deliberations on competence standards or the effectiveness of the work of academic
teachers are treated with less attention according to Dziedziczak-Foltyn A.
Taking into account the necessary subject-related competences, whose scope and level vary for various aspects and scopes
of education, the most important group of competences in the educational process are didactic competences properly
supported and supplemented with technological and communicative competences. It is worth quoting here an opinion of an
expert, in the field of remote education and one of the most popular platforms - Moodle. When asked how to conduct remote
classes, Brzózka P answers:
The simplest answer is to conduct classes in an interesting and original way, so as to interest the participants and encourage
them to learn on their own. Transmit knowledge and own experiences, relate theory to practical situations known from
everyday life. Do these guidelines differ from the way stationary classes are conducted? Of course not. Let's not try to divide
classes by force into stationary and remote ones.
Lecturers and trainers, especially those considered good, usually have a large number of teaching of didactic competences
and significant communication skills. They improve their skills during many trainings, courses and practical tasks, and
possible lack of technological competence can be easily compensated by organizing appropriate training and technical
support. Such support activities help to break down possible barriers and release the courage needed to take on new teaching
challenges.
Work in schools, colleges, offices, large and small corporations has moved to the world of cyberspace. New challenges and
urgent tasks have emerged. How to re-organize the process of academic education? How to design practical classes online?
A discussion started at the national and European level min. Nalaskowski A. spoke out on how education should change?
The answer to the question: how to respond to the emerging problems with its financing and, above all, the recognition in
Europe of competences obtained in a given country is presented in the document of the Council Recommendation on Key
Competences for Lifelong Learning of 2018? Paradoxically, the situation related to the Covid-19 pandemic may have
surprised the academic staff more than the students, as two generations met in a single moment in the new digital reality:
digital natives with digital immigrants, as Prensky M. In the new educational reality, a generation preferring patience,
systematic and expecting cumulative, deferred results met with a generation preferring incidental, short-term learning,
experimentation, multitasking and expecting immediate results.
Technology has changed many things in our daily lives, but least of all in traditional education. The very function of education
in its broadest sense is slowly changing, the role of the academic or trainer is becoming different, and the form of the
educational message is more varied. Remote education appeals to interactive models, to discovery more than teaching, and
above all, it calls for collaborative learning from each other and for negation of the concept of "one model of learning for
all". It is an attempt to create "individualized tailoring of learning techniques." The danger is to limit ourselves to the
introduction of technology into the framework of an outdated education system that, relying more on the transmission of
information, will prevent the full educational potential of both technology and the generation that naturally uses it from being
realized. Today, the real challenges are to give an educational function to mobile technology, as the smartphone or tablet are
becoming our primary tools. They give us access to resources, tools and contacts at the click of a button. We are increasingly
taking advantage of these opportunities as the situation forces many to change in an accelerated way to learn new technologies
and use them in their daily research and teaching work. The new situation is expressed in new areas of our functioning and
ranges from discovering new ways to communicate at work to learning a new form of work and the ability to organize it at
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home. This applies not only to civil servants, who suddenly had to start working from home, but also to businessmen, teachers
and students. Previous places of residence have often turned into mini studios from which we communicate with our
employer, clients, co-workers or students.
Globalization and integration processes force the search for new patterns of effectiveness and competitiveness. Thus,
competencies are of particular importance in relation to managers, staff and entire organizations. All managers - regardless
of the level they occupy, the size of the organization and whether it is profit-oriented or not - perform all basic management
functions to some extent. This raises the question of the key competencies associated with the work of a manager, which are
related to the skills that make it possible to achieve efficiency in managing an organization on the basis of theory and practice,
as well as organization and management. According to Katz et al, there is a general consensus of opinion that effective
managers must have three general types of skills that are needed but used in different proportions, and these are: technical,
social and conceptual skills.
The management of a modern company requires expert managers, hence in today's management especially much attention
is paid to managerial competence. The issue of managerial competence in the organization of the future is a leading factor
in a dynamically changing environment. Managerial competence is the sum of abilities, skills and knowledge possessed by
an individual supported by appropriate personality traits, as well as through experience and ways of behavior in relation to
the procedure of action of the employee. These competencies are closely related to practice and professional development.
Competence refers to the activities of organizations or people, and in the case of activities of organizations, competence is
also, for example, meeting educational needs, on a par with providing products or services of the highest quality. In the case
of competences relating to people, a person is competent, for example, in performing an activity.
Competences include professional and job elements, and are treated as sets of certain behaviors’, skills and knowledge that
are result-oriented rather than process-oriented, which means that during their acquisition and development, the greatest
emphasis is placed on results. The development of competencies is consistent with the process of learning in the long term
and is facilitated by new responsibilities, challenges and failures, which motivate the acquisition of new competencies. The
basis for the development of new competences is openness to experience and the ability to learn from one's own mistakes
and successes.
In conclusion, in recent years, in an era of growing competition, it has been observed the need to focus attention on the
preparation of employees in terms of adaptability to a new workplace, the use of acquired knowledge not only during the
formal education, but also informal. A change in the habits of employees was forced by the introduction of remote working.
As the concept of lifelong learning evolved, various tools for building and consolidating knowledge and skills were created.
Many IT platforms have also been constructed to facilitate learning for both individual and group education participants. The
concept of lifelong learning is constantly evolving and its benefits can be seen even in the short term.
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Abstract
When analyzing the concept of Industry 4.0, one can see the blurring line between human and machine action. Mobile
technologies are increasingly becoming an element of our everyday lives. The article attempts to juxtapose the benefits and
threats of using mobile technologies in people's everyday lives in the context of Industry 4.0.

Keywords: mobile technologies, mobile and digital society, Internet

Nowadays, in order to remain on the market, the basic assumption of enterprises is to stand up to competitors. For this
purpose, it is necessary to properly manage the enterprise and the capitals at its disposal. The basic capitals undoubtedly
include human resources, which are a source of potential opportunities, material and non-material benefits.
The automotive industry is one of the fastest evolving branches of industry and the strong competition and fight for customers
is constantly raising the pace in the technological race. Manufacturers are racing against each other to come up with new,
increasingly advanced driver support systems. Autonomous cars are no longer a science-fiction vision. It is essential to be
able to think strategically and anticipate, because the industry is growing and there is no sign of this changing. This means
that there is and will be work in the automotive industry - the only question is in which direction we are going to verify
competences and qualifications of future employees.
Progressive automation is increasingly replacing people in repetitive and predictable tasks that can be programmed. The
automotive sector is hiring more and more process engineers who are responsible for standardization. This need is driven by
the increasing consolidation of the industry and the desire to unify standards and procedures within a coherent organizational
culture. The aim here is to increase the transparency and efficiency of processes. In the realities of the employee market, the
ability to attract and retain the most valuable candidates is a strategic value for a company. This is the role of both managers
and HR departments. Direct communication and the ability to motivate employees is becoming crucial, as companies should
invest in building coherent employer branding strategies and an appropriately organized work environment that increases
comfort and efficiency. It is time for both employees and their managers to respond to the new challenges of the labour
market and take a step forward towards a strategic decision to adapt career paths to the changing realities.
Systematically conducted diagnosis of the demand for competencies and qualifications in the industry will allow to adjust
the requirements to the potential (future) employee sought in the labour market. Research conducted in the project in terms
of mismatch between personnel showed that it is a significant problem, therefore, the existence of a description of market
qualifications standards, sought after in the labour market, can help match employers and employees. The benefits related to
the development of the Sectoral Qualification Framework for the automotive industry will have a European dimension, as
the industry is strongly linked to international companies that contribute to its development. Thus, the development of the
Moto SRK should have a huge impact on the competences of the workforce in terms of better and faster adaptation to the
needs of the market and for employers looking for employees.
The concept of Industry 4.0 assumes that a significant part of industrial production will be carried out in intelligent and digital
factories, where product and process automation will dominate. The transformation will be achieved by saturation with
automation devices, robotized production lines, remote control systems - realised by means of IT and Internet tools. As a
result, production speed will increase significantly, according to min. Astor by around 30%, and productivity by at least 25%.
At the same time, the elimination of complaints is planned, and material savings will also be noticeable. A characteristic
feature of Industry 4.0 will be fast and mostly customer-oriented production. Changes in production processes will be
possible if appropriate resources are guaranteed in the form of human capital - equipped with appropriate "4.0 competences".
New areas will require new competences and new specialists, therefore also changes of profession or further retraining will
be necessary. Education and training of human resources for Industry 4.0 plays a key role in preparing the society to act in
the face of the coming 4th industrial revolution, as the issues of identifying the needs of the industry for human resources
________________
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with specific competences and required skills at various levels. All over the world, depending on the level of development
of new technologies, teams of ministries of education, competences and human resources for Industry 4.0 are being built,
whose task is to define directions of vocational education at the secondary and higher levels, as well as to create centres of
digital competence.
It is also important to make employers aware of the needs, not only financial, but above all enabling the development of
employees employed in companies. Analyzing the notion of employee development in an organization, we mean all activities
that lead to raising qualifications and motivation of an employee in such a way that his/her professional potential increases.
Employee development activities should contribute to the achievement of company objectives.
Awareness, uncertain times, not only in terms of the pandemic, but also acceptance and adaptation to the new situation,
require time and preparation for a change of mindset. The pandemic has forced organizations and employees to adapt quickly
to the so-called "new normal", which means taking steps towards lifelong self-development. Very often this process means
for many workers a complete retraining, at least several times during their career. This, in turn, shatters the sense of security
and requires other competences that can be effectively supported by the policies of individual European Union Member
States, as described inter alia in the report (RIS3).
Apart from soft skills, the key importance of IT skills was also emphasized, including: programming, management of IT
systems and the use and processing of information resulting from the growing number of data requiring analysis. It becomes
obvious that the implementation of technologies connected with the concept of Industry 4.0, such as IoT, cloud computing,
AR, as well as broadly understood computerization and robotisation of manufacturing processes, will be impossible without
highly qualified IT staff.
The need to combine IT competences with other areas of specialisation, e.g. economics, marketing and other engineering
sciences, recommending possibly widespread implementation of ICT courses in the curricula of IT majors is one of the main
directions of development . In the fourth generation of development, work in non-IT positions will also require the ability to
move smoothly in a high-tech environment. The desirable competences include: the ability to communicate with information
systems, network devices and automated means of production, understanding the principles of their operation, the ability to
absorb and process information. In a highly computerised work environment, it is also important to be aware of cyber threats,
in particular how to prevent and respond to them.
Today, the Internet has penetrated almost all spheres of human life, causing qualitative changes in everyday life. Not long
ago, for example, in order to find out information about a product, a user had to check all the information on a stationary
computer, save or print the collected information, and then make a decision to buy. Nowadays, thanks to the use of mobile
devices, i.e. a smartphone, the user has access to product information anytime and anywhere, which is possible, for example,
by scanning the barcode placed on products and in advertisements. This enables access to information about it, as well as a
quick comparison of prices in different shops and viewing ratings and opinions of other users, thanks to dedicated software.
The potential of mobile solutions has been noticed by many contemporary researchers as well as practitioners. Hammer M.
and Champy J., Kotler Ph. and Maya L., among others, discussed the multifaceted nature of these technologies in their works.
They stated that mobile technologies contribute significantly to both business and social changes. Thanks to their
observations it was possible to formulate new rules or patterns of behaviour of communities using mobile technologies. In
their works, the above-mentioned researchers unambiguously pointed to the huge potential of wireless solutions for the
development of people's everyday lives. The intensive development of mobile technologies in recent years has significantly
changed the face of modern society by improving communication processes, which has been achieved through increased
mobility, widespread use of smartphones, and accelerated data transfer processes. Thanks to this rapid development of mobile
technologies will soon make it possible to speak of a society that has access to the necessary data regardless of place and
time.
The important role of digitization in supporting the development of Industry 4.0 should be pointed out, and thanks to digital
transformation, value chains, products, services and also business models are changing. Important factors enabling the
development of the indicated processes are the amount of available data, mobile connectivity and digital access channels to
the consumer presented in PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2017.
It can be said that the mobile information society is characterized by a strong orientation to information that goes directly to
the person concerned. Every individual in a mobile society, thanks to its networked nature, co-creates and contributes to the
distribution of knowledge. Wireless data technologies allow global information resources to be shaped independently of
place and time, and often enable real-time updates as new knowledge is created.
Mobile technologies have, in a very short period of time, become a common solution used everywhere. The spread of this
type of solution is mainly influenced by features such as:
1. the portable nature of the new devices, which are characterised by low weight and small
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size,
2. personal nature - each device is usually assigned to a specific person,
3. intuitive and easy to use - due to the small size a lot of attention has been paid to creating clear, easy and quick to use
applications,
4. low costs - the cross-section of devices available on the market in terms of price and convenient subsidy programmes
significantly increase their range without excluding almost anyone
5. here and now - thanks to constant connection to the Internet and current technologies, these are fast and convenient
solutions allowing access to key information regardless of place and time. A wide range of applications allows very
sophisticated user needs to be met,
6. convergence, i.e. the use of more useful functions in a single device functions in a single device. Thanks to the possibility
of connecting external modules via e.g. Bluetooth technology, a regular phone can become a projector or a teleconference
set.
7. multimedia character - modern solutions affect more than one sense, which increases their attractiveness in the eyes of
users.
Interactivity of the same devices allows for instant access to desired resources and their possible reservation or purchase.
As can be seen, modern society gains many conveniences through the use of mobile solutions. New competences and skills
acquired in the course of studies and specialised training offered by the employer or recognised academic centres should
cover issues developing two types of competences:
- Soft, managerial competences - ISO quality management systems; working with standards; project management; lean
manufacturing concept, 5S system, Kanban system, Ishikawa diagrams; Design Thinking, Model Based Systems Engineering
- creative problem solving. - Competence in modern IT technologies - Big Data analysis, data mining; cloud computing;
Internet of Things; mobile interfaces, augmented reality.
Teaching new competences, e.g. work ethics - modification of qualification frameworks, as well as promoting the idea of
education in business through training and postgraduate studies organised by employers, enable employees implementing
projects in the field of advanced IT technologies (e.g. Big Data analytics, data mining, creation of information systems) to
function on the basis of remote work settled by tasks. Companies should build a competence development plan for their
employees/engineers in order to be prepared for the opportunities/challenges of Industry 4.0.
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Abstract
Cities conduct integrated marketing communication, trying to professionally manage their image. A unique logo can be
a sign of recognition and promotion in the international arena. It allows for the differentiation of cities and the creation
of ties with the environment, building a sense of identity of the local community. The main goal of the article is to draw
attention to the use of logos in city image management and to analyze the logo in terms of the basis for their selection.
The article analyzes selected city logos in terms of their importance for shaping their image. It was discussed what cities
choose as the basis for their logos; as a reflection of the "spirit of the city". In managing the city's image, it is important
to decide what the logo will look like (what symbols will compose it) and what colors will best reflect its essence. It
should be emphasized that the logo is not always properly recognized by the recipients, which often results from
insufficient marketing communication activities or wrong selection of measures that do not reflect the "spirit of the city".
As a research method, the literature on the subject and internet sources, a comparative analysis of the content and the
method of observation were used.

Keywords: logo, city, management, image, communication
Introduction
In order to be noticed by the investor, tourist or other recipients, the city cannot only take care of its infrastructure (roads,
telephones, sewage systems, etc.) - although this is important - it must also have an element attracting his attention.
Creating an image is not always dependent on large expenditures, although such reasons are most often mentioned. Only
decisive and well-planned actions can bring results. The image created positively has a great influence on the city
development, that is also on improving the quality of life of residents, increasing their entrepreneurship, and increasing
the level of satisfaction of basic living needs. Moreover, the image performs the function of stimulating the social and
economic development of a given city or region. Each city should try to create its distinctiveness. The elements of the
image should be easily legible for the surroundings.
One of the benefits of creating a positive image of the city is building a strong brand. The brand is the key issue for the
city; the brand reputation remains extremely important without which it is impossible to undertake meaningful
communication activities. The city is an open structure and it functions in a dynamically changing environment. For this
reason, it is necessary not only to adjust the strategy of activities to the current needs but also to skilfully anticipate and
create them. For a brand to be strong it must be useful - functionally strong and distinctive. An important element of the
city brand is the name, but visual elements play an important role in building brand equity, awareness and identification
system. The main purpose of a logo is to differentiate from competing city brands and to make the target groups remember
the given logo. The logo is the axis of visual identification of a given entity. All visual communication revolves around
it and it is the most frequently displayed sign.
A visual identification system (including logo) is a set of various graphic elements that allow recipients to recognize a
particular city or region and to distinguish it from the competition. Identification symbols can take visual or verbal forms.
Verbal forms include the name, slogans and advertising slogans, while visual forms include any pictorial identification
of the organization, the system of graphic forms. Visual identification system creates trust in the brand, emphasizing its
character. It also makes it easier to remember a given city and its products. It is a certain reflection of the saying "as they
see you, so they judge you". For this reason, it is so important to take care of its proper design, as well as comprehensive
implementation. When programming symbols, it is important to remember to minimize the inconvenience and cost
associated with using a symbol. With large expenditures, e.g. printing advertising materials, an additional colour used to
correctly reproduce a symbol may increase the cost by a dozen or so per cent. Visual identification is one of the four ________________
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besides attitude, behaviour and communication with the environment - pillars of the identity system of a given entity. It
must be unique, easy to associate, as well as attractive, modern and adjusted to the specificity of a given city or region.
This does not mean boring schematism, as it can be individually adapted to a given situation. However, one should
remember to maintain continuity, keep the style of the whole and take care of aesthetics.
The logo is, therefore, an important element of place branding and image creation, as it integrates the local community,
the external environment allows a place to be distinguished from others, provides visual impressions that affect consumer
decisions, which in the case of territorial marketing are tourists, visitors, investors and residents. The main purpose of the
article is to draw attention to the use of logos in managing the image of the city and to analyze the logos in terms of the
basis of their selection. The article analyzes selected logos of cities in terms of their importance in shaping their image.
As a research method, literature on the subject and Internet sources, comparative content analysis and observation
methods were used.

Theoretical Background
City branding (a concept proposed by Kavaratzis, 2004, now extended to many areas) includes "a whole set of actions to
build a positive image of the city and communicate it among various target groups via visuals, narratives, and events
locally and internationally to gain a competitive advantage over other cities" (Vanolo, 2008). Stakeholders in the city
branding and image building process can be divided into many groups, including politicians, government organizations,
cultural and sports organizations, businesses, schools, infrastructure and transportation providers, residents, and religious
organizations (Stubbs and Warnaby, 2015). Branding a city is an extremely difficult and complex process because a city
is a much more complex organism and phenomenon than a company or product. Building a city brand is not limited to
printing a few promotional catalogues or a one-time billboard campaign. It is a process that involves many elements. For
example, London is not only its logo, coat of arms, heraldry, colours and the setting of its publications, but also its specific
red buses, Hyde Park Korner, black cabs, Big Ben, the London Eye and many other distinctive buildings, as well as its
unique atmosphere. It all adds up to a brand. The goal of city branding is to achieve a perception among stakeholders and
interested parties that will result in a sustainable competitive advantage. Key concepts in the city branding literature
include brand identity (Govers and Go, 2009), brand image (Anholt, 2005) and brand personality (Aaker, 2004).
Cities satisfy the functional, symbolic and emotional needs of people (Rainisto, 2003). This means that the place brand
has a specific, perceivable identity, including - visual (mainly logo), requiring careful development preceded by research,
implementation in public space, as well as evaluation of its correctness and effectiveness. The city brand helps to achieve
a competitive advantage, which contributes to the growth of investment and development, to ultimately ensure the
development of the local community, strengthening its identity and stronger identification with the place. The relationship
with the brand will be stronger if it is supported by repeated experience of using the brand or frequent contact with the
brand name, logo or slogan. It is best when a certain feature is exclusively appropriated, though often a few leading values
are chosen, e.g. Tuscany - vacations under the most azure sky + sun, France - Eiffel Tower, wines, chic, quality; the city
of Toruń is associated with gingerbread from Toruń, Nicolaus Copernicus, Krakow - the Lajkonik, the Wawel Dragon
and Wawel Castle. The levels of the brand can be arranged in a kind of pyramid, in which at the lowest level are the
characteristics of the product, higher - the benefits for the buyer, and at the top - the brand-related values that are attributed
to products and the emotions that are associated with them (user, personality, culture and image) (Keller, 2001).
In image management, the visual identity system is important, which determines the way of visual presentation of the
brand identity, i.e. the culture, philosophy and image that the brand has in its environment. Visual identity is like a brand
style, and the visual identification system is a description of this style. It shows what the style consists of, what the
individual elements look like and what details make the style unique. It is a set of rules governing how brand symbols
should be used. The visual identification system of the city is most often included in a book or handbook and includes
components standardized for all local authorities and institutions in a given area, such as (Szromnik, 2016):
•

coat of arms, flag,

•

symbols, e.g. distinguishing buildings, monuments, trees, figures, memorials, etc., which are icons that identify
a given city and evoke specific associations

•

colour scheme,

•

typography (font, typeface, text layout),

•

office stationery (e.g. envelopes, visa tickets, office stationery, forms, information leaflets)

•

publications,

•

marking of institutions and municipal vehicles, events organized by the municipality, interior and exterior
decoration of municipal buildings,
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•

employee clothing and badges.

A slogan is sometimes added to this list as a recurring element accompanying the graphic sign. Such a manual contains
precise regulations of many areas of marketing communication from the detailed layout of various types of prints or
publications to the way of marking means of transport or urban buildings. Therefore, it can be said that the concretization
of place brand identity includes such elements (Mollerup, 2013) as name (sometimes in the form of a logotype, i.e.
words/letters written in a standard form), (graphic) symbol, colours, font and the so-called fifth element - an additional
decorative element (slogan).
The article focuses primarily on the aspect, which is the logo. A logo is a graphic representation of a symbol and the name
of an entity, organization or event. The term "logo" is used for the whole sign, which consists of a signet and logotype, a
textual representation of the name. Colloquially this term is also used for the signet itself. In everyday language logo and
logotype are synonymous, but it should be remembered that logo is a broader concept and may consist of (but not
necessarily) four parts, i.e. logotype (name of the entity presented in the form of letters in a specific style), signet
(graphical distinguishing mark, symbol), slogan (brand clair, tagline), time (background appearing under the previous
three elements). When designing a logo it is important, among other things:
•

simplicity and unambiguity,

•

adaptation to the character of the region, city,

•

functionality, ease of adaptation to various purposes,

•

originality, differentiation from competition,

•

assimilability, easy to see and remember.

As already mentioned, city branding plays a key role in city planning and management processes (Boisen et al., 2018;
Bonakdar and Audirac, 2020; Eshuis, Klijn and Braun, 2017; Fan, 2014). Typically, a top-down (Anholt, 2005, De
Chernatony, 2008) authority-led approach is used. When a city decides to change or introduce a new logo, it is customary
to hold a competition, sometimes open to both professional designers and the general public, but mostly reserved for
professionals. Many cities operate with two logos, one relatively formal and traditional for the city council and the other
relatively informal and promotional. At the same time, there is a clear trend toward a unified logo. As a communication
genre, city logos have become more corporatized over the years. Their forms have changed from detailed heraldry to
simple, minimalist displays. Although corporatization is ubiquitous, the heraldic tradition is still used in many cities where
the logo incorporates stylized elements of the old coat of arms. The brand design process (Aaker, 2004, Kapferer, 2001)
often includes decisions about how to build and communicate, prioritizing corporate and government stakeholders rather
than involving residents. Often residents and the local community are left out of the branding process, leading to a very
weak connection and understanding of the sense of place and the ties and networks that determine the community
organization of society. Establishing a logo, as well as the entire visual identity system, should be the result of a multistep process that includes: conducting research, establishing a strategy, defining an identity, creating points of contact
(applications), asset management, monitoring and evaluation. You cannot develop the right logo by appealing to cognitive
schemas, stereotypes, or popularity indicators. City logos are commissioned by city governments and paid for by taxes.
Thus, a new city logo often provokes public debate about economic costs and visual and linguistic content. As a result,
lower levels of identification with the brand do not foster authenticity, recognition, acceptance and community
engagement. This can threaten the long-term sustainability of a place brand (Gilmore, 2002). The inclusive and
comprehensive nature of co-creation facilitates the exploration of community and collective practices of groups of people.
It is important to note that recent developments are taking place regarding the combination of city branding with the
concepts of stakeholder engagement and participation and the creation of partnerships (Kavaratzis, 2012, Herezniak,
2017, Molinillo et al., 2019, Merrilees et al., 2016, Lucarelli, 2018). Active participation of stakeholders in the planning
and implementation processes of different programs can take the form of working groups, joint workshops, discussions
and debates. Local governments offer different types of e-participation to citizens, supporting them with knowledge, ideas
and expertise. Many authors suggest that a city should have a clearly defined, shared vision (Stubbs and Warnaby, 2015)
and communicate it to its stakeholders, especially residents and the community. An inclusive process must take into
account the divergent views of different stakeholders, which unfortunately requires constant communication and ongoing
dialogue, debate and contestation (Kavaratzis and Hatch, 2013). City branding, including logo creation, is a strategic
process that actively seeks to change the city and that requires sustained support from politicians, public officials, key
stakeholders and the public.
In order for a logo to function properly and fulfil its functions in a comprehensive way, its use must be subject to specific,
consistently applied rules of standardization. The purpose of a city logo, regardless of the type of material it appears on,
is to be the element ordering the entirety of its visual identity and at the same time to be a carrier of certain ideas connected
with the identity of that urban centre. A well-constructed city logo should suggest the category of the city brand (which
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is most often achieved simply by using the name of the city) but also evoke the most important elements of its image and
aspirations, the most important from the point of view of the target customer. Proper communication with all stakeholders,
integration, consistency and coherence are therefore necessary.

Practical applications and discussion
Visual identification system emphasizes and exposes features assigned to a brand so that at first contact with it the
recipient is aware of the values it carries. It allows differentiating cities, regions, brands, products and creating bonds with
the environment, building a sense of identity of the region's inhabitants. Unfortunately, due to the excessive number of
stimuli, a human being unconsciously selects and only a part of information reach his/her memory. The strength of the
stimulus and frequency of contact determine how long and how detailed the content and image will be remembered. For
a local government to create a visual identity system, it will be crucial in a marketing communication to decide what the
logo will look like (what symbols will comprise it) and what colours will best reflect its essence. Adamus, Dzik (2017)
in their book presented very broadly the base of logos used by voivodeships, poviats, cities with poviat rights and cities,
which are capitals of terrestrial poviats in Poland. A total of 665 local government units were included in the research.
sometimes it is difficult to determine the rationale why the logo of a province, county or municipality was created at all
and what is the strategic purpose of its implementation. Examples of these logos can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Examples of logos in Poland
Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/Polska/comments/ik5gs5/mapa_logotyp%C3%B3w_miast_w_polsce/

The simplicity of a logo requires few constituent elements and composition of limited means of expression (colour,
typography, performance standard, lettering, etc.). It is often derived from existing icons. Some of the cities in their
logotypes use icons of architecture, such as Malbork, Wroclaw or Gniezno. The strongest icons consolidate for years,
locating the city in the consciousness of consumers, e.g. Palace of Culture and Science or Royal Castle is immediately
associated with Warsaw, goats and fairs with Poznan. Icons are also very often identified with the inhabitants who are
proud of them and thanks to that the power of influence of such symbols is enormous. The logo can therefore arise from
these symbols. By its nature, a logo can be quite concrete or pictorial. It is useful for a logo to carry meaning and
associations The meaning of the different components of a logo is different, and the main emphasis should be on the most
individualizing elements, such as a colour, element or graphic mark. Most city logos are static compositions, with a
limited number of colours, inscribed in simple geometric figures: square, circle or triangle, often referring to the coat of
arms of the city. In the case of colours, the occurrence of yellow, blue and green (in various shades) was decisive. The
logo can be thematic and then it contains images informing about the main offer, important products of the city. Such an
example may be the logo of Warmia and Mazury, which are associated with forests, lakes, recreation and sun. A logo
may also be graphic when it represents images of some object from the natural world, e.g. people, animals or things whose
features coincide with the distinctive features of a given city. An example can be the logo of Podlaskie Voivodeship,
whose main motif is a bison, consisting of a multicoloured square mosaic, creating a modern composition, referring to
the contemporary computer image and at the same time symbolizing the rich, creative diversity of the voivodeship.
Sometimes regions have problems with finding a significant distinguishing mark that integrates the whole diverse area.
Then the so-called abstract logo is used, which is a composition of lines, colours, solids and planes, mainly geometric
figures. Such a logo, if it is well composed and supported by the right marketing communication, can be characterized by
a great power of attraction. If a city decides on an abstract logo that does not contain a specific meaning, it must make the
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recipient understand its message (e.g. Białystok). An example is the new logo of the Zachodniopomorskie Province,
designed in 2013. It refers to the previous logo "Zachodniopomorskie - Morze Przygody", which had been in use since
2004 and was intended primarily for tourist promotion purposes. Such a narrow perception of the brand was less and less
consistent with the directions of the region's development, which now emphasizes more strongly the modern economy
and increasing investment attractiveness. The new logo is to communicate all the activities carried out by the voivodeship,
including those aimed at investors and tourists. The shape of the new logo has been modified and refers to the "ok" symbol
which evokes positive associations, however, the colour scheme has remained unchanged. Research carried out as part of
the creation of the new brand and logo has shown that the name "Western Pomerania" is commonly associated with the
region and is easier to remember than the administrative name "Zachodniopomorskie", which was used in the new logo.
It is worth remembering that human memory registers more images than content. Table 1 shows examples of
visualizations referring to the mentioned references, sources of inspiration for city logos.
Table 1: Examples of city logos
Inspirations
Majestry

Examples

Nature

Specialization

Lettering

Architecture icons

Advantages of
location

Other
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Taking into account the logos of the cities and assuming that they contain the image of the city desired by the sender
among the target audience, two areas of positioning can be distinguished: as a traditional or modern city. The identity and
image of traditional cities are based on tradition and culture, they aspire to be perceived as places with a specific
atmosphere, certain magic, inspirations. Graphics and mainly warm tones dominate here. In the case of a modern city,
focused on business, entrepreneurship, innovation, etc., aspiring to be the vanguard of modernity on a national scale, cold
and distinctive shades and very sparing graphics usually dominate. As can be seen from Table 1, cities look for inspiration
in many places. For example, the most important feature of Szczecin is greenery and access to water. Thanks to it Szczecin
has the qualities of a city of active rest, calmness, good for living. Szczecin is also very different because of geopolitical
location, variety of people you can meet, friendly attitude towards foreigners. The unique location of Szczecin, where
more than half of its area is covered by greenery and water, was therefore used by BNA to present a vision of "floating
gardens" as a direction towards which changes in the city should be directed. The assumption was to create a brand based
on how the city could look in the future - using its geographical, location and geopolitical advantages. In this way, the
idea of future Szczecin, exploiting unusual natural advantages - water, greenery and space in the "middle" of a big city,
was "transformed" into a vision of the city of the future. This is how the vision of the city "floating garden" was created
and as a result the brand Szczecin Floating Garden.
Leszno, among others, is an example of using a specialization. The new logo has two main meanings - firstly it is
associated with sports, especially aviation, and secondly, it shows the opportunities that await residents, investors and
tourists. The City of Poznań, by means of a simple and clear logotype with a characteristic star, indicates modernity and
strong ties with business. The separate element "POZ" refers to the abbreviation of the city used on airline tickets, among
other things. A different approach can be seen in the logo of Toruń, where the outline of the Old Town walls can be seen,
bringing to mind tradition and culture. Lublin's logo, on the other hand, can be described as a clash of history and
modernity. The logo is composed of a signet ring - a graphic sign with multiple meanings, a logotype - the name "Lublin"
written in a font stylised after Renaissance handwriting, and a claim - a promotional slogan. The sign itself also refers to
the historically established colour scheme of the city coat of arms, thus maintaining the colour consistency of the labelled
projects. The signet symbolises the city's historic architecture (tower, fortification, arches, window, gate), cultural
blending (common part, centre, point), human aspect (eye), city plan (projection from above, reference to the "eye of the
prophet"). The graphic design of the signet is based on the letter "L", which is used in the visual identification system of
Lublin. The Konin logo speaks of modern energy set in motion. Positive, unforced, natural and flowing continuously.
This energy is creative and enterprising, it is also renewable.
City image management also provides negative examples. These are occasional logos, created on the occasion of large,
nationwide or pan-European events such as EURO 2012 or the recent European Capital of Culture 2016 elections, or
inconsistency - impermanence and frequent logo changes. the logo change is not an easy decision and should not be made
hastily For example, the logo of Jarocin was changed almost every term of office. The logo of Katowice, on the other
hand, with the image of Spodek, was in use for only four years (it was adopted in 2008, replacing the letter sign "K",
which had been in use until then, and withdrawn at the turn of 2011/2012).

.

Keeping in mind the simple rule that the less complicated the message - the more effective it is, the number of imagerelated messages contained in logos and slogans should be limited to an absolute minimum to preserve the ordering
function of those messages based on the essential characteristics of the city. The main idea should be to present a given
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city in a clear, attractive and distinctive way. This is particularly difficult not only because of the multitude of imagerelated aspects of the city brand but also because of the numerous and varied group of recipients that such a brand has
and which include the city's inhabitants, investors, students, tourists (domestic and foreign), organisers of cultural and
sports events, etc. The consistency of the message is also very important.

Conclusions
For the city government, it will be crucial in a marketing communication to decide what the logo will look like (what
symbols will comprise it) and what colours will best reflect its essence. If the logo is to be an effective business card of
the city it should be reflected in specific actions and communication media. The logo is an important element of city
image management and branding as it integrates the local community while the external environment allows
distinguishing a given place from others, provides visual impressions that influence the decisions of, among others,
visiting tourists, investors and inhabitants. The sense of image building should be the creation of the city's individuality,
and what is even more important, such individuality that has the features of uniqueness and permanence. However, one
should skillfully find the features that distinguish a given city from others. The system of visual identification, including
logo, emphasizes and exposes features assigned to a given brand so that already at the first contact the recipient is aware
of what values it carries. It allows to differentiate cities and create bonds with the environment, building a sense of identity
of the inhabitants. The logo should, first of all, attract attention, e.g. by its graphic form, broaden the recipient's knowledge
about the brand, distinguish the given city from similar ones and carry some positive emotions and the brand value. It
should communicate to the recipient the rational, functional and symbolic benefits of the brand. Therefore, it is important
to ensure that it is recognizable in the mind of the viewer. How long and in detail a person will remember the content and
image is determined by the strength of the stimulus and the frequency of contact. Therefore, it is important to multiply
uniform signals, which makes it easier to distinguish them. It is important to maintain uniformity, order and aesthetics
and that all events, entities associated with the city follow these guidelines. By defining the applicable standards, the risk
of transforming shapes, colours or appropriate proportions, and thus weakening the communication message, can be
avoided. Implementation and complex application of a visual identification system is not an easy task.
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Abstract
Thinking about the smart city concept assumes an interdisciplinary approach to solving problems and challenges, such as
ecological, environmental and social. Thanks to their "intelligence", smart cities develop in a harmonious, planned and
sustainable way, therefore smart cities often realize the concept of sustainable development. The smart city concept is a
modern concept of city development as a response to the intensifying urbanization processes. Thanks to information and
communication technologies, smart cities use available resources more efficiently in order to improve the quality of life in
the city and ensure its sustainable development. The aim of this paper is to present the concept of a smart city and its
importance in the context of sustainable city management. The literature on the subject and internet sources, a case study
and an observation method were used as the research method. It should be emphasized that most smart city projects are
treated as innovative and pro-ecological. The smart city concept encourages residents to become more active and responsible
members of the community through, among other things, leading a more sustainable and healthier lifestyle. Modern
technologies can promote a sustainable lifestyle and raise the environmental awareness of the inhabitants, although there are
also some problems that must be kept in mind.

Keywords: smart city, sustainable, modern technologies, environment
Introduction
Nowadays, more than half of the world's population lives in urban areas. This generates many problems for city managers.
The rapid growth that many cities are facing has led to transportation problems, environmental pollution, scarcity of
resources, social disparities, among others. Rapid urbanization, population growth or deteriorating infrastructure create the
need and necessity to find intelligent ways to deal with the accompanying challenges - e.g., problems on the roads, air
pollution, congestion, difficulties in waste management, resource efficiency, energy consumption, etc. (Nam and Pardo,
2011a, 2011b). Making a city "smart" becomes a strategy to mitigate these problems. Some cities or researchers use the term
"smart cities" as a fashion label, or because it can help some cities stand out and promote themselves as innovative. Being a
Smart City is an aspiration for cities that are developing long-term plans to achieve this goal. There is still much ambiguity
in the interpretation of the concept.
Sustainable development, which is primarily an economy that uses resources more efficiently, is more environmentally
friendly and more competitive, is a priority challenge for the modern world. The essence of sustainable development is the
integration of activities with the participation of all city users around key challenges such as quality of life, adaptation to
climate change, innovative and low-carbon economy, care for the environment and air, resource efficiency. Smart cities use
a variety of technologies to improve the efficiency of communications, health, energy, education, and many services that
contribute to the greater well-being of their citizens. This includes reducing costs and resource consumption and actively
engaging with diverse stakeholders. Environmental sustainability is an important determinant of the quality of life in cities.
City managers must look for smarter ways to manage it. One important solution is to create a smart city combined with
sustainable and livable development. Transforming a city into a smart city is a complex and multidimensional process,
changing over time as all parties involved work to achieve better and better results. The combination of "being smart" and
sustainability affects many aspects of a city, including economics, politics, governance, people, life, environment, energy,
mobility, and services.
The aim of this paper is to present the smart city concept and its importance in the context of sustainable city management.
It focuses primarily on the environmental aspect. The aim of the article was achieved through a literature search and Internet
sources, a case study and the observation method.
________________
Cite this Article as: Agnieszka SMALEC and Marzena WANAGOS “Smart City and Sustainable City Development –
Selected Aspects” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Theoretical Background
The smart city concept, although increasingly popular, is still not clearly defined - see Neirotti et al. (2013), Alawadhi et al.
(2012), Al Nuaimi et al. (2015), Hollands (2008), Chourabi et al. (2012), Caragliu et al. (2009), Ramaprasad et al. (2017).
It is evolving as a new approach to mitigating and solving current urban problems and making urban development more
sustainable. It is defined as a place that is safe, efficient, ecological, using advanced infrastructure to balance the economy
and improve quality of life. There are common features in the definitions that may define the perspectives of smart cities.
These may include, for example, improving the quality of life for the local community, mainly city residents through the use
of IT equipment, networks, and various data. They can also include elements of the city such as natural resources,
infrastructure, energy, transport, education, healthcare, government, and public safety. Caragliu et al. (2011) argue that a city
is smart "when investments in human and social capital and traditional (transport) and modern (ICT) communication
infrastructure fuel sustainable economic growth and a high quality of life, with a wise management of natural resources,
through participatory governance". These authors emphasize the role of the smart city initiative by indicating what the city
should invest in (human and social capital, communication infrastructure) and how it becomes smarter (wise management
of natural resources, participatory management). This definition balances various social and economic aspects, emphasizing
welfare and social participation. Kitchin (2014) on the other hand in his definition focuses on the integration of infrastructure
and systems that monitor and control resources to achieve sustainability as the main aspect of a smart city. According to him,
a smart city is "A city that monitors and integrates conditions of all of its critical infrastructures, including roads, bridges,
tunnels, rails, subways, airports, seaports, communications, water, power, even major buildings, can better optimize its
resources, plan its preventive maintenance activities, and monitor security aspects while maximizing services to its citizens".
In a broader context, combining the main aspects of smart city, Harrison et al. (2010) stated that smart city is "connecting
the physical infrastructure, the IT infrastructure, the social infrastructure, and the business infrastructure to leverage the
collective intelligence of the city"; "A city striving to make itself "smarter" (more efficient, sustainable, equitable, and
livable)". Many authors most often point to six "smart" elements that characterize a smart city, namely: economy, people,
governance, mobility, environment and living. Each of these characteristics is developed, defined by various factors and
additionally operationalized by means of various indicators. Examples of these factors are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Main components of a smart city

Smart environment (natural
resources)
• attractivity of natural
conditions
• pollution
• environmental protection
• sustainable resource
management
Smart people (social and human
capital)
• level of qualification
• affinity to life long learning
• social and ethnic plurality
• flexibility
• creativity
• cosmopolitanism/openmindedness
• participation in public life

Smart living (quality of life)
• cultural facilities
• health conditions
• individual safety
• housing quality
• education facilities
• touristic attractivity
• social cohesion
Smart economy (competitiveness)
• innovative spirit
• entrepreneurship
• economic image &
trademarks
• productivity
• flexibility of labour market
• international embeddedness
• ability to transform

Smart governance (participation)
• participation in decisionmaking
• public and social services
• transparent governance
• political strategies &
perspectives
Smart mobility (transport and ICT)
• Local accessibility
• (Inter-)national accessibility
• Availability of ICTinfrastructure
• Sustainable, innovative and
safe
• transport systems

Source: Giffinger and Haindl (2010).

As can be seen in Table 1, the different components characterize the specificity of a smart city. For example, a smart
environment involves implementing green urban planning through the use of online and remote monitoring technologies to
understand and analyze the distribution of public spaces, grasslands and green belts, promoting ecology. It is also about
efficient management and optimization of resources to achieve energy saving and emission reduction (e.g. using renewable
energy sources), greening of canals and revitalization of water reservoirs to increase environmental sustainability. Working
for the environment also requires an appropriate level of environmental education. The main goal of smart living is to
improve the environment and people's quality of life, promote a healthy style, use social platforms to connect people and
proper home management (smart homes). Smart living means a friendly public space, a high level of security, wide access
to technical and social infrastructure.
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Smart cities use innovative ideas and methods, applying ICT to various aspects of the city to integrate different systems for
better synergy and resource efficiency. This results, inter alia, in improving city governance and citizens' quality of life,
reducing environmental pollution, improving service delivery, low-carbon economy, cost and energy savings.
The concept of a smart city is closely related to sustainable development. The term sustainable development began to be
used in the late 1980s. It means the ability of material development to maintain the long-term existence of the human
population on Earth, while ensuring efficient use of natural resources, a development that is safe for the environment and
human condition, creating equal opportunities for current and future generations (Stanny and Czarnecki, 2011). However,
the term sustainable development is not uniquely defined and has evolved. For example, Diesendorf (2000) stated that
"sustainable development comprises types of economic and social development which protect and enhance the natural
environment and social equity". In turn, P. Dasgupta (2007) published a definition according to which "sustainable
development is an economic programme along which average well-being of present and future generations, taken together,
does not decline over time". In 1992, in Rio de Janeiro, during the Earth Summit, the Declaration was signed (Agenda
21,1992), in which sustainable development was defined in the form of a dozen or so principles supplemented by many
recommendations, constituting a set of recommendations on protecting and shaping human life to ensure this development
in four areas: social, economic, environmental and institutional. For example, the environmental dimension means, among
other things, setting the boundaries of the natural system for destructive human activities and not exceeding them, protecting
diversity, or increasing access to green areas. The variety of factors and determinants of local government development
contributes to the fact that the specificity of each municipality/city and its functional links should be taken into account.
One of the significant results of the 2012 conference in Rio de Janeiro was the development of a set of new Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Setting these goals was the basis for adopting the 2030 Agenda at the 2015 New York Summit.
This document obliged states to take specific actions to ensure peace, prosperity for all, eradicate poverty, care for the
environment and protect our planet. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals included in the 2030 Agenda are divided into 5
areas: people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership. The adoption of the New Urban Agenda at the UN-Habitat III
conference in Quito in 2016 is also a continuation of sustainable urban development efforts. Cities of the future should adopt
and implement strategies for managing and reducing threats as well as building resistance to problems caused by nature and
humans, including combating climate change, appropriate management of ecosystems, natural environment, water resources
and biodiversity. Sustainable urban development should be based on the principles of equality, social responsibility and
justice, freedom and respect for diversity.
It should be emphasized that both sustainable development and smart growth are important priorities of the EU Europe 2020
strategy, adopted in 2010. The main objective of sustainable development is to sustainably improve the quality of life of
residents, to support an economy that uses resources more efficiently, is more environmentally friendly and more
competitive. With this approach, Europe will be able to prosper in a low-carbon world of scarce resources, while preventing
environmental degradation, biodiversity loss and unsustainable use of resources. This will also enhance economic, social
and territorial cohesion. Smart growth, in turn, is the development of an economy based on knowledge and innovation as
drivers of future growth. These are important elements of the smart city concept. This requires improving the quality of
education, supporting research activities and innovation transfer, the use of information and communication technologies,
and the implementation of ideas into practice. In combination with the third priority - inclusive growth - they provide a full
picture of the European social market economy of the 21st century.
Cities are composed of many different elements functioning in a specific environment and space, between which there are
various interactions, therefore it should be treated as a whole. Interest in the smart city is often combined with a strong
concern for sustainability. Sustainable urban development requires an interconnected triad consisting of economy, society
and nature, which facilitates the establishment of a socio-economic system that does not harm the natural world (Dur and
Yigitcanlar, 2015; Ioppolo et al., 2018). Sustainability requires an integrated approach that includes social, economic and
ecological dimensions as well as spatial or institutional dimensions. A key role is played by the community in some way
controlling the inhabited territory. Sustainable city development is more often identified with shaping certain relations or
searching for a certain balance between particular aspects of this development. The smart city refers to many different aspects
of everyday life, and through various initiatives, it aims to improve the quality of life for citizens. The concept of a smart
city is therefore consistent with the policy of sustainable city development, where not only information technologies but also
social capital play an important role. It aims to create a place where it will be easier, better, cheaper, cleaner and more
pleasant to live and where there will be cooperation between the authorities and the residents.

Practical applications and discussion
Currently, there are an increasing number of smart city projects around the world aimed at sustainable development. The
leading cities include, among others Vienna, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Vancouver, Seoul, Rio de Janeiro or Medellin.
Information and communication technology (ICT) supports smart cities in terms of sustainable development by providing
useful and often unique solutions. Today, smart city development is a global phenomenon, closely linked to the sustainable
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development goals listed in Agenda 2030. An inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable city is one of the goals of sustainable
development. The smart city initiative is generally supported by the implementation of information and communication
technologies (ICTs), which support the provision of a sustainable urban future and the achievement of long-term benefits
(Rodrigues and Franco, 2019).
An interesting example using both advanced smart city technologies and sustainability is the Foodcube project of Urban Lab
Nürnberg. This organization was established in Nuremberg, Germany to inspire residents to design their city on their own.
Created in 2016, the Foodcube project (2016) covers the thematic area: urban, sustainable and circular agriculture, i.e. it
combines innovative agriculture with urban space. It is a modular system for growing vegetables and fish in the city centre,
working on the principle of aquaponics (combining the cultivation of plants in water, in which aquatic fauna is simultaneously
raised). In the city's squares, courtyards, terraces and rooftops, green islands create new places to stay and learn, where you
can stock up on fresh food and where you can learn about the agriculture of the future while picking herbs.
Very many interesting activities are carried out by the authorities of Rio de Janeiro (Schreiner, 2016). For example, the
mayor, wanting to solve the problem of street safety, started cooperation with IBM, which developed a network of sensors
and surveillance cameras. The project contributed to the creation of a modern, full-size operations centre based on online
video transmission. This allows the city to respond more quickly and prevent unwanted incidents and coordinate emergency
services. City authorities are taking many initiatives, making intensive use of technology to bring the government closer to
citizens and improve their quality of life. By being able to track people's access to new technologies, the government has
been promoting ICT since 2011 by offering training programs to reach more vulnerable people in need. They want to
eliminate digital exclusion in this way. For the residents, among others, Centre1746, which operates 24 hours a day, seven
days a week and includes over a thousand municipal services. Everyone can obtain information or file a complaint or request
by receiving an e-mail or text message with a case number. The information is passed on to the relevant services. After
settling the matter, the resident is informed about it. This centre made it possible to combine many numbers into one. In this
way, citizens feel that they are an important element in the city's development and their opinions matter. In recent years, the
government of Rio de Janeiro has also implemented many measures that have contributed to environmental restoration and
conservation. To improve air quality, the MonitorArRio program, responsible for monitoring, was implemented. It has
improved the city's air quality, as stations are set up to analyze particles and gases. Data on air quality from all regions are
available to everyone, including on the city's website. Another system is Community alert and Warning, which collects
information from city sensors - such as weather radar and rain gauges - and monitors weather conditions. Warnings are sent
(free SMS ringtones, sirens) about dangerous situations for residents and social workers. This makes it easy to identify
emergencies and alert residents. The sustainable implementation of the smart concept makes it possible to improve the lives
of residents.
One of the main aspects of smart cities is good traffic flow control in the city, which has an impact on improving transport
systems, commuting and overall traffic patterns in cities. As the population grows, traffic problems, pollution, and more
arise. The use of, inter alia, smart traffic lights is one of the important activities of smart cities (Aguilera et al., 2004). Smart
lights and beacons should be linked in communication networks to offer more information about traffic patterns. Each sensor
detects a different traffic flow parameter (e.g. car speed, traffic volume, traffic light waiting time, traffic jams, etc.). The
system makes decisions according to the values of these parameters and gives the appropriate instructions to the lights and
signals. The more data available for this system, the more informed decisions can be made. As a result, it is best to collect
data from all traffic lights throughout the city. This requires the use of real-time big data analytics. For example, the
implementation of intelligent traffic lights and beacons designed by the Traffic21 project in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
significantly improved performance, reducing traffic jams and waiting times, which also resulted in emissions reductions of
more than 20%.
Singapore is often mentioned as a model example of a smart, sustainable city. In the Smart City Ranking conducted by ABI
Research in 2018, Singapore took the leading position, obtaining the highest score in terms of innovation (Drubin, 2018).
Special mention is made of Singapore's innovations related to Freight as a Service (FaaS), Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and
the innovative use of next-generation technologies and breakthrough paradigms in solving difficult structural problems. In
2019, Singapore was ranked among the smartest cities in the Smart Cities Index by the International Institute for Management
Development (International Institute for Management Development, 2019). Singapore launched the Smart Nation Initiatives
(Singapore ..., 2021) in 2014 to take advantage of the technologies introduced by the fourth industrial revolution and
implement them on a national scale. This initiative was launched with the aim of increasing the overall factor productivity,
improving the lives of Singaporeans, retaining local talent, and attracting foreign talent. The pillars for becoming an
intelligent nation here are the digital economy, digital government and the digital society. The Smart Nation platform enables
enterprises and government agencies to introduce innovative, intelligent services for citizens. A strategic goal in Singapore
is to optimize the use of limited space with more efficient, reliable and safer vehicles and improved transportation methods
and systems. Autonomous vehicles seem to play a key role in these projects. This technology has the potential to help address
Singapore's workforce constraints, reduce accidents and improve traffic on our roads. In 2017, the Parking.sg mobile
application was launched, providing car owners with intelligent parking solutions. Users can easily locate nearby parking,
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make parking payments, and receive parking refunds and notifications remotely via the app. These are just some of the
initiatives carried out in Singapore.
There are also many city rankings related to the issues of both smart cities and sustainable development. Such rankings can
be a signpost for investors regarding the choice of location or potential residents looking for a good place to live. They can
also be an inspiration for many cities. Giffinger and Haindlmaier (2010) provided an interesting overview of various city
rankings in Europe in terms of a smart city. The authors rated the best rankings compiled by magazines or NGO's without
sponsoring (usually created for one specific country or a whole continent by taking into account a comparatively low number
of cities) and conducted by universities or economic research institutes with sponsors in different areas (mainly focus on one
country or one continent).
In Poland, one of the rankings is the Arcadis Polish Sustainable Cities Ranking, the winners of the second edition of which
were presented on May 11, 2021, during the Sustainable Cities Conference. The ranking aims to compare which cities and
in which fields do the best. The study also presents innovative projects, making it a specific catalogue of good practices for
municipal authorities. The study assesses the 50 largest cities in Poland in three fundamental areas of sustainable
development: society, environment and economy. Within each of the three areas, areas have been distinguished. In total, 19
domains have been identified for the environment, economy and society and 45 specific indicators have been defined. The
source of most of the data was the Sustainable Development Indicators application - a local module available on the website
of the Central Statistical Office, as well as information from the Local Data Bank or BIP. The Sustainability Appraisal in the
area of Society focuses on the quality of life now and in view for future generations. Elements such as health and access to
health care, and education form the basis of sustainable social development. In addition, indicators in the area of social
development allow for the assessment of cities in terms of demography, culture, poverty, safety and social activity of
residents. The Environment Area largely focuses on those elements of urban space that greatly affect the health and wellbeing of the city's inhabitants. These are primarily: good air quality, sensitivity to climate change, the presence of greenery
in the urban structure. Extremely important issues also concern the use of resources, rational waste management, access to
network devices, as well as spatial planning. The Economy Area focuses on the economic condition of the city using
indicators relating to city investment expenditure, the situation on the labour market, the entrepreneurship of residents, the
value of funds obtained from the European Union for the implementation of projects, as well as the condition of transport
infrastructure in cities. These indicators determine the level of economic development achieved by cities, but also indicate
the possibilities of their further development.
Table 2 shows the top ten cities in the overall ranking. The best result in the overall ranking was achieved by Warsaw - 1st
place in the social and economic sphere, although it was only 42nd in the environmental area (it improved compared to the
previous year). Toruń came second in the overall ranking (it was 12th in the social sphere, 7th in the economic sphere, 11th
in the environmental sphere), and Zielona Góra came third (the society - 9th, the economy - 14th, and in the case of the
environment - 4th . position). Warsaw, as the first city in Poland, joined the project entitled "Green City Plan - Green City
Plan", which financially supports investments in areas such as ecological urban transport, energy and thermal modernization
or waste management. The aim here is not only to show the way to sustainable development but also to achieve the so-called
climate neutrality. Many smart city solutions to facilitate the management of green areas have also been introduced in the
capital, including Tree Crown Map, Tree Trunk Location Map, Modrzew Application, Green Areas Categorization System
or Tree Rights Charter. Toruń maintains a balance in its pursuit of development, ensuring economic stability, living
conditions friendly to residents and caring for the state of the environment. It can therefore be said that the city develops
sustainably. The city is carrying out, among others many educational programs contributing to the popularization of proecological solutions.
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City
Warszawa
Toruń
Zielona Góra
Rzeszów
Poznań
Bielsko-Biała
Olsztyn
Gdańsk
Koszalin
Lublin

Table 2: Ranking of Polish Sustainable Cities
Areas
General
classification
Environment
Economy
1
42
1
3
11
7
3
4
14
4
21
8
5
36
4
6
5
10
7
9
20
8
24
2
9
1
31
10
20
18

Society
1
12
9
4
3
15
10
17
11
5

Source: Ranking polskich…(2021).

Cities located in the eastern part of the country rank high in the general classification: Rzeszów (4th place), Lublin (10th
place) and Białystok (11th place). It can therefore be concluded that this part of the country is developing dynamically,
becoming an increasingly attractive place to live and work. The results of Bielsko-Biała (6th position) and Katowice (13th
position) indicate that taking actions for sustainable urbanization, investing in environmental protection and dialogue with
residents is the right direction in urban policy. In the case of many cities, there is a significant convergence between the
results in two areas, ie Society and Economy, and much lower positions in the area of Environment. A well-functioning and
developed economy is a factor that facilitates meeting the needs of residents, including improvement of housing conditions,
access to high-quality public services, as well as creating a friendly urban space. Unfortunately, cities forget about the
environmental aspect. Ranking leaders are high in the area of economy and society, unfortunately quite low in the area of
the environment (i.e. their actions may harm the natural environment as well as the health and living conditions of their
inhabitants). The report shows that Polish cities are not fully sustainable, and their degree of development in this respect
varies considerably in individual areas. For the sustainable development of cities, apart from a larger available budget, a
coherent and balanced vision of development and consistency in its implementation are important. Environmental education
focused on environmental responsibility, improvement of air quality, development of sustainable forms of transport and
green areas or minimization of the use of non-renewable resources is important. Few cities in Poland, therefore, achieve a
balance between the three areas of sustainable development. Positive exceptions to this rule are: Toruń (12th position in the
Society, 11th position in the Environment, 7th position in the Economy), Szczecin (25th position in the Society, 29th position
in the Environment, 25th position in the Economy) and Konin (25th position in Society, 33rd position in the Environment,
32nd position in the Economy). For example, an interesting initiative introduced in Szczecin is urban prototyping. The action
involves the gradual introduction of changes in the development of a specific part of the city and consulting the effects of
these transformations with the residents. Thanks to this approach, it will be possible to make adjustments to intentions to
adapt them to the preferences of users. This will ensure the participation of residents in shaping the urban space. An important
aspect analyzed in the ranking is caring for the environment, as it affects the health and well-being of residents (green urban
space, clean air, developed sewage, water and sewage networks, waste management, biodiversity and low-emission urban
transport). The first place in this respect was taken by Koszalin, the second - Grudziądz with Gdynia, and then Zielona Góra.
The particular advantages of these cities are good air quality and a significant share of green areas in the city structure. Many
cities use systems for informing residents about the state of air quality. Interesting solutions in the field of the environment
are used, among others, by Łódź, Kraków, Gliwice, i.e. woonerfs (city courtyards), pocket parks or flower meadows. Other
positive examples are the implementation of the Green Budget by cities. It should be noted that the pandemic influenced the
behaviour of residents who began to pay more attention to their close surroundings. Access to walking and recreational areas,
bicycle paths and greenery translates into comfort and improvement of the quality of life. Cooperation between interested
parties and the introduction of smart solutions becomes important. Many cities around the world have solutions to ensure
better water management and better waste. For example, waste management includes collection, treatment, recycling and
recovery of waste (Neirotti et al. 2014). all of which can be effectively managed using an ICT solution. A positive example
of the use of smart solutions is the use of the hydrological and meteorological measurement network system in Gdańsk,
supporting the proper management of flood-related actions and giving an image of the current threat in the field of, inter alia,
the amount of precipitation in the city space, filling of reservoirs and water flow in watercourses. A system constructed in
this way allows for the effective use of the functioning drainage system. It is supported by educational activities among
residents and a system of early warning and alerting residents against weather hazards.
In the light of the presented considerations, it is possible to observe the increasing awareness and interest of cities in the
application of the principles of sustainable development to improve the quality of life of their inhabitants and streamline
many internal processes. There are many positive examples of the use of smart solutions in this area.
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Conclusions
Today's cities face complex challenges to achieve socio-economic development and quality of life goals. The use of digital
technology to improve decision-making processes and improve the standard of living of residents has become more and more
common. It can be seen that there are different approaches to sustainable development in smart cities, both in literature and
in implemented projects. Smart cities solve the social problems of their inhabitants and are friendly to business activities.
They use many technologies to improve the performance of health, transport, energy, education and water services leading
to a higher level of comfort for their citizens. The development of creative sectors of the economy and advanced technologies
is important. An important element is its sustainable social and environmental development. Sustainable development aims
to meet the needs of present generations without compromising the problems of future communities. The aim of investing in
a smart city is to foster such development, enabling all stakeholders to obtain benefits and support prosperity. Engaging in
new technologies help to improve the quality of life of people as well as their environment. To implement the concept of a
sustainable smart city, an integrated approach covering many dimensions is necessary. It also requires undertaking
educational activities conducive to changing the behaviour of society or social consensus regarding the rules and principles
of compliance with the assumptions of sustainable development. The cooperation of stakeholders and the active attitude of
residents are also becoming more and more important, therefore the proper management of the city authorities plays an
important role. The purpose of the actions taken is not to be technology in isolation from the social aspect; it should not be
to create technologically complex solutions but to serve the society and improve their living conditions. Climate changes,
rapidly developing ICT technologies, growing needs of residents, environmental pollution and many other unfavourable
changes will force cities to develop sustainable development towards the smart concept. It is a long-term, multi-faceted and
comprehensive process that brings many benefits for the present and future generations. However, you should be aware of
the risks they bring, e.g. data security. It should be remembered that even the most technologically advanced cities are
inhabited by people, and they are the most important. It is also worth emphasizing that a city can't be smart without actually
being sustainable. The effective combination of a smart and sustainable city gives a chance to create a low-emission future
and a better life for future generations.
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Abstract
This paper combines accessibility analysis of NLP and GIS using traditional visual interfaces on health care systems. Natural
Language Processing (NLP) approach provides support for the interaction between users and the information system. GIS is
optimizing urban mobility data by providing location-based services through NLP tools. In this scenario, NLP provides users
with precise expressions, consultation, and queries of synonyms and qualitative expressions of users (patients). NLP and GIS
data exchange proposes a self-powerful interface method that help users wherever. NLP helps medical personnel to
communicate with patients and collect data from patients while GIS help identify, locate and optimize urban mobility data
for remote specialists and emergency worker.
To ascertain the massification of NLP and GIS with users for a perfect human-human and machine interaction, a GIS survey
was conducted and imported to the paper. The combined system is defined and considered by the authors to evaluate the
feasibility and relevance of (1) accessibility of technical skills required to perform remote activities, (2) Time required to
identify the desired results, (3) Quality and quantity of human perception of remote and the standardization of the format to
perform queries, (4) expectations and results from an experiment to performed task using a traditional GIS interface (ArcGIS)
and an NLP based interface.
Machine learning models provide little or no explanations to the predictions. The study use NLP and GIS that enable an
explainable machine learning system example that focus on interpreting the input data and outputs dat. or the connections
between inputs and outputs data for health care systems.

Keywords: Natural language processing, Geographical information system, H-healthcare, Development technology and
communication development

Introduction
Remote sensing activities are effectively and increasingly being used nowadays as modern tools for decision-making in many
dimensions like medical and healthcare. GIS has been applied in assessing the healthcare facilities to incorporate datasets
for spatial monitoring and sensing remotely with the case study of Egypt by “Luqman and Khan, (2021)”. According to
“Reeves et al., (2021” said an important determinant of healthcare is to make it an important factor for the population to
facilitate a better outcome and prompt care delivery. NLP which is helping greatly in the field of research in this direction is
seemingly embracing GIS data to help us make better queries. With GIS model, in particular, is well suited in this context
because it helps analyze and display capabilities by tracing by “Parvin et al., (2021)”.
Healthcare systems are knowledge centers that deal with large information in a written form obtained various patience,
documented in different forms such as reports, physicians case notes, pathologists and radiologists reports. According to
"Choperena-Aguilar et al., (2021)" said vast information in healthcare requires a new system owing to difficulties to retrieve
the information when needed. They said natural language processing is a good system to help secure and store information.
Advancement of Healthcare system thanks to the technology development. It is now possible to engage text classification
and analytics of Data Language (NLP) through AI in health sectors. Nowadays, highly scalable language agnostics are
feasible based on pure machine learning, Knowledge Graph awareness, and modern software. According to “Shahri and
Taban, (2021)” it is a collection of computational methods used for analyzing and representing concise data of human
language to derive human-like dada called language processing. Modern technology is advancing and it is indicating to us
that natural language is not just about text to computer systems. Today modern technology has introduced other means of
inputting text into the system. We can see modern means of smart recording to text characters as means of inputting data
into the systems that interact with humans. According to "Mador-Haim et al., (2006)" explain how language text can be used
to effectively solve some of the semantic problems. The paper explains how to use language to localize different areas for
_______________
Cite this Article as: Pascal Muam MAH “ Visualization of the Health Care System with NLP And GIS As Modern Tools
of Technological Development” Proceedings of the 38th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 23-24 November 2021, Seville, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-7-1, ISSN: 2767-9640
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different activities and with different climatic conditions. In the paper they explain the steps that can be taken to locate an
area

Importance of Natural langue processing on Healthcare:
• Help Summarize text for clinical use.
• Help to map data elements found in unstructured text to structured fields in an E-health record to advance clinical
data integrity.
• Help transform the text into machine-readable formats for reporting and analytical purposes.
• Help provide results to queries that require the synthesis of multiple data sources.
• Help in speech recognition that allows users to decide and determine clinical notes and other relevant information
that can then be turned into text

Importance of GIS on Healthcare.
Determine the Spread of Infectious Disease. GIS can use geography information and other inputs to identify areas where
diseases are most likely to spread next. This has been highly utilized during the peak of Covid-19. With the help of GIS,
many countries were able to implement restrictions and barriers for spread.
GIS improving Services. With modern GIS technology, it is very possible to cooperate with community leaders and
developers to achieve a better healthy environment. Through tracking of personal information, it is possible to determine
how likely others can be affected when close to others and the frequency of likelihood. According to "Garlasco et al.,(2021)”
GIS represents an exciting and rapidly growing technology through data that is captured, stored, return, displayed,
manipulated, and analyzed to help its users in a hospital in Italy. The authors further said GIS gives a detailed information
of onset and a better understanding of the phenomenon that enable effective results

Research Question
This section represent the paper section that helps the author to determine the perfect combination of human-human and
machine interactions. According to “Zhang et al., (2021)” said social engagement with robot chatbots have improve quality
of life. A sample survey was carried out to ascertain the agreement or disagreement of human-human and machine
interaction. From the findings, the following questions were used with the help of ArcGIS online survey.
1. Can E-Health services independently assessed remotely and efficiently retrieved user’s data records?
2. Are remote healthcare delivery services timely, convenient and comfortable for you?
3. Can E-Health technologies facilitate clinical decision support and team care?
4. Have you used, heard or experience any E-Health platform services?
5. Can GIS information help health practitioners to locate users and patients?
6. Can NLP and GIS help facilitate the input and retrieving process of data into and out of remote platforms for
effective healthcare delivery?
7. Are there good technical tools, datasets, systems, processes and software to advance smooth remote healthcare with
the help of NLP and GIS?
8. Do you belief that Tech-industries can provide advance services for E-Healthcare deliveries?
9. Can you trust a well-developed self-service platform to provide you with health services?

Method and Material application
The paper recruit the criteria of inclusion and exclusion criteria for both primary and secondary data. Also an ArcGIS Online
Survey conducted with help of sample questionnaires. Responses collect and analyzed. Data was analysis statistically with
techniques from ArcGIS Survey Software, published and answers imported into the paper without any adjustments or editing.
Evaluation and subsequent interpreted reflect the view of general public.

Accessibility of technical skills required to perform remote activities
This section explains the elements and approach to facilitate and ease activities between health personnel and patience. In
every system that relates to human activities, there's always a need for approval. Automatic sites are evolutionarily accessible
are essential to prove a starting point towards obtaining accessible websites by "Abascal, et al. (2019)". To say the possibility
of E-health will be possible if all tools needed to perform remote activities are accessible via electronic space.
Legislations that Support Deployment of Telemedicine. In a free and open society, for every activity to benefit the general
public, it must be legally accepted by the law. Today, the world has observed an advancement in digitalization. Many people
are excited about such a good situation. Many people who used to find it difficult to afford a hospital bed for their health
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issues are most happy. Still, no law gives it a legal right to perform remote health services. Telemedicine needs specific
policies to enhance and support the deployment of activities by "Ohannessian and Ponson., (2015).
Remote Tools. As we opt for remote healthcare, there are also obligatory items to make this happen. It takes a lot of effort
and time to make things happen home away from home. Whether it is the health sector, financial institutions, all this requires
some basic and vital tools.
E-Health sectors required good personal health records, modern mobile apps, good and reliable patient portals, fair
information repositories, good internet-based programs, and well-developed software to be used for monitoring patients and
managing their health

Figure 1 E-Health accessible requirements. Source; owner
From (figure 1) above the E-Health accessible requirements like consent of users should be a platform that is able to take
into consideration the desires of users. It should be a platform that listens to what users want. The E-Health requirement such
as openness to the public and free and cheap. Every subscriber should be able to access it anywhere. It should be a platform
that can operate on mobile devices, laptops, and tablets. It should be a platform that is legally accepted and preserve and
protect the privacy of users. He-Health platform should be open to the public and there is the accountability of every activity
and be without barriers and limitations.
Access to the internet. The future of E-Health lies in providing modern tools that will help track healthy habits and advance
remote interaction between patients and practitioners. Internet of things provides a narrative review on current state-of-theart at the level of access to remote activities by "Coulby et al.. (2020)". With the developments, it's possible now to access
almost everything and anywhere. Thanks to the internet of things that it's possible to monitor and review devices, the health
of patients and to give results via the internet.
The flexibility of platforms for practical activities. Remote access to healthcare services can increase participation for
many users if it is flexible in platforms that sustain them. A good platform should be used for video, text, local coals, and
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text messages consultation respectively. Any emote system that is not flexible to receive emails and other forms of
telecommunication is limited in nature and capacity.
Security of process and activities involve. For every system or institution to function very well without back large. It is a
must to handle privacy policy with a lot of care, recently, there's been a lot said about privacy policy. Many technological
providers are tasked with maximum load to protect the information of users. It will be very dangerous if this is not taken
seriously as E-health is very promising nowadays.

Time required to identify the desired results
In every system time require is very important in every activity. The process of transmitting biological or physiological
information from a remote location for implementation is by enabling an important reduction in computing time particularly
in the time required for the transition by "Rahman et al., (2011)" Time management and identification of various aspects in
every institution is very important. Without a specific and durable schedule, it is really hard to secure a good relationship
with the audience. The diagram below explains a suggested software that can help mitigate time spent by patients to get
access to health facilities.

Figure 2 : determinant of time and distance of client, source; Owner
To determine the time taken and possibly determine client or patients distance. The segmentation algorithm is put in place
to detect significant transitions of energy the frequency band. Boundaries of communication devices are detected based on
local changes in energy distribution. The longer the distance the lower the band. This is enough to handle any time
calculations. It is verified from various experiments that having more frequency bands increased the number of segmented
distance is closer.
From the 9figure 2) above, the comparison with manual segmentation. When band of MHz increase from HMz1-HMz2 the
distance is drop from 4km-3km. And when frequency is at HMz4 the distance is at 1 km. The higher the frequency of data
available the lower the distance.
Track Changes in Sentiment over Time with NLP and GIS. Analyses of sentiments in an environment are possible when
the relationship between time, space, and sentiment is critically examined. When one turns to observe people have more
positive attitudes in public and commercial spaces in a particular time of the day, week or month more social contact, leisure,
and shopping appear. Some people react to create the most positive sentiment for people, even when comparing urban and
rural regions. With the possibility to use data within social media such as in Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and apply
conventional sentiment analysis, which quantifies terms used that are negative and positive in feeling from a user. For
example, using nouns that portray actions or events happening with other persons. It is possible to obtain regression and
autocorrelation that can be used to investigate relationships on how given locations, places, or spaces may affect mental
health. Here it's possible to combine the attributes of NLP to investigate sentiment by linking up with the location, place, or
space with the help of

Quality and quantity of human perception of remote and the standardization of the format to perform
queries
This section explains and describes a possible remote healthcare system with the support of GIS and NLP. The section try to
paint a picture of how health personals can communicate with patients with the help of GIS and NLP.
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With natural language processing (NLP) applied, analysis on sentiment can be formed to assess how people feel about things
like perception measuring of ideas and images and how they feel about advertisement. With technology development,
analysis that uncovers how living things react to events happening and objects around them is more important. Even though
NLP and GIS analyses have rarely been used to analyze, there's hope it can do better for the health sector.
Things are now changing. Many activities are moving remotely. It is very essential to place trackers on office items and other
equipment to promote and ease accessibility. The medical world is a discipline with more concentration. It is better to connect
things with the help of GIS data for a simplified workplace.

Figure 3: Remote healthcare for GIS and NLP, Source; Owner
In the diagram, it is possible to input information with the use of text messages, calls, smart records, and chatbots. With
technology advancement, NLP can access the patient's collect data and process with the help of Artificial intelligence systems
to hospitals. Hospitals can use GIS information to trace patience and collect meaningful information for healthcare needs. In
the above diagram, there is the use of big data to help users access versus platforms without any disturbance or network
limitations. We can also observe the function of Bluetooth. This function helps to keep patients in buildings or locations
under the ground as GIS doesn't function well in these areas.

Expectations and results from an experiment to perform task using a traditional GIS interface
(ArcGIS) and an NLP-based interface
This section explains how NLP and GIS are actively changing people's minds and how it can be used to determine health
and wellbeing. With the old barriers of cultural differences and location challenges, it has been observed that many were
unable to achieve their health needs. The health system moving remotely is a big gift to many. There is no barrier, no cultural
challenges, anuouod no cost of transportation.
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Figure 4: GIS and time communication devices; source; Owner
From the above (fig 4), the system is a suggestion that uses GIS to communicate with different technological devices. It is a
combined subsystem that connects telecommunication elements with GIS to support remote activities of patients. From the
diagram, four boards exist. The first board is the GIS function with the help of big data. This section collects information
from a second board called virtual monitor board and this board communicates information directly to the main server and
people living on wheelchairs. The third board is called an automated unit signal. This section collects all signals and monitors
the network connecting the various sections and devices. The last board called communication signal deals with all alerts
and input of information into various terminals.
According to "Ali et al., (2020)" said to mitigate privacy and scalability concerns of decentralizing remote health monitoring
transfer mechanisms form the basis of a secure and accountable health monitoring system through its size and block-interval.
Here, block-interval is the average time required to publish results from patients.

Figure 5 : Time data and communication network. Source; Owner
From the figure above, we can see a robot swarm that communicates with a GIS system with the help of a big data network
system. This network help collect information from the GIS through various communication tools also there is a Radio
Frequency Identification system. This system help enables communication with natural language processing and GIS. This
helps keep the system connected especially where the network is not available. As technology keeps up advancing, more
tools will communicate systems together to help human-run their day-day activities.
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Figure 6: GIS and NLP flow chart Function. Source: Owner
The above diagram explains a suggested combined function of the GIS and NLP system. The above diagram gives a possible
detailed communication in a remote healthcare system. From the diagram, some sections link the patients and NLP and
information transfer to hospitals and then moved to a GIS system and end up with the transport sector. This system is similar
to a suggested system already suggested by many scholars.
From the above diagrams, there are section blocks. The customer, NLP, AI, Hospital, GIS, and transport system block
respectfully. When information leaves one block to another it follows a defined process. All these processes put together will
greatly help customers to achieve a desirable remote healthcare system.

How People Experience Environmental Space with GIS and NLP.
With analysis and sentiments, it is potentially very important for policy and surveying how people interact with space. Using
online to determine how parks affected the feelings of people can be gotten through comments and reactions through their
language express. If critically examine one can observe the reaction of people living close to the events and location to those
living far away. From every indication. People living close to facilitate are always confident and open free minded than those
living kilometers away. With the coming of E-Health, no distance is perceived how well the health and wellness of people
look like? For this reason, I strongly believe NLP and GIS should be more focused on future technologies than ever before.
According to"Tim., (1995)" GIS analysis display on environmental health information helps in explaining how disease
spread and the patterns of its reaction in terms of its relationships with social, institutional, technological, and natural
environments

Functional Type relationship between NLP and GIS for E-Healthcare
Base on the mathematical theory of function, there is a combined relationship between NLP and GIS for a smooth E-Health
service. Location of persons for remote monitoring is possible through search or programmable location queries. A welldefined system will use GIS to help caretakers to locate and determine the location of patients or users easily. As the patient's
ward gives a gap between healthcare practitioners and patients themselves, it is very normal that GIS information will be of
great importance for tracings. Be it the business sector or health. It is been recently observed that most follow-ups are done
through tracing of clients' locations with the use of follow-up, advertisements, and automated emails.
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Figure 7: Function relation of NLP and GIS for E-Healthcare
From (figure 70 above, the function relation of NLP and GIS is an example of the perfect combination. With (NLP1)
matching (GIS1), NLP2=GIS2, NLP3=GIS3, and NLP4=GIS5 which indicate equal relationship and role of unbiased that
should be practiced within the remote healthcare system. The caregiver should practice gravity of the situation as need and
quick attention should be forwarded to persons of very severe care than minor. Every situation should be scaled in a functiontype scenario where minor cases take option GIS1=NLP1 and change as cases and severity grow. People placed under
NLP4GIS4 should be treated first.
Analyzes of text, called text mining can process and obtain quality information in text data. At this point, text mining carries
a set of machine learning, statistical techniques, and analysis that can be used in extracting relevant data from text mining.
Analysis of sentiments, text classification, summarized text, cluster text, institutional extraction, wards recognition,
resemblance analysis, and relation models are the center focus here that bring together NLP and GIS
Comprehensive modern information on the planned land use of a local point found in multiple documents can be traced with
queries of NLP and located with knowledge of GIS on location. It is very essential to use NLP that help in providing
keywords. From the virtual perspective, the concept of a combination of textual arrangements and extractions within secure
data that allows the unification of land use classification and the integrated multiple documents stored in the development
plans memo is essential.
Mathematically, to calculate and ascertain the relationship between the NLP and GIS for E-Health, the following function
prevail in an inverse relationship. To effectively examine a user or patient, we sum the weight of words based on the number
of its occurrences divided by the total number of occurrences found in the algorithm of the calculated statistical weight.
Informs on the frequency of occurrence taken into account the proper balance between the occurrence term and its total
occurrence meaning in the context of the complete text collection.
Inverse Relationship = NLP+GIS for E-Health
============ Inverse Relationship =
With growing remote activities, communication is key for the flow of action. Therefore it is very important to take into
consideration word count to easily determine reality and goal in every conversation. Most meanings in spoken words are
usually understood through the number of words used. With the growth of remote activities, most things that were done in
the office by action are now run through spoken and written words. In other to effectively determine the success of remote
or E-Healthcare, we need to sum the number of words occurrence divided by the total number of occurrences.
As previously explained with the use of diagrams and flow chart mapping and different mathematical functions. NLP
determines the situation with the applicable algorithm while GIS help to determine the location of users for effective virtual
doctrine.

Result and Conclusion
From the figure above a flow chart of text classification by NLP is seen. The suggested system indicated that input of
information is through text, phone call, chatbots, and smart recordings. As the health sector move remotely, it's important
consultations amongst client moved to a secure and convenient systems.
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Figure 8: mapping of text classification. Source by owner
From (figure 8), mapping of text classification. Detailed information between patients and health practitioners should use
four approaches which are via calls, text messages, recording of audio messages, and via healthcare platforms chatbots. From
(figure 8), when text enters the system platform from the right-hand side, NLP converts it with the help of AI through text
classification and sends it to text segmentation. Text segmentation is where text is classified. Two categories of text are
available, positive situation (+) and negative situation (-). Once information leaves text segmentation it goes to prompt action
which is filtered and ready for use. Another information goes to the decision stage which is information not much severe.
Before text goes to text classification detailed information is sent to a keyword detection unit that communicates with GIS
and the transport sector. Once the information from prompt action reaches the hospital, wave information also goes to GIS
section that controls the transport sector for immediate pickup. At this point, there are taxis at most close range or ambulances
at most close range. Any of the transport that first reaches information start moving. Since they both use GIS information
goes only to the closed transport medium.
From the self-text classification by NLP and Location by GIS, it is suggested that a system can be developed to assist remote
healthcare practitioners to perform their activities.
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Figure 9: Example of text classification for healthcare practitioners by NLP by owner
From the suggested system, text can be classified into the model that is ready for use. From the conversation above. With
the help of NLP, a medical practitioner can say that the patient is suffering from pregnancy symptoms.
Developing an explanatory system is a very important and critical problem in the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), They said most machine learning models provide little or no explanations for the predictions in many activities by
Liu and Wang (2018)”. For this reason, I suggest the approaches of NLP and NLP for explainable machine learning systems
example that tend to focus on interpreting the input and outputs or the connections between inputs and outputs for health
care systems. Also, according to “Lai et al., (2015, February)” said text classification often relies on many human-designed
features like dictionaries and knowledge. This is to say that we can use conversation from users to determine their difficulties
and what they want.

Survey Analysis for a Perfect human-human and Machine interaction
This section gives detailed results from the survey to ascertain the interaction between humans and machines for smooth
remote healthcare delivery. It is very important to determine if the general public has a unique and unanimous mindset in
favor of remote healthcare delivery services or not. The data below give a general view of the few who were able to lay
hands on the online survey.
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Figure 10: analysis of sample questionnaires, Source by owner
From (fig 10) above, nine questionnaires were sampled. The gender obtain from the survey was mixture sex which give the
survey a total of 63 respondents. Nine questionnaires were posted online for public response. Out of the nine questionnaires
which were to determine that human-human and machine interaction is feasible in the real world. The questionnaires were
well developed to capture the public view on Human interactive desires for telehealth. Most of the questions were multiple
choice to either accept or reject the motion that the human-machine relationship is not acceptable or not comfortable with
modern trends in today’s technological world.
Out of the total nine sample questionnaires, a high percentage of positive responses of "YES" was observed. The majority
of the respondent confirms that there's a possibility of human-human and machine interactions. The only negative impact
obtain from the survey was that majority of the public has not utilized E-Health services.
To conclude. Machine learning has been used successfully and extensively to classify text documents into sets of concepts.
However, typically, linguistic information through machine learning has not performed pre-classification of information for
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prediction before the output of the classification. According to “Gonçalves and Quaresma. (2004” saif text or resulting
document text has not been used in the classification process or its use has not been fully evaluated.
Following a positive response from the sample survey. The study, therefore, concluded that there is a machine-machine and
human acceptable relationship. Out of the sample questionnaire, the study recommends acceleration in the implementation
of E-Health to fulfill users' desires. We know technology has come to make life comfortable. There is often a difficulty in
the implementation of new changes. The survey is evidence that the technological industry is behind general public needs.
The general public is eager for a new revolution in the health sector. Therefore there's a need to fasten developments of
remote healthcare services.
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Abstract
The objective of this research is to identify how the Dynamic Capabilities existing in hospitals belonging to the Region of
Lisbon and Vale do Tejo (RLVT), influence and contribute to improve their performance, in the face of a new reality
imposed by the environment. For this, six interviews were carried out with the chief nurses of the RLVT. According to the
results obtained, it appears that hospitals were not prepared to face the pandemic, however, after some learning and the
assimilation of relevant information, health professionals, together with the available resources, were able to adapt to the
new situation and innovate in the provision of adequate health care, thus concluding that the development and
implementation of Dynamic Capabilities, positively influence the performance of health institutions.

Keywords: Dynamic Capabilities, health institutions, performance, resources, pandemic.
Introduction
From the 90s, the concept of globalization and the constant technological evolution, encouraged the persistent search on
the part of organizations for new strategies that would result in a competitive advantage for the organization, to guarantee
its survival and give an immediate response to environments dynamic, which are characterized by rapid and intense
changes (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997).
The first approach developed with this theme in mind was the Resource Based Vision (RBV) theory, which argues that an
organization has a competitive advantage, if its internal resources are valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-replaceable
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(Barney and Arikan, 1991; Grant, 1991). However, this theory focuses only on the organization's internal environment, not
explaining how organizations achieve competitive advantage in constantly changing environments (Eisenhardt and Martin,
2000).
When this gap is verified, another approach emerges, presented by Teece, Pisano and Shuen, in 1997, the theory of
Dynamic Capabilities, relating the internal resources of an organization to its external environment, arguing that it is only
possible to gain an advantage competitive, if the organization can integrate, build, and reconfigure external and internal
competencies towards environmental changes (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
Over the years, many authors have contributed to the development of this theory, looking for a concrete definition of
Dynamic Capabilities, such as, for example, Collis (1994), Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), Helfat (2007), Teece et al.
(1997), Wang and Ahmed (2007), Zollo and Winter (2002), among others, however, it is still a target of many criticisms,
being for this reason, recurrent studies in this area.
According to Pereira (2000), hospital management must be oriented towards the external environment, and adapt to its
changes like any other organization. Brites (2014), argues that although the competitiveness in the hospital sector is
different from other organizations, they also seek to increase the quality of their services, together with the investment of
sophisticated equipment to attract good health professionals and improve the service provided. to its users.
That said and considering the constant changes that have occurred in recent years in the hospital sector, emphasizing the
current challenge that we currently face worldwide, the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, for the preparation of this study, the
sector was chosen hospital, namely a case study in the Lisbon and Tagus Valley Region.
This investigation comes with the main objective, to verify how the dynamic capacities affect the performance of the
hospitals belonging to the Region of Lisbon and Vale do Tejo (RLVT), mainly in a context of rapid change. Regarding the
secondary objectives, the aim is to identify and characterize the existence of dynamic capacities in the RLVT and how
health institutions have adapted to the new reality, to verify what are the main challenges and how they can be overcome,
and finally, to investigate which ones were the changes made that contributed to improving the performance of RLVT
hospitals.

Literature Review
The theory about Dynamic Capabilities has been the subject of great research over the years, verifying that the main
objective, focuses on realizing how Dynamic Capabilities act and influence the development of organizational capacities
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009; Argote and Ren, 2012).
The first approach developed in this area was the Resource Based View (RBV), in the 1990s, which argues that an
organization reveals superior performance or competitive advantage, based on the organization's internal environment, that
is, the organization is a set of resources, tangible and intangible, which must be valuable, rare, inimitable and nonreplaceable, which are consolidated with the skills and organizational culture resulting in superior performance for the
organization (Barney and Arikan, 1991; Grant, 1991).
The second approach is related to dynamic capabilities, where the focus is the relationship between the development of
new resources and capabilities and organizational performance, this approach is an extension of the RBV, in which some
concepts such as creation are studied and addressed. and reconfiguration of resources in a dynamic environment, with the
objective of creating competitive advantage (Doving and Gooderham, 2008; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
Both approaches are related to the concept of competitive advantage, however for an organization it is not enough to
accumulate resources, it is necessary to develop capacities based on resources, considering changes in the environment, so
that the organizational strategy can be aligned with new needs and opportunities (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Marcus and
Anderson, 2006).

Resource Based View
RBV began to be studied in the late 1980s, to understand whether performance is related to external factors, or to specific
factors of the organization itself, because until the 1980s, these factors were not a target of great importance for the
development of a company (Fahy, 2000).
However, several works on the theory of RBV have been developed, and for Brahma and Chakraborty (2011), the work
that most influenced the development of this theory was that of Penrose in the 50s, as he views the company as a bundle of
resources, that is, as an entity with an extensive set of resources, and not as an abstract function of transforming inputs into
products. This author considers the organization's own internal resources, emphasizing that competencies are added to
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resources, which can be tangible or intangible, and that the same resource when used for different purposes, also results in
different results (Penrose, 1959).
For the creator of the term RBV, Wernerfelt (1984), organizations are the set of capabilities and resources, which cannot be
bought or sold on the market, and that the success of an organization depends on the capabilities and unique resources of
that same organization, which culminate in a competitive advantage for the company.
According to Muhanna (2010), resources or capacities are the set of tangible or intangible assets used in the strategic
elaboration of the organization, dividing them into three groups, human capital resources, physical capital resources and
organizational capital resources. Human capital resources encompass the experience, intelligence, and relationships of all
the organization's personnel, physical capital resources include equipment, technology, location, and ease of access to raw
materials, finally, resources Organizational are the planning processes, the control systems, the organizational structure and
the company's informal relations with the outside and the internal relations between groups (Barney, 1991).
According to Barney (1991), for existing resources in an organization to result in competitive advantage, it is crucial that
they are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-replaceable, and that resources are valuable when the company through them
manages to create strategies that contribute to the their efficiency, rare when such resources do not exist in identical
organizations, are inimitable when the rare and valuable resources cannot be obtained by other companies and
irreplaceable when there are no equivalent resources. He further states that organizations that have and exploit valuable,
rare, inimitable, and non-replaceable resources and capabilities, perform better in the short term, that is, competitive
advantage. That said, RBV is considered as one of the theories that influence strategic management, which places
resources and capacities as a source for obtaining competitive advantage (Bresser and Powalla, 2012).

Dynamic Capabilities (DCs)
The concept of Dynamic Capabilities was initially presented by Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997, p. 516), as “the firm's
ability to integrate, build and reconfigure external and internal competencies towards environmental changes”. According
to the studies carried out, these authors emphasize the complexity of the processes of recognition and targeting of resources
and capacities and the application of the competences that result from these processes.
After this initial definition of dynamic capabilities, the concept evolved on a variety of bases, with numerous definitions
being created with different conceptions, although all are related to each other, it is common for each author to highlight
some aspect of dynamic capabilities. Some understand them as a set of processes and routines, others as organizational
skills or abilities, as can be seen in Table 1.
The concept of Dynamic Capabilities varies over time and depending on the author in question, therefore, there is no single
and correct definition of what Dynamic Capabilities are, but according to the concepts presented above, it is believed that it
is the broadest of all , and which provides conditions to consider various strategies adopted by the organization is the one
exposed by Wang and Ahmed (2007), noting that there are three components of dynamic capacities, adaptive capacity,
absorptive capacity and innovation capacity.

Adaptive Capacity
The meaning of adaptation has been discussed by several authors over the years, initially Burns and Stalker (1961), explain
it as being the interconnection between two distinct environments, the internal and external environment of the
organization. Weick (1979), adds that it is through customers, competitors and all those who relate to the organization, that
it identifies and filters the information for decision-making in the face of environmental changes.
Staber and Sydow (2002) emphasize the great difference between adaptive capacity and adaptation, stating that adaptation
arises from the need for survival of a company, while adaptive capacity seeks a balance between the strategies of
exploration and exploration.
For Zhou and Li (2010), they carried out a study on the influence of strategic orientation for dynamic capacities and
concluded that adaptive capacity is a central coefficient of dynamic capacities. With the results they verified that the
strategic orientation is influenced by the customers, by the competitors and by the technological orientation. They also
identified through this study that, in case of uncertainty regarding demand, the orientation to the client on the adaptability
is limited, the influence of the orientation towards the competitor becomes irrelevant and the influence of the technological
orientation increases.
For Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) and Nadkarni and Narayanan (2007), adaptive capacity develops in unstable and
turbulent environments, and it is due to this environmental complexity that the need for adaptation arises, as organizations
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seek in this context, different forms of knowledge to adapt to a new reality. In this sense, it is also considered as adaptive
capacity, when the organization changes its way of acting making improvements in the organization, even if, there are no
changes in the external environment (Gallopin, 2006).
According to Wang and Ahmed (2007), for organizations to be able to resist and evolve in the face of external changes, it
is essential to unite both internal and external factors of the organization, which are the basis of adaptive capacity.
Therefore, it appears that there is an ability to adapt in an organization, when it can quickly, flexible its resources and align
them to respond to environmental changes (Wang and Ahmed, 2007).

Absorptive Capacity
The first research on the absorption capacity emerged from the Cohen and Levinthal studies in the 90s, for these authors
the absorptive capacity is the capacity that allows the organization to recognize the value of external information,
assimilate it and apply it, as your specific needs. For the existence of this capacity, it is not only important to identify and
assimilate the information, but also that this information is explored and applied according to the business in question,
culminating in innovation.
Later, Zahra and George (2002, p. 186), present a broader definition of absorptive capacity, defining it as “a group of
organizational routines and processes by which companies acquire, assimilate, transform and apply knowledge to produce
a dynamic organizational capacity”, showing the model represented by figure 1.
According to Zahra and George (2002), the potential absorption capacity (PACAP) is composed of two components,
acquisition and assimilation, and its function is to promote the continuous updating of critical knowledge for the
organization's future interventions, in addition to allow the visualization of new strategic choices.
Acquisition capacity is defined as the ability of an organization to locate, value, and acquire external knowledge, relevant
to its business (Flatten, Zahra and Brettel, 2011). While assimilation capacity is defended by Camisón and Fóres (2010), as
the set of processes and routines that allow new information to be analyzed, interpreted, processed, internalized, and
classified, processes and routines that can be, for example, structures of communication that the organization uses to
disseminate knowledge and incorporate into its knowledge base (Camisón and Fóres, 2010).
According to Cohen and Levinthal (1990), assimilation is related to existing knowledge, as the result of learning
performance will be all the greater as the learning object is related to what is already known by the organization, with
learning being very important. more difficult in unfamiliar areas.
According to Zahra and George (2002), the realized absorption capacity (RACAP) has transformation and application as
components. Since, the capacity for transformation is defined as the improvement of the knowledge acquired externally to
adapt it to the internal routines, to facilitate the transfer and combination of previous knowledge with the new knowledge
acquired or assimilated for future use. (Zahra and George, 2002; Flatten et al., 2011). According to Zahra and George
(2002), this capacity implies that the company recognizes two sets of information that are incongruous from the start and
then combine them to formulate a new scheme favoring the organization.
Application capacity is defined as the capacity of an organization to incorporate the knowledge acquired, assimilated, and
transformed in its operations and routines for its application. This ability gives rise to the creation or improvement of new
products, systems, processes, skills, and organizational structures (Zahra and George, 2002; Flatten et al., 2011).
For Zahra and George (2002), they suggest that despite different components they all complement each other, that is,
ACAP depends on RACAP, since a company to explore information from the external environment must necessarily have
the capacity to acquire and assimilate it them.
Regarding the background as shown in figure 1, it is the sources of complementary knowledge and the experience of the
employees. The greater the number and types of external knowledge, which have a direct influence on PACAP
components, the greater the likelihood that the company will acquire external knowledge relevant to the development of
learning capacity (Zahra and George 2002). The experience of employees is associated with the set of activities that the
company chooses to develop, such as benchmarking or experimental learning, since it is from previous experiences that
new technological knowledge is sought that is close to the areas where the organization has already had success (Zahra and
George, 2002).
As moderating factors, emphasis is placed on activation triggers, which impel the company to react to external and internal
stimuli, the mechanisms of social integration, which reduce the existing gap between PACAP and RACAP, facilitating the
exchange of information within the organization. company, and finally, the appropriability regime, which acts as a
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mediator between the company's RACAP and obtaining competitive advantages (Zahra and George, 2002; Azevedo,
Loureiro and Simões, 2021).

Innovation Capacity
In the view of Schumpeter (1997), innovation is characterized by the combination of materials and forces that the company
must produce one thing, and still produce the same or different things using different methods.
Kim (2013) presents the definition of innovation capacity as the “ability to create new and useful knowledge, based on the
knowledge that the organization already has”.
Lawson and Samson (2001) defend based on the definition of CDs given by Teece et al. (1997, p.516), as “the firm's
ability to integrate, build and reconfigure competencies internally and externally, to address rapidly changing
environments”, define the capacity for innovation and the ability to continuously transform knowledge and ideas into new
products, processes, and systems for the benefit of the company and its stakeholders.
For the authors Wang and Ahmed (2007) the innovative capacity has a close relationship with the absorptive capacity,
since when absorbing external information, it is converted into processes or products that result in a competitive advantage
for the organization. In this way, the Capacity for Innovation is defined as the competence of an organization to develop
new products or new markets, through the interconnection of the organization's strategy with innovative behaviors and
processes, and the capacity for innovation is the connection between resources and internal capacities and their markets,
that is, this capacity aligns the company's effective level of innovation with the competitive advantages that they obtain
from the market (Wang and Ahmed, 2007; Loureiro, Cardoso and Simões, 2021).

Sector characterization
The health sector in Portugal, over the past few years, has been developing intensively, because of major technological,
political and social changes, with the aim of providing improved health care and guaranteeing access to it for all citizens,
equitably (Graça, 2015).
Lately, this sector is faced with major challenges, mainly at the demographic and epidemiological level. In a demographic
context, Portugal is made up of a mostly aging population, which requires greater complexity of care, already in an
epidemiological context, there is a growing record of new epidemics, which require the NHS to develop mechanisms
capable of coping with unknown realities (Portrait of Health, 2018).
In this perspective, to understand the role of Dynamic Capabilities in situations of rapid change, as is the case of the
current pandemic, hospital units in the Region of Lisbon and Vale do Tejo were selected for this research, excluding
specialized health units and those that have a public-private partnership (PPP). The following hospital units were then
considered for this study, Centro Hospitalar do Médio Tejo, EPE, Centro Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Norte, EPE,
Centro Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Central, EPE, Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Ocidental, EPE, Hospital Professor
Doutor Fernando da Fonseca, EPE, Hospital Garcia de Orta, EPE, Centro Hospitalar do Barreiro Montijo, EPE, Centro
Hospitalar de Setúbal, EPE, Centro Hospitalar do Oeste, EPE and Santarém District Hospital, E.P.E.
The Lisbon and Tagus Valley Region (RLVT) is organized by five NUTS III, that is, in five sub-regions, namely, Greater
Lisbon, Setúbal Peninsula, Middle Tejo, West and Lezíria do Tejo, comprising 52 municipalities and 526 parishes,
corresponding to a territory of 12,216.37 Km2, a resident population of 3,664 thousand of people and a population density
of 312 inhabitants / km2 (Perfil de Saúde, 2018).
The Greater Lisbon sub-region is formed by the following municipalities: Sintra, Oeiras, Lisbon, Vila Franca de Xira,
Cascais, Mafra, Odivelas and Amadora. The West sub-region consists of: Nazaré, Alcobaça, Caldas da Rainha, Óbidos,
Peniche, Bombarral, Lourinhã, Cadaval, Torres Vedras, Alenquer, Mafra, Arruda dos Vinhos and Sobral de Monte Agraço.
The Setúbal Peninsula covers the following counties: Montijo, Alcochete, Palmela, Moita, Barreiro, Almada, Seixal,
Setúbal and Sesimbra. The Lezíria do Tejo sub-region includes the following municipalities: Rio Maior, Santarém,
Chamusca, Alpiarça, Golegã, Azambuja, Almeirim, Cartaxo, Salvaterra de Magos, Coruche and Benavente. Finally, the
Middle Tejo sub-region includes the municipalities: Abrantes, Alcanena, Constância, Entroncamento, Ferreira do Zêzere,
Mação, Ourém, Sardoal, Tomar, Torres Novas and Vila Nova da Barquinha (Health Profile, 2018).

Methodology
For Fortin (2009) the choice of data collection method depends on the level of investigation, the type of phenomenon or
the variable and the instruments available, thus, to achieve the objectives of the study, and to answer the question of
investigation, the data collection methodology selected for the present investigation, is the interview technique, due to its
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characteristics, that is, it is a complete, flexible, and easy to apply technique. Among the various types of interview
existing, the semi-structured interview was selected because it presents a set of characteristics that are suitable for this
study, such as, for example, the script associated with this typology allows to focus on the main areas of investigation,
giving freedom to the interviewer and interviewed for the exploration of others, throughout the interview.
In this way, 6 interviews were applied, through the elaboration of a script, directed to the chief nurses, belonging to the
Lisbon and Vale do Tejo Region, to obtain information about the role of Dynamic Capabilities in the context of change.
These interviews were carried out by video call, because, due to the pandemic and the existing restrictions in the country, it
was not possible to conduct them in person as planned when the script was drafted. Its duration varied between 20 and 44
minutes, with the necessary notes being made throughout the interview, to obtain the results for the present study.
Initially, it was intended to obtain interviews in the ten hospitals involved in this study, however, due to the pandemic
situation, it was only possible to collect six interviews. For the protection of the interviewees, their identity, and the name
of the institution where they provide their services will not be disclosed.

Results
Regarding the first question, “How has the organization adapted to respond to new diseases? In the last decades, what
organizational changes have you seen? Do you consider that these adaptations contributed to face this new reality (covid19)? ”, Most of the interviewees refer that many adaptations have been made over the years, both to respond to new
diseases and to the continuous improvement of the service provided to its users, considering that the main ones undergo
continuous training, structuring of teams and services / specialties, introduction of technology and digitization throughout
the processes, as well as issues related to hygiene, which allow the institution to approach everyone better problems, an
improvement in team management and a more timely adaptation to external changes.
In the second question, “How did the team you lead adapt to the pandemic? What are the main changes?”, The responses
were diversified, however it appears that in the face of the pandemic situation, all teams were forced to adapt, with the
following being the main changes made, as follows: alteration of their structure, training of processes, creation of routines,
creation of circuits, addition of technological components, elaboration of service protocols and reduction of professionals
in shared areas.
Regarding the third question, “Regarding the 1st wave of Covid 19, what lessons were learned? Are you ready now? If so,
how?”, Regarding the first part of this question, most of the interviewees declare that the first wave was important to define
and internalize routines, change processes, and essentially learn to deal with a situation, which until then was unknown.
Regarding the second part of this question, the respondents affirm that yes, today they are much better prepared than in the
first wave, although the learning is constant, they feel that over the days, they can achieve better and better results, having
the perfect notion that the response capacity today is more reduced, given the demand that exists and not due to the failure
of health institutions. However, they ensure that despite all efforts, infrastructure and human resources are limited, no
matter how much they increase.
In the fourth question, where you ask, “What resources are now being used, which were not before? Have these new
resources contributed to improving the performance of the organization?”, Half of the interviewees focused on their
response, in the reinforcement of human resources, arguing that only in this way was it possible to fill gaps, two of the
interviewees affirm something very interesting, that is, that despite the reinforcement of human resources, there is a higher
rate of absence from them, due to extreme tiredness and casualties caused by anxiety. This makes the teams more united,
because they know that a good job depends on the contribution of each member of their team. Another interviewee refers
to medical equipment and is also referred to by more than one interviewee, the use of technology, which until then, was not
widely used, but which in this context made all the difference, only in this way is it possible to reduce the distance between
the patient and family, respond to all requests, how to provide pedagogical strategies through YouTube and radio.
Regarding the fifth question, “At a technological level, is the organization prepared to face these new challenges? Do they
have enough resources? Necessary skills? What adaptations must be made?”, Only one interviewee replied that the
organization, at a technological level, is prepared to face new challenges. As for the second part of the question, it was
mentioned by an interviewee in relation to resources, that there is currently a concern in the replacement of technological
equipment, to create conditions to improve the information systems, as far as the competences are concerned, practically
all the interviewees affirm that more training is needed, without it, they cannot keep up with technological advances, which
can be detrimental to the provision of the service.
Regarding the adaptations that need to be made, two interviewees refer that it is necessary to create new conditions to
respond to the access of visits, using technologies to minimize the distance between the patient and the family, two other
interviewees refer that another of the necessary adaptations, passes through, through more advanced computer systems, the
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interconnection of several existing health systems and structures, which will help a lot in the management of pandemic
situations such as the one we are experiencing.
Regarding the last question, “Are Human Resources recognized for their knowledge, and is it used to improve the services
provided? Do you consider that this recognition has been increasing since the arrival of the Pandemic?” one of the
interviewees stated that having knowledge is not everything, to improve the services provided, it is necessary to know how
to apply it, absorb information and define learning strategies. Two other interviewees said that recognition is something
that needs to be urgently resolved, especially at the financial level.
As for the knowledge they defend, which is something that accumulates over the years, through routines and learning in
the context of service, and at this moment, due to the lack of professionals, the recruitment processes are constant, and to
respond to needs of the SNS, it is important to have a more effective talent recruitment and retention policy, and it is
relevant to recruit trained professionals, that is, with the capacity to innovate in order to adapt to the new reality. In
conclusion, the greater the knowledge, the greater and better the results achieved.
As for the second part of the question, only one of the interviewees spoke clearly about the issue, stating that at the
beginning of the pandemic this recognition existed.

Discussion
According to the bibliographic review carried out and the responses obtained during the interviews, it appears that the basis
for the development of Dynamic Capabilities, which consequently culminates in better organizational performance, is in
resources. These resources can be tangible or intangible, according to Muhanna (2010), and divided into three groups,
human capital resources, physical capital resources and organizational capital resources, based on the answers given, to the
question “What are the resources that are now being used, which were not before? Have these new resources contributed to
improving the performance of the organization?”, To face the pandemic, it was essential to acquire new resources and
acquire others that were missing, mainly human and physical capital resources, emphasizing the following, reinforcement
of human resources, acquisition of medical equipment and use of technological resources. Another contribution related to
resources, is that it is not enough to use the available resources or acquire new ones, it is necessary to proceed with their
organization and planning, otherwise, their usefulness is null, which is one of the reasons why health institutions,
sometimes they do not reach the performance that they would like, in the provision of their services, due to the lack of
planning of their resources. Corroborating what is advocated by Barney and Wright, (1998), an organization to monetize its
resources, to increase its performance, its focus, must be the organization of resources.
As for the question of whether “Regarding the 1st wave of Covid 19 what learning was done? Are you ready now? If so,
how?”, We conclude that yes, hospitals are much better prepared to face this 2nd wave, due to the learning done in the first
phase of the pandemic, however, for this to happen, it is necessary that the learning, be internalized in routines, and the
processes undergo changes, adjusting each routine / process to the situation that is experienced in each moment. This
conclusion is in line with what is defended by Muhanna (2010), in which the resources so that they can give the
organization a positive impact on its performance, it is essential that they are transferred in processes or routines. As for
the question of whether “Regarding the 1st wave of Covid 19 what learning was done? Are you ready now? If so, how?”,
We conclude that yes, hospitals are much better prepared to face this 2nd wave, due to the learning done in the first phase
of the pandemic, however, for this to happen, it is necessary that the learning, be internalized in routines, and the processes
undergo changes, adjusting each routine / process to the situation that is experienced in each moment. This conclusion is in
line with what is defended by Muhanna (2010), in which the resources so that they can give the organization a positive
impact on its performance, it is essential that they are transferred in processes or routines.
In short, with the analysis of these two questions, it can be said that the studied health institutions have adaptive capacity,
since all the adaptations listed above, were motivated by a change in the external environment, and by the search for
answers in the face of a different reality, which corroborates the studies by Prahalad and Hamel (1990), in which he affirms
that the organization's capacity to create competences that allow it to adapt quickly to external changes is fundamental so
that, in organizations, they are holders Dynamic Capabilities. In the question of whether, “Human resources are
recognized for their knowledge, and is it used to improve the services provided? Do you consider that this recognition has
been increasing after the arrival of the Pandemic?”, It is identified that, one of the preponderant factors for an organization
to adapt quickly to a new external stimulus, is knowledge, according to Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004). It is also mentioned
in the answers to this question, that knowledge is useful, when one knows how to apply and is constantly updated by
absorbing new information, only then will it be possible to improve organizational performance, as it was through the
learning done in the 1st wave, that is , the absorption of knowledge acquired in the 1st wave about the virus and its way of
acting, that it was possible to improve the performance of the institutions, corroborating with the model of Cohen and
Levinthal (1990) and Zahra and George (2002).
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To understand whether health organizations can achieve better results through innovation, the answers to the following
questions were asked, “What resources are now being used that were not previously used? Have these new features
contributed to improving the organization's performance?” and “At a technological level, is the organization prepared to
face these new challenges? Do they have enough resources? Necessary skills? What adaptations must be made?”, It turns
out that the use of technology, has allowed the creation of some innovative processes, which until then were not used,
mainly because until then, there was no such need.
One of the great challenges regarding technology is that most professionals do not have sufficient training in this area,
which disables its use, however, they state that with the current situation it does not become a priority, and in some
institutions, technology , has been a great help in providing and looking for a better service, for example, it is possible to
reduce the distance between the patient and his family, creating new conditions for access to visits, responding to all
requests, improving information systems, and even provide pedagogical strategies through Youtube and radio, which allow
alerting and disseminating information about the virus.
That said, it appears that the opinions exposed are in line with the studies of Wang and Ahmed (2007) and Kim (2013),
since the innovative capacity arises from the ability to absorb external information, converting it into processes or services,
that result in better organizational performance.
In short, hospitals to achieve better results in rapidly changing environments, focus on their available resources, which
through the learning made (1st wave of the pandemic), transform them into processes and routines, adapting to existing
needs together with the absorption of all relevant information, culminating in innovation, that is, in the provision of new
services, as shown in the following figure.

Final considerations
Health institutions in Portugal, like all other organizations, due to globalization and technological evolution, struggle daily
to excel in their area of activity, developing mechanisms and strategies to differentiate themselves from their competition.
The present study arises precisely from the verification of these constant changes that have occurred in recent years in the
health sector, focusing essentially on the current challenge, which is experienced worldwide, caused by the appearance of
SARS-CoV-2.
The main objective is to verify how Dynamic Capabilities influence the performance of hospitals, in this case those
belonging to the Lisbon and Vale do Tejo Region, in this phase of great complexity and change. As for the secondary
objectives, the aim is to identify and characterize the existence of Dynamic Capabilities in RLVT hospitals, to verify how
these health institutions have adapted to the new reality, to also understand what the main challenges are and how they can
be overcome, finally, investigate what changes were made that contributed to improving the performance of these
hospitals.
In this context, a wide-ranging literature review on the topic of Dynamic Capabilities was initially carried out and the
health sector was selected for the development of this research, more specifically the Lisbon and Tagus Valley Region.
Regarding the methodology, the technique was selected by interview, elaborating six very comprehensive questions,
through a script, to answer the initially proposed objectives.
After analyzing the responses obtained, some conclusions were drawn, namely that the basis for good performance is the
organization of resources, corroborating with Barney and Wright, (1998). Another conclusion arises in the approach to the
second question, in which, in fact, hospitals were not prepared to face a pandemic with these characteristics, however at
this moment, they already feel safer in the development of their actions, due to the learning acquired in the first wave of the
pandemic and the adaptations made. Another of the conclusions, strongly emphasized by the interviewees, is the issue of
recognition, which demonstrates that it is something urgent to be resolved. These professionals are completely exhausted
with this whole situation, they often must work more shifts than the bearable and the stubborn recognition of not arriving,
both for the level of knowledge they have, as well as for the overtime they perform. Finally, technology has played a
leading role in the act of innovating, and after several adaptations made in line with the assimilation / absorption of
relevant information, together with technology it was possible to innovate in several essential processes for improving the
services provided, corroborating with Ahmed (2007) and Kim (2013).
As for the limitations, during this investigation, some emerged, namely, in the realization of the Literature Review chapter,
since it is a topic that has not been studied and developed yet, another major limitation was present in the application of the
interviews, first because it was selected for this I study the health sector, more specifically the hospitals belonging to the
RLVL, being very busy with this whole situation and focused on looking for answers to this new virus, not having much
availability to collaborate in this type of studies, which is perfectly fine. understandable. Secondly, the interviews were
applied to the head nurses, who are very tired and worn out with all this situation, demonstrating that although they want to
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help, at a time like this they do not have a great availability for this, being for this reason that only six were obtained
interviews. Finally, as it is a very recent situation, the responses were also not very objective, making data analysis
difficult.
Regarding future lines of research for the scientific community, it would be interesting, since this research focused on
RLVL, to carry out the same type of study in other regions of the country or even worldwide. It would also be equally
interesting to understand the impact of the pandemic on other sectors, since, although the health sector is effectively at the
forefront in combating the pandemic, it has had an impact, in one way or another, in virtually all other sectors.
Finally, it would also be attractive to apply this study again, which was carried out in the middle of a pandemic, after a
pandemic, after a reflection and internalization of this whole situation, achieving more concrete and objective results.
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Abstract
The competencies of a Nurse Manager act as the main generator of competitive advantage, by impacting on the dynamics of
organisations. The main purpose of this study is to identify how the rank of Nurse Managers affects the results of an
organisation, on the basis of nurse managers` role in several health organisations. A qualitative approach is chosen, resorting
to the interview based on the experience of 6 nurse managers from integrated and non-integrated health organisations in
mainland Portugal. The results suggest that, within the context of the different organisations (integrated and non-integrated),
the competencies of Nurse Managers add efficiency to the way management is undertaken, given the available resources and
streamlining operations, as far as care provision to users is concerned. The study aims to determine whether nurse managers
have the necessary competences to carry out their duties. The results contribute to the current literature on the theme, since
there are few studies on management competencies in nursing.

Keywords: Management competencies in nursing, Integrated Health Organisations, Non-integrated Health Organisations.
Introduction
Management in the healthcare sector poses currently a great challenge to those who carry out management duties, due to
numerous responsibilities related to this sector, since healthcare institutions have been facing an increasing social, political
and economic pressure in recent years, so that quantity and quality of the services provided could be enhanced and the costs
involved could be reduced. The role of the Nurse Manager is thus crucial to the conduction and direction of the organisation,
being the main challenge to create strategies that lead to efficiency, quality and accessibility of healthcare (Sampaio,2014).
“A Nurse Manager is a nurse who has real knowledge of the nursing subject, the nursing profession, as well as the specific
area of nurse management” (Regulation no. 101/ 2015, p.5949). On 10th March 2015, the regulations on the Nurse Manager
competency profile, as well as the acknowledgment of additional areas of competency were published in the official journal,
which refer that a nurse Manager must have a set of competencies that aim at promoting the regulatory framework for their
performance, particularly in the management and management advice sector (Regulation no. 101/2015).
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On 27th May 2019 Decree Law no. 71/2019 was published, which restructures nursing professional career in three categories,
namely the Nurse, the Nurse Specialist and the Nurse Manager. The category of Nurse only requires a permanent professional
identification card, while the category of Nurse Specialist involves at least four years of professional practice and the
qualification as a Nurse Specialist, in order to fulfil the position at stake. Finally, for the category of Nurse Manager, it’s
necessary to have at least three years performing functions in the specialty related to the service or health unit of the position
to be filled. Besides, the candidate is preferably required to have a qualification in service management.
In addition to the duties inherent to the category of Nurse and Nurse Specialist, a Nurse Manager has also duties related to
planning, organisation, direction and assessment of nursing care, by using a model which promotes organisational
development, quality and safety. Management duties can also be performed in this nursing category, being a mandatory
requirement at least three years of seniority in the category.
The aforementioned Decree Law provides the recognition of Nurse Managers’ competencies, upgrading their careers to the
current needs and improving healthcare quality.
Therefore, it becomes crucial to see how this professional class affects the results of an organisation, in particular at a Local
Healthcare Unit. This is the issue we propose to study, since there isn´t an available research which enables us to draw
conclusions on this matter, but only a well-structured and defined set of competencies for Nurse Managers, that we are going
to mention in the next chapter.
It is intended that this article shows a theoretical revision of the concept of management, in relation to the description of the
managers` competency profile, and also verify how the theoretical assumptions work in practice, that is to say, how managers
perceive their duties, their competencies and also their weaknesses, both in Local Healthcare Units and Non-integrated
Hospital Units.
The article is thus divided into six chapters, being this introduction the first one. In the second chapter, the concepts of
management and nurse management are defined, with reference to Additional Competencies, Vertical Integration and
interconnecting Local Healthcare Units with Non-integrated Hospital Units. In the third chapter we define the methodology
which is being adopted. The fourth chapter focuses on a brief analysis of the elements resulting from the previously held
interview. The discussion is presented in the fifth chapter and the last chapter refers to the main conclusions.

Review of literature
Management
Regardless of the objectives of an organisation, the concept of management is underlying, since management entails the
existence of an organisation, that is to say, several people who develop an activity together to better achieve common
objectives. According to Carvalho and Rua (2014:39) they regard “…management as an effective and efficient process of
administrating and coordinating resources, in order to achieve the purposes of an organisation”.
For Mateus and Serra (2017), management stands for directing, ordering, reconciling, organising, classifying or determining
the use of something to get the highest possible return, producing thus a greater effect. Therefore, management in health is
an essential tool to obtain higher profitability in terms both of human and material resources.

Management in nursing
The area of nursing management in Portugal has undergone great changes over the past years. Management duties for this
professional class were acknowledged in 1981, with the publication of Decree Law No. 305/81 of 8 November.
In 1991 Decree Law No. 437/91 of 8 November was published, which clarified the right of nurses to manage, as well as the
area of activity referring to management, by indicating three nursing categories, the Head Nurse, the Nurse Supervisor and
the Nurse Director.
The Portuguese Order of Nurses recognises management as an area of intervention in nursing, highlighting its strategic and
decisive significance in the development of human resources (The Portuguese Order of Nurses, 2005).
The Portuguese Association of Nurse Managers and Leadership (APEGEL), in a document related to the list of competencies
for nurses in the field of management, maintains that “management is an area of intervention in nursing with strategic and
utmost relevance to the quality of health care provided by any healthcare unit” (APEGEL, 2009, p.1). For this association, it
is essential that the Nurse Manager holds strategic, tactical and operational competencies, being the list divided into four
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intervention axes: professional practice, ethics and aspects of legal nature; management of provided care; management of
own services and assistance; professional development.
The role of the Nurse Manager has been undermined with the publication of Decree Law 248/2009 in 2009, with the new
nursing career only including two categories, the Nurse and the Head Nurse, being added to the latter the task of managing
the process of healthcare delivery.
In December 2014, the Regulation of the Competency Profile for Nurse Managers, written by the Portuguese Order of Nurses,
states that management tasks performed by nurses are of extreme importance, thus defining the competency profile for a
Nurse Manager.
The regulation by the Portuguese Order of Nurses on the competency profile for Nurse Managers notes that, aside from the
previously acquired common and specific skills, a Nurse Manager must have “a set of competencies which aim at promoting
the regulatory framework for their performance”, namely in the field of management and management advice (Regulation
no. 101/2015, p. 5949).
In consonance with the aforementioned regulation, a Nurse Manager is “a nurse who has real knowledge in the nursing area,
the nursing profession, as well as the specific area of nurse management, taking into consideration human responses to life
processes and health problems. He ensures the fulfilment of Quality Standards in Nursing Care […] being the driver of
professional (scientific-technical and relational) development of his team, creating favourable environments for the clinical
practice and the quality of service provided to citizens. He manages people, safety in care delivery, the suitability of
resources, training, the clinical risk, changes, professional relations, conflicts, among others” (Regulation no. 101/2015, p.
5949).
The profession of nursing is a decisive work in every stage of an individual’s life, to prevent and recover individual and
collective health within a community. Managing in this specific area is a very difficult and complex task, since it is necessary
to combine patients’ requirements with the prerogatives of nursing professionals, as well as budgetary restrictions, cost
reduction and the need to ensure the same quality in patient care. To combine all these factors, it is necessary to have a set
of competencies which help practise the profession (Freitas & Odelius, 2018).

Additional Competencies
The additional competencies are defined in the present regulation as “competencies that make it possible to respond in a
dynamic way to the needs of the population in healthcare, which are configured as a result of permanent knowledge, practice
and context complexity, certified throughout the specialised, professional path, within the context of nursing subject and
other related subjects” (Regulation no. 101/2015, p. 5949).
The domains of additional competencies for the Nurse Manager are management and management advice, being defined in
Article 5 and Article 6 of Regulation no. 101/2015 and including a description which determines the competencies related
to management and those related to management advice.
In January 2018, the Regulation for Advanced Additional Competency in Management was published, clarifying that
advanced competencies are meant as knowledge, abilities and attitudes which meet the needs in the various fields of action,
adding expertise to the competencies of a Nurse specialist, which results from knowledge, practice and context permanent
complexity in an area of advanced intervention, enhancing the promotion of quality in terms of specialised nurse intervention
(Regulation no. 76/2018).
The same regulation defines that a Nurse Manager is someone “who has specific knowledge and systematised thinking in
the nursing area, the nursing profession as well as the specific area of nurse management, with real and proven competence
regarding professional practice in this area; someone who has the vision of the organisation he is part of as a whole,
recognizing its formal and informal structure and its organisational environment, identifying and analysing contingency
factors, which directly or indirectly interfere with planning, implementation, control and assessment tasks; he adds economic
value to the organisation and social value to nurses; he’s responsible in first place for promoting safety and quality in nursing
care and is the facilitator of nurses’ professional development; he develops the decision-making process with relational
competence, in an effective and clear way; he adopts an ethical attitude with social responsibility, centred on the individual
and on the achievement of healthcare results” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3478).
The document adds that “competency certification is regarded as a formal act that enables a set of knowledge, abilities and
attitudes to be recognised, validated and certified in the various fields of action, directed at attesting training, experience or
qualification of nurses in a differentiated, advanced or specialised area, as well as verifying other required conditions to
exercise nursing” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3478).
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The recognition of this competency is evaluated through “a process of reviewing and verifying conformity of demonstrable
competences and learning in relation to the criteria set out in the grid of Recognition of Additional Competency Areas”
(Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3478).
The assignment of competence is a “qualification process targeted at enhancing Nurses and Nurse specialists’ professional
activity, and makes it possible to acknowledge, validate and certify acquired competencies, through lifelong learning
processes, in different sectors of professional practice and in different subject areas, giving the nurse tools to overcome
professional situations, with initiative and responsibility for mobilising necessary knowledge for a differentiated intervention,
adding thus health gains” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3479).
The competency domain is regarded as a “sphere of action, comprising a set of competencies with a similar common thread
and a number of added elements” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3479).
The description of competency is defined as “a competency, in relation to general and specific attributes, which is broken
down into smaller segments, being able to describe knowledge, abilities and operations which must be performed and applied
in different situations at work” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3479).
The unit of competency is defined as “a greater segment within competency, typically represented as a major function or a
set of similar competency elements which represent an effective implementation, being of clear meaning and recognised
value within the process” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3479).
It also determines that competence criteria are “the elements that are to be understood as evidence of competent professional
performance” (Regulation no. 76/2018, p. 3479).
Recently, on 27th May 2019, Decree Law no. 71/2019 was published and amended Decree Law no. 247/2009 by
reorganising nursing career into three distinct categories, the Nurse, the Nurse Specialist and the Nurse Manager, specifying
the duties for each class and noting that a Nurse Manager can also carry out management functions, in the aftermath of a
tender procedure. It is also added that nurse managers with at least three years of seniority in this category can accumulate
management of two or more services or units, in case each one doesn’t achieve a minimum number of 10 people (Decree
Law no. 71/2019).

Vertical integration
There are numerous grounds in economic literature on Vertical Integration. It can be considered, in a generalist and
introductory way, that Vertical Integration occurs when an organisation has or controls its assets in successive stages of value
chain, in other words, when management in the organisation includes several economic activities (Fronmueller & Reed,
1996, apud Loureiro & Brou, 2018).
As reported by (Porter, 1997, apud Loureiro, 2015) Vertical Integration is the combination of production, distribution, sales
processes and other technologically distinct economic processes within the borders of the same company, thus representing
the company’s decision towards using internal or administrative transactions instead of external transactions in the market,
to achieve its own objectives.
According to Santana (2011), the verb “integrate” stems from the latin word “integer” (whole) and its meaning suggests an
action or a movement in which different parts merge. In short, “integrate” is involving various structures and facilitating the
common functioning between them. Three levels of healthcare delivery that structure offer are usually recognised in the
health sector, but their definition can have various meanings, depending on the objective and context at stake:
By level of delivery: primary, secondary and tertiary
By type of care delivery: general, specialised and long-term care;
By facilities: Health Centres, Hospitals and Long-term Care Units;
By nature: pre-acute, acute and post-acute;
By purpose: first line and second line.

Local Healthcare Units
According to Article 1 of Chapter I, Annex III of Decree Law no. 18/2017 of 10th February, a “Local Healthcare Unit, PBE
(LHU, PBE), is a legal person under public law of entrepreneurial nature with autonomy regarding its administration,
finances and assets under the terms of the legal regime of the public entrepreneurial sector.”
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In consonance with Article 2 of Chapter I, Annex III of Decree Law no. 18/2017 of 10th February, the LHU has the main
objective of providing healthcare to all citizens in general, namely:
To users of National Health Service (NHS);
To external entities which set with it a relationship on a contract basis for healthcare delivery.
To foreign non-resident citizens, within the scope of current national and international legislation.
As stated in the same article, Local Healthcare Units also aim at:
Ensuring activities of operational services in public health and the necessary means to carry over competences
within health authority in the corresponding geographical area.
Developing research, training and teaching activities, being its participation in training health professionals
dependent on its own training capacity, thus it can be subject to contract- programs, in which relevant forms of
financing are defined.
The first LHU was founded in 1999 with the implementation of the Local Health Unit in Matosinhos. Over the recent years
this implementation has turned out to be a great investment at the level of healthcare, as it can be seen on figure 1.

Figure 1 - Map and chronology of the implementation of Local Healthcare Units
Source: Adapted from ERS, (2015).

Methodology
The selection of the most suitable methodology for this research is addressed in this chapter, which, as reported by Fortin
(2009), is the set of methods and techniques used by the researcher to develop his scientific research process. From all the
methods of knowledge acquisition, scientific research is the most thorough, credible and acceptable method, since it is based
on a rational process.
During this stage, it is necessary to identify which technique and tool is to be used, in order to find answers for the earlier
issue.
For Fortin (2009), the selection of the data collection method depends on the level of research, the type of phenomenon or
variable and also on available tools, thus it is the researcher´s responsibility to define the type of tool which best fits his
study, so that he can achieve the objectives of the research and give response to the research issue.
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The technique of survey was applied for this particular study and the tool was the interview to 6 nurse managers from
integrated and non- integrated healthcare organisations in mainland Portugal.
The interview was targeted at Nurse Managers from the LHU and Non-integrated Hospital Units available in Portugal,
through electronic mail, and consists of a number of open-ended questions, in order to perceive what possible conclusions
are to be drawn and thus obtain more detailed information.
Scientific advancement depends on research, but when it is based on the people’s responses, it is important to take the
fundamental human rights into consideration. These are, in line with Fortin, the right to self-determination, in which the
person surveyed has the right to decide on a voluntary basis whether he wants to participate in the research; the right to
privacy, in which the researcher is responsible for assuring anonymity and confidentiality, thus the study is undertaken in
the least invasive way; finally, the right to a legal and fair treatment, related to the right to obtain information about the
nature, purpose and length of the research (Fortin, 2009).

Results
A summary of the results achieved through the questions posed in the interview with the nurse managers is now presented.
In relation to the question that focuses on “whether Nurse Managers hold the suitable competencies for their tasks”, both in
the LHU and Non-integrated Hospital Units, it is claimed that not all the nurses have them, so it is necessary to accumulate
some years of experience or resort to training through specialisation courses in order to develop such competencies, in other
words, they are aware that the basic training is not enough.
Opinions varied in relation to the question about “which acquired competencies during academic training are to be considered
important and whether they are valued”. In LHU they regard communication, critical thinking and mutual assistance as the
most important, being communication the most valued. In Non-integrated Hospital Units they highlight technical,
behavioural, research competencies and management of people, sales and appliances. Only behavioural competencies are
valued.
Regarding the question on the gap between “the valued competencies in nurses with managing powers and their real
competencies”, material management was identified as a gap by the surveyed people from the LHU, mainly because there
are weaknesses in computer systems, with inconsistencies between the reality and the stock available in the computer system.
Besides material management, the interviewees from the Non-integrated Hospital Units also identified as gaps people
management and the inability to motivate and lead.
In relation to the question on “the possibility of change in current nursing management, if healthcare was integrated, as for
instance in a LHU”, the surveyed Nurse Managers stated that it could be possible, but at the moment they aren’t able to draw
specific conclusions in the case of integrated units, because they still need some adjustments and improvements, so that
differences can be visible.
With respect to the last question, “whether some of the differences mentioned in the previous question have impact on the
response to users’ processes”, all the interviewees agreed that vertical integration brings benefits to users.

Discussion
It can be seen from the collected answers that communication is the competency acquired during basic training, which is
most valued in an organisational environment. Morais (2013:35), stresses that “communication is at present regarded as one
of the most important processes in administration, being indispensable for the proper functioning of the organisation”, which
poses a great challenge to the Nurse Manager.
Besides communication, extremely necessary competencies to their management tasks are identified, which were not
addressed during basic training, namely competencies in the field of people and material management and leadership. As
stated by Kurcgant, et al., (2011), the Nurse Manager is expected to resort to management tools in the process of nursing
management, such as planning, reorganisation of professionals, continuing professional development, monitoring and
performance assessment, communication, among others, to ensure assistance quality and the success of the health
organisation.
The Leadership is one of the competencies identified by the surveyed people. According to Moisoglou, et al., (2014), a leader
Nurse Manager will have to see conflicts as contributors to problems within the team and the organisation, and if they aren’t
properly overcome they can lead to the inefficiency of a team. However, conflicts can’t be seen from a wholly negative
perspective, since a conflict can stimulate reflection, the creation of new ideas, the goal reassessment, leading to decisions
of quality and the commitment of everyone, increasing thus the likelihood of changes within the group.
It can be seen that Nurse Managers are aware that the competencies acquired during their basic training are not enough to
play their role, it depends on their own initiative to resort to trainings in order to fill this gap. Many authors highlight selftraining as a competency of a Nurse Manager, the pursuit of knowledge and the improvement of standards in the management
process. Even Silvino et al., (2011), stress the approach that knowledge and abilities in management enable personal and
professional development, which fosters greater ease in the analysis and recognition of the team and customers’ needs, in
pursuit of assistance quality. In this perspective, post-graduate courses provide an opportunity for professionals to become
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more efficient, successful and effective in the process of management and quality assistance. In this way, the investment and
reviewing of training procedures in nursing care management leads to significant changes in managers’ performance and, as
a consequence, to profits with this kind of leadership (Silva, et al., 2017).

Conclusion
It can be observed with this study that the competencies of Nurse Managers have undergone numerous changes over the past
years. According to the results obtained, it is concluded that such competencies are only acquired after several years
practising the profession and by having recourse to supplementary training, particularly in management areas. Therefore,
they adapt to technological and scientific innovations, enhance human and material resources, involve dynamics and needs,
always bearing in mind the prioritisation of quality in healthcare delivery to users. The main gaps identified have to do with
material management, people management and the inability to motivate and lead.
The most important competences acquired during basic training are communication, critical thinking, mutual assistance,
technical and behavioural competencies, research and management of people, sales and appliances. The surveyed people
from the LHU and Non-integrated Hospital Units hold different opinions, with respect to valued competencies in an
organisational environment, being that the interviewees from the LHU privilege communication and those from the Nonintegrated Hospital Units emphasize technical competencies.
As far as differences between nursing management in the LHU and Non-integrated Hospital Units are concerned, it can be
noted that integrated care brings great benefits to users, though it isn´t possible to draw clear conclusions about integrated
units yet, because they still need some adjustments and improvements, so that these differences can be visible.
In short, in spite of the efforts over the years in the approach to this issue, there is still much to be done. As Nurse Managers
depend on a bureaucratic system and have to lead with scarce resources, both human and material, their individual effort in
team leadership isn´t always enough to fulfil their task as expected. However, they always have as a main goal to provide
the best healthcare to users.
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Abstract
The organization of a sport event, depending on its size, can leave a significant mark on a host region, with an impact on the
economy, the environment, and the well-being of the local community. This impact varies with the size of the event, which can
range from a small community sports contest to a mega-event like the Olympic Games.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the sport event tourism development in Romania focusing on outdoor sport events
which target active participants, analysing sport participation rates, the exploitation of sport tourism destinations in Romania, the
cooperation rate between local government and sport event organizers, and also aspects on how the pandemic changed this market
recently. The research methodology is exploratory, involving the analysis of the available statistical data to delineate Romania's
place at the EU level, and a semi-structured survey to trace the development of the Romanian sport event tourism market through
the lens of event organizers.
Research results show that Romania's accession to the European Union brought several positive changes in the sport tourism
market, the number of different sport events attracting local and international tourists increased until the pandemic period, and it
is quickly recovering with the help of the vaccine, but taking in consideration the existing natural resources, sport participation,
the quality and quantity of the existing sport infrastructure and therefore the exploitation of opportunities is still relatively low.
This is in many cases due to a lack of communication, involvement, and strategic thinking from the local government.

Keywords: sport event, sport tourism, active sport tourist, Romania, local government
Introduction
Tourism is well-established industry, an important component of the economic and social environment of many countries
worldwide. Globalization of goods and services, the technological and transport revolutions, more leisure time, and rising middle
classes, have positioned tourism as one of the world’s leading growth engines (UNWTO, 2015). As well, tourism can bring a
number of benefits to a region, including the enhancement of economic opportunities by creating jobs for residents and increasing
incomes (Țigu, 2012). Tourism also builds resilience. Historically, tourism bounces back faster and stronger than most economic
sectors and thus contributes to build resilience (UNWTO, 2015). Unfortunately, the biggest crisis in the history of tourism
continues into a second year, between January and May 2021, international tourist arrivals were 85% below 2019 levels
(UNWTO, 2021).
Furthermore, participation in sport activities is considered an engine for a healthy lifestyle and with more and more people
traveling with the purpose of practice or watch sports, sport tourism became an important aspect of tourism development. In the
same time, sport events have become one of the fastest-growing attractions within the tourism industry both for spectators and
active participants until the unprecedented global shutdown due to the Covid-19 virus, which blocked the whole industry for a
while. At the height of the pandemic in 2020, the impacts of Covid-19 on sport and active living were complex, profound, and
highly uneven: sport mega-events, leagues, tournaments, and community events were postponed or canceled (Bratland-Sanda et
al, 2021). Organizers worldwide had to reshape their regular business model, be creative and turn to digital to sustain their regular
activities.
The situation was not any different in Romania, situated in the South-Eastern region of Europe, in the Northern part of the Balkan
Peninsula. The country thanks to its advantageous geographical position holds a diversity of landscape forms: mountains, hills
and plateaus, plains, coastal zones, and has rich flora and fauna (Tigu, 2012). Due to its rich natural and cultural heritage, the
_______________
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country has an excellent chance to become a special attraction also on the sport tourism market. Romania is an important
destination for local and foreign tourists, it has a highly complex natural potential but the promoting campaigns in the last 30
years never produced the desired effects and they lacked coherence and continuity (Tigu, 2012). Using an exploratory research
technique, we aim to map the Romanian sport event tourism market, investigating the sport event tourism development in
Romania in the last ten years with special attention on outdoor sport events which target active participants, focusing on sport
participation numbers, the rate of foreign participants, the exploitation of sport tourism destinations, the cooperation rate between
local stakeholders and sport event organizers, and also aspects on how the pandemic changed this market recently.

Literature Review
“Sports tourism is conceptualized as a social, economic and cultural phenomenon arising from the unique interaction of activity,
people and place”, as defined by Weed and Bull (2004, p. xiv). Sport is a cultural experience of physical activity, tourism is a
cultural experience of place (Standeven and De Knop, 1999). The two phenomenons have various and vast definitions of their
own, but the two are combined when the resources that people need to practice sports are not readily available in their immediate
neighborhood and the element of travel is also present, as highlighted by Weed and Bull (2004). The intersections between these
two social phenomena have been gradually increasing in recent years, in this regard, sport tourism has become a field of interest
recognized by both academia and commerce (Melo & Sobry, 2017).
Globalization, in all its complexity, has emerged over the past two decades as the major socio-economic force. In many ways,
sport and tourism have been at the forefront of globalization both in exhibiting its manifestations and as agents of its processes
(Higham and Hinch, 2018). Tourism and sport are two major socio-economic activities that have in many cases direct
interactions. Dating back to the ancient Olympic Games, large-scale sporting events, have long influenced travel. Nevertheless,
increased personal mobility and increasing interest in both passive and active engagements in physical activities are two defining
features of the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century societies. Though, Gunn (1990) believes that although the
sport and tourism sectors in many countries have historically grown from separate roots and been supported by separate
organizations this causes in many cases the lack of strategic thinking and development perspectives from the national and local
governments.
Within the context of tourism and the tourism system as defined by Leiper (1990), events comprise a key element in both the
origin area, (events are an important motivator of tourism) as well as within the destination area (events feature prominently in
the development and marketing plans of most destinations) as described by Getz and Page (2016). Sport events of various kinds
and sizes attract tourists as participants or spectators and destinations try to add local flavours to them to distinguish themselves
and provide authentic local experiences. At the same time many planned events are produced with little or no thought given to
their tourism appeal or potential (Getz and Page, 2016). The majority of the studies in sports events tend to involve economic
impact analysis and miss the many issues and additional impacts that such events engender (Gammon 2011). The connection
between tourism and the natural environment is more intense in outdoor sport tourism than in many other forms of tourism (Peric
et al, 2018). Therefore natural settings, sport activities undertaken and the motivations of the people who participate in them
interact to create sport tourism experiences. All this, have to be considered when planning sport events with the purpose of
tourism enhancement. Generally, events can attract tourists who otherwise might not visit a particular place; their spending during
the event generates economic benefits; as well, event tourism can be leveraged for maximum value in combatting seasonality of
demand, spreading tourism geographically, and assisting in other forms of urban and economic development as described by
Getz and Page (2016).
The classification by size of sport events is very important when talking about their impact. The first and most important form is
the mega-sport event, defined by Getz (2007:25) „Mega-events by way of their size of significance, are those that yield
extraordinary high levels of tourism, prestige, or economic impact for the host community, venue or organisation”. It is also
important to mention, that even though social and environmental effects are most of the time higher than economical ones, megasport events, which constitute the core for sport tourism, have a long-term social and human legacy after the tourists leave, going
over the immediate economic benefits and challenges (Stănciulescu, 2010). The second category is the hallmark event defined
by Ritchie (1984:2) as: „Major one-time or recurring events of limited duration, developed primarily to enhance the awareness,
appeal and profitability of a tourism destination in the short and/or long term. Such events rely for their success on uniqueness,
status, or timely significance to create interest and attract attention”. The last category and most important in our case are the
small-scale sport events, which are mostly local, regional and do not require the same levels of cost, risk and expertise as largerscale events (Gammon, 2011). Although, it is not clear how a sports tourism offer interacts with other tourism products to affect
destination choice (Weed, 2008), the impact of these events can contribute in social terms to the local community through identity
building, civic pride, and improvements to health. Event tourism, acts as a catalyst for other forms of desired development,
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indifferently the size of the events, including urban renewal, community capacity building, voluntarism and improved marketing
(Getz and Page, 2016).
Another classification, provided by Gibson (2003) suggests that there are three types tourism: active sport tourism where
participants travel to take part in sport, event sport tourism (passive sport tourism) where participants travel to watch sport and
nostalgia sport tourism where participants visit sports related attractions such as halls of fame, famous stadium etc. Weed and
Bull (2009) adds sports training, which concerns specified professional athletes who just have to do sport, ex. sport camps.
Romania is a country with varied and diverse tourism potential. The landscape consists of 27.91% mountains of the total country
area, with altitudes between 600 – 2500 m, an average height of 840 m and 10% of the country’s territory above 1500 m
(Cernaianu et al, 2017). The protected areas (about 7% of the Romanian territory) feature a diversity of flora and fauna, many of
which are unique and endangered. While protection and conservation are the prime objectives of the administrators, the protected
areas are also a major resource for tourism. This can range from hunting and mountaineering to walking and winter sports. There
is a considerable capacity for growth in visitor numbers in designated parts of the protected areas (RNTMP, 2007-2026).
The tourism industry in Romania is under continuous, but slow development, due to several investments in general and touristic
infrastructure and also due to the strategies of capitalization and promotion of the country’s tourism potential. Different sports
are practiced since ancient times and the Romanian sport made the country known worldwide through its legendary sportsmen,
but only recently sport become also an element of tourist attraction. (Chivu, 2013). Cycling is becoming more and more popular
as a recreational activity in Romania. More parks and nature reserves offer opportunities for mountain biking and many others
intend to develop circuits and routes in those areas. Hiking and trail running is fairly developed through the marking system and
the route authorization process. However, there is poor communication on the extended offer of the product to potential hikers,
who consequently do not know the opportunities. Some local authorities make publications with maps showing the routes around
their area, but there is no uniformity in the presentation of this information from the central government.

Methodology
In order to map the small-scale outdoor sport events market in Romania and explore about the role of local governments in the
planning and organisational process, the first phase of the research was exploratory, studying of the most relevant and current
sources of information from scientific literature. Afterward the identification of the supply side of outdoor recreational sport
events took place. For the purpose of this study, we studied small-scale events organized in Romania and identified as key
stakeholders: associations, foundations, and some SMEs, and local or regional authorities. To obtain the relevant primary data
about participation rates, the organization of additional touristic activities during these events, the relationship with local
authorities in the organizational process necessary for the current research, the above-mentioned suppliers are considered to be
the most suitable stakeholders of the Romanian sport event tourism market. The studied outdoor sport events targeting active
participants were: running and bycicle (trail and road), triathlon and associated events, wall climbing etc., events which attract
mostly amateur participants.
The research instrument used was a semi-structured questionnaire, being performed online, and consisting of 20 questions (16
closed and 3 open-ended questions). Three dimensions were taken in consideration: number of participants, cooperation level
with local authorities and future perspectives. As well, the most important aim was to determine in what way sport events are
considered touristic attractions by their organizers and most importantly the local governments.
The questionnaire was sent out in an electronic format via directed e-mail, contact form or message through social media platform
to 184 organizations, and completed on a voluntary basis by 91 respondents, out of which 77 valid representing equally the area
and the penetration of organizations. The data was collected in September 2021.

Research Results
As research results show, Romania occupies last place when talking about participation in any cultural or sport activities within
a year. Unfortunately, the latest data available upon this subject is from the year 2015, but we assume even though the number
of participants could be higher since then, the country is still far from the EU level.
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Fig. 1: Participation in any cultural or sport activities within a year (2015)
Source: edited by the author, based on the lates available Eurostat data: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database?node_code=ilc_scp02

As regards the number of sport events in Romania, we identified as the best source the sportsplanner.ro website, which
summarises all outdoor recreational small-scale sport events taking place in the country. As the below graph shows, there is
almost a constant rise in the number of events until 2019, then follows the year 2020 with fewer events but organised in a creative
way, such as online events in order to keep the usual clients, and we can see the expected recovery in 2021, with the spread of
the vaccine.

Fig. 2: Number of outdoor sport events in Romania 2012-2021
Source: edited by the author based on the archive of sportsplanner.ro

When talking about the aspects which are affecting the organisation of a small-scale sport event is the country, the private sector
organisers tackled the following problems in the year 2021: collaboration with the local authorities and Covid-19 restrictions are
the highest barriers for organising a small-scale sport event in Romania, with 51% of the respondenst considering the
Collaboration with the local authorities very hard, and 16% considering hard, only 6% of the respondents are pleased with their
relationship with them.
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Fig. 3: Aspects to consider when organising a sport event in Romania
Source: edited by the author based on the semi-structured questionnaire

Fig. no. 4: Support rate of local governments
Source: edited by the author based on the semi-structured questionnaire

When talking about the „Support from the local government”, the actual state is not very promising as shown on the graph above:
most of the local governments do not have strategic plans for supporting sport events which can bring tourists or one day visitors
to the area: 62% said that they are not suppportive at all, 20% confessed that they are not supportive, and only 4% was pleased
with the strategic thinking of the local government.
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To the question regarding the exploitation rate of the Romanian sport tourism market, 36% said that is is very poor, not exploited
at all, and 64% has the opinion that it is poorly exploited, with no positive answers.

Conclusions
Uncertainty regarding international tourism remains high due to the ongoing pandemic and surge of new variants (UNWTO,
2021). Along with the continuation of the vaccination rollout, the safe and responsible restart of the whole tourism sector will
depend on a coordinated response among countries regarding travel restrictions, standardized safety protocols and effective
communication (UNWTO, 2021). All these measures will affect also the sub-industries of tourism, including sport tourism and
therefore sport event tourism.
As well, the approach of local stakeholders has to be more supportive in the future, in order to reach the EU average rate in sport
participation, facilities per capita and the development of sport events throughout the country. The Romanian tourism sector, in
general, has been suffering from the absence of an overall policy to drive and direct the sector for a long time now. A Tourism
Development Master Plan for Romania was prepared over two decades ago; however, much to the frustration of stakeholders in
the tourism sector, its recommendations were never implemented (RNTMP 2007-2026).
As regards the future development perspectives of the country on the European sport tourism market, we can highlight the same
problema areas as in the case of most touristic products of the country: weak awareness of the importance of tourism in the
economy of the country, lack of institutional cooperation and communication, underdeveloped road infrastructure, the pollution
of the natural environment and the lack of environmental awareness from a part of the population and low collaboration between
the public, the private and the NGO sectors.
The research thematic addressed above is of high importance: local governments have to be more involved in the organisation
of small-scale sport events, as these events contribute not only to the health of residents, but can also attract visitors to the region.
Further research to complete the above results, could be carried out among sport event participants to map also the demand side
of Romanian sport tourism.
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Abstract
Technology advances on communication has transferred human social and emotional interactions from physical space to
social media environment. Advanced implementation and use of (ICT) tools in day’s society have expose us to social media
modernity and make us forget about our physical daily interactions. With the coming of internet of things (IoTs), artificial
intelligence (AI), natural language processing (NLP), emotional intelligence (EI), Robots, cloud computing, big data and
social media environment, humanity have got involved in challenges or changes from the social media space which require
new technology such as society 5.0. Society 5.0 allow human interact with others and same time with technological tools.
Machines have silenced the interaction between humans nowadays by taking over social and emotional attachments. Physical
and emotional attachments have been shattered and deviated to emotional intelligence via video calls, text messaging, and
emailing. Social interactions have been deviated to a new environment called social media environment made up of (Twitter,
Facebook, WhatsApp, Viber, imo, zoom, Microsoft Teams, messenger, Gmail, text messages Instagram, TikTok). Society
5.0 technology ensure harmony and understanding of expectations that portray a course of action with little or no disruptions
of social and emotional activities. Human activities will be at the center of every technological aspects that will not consume
human culture any longer. The study identifies aspects of humanity disrupted by technology, suggest a suitable balance sheet
of modern technology and modern humanity. It recognizes that technology has come to help ameliorate human activities but
not to replace human ethical culture.

Keywords: Technology Development, Communication Influence, Social and emotional activities, Social Media
environment.
Introduction
All living organisms with aspects of technology communicate. Modern cooperation that aim to enhance the position and
activities of man’s capacity by returning his or her position in “Centre of the Universe is fast approaching us through society
5.0. From the industrial revolution called industry 4.0 we have seen human activities and position been taken up by robots
without man’s awareness. According to “Fukuyama., (2018)”. from the advance internet of things (IoT) up to emergent
intelligence, smart factories, e-health, cooperative game theories and many others which are being developed in organizations
through management systems where authors and inventors work. The modern convergence of these theoretical technologies
to practical and real live scenario according to our minds, will provide the transformation from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0
through society 5.0.Gradually technological evolution is driving us steadily from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0: from digital
manufacturing to digital society called society 5.0. According to “Skobelev and Borovik., (2017)” industry 4.0 moving
towards industry 5.0 through society 5.0 is an important aspect of live as man is place at the center of things. In this era
social, economic and organizational challenges and problems will be solved. Modern technology nowadays is helping us
surviving the fourth industrial revolution known as industry 4.0.
Industrial 4.0 which combines technological world with real things like ((global, regional and national inequality) and (age,
sex, gender, color and language inequalities and differences). Society 5.0 through (artificial intelligence, assistive robots, Ehealth or telemedicine or telehealth, mobile health, (online store, shops, malls), (smart factories, production lines, assembly
processes, distribution and warehousing systems), big data, 5G, and the Internet of Things (IoT)) with their “virtual twins
________________
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capability is being drifted to human center by society 5.0 where physical activities can be acknowledged and recognized with
the internet of things (IoT). Society 5.0 gives intellectual creativity upper hand over systems activities and this era will place
man lies beyond the ideology of industry 4.0.

Discussion on the Influence of Technology on Communication
According to “Polat and Erkollar, (2020)” they lay infancies on the movement that interact with individual with the aim of
using systems, software, programs and processes that work in together in harmony with one other with the help of interest
of society, through the Internet of Things called society. With the advancement of industry 4.0 that has the capability to
escalate things with the help of technology. Modern social, economic and organizational supports to a well advance Society
5.0 is thanks to Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence that have place a lot of infancies to solve the challenges of
industry 4.0.
According to “Onday, (2019)” the fast growing Information and Communications Technology (ICT) which has drastically
metamorphosis into the information society through industrial digitalization transformation, is able to create new values that
will become the most advance pillars of industrial policy in many countries. These new values that will be created by society
5.0 will be observed via social, economic and organizational development. The many social, economic and developmental
challenges created by technological development are going to be solve. According to “Pereira et al., (2020)” society 5.0 is
an industrial revolutionize promises to promote production and improved operational efficiency and effectiveness through
the development of new business models, products and services that can enables real-time perfect production planning and
dynamic optimization systems, processes and programs in contrast to conventional forecasting policies. Society 5.0 is a
modern technological tool of development that has emerge to solve the problems created by Industry 4.0 to benefit the
humankind and that will integrate intelligent systems constructed by Industry 4.0. Society 5.0 is a huge benefit to mankind
rather than as adversaries as seen industrial 4.0.
Society 5.0 is here to share with human beings the benefits of advanced technology of industry 4.0 by solving social,
economic and development problems. Society 5.0 is here to lay special focus and infancies on human beings by putting him
or her in the center position of innovation, technological advancement, development, transformation and industrial
automation put in place by Industry 4.0. This blended era called Society 5.0 will play an important predominant role in
enabling the most fulfilled, happiest, satisfied, accomplished, and motivated the most importantly advance productive
society. Society 5.0, referred as super intelligent society by scholars is meant to use advanced technology of Industry 4.0 for
enjoyment of human beings for the promotion interconnection between people and systems in cyberspace through artificial
intelligence. According to “Potočan et al., (2020)” they said that society 5.0 is here to balance the innovative technological
inequalities created by industry 4.0. It is obvious because industry 4.0 has brought about highly concentrated technology to
societal issues with little or no attention to human beings. This is obvious that society 5.0 is here to set the stage and set
records for checks and balances. According to “Ferreira and Serpa., (2018)” society 5’0 will improve upon the quality of life
through political systems as many people will be place under one roof. The main goal of society 5.0 is to bring everyone
together through the use of innovative technology. There is going to be advance social development amongst countries due
to society 5.0.
Technology has regulated social interactions through E-health or telemedicine or telehealth, mobile health, (online store,
shops, malls), (smart factories, production lines, assembly processes, distribution and warehousing systems) with the use of
NLP, AI, EI, assistive robots, big data, 5G, and the Internet of Things (IoT)). This changes are defining how modern business
and organizations and humanity now operate with little or no emotional interaction.

Tools and devices allowed technological influence on communication
The advancement of technology has altered the ways that human beings communicate. Before humans usually communicate
face to face Following the advancement of technology there had been gradual change. Today technology had put a different
level between systems, devices and human beings. It all began with telegraph that paved the way for the telephone. From
cellphone to mobile phones to the internet cell phones, text messages, b emails, video calls and social media. Following the
widespread use of technology in communication, social and emotional interaction has been overridden. The traditional
methods of photography of hard photos replace by social media photos. The culture of sitting together to watch hard copy
photos replace by the society and businesses world.
Social media environment. With advancement in technology, there's been a lot of tools that have successfully and
completely medializes human culture of social and emotional being. Tools like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, messengers,
WhatsApp, Microsoft team, zoom meetings and many more. Today rallies, guardering, social discontent are all shared via
media formats. Before technology era, human beings used to guarder to listen to debates, political campaigns, social
guardering like ‘njangi’ for most Africa women has disappeared. Today nations no longer take diplomacy serious as
everything is done now behind the computer screen. Nowadays, human beings have replaced their photos album with
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galleries of Facebook, Instagram, Twitter apps. There is no longer an option for people to guarder. Everything that could
bring love ones together has been carefully online. Parents no longer visit children in their various points. With a computer
or smartphone a family meeting is organized at no cost and everything is handled perfectly.
Mobile phone. The introduction of portable mobile phones in the communication realm, enabled people to remain connected
with one other whenever and wherever they are. With the development of elements like (video calls, voice calls, text
messages, emails, galleries and other communicative software mobile phones that allow users a chance to send and receive
text, photos, videos messages.
Modern systems allowing people to exchanges photos and messages with lots of ease has kill some social and emotional
cultures like photography, physical videos via instantly. The culture of queuing for a photograph, anxiety and anxiousness
of waiting for a photo. The disappearance of the culture friends and relatives keeping hard copy photos has been killed and
buried by social media space.
Video Calls. With the availability of internet, cloud computing, internet of things, smart cities concepts, growth of
technological adversities. Many tools like skype. Snapchat, WhatsApp, zoom meeting, Microsoft team it is very easy, quick
and at no cost to Video calls. This system has virtually revolutionized emotional communication of individuals that used to
allow people face to face. Video calls have at its lowest cost has actually reduce time, place and venue of events. When
people place video calls, they see each other’s facial expression.
Before, seeing and meeting friends, families, love ones from different locations used to be very emotional. Following the
advancement of technology seeing and communicating has wipe away this culture. People are more and over expose to love
ones which makes it normal and non-excited to meet. All geographical boundaries are shattered by technological
development. Business trips are no longer there as logistics system do home delivery.
Blogging. Today blogging have gained popularity and grateful transform into business tool. Blogging is now effective
methods of communication, especially in the business context. Business and source of information. Before many people used
to read news photos, papers, listen to radio and watch television. Nowadays technology have changed most of this social
points where people used to sit and share their thoughts and feelings. Nowadays people share their thoughts and feelings via
comments bottens on various blogging apps. Today people are even sensor, restricted for expressing their views due to
Technological influence. Communication has become a remote tools for owners of this application and tools. Today most
organizations utilize blogs for their advertising purposes, and great success has been realized in this area. Also individuals
have embraced blogging as a point to share ideas other people. Nowadays people use blogs to share instructional information,
share family adventures communicate anything that they need to pass to others. Today no private view of feelings can be
seen with changes in technology. Today many bloggers claims a fair share of the communication cake.
Smart Online Chat. Technological developments via systems and applications like NLP, websites and some social media
environment tools have really prompted online chats to communicate with business, peers in real time. Online chats are the
most common nowadays because advance in technology. Chats are normally granted via almost all email providers as a
bonus capability attached to networking sites. As communication is found in every aspect of our daily lives, many if not all
are constructed smart chat-bots and this is greatly replacing customer service. People no longer see need for physical
interaction.
Email and messages. Handwritten, essay writing, projects, composition, invitations and many other correspondence in
personal and business interactions have a gradually deviated to online services now run and regulated my social media
environment. This social and emotional attachments activities paving the way for email and messages are methods of
technological influence on communication. With regards to education, health and business environment, emails and
messages are now utilized as main essential and commonly communicate ideas with customers and employees. Email and
messages are now used by education, health and business sectors to communicate to students, parents and patience on issues
of interest to the parties. Emails and messages have captured the interests of many users, especially due to the ability to get
prompt and immediate feedback among communicating parties. Using other in-person written correspondence take time for
the message to reach the intended recipient and the response from the latter takes the time to reach the other party. Emails
and messages are very cheap, convenient and friendly to the users. Due to Technological influence on communication most
providers offer free accounts and free of charge message.

Challenges emanating from technological influence on communication
Change of place of innovation. In recent years innovation used to take place within an institution. Innovation used to take
place in the office. Following technological development it's now observed that the main place of work is not only in the
office. Nowadays cloud computing, internet connection, and internet of things is making it possible to access documents
wherever. Following this changes, it's been observed that place of innovation is changing as well.
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Home office. Technological developments on communication has greatly affected humanity and social interactions.
Following the outbreak of convid-19, many people results to work from home. Now it's a new system that people working
from different locations with the help of computer and internet connection. Files are very easily shared amongst employees.
Meeting and conference are now held behind the screen.
Online health services. According to (Amazon 2020) they announce the opening of online pharmacy. That is wonderful.
This a very good example of technology development on communication. For patients to access the pharmacy, they require
internet access, a mobile or computer device and a communication system. With all this it is very much easier to monitor
patients without personal contact. It's very easy to get treatment without living your comfort zone.
Broken homes. Nowadays there is a lot of negative impact on family with regards to technological development. We see
more devoice issue, new forms of relationship, new type of engagement and many others. With technology development and
influence on humans, it's observed that many things can be obtained via the internet. This had probably make physical
interaction and emotional attachments fade away. This alone account for numerous devoice issue and broken homes and
society.
Cultural deviations. Technology development on communication does permit for every opportunity to be afforded, but is
able to creates more opportunity than in the past. This technological advancement on communication allows the opportunities
previously separated by socioeconomic situation to find attachment but this change virtually remain a story than a regular
basis. Many aspects that holds humanity attached to technological device and applications are stronger than those for social
and emotional attachments.

Techniques on enhancements of social and emotional disruptions of technology on communication
Change capacity building in industrial and organizational setting to achieve product efficiency and effectiveness. According
to “de Abreu and Ceglia., (2018)” they said there is too much emphasis on the technological aspects and business models
instead there should be need to incorporate more social aspects or criteria in order to operate capacity building in industry
and organizational setting. Due to changes in management systems standardizations, it is very important to created more
partnerships between business communities with policy makers that Human beings have greater autonomy. There is a lot of
changes and as standard management system changes, we need to shift our systems to meet up and these is effectively done
via good partnerships than technological point of view. For this reason, there is need for engaging human aspects and
activities with technology as the case is with society 5.0.
Modernizing and improving structures, enhancing development, systems and processes by reinforcing strategies greatly
motivated me. According to “Adler et al., (1999)” the struggle to balance the relationship between flexibility and efficiency.
In the era of industry 4.0 there is a lot of efficiency but little flexibility. In industry 4.0 almost everything is handle by
machines and to make any adjustments there is time planning, system hold, production hold. As shown by society 5.0,
technology activities are share with human aspects and this two elements of efficiency can be in control of machines while
flexibility could be in control of human efforts. For this to happen, we need a blended system such as the system propose by
society 5.0.
The technological development pressure to strive by organizations to built-up, change of capacity and enhance greater
efficiency and effectiveness has come with challenges in three levels as seen below.
Product design challenges and customers wants and preferences. According to “Loza (2004)” intellectual capital and
organizational learning capability differ due to changes in product design. This has an impact on the organization as it affect
not only capital and profit, it also push for adjustments within the organizational level. They said, there is neglected view on
the mediating effect of organizational learning capability in the relationship between intellectual capital and new product.
From society 5.0, it can be true base on blended system. During industry 4.0, many systems rely on technology and little or
no concern place on organizational learning. From point of view of “Kaenzig et al., (2013)” there is implications for
marketing strategy which affect customers preference as too much strategy and information about a product instead lead
customers into confusion. Also according to “Simonson (1999)” customers do not have clear and stable preferences, even
when they have complete information about the characteristics of product because of too much brand products and this is a
problem within the organizational planning. Brand nature challenges and pattern right at the level of price and premium
benefits affects customer preference. They used Germany electricity scenario to portray this mixed up that affect product
design and customers preference
Everything in the industry 4.0 is done by machine and only deliver to customers, so they take a lot of time to actually know
the details about products and this is a big problem that doesn’t affect only customer preference but organizational products.
For everything to be clear, we need a blended system and only society 5.0 can give customers this opportunity.
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Products delivery challenges and customers demand. According to “Archetti and Bertazzi (2021)” there is overload on
human when it comes to delivery of products and services and this due course a lot time. It is true somehow because delivery
services rely mostly on human activities and humans are not robots. We see how logistic industry ha engage with the activities
of IoTs to make the warehouse systems flexible. It is very perfect and can greatly help the delivery and circulation of goods
and services reach potential customers on due time. With the era of society 5.0 where there’s much debate on blended system.
If actually is possible, there is a lot to benefit as human activities and load will reduce and faster delivery services will
become visible.

Aspects of technological facilitated change on communication
Communication and technological advancements are like two twins that grow hand-in-hand in the history of mankind. The
emergence of internet services, computers, mobile phone, mobile applications, they have propelled communication to
become an exceptionally high levels element between humans being interaction nowadays.
Since the art advancement in the invention and use of paper, which led discovery of printing press, human communication
have changed and it's still changing today. Following technology development, communication have changed in the
following manner
New Communication Style. The innovation and invention of mobile phones have changed in-person communication that
allowed more and more people to communicate from any time, different location. communication cost of time schedule,
single location points and precessions has drastically diminished by the new systems and this has contributed to the alteration
of communication nature. At first people must make a location, time and schedule to communicate. With technology this all
has changed. People no long come together making social and emotional attachments drifting off.
Quality Communication. With technological development humans have observed a high quality on their communication.
There has been a significantly improved in communication amongst users due to availability and accessibility of helpful
knowledge in various software, application, blogs and websites. Information and knowledge is easy and effortless to be
accessed by a simple search on the internet using mobile phones and computers. It is currently very possible and easy to get
the meaning of unfamiliar terminologies or obtain a translation of a manuscript from unknown to known language using
mobile phone and computer applications. Technology has also enhanced post and continue ability, storage and recovery of
communication when the need arises.
Price and Efficiency. The introduction of internet , software, application, cluad computing, robots and the option of chatting
by sending messages and emails at no time cost and financial lost are probably the most noteworthy influence of technology
on communication in recent. The time and energy for writing postal mails and letters have fade away.In the beginning it was
extremely difficult to develop a document as time, price, energy and human resource assistance required typing to obtain a
fair copy of letter or document.
Accessibility. Nowadays with mobile phone laptop and WiFi people can communicate without barriers. Information and
knowledge is very accessible now than before. In those old days documented information was found only on accepted books
but today. It Is possible to have information on Google, and other social media environments. It is probably inadequate to
say that the influence of technology on communication, without mentioning considerably diminished communication cost.
Nowadays information communication is open to everyone. There's no lights or restrictions as to gender, race and sex as it
was the case before. Now everyone can communicate at any time without restriction fear and procedure order.

Results and Conclusions
With the technological implementation of automatic identification systems and effective human-data technology exchange
in an organizational setting. It is possible to give technology 50% space and 50% human-human interactions. Even though
sectors are facing significant pressures from advanced technology to offer high level of service, knowledge and skills of their
employees and to reduce cost as well. We seek to identify ways and methods of implementation of system and data exchange
technologies that allows human-human interaction.
According to “Aboagye et al., (2021)”, they identify the following social issues associate with online studies ‘accessibility
issues, learner motivation, academic issues, generic issues, learner intentions, and demographics. The identify elements that
really affect learning can be solved by ReMarkable prototype notebook. ReMarkable Prototype Notebook is a new software
that is promising to reduce the gap between humans. With ReMarkable devices young people can still apply the role of a pen
in an electronic elements or system. This is a new technology that reminds us especially pupils of need for writing with the
hand as opposed to type writing of computer, phone, and many others devices. The ReMarkable prototype notebook gives
us good memories of classroom reality, rule of teachers in helping us perfect our writing abilities.
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According to “Karimovich, (2021).” he said European policy state that children from 6 to 7 years old ealy education was
considered a systematized activity to be carried out in specialized institutions such as kindergartens and preschool education.
Following the coming of coronavirus, it is important to think of ways to help this brighter generation study from home with
need to maintaining positive mindset on teacher to student relationship. The digital era is shaping minds and there is need to
preserve human dignity by creating systems that at least remind or bring humans together. Technology has come to stay.
There's need to keep building need for human importance in our everyday lives. Following the outbreak of convid-19, many
young people especially pupils of primary and secondary schools that used traditional methods of writing. They have
observed an abrupt change in their lives as typing, recording, e-mail and texting become new methods of communication.
With all this in mind, there is need to strengthen human to human memory by giving the younger generation the type
knowledge and skills of writing using ReMarkable.

Transformation To a Harmonize Society

Figure 1.0 : Rehabilitation of innovative technology with human activities by Pascal (2021)
According to “Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz and Zdonek., (2021) ”there are still many challenges in creating an appropriate bridge
between technological development influence on communication and Society 5.0. For the scholars it necessary to consider
some items such as actuators and sensors. Modern logistic system like management model of creation of value, key
integration of processes of business ,collaboration, and partnering through set of Integrated model based systems like
Warehouse in-transit tracking management fleet systems, Delivery, in-transit tracking management fleet systems and PreFright in-transit tracking management system. Are all system that allows the interaction between system and human.
Especially with new developments of working from home. It is possible to allow such systems that will create an environment
for at least two to three people management.
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To summarize it All
According to “Rahmanto et al., (2021, March)” With large data systems, there is to be an impact on the organization of
public sectors in other to enable the storing, safeguarding and analyze different types of information for use in public policies
consideration. The system of 'Society 5.0' has emerged to a powerful concept that is refers to as revolution in people's lives,
standards, values and many more through the use of technology by taking it to a great level considering the human aspect.
The potential for the huge important benefits of big data technology is very interesting to understand that big data can be
used for the public policy formulation process but determine by the amount of information. In this regard big data requires
big policy information and small data require small public policy information. (Big Data=Big public policy information.
Technology has come to stay. There's need to keep building need for human importance in our everyday lives. Following
the outbreak of convid-19, many young people especially pupils of primary and secondary schools that used traditional
methods of writing. Abrupt change in their lives as typing, recording, e-mail and texting become new methods of
communication. With all this in mind, there is need to strengthen human to human memory by giving them the type of writing
using ReMarkable
ReMarkable Prototype Notebook is a new software that is promising to reduce the gap between humans. With ReMarkable
devices young people especially primary school students can still apply the role of a pen in an electronic elements or system.
This is a new technology that reminds us especially pupils of need for writing with the hand as opposed to type writing of
computer, phone, and many others devices. The ReMarkable prototype notebook gives us good memories of classroom
reality, rule of teachers in helping us perfect our writing abilities.
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